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COLONIAL CONFERENCE, 1907.

PAPERS LAID BEFORE

THE

COLONIAL CONFERENCE, 1907.

I.

NOTES AS TO ACTION TAKEN IN PURSUANCE
OF RESOLUTIONS AND RESULTS OF
COLONIAL CONFERENCE OF 1902,

As summarised on pp. ix.-xii. of [Cd. 1299] (1902).

Resolution :

"That it would be to the advantage of I lie Empire if Conferences wore held, as far as Political
'

practicable-, ai intervals not exceeding four years, at which questions of common interest relations.
*

affecting the relations of the Mother Country and His Majesty's Dominions OA'er the
4 seas could be discussed and considered as between' the Secretary of State for the

Colonies and the Prime Ministers of the self-governing Colonies. The Secretary of

State for the Colonies is requested to arrange for such Conferences after communica-
tion with the Prime Ministers of the respective Colonies. In case of any emergency
arising upon which a special Conference may have been deemed necessary, the next

ordinary Conference to be held not sooner than three years thereafter."

This Resolution was forwarded in October 1902 for the information of the

Colonial Governments represented at the Conference.

In connection with it, reference should be made to Mr. Lyttelton's [Cd. 2785]

despatch of April 20, 1905, suggesting that the title
"
Colonial Conference

"
>(PP-

J-5 )-

should be changed to
"
Imperial Council," and that a permanent Commission,

with a Secretariat attached to it, should be appointed to prepare
materials for the Council and report on the best way of carrying out its

resolutions.

Replies in general favourable to the proposal were received from

Australia, Cape Colony, and Natal. New Zealand did not answer. New-
foundland, after further correspondence, accepted the principle of a Joint

Commission. The Government of Canada maintained an attitude of reserve,
and in particular expressed doubts as to whether the scheme would not

conflict with the working of responsible government. They stated, how-

ever, that they would be ready to discuss the question at the next Conference.

In the course of this correspondence it appeared that, to meet the con-

venience of the Prime Ministers of certain Colonies, it would be necessary
to hold the next Conference in 1907, and not in 1906, i.e., five years, and
not four years after the preceding Conference.

In writing to this effect on February 22, 1906, the Secretary of State [Cd. 2975]
observed that he thought it desirable that the scheme for an Imperial. (PP- 3 -4 )-

Council should be freely discussed at, the next Conference, while adding
that he did not feel himself called upon to adopt the recommendation of

the proposal.

Accordingly, the first question on the Agenda on the present occasion is

the constitution of future conferences, and in connection with it, the proposed
Imperial Council.

K 4901S.



Communi-
cation prior
to i

Naval
defence.

Military
defence.

jiu no far as mar be consistent with (lie confitlontial negotiation of treaties

Foreign Powers, the view* of the Colonies affected -h.ml.l I.. obtained in nnl<>r

tlu-v maj be in a bettor po-ition to civo adhesion to sn.-h

nnl<>r di:it

Communications on this >ubjecf were addressed to the Foreign Office and
Board .f Tnide in October I'.KrJ. and with their concurrence a Circular

.h was sent to the Colonial Governments in November I'.Kn', stating
that it was understood that the Treaties contemplated were mainly Treaties

of Commerce and Navigation, and such Treaties as the Convention with the

United States of America in regard to the property of deceased persons. It

was added that His Majesty's Government had taken note of the Resolution,
and would gladly give effect to it as far as was found practicable. A
memorandum suggesting for consideration means of facilitating prior
communication will be laid before the present Conference.

"Contribution of Australia increased to 200,000/. a year towards the cost of an

unproved Australasian Squadron and the establishment of a branch of the Royal Naval
" Reserve.

iitribution of .Yeir Zealand increased to 40,000/. a year- toward- an improvud
"

Vnsirnlasiaii Squadron and the establishment of a branch of the Royal Naval Reserve.

"Contribution of Cape Colony increased to 50,(XK)/. per annum towanls the general
" maintenance of the Navy.

tnl tn contribute 35,00()/. per annum towards the general maintenance of the
-

Navy.
\,irf<iiiinlliind to contribute 3,(X)0/. per annum (and a capital sum of l.HOO/. for fitting

up an. 1 preparing a drill ship) towards the m.-tintemiuce of a branch of the Royal Naxal
Reserve of not less than 600 men.
" Discussion to be continued by correspondence."

Commissions in the Army and Cmli ts!n/>s m tin- \,/n/.

Resolutitin :

"That the Prime Ministers of self-governing Colonies suggest that the question of the
" allotment of the Naval and Military Cadets to the Dominions beyond the seas be taken
" into consideration by the Naval and Military Authorities, with a view to increasint: the
" numbtr of commissions to be offered ; that, consistent with ensurinj: suitable candid.-:
" as far a> practicable, greater facilities than now obtain should be tri\en to enable yunn^
" Colonists to enter the Navy and the Army."

The Parliaments of the Commonwealth of Australia and New Zealand
in 1903 passed Acts providing for the payment of the contributions above

specified, and ratifying the Agreement negotiated in the course of the

Conference of 1902. Acts providing for the increased Cape contribution

and for the Xatal contribution were passed in 1902 and 1903 respectively.
The Newfoundland contribution has been voted annually by the Legislature.

Correspondence which has passed with the Commonwealth and New Zealand

respecting the Agreement will be at the disposal of the present Conference if

required.
It will be seen that in December 1904, the Admiralty proposed to make

certain changes with a view to strengthening the squadron by adding a

second-class cruiser and substituting a third-class cruiser for the sloops

provided for by the Agreement. The Governments assented to this proposal
in .January 1905.

In October 1905 the Commonwealth Government took exception to the

substitution of the "Powerful" for the "Kuryalus" as flagship, an<i this

led to correspondence as to the manner in which the terms of the Agreement
being carried out by the Admiralty. In a despatch of April _G, 1906,

the 1'rime Minister of the Commonwealth brought forward certain specific

points for the consideration of the Admiralty, and on August 28 he raised

the whole question of the Agreement, commenting on the fact that it was
not popular in Australia, and putting forward a suggestion that the subsidy
-hould be used in sul)sidising fast mail steamers on the lines of the Agreement
between Hib Majesty's Government and the ('unard Company. On May -''>,

I '.ii)li, the Admiralty replied that they could not commend the suggestion as

to mercantile cruisers, and that their views on the general question of

Australasian del. nee would be conveyed by means of the General Scheme
of Defence for Australia which was being prepared by the Committee of

Imperial Defence at the request of the Commonwealth Government.
This Scheme of Defence dealt with the whole question of Australian

defence, naval and military, but for the present purpose it is sufficient to



note that it did not favour a proposal for a local Australian flotilla of cruiser

destroyers and torpedo craft which had been put forward by the Australian

Director of Naval Forces, but adhered to the policy of the Naval Agreement
of 1902. Exception to the Scheme has been taken in the Report of a

Committee of Naval Officers assembled to consider it in Australia.

In May 1906 the Government of New Zealand suggested that it would
be well if a system of deferred pay could be introduced for men serving
on the drill ships, and if they could be transferred from the drill ships to

one or other of the ships in the Home fleet. In November 1906 the Admiralty
sent a letter to the Commander-in-Chief, Australia, saying that they could

not agree to any changes which would involve an appreciable additional

expenditure pending consideration as to the incidence of the expense
involved. They authorised him, however, inter alia, to accept the proposal
made above as to deferred pay if the Colonial Governments agreed, and
also to arrange for the sending home of a limited number of men to be
trained in the higher ratings.

The matter is raised at the present Conference by a Resolution of

Australia in favour of reconsideration of the Naval Agreement and of New
Zealand in favour of an increased contribution.

As regards the question of Commissions in the Navy and Army, the

Naval Agreement above referred to provided for the grant of eight to

Australia and two to New Zealand, and the Admiralty agreed to allot two
nominations annually to the Cape and one to Natal.

In a letter to the Colonial Office in July 1904, the Admiralty, with a

view to securing the distribution of the Colonial nominations as evenly as

possible over the three examinations held during each year, laid down that,

as a general rule, not more than five Colonial nominations should be made
for any one entry. This condition was tacitly accepted by the Secretary of

State, and the contributing Colonies, who were apprised of it, made no

objection. As the Regulations respecting Naval Cadets at that time in force

rendered a candidate eligible in respect of age for at least two examinations,
it was found possible so to arrange the dates of the examinations of Colonial

candidates as to meet their Lordships' views.

In the spring of 1906, however, new Regulations, under which candidates

would in future be eligible for one examination only, were brought into

force. The Colonial Office, anticipating that this would tend to make it

difficult to comply with the Admiralty request to limit to five the number
of Colonial nominees at any one examination, intimated to the Admiralty
that, in order to safeguard the rights of the contributing Colonies, the

"
five"

rule, under the new conditions, could, in future, only be accepted on the

understanding that their Lordships would allow exceptions to be made where
it could be shown that strict insistence upon it would involve departure
from the terms of the Naval Agreements concluded in 1902.

The War Office Regulations respecting the grant of Commissions to officers

of Colonial local military forces and students of Colonial Universities were
revised and reprinted in 1903, and it was laid down that two Army Com-
missions would be allotted annually to New South Wales, South Australia,

Victoria, Queensland, New Zealand, Cape Colony, six to Canada, one to

Tasmania, and one biennially to Natal. It was also provided that a Com-
mission would be granted annually to one student of each of the Chartered
Universities in Colonies not having a Military College through which
Commissions might be obtained.

There was a good deal of correspondence as to the matter in the following

years which led up to the appointment of an Inter-departmental Committee
to consider it in 1906. This Committee has recently submitted a report
which has not been finally approved, but which recommends, inter alia,

that' the number of Commissions grantable annually to officers of the? Militia

of the self-governing Colonies should be twenty-six (in addition to five to

Crown Colonies), eight each to .Canada and Australia, six to South Africa,
and four to New Zealand. "Militia" is defined as "a partially paid and
"

annually trained force, us shown in
.
the Annual Return of Naval and

Military li'eMiun-e.-,, and controlled by the Colonial Government," but this

definition is subject to further consideration.
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In patch , Nd- enilier r.'or,. the Governor-General of Australia

,i^e.sti-d that in addition : 'iii>-ioiis, granted in tin- combatant
anus. some Commissions in the li..\.M.C. miidit lie granted to candidates

.lilied in the medical schools of .\u>tralia. In February 111(17, the Armv
t two annually on certain stated Conditions.

:

M/I<1N :-
Tontinl "

1. '1'lml tin- that the principle ot pi
. I. i cidiiil trade licfwcin the

trade. I'nilcd Kingdom ami I Dominion- beyond (In- -.!- \\ould Minimal. and
" facilitate mutual commercial intercoiir-' , and would, liy promoting the development of
"

tin- re-ourecs and indu-trie- "t the -excral part-. -tieiigthen the Empire.

Thai this Confcre' lluil, in (lir prcr-cnl circum-taiicc:- of id. t

"
it is not prai'lii'iiM.'

lo adpt a ^riu-riil -\>l.-in of Kreo Tnidf us liclwoi-n llic Mother

Country and the llii(i>h Dominion^. l -vond the seas.

I'hat with n view, however, to promoting tlic inr-rcasc of trade within the Empire, it

-iralile that those Ciilonies which have not already adopted such a |>licy should,
44 as far as their circumstances permit, jrm- rabftantUU Jirct'ereiilia] trcnlmrnt to the
"

prtHlui-ts and manufactures of the I'nited Kingdom.

I. That the Prime Mini-ie:- of the Colonies re^pccifullv nr^'e on II - .\h. jctv'.
' Ciiiurninoiit the oxpedieney of ^rantin^ in thcl'nitid Kingdom iireferenlial treatment
" to the products mid manufactures of the Colonies either hv exemption from or reduction
' of dulie- now or hereafter imposed.

-.">. That the 1'rime Mini-!' i at the Conference undertake to Mihmit to their
'

respective (lovcriimenta at the earliest opportunity the principle of the rcxilntiou am)
" to reipie-t tlieln lo take >nch iiica-UH'> a~ may he nece-.-arv to <;\\ < cll'cct to it."

The ivprcsciilatiM- of the Colonies are prepared to recommend to their respective 1'arlian

preferential treatment of British goods on the followin-,' lines :

Canada.

The existing preference of 33^ per cent., and an additional preference on list- of

selected articles

(a) I
iy further reducing the duties ill favour of the I'nited Kingdom :

(6) I
iy rai-injr the duties against foreif.ni import- ;

(c) by imposing duties on certain foreign imi>orts now on the free lisl.

Atiflntlia.

Preferential treatment not \. i .letined as to nature or extent.

\ it- '/.ttilnnil.

A general preference by 10 per cent, all-round reduction of llio pre.-ent duty on British

manufactured goods, or an equivalent in respect of lists of selected articles on the lines

propo-ed hv Canada, namely :

(a) by further reducing the duties in favour of the United Kingdom ;

(6) 1>\ raising the duties against foreign imports ;

(c) by iinpo.-ing duties on certain foreign imports now on the free list.

The Capr and N<tt<il.

A preference of 25 per cent, or its equivalent on dutiable goods other than specially-rated
articles to be given by increasing the duties on foreign imports.

As regards the grant o/ preference to. the Unilx! Kingdom.

(J) The South African Customs Convention of 19(>."> granted a rebate in

favour of tin' I'nited Kingdom and reciprocating Colonies of 25 per cent, of

all '/'/ mini; , duties ehar^eahle under it, except in the case of certain l'.
1

,

ad rnlnri'in duties which were completely n-liated. The Customs Convention

of J'.icti preserves the principle of preference for the United Kingdom, lieiug

based generally on incivar-ed duties on foreign goods with a rebate of the

increase in favour f liritish -'nods.

(2) The New Zealand Act 7S of 1903 raised the duties on certain specified

imp"ii not liciiior the produce or manufacture of some portion of the

1'ritish l)oiuinion.-, cent, per cent, in the case of cement and 50 per
cent.-2() per cent, in other ca

(3) Australia lias passed an Act the effect of which is to give goods of

certain categories from the United Kingdom a preference over foreign

goods. The goods must, however, he imported direct in British ships up to



31st August 1907, and afterwards in such ships manned exclusively by
white seamen. This condition has raised certain treaty questions, and the

Act is not yet in force.

(4) Canada has made considerable changes in her tariff, which will,

however, according to a statement of the Minister of Customs, be as favourable

to Great Britain as before.

As regards reciprocity between Colonies.

(1) South Africa has extended the rebate on British goods to Canada,
Australia, and New Zealand, receiving the British preferential tariff in the

first case, and certain reciprocal concessions in the other two cases.

(2) New Zealand made its preference applicable to any part of the British

Dominions, and has also concluded a special arrangement of reciprocity with

the South African Customs Union.

Negotiations for reciprocal arrangements between Australia and Canada
are proceeding.

An attempt was made to conclude an arrangement between New Zealand
and Aiistralia without success.

The whole question of preferential trade arrangements between the United

Kingdom and the Colonies and between the Colonies themselves is dealt

with in memoranda of the Board of Trade which will be laid before the

Conference.

Resolution :

"That in all Government contracts, wnether in the case of the Colonial or the Imperial Government
"

Governments, it is desirable that, as far as practicable, the products of the Empire contracts.
" should be preferred to the products of foreign countries.

" With a view to promoting this result, it is suggested that where such contracts cannot
" be filled in the country in which the supplies are required, the fullest practicable notice of
" the requirements and of the conditions of tender should be given both in the Colonies
" and the United Kingdom, and that this notice should be communicated through official
" channels as well as through the Press."

A copy of this Resolution was forwarded to the War Office and Admiralty
in October 1902

;
attention was drawn to the fact that it requested that

notice of the requirements and conditions of tender for contracts should be

given through official channels as well as through the Press, and it was

suggested that this might best be done by communication direct to the

Agents-General of the several Colonies. A similar letter was sent to the

Crown Agents for the Colonies with instructions that effect should be given
to the Resolution in the case of stores for Crown Colonies.

The War Office answered that, in the case of supplies not obtainable in

the country where they were to be used, the suggested course had been
followed in the past and would be followed in the future.

The Admiralty expressed general concurrence in the Resolution, adding
that they had already sent the suggested notice to the Agents-General in the

case of canned meat contracts, and would extend the practice to other cases

where the Colonies could produce supplies as good and cheap as foreign
countries. They were also instructing the Colonial Naval Depots to give
preference to Colonial products.

Resolution :

" That it is desirable that in view of the great extension of foreign subsidies to shipping, Shipping" the position of the mail services between different parts of the Empire should be reviewed subsidies.
"

by the respective Governments.
" IQ all new contracts provisions shoald be inserted to prevent excessive freight charges,

" or any preference in favour of foreigners, and to ensure that such of the steamers as
"
may !< suitable shall lie nl the service of His Majesty's Government in war time as

" cruisers or transports."

A copy of this Resolution was forwarded to the Treasury, General Post

Office, and Board of Trade in October 1902 for consideration. The General

Post Office, the department primarily concerned, considered that the insertion

of the suggested provision against excessive freight charges was impracticable,
but agreed to a provision as regards undue preference to foreigners, and, as

i '""" A 3
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f the steamers at the dis]>osul ol His M:t .-rn-

nt in time of war, pointed out that tin- desired ohj.vi was attained in the

[Cd. 20M2.] majority of tin- e\i>tini; contracts. Subsequently tin- Committee appointed
to c-onsid. Kustern .Mail Service approved tin- "undue preference"
clause.

[Cd. 17(X1.] ferenee may he made to the special . -nt with tlie Cunard Com-

pany (July 1903) which most fully provides for the use of the steamers of

the Company ly the Admiralty, and which in terms hinds the Company
.liter to i^ive undue preference against British subjects nor to raise freights

in any of its services unduly.

nilarly the new contract for the Canadian h. ul Service contains

the "undue preference" clause, and provides for Admiralty interests in time
of war.

The Australian Contract with the Orient Mail Company (April L'", 1905)

provides that the Contractors may determine the agreement if their ships
are ac|uired, chartered, or requisitioned by His .Majesty's < iovrrnmcnt in

time of emergency. No " undue preference
"
clause seems to occur in this

agreement.

hi Iion :

Coasting
"That it is desirable that the attention of the Governments of the Colonies :uul the

" 1'nit'd Kingdom should lie called to the present state of the navigation laws in the

...d in other countries, and lo the a.lvisaliility of refusing tlie privileges of

.vise trade, including traile hetween the Mother Country an. I its Colonies ami
"

PoBMMUMU, and between one Colony or 1'os-ession ami another, to countries in wliieli

thi' oorreaponding trade is eontinecl to ships of their own nationality, ami also to
" the laws atl'ecting (hipping, with view of seeing whether any iilln -loitld lie

" taken to |iruinotu Iin]ierial trade in Jiritish vess.

The action taken on this resolution is indicated in the attached despatch.

The SECRETARY OF STATE to the GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF AUSTRALIA.

(General.) Downing Sir

Mr LORD, October 17, l!or>.

I HAVE (lie honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Despatch No. ll>* of the 12th .June

hi-t, enquiring whether consideration has been given hv the Iinperi- Mient to that part
of the Resolution of the Colonial Conference (if 1!)02 respecting the Navigation Laws of the

Knipire which refers to the limitation of coastwise trade' as thetein defined to IJrili.-h vessels, anil

ii .-o, whether any action in that direction is contemplated.

2. In the case, of coastwise trade in the narrower sense of trade round the coasts of tlie I'nited

Kingil I have to inform you that no action by the Imperial Government has In en taken or is

propo-ed. Foreign vessels do not engage in this trade to any appreciable extent, and to debar
tin-in by legislative action would invohe the denunciation of treaties of commerce and navigation

e\itiinr with certain countries, and, moreover, mitrlil be more than counterbalanced b\ retaliatory
action on the part of countries which at present admit llritish shipping to tln-ir coasting trade.

:ards coastwise trade in the wider sense of trade between the United Kingdom and

the British Dominions or Colonies themselves, correspondence lias proceeded r-ince the Colonial

Conf'Tcm f |;:)'J on the fooling that the first thing to be considered was how far there < \i-i.-d

in the Colonies a de-ire for legislation to carry out the object of the K i of that

!. I have to jefer you in this connection to th< y of State's two despatches "f

Hilh February l!Kl.'t and to hi.> despatch of l>7th August 1 '.().! (which need no longer be

i as confidential), and to enclose for your information copies of replies to the despatches of

Itilh 1-ebruary UK).'! received from the Cioverninents of New /.ealand, theCa|ie. Natal, Newfound-
land, mid Canada, together with copy of a despatch to the ( lovernor-J ieneral of Canada

forwarding copy of the New Zealand Coastwise Trade Act, l!0.'(. Your Ministers will perceive
that New /ealand is :ii |,n -, i;t the only colony which has legislated on the lines of the resolution

of the la>t Colonial Cm fl lire.

.". No reply ha- hitherto been nerved from tli<' Commonwealth (iovrniment lo the Sei'retary
of Slat' h, "(IctK-ral No. )."of IGlh Febrtiary l!H)o. but, as yon are aware, it, was

proposed lo deal with the qui lion if tho coasting Hade in the Commonwealth Navigation I'.ill.

the consideration of which h:i- been^
i ii.ling the niecling of the Conference on Merchant

Shipping le^'i-lation. which will take place next March.

6. In th>- ' wiih
yi

it it ajiju-aird that. thr. provi.-ions of

the Treaty between tl . dom and -f l()th November 1H8(>. lo which in..

the Slates of Anstialia hail acceded, might be an obstacle in the way of Colonial legislation : but

your Ministers will have perceived fimn my predecessor's circular despatch of 10th ( >ctober

190."), ilia t by joint declaration :,t Athens on Kith No\ember l'.M)4 and Ith May l!H)."i,

power has IM--H obtaineil to enable any colony which i.- a party to the Treaty of 18fi to

withdraw from it at any time after giving twelve mouths' notice of its intention to do so.



7. It may be well to observe that the Resolution of the Conference of 1902 also covered
. the question of the special restrictions such as marking of load lines, deck-loading, &c., which
apply to British vessels, and which were hold to hamper them in competition with foreign
vessels. This question is referred to in the Minute accompanying the enclosed despatch from
the Governor-General of Canada, and it is being dealt with in the Merchant Shipping Acts
Amendment (No. 2) Bill, 1906, now under consideration of the Imperial Parliament, a copy of

which, as amended by the Standing Committee on Trade, is also enclosed for the information of

your Ministers.

8. A copy of the present despatch is being forwarded to the Governors of the various Colonies

possessing responsible government, as the subject is one which your Government has proposed
for discussion at the forthcoming Colonial Conference,

I have, &c.,

ELGIN.

Note. The various despatches above-mentioned have been printed
separately for the use of the Conference if required, and the Merchant
Shipping Acts Amendment (No. 2) Bill has become law.

Resolution :

" That it is advisable to adopt the metric system of weights and measures for use Metric
' within the Empire, and the Prime Ministers urge the Governments represented at this system." Conference to give consideration to the question of its early adoption."

This resolution was forwarded for consideration by the Colonial Govern-
ments in September 1902 and a summary of their replies follows.

The metric system is already used in Mauritius and Seychelles.
The following were favourable to its adoption : Australia, New Zealand, [Cd. 1940]

Cape of Good Hope, Transvaal, Orange River Colony, Southern Rhodesia,
aml C2343]-

Gambia, Northern Nigeria, Gibraltar, British Guiana, Trinidad, Leeward
Islands, Windward Islands.

Also, with a reservation that it must also be adopted in the United

Kingdom or in the Empire generally : Canada, Sierra Leone, Southern

Nigeria, Ceylon, Falklands, and Basutoland. Hong Kong would take common
action with other Colonies.

The States of New South Wales, Victoria, and Western Australia were
also favourable, but together with South Australia and Tasmania, considered
that the matter was one for the Commonwealth Government.

Fiji was doubtful, but must follow Australia and New Zealand. British
New Guinea would go with Australia. Jamaica and British Honduras need
the adoption of the system in the United States of America. The practice
of India is important to the Straits Settlements, who would be followed by
Labuan

;
and the Bechuanaland Protectorate would follow the rest of South

Africa.

St. Helena, Cyprus, Lagos, Weihaiwei, Barbados, and Bahamas were on
the whole unfavourable. The Gold Coast Colony and the State of Queensland
were prepared to adopt, but considered that inconvenience would occur.

Natal could not consider the matter until some general lines of legislation
have been agreed upon by His Majesty's Government. No definite answer
has been given by Malta or Bermuda.

Newfoundland did not desire to take action till Great Britain and Canada
adopt the system.

After these replies were received a draft Bill was prepared in the Colonial
Office providing for the introduction of the metric system and intended
as a model for Colonial laws. The Board of Trade, however (September
1906), expressed the opinion that in the present state of piiblic opinion in

the United Kingdom, they were not prepared to recommend the introduction
of legislation making the use of the metric system compulsory.

A private Bill introduced into the House of Commons, and making
the system compulsory in or soon after 1910, was rejected on the 22nd of

March.
A letter from the Board of Trade* on this question will be laid before

the Conference.

/frxnli/tiiiii :

"That it would lend to (he encouragement of inventions if sonic system for the mutual Mutual
"

protection of patents in the various parts of the Empire could be devised. protection
' That the Secretary of State be asked to enter into communication with the several of patents." Governments in the first instance ;,nd iimli: their -nicest ions to (his end."

* V(
|j;i!jr 176.

A 4
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A despatch ii .in<v \vitli this Resolution was addressed in October
l
1
to the Colonies repn -< nled :it llir Coiiferei.-

mda (.January 1 i~wen-d lh:it il !':.' nt l:i\v had iv-riitly been

i-fiilly revised ainl that it had been found essential to retain the two
visions ia which that law is peculiar, viz.. the compulsory working
patent-* and forfeiture for importation. If the law elsewhere could be

modified so as to meet the Dominion on these two points, the nonunion
Ciovernment would introduce the other chan-'-s i, uniformity.

.Y.iN/7 '.March H" ' 1
> thought that the time had not arrived for reciprocity,

lint that the Colonies iniijht recognise patents granted in the 1'nited

Kingdom, suliject to local registration and payment of fees, and to proof that

patents had been granted liy a proper authority.

The C<//x- (April 1904) introduced a Bill into the Colonial Parliament

designed to bring their Patent law into line with the Imperial Art-. In

Parliament, however, all the clauses except those of purely local interest

were omitted.

.V. wfoundland (November 1903) expressed readiness to consider a draft

lit law modelled on the be-t provisions of the existing Imperial and
Colonial Laws, and to be adopted simultaneously by such of the Colon ie.-

desired it.

Zealand (December 1903) thought that the Imperial (iovernment
should draw up and submit for the consideration of the Colonies a scheme
for mutual protection of patents.

Australia never answered, but has now put forwarl a Resolution for

the Conference of 1907 on the lines of the'New Zealand answer.

A memorandum* on this subject will be laid before the Conference.

Purchase of

c-ahle.

_T on

new-paper*
nnl periodi-

Resoltttion :

That it is desirable that in future agreements as to cable communications a clause
"

should, wherever practicable, be inserted reserving to the Government cr Govcrnn
" concerned the right of purchasing on Bqnitfcbk) term-, and ;.f:cr due notice. :ill or any
" of the cables to which llir agreements relate."

This Resolution was forwarded to the Board of Trade in October 1902,
and received consideration in the Departments concerned and in the

standing Inter-Departmental Committee on ('able Landing Rights.
The views of His .Majesty's < lovernment were finally communicated to

the Colonies in a despatch dated ."ml April 1903. It was held that a general

expropriation clause was impolitic, as lieing likely to deter private enterprise
in caliles. It was pointed out that, in the case of cables having one terminus

in a foreign country, such a country would be likely to take exception
to a foreign administration working them. Also in many cases, cables in

reaped of which landing rights arc claimed are part of a wider system,
and confusion would result from State purchase and working.

His Majesty's Government therefore decided that, it was impossible t>.

do more than to instruct tin- Cable Landing Rights Committee to consider

on its merits the insertion of an expropriation clause in each particular ca.-e.

"linn :

"That it is advisable to adopt the principle of rhciip postage between the ditlereui
"

pail.- of ihe I'.iitish Empire on all newspapers ami periodical.- published therein, and the
- I'rime Ministers de-ire to draw the attention of His .Maje-ty'.s ( Jovernnietit to the

.ii of 11 reduction in the outgoing rate.

-onsidrr tliut each Government shall be allowed to determine the amount to
" which it may reduce such rate, und the time for such reduction going into i-fleet."

This I! esolution was sent to the General Post Office for consideration in

November I'.IDL'.

The ili D which led up to it had reference principally to the case

i)f I'.mada, the position in that Colony being that under a postal convent ion

with the United States of America, new.-papers and periodicals were sent

from tin- Slates into Canada at a rate <*' ; pound in bulk when

Si i-
p:r.'i'

."'HT.
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by publishers and agents, and at about 2d. per pound when posted by the

public, as compared with a rate of \d. per two ounces, or roughly, 4d per
pound from this country. The result was that American periodicals run

throughout Canada, spreading American ideas and American advertisements.
The actual Resolution was, however, in terms general, and covered all

the Colonies. It advocated (a) the acceptance of the principle of cheap
rates on newspapers and periodicals published in the Empire throughout
the Empire, and (b) the grant of power to the Colonies to reduce their

outgoing rate to such an extent and at such a time as they thought fit.

The Postmaster-General, in reply, stated that he was prepared to agree
to (6). As a matter of fact, it is understood that reductions in the outgoing
rates to this country and some of the Colonies have been made by certain

Colonies, e.g., by Canada and New Zealand, with the concurrence of the

Postmaster-General. The principle has been to extend the Colonial domestic
rate to such cases.

The Postmaster-General could not agree to (a). He was sensible of the

political advantages of the proposal as regards Canada, but he felt that it

would be most difficult to reduce the rate to the Dominion without reducing
it to other Colonies. Moreover, the British inland rate could not be main-
tained at a higher level than the outward Colonial rate, and this introduced
most serious financial difficulties. Further, any new facilities extended to

newspapers must be extended to trade catalogues, or there would be com-

plaints in this country. Calculations had been made as to the average cost

of carriage of all mail matter, which showed that there was an appreciable
loss incurred by taking newspapers at the halfpenny rate in force at home.

Accordingly, the Postmaster-General could not see his way to extending that

rate. All that he could do was to consider whether he could not increase

the weight of printed matter passing for one penny within the United

Kingdom, and extend this concession all over the Empire.
The Government of New Zealand had in the meantime made a proposal

that the postage on newspapers, &c. to and from that Colony and the

United Kingdom should be reduced to one penny. In answer to this

proposal, the Postmaster-General reported that he had not been able to

take any action regarding the increase in the weight of printed matter
within the United Kingdom, and that he could not, for reasons above

stated, agree to any reduction in the outward rate on newspapers to New
Zealand or other Colonies, though he would not refuse New Zealand news-

papers posted to the United Kingdom and prepaid at the one penny rate.

This decision of the Postmaster-General was communicated to the Agent-
General for New Zealand, but not to other Colonies, as it appears to have
been thought that a further occasion for considering the question might arise

later.

The above correspondence passed in 1903, and the matter rested till

1905, when it was again raised, as a result of an unanimous Resolution of

the Senate of Canada, on the 22nd February, affirming the principle that the

conveyance of newspapers, periodicals, &c. within the Empire should be on
a lower scale of charges than that ruling with foreign countries.

The Governor-General, in a despatch of 20th February 1905, very strongly
pressed for the reduction of rates in the case of Canada, dwelling on the

fact that the position there was entirely exceptional owing to the proximity
of the United States of America, and the extremely low rates of postage
prevailing to and from that country.

The matter was further considered by the then Postmaster-General, who
saw a deputation of Members of Parliament about it on 16th March 1905.

He was unable to modify his attitude, and pointed out that if the United
States-Canada rate was applied at home and to the Colonies, it would
involve a sacrifice of something like 3,000,OOOZ. a year of revenue. He
offered to consider whether the ordinary domestic rate for newspapers, &v.

could not be extended to Canada and the Colonies, but subsequently stated

that this was impracticable for revenue reasons.

The question was further considered when the present Government
assumed office, at the instance of the High Commissioner for Canada. The
result was a semi-official communication from the Postmaster-General to

Lord Strathcona on 25th April 1906. It was laid down that the position in
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Canada m treated as entirely ional, and that any reduction in

the rates from the United Kingdom could nut lie admitted by His Maje-ty's
.eminent as in Bfiy way justifying a claim to similar alterations in the

case of other c ial condition it was proposed :

(a) That Canada should renounce her special agreement with the United

with the result that the postal rates between the States and
iada in the case of newspaper.-, Ace. would automatically become

!</. per Ih. under the 1'ostal Union Convention.

(o) That Canada should then make a special agreement wit li the I'nited

Kingdom, and offer to make a special agreement with the United

States, under which the rates for newspapers iV-c. should IK- the

same to Canada from both countries. The exact rates to l>e subject
for further consideration.

(c) That since the result of any alteration would be a considerable loss of

postal revenue to the United Kingdom, Canada should oiler to the

I'nited Kingdom free oversea transit for British mails on her sub-

sidised mail steamers, the specially low rates to be agreed upon
1 icing confined to newspapers, &c. carried on those steamer.-,

running direct to Canada.

The Dominion Government subsequently denounced their special agree-
ment with the United States,'

3 and correspondence is proceeding as to the

precise details of the arrangements to be made in consequence of the offer

of the Postmaster-General above summarised.

Piofe>Monal

employment
in Transvaal
and Orange
Hirer

Colony.

Resolution :

"That in arranging for the administration of the Transvaal and the Orange
Colony it is desirable that provision should be made that duly qualified inrmlttTs of the

learned and skilled professions now admitted and hereafter to l>e admitted to pniriiee
in the self-governing Colonies be allowed to practice within the newly acquired
territories on condition of reciprocal treatment in the Colonies concerned."

was had to the principle of this Resolution in framing the laws

with respect to admission to the professions in the new Colonies. Thus, e.g.,

a barrister or attorney admitted to practice in the Supreme Court of any
British Colony is admitted similarly in the new Colonies, provided that he
has practised for seven years in the British Colony or has passed an exami-
nation declared to be equivalent to that for the degree of Bachelor of Law
in the Cape University. Similarly a surveyor is admitted to practice if he

has passed an examination in some part of His Majesty's dominions equivalent
to the Cape University examination, which is a condition of admission to the

class of Colonial Government Surveyor in that Colony.

' utributinns to be recommended to their respective Parliaments by the Premiers :

Queen T\to Dominion of Canada - 30,(XX)

Victoria Tin- ( 'onunonweMlih of Australia - Keply not yet i, reived

Memorial. /aland, not less than - - 15,000
The Capo Colony - .... -J0,000

Colony of Natal, not exceeding
- lo.ooo

The Colony of Newfoundland - li.(X><>

The Commonwealth of Australia voted the Sum of 25,0001. All contribu-

tions have now been paid, and the Colonies have been furnished with photo-

graph- of the proposed memorial and of those sections which refer particularly
to them. The erection of the memorial is proceeding.

March 23, 1907.

* An ii^'M eimiil wa- -nli-eqiiently arrived at. X i -latement in Halyard. April I
.">,

page607
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II.

REPRESENTATION OF AUSTRALIAN STATES
CORRESPONDENCE LAID BEFORE THE

CONFERENCE.
(In continuation of [Cd. 3340].)

No. 1.

The DEPUTY GOVERNOR OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA to the
SECRETARY OF STATE.

(Received March 4, 1907.)

Government House, Adelaide,
MY LORD, January 30, 1907.

I HAVE the honour to inform you that his Excellency the Governor
communicated your Lordship's despatch of the 5th December last (General)*
to his Ministers. I have received from them a Memorandum in reply of

yesterday's date, of which I enclose a copy for your Lordship's information.

I have, &c.

S. J. WAY,
Deputy Governor.

Enclosure in No. 1.

Memorandum from Ministers to his Excellency the Governor.

Premier's Office, Adelaide,

January 29, 1907.

Ministers have the honour to inform his Excellency that they have

carefully considered the despatch of the Right Honourable the Secretary
of State for the Colonies which his Excellency has been good enough
to forward for their information. They have so recently addressed his

Excellency on the subject of the Colonial Conference, that they only deem
it necessary at present to state that they adhere to the views expressed in

their Memorandum of the 12th December lastf and to respectfully protest,
if the States are to be unrepresented at the Conference, against the opinion

expressed in Lord Elgin's despatch, that the question whether changes should

bo made in the constitution of future conferences is one for the consideration

of the Conference itself, as alike unconstitutional and unjust.
With reference to his Lordship's explanation that he had not previously

addressed his Excellency on the subject, as no representation had been
made by this Government in the matter, Ministers point out that his Lord-

ship's despatch of the 5th December is the first communication on the

subject of the Colonial Conference addressed to this Government from the

Colonial Office, and that Mr. Colonial Secretary Lyttelton's despatch of

the 20th April 1905+ was not communicated to this Government. Ministers

only became aware of its contents through its publication for the information

of the Commonwealth Parliament.
THOMAS PRICE,

Premier.

No. 20 in [Cd. 3340], March, 1907. t No. 27 in [Cd. 3340]. J No. 1 in [Cd. 2785].
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No. i'.

The <:<>\T.KNoi: (>F NK\V Sol'TII WALKS to the SECRETARY
OF STATK.

(Received March 0, 1907.)

State Government lion Iney,

LOI:I>, January 28, 11" '7.'

\Viin reference to the correspondence which 1. -d with regard
to the protest of the Australian States against their exclusion from direct

representation at tlie Colonial Conference to be held in London shortly,

and to the list of subjects for discussion at such Conference which v

laid before the Federal Parliament last Session, I have now the honour

to inform your Lordship that my responsible advisers be;,' leave to oliject

strongly and emphatically to the inclusion among the subjects of di-eus-ion

of the following, viz. :

(1) Imperial Court of Appeal.

(2) Coastwise Trade.

(3) Imperial Stamp Charges on Colonial Bond-.

(4) Emigration.

2. In the absence from the Conference of direct representatives of the

States my advisers feel very strongly that such subjects should not lie dealt

with, and if this view should be disregarded, the regret felt and e\pre->ed

by all the State Governments at their exclusion from the Conference will

be greatly increased.

I have, &c.

HARRY H. RAWSOX,
Governor.

No. 3.

The SECRETARY OF STATE to the GOVERNOR OF XE\V
SOUTH WALKS.

SIR', Downing Street, March 111. Itin7.

I HAYK the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of

the 28th of January, stating that in the absence of Slate representation at

the Colonial Conference, your .Ministers object to thediscussion of certain

questions therein referred to.

2. Your .Ministers will have learned from -patch of which a copy
was enclosed in my despatch

"
.Miscellaneous

"
of the Kith of February! that

after full consideration His Majesty's Government have with much regret
found themselves unable to modify their position with respect to the question
of State representation at the Conference.

3. The whole correspondence will be placed in the hands of the Trime
Minister of the Commonwealth on his arrival, and also in the hands of the

other members of the Conference.
I have, Ac..

ELGIN.

X,,. 2. t N... :;:! in [C.I. i'.iilO] Muruh, 1'JuT.
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No. 4.

The SECRETARY OF STATE to the DEPUTY GOVERNOR OF
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

SIR, Downing Street, March 19, 1907.

I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch
of the 30th of January,* enclosing a copy of a Memorandum from your
Ministers with further reference to the question of the representation of

the Australian States at the Colonial Conference. I have to refer to my
despatch Miscellaneous of the 16th of February,! from which your Ministers
will have learned that His Majesty's Government, after full consideration
and with regret, have found themselves unable to modify the position
which they have felt themselves obliged to assume with regard to this

matter.

I have, &c.,

ELGIN.

No. 5.

The GOVERNOR OF TASMANIA to the SECRETARY OF STATE.

(Received March 23, 1907.)

Government House, Hobart,
MY LORD, February 15, 1907.

A MINUTE (dated 24th January, of which a copy is enclosed) addressed

to His Excellency the Governor of New South Wales by the Honourable
J. H. Carruthers, has been submitted to me by the Premier of Tasmania, with

the view that it may be respectfully represented to your Lordship that this

Government concurs in holding that amongst the subjects which affect the

rights of the State of Tasmania which were not made over to the Common-
wealth Government at Federation, may be enumerated

(1) Imperial Court of Appeal.

(2) Coastwise Trade.

(3) Imperial Stamp Charges on Colonial Bonds.

(4) Emigration.
I have, &c.

G. STRICKLAND,
Governor.

Enclosure in No. 5.

Minute for His Excellency the Governor.

With reference to correspondence which has passed with regard to the

protest of the Australian States against their exclusion from direct repre-
sentation at the Colonial Conference to be held in London shortly, and to the

list of subjects for discussion at such Conference which was laid before the

Federal Parliament last session, the Premier respectfully begs leave to request
that your Excellency will be good enough to represent to the Secretary of

State for the Colonies that your responsible advisers beg leave to object

strongly and emphatically to the inclusion among the subjects of discussion

of the following, viz. :

1. Imperial Court of Appeal.
2. Coastwise Trade.
3. Imperial Stamp Charges on Colonial Bond?.

4. Emigration.

No. 1. f No. 32 in [Cd. 3340], Mwh, 1907.
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In the aleiit -c from the Conference nf direct representatives of the States,
ir Kxeelleiicx'- advisera feel very strongly that such subject- should not

be dealt with, ami if this view should in- disregarded, the regret felt and
expressed liyall the State Governments at their exclusion from the Conference
will be greatly increased.

J. II. CARRUTHI
The Treasury. New South Wale-.

diiey, .lauuary L'l. I '.Hi?.

No. G.

The GOVERNOR OF VICTORIA to the SECRETARY OF STATE.

(Received April 1, 1907.)

State Government House, Melbourne,
MY LouK February 19th, 1907.

I HAVF. the honour to transmit to your Lordship a copy of a memo-
randum, which I have received from my Ministers, forwarding a copy of a

minute addressed by the Premier of New South Wales to hi.- Kxcdlem-y
the Governor of that State, objecting to the inclusion of certain subjects
in the list of questions to be discussed at the Colonial Conference to be
held in London shortly.

I have, &c.

R. TALBOT.

Enclosure in No. 6.

Premier's Office, Melbourne,

February 13th, 1907.

.MI:MOI;\MH M FOR HLS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR.

The Premier presents his duty to your Excellency, and begs to forward

herewith a copy of a minute* addressed I >y the Honourable the Premier of

New South Wales to his Excellency the Governor of that State, objecting to

the inclusion of certain subjects in the list of questions to be discussed at the

Colonial Conference to be held in London shortly.

This (!o\ eminent concurs generally in the views of the Xew South

Wales (iovermnenl, as expressed in the minute, and Mr. lient asks, therefore,

that your Excellency will be pleased to communicate in similar terms with

tin: Right Honourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies.

THOMAS BENT,
I Vernier.

' Sec Enclosure in No. .'>.
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III.

COMMITTEE OF IMPERIAL DEFENCE.

Resolution of Commonwealth of Australia.

"That it is desirable that the Colonies should be
represented on the Imperial Council of Defence.

" That the Colonies be authorised to refer to that
Council for advice any local questions in regard to
which expert assistance is deemed advisable."

MEMORANDUM AS TO THE FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMITTEE
OF IMPERIAL DEFENCE.

The Treasury Minute published as [Cd. 2200] explains the constitution

of the Committee of Imperial Defence and the position and duties of its

secretariat.

The objects of the Committee are :

(a) To facilitate common discussion and agreement as to matters of

Imperial Defence which fall within the purview of more than
one Department, and which otherwise . might involve long and
indecisive correspondence.

(6) To advise in the case of any questions relating to local or general
defence which may be referred to it by the Secretary of State at

the request of the self-governing Colonies.

(c) To bring naval and military experts into direct touch with

Ministers, who are enabled to question them freely and fully,
thus avoiding the misunderstandings which may arise from
minutes and memoranda.

2. The Committee is purely a consultative body, having no executive

powers or administrative functions. It is assisted in its deliberations by the

Colonial Defence Committee, which is regarded as its sub-committee, and
works on the lines described in the statement appended to this memorandum,
dealing with all Colonies, self-governing and other.

3. Questions are referred to the Committee by the Prime Minister, or by
the head of a Department of State.

4. When special information is required, the Prime Minister may summon
any person who may be in possession of such information.

5. When a Colonial question is discussed, either the Secretary of State for

the Colonies or another representative of the Colonial Office is present.

6. Up to the present time only two cases of important questions affecting
the self-governing Colonies have come before the Committee :

(a) Certain points in connection with the defence of Canada were
considered in 1903, when the Hon. Sir F. Borclen, ICC.M.G.,
Minister of Militia, sat as a member of the Committee.

0>) In November 1905 the Prime Minister of the Commonwealth, by
telegram, asked the Committee to prepare a general scheme of

di 'fence for Australia, specifying the points which his Govern-
ment desired to be included. Mr. Balfour replied in a telegram
sent by the Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governor
General :

"
Committee of Imperial Defence gladly consent to undertake

the preparation of a general scheme of local Australian

Defence for the consideration of the Government of the

Commonwealth.
' '

The scheme was prepared and was sent out by the Secretary of State in

May 1906.
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7. The Prime Minister c. msiders that it mi-lit with ;idvnntage be made
clear to the representatives of the Colonies at the

coining
< '. pnt'i Tt-nce tliat

the Committee of Imperial Defence is intended to provide the means of

diaoosaing questions of a general or local character p.-latingto d, it

should, therefore, be open to the Government of any self-go vi -ruing Colony to

submit these questions through the Colonial Office, and to olitain such advice
as the Committee is able to give. If so desired, any representative of a

Colony which may wish for advice would he summoned to attend as a
member of the Committee during the discussion of the questions raised.

March 1907.

Enclosure.

STATEMENT AS TO THE CONSTITUTION AND WORK OF THE COLONIAL

DKI T.NCE COMMITTEE.

1. The Colonial Defence Committee was established in 1 ss.">. when an
incident on the Afghan frontier resulted in an alarm of war throughout the

Empire. As the numerous communications from the Colonies with reference

to their defence could not be dealt with by existing machinery with the

rapidity required by the importance of the subject at a time of political

tension, the Committee was appointed to consider representations as to their

delence from Colonies for which the Royal Commission on Colonial Defence
had made no provision.

From the first the War Office and Colonial Office found it convenient
to obtain its views on questions relating to other Colonies, and when the

immediate crisis of 1885 had passed, the Committee was retained to disc

and work out the details of such questions of Colonial Defence as might lie

referred to it
; and, in particular, to examine the local Defence Schemes for

the application in war of the Imperial and Colonial resources in each Colony.
On the establishment of the Committee of Imperial Defence it was decided

that the Colonial Defence Committee should be regarded as a Bob-committee
of that Committee, and that with a view to mark the connection between tin-

two Committees the Secretary of the Colonial Defence Committee should also

be an Assistant Secretary of the Committee of Imperial Defence, although

appointed liy the Secretary of State for the Colonies ami home on the

Colonial Office Estimates.

2. The constitution of the Committee is as follows :

Chairman.

/i i -i rvo: ( The Permanent I "nder-Secretarv of
Colonial Office Representative

-

j g^ ,.. , 1|r ( ,,,,.,

Members.

( The Director of Naval Intelligenci

Admiralty Representatives
-

j
The Naval Adviser to the Army

(. Council.

/'The Director of Military Operations.

)
The Director of Artillery.

\\ar Office Representatives
-j T]H , |)|rector of Ful .

nl iralinns !111(1

t Works.
( The Assistant Secretarv to the

Treasury Representative -j Treasury.
India Office Representative

- The .Alililary Secretary, India Office.

Secretary - A Military Officer,

(rovcmors of Colonies visiting this country, representatives of Depart-

ments not permanently represented (e.g., the Foreign Office and I'ost oili.

and other officers p i^' special knowledge on -ulijects referred lo the

Committee, have; from time to time been invited to take part in il>

deliberations.
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The members of the Colonial Defence Committee are thus all professional
officers, and are therefore better able to devote the time necessary to work
out technical details of schemes of defence than the Cabinet Ministers who
form the majority of those normally attending the meeting of the Committee
of Imperial Defence.

The Director of Naval Intelligence and the Director of Military Opera-
tions, who, as a rule, attend the meetings of the Committee of Imperial
Defence, are, in addition, members of the Colonial Defence Committee, and
the Permanent Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies usually attends the

meetings of the former Committee when questions affecting the Colonies are

under consideration.

3. The proceedings of the Colonial Defence Committee are governed by
Regulations which were approved by the First Lord of the Admiralty, the

Secretary of State for War, and the Secretary of State for the Colonies, in

January 1893.

In these Regulations the objects for which the Committee is established

are defined as follows :

(a) To discuss and work out details of questions relating to Colonial

Defence, in which the Admiralty, War Office, Colonial Office, and

Treasury are individually or collectively concerned, which have
been referred to the Committee by any one or more of the

Departments above named.

(6) To advise the Secretary of State for the Colonies in relation to local

forces or defences in Colonies where no Imperial Establishment is

maintained.

(c) To prevent the delays and misunderstandings which may arise from

inter-departmental correspondence.

(d) To insure, as far as possible, a uniform treatment of questions of

Colonial Defence.

4. The Committee have in the past dealt with a wide range of subjects.
The documents normally referred to the Committee for their remarks are :

(a) Defence Schemes. The annual revision of the Defence Schemes of
Colonies and dependencies, and of the Indian defended ports, are
now sent to the Colonial Defence Committee for their remarks.

(b) Annual Reports on Colonial Forces. Advantage is taken of the various

reports received from Colonial Governments to furnish more or
less detailed advice on points of organisation, armament, and
training.

(c) Colonial Acts and Ordinances relating to Defence. Most of the
enactments now in operation under which local forces serve
have been examined through the agency of the Committee, and
amendments have been made on their recommendation.

In addition, memoranda have been prepared by the Committee dealing
with a wide range of subjects. Those of general application include papers
on the general principles of Colonial Defence as accepted by His Majesty's
Government, instructions for drawing up Defence Schemes, reviews of the

strategic conditions of each defended port, revisious of armaments and
calculations for garrisons, taking into consideration local conditions and the

manning requirements of the approved defences. Of new general subjects
dealt with of late years, it is sufficient to mention Colonial troops for Imperial
service in war, Colonial Naval Reserves, draft Orders in Council for the

regulation of the civil population and utilisation of the civil population
in war.
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IV.

j'
I i;>]M>sc<1 for di

I';/
tlir Army Council.

THE STRATEGICAL CONDITIONS OF THE EMPIRE
FROM THE MILITARY POINT OF VIEW.

\i'Ki: i'ui-:r.\i:Ki> nv TIM: CIM.KAI. STAFF.)

1. Xd review of tin- ical conditions of the British Empire, even

when Mich a review is limited to tlie purely military aspects of the question,
! untlertakeii without admitting as a first and fundamental principle

that the maintenance of the Empire rests primarily on supremacy at

The very essence of a military system in a great federation of territories is the

ver of combination for a common end, and when those territories are

irated from each other by the sea, such combination is wholly dependent
on the possession of maritime command. However carefully, therefore, its

various component parts may elalKtrate and improve their military organisa-

tions, a complete dissolution of the whole Empire must inevitably follow upon
a failure of the navy in war. Whilst thoroughly appreciating how absolutely
vital to us is this command of the sea, we must not, however, lose sight of two

all-important considerations. In the first place it must be clearly understood

that naval supremacy is powerless, unaided, to bring a great war to a

successful conclusion, a fact which has been proved Ly history in all ages ;
in

the second place we must realise that the British Empire, with its vast land

frontiers and continental responsibilities, is confronted by dangers against
which naval force can offer it little, if any, protection.

if principle which must govern the military organ i/.at ion

of the Empire is that each portion of it should, as far as possible, maintain

siillicient troops for self-defence. That this principle cannot be carried out in

all obvious. The problem of the defence of India is one that must
at all tiini .Til the Empire as a whole, whilst many of the minor

dependencies of the ( 'rown require to be garrisoned as naval bases by regular

troops from the United Kingdom. The principle, however, holds good

.rally as regards the great self-govern ing port ions of the Empire overseas,

and it must form the basis of their different military systems. Jn connection

with this individual : ibility for local defence, it must be understood

that, though the navy may l>e able to guarantee the different, parts of the

Empire again-t maritime attack on a serious scale. His Majesty's ships
cannot absolutely assure Briti-di territory under all circumstances against,

raids from oversea. In the case of seaports easily accessible to hostile

enterprise and affording siillicient inducement for an enemy to attack, raids

must be provided by local defences and local garrisions. In deciding
on the nature of the fortifications and the number of troops required to meet

kind, it is essential, however, that each ca-.e (-hall be

'nined on its merits, -\vith a due sense of proportion, and a regard for the

probabilities of the >it nation
; otherwise, as has so often happened in the past,

there may be a wa>te of money and misapplication of force.

The third principle to be borne in mind in this consideration of the

military requirements of the Empire is the great one of mutual support at a

'if emergency. It is evident that under certain circumstances the land

f the various territories of the Empire may be impelled by eoiisidera-

both of safety and sentiment to act together in some great conflict which

mperil Our national Should such a situation arise it would
ble to over-rate the advantage of having in every case a system of

military Organisation ca|)able of being readily assimilated to that of the many
othi r COntUWenta which would compose the Imperial army.
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To detail all the possible causes of conflict which might bring about a

great combined effort of this nature, or to suggest future theatres of war,
would be out of place in a memorandum which aims only at calling attention

to general principles. It is quite sufficient to point out that the Empire has

vast stretches of land frontier to be defended, that we must be prepared to

take such military action as is necessary to fulfil any treaty obligations which
have been entered into in the past, or which may be undertaken in the future,
and that the ethnographical conditions of certain British possessions impose

upon us the responsibility of preserving order amongst half-civilised native

races.

4. Since the last Colonial Conference there has been a great conflict

between two nations, powerful on land and sea. That war has taught us

lessons, tactical and strategical, ashore and afloat. It has thrown light on

many questions which have been a source of controversy amongst experts,

deciding some, leaving others obscure. But the one lesson of the Russo-

Japanese war which stands out clear and well defined, admitting neither

argument nor disclaimer, is that that nation, of which the naval and military
authorities are in a position to make their preparations for emergency on a

definite plan, and with a full knowledge of the strength and organisation of

the forces which they will be able to put in the field at the critical moment,
starts with an incalculable advantage over an opponent who does not enjoy
the same position. War is in the present day becoming more and more an

exact science. The gallantry of the troops, the genius of a commander, the

purely fortuitous circumstances inseparable from operations in the field, all

may to some extent help to sway the issue. But it is adeqiiate preparation,

leading up to a well worked out plan of campaign, which is the paramount
factor in securing a decision, and a plan of campaign can no more be worked
out without knowing what troops are available to carry it out than a building
can be erected without first laying its foundations.

5. The General Staff are well aware that there are great difficulties in the

way of self-governing colonies (and also Crown colonies and British

protectorates) guaranteeing that contingents of any given strength and

composition can be counted upon by the Empire at large at the vital point in

case of need. The local statutes which bind the citizen to serve in defence of

his country, for the most part limit this obligation to the defence of that

portion of the Empire to which the citizen belongs. This is thoroughly
understood by the General Staff, who quite realise that though the feelings of

loyalty and affection towards the Mother Country entertained by the colonies

will quickly rally them, to the Imperial flag in the hour of trial, yet that it is

impossible (at any rate at present) to learn in advance the exact number of

troops which might be placed in the field side by side with the home army.

They feel, however, that it is their duty to point out that the lack of definite

provision for common action between the various military forces of the Empire
deprives those forces of much of the power which they might otherwise exert

at a time of national danger.

6. There is a tendency in the present day in certain quarters to underrate

the importance of adequate training for troops, and to suppose that mere

levies of men properly armed and gifted with grit and courage can be pitted

against the regular troops of -a civilized nation in a great campaign. The

growth of this delusion in the British Empire can largely be attributed to the

South African war, where the Boers so long held at bay a numerically far

superior army, consisting for the most part of trained professional soldiers.

The history of irregulars, fighting in guerilla fashion and proving difficult

antagonists for trained troops to deal with, is, however, as old as the history

of war, and care must be taken not to apply the lessons of the South African

conflict to any possible campaign of the future against a regular army.

Though tho guerilla is formidable enough in defence of his own country, he

cannot conduct an offensive campaign, and he is practically powerless to bring

any war to a successful conclusion. For any great emergency, therefore, the

armies to take the field to sustain the honour of the flag and to maintain the

security of ITis Majesty's dominions must consist of troops wlio, man Tor man,
arc us dlieient and highly trained us those, whom they are to meet in battle.

B 2
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i'.fTivti\v training of the rank and til.- is, however, impossible unless
_the

officers charged with the duty in the arts of tin- military profession.

.vitli the advance <
, military education I- OOmea more and

,..:.: : : thorough grounding
Imic-aliti-s and developments can be appreciated

imparted. Cadet colleges like Woolwich and Sandhurst

costly, and they ;\re only calculated to provide for the training of youths

int, make the Army their profession. Institutions, however, like

Ki : i f..r
training

students both for
military

and civil life,

'.leges o: 1 on these lines are perhaps better suited to growing
iblic linanei s of which are constantly strained in developing

resources of the territory but recently colonised. But whatever form

military ><-UooIs of any portion uf the Kmpire may take, such schools are

essential not only to secure the lighting efficiency of the local forces, but also

,-iens of experts in the art of war, capable of advising their

ment. capable of appreciating the peculiar defence requirements of the

1 in which they live, and capable of meeting upon common ground the

1 professional officers of the regular army who deal with the

problems of the I'nited Kingdom and the Empire generally.

The General Stall recently created by the Army Council is still in its

infancy. It will, however, it is hoped, in time embrace officers from all parts

of the Empire, and will form a bond of union in regard to military thought
throughout itsli-ngth and breadth. This bond of union will not. however, be

confined to military officers. The General Staff use every endeavour to keep
in du-c touch with naval opinion, and it is all-important that colonial officers

shall similarly strive toensure that co-operation between the naval and military

forces in all quarters of the globe which alone can afford an adequate
:-an tee for the safety and preservation of the Empire.

8. The more the various military forces of the Empire can be brought

together in the matter of training, of education, and of community of thought,
the 1 tetter able will those forces be to cope with the peculiar difficulties of

the strategical problem presented by a federation of widely scattered nations,

anxious to assist each other and to co-operate in time of danger for the

common good.

Steps have already been taken to arrange a certain amount of interchange
between officers of self-governing colonies, and also between such officers and

officers of the regular army at home and in India. The Staff College at

iibcrley is, under certain necessary restrictions, open to all, and it is

illy to lie hoped that colonial officers will, in increasing numbers, fit

them>elves as graduates for service upon the General Staff. Numbers of

(ill;. -riiited from all parts of His Majesty's dominions oversea have

joined the regular forces, .with advantage both to themselves and to the

vice, whilst in the arrangements for the provision of an adequate reserve

of officers which has recently engaged the special attention of the War Office,

the pii ibility ol' the colonies being able to work upon similar lines has not
si overlooked. Much, indeed, has been accomplished, but a great deal more

remain- to be done.

It is perhaps a matter for consideration whether whole battalions,
. or baiterir- might not occasionally be interchanged between

different, portions of the Kmpire. The question has often been discussed, and
there ;ire many obvious difficulties in tin; way, but the advantages of such an

arrangement, from both a strategical ami training point of view, would be very
at. Since the last Conference Canada has taken over full responsibility
the tort i-i -ses of Halifax and Esquimalt, previously garrisoned by units of

the regular army from home and paid for out of army funds. To provide
a portion of Mi'- re.|ui-ite personnel the l)ominion has gladly availed itself not

; officers but of non-commissioned officers and rank and file transferred

from the regular army. The actual numbers so transferred have been small,
-tal>li>h an invaluable Jink between the military

forces in Canada ami those in the United Kingdom. Progress in such matters

ily ;-low. and obstacles, mainly due to dilVerepce of administration
and to difficulties of law, have to be overcome ; but every step taken in this

din-el ion is a step forward in the inti Imperial defence.
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9. This memorandum is designed to draw attention very briefly to some

questions affecting the strategical condition of the Empire which appear to

lend themselves to discussion between the military authorities of the self-

governing colonies and the War Office. It must be understood to be a purely
military paper, embodying the views of the General Staff upon certain aspects
of Imperial defence. No fear whatever is entertained that any portion of the

Empire will fail to respond to a call from the Mother Country, and it is

realised to the full, as already stated, that there are at present almost

insuperable obstacles obstacles perhaps rather political than military which

prevent any sort of guarantee that contingents of any given strength and

composition will be forthcoming for a great Imperial war. It will further be

gladly acknowledged that in their recognition of the first duty of citizenship
British nationalities oversea have taken a lead and are providing an example
to the United Kingdom.

10. The progress in efficiency of both the regular and colonial military
forces has been most marked of late years, but the satisfaction which may
well be felt at what has already been achieved should prompt us to set up
some higher ideal, which, even if it is unattainable for the moment, will indicate

the direction in which we should all move. In the opinion of the General
Staff that ideal can only rest upon a recognition of the three fundamental

principles enumerated in the opening paragraphs of this memorandum
1st. The obligation imposed on each self-governing community of pro-

viding as far as possible for its own local security.
2nd. The duty of arranging for mutual assistance upon some definite

lines in case of need.

3rd. The necessity for the maintenance of that sea supremacy which
alone can ensure any military co-operation at all.

In the Mother Country these fundamental principles are recognised and
are being acted up to. The United Kingdom provides for its own security

by maintaining troops, organised for the most part on a non-permanent basis,
to repel raids from oversea

;
it provides a striking force ready to assist other

threatened portions of the Empire, and it possesses a navy sufficient to secure-

maritime command and to permit of land forces being moved by sea from

place to place in case of war in furtherance of the military requirements of

the Empire.
In conclusion, it seems hardly too much to say that in a thorough organisa-

tion of the great military resources of the Empire, and in the cordial co-.

operation of the ever-expanding colonies with the Mother Coimtry, lies the best

hope of relief from the heavy burden of armaments. The surest guarantee
of peace for the Empire is the solidarity of all its component parts, and the

fixed determination of each and all to stand firmly together in every crisis

which may arise.

N. G. LYTTELTON,
March 14, 1907. C.G.S

4-J045. B 3
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POSSIBILITY OF ASSIMILATING WAR ORGANIZA-
TION THROUGHOUT THE EMPIRE.

pitKi-vurn nv TMI: (JKNKKAL STAFF.)

I. The object of war organization is to facilitate ami simplify the difficult

x of a commander in the Held, so that he may lie alile to devote as

much of his attention as possible to the practical problem of defeating
the enemy.

I
I

. A properly organized army is a fighting machine designed in p.

to carry out, with the minimum of friction and the maximum of elliciency,

the work for which it is intended in war. The more thoroughly it has lieeii

prepared in peace, the less attention need be paid to its de.-ign in war and
the more time will its commander have to devote to its utilization.

There are many subjects connected with organization from the burden

of which no commander in the field can free himself, however good the

organization of his army may be : such subjects, for instance, as the relative

position from day to day of the larger subdivisions of his command, the

formation of advanced and rear guards, the distribution of his forces for

battle, and the retention of a portion of them in reserve.

4. The management of these and similar subjects, combined with the

attempt to keep himself constantly acquainted with the plans and movements
of ; ay. are sufficient to try a commander in the field, as well as his

i, to the utmost of their capacity. It is therefore essential, by careful

and well-considered previous organization, to prevent his time being taken

up by questions which might have been solved for him before the beginning
of the campaign.

.">. In order that the organization of an army may work smoothly, it must
be understood by those who form part of it, and in order that it may be

understood by all, it must be simple. Simplicity can only be achieved by a

symmetrical subdivision of parts, and by each part being suited to the place
it has to till. Thus, if an army is divided, as iu the case of the British

ini/.ation, into divisions, each division should include the same number
of infantry brigades, and lie furnished with the same proportion of artillery
and mount ich infantry brigade should consist of the same number
of battalions, each field artillery brigade of the same number of batteries,
and each battery of the same number of guns.

6. In order to achieve simplicity, it is, further, important that the

nomenclature employed throughout the army should be uniform and logical;
the number of terms employed should be as few as possible, and the same
term -hould always be applied to the same delinite portion of the organi/a-
tion. Tim- it would lie apt to lead to confusion if one brigade of infairtry
were to be composed of infantry

"
regiments

"
and another of infantry

"
battalions," or if one brigade included a proportion of artillery and

admiuistrativ. - r\ ices while another ffaa comp .-e.| of infantry only.

7. Any sacrili'-e of uniformity in organization immediately adds to the

difficulty of the calculations on which th 1 1 conduct of a campaign
depend-; for in-taiice. if certain units of a force we, re of a different

(imposition from the other-, special allowance would have to be made in

:king out the amount of room they would take up on the march and in
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battle. If the corresponding portions of an army varied in size and

composition, elasticity would be sacrificed, for it would no longer be possible
to employ, with equal advantage, whichever happened to be most conveniently

placed for a particular task. When more than one organization is employed,
orders become more difficult both to write and to understand, owing to the

greater variety of names that have to be user], while the officers responsible
for issuing orders are obliged to keep an increased mass of detail constantly
in their minds.

8. All departures from uniformity also lead to additional complications in

the necessarily elaborate system of administration in the field
;
the quantities

of ammunition and supplies vary with the numbers of men and animals for

Avhom they have to be carried, and the composition of the various ammunition
and supply columns has to be altered accordingly, while special arrangements
have to be made at depots on the lines of communication

;
this all means

extra labour for the various administrative departments, which are, as a rule,

already overworked. The difficulty is much intensified if any portion of the

administrative services themselves have a different organization from the

remainder, for then the officers of every department have to make themselves

acquainted with and to deal with two different organizations at the same time
;

or else there have to be two separate sets of administrative departments in the

field
;
either of these alternatives present almost insurmountable difficulties.

Considerable inconvenience was experienced in Natal because the transport
of the troops sent from India was organized on a different system from that

of the troops sent from England.

9. The basis of all war organization is the composition of the various

units which form part of an army ;
this composition is given, in the case of

the British army, in a number of tables which are published annually in a

volume known as War Establishments. After the number of men and
animals and the amount of material in the various units have been decided,
the next step in organization is to group them into larger bodies. This

process is repeated until the whole army is grouped into a small number of large

formations, whose commanders are directly under the orders of the com-
mander-in-chief in the field. During the process of deciding the composition
and grouping of units, a large number of questions have to be dealt with, of

which the following may be taken as examples :

(a) The proper proportion of cavalry and guns to infantry, and the most
efficient size of a unit of each.

(ft)
The best system for replenishing ammunition and for supplying food,

forage, and other articles to the troops.

(c) The most effective arrangements for dealing with the sick and

wounded, and for moving them to hospitals in rear.

(d) The minimum amount of transport which will carry the actual

necessaries of troops in the field without hampering their

mobility.

(/) The number of rounds per gun and rifle, and the number of days'
rations per man and horse, to be carried by the various columns.

10. These are all questions, of the nature referred to at the end of

paragraph 4, with which the commander in the field ought not to have to

deal, and it will readily be understood that if he had to do so, much of his

timo woidd necessarily be devoted to that object.

It will be remembered that, when Lord Roberts landed in South Africa at

the beginning of !!)(>(), owing to the heterogeneous nature of the force placed
under his command, he had to spend more than a mouth of valuable time

in evolving a new transport organization for the army, before any further

strategical measures could be undertaken.

To obviate this waste of valuable time and energy, it is essential that all

troops placed under the command of a general in the field should be

organ i/od on a single system, and that that system should be one with which

the commander is closely acquainted and on which the bulk at any rate of the

army has been trained.

B 4
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II. Tln> 1'i-in already been accepted in (he case of the auxiliary

foi it lias been <lc< -i.lt .1 to form them into a

.eh \\ill have 1. 1. -mil-ally tin- same organization tor war as

tin- re^ul: : In tli' India, tec, the subject has been taken up, and
uiniiiiit tin- military authorities in the

I Kingdom an. I in Indi tin- possibility of further assimilating the

oiv "f tin-: Sonic i

- ha* aln-aily been

tinning tin- <li I thrri- bri^ad. for the army corps, as

the ;ur.- in the war ordain/at ion of tin- I'nited Kingdom.

ll'. h liability that the colonies will take an ever-incn -asin^

.rt in future wars in which the welfare of the Kmpiiv ;ake, it ha>, for

the same reaxni*. leen thought advisable to >ubmit, for the consideration of

the Colonial t ubject ol the possibility of assimilating the war
/ation of the colonies more closely to that of the Tinted Kingdom.
in that direction have already been taken in the case; of some of the

colonies; ollieers sent by them have, from time to time, studied the question,
in ronMiltatioii with ollii-er.s of the (ieneral Stall' in London, with a view to

eeein<j how far it would b< |'"s-il>le for them to adopt the war establishment

already I to.

13. Much, however, remains to be dune before it can be >aid that the war

organi/ation is the -amc for the whole of the Empire ; for instance, while in

War H>tabli.-hments the unit of infantry is the battalion, in Canada it is the

regiment. Tin- mounted unit varies considerably both in name and strength,

and the mounted branch is alternatively known a- cavalry, mounted infantry,
mounted rifles, li^ht horse, and carbineers. In War Establishments the unit

of Held artillery is the brigade, which consists of three batteries and an
ammunition column

;
in the case of some colonies the batteries are not

uj.ed at all, while in others, where they are grouped, no arrangements
-t for forming ammunition columns. The situation i> similar as iv^anU

administrative units
;

in many cases no pro\ ision appears to have been made
for them, while in cases where they do exist they vary in name and com-

position, <.;/.,
the medical field unit in War Establishments is the field

ambulance ; in Australia there are still two units, the field hospital and the

bearer company, while the same is the case in New Zealand.

1 I. The following is a copy of pa^es i'l and '2'2 of War Establishments,
T (l>

. and shows the general lines of the organi/ation of the field army to

be maintained in the United Kingdom for service abroad :

COMPOSITION OF BRIGADES, DIVISIONS AND AUMY Tuooi-s.

A.- < '/>//)osition of a Cavalry Brigade.

Ilead-(piarters.
'.' cavalry re-iments.

I'. ('ninjKiKil inn of a ('(iriilri/ I >i risi,,i>.

Bead-quarters.
1 cavalry brigades.

.airy divisional tr<-

ivalry divisional artillery

I lead-quarters.
l' horse artillery brigades.

'

'avalry divisional eii^iin

Head-quarters.
I field troi..

1 cavalry divisional Iran-port and upplv column.
I cavalry field ambulant <
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C. Composition of an Infantry Brigade.

jlead-quarters,
1 infantry battalions.

D. -Composition of a Division.

Head-quarters.
3 infantry brigades.

Divisional troops-

Divisional cavalry

2 Imperial Yeomanry squadrons.

Divisional artillery

Head-quarters.
3 field artillery brigades.
1 field artillery (howitzer) brigade.
1 heavy battery and ammunition column.

1 divisional ammunition column.

Divisional engineers

Head-quarters.
2 field companies.
1 divisional telegraph company.

1 divisional transport and supply column.

1 divisional transport and supply park.
3 field ambulances.

E. Composition of a Mounted Brigade.

Head-quarters.
1 cavalry regiment.
1 horse artillery battery and a mounted brigade ammunition column.

2 mounted infantry battalions.

1 mounted brigade transport and supply column.

1 cavalry field ambulance.

f\_Composition of the Army Troops for a Force of a Cavalry Division and

6 Divisions.

Army head-quarters.
2 mounted brigades.
2 Imperial Yeomany squadrons.
1 infantry battalion.

2 wireless telegraph companies.
2 cable telegraph companies.
2 air-line telegraph companies.
3 balloon companies.
2 bridging trains.

1 army troops transport and supply column.

2 field ambulant

In order more thoroughly to understand the organization in question,

a study of the remainder of the book is necessary.
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Coming lu.wto practical pr,.p..sa!s.
it i< submitted lor the consideration

of tin- i hat

(i) The same niilit:ir\ -hould be adopted throughout the Empire,

especially as regards the names appli-'d t" similar ladies of tn

li,.l.l company,"
"
infantry battalion.'

Any unit which may as part of a colonial continent in war

uld Iw composed,M far as circumstance! permit, of the numl

shown in War Bstabtithmente.

(iii) Wh. n a number of units an- sent they should l)e grouped in the same

manner as shown in War Establishments.

(a) When mounted troops are sent they shovild, if possible, be

organi/ed as mounted brigades, but there would be no need to

differentiate between cavalry and mounted infantry in the brigade,

and all these units might witli advantage be on the cavalry war

establishment.

(b) When dismounted men are sent, they should be organi/ed

into divisions, if sufficient in number; if not, into infantry

brigades, with a due proportion of divisional troops.

Whatever the size of the contingent sent by a colony, it should be

unpanied by the requisite number of administrative field units ;

the.-e are necessary on the same scale as is provided for in War
Establishments to meet its wants in the way of ammunition

and supplies, and for attending to the sick and wounded. The

administrative units held ready in the I'liited Kingdom are

only sufficient to deal with the requirements of the forces des-

patched from thence; consequently, unless units of this nature

were sent with the colonial contingents, the fighting troops of one

or the other force would have to go short.

(v) Administrative units on the lines of communication should be provided

entirely by the United Kingdom.

16. It may perhaps be asked why the war organi/ation of the United

Kingdom shall be adopted as the universal war organi/ation of the Empire.
The reason is that for many years to come the army despatched from the

I "nit ed Kingdom is likely to form the larger portion of the whole force

engaged in any Imperial campaign, and that it is therefore simpler for the

forces sent from the various colonies to conform to its organization than for

it, and the forces from the remaining colonies, to conform to that of any one

colony. Further, the General Staff in London have facilities for the study of

war organization which are not yet available in the case of any of the colouit -s.

The war organization now being introduced has been worked out after the

devotion of nrnch attention to the question, and the careful study of the

organization of the leading foreign armies. The work of the General Staff is

proceeding continuously, and it is hoped that by this means constant improve-
ment will be possible, and that the organization will advance concurrently
with the progress of military science.

17. It may also be urged that, although the organization worked out by
the General Staff may be that best suited for a great war, it may yet be
iin-uitalile for the other duties for which the military forces of certain

colonies are primarily intended. This is of course a question which must be

weighed by the authorities of the colonies concerned, but the wisest principle
tu adopt in .such cases i* that any organization should be based on the most

important requirements which it i> likely to have to meet; moreover, it will

generally be pobsible so to adapt the organi/ation that it can be made to serve

more than one set of circumstances.

18. It is hoped that, the representatives of thjg different colonies will use

their influence mi their return home to impress on their Governments the

great additional strength which would accrue to the Kmpire should uniformity
of war organi/ation be achieved. The great service.-, rendered in the past by
the colonies -how the value of any assistance which they are prepared to give
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in time of emergency, even without the advantages of a similar organization.
In the future the value of such assistance would be still further increased if it

could be given in a form which enables it to be at once fitted into its place in

the organization of the army in the field. Every colony which sent a contingent
to fight alongside the forces of the United Kingdom, and of other colonies,
would then have the satisfaction of knowing that it was applying its aid in the

manner in which it would be most effective and at the point where it was
most required.

N. G. LYTTELTON,
C.G.S.

March 14, 1907.



VI.

No. 3 proposed for // < '/ .-lri/ (.'uuncil.

PATTERNS AND PROVISION OF EQUIPMENT AND
STORES FOR COLONIAL FORCES.

(PAPER riu:rvi;Ki> nv TIIK I>Kr\i;iMi:\i> "i mi-: <.>iMM i.i;-M ASTKI:-< ii-:su:\i

MxMKl.-tiKSEHAl. OF THE ORDNANCE.)

1 The question t<> In- considered divides itself into two headings

(a) The pattern nf the arms and equipments which >hould he

provided.

(6) The amount which should he maintained as a reserve.

(a) Question of Pattern.

I'. Small arms. It inessential that the small arms supplied to any force

which may have to act side by side with troops from the ("nited Kingdom
idd fire the same ammunition as that supplied to the latter. On service,

the supplies df ammunition would he drawn from the same source, and it

would he impracticable to arrange for an adequate supply of different kinds
to suit arms of van-ing calibre or chamber.

3. It is also most desirable, although not essential, that the arms should

be of the same pattern as those in the hands of the regular army, as this

would facilitate the execution of repairs or allow of the exchange of

unserviceable arms from the general stock, without giving a man a weapon
he did not understand.

4. Machine guns. The above remarks apply with equal force to machine

guns.

5. Clothing, accoutrements, harness and saddlery, camp equipment, &c.
In the case of stores of the above cla-ses, there is no necessity for a rigid
adherence to the patterns in use in the regular army, provided the articles

are of such matt rials and such a design as to be equally efficient.

6. It is most desirable that the area of supply of the warlike stores under
reference should be as wide as possible, and. therefore, the Colonial Govern-
ments should be urged to arrange for local manufacture and provi^on, rather

than to rely on the resources of the Tinted Kingdom.
7. To assist them in carrying this out, certain broad principles should be

laid down as to the requirements which the articles are required to fulfil, and

sample patterns of the articles approved for the regular force should be

>Hpplied, when desired, as a guide to design.

8. It would also be well for samples of all patterns which Colonial

Governments propose to adopt to be submitted to the \Var Office for record.
aid any of the patterns have already received trial in this country, the

result could at once Ix- communicated to the ('olonial Government concerned.

Question of Provision of Reserves.

'.. It is ;i mistake to suppose that equipment can be easily obtained or

improv mobili/.ation. : w articl.-s. such as blankets or boots,

bt, it i- true, be got, but only at the cost of delay in the readiness of the
force to take the field. It is, therefore, necessary that all articles required a^

the first outfit of any force should be in possession, <>r held in reserve ready
for issue.
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10. The provision of such reserve involves not only the capital outlay
necessary for the purchase of the stores, but also that required for suitable
storehouses in which to keep them, and, in addition, an annual charge for

personnel necessary for their care and custody.

11. There is also the question of "turnover," by which is meant the
utilization of the articles which have been in store longest to meet ordinary
peace

" wear and tear
"

requirements, replacing them in reserve by new
articles. This is not an unimportant point, as, although equipment may not
deteriorate in store to any appreciable extent if properly looked after, military
requirements change in course of time, and articles for which there is no

regular outlet grow out-of-date and useless.

12. We hold in reserve in this country, for an expeditionary force, stores

and equipment

(a) To complete the war outfit of every unit required for the force.

(6) To replace war wastage for a period of six months.

There are, of course, other classes of reserves held as well, but these need
not be enumerated.

13. Colonial Governments should, it is thought, be urged to hold complete,
for all forces which they contemplate being able to put into the field, reserves

of class (a), and to make, during peace, definite arrangements for the supply
of stores required under (6).

W. G. NICHOLSON,
Q.M.G.

C. F. HADDEN,
M.G.O.

March 21, 1907.
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VII.

Suhjeet- No. 4 proposed for discussion /// .\nmj (',,<//<//.

THE DESIRABILITY THAT THE COLONIAL GOVERN-
MENTS SHOULD GIVE THEIR ORDERS FOR

ORDNANCE STORES, PARTICULARLY ARMS AND
AMMUNITION, THROUGH THE WAR OFFICE.

No. 1.

1'M'KU l'Ki:i'AKKI> IIV THE DEPAI!TMKXT <>K T11K MAS IKK-( i KNI I; \I. o| TIIK

ORDNANCE.)

1. The desirability of placing all colonial orders for warlike stores through,

tin- \\"ar Oilier, instead of direct from the trade, has I.een under discussion

for many years, and has several times been brought to the notice of the

Agents-General.

i'. After discussion in 1903, a Colonial Defence Committee memorandum
was drawn up (No. 327 M), and printed for the consideration of colonial

governments. This memorandum was circulated to the colonial governments
in August 1905.

3. As explained in the above memorandum, the stores required by colonial

governments fall into three classes :

(a) Stores which can be issued from army stock and do not require to be

replaced.

(6) Stores which can be issued from army stock only by trenching on
reserves from Imperial service, for which a definite scale and

programme of supply has been laid down,

(c) Stores which are not in stock and must be specially ordered to meet
the demand.

4. As regards (a), supply can be made immediately upon the receipt of

the colonial requisitions, and therefore the colony could obtain quicker supply
than by ordering direct from the trade, and in certain circumstances supply
could be made at a reduced price. For instance, an Australian colony
ordered in 1905 some pompoms direct from the trade, while at that time
there were a number of these guns in army stock surplus to requirements.
This order was given prior to the receipt in the colony of the C.D.C.

memorandum referred to above.

5. Provision has also been made recently for the local issue of stores on

repayment on the indent of the ollicer administering the government of the

>ny, and arrangements have been made in the case of ammunition to issue

from \o{> of most recent manufacture in local stock.

6. As (7>), there was at one time some financial dillienlty in

making an imme.li.ii- i-siie from army stork owing to the disturbance of

army votes C;MI-<M| |,y the necessity for immediate replacement. l>y an

arrangement, approved by His Majesty's Treasury, this financial difficulty lias

been removed, and in the absence of any administrative objection, stores

falling in this c:it. in now, as a rule. I ; direct from army stock

without any delay.
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7. As regards stores in the third class (c), which are usually stores of

entirely new patterns, unavoidable delay may occasionally occur, but it is

improbable that the delay in any instance would be greater than if the colony

placed the order direct with the trade without the intervention of the War
Office. By placing a direct order with the trade in these cases the colony
has no security that the stores will really be of the latest pattern, and at the

same time is prevented from sharing in the Ordnance Factory price, which is

often considerably lower than the trade price. For instance, the Ordnance

Factory prices for the new Q.F. Horse and Field Artillery vehicles (carriages,

limbers, and wagons) are only slightly above half the prices paid to the trade.

8. The disadvantages arising from the placing of colonial orders direct

with the trade are fully dealt with in a letter addressed to the Colonial Office,

dated 16th January 1906, a copy of which is annexed as an appendix.

9. The contents of this letter were circulated to the colonial governments
in August 1906.

C. F. HADDEN,
March 20, 1907. M.G.O.

APPENDIX.

WAII OFFICE LETTER REFERRED TO IN PARAGRAPH 8.

SIR. January 16th, 1906.

1. Ix connection with the subject dealt with in the Colonial Defence Com-
mittee memorandum No. 327 M of 22nd November 190-1, which was forwarded to

you in War Office letter, 57/20/8550, under date Ctli June 1905, I am commanded
by the Army Council to request that you will inform the Secretaiy of State for the

Colonies that it has come to the notice of this department that several important
orders for guns have been recently placed direct by colonies with firms in this

country. The disadvantages of this procedure have been already emphasized in

general terms in the above-quoted memorandum, but there arise also certain further

drawbacks in matters of detail of which the Colonial authorities may be unaware,
and which it is possible Lord Elgin may think fit to communicate to them

(i) In the first place this practice interferes with the system of dividing all orders

(including those for the Royal Navy and for colonies, &c.), between the

Ordnance factories and the trade in accordance with well established

principles.

(ii) It deprives the colonies of the advantage of sharing the benefit of the

Ordnance factories' price, which is in almost every case less than the price

charged by the trade, in some cases very considerably so.

'iii) It deprives the colonies of the advantage of arrangements made by the

Secretary of State for War under section 27 (2) of the Patents Act, as,

imless the stores to which the patents apply are supplied through, the

agency of a home government department, terms for the use of the

patents must be arranged separately by the colonies, who are thus

unable to avail themselves of the privileges provided by that section

of the Act.

(iv) It prevents the colonies reaping the advantages of obtaining articles direct

from store without delay, which they can occasionally do when there are

surpluses in the Imperial Service
;
in which case they might in certain

circumstances he supplied at a reduced rate.

It causes great difficulties as regards inspection. This is due in the first

place to the fact that the orders are often loosely worded, and not in the

detail customary with War Office contracts; and secondly, to the fact

that they are placed so that delivery is taken from the firm's works. The
result is that inspection and proof have to be carried oxit at those works,
where it cannot be done with the proper degree of supervision, in sufficient

detail, and with due regard to iuterchangeability.



The above applies when the colonies call on the War Office to cany on

Mr them. In rases where ii mi their own inspectors
in apply to the War Oilier inspection staff for

informal '"I assistance iti proofs and tosts.

2. No doubt tlu*e interested fo- belief that the colonies experience delay

by obtaining tore* through tliis department ;
l>nt the Army Council would point out

that the annanient trade i- in the kinds of a small number of linns, ami that to place

.j.ly
cii.ililcs tin- contract..!- to play off one department or colony

gainst another, and tends to defeat the object they all have in view. There is only

too good reason to Ix-lieve that the competition of foreign powers already leads to

high prices, and to the postponement of orders placed hy this department, in order to

accommodate rival pun .md it is fe.ared that this will he greatly aggravated
if there should be additional competition on the part of colonial governments. It is

to avoid any such comjxMition that orders for warlike tot tin- K'oyal Navy are

given through the War Office to the trade.

3. It is to be remarked that a great deal of the delay complained of is due to

this department insisting on interchangeability, which experience has shown to lie

absolutely essential for service. The necessity of this interchangeabilty, as well as

the importance of standardization throughout the Empire, are matters upon which
- unnecessary todilate ; toensure this it is considered most dcsirahle that anan

meiito for the provision of warlike stores should, in all but the i. ptioiial

cases, IK> made by this department. Tm' Army Council are so convince! 1 of the

necessity for this course, that they de-ire me to point out that, while most aim
to assist the colonies, ami however deeply they would deplore such a step, they may
have seriously to consider whether they will he able to afford the services of their

inspection staff when it is not followed.

4. The Council would be glad if Lord Elgin could give this matter his earnest

attention, and they suggest that it might be disci i--. >d at any future Colonial Con-

ference, when the officers concerned could give evidence as to the unfortunate results

which have arisen in the past, and which will certainly arise in the future, by the

adoption of a course at variance with that which is advocated in this letter.

I am, &c.

The Under Secretary of State, E. W. D. WARD.
Colonial Office, SW.

No. 2.

The GOVERNOR OF NEWFOUNDLAND to the SECRETARY
OF STATE.

(Received October 3, 1906.)

Government House, St. John's,
MY LORD, September 20, 1906.

WITH reference to your Lordship's despatch of the 10th August
last, on the subject of ordering warlike stores through the proper
authorities, which was forwarded to my Ministers for their information,
1 have tin- honour to enclose herewith the reply 1 have received from tin-

Premier of this Colony.
I have, &c.,

w. MACGREGOR.

Enclosure in No. 2.

Colonial Secretary's Office,

St. John's, Newfoundland,
Siu, September 4, 1<M)(5 =

I IIVVK tho iionour to acknowledge the receipt of your communica-
tion of yesterday's date-, enclosing copy of despatch from the Uight
Honourable tin- Secretary of Stato for the Colonies, of date 10th ultimo

'
Tlii- (letpatob art forth tin- riiim-nf* nf A|i|ii<ii<li\ to \\ :u OHii-i- MuiiiorHinlinii :il..nc.
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in reference to the question of ordering warlike stores, and I notice that
the. matter is proposed as a fitting subject for discussion at tha forthcoming
Colonial Conference.

I have, &c.,
His Excellency R. BOND,

Sir W. MacGregor, K.C.M.G., C.B., &c., Colonial Secretary.
Governor.

No. 3.

The GOVERNOR OF THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE to the
SECRETARY' OF STATE.

(Received October 6, 1906.)

Government House, Cape Town,
MY LORD, September 18, 1906.

I HAVE the honour to transmit to your Lordship, with reference to

your despatch of 10th August last, a copy of a minute from Ministers,
on the subject of the supply of Stores to Colonial Governments by the

Army Ordnance Department.

I have, &c.

WALTER HELY-HUTCHINSON.

Enclosure in No. 3.

Prime Minister's Office, Cape Town,
September 17, 1906.

Minute.

With reference to His Excellency the Governor's minute dated the
4th instant, transmitting copy of a despatch from the Right Honourable
the Secretary of State for the Colonies, relative to the supply of Stores
to Colonial Governments by the Army Ordnance Department, Ministers
have the honour to state that they acquiesce in the. proposal contained in

the last paragraph of the despatch from the Right Honourable the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, and consider that the matter is one which might
usefully be discussed at the next Colonial Conference.

T. W. SMAUTT.

No. 4.

The GOVERNOR OF NEW ZEALAND to the SECRETARY OF
STATE.

(Received November 22, 1906.)

Government House, Wellington,
MY LOUD, October 8, 1906.

I HAVE the honour to acknowledge your despatch of the 10th August
lasl,'-

;r in which your Lordship informs me that it is considered most desirable
that arrangements for the provision of warlike stores should, in all but the
most exceptional cases, be made by the War Office.

2. I duly brought the contents of your despatch to the notice of my
Ministers, who inform me that all orders from the New Zealand Government
for defence material are placed with, or through, the War Office.

I have, &c.,

PLUNKET,
Governor.

; This despatch set forth the contents of Appendix to War Office Memorandum above.

j; \ C
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Tl. i NATAL to tli.- SI-.CKKT.MiY OF STATK.

Government >

uarit/.burg, N^
Mv 1,'Ki'. I-. I'- 11 "'.

WITH reference to your de-patch of the luth .V. the

honour to transmit -lo-ed oo)>y of a minute by the Commandant
n the .xubject iii' the placing of orders with the War * >lliee for

ammunition and Warlike

ra note that the matter will l>r brought up for discussion at the

Colonial Conference to IK- held in l^ondon u-\t year.

I have.

IIF.NIIY M. CAM. I'M.

Enclosure in No. 5.

MMASDANT OF MlLlTI.V to MlMSTKi: OK I tKKKNCE, October 1 o. 1 '.)06.

Minute.

In dealing with the Circ'ular Despatch from the Secretary of State herein,
which refers particularly to this Colony. 1 may state at once that we have

always been desirous of obtaining our ammunition from the War I Apartment,
and always have obtained it through this source except on two occasion-.

when the War < Miice was unwilling to supply the particular .Mark we
asked for, and on th -ion when it was unable to supply it.

The second paragraph of the Secretary of State's despatch refers to the

latter instance. An indent for ">,' t(X),000 rounds of Mark V. ammunition (to

be obtained from the War < Ml'iee'i and l', DIM l,0(
MI rounds o{ axite ammunition

with Mark V. bullet (to be obtained from K ynoch A: < 'o. I was sent to the

1 in December of last year. With regard to the order for t IK;

1 IMI i rounds Mark V. ammunition to lie obtained from the War Office,

the A :u-ral informed this < lovermnent by letter, dated Z.'1'nd December,
that the War Office had been induced to issue the Mark V. ammunition, and

that lie had to make certain pro;: to it.- age, Ac. On the

2")th January the Agent-l. leneral cabled as follows:-" War OHice ha 1

.

"
to me all the Mark V. ammunition they have in store, totalling 2,7(Ml,()()i)

"
rounds. l'l.-a-e telegraph instruclions regarding the balan A reply

to which was sent requeuing that the balance should be made up of

Mark VI.

In the in.- .mpanying the indent on the Agent-< leneral for the

axite ammunition, paragraph '1 reads as follows: 'The axite ammunition
"

i- only to lie ordered OM the understanding that thi- explosive is approved
"

by the War Department. It is understood that it is being tested by the
" War l>.-|..irtment at pr< sent." On the Kith February the Agent-General
informed me by cahl ihe War < (liiee trials were not yet completed, and

ei rtain amount of ri-k in obtaining such a large ipumtity of

ammunition which had not yet been approved by the War < Mliee. although
d pnvtieal ! it had been made in the Colony, which proved

highly tisfactory. I reipiested ihe Agent-' leneral by cable to obtain

l,(HMi.' tnd c '-dit-- ammunition with Mark V. bullets

from Kyii' h S ' 'o.

In ting the Niri'iit-Cieiieral to obtain the ammunition from

Co., 1 did so with the knowledge that, as regards the axite, it

could :i"t DO supplied by the War OHice, and as regards the cordite with

Mark V. bullet, that it also could not be supplied by War OHice, seeing that

our order for the ."..oni 1,1 KMI rounds had. already exhausted their stock, and
that only 2,700,000 rounds could be i uecl on the order. I was, however,

See note to No. _'.
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very gratified to hear from the Agent-General, in his letter dated 20th April
1906, that the War Office had agreed to manufacture cordite Mark V.
ammunition to our special order should we require any further supplies,
and I have already taken advantage of this offer.

The foregoing explanation will, I hope, clearly show that this Government
is not only willing but most anxious to fall in with the wishes of the Home
Government as regards the purchase of warlike stores, more especially in

ammunition, which we have long recognised to be more reliable than that

obtained directly, or indirectly through the War Office, from the trade.

I need not dilate further on the despatch, but I cannot conclude without

drawing attention to paragraph 3, in reference to prices. Our experience in

this Colony does not coincide with this, but is rather to the contrary, the
War Office price being 95s. per 1,000 rounds and the trade 85s. per 1,000.

H. T. BRU-DE-WOLD, Colonel,
October 16, 1906. Commandant of Militia.

No. 6.

COLONIAL OFFICE to WAR OFFICE.

Downing Street,

SIR, December 19, 1906.
I AM directed by the Earl of Elgin to transmit to you, to be laid

before the Army Council, a copy of a despatch.* from the Governor of

Natal forwarding a minute by the Commandant of Militia on the subject of

the placing of orders for ammunition and other warlike stores with the War
Office.

I am to state that Lord Elgin would be glad to be favoured with the

Army Council's observations on Colonel Bru-de-Wold's minute, and especially
on the remark in the last paragraph as to the relative prices charged by the
War Office and by the trade.

I am, &c.,

C. P. LUCAS.

No. 7.

WAR OFFICE to COLONIAL OFFICE.

(Received February 5, 1907.)

War Office, London, S.W.,

SIR, February 5, 1907.

IN reply to your letter of the 19th December,! I am commanded
by the Army Council to inform you that Colonel Bru- de-Wold's minute

(a copy of which accompanied your letter) is concurred in generally,
the only statement calling for remark being the last paragraph relative to

War Office and trade prices.
The War Office Vocabulary price for small arm ammunition, formerly

95s. per 1,000, but reduced by the publication of the 1906 Vocabulary to 93s.,

and now further reduced to 87s. Qd., includes cost of inspection and packing,
whereas the rate of 85s. quoted by Colonel Bru-de-Wold as the trade rate is

exclusive of these charges, which amount to 5|- per cent.

It is, of course, impracticable, owing to various considerations, to place
the whole of the orders for the Army with the contractor who quotes the

lowest price ;
and the quotations of those trade firms, from whom supplies

are regularly obtained by this Department, range from 79s. to 90s.

The latest Ordnance Factory price is 83s. 8d. War Office Vocabulary
prices are based on the average cost of Ordnance Factory and trade supplies.

No. 5. , t No. 6.

?
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k A'. Ammunition 'not now made lor this

the Onlnai. would be

1 rulu v !i i
* f lit'T.

xv jll ]. .ipplies of small :u-m ammunition

pa,, _,j, tl,,. War ( (iliee at a low. T
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than if the order \v

with lli.'- trade at the price quoted in Colonel Bru-de-Wol

r, if Hipplies an- obtained direct from tin- trade without,

in . . not only of the quality ing up to

.nl, but of ammunition already rejected by the War otlice being

BUJ
1 am, tVC.,

E. \V. WARD.

No. 8.

Tli- ;KTARY OF STATE to the GOVKKXOR OF XATAL.

Downing Street, Fuliruary S. r.'"7.

I HVVK the honour to aekno\ led.u'e the receipt of your despatch

of the ll'th of November last, fonvardin.i,'
1 a minute l>y the ( 'oiniiiandaiit

of Militia on the suhject of the placing of orders for ammunition and

res, and to transmit to yon a copy of a letter! from the War
Ollice replyin. !oiu-l Ilrn-deAVold's observations with regard to the

jiriees of amniiinition.
I have, A-e.,

ELGIN.

No. 9.-

The G()VKl!X()i;-tiKNKi;AL OF CANADA to the SECRETARY
OF STATE.

(Received March 11, 1907.)

[Copy sent to War Utter, March 14, 1907.]

Government House, Ottawa,

}h I."i:i., February 26, 1907.

WITH reference to your Lordship's despatch of the l<Hh Au^u^t
!',* mlvoeatinrr the expediency of orders for warlike supplies required
I'ulonial tiovernmenl-; liein.^ ]ilaced through the medium of the War

instead of being given ilircet to linns in Kngland. ] have the

,ur to en. of an approved Minute of the Privy Council

e\pri-~;-ing the general concurn nee of i nisible advisers in the

mmended by the Army Council and agreeing to your Lordship's

suggestion that the matter should be discussed at the approaching Colonial

1 have, &c.,

GREY.

Knclosure in No. 1>.

r fr .m a l!i:i'oi:r of the COMMITI :h(! I'uiv* COUNCIL, api>rovel

by the Governor-General on the I'.'Mh 1\ bmai-y r.m7.

P.O. il 1- M.

The Committee of the Privy Council have had under consideration a

patch from Ne Secretary of State for the Colonies dated 10th August
JUOf'i, on the Mibjeet of placing in Kngland orders for warlike supplies

required by Colonial Governments.

No. 6. | No. 7. J See note to No. 2.
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The Minister of Militia and Defence, to whom the said despatch was
referred, observes that the object of this despatch (which has been sent at
the instance of the War Office) is to draw attention to the disadvantages of
the procedure at present followed by certain Colonies when placing orders
for warlike supplies, as mentioned above, in that

1. Orders are not infrequently given direct to private manufacturers
without the knowledge or co-operation of the War Office. Where this is

done, the Colony concerned loses the benefit of sharing ordnance factory
prices (which are less than those charged by the trade), as well as the

advantage of the provisions of the Patent Acts, while undesirable competition,
between the War Office and the Colony is apt to arise, resulting in the
manufacturer being able to charge enhanced prices to both.

2. It is often found that articles of novel pattern have been ordered,
or that War Office specifications for similar articles tised by the Army have
not been followed, with the result that inspection (which the War Office

is usually asked to undertake) is made difficult, while interchangeability, a
matter of the highest importance, has been overlooked.

The Minister, in regard to the points thus raised, states that, with the

exception of one or two orders of minor importance, the system followed

by the Government has been generally in accord with the spirit of the

procedure advocated by the War Office,

Where warlike stores of the pattern maintained in stock by the War
Office have been wanted, they have been ordered from the War Office.

Where, as in a recent, case, an order for field artillery guns of the most
modern type was given direct to the manufacturers, it was expressly laid

down in the contract that they must be manufactured according to War
Office specifications, and were to be paid for at War .Office contract rates.

Ahd where, as in another comparatively recent case, an order was given,
direct for certain guns not then adopted for His Majesty's Service, it was
stipulated in the contract that they should be subject to War Office inspec-
tion and that the price charged should be certified by the War Office to be
fair and reasonable.

The Minister therefore submits that while the procedure advocated by
the War Office has not been followed out in its entirety, Your Excellency
may safely express a general concurrence in the views enunciated by the

Army Council, and at the same time accept the suggestion of the Secretary
of State for the Colonies that the subject is one which might with advantage
be discussed at the forthcoming Conference.

The Committee, concurring in the foregoing, advise that Your Excellency
be pleased to forward a copy hereof to the Right Honourable the Secretary
of State for the Colonies.

All which is respectfully submitted for Your Excellency's approval.

RODOLF LE BOUDREAU,
Acting Clerk of the Privy Council.



VIII.

DEFENCE (NAVAL).

(1) Resolution of Commonwealth of Australia

"That the provisions of the Naval Defence Agree-

ment, 1902, be reconsidered."

(2) Resolution of New Zealand-

" That the question of an increased contribution

by the Australasian Colonies to the Australasian-

New Zealand Squadron should be considered together
with other matters respecting Colonial Defence."

No. 1.

or TIIK COMMIT-: OF IMPERIAL DEFENCE ox TIIK

QUESTION OF A (iFNKIIAL SCHE.MK OF DEFENCE Ful;

Ai;STI{ ALIA. May 1906.

(Laid before Commonweal tit J'arliament.)

GENERAL SCHEME OF DEFENCE.

In the following Memorandum it is proposed
Tu review brieHy the broad strategic principles on. which any

measures for the local defence of Australia must of necessity
be based ;

(ii) To examine the requirements of a detailed scheme for the
"
defence

"
of the ports of the Commonwealth, framed in the light of

"
proem and future naval developments, as far a* can be

"
judged, and adapted to any attacking forces whieh may lie

"
reasonably expected

"
;

iii To consider "the general prgaaisatiop of the milii.ary forces, and

])eace and war estaltlisliments
"

;
and

(iv) To discuss the question of
"
local naval defence for ports, harbours,

and coastal trade," and its bearing on the "development of the

maritime resources of the Commonwealth."

Scale of war - '' '"' general principle that war preparations should be governed by the

prepam- d.le proliabilities of the next few year.-, rather than by remoter possibi-
lities is beyond question ; but its application nm>t be separately considered
iii ic-ard to the j)rovision of mati'riil and the organisation of personnel.

Experience has shown that there is no finality in the matter of war

malirii'l, and that on an average little more than a decade elapses between

successive re-armaments, whether of infantry, field artillery, or coast delen.

It is therefore inadvisable that expenditure should exceed the requirements of

the near future, e.-peeially in the case of such costly elements of defence as

coast batteries. Should future naval developments tend to reduce the

importance of the fixed defences, much wasted expenditure will thus be
avoided. If, on the other hand, improvements in these defences should

become desirable a Few years hence, the money saved now by restricting

expenditure to gun- of moderate calibre will be available then for the

purchase of new gun- with the latest improvements. The mere size of the

guns is no adequate criterion of elliciency in the defences of a port, and
the provision of unnecessarily heavy artillery may retard necessary revisions
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in the future by increasing the cost of each re-armament. It is consequently
neither necessary nor advisable to anticipate more than the requirements of
the near future when considering the provision of war materiel, and especially
of coast artillery armaments.

On the other hand, the national armies, on which must depend in the
last resort the issue of wars for national existence, cannot be brought into

being without long and careful preparation in peace, even though time for

development after the outbreak of war may be guaranteed to them by the
influence of sea power. The organisation of the active military forces main-
tained by the Commonwealth must consequently be designed not only to

furnish the garrison troops which suffice under present conditions for local
defence in Australia, but also to provide a certain number of field troops,
organised in units of all arms with the necessary departmental services, and
grouped in brigade formations, which will serve as the training school and
model for the field forces that may be required in the future. At the same
time it is necessary to extend opportunities of elementary military instruction
in various forms to as large a proportion as possible of the population with a
view to rendering military training as universal as circumstances may for the
time being permit.

I. Strategical Considerations.

3. The primary condition of the security of all British territory and trade Maintenance

in war is the maintenance of superiority at sea over the naval forces of any of nyl_
combination of Powers likely to be formed against us. The traditional role

8UPenority-

of the Navy is to seek out all the ships of the enemy wherever they may be,
and either bring them to action or mask them if they remain in port.
This policy of active offence against the enemy's naval forces as opposed to

one of local naval defence of our own. coasts is still, as it has always been, the

only possible way of giving effective protection to the shipping and maritime
commerce in every sea on which the economic life of the widely dispersed
members of the Empire depends.

4. The enormous advantages accruing to the belligerent who succeeds in Probable

establishing sea supremacy over his opponent are now well understood, and it "rse of

is to be expected that any naval Power hoping to inflict serious injury upon
nava ' war -

us will, on the outbreak of war, attempt to neutralise our naval silperiority

and, if possible, to wrest from us the command of the sea. This object can

only be attained as the result of great battles in which the main fleets of the

contending Powers are concentrated for the decisive encounters. Arrange-
ments for this concentration must be made in time of peace, and the normal
distribution of our battle fleets must be governed by the dispositions of

the foreign fleets which for the time being are regarded as their most
formidable rivals.

\\ ith a view to impairing our measures of concentration in war, and

inducing us to weaken our main fleets, the enemy may endeavour to create a

widespread feeling of insecurity and alarm throughout the Empire by utilising
such classes of vessels as are unfitted for taking part in the decisive actions

in raiding our sea-borne trade and threatening distant portions of the Empire.
Although in themselves such raiding operations will be only of secondary
importance, as the ultimate issue of the war must depend on the result of the

fleet actions, it will be necessary to take a vigorous offensive against all such

outlying raiding vessels in order to prevent the disturbance of trade and
demoralisation which might be caused by their depredations.

5. It is the constant policy of the Admiralty to keep our squadrons on Protection

distant, stations sufficiently strong to protect our trade from attack by the of floating

foreign squadrons normally stationed in those seas. It is, of course, possible
trade -

that in wartime an enemy might send out additional cruisers to attack our

Colonial trade, but in this case our superiority in vessels of this class and our

greater facilities of ports would enable us to despatch a preponderating force

in pursuit.
C -i
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Th -iition nt any moment of foreign navies, and of all merchant

Teasels likely I
.uxiliaries. is known in tim ice.

,).,,
j,,

t'l'ort will be made to keep the

>f the prospective enemy under ol a. Th in the

nityof trail-mission of intelligence i lent on the develop-
ed wireless telegraphy, have- combined to add

diiliculties of raiding operations depending for their STUM

on >.

When the . B "fa commerce raider in the Ka.-tern sea- is reported,

it will IK- desirable to bring her to action without delay, and if possible before

ghP ,.;u , ,. r o\vn territorial waters. This points to the necessity of

concerted action not only for direct pursuit, but also with a view to in

ry points of ;
and oil hostile or even neutral

ports at which she is likely to call. It is for this reason that under the

of I'.io;; the' cruisers on the Australian Station are not

cssarily coniinc'd in war to the waters of that station, while it is re<

nised that they will not be the only force used there should the necessity

;ir ;
Tin- object of making the 7iaval < 'oiiimander-in-( 'hief

on tin- China Station responsible for the strategical distribution of the cruisers

on the China, Australian, and East Indi- - Stations is simply to ensure that

all the .-hips of the enemy in these seas maybe dealt with at the earliest

possible moment wherever they may be found. Closely concerted offensive

on by powerful sea-going ships will afford the only effective protection to

lian floating trade', whether on the high seas or in local water-.

limi- G. Having regard to our present naval strength and dispositions, it foli

"" from the above considerations that attacks on floating trade in distant seas
tuck* on w j]| on

-
(

, r |,, au enemy but slight prospect of any but very transitory successes.
lim<1

Similar considerations impose even greater restrictions on the possible forms

of attack on the Australian littoral.

In considering this subject it is necessary to draw a clear distinction

between hasty raids, dependent for success on surprise and rapidity of execu-

tion rather than on the number of troops employed, and larger operations

aiming at a prolonged or permanent occupation of Australian territory. The
oversea conveyance from a distant base of operations of a military expedition

'tig enough for the latter purpose, and its continued supply with munitions

of war when landed, would only be possible to a Power which was mistress of

th- able to destroy or mask all the hostile ships that might at

any time be in a position to interrupt the communications of the expeditionary
force. No such expedition has ever been carried to a successful conclusion

unless this condition has been fullilled, and some of the greatest military
eli-a-ti nled in history have resulted from failure to secure or retain

the assured sea command which is essential for the prosecution of an oversea

campaign. It is evident that so long as I'.ritish naval strength is calculated

and maintained on the basis of ^-curing command of the sea as against all

liable enemies, and protecting the maritime communications of the

iin>t disturbance, the attacks upon the Australian littoral against
which land defence is required will be limited to raids hast ily carried out

by single or small squadrons which have temporarily evaded our

naval forces.

it to be the- object of the raiding vessels to avoid capture by
.Mirer r as long a period as possible, while inflicting the maximum
of injury on our commerce, their best course would be to remain in open
waters, rather than to approach our . .nd commercial ports, when 1 their

presence would be quickly reported to our own ships, \\hicli, especially in

Australian waters, will have' a great advanta-e over them in respect of

information. In the ahsenev, however, of suitable measures of defence on
land, commence raider.- might be indue-ed to raid a port, if the advantages to

gained thereby appeared t" outweigh the risks involved in the' elisclosure

ol their po-ition.
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IL.- Measures of Local Defence,

7. The defensive measures required on land to provide against attacks Measures of

by raiding cruisers acting under these limitations come within certain clearlv defence re-

defined Categories. quired on

From the point of view of the protection of sea-borne commerce it is

necessary to provide a certain number of fortified harbours of refuge, where
merchant shipping can, in case of need, seek protection from capture or

molestation, and remain in safety until commerce raiders reported in neigh-
bouring waters have been dealt with by His Majesty's ships or compelled
to withdraw from shortage of coal. In some few cases favourably situated

harbours may have to be defended with this special strategical object in

view, but in most cases it will be possible to utilise as harbours of refuge
great commercial ports where fixed defences would in any case be provided
for other reasons. Fixed defences are required at a commercial port
if such resources as naval stores, graving docks, or extensive plants of

coaling machinery, which are of essential value to our warships and mer-
cantile marine, are collected within such a limited and exposed space that

they might be seriously damaged by the gun-fire of raiding cruisers if no
defences existed. The function of the fixed defences will be to keep the

enemy's cruisers at a sufficient distance from the objects protected.

Raids on other commercial ports would gain for an enemy no advantage
that he could not derive from attacking shipping on the high seas, and the
inducements to bombard would be outweighed by the knowledge that attack
would reveal the position of the raiding vessels, and by considerations of

ammunition supply. A bombardment could inflict no substantial injury
without an expenditure of ammunition which must be regarded as prohibi-
tive when no object of strategic importance is involved. There is therefore
no likelihood that an undefended town would be subjected to bombardment
as an alternative to the payment of an indemnity even were it not the case
that any wanton damage inflicted on such a place would inevitably provoke
reprisals which must fall heavily on the weaker maritime Power.

At cable landing places, a small infantry defence is required to prevent
damage to the shore ends of the cables by boats' crews landing from a

raiding vessel. The measure of protection required is evidently only that
which will involve such risk of loss to the attackers as will deter them from
an enterprise, which, even if successful, will cause only a temporary inter-

ruption to the particular cable attacked, while communication by other

alternative cable routes, of which there are now several, would still remain

open.

In the future, the security of wireless telegraphy stations will have to be

considered, but in most cases it should be possible to erect the installations

in such positions that the necessity for special measures of defence will bo
obviated.

8. The application of these principles to Australian ports points to the Selection of

retention of fixed defences at Fremantle, Port Adelaide, Port, Phillip
Australian

(Melbourne), Sydney, Newcastle, Brisbane, Normanby Sound (Torres Strait),

No other fortified ports are required as strategic harbours of refuge for

merchant shipping, nor do any other commercial ports in Australia at present
possess concentrated resources, either ashore or afloat, to such an extent as

to justify the provision of defensive works at the present time. It is

impossible to provide against every conceivable attack, or to enter upon war
with the certainty of incurring no losses, and it is wiser to confine expenditure
on local defence to protecting objectives of real strategic value than to

attempt to extend protection to an indefinite number of places where the

shipping and resources, though of local importance, are not essential to the

general maintenance of maritime trade.

The supersession of Albany by Fremantle calls for some explanation.
When King George's Sound was selected in 1882 as a mercantile strategic
harbour of refuge in the neighbourhood of the great trade route which
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:-inaidiy Sound Torn.-, Strain is the harbour <>f refuse now usually

referred t aa Thursday Island, where tlie guns for i ction are

mounted. The re-siting of the defences to meet modern requirements is

where.

In order to arrive at just eouclusions in regard to the standards of

defence to be adopted at Australian defended ports, it is .ry to form

.1- an idea -i'lle of th" character of the ve-sels which mriy

i,lv be < I to engage in raiding attacks in Australian waters,

and of the strength of the landing parties which might be disembarked.

already stated, a powerful enemy is likely at the outset of war to use

iid -avour to cripple our sea power, for which purpose all his armoured
\\ell as his battleships will be required. Kven when his battlu-

shii ii reduced to inactivity, there will still remain more urgent and

suitabl' Jc tasks for those of his cruiser- which are armoured than

on distant defended ports. The experience of the recent Uusso-

Jai ar confirms the evidence afforded by the Spanish-American war

,,f I - to the improbability of any such employment of this important

type of warship, which if not quite-, as much as a battleship,

and takes as long to build. Thus in 1>US. when Admiral I'ervera'- squadron
\\as despatched acn,>s the Atlantic, there was never the slightest intention on

the part of the Spanish naval authorities to attack the coast towns of the

1'nited 9l Airain, the, role of the powerful squadron of armoured cruisers

which was based on Vladivostoek throughout I'.IOl wa> to interrupt the li

of coimmmii-ation of the expeditionary armies, and their feverish movements
and eventual fate illustrate the jparedurkme situation of the cruisers of a Power

inferior at sea. even when acting from a near and secure base. It is worthy
of notice also that the attacks on the Japanese transports would have been

more serious if the llussian cruisers could have dispersed, but the strong

probability of being destroyed singly if met by the Japanese cruiser squadron

pelled fiicm to keep together, and so to sacrifice the principle of ubiquity
which has been considered the most formidable characteristic of cruiser raids.

Tlie recent changes in the distribution of the Koyal Navy, which have aimed
at di-p .re in the manner most likely to prove effective

in war, have involved the formation of powerful squadrons of armoured
cruisers. These change-,, and the lar-v number at modi rn ve>-( Is of this

type of which I'MS country is now p :. have an important
'

>ui

tl"- question of the limitations attaching to the action of an enemy's armoured
crui-

the whole, it may now safely ! assumed that the exigencies of modern
.al v.arfare will, in all reasonable probability, Compel an enemy to rex-rve

hi- EU for the more imp< rtant strategical operali.

h :is working with hi.- battle lleet-, operating against our detached

lint; his own commerce, and, in short, operating agai

otli('r war.-lnp-, and noi against land del. The employment of annou.vd
crii l.attle-hip-, in Australian wat- 1 a contingency which, in

the light of present and future naval developments, as far as can now be

judged, need reasonably be expected.

If raiding . on Australian ports are attempted the classee of

en will, t'
, in all probability be those which are of small
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value for the major operations of naval warfare, such as unarmoured cruisers
or armed merchant auxiliaries.

The number of vessels which may be expected to operate together must
be small, since the main hope of success will lie in suddenness of execution
and in ability to elude observation and avoid opposition by even an inferior

naval force while the operations are in progress. The assiimption on which
Australian armaments have hitherto generally been based is that the number
may be limited to a maximum of three or four, and nothing has occurred in

recent naval warfare to give ground for supposing that this is other than a

liberal estimate.

The number of men that three or four cruisers could disembark for a raid

depends upon the following considerations. If only the normal complements
are borne, it is estimated that the total number available would usually not
exceed 500 men. It is not unlikely, however, that raiders despatched to so

great a distance from their base as Australia would carry numbers surplus
to the complement in order to replace casualties and wastage, and these

would be available to reinforce the landing party. An enemy willing to

incur the very serious danger of losing his ships entailed by operations in

these distant seas might not hesitate to risk a few hundred additional men
in the enterprise, and although it may reasonably be assumed that the raiders

would not hamper themselves by the presence of unarmed transports, and
that every vessel must form a fighting unit, the embarkation of a limited

number of troops in the cruisers for the express purpose of raids on ports
cannot be excluded from the range of possible contingencies. On the other

hand, it is clear that the necessity for keeping the ships at all times ready
to fight an action, and the great importance of carrying large supplies of coal

and ammunition, would militate against overcrowding the decks of the three

or four unarmoured vessels postulated.

For purposes of calculation, therefore, it may be assumed that the landing
parties disembarked for a raid on an Australian port might reach a total of

1,000 men at the outside. The strength and disposition of the force required
to meet this attack will vary at different ports, according to the topographical
conditions.

10. In determining the standard of the gun defences required at Standard of

Australian ports, it is necessary to bear in mind that a most powerful
coast de-

deterrent to attack in these remote waters will be the probability of sustaining

injury affecting the fighting efficiency or seaworthiness of the ships at a
ports .

distance from any place where repairs could be effected. The nearest foreign

ports which at present possess the qualifications of naval bases are more than

4,000 miles distant from the chief Australian ports. At such a distance from
bases of repair and refitting and depots of ammunition and stores, the

consequences of even partial disablement would be extremely serious, while

considerations of ammunition supply will preclude an enemy from attempting
to effect his object by a long-range bombardment. In considering this

question of long-range fire it is necessary to avoid fallacious applications
of the experience of recent naval actions. A ship at sea at a range of

10,1 MX) yards or more constitutes a distinct target admitting of accuracy of

aim and correction of sighting by observation of the effects of fire. The case

is widely different if the target is a dock, or a ship lying in a harbour, which

may not be clearly distinguishable from seaward, or even exposed to view at

all. Failing the means of careful observation of the effects of fire, no serious

damage could be expected from firing the limited amount of ammunition

available, and the attacking vessels would have to approach to a distance

measured, not by the theoretical extreme range of their guns, but by the

possibility of correcting their fire by observation. Here they would be exposed
to great risk of disablement, especially if the enemy's targets were a long
distance in rear of the coast defences.

It follows from these considerations, and from the nature of probable
attack discussed in paragraph 9, that the type of gun selected for the defence

of Australian ports should have great rapidity of fire and accuracy, with as
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l;irg,. i obtainable without sacrifice of ll 'iiti.il-, but

that it i- umuH-essary and inadvisable t.i -cek after MTV long ranije and lii-h

iting armour protection. The-e latter qualiti- not

iild not IT ulitaiiUMl witlu ut incr. -a-in:: calibre ; ami as

MS, handinrss ami speed of Jin- an- lo>t. ami the OOI 'ins,

liiiiun; .id emplacements ri-cs rapidly. The chief defects of the

ar: Australian ports in tin- past have been want oi homogeneity,
ami ddicieueic-. in the . :es on which the value uf inoilern gun

. lent. By restricting the gnus in future iu-le ami

moderate i-alil>re, ami insuring the completeness of their equipment, tho

umoiiwealth (Jovernment \vill secure economy, efficiency, ami simplicity,

;h in armaments ami in arrangements for ammunition supply. For the

armaments of those of the Imperial defended purls, abroad a< \vell as at

home, \vlu-re the attack to he provided against is of the same nature as that

which the ports of Australia are liable, the It-inch i^rni of the latest pattern

I, with the approval of the Committee of Imperial I the

i \vhich best fulfils requirements. This gun has a rate of tire of six

rounds per minute, and a range at 10 degrees elevation of '.Hi.'iO yard-.

compared with a rate of lire of only three rounds a minute and a range at

10 degrees elevation of 11,700 yards for the 7 '5-inch gun, the next higher

calibre. It has not been considered that the increase of range and armour
.etration compensates for the irn-at lo-s ( ,f rapidity, and this calibre has

not been introduced into the Imperial land service, in which there is now no

gun intermediate between the 9 '2-inch, "which is mounted where the power
alack armour is considered essential, and tho 6-inch, which is used where

the most likely enemy will he unarmoured vessels.

It is not necessary to provide light armament against attacks by torpedo
craft on merchant vessels lying in harbour. To sink such vessels without at

least warning and examination would not be a legitimate oueration of modern
warfare, and the dilliculty of distinguishing neutral ships would be a serious

consideration. It may, moreover, be assumed that the mere destruction of a

few merchantmen would not be considered a siillicient inducement for such
an employment of torpedo craft, whose proper role is the attack of warships.
His .Maje-ty'- ship- are at all times prepared to defend themselves against
attack by carried torpedo boats, and in Australian ports they are secure from

attack by sea-^oing torpedo craft by reason of the distance of all possible
ho-tile torpedo flotilla bases. Boom defences are not necessary or advisable

for enclosing portions of Australian harbours, but the actual dock and lock

.vhere they exist, should be protected by any suitatue contrivance

which will prevent injury by a Whitehead torpedo, or by the application
uf e.xplo-ive charges in any other form.

Kli-ctric lights will be required at most ports to aid the gun defem
Submarine mine-fields at present exist at some of the Australian ports,

but this form of defence is being discontinued at all ports in Imperial charge
ult of the consideration by the Committee of Imperial I Vtence of the

general policy of submarine mining in relation to coa.-t defence. The adoption
of the same course has recently been recommended to the Governments
of Canada and New /calami, and is now recommended in the case of

Australian ports. The submarine mining service has always been a very
technical one, and in the past it has been possible to draw on the experience
of a numerous personnel employed at many defended ports for the highly

qualified experimental and administrative stalls which have been indispensable
for its direction. But even with the very complete system of instructional

manuals and circulars issued from Army headquarters, it has been found
dillicult to secure uniform elhciency at outlying ports to which the central

inspection and control did not fully extend. It is scarcely necessary to point
out the disastrous effect on maritime trade that would be produced in time of

war by any untnistworthiness, or even suspicion of untrustwortliim ss, of tho

mining defences of ports frequented by our shipping. Nothing
but the jiighe e of elhciency would sulHee, and all experience goes to

show that ilii- could not be maintained at a small number of isolated ports,

even with .-elected personnel of high individual capacity. It is therefore

recon 'jueuded that this form of defence should be discontinued in Australia.
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11. Detailed projects for the revision of the gun defences and electric Detailed pro-
lights at each Australian defended port, and for the provision of necessary Jects for

accessories, together with directions to guide the preparation of artillery and coast arma"

engineer manning tables for the works, and estimates of the infantry âr"|gc

garrisons required for the defended ports and outlying c^ble landino- places
have been printed in a separate secret Memorandum.

III. Organisation of tfte Military Forces.

12. The military forces of the Commonwealth are correctly divided into Field and
two categories, viz., field units brigaded in a field force organ;' sation, and garrison

garrison troops allotted for the defence of particular localities. troops.

Under the existing organisation the garrison troops are subdivided into
two portions, called the

"
district reserves

"
and the "

garrisons for forts."
There appears to be no strategical justification for this arrangement, and it is

recommended that, after provision has been made for the actual garrisons of
the defended ports and for the detachments guarding outlying cable stations,
all other units of militia and volunteers should be included in the field force

organisation.

13. It is very desirable that the garrisons of defended ports, and those Organisation
allotted to cable landing places, should, wherever practicable, be raised of garrison

locally, in order that the coast artillery and engineers may be constantly
tro Ps -

trained at the guns and electric lights they will man in war, and that the
mobile portion of the garrison may be thorotighly acquainted with the local

topography.
It will not be possible to bring up troops from a distance in time to

prevent a rapidly executed raiding attack, and the. garrison allotted for the

protection of each defended port must be capable of repelling the attack
without external aid.

14. The principle governing the maintenance of field troops has already Purpose of

been discussed in paragraph 2. A field force organisation in Australia field force

provides a school of training in field units and higher formations, as dis- organisation,

tinguished from sedentary garrison service, and is a necessary factor in a

complete system of national military training, especially in a country where
no regular troops are maintained. In Australia it has been wisely decided
to proceed from a basis of cadet training, through training according to

arm in the military unit, to combined training when brigaded in the higher
formation. This system will diffuse among an increasing proportion of the

population the knowledge and discipline which distinguish an armv from an
armed mob. Each unit and brigade will serve not only as a training school,
but also as a pattern to be multiplied indefinitely in case of necessity. The
peace unit should be the nucleus round which the materials for war expansion
would be formed under a system of territorialisation, which will enlist to the
full local effort and interest. A sound foundation will thus be laid in time
of peace for the development of the national resources to meet a national crisis,

The influence of sea power may prolong the period available after the out-
break of a great war for the expansion and training of laud forces, and may
transfer the scene of the decisive land battles to foreign soil, but it cannot by
itself decide the issue of a war for national existence, which must in the last

resort depend on the action of fully developed citizen forces. The main
object of a field force organisation of part of the militia in Australia is to

supply the basis for expansion in case of grave national emergency.

L~>. The system of organising the field units into brigade's of light horse Brigade

and infantry appears to be well adapted to the circumstances of the Common- organisation.

wealth. At present there are nine of these brigades, six of light horse and
three of infantry. The proportion of mounted to dismounted riflemen has
tin; advantage of giving scope for the special qualifications for mounted
service which have been so conspicuously displayed by Australians. In the

allotment of units to the brigades every effort has rightly been made to form

* Note. Paragraphs 2-11 of this paper were repeated in the Colonial Defence Committee
Memorandum No. 366 M, on the Revision of the Fixed Defences of New Zealand, which was
prepared at the instance of the New Zealand Government.
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a complete hr units belonging to a single military district. Six i.f

.

,1. lint tin- remaining tliree brigade.., are

:;iilii;iry district BBD uly be

-T. 1 Living regard to dillic: inter-

nnlikely that tin- brigadier would ever have an

ret, tin- organi.-ation ol

16 brigade might easily lead ti. a dual

,ity with its attendant drawback-, li is true tliat this paper
red units into brigade- of tlie normal Australian pattern

maintaining a unil'"rm proportion lietween the different

'itingarm- and the very important but le>-, popular departmental servi.

why this principle should lie lost sight of so long

formed entirely i remain a.- models of tlie

iopied by the Commonwealth. It i- very desirable that

if organising and training all Held units in normal brigades
,.,idd be kept in view. I'ntil that object is

.iimieiided that the Held units surplu> to the district brigade
-in tin' larger district-- should be alliliated to one or other of the

ics, and that the Held units in each of the smaller districts

uld be grouped and trained together as a mixed force if they are

illicient to form a complete district brigade of normal composition.

Peace and |(i. As regards peace and war establishments, the arran at present
wreub- m (,,,.,.,. ] 1;lVt

. ,]. ,rni ve defect that half of the war establishment of the light
"'"'

hor-e and infantry, and an oven larger proportion of the artillery/-/
be introduced into the ranks for the first time on mobilisation. Such

an arrangement \B to be deprecated in any military force, and especial!;

u-L :>se of the ( 'ommonwealth .Militia, the amount of military

trainii*. ingly limited. It is recognised, however, that the objections
-uch a conr.-e are, to some extent, diminished by the arrangement under

which ollicers and non-commissioned olliccrs are maintained in peace on

pradically a war establishment, and it is no doubt the case that in the

commanding ollicers might, owing to sparsity of population,
lind it exceedingly dillicnlt to keep in touch with all portions of their in

if the-e were maintained in peace at a strength equal to war establishment.

vertheless, it should he possible to increase considerably the efliciency

of units on mobilisation without introducing drastic changes into the existing

organisation. Kvery opportunity should be taken of increasing the peace
dilishments of units already allotted to brigades, instead of creating new
Ires, iind tlie troops which now form the

"
district n serves" if not required

omplete the garrisons recommended elsewhere for defended ports, should

d into the brigade organisation. The men introduced (.11 mobilisa-

tion id rai-e units from peace, to war establishment, instead of being drawn
entircK- and indiscriminately from the rifle clubs, should be drawn from two

clas-es. vi/., d) men who within three' years previous to mobilisation have

npleted the third consecutive training in the active militia or volunteers,

and ;'-< members of rille clubs classified at the time as " marksmen." Lastly,

it must lie pointed out that the present annual period in camp, which alone

offers any opportunity of a systematic training with the other arms, is very
short, and should, il possible, be extended to at least ten days.

The Held battery is the unit, in which an increase of peace establishment

required. Unless the gun detachments are thoroughly ellicient at

their drill, and the gunlayers and fuse setters absolutely trustworthy, it is

imp""ible for the most expert commanding ollicer l obtain effective results.

only lie attained if the battery i- regularly drilled with full

iienN, and this fact points to the desirability of rai-iug batteries in

town- rather than in the country districts. It is recommended that batterie.-.

should throughout be limited 1 i'.mr gun-; tin- i- better fitted to the

conditions of the Australian militia than a six-gun organisation, and is \\ell

!'. equipment now being introduced.

. an keep the field without an ammunition column, but it appears
that so far no arrangements have been made for supplying ihe ntial
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units on mobilisation. Under Australian conditions, it is unnecessary to

maintain the requisite personnel in peace, but the ammunition waggons with
limbers and spare gun carriages should be provided in peace as

"
mobilisation

equipment." The locally available equivalents of such vehicles as general
service waggons and forage carts may, in the case of these as of all other

field units, be left to be procured on mobilisation. Suitable arrangements
must be worked out for providing the requisite officers, non-commissioned

officers, men, and horses, for these columns on mobilisation. The personnel
of all ranks should, as far as possible, be composed of officers and men who
have previously served in the artillery, and will thus be qualified to fill

casualties in the ranks of the batteries. This requirement affords an
additional reason for a considerable increase in the peace establishment of a

field battery.

Under present arrangements a brigade of light horse contains one six-gun

battery, and a brigade of infantry three four-gun batteries, two of which are

armed witli the 18-pr. Q.F. gun, while the third is to be armed in one case

with guns of position, and in another with howitzers. In the case of the

infantry brigade this gives a smaller proportion of guns to rifles than is

normal in modern armies. In a British army corps the average is somewhat
over 5 guns per 1,000 rifles, heavy guns being provided in the proportion
of 1 and howitzers in the proportion of 1

'

5, to every .10 of the horse and
field guns. It is, however, considered far more important that the existing
Australian batteries should be given larger peace establishments than that

any immediate effort should be made to increase the proportion of guns to

rifles.

The shortage of peace as compared with war establishment can, in the

case of the light horse, be remedied by adopting for war the establishment of

the home Imperial Yeomanry. A regiment of Australian Light Horse on the

present peace establishment of 296 all ranks would then be raised in war
to 476 instead of to 583.

Two machine guns should form part of the equipment of each regiment
of light horse and battalion of infantry.

17. With regard to rifle clubs, which form part of the military system of Rifle clubs,

the Commonwealth, it is believed that much good would result from a system
of affiliating each club to a neighbouring militia unit. These clubs are of

value in affording facilities to acquire proficiency in the use of the rifle to

men who for one reason or another cannot belong to a militia unit. It must,

however, be remembered that the drill and discipline which can alone turn

rifle shooting to good account on the battlefield cannot be acquired from
membership in a rifle club, which can never be looked upon as an effective

substitute for the military training afforded by service in the militia. If the

rifle clubs are affiliated to militia units and administered under the super-
vision of the officers commanding these units, such a meastire should tend to

more economical and effective administration as regards rifle ranges, and to

the simplification of arrangements on mobilisation, while promoting a spirit

of comradeship and mutual interest between the two branches. If, as has

been suggested above, a
"
reserve

"
is formed of ex-militiamen undertaking

to join their units on mobilisation, should the occasion arise within two years
of their completing their training in the active militia, one condition of

service in the reserve should be membership during that period in the rifle

club affiliated to their unit, so that their proficiency with the rifle may be

maintained.

18. The recommendations made above respecting the organisation of the Summary of

military forces may be summarised as follows :
reeommenda-

(1) Garrisons to be recruited locally as far as possible. organisa-
The only organised brigades retained to be those which are, or can be, tions of mill-

formed exclusively from units in a single military district. Other tary forces,

units either to be attached for administration and training to

brigades in their own districts, or, in the less populous districts, to

be administered and trained as mixed forces.
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Its now abased as
"
district resen

Ull

A iniiitia reserve to !>. formed to provide. together with marksmen

a Ui0 riBe clubs, the additions inel required on mobilisa-

tion to rai>e units from peace to war establishment.

ahli>hment of uiir -ially in tin 1 rase of artil!

radnally rai>cd.

innal training camp to be

KID to be made for ammunition columns.

-tahlishment of a regiment of li<,'ht horse to be reduced to

I7(i all ranks.

;

:

::ient of litfht hor-e and battalion of infantry to be equipped
with two machine ^uns.

alliliated to militia unil-.

IV. Local X'tral I >< fence.

111. Tin- subject of the provision of local naval dcfcnco for ports, harbours,

and coastal trade is discussed in a Memorandum (Commonwealth I'arliameu-

r No. lili of 11)05) by Captain Creswell, hirector of Xaval K<

which is forwarded for the information of the Committee of Imperial i

who are requested to consider these matters, as the sentiment in favour of

the development of the maritime iv-oiirces of .Australia is one which, in

I he opinion of the Commonwealth (iovernmeut, de~ .ml will repay

encouragement.
Captain Civswell's proposals contemi)laf.o the provision of a separate navy

for the Commonwealth, comprising :

3 Cruiser destroys i

1 ii T<>r|>rdo boat destroyers,
I.") 'Torpedo boats (1st and l'nd class),

the acquisition of this force to be extended over a period of seven years, at a

cost which he estimates at :',300,OOOL for construction and maintenance of

..lone.

As regards nel, he estimates that an addition of l.j(J will be needed

to the permanent forces, and IGli to the naval militia.

The role of this navy is described as follows :

"This will provide a defence not denned as a force for action against.

In '.-tile lleets or squadrons, which is the pro'. the Imperial Heel, but as

a line ; to OS within the defence line of the Imperial licet a purely
defensive line, that will -urity to our naval bases, populous cent]

principal ports, and commerce."
The>e proposals appear to be based upon an imperfect c nu-eption of

the requir. of naval strategy at the present day, and of the proper

application of naval force.

The services which, it is claimed, Avill be rendered by the prop<-

destroyers are to contribute to the security of defended ports and to the

protection of Hoatin^ trade.

I laving regard to the nature of the attack to which Australian ports are

liable (considered in paragraphs 6 to l
()1

,
the benefits to be rendered to the

by destroyers appear altogether incommensurate with the

I'liditure that would be entailed by their maintenance. The Australian

ports have already been provided with works and armaments, and the

oparatively inexpensive revision now recommended will bring them up to

modern requirements. The deterrent ell'ect exercised by these dd'en

manned by vigilant local forces, may confidently be expected to exclude

isers from the harbours of the Commonwealth by ni.^ht as well as

by day, while the defence a^ain-t the landings possible from such crni

ll safety and economy of force, be intrust. <i to small iid'antry

is.

It -

'

-ij:iiiition. It is |iir-iiniril tliat it

rc-])i LI -hip <>l llic .( v

|M u'itli : MJCC.
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The protection of Australian floating trade, whether on the high seas or

in local waters, demands for its effective accomplishment, as explained in

paragraphs 3 to 5, the closely concerted action of powerful sea going ships.

Localised vessels of the destroyer type could play no effective part in

securing this object.
There is therefore no strategical justification from either point of view for

the creation at great expense of a local force of destroyers a type of vessel

designed for totally different uses. If in the future strategical conditions

should ever so far alter as to necessitate the provision of warships of this

type in Australian waters, it would devolve upon the Admiralty to provide
them as part of their general responsibility for the strategical distribution of

the naval forces of the Empire. Should this necessity arise, it will no doubt

be advantageous that these vessels should be manned by Australians trained

in sea-going fleets under the Naval Agreement. At present, however, no

such strategical necessity exists or threatens.

It may be added that the employment of a naval force as
"
a purely

defensive line
"

is a misapplication of maritime power opposed to every sound

principle of naval strategy. To act deliberately on the defensive, and to

organise naval forces with this object in view, is to adopt voluntarily the

policy which is of necessity forced upon the weaker naval Power. Australia

need not be reduced to assuming such a role so long as she is a member of

an Empire which is the strongest naval Power in the world, and which

extends naval protection not only to the home-land and to the most distant

of the King's dominions beyond the seas, but also to all commerce sailing

under the British flag.

The policy of devoting the entire naval forces of the Empire to seeking
out and destroying the ships of the enemy wherever they may be is that

which will best insure not only the safety of floating trade, but also the

immunity from attack of coast towns and harbours, and, if this policy is to

be properly and efficiently carried out, the Royal Navy must be one and
undivided. Unity of training and unity of command can alone insure that

thorough co-operation which is essential. A separate Australian navy could

not find in any effective organisation of the naval forces of the Empire a role

commensurate with the cost of its creation and maintenance or worthy of the

aptitude for sea service of the inhabitants of the island-continent. The

existing Australian floating defences, consisting entirely of obsolete vessels,

were originally provided mainly with a view to co-operation in local defence,

and, although their value for this purpose was never great, the Colonial

Defence Committee have hitherto hesitated to recommend the extinction of

the local naval forces, which afforded the only means of satisfying the

inclination of Australians for service afloat, and of giving some effect to the

desire in Australia to make some contribution in men as well as money to the

naval strength of the Empire. The natural and legitimate aspiration in

Australia to furnish a distinctively Australian element to the sea power of the

Empire will find a satisfactory realisation in increasing degree when the

scheme, still in its infancy, initiated by the Naval Agreement of 1903, has

had time to take full effect. The preamble of the Agreement recognises, on
the one hand, the necessity of a single navy, and, on the other, the advantages
which will be derived from developing the sea power of Australia. Article 5

provides for the manning by Australians of a certain number of ships ;

Article 6 secures that in the future there will be a steady supply of officers

of Australian birth, who will be able to rise to the highest posts in the Royal
Navy ;

and Article 7 establishes a branch of the Royal Naval Reserve in

Australia. In the future it may be expected that an increasing number of

ships specially manned and officered by Australians will be included in the

fleets and squadrons of the Royal Navy. This will, in time of peace, insure

wide opportunities of training, and, by the healthy spirit of emulation induced,
will enhance the fighting value of the units to a degree unattainable in a

small navy ; while, in the event of war, these ships will represent Australia,

and enable her to take a more worthy share in the operations than if her

naval activity were confined to guarding against problematical attacks 011 her

coasts.

E 49045.
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Commonwealth of Australia,
I rpartiiifiit of Defence, Melbourne.

1 1'th September 1906.

The Honourable the Minister of State for Defence, Melbourne.

.Me. IN accordance with your directions, we have considered the General

Scheme of Defence for Australia, and the Memorandum on Revision of Coast

Defences (approved by the Committee of Imperial Defence on 25th May 190(1),

BO far as regards those portions affecting Xaval JVfence, and have the honour
to report as follows :

2. We think it unfortunate that the Report of the Xaval Director for

r.Mt"), printed in l'Vl>ruary I'.IOO, was not submitted to the Committee of

Imperial Defence.

It is also a matt er for regret that the Xaval Director, when in Kngland,
was not a>ked to appear before the Committee, and give evidence. As a

member of the Commonwealth Council of 1 >efence, it is thought that his local

knowledge would have been of service.

imperial re- 3. We are fully appreciative of the immensity of the responsibility and
P .usii.ilitj tije absorbing gravity of the daily outlook, even in times of peace, that fall on

appreciated. ^e centra j Imj^-nal authority. It cannot he otherwise, when compared with

the naval security of the heart of the Empire involving the organ i /.at ion, war

preparations, and movements of immense fleets of battleships and cruisers,

than that such a small matter as the possible attack on the Australian coast

by four cruisers should have but a "secondary importance
"

(para. 4).
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It is surely permissible, however, for those at the furthest extreme of the Australia's

Empire's dominions, without losing in any degree their full responsibility and birthright,

participation in the Empire's wars, to propose measures for defence against
dangers that come immediately home to them measures that in no way
detract from, but aid, the Imperial plans of naval strategy.

4. After full discussion of the Memoranda, we have unanimously agreed Resolutions

upon the following resolutions : adopted.

I. We agree with the statement of the Committee of Imperial Defence
as to the most probable nature of attack, but consider that the
defence recommended (Military forces and harboiirs of refuge) is

inadeqtiate and inappropriate.
II. We submit that the grounds upon which the Commonwealth Naval

Forces are disapproved of are insufficient.

III. The Committee of Imperial Defence recommend measures of land

defence, involving the heaviest expenditure, to meet dangers
which they regard as remote and improbable, but reject proposals
to meet attacks which they state are probable. We are unable
to reconcile these recommendations.

IV. In the absence of the Royal Navy, a trade worth 170,000,000?. per
annum is open to attack. We cannot agree that this trade

should cease, and seek security in harbours of refuge.

Having in view our defence conditions and obligations to the

Empire, a destroyer and torpedo defence supplementary to the

Royal Navy will best ensure coast defence and contimiance of

trade.

V. In view of Australia's geographical situation and our distance from
the Empire's base, and having regard to our conditions, general,

strategic, and other, we are of opinion that a naval force raised

and trained in Australia, and provision for the manufacture of

all war materiel, are of first importance to our present security,
and vital to our future.

VI. We consider that the present condition of the Naval Forces calls for

immediate decision, either to abolish them, and accept in toto

the recommendations of the Committee of Imperial Defence, or

to initiate a policy of advance.

I. We agree with the statement of the Imperial Defence Committee as

to the most probable nature of attack, but consider that the

defence recommended (Military forces and harbours of refuge) is

inadequate and inappropriate.

5. The Committee of Imperial Defence estimate that, in time of war, The probable

Australia will be liable to attack from not more than four unarmoured cruisers. nature of

This is undoubtedly based on the best information of relative fleet strengths,
attack -

and their probable war dispositions.

The landing strength possible from such a squadron has been estimated Landing
at 1,000 men, and this is probably a generous estimate. strength.

The Defence arrangements recommended are

i. The Imperial squadron in these seas. The defence

ii. Fortress defences of 6-inch guns as laid down by the Committee. Pr P sed bJ

Garrisons of 1,000 men (3,000 Sydney). oTlTpeS
iii. The Field Force, which under a peace establishment numbers 13,831 Defence.

and under a war establishment will be raised to 27,753.

6. Under the exigencies of war, the removal of the Imperial squadron Removal of

from these seas is an accepted condition (para. 5). The Committee of Imperial
Defence consider that probability of attack exists under such circumstances ;

the defence, therefore, must be based on this probability.

In such an event there will be no defence whatever beyond the range of Commerce

fortress artillery. The whole coastal and oversea commerce, arriving or unprotected,

departing, will be open to capture.

To rely on "
harbours of refuge

"
(para. 7) for safety of coastal shipping What "har-

involves total cessation of all sea trade and the resulting industrial paralysis. f̂

u *

D 2 mean.
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The "hoct-

ge of eoc!
"

These losses would continue for an indefinite period, until the arrival of

a i .; squadron ivp.n. It-rating force
"

(para. 5), or the enemy's
" withdrawal f^r shortage of coal" (para. 7). Shortage of coal as a reason

for withdrawal Iy improhahle. as it is reasonable to suppose that

; ..dithm.'f lhi> nature launched against Austr;ili;i would make provision

r.ul -apply in accompanying colliers, possibly, as in the late war, under

Bag, which would serve as a reserve supply.

Mbeiof
Uck ..f

intelligence.

Ni> provision
in I.I

Mono.

7. Thf lack of any means of obtaining accurate information would

,li-' ",iHic at any point within the possible position of the enemy. A
,. ru t seen or heard of for five days might be anywhere within a five

days' steaming radius, and affect traffic for 1,200 or 1,50* miles on either side

of'h- noun position.

There i- no provision made in the Memorandum of the Committee of

Imperial Defence to meet this want of information of the enemy's whereabouts.

The |
: of a cruiser outside our ports would close them to traffic.

ide artillery range the cruiser would command all sea communications.

The fortn-ss artillery- may defend the port entrances during daylight, and

the garrisons prevent a landing, but the whole of the remaining defences

immended are inoperative, and ai
%e not in accord with the principles laid

down by the Memorandum in para. 2 that
" war preparations should be

governed \>y the reasonable probabilities of the next few years."

8. The G-inch guns are adequate for the defence of ports against un-

annoured cruisers, if they are supplemented by effective torpedo craft

defence ;
but fortress and military defences alone are inadequate for the

protection of commerce afloat. If this is pent up and idle in harbour it

ceases to be commerce.

The field armies "organised in units of all arms with the necessary
"

departmental services and grouped in brigade formations
"

(para. 2) cannot

be used against raiding unarmoured cruisers, and are inappropriate for

defence against the only form of attack declared to be reasonably probable.

IiMilequnrr
of

llcft-IH-C.

Objection :

Duly "f

Admiralty to

prnviile war

II. We submit that the grounds upon which the Commonwealth Naval
Forces are disapproved of are insufficient.

9. The objections raised to the Commonwealth naval proposals appear to

be of a varied order. The dominating objection seems to be

"If, in the future, strategical conditions should ever so far alter as

to necessitate the provision of warships of this type in Australian waters,

it would devolve upon the Admiralty to provide them as part of their

general responsibility for the strategical distribution of the naval

forces of the Empire." (para. 19.)

what tins This implies that the Commonwealth should rely on the Admiralty for all

..i,j, ,-iion naval protection, and, as it is clearly a question for the decision of the

Commonwealth Government, is outside the scope of this Committee to

determine.

10. Again, in paragraph 19
" These proposals appear to be based upon an imperfect conception

of naval strategy at the present day, and of the proper application of

naval force."

This criticism cannot be better met than by quoting from Mr. Balfour's

statement to the House of Commons, made in May 11X)5, with the authority

of the Committee of Imperial Defence, when considering the defence of

jland against a surprise invasion in the absence of the organized fleets.

.Mr. Hal four said

"We should have at home besides, irrespective of the organized
fleets of which I speak, the twelve cruisers which cruise in home
water-

;
there would be 24 destroyers in commission, and there would

be in reserve with nucleus crews, ready for very rapid action, no less

than 11.") more torpedo craft, some of them destroyers, some of them

torpedo-boats proper.
" That would be the position if our organized fleets were away."

Olijrction :

IlMJM-lfcct
Il'lll

\ul

-it.-itcgjr.

linn

nn-

by torpedo
i-i .iti.
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These forces (reserve ships with destroyer and torpedo-boat flotillas) are

essentially a "purely defensive line." It cannot be said that, although
deliberately organised for this service, these forces in the English channel
are a "misapplication of maritime power opposed to every sound principle of

naval strategy
"

(para. 19). This reserve torpedo force is designed to meet
attack, Mr. Balfour informs us, in the absence of the organized fleets.

The torpedo force proposed for the Commonwealth was designed to meet
attack in the absence of the organized fleet (i.e., the Royal Naval Squadron).
The position is identical.

The specialities and advantages of using torpedo craft are also given by
Mr. Balfour (Appendix K).

It is difficult to understand why, in the absence of the organized fleets, Parallel

naval force used in the English Channel as a purely defensive line should positions de-

fulfil all the principles of naval strategy and a naval force used on the mand Parallel

Australian coast in identical circumstances should be "
a misapplication of

*'

' naval force opposed to every sound principle of naval strategy." Circum-
stances certainly differ, but not in a way to affect the principle, such difference

in fact favouring the Australian proposals.

That the whole naval strength of a powerful sea people should be satisfied Captain

with a purely defensive line is, of course, deserving the criticism applied to Malian Pre
-

it. That a section of this naval strength should be allotted to this duty is in

strict accord with the best strategy. A high authority (Captain Mahan) has
,

assumed that there would always be such a purely defensive line in Australia

(Appendix L).

11. Again, in para. 19 Objection :

" The policy of devoting the entire naval forces of the Empire to ^diUomil
S

seeking out and destroying the ships of the enemy wherever they may r^u ana its

be . . . qualification

is not, as will be seen from Mr. Balfour's statement, to be accepted literally
and without reservation.

The measures proposed in Australia are to ensure that, in the absence
of the

"
organized fleet," the cruiser raiders deemed probable should not have

a clear field for their operations. Under the Memorandum of the Committee
of Imperial Defence, the only choice for floating trade would be between the

ri^k of capture and remaining in port till the fleet sent in ptirsuit cleared the

seas of the raider. It is not easy to understand the disapproval of a scheme
that would go far to give security to trade and obviate, perhaps, the need of

sending a pursuing force, possibly at the sacrifice of services of a more

important nature.

Just as in the home naval organization described by Mr. Balfour, the Australian

home defence is an aid to concentration, and precludes the need to recall forces ai(J
.

fleet strength to meet attack on the English coast, so the Australian Naval ^^^^
Force would obviate the recall or despatch of ships to meet raids on our Navy.
coasts, to deal with which would be within our own capacity.

It is from all points of view difficult to reconcile the objections to the

Commonwealth proposals with the plain requirements in war of great interests

otherwise left open to the attacks regarded by the Imperial Committee as
"
reasonably probable." Particularly is this the case when these proposals

make no additional demands on the sea forces of the Empire, but sensibly
lessen them, and in no way lessen the Imperial sea forces, but add to them.

12. Again, it is urged in para. 19 Objection:
"
Having regard to the nature of the attack to which Australian ports

Expenditure
e>

. . incommen-
are liable (considered in paras. 6 to 10), the benefits to be rendered to 8Urate with

the coast defence by destroyers appear altogether incommensurate with benefits,

the expenditure that would be entailed by their maintenance."
D 3
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insurance

premium.

BrooHu
,,, 3 (0 ;, ,, f ,]. Memorandum are careful to state the limitations of

Md .,n.-t cruiser raids. The benefits to be derived

from de-trover - as foil.

Hrierly, Torpedo I
> fence offers

i. The most powerful auxiliary to the fleet stationed in Australia,

ii. An eff< i bst it ute when the fleet is absent,

iii. It prevents blockade,

iv. It compels attack on ports to be by daylight, when the laud defence

can ino>t effectively reply,

v. It compels hostile cruisers to retreat beyond striking distance of

destroy i rs.

vi. It keeps touch with an enemy, communicates intelligence, and so

vents unnecessary cessation of traffic.

vii. It is the greatest deterrent to any landing operation near our ports,

viii. It keej)s cruisers off coastal tracks.

i\. It enforces continual night watchfulness on an enemy to a degree
that coxild not be endured for any length of time.

The value of our trade is 1 70,000,000/. annually (Appendix G) ;
it is

without defence in the absence of the Royal Navy.

The cost of the torpedo craft service, which would save considerable loss,

is (taking annual capital expenditure at 225.000L and maintenance at 170,000i.)
"-- per cent, of the above amount, a small rate of insurance amounting to

less than ^ per cent., and this would include the renewal of the fleet every
ten years.

13. Again, in paragraph 19
" The protection of Australian floating trade, whether on the high

seas or in local waters, demands for its effective accomplishment, as

explained in paras. 3 to 5, the closely concerted action of powerful

sea-going ships. Local i/e-d vessels of the destroyer type could play no
effective part in securing this object."

Paras. 3 to 5 of the Memorandum lay down strong reasons for defensive

action against raiders. It is easy to see from these paragraphs how well-timed

would be co-operative action of the kind suggested in Australia.

The word "localized" used in a deprecatory sense of destroyers for

service on the Australian coast shows that Australian conditions, particularly
the extent and great distances round our coasts, and not fully realized. The

\ii-ti:ili
maP (Appendix N) will aid in making this clear, contrasting the extent of the

Usances. Australian coast with that of England.

Destroyers will never be "
localized

"
in the sense of their being tied to

ports. Australian service involves work to the limit of their very considerable

steaming radius. Vessels covering distances such ns that from Plymouth to

Malta, which fairly represents the distance of, say, Melbourne from Perth, are

not
"
local i/"d

"
vessels.

14. Further, in para. 19,
"
unity of training and

unity
of command "

are

disqualifications in no way caused by Commonwealth action. Unity of com-
mand has been specifically laid down in all Australian naval proposals. I'nity

of training would be of the greatest benefit to the Commonwealth Naval

I-Wc.-s, and easily obtainable with the help of the Admiralty.

15. It is laid down in the Memorandum that danger of damage to raiders

far from a base ipara. 10), and particularly of their presence being disclosed
"

(para. G, latter parti, would act as a deterrent to raiding.

The fact that a proper destroyer service would have the power to accomplish
both the above, piitiin.^it beyond the raider'* power of discretion, whether or

not his presence \\<,idd |- known, has m.t received any attention in the

Memorandum.

Objection :

" LooHlizrd

Teasels."

Australian

l ''* l

Olijeotion :

" fnitr of

roiiiinitliil

naoessarj."

What would
ileu-r

vices that

destroyers
cau

pli.-h.
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III. The Committee of Imperial Defence recommend measures of land

defence, involving the heaviest expenditure, to meet dangers
which they regard as remote and improbable, but reject pro-
posals to meet attacks which they state are probable. We are

unable to reconcile these recommendations.

16. It is laid down in para. 2 of the Memorandum that
"
the general

'

principle that war preparations should be governed by the reasonable
"

probabilities of the next few years, rather than by remoter possibilities is
'* bevond question. ... In the matter of war materiel . . . it is
"

inadvisable that expenditure should exceed the requirements of the near
"

future."
" On the other hand, the national armies .... cannot

" be brought into being without long and careful preparation in peace
n "

In addition to
"
the garrison troops which suffice under present conditions Field forces

"
for local defence in Australia," the Memorandum recommends "

field recom-

troops, organized in units of all arms, with the necessary departmental
, . i .

i f i_- t -11 XT. involving
services, and grouped in brigade formations, which will serve as the

heavy expeu-
'

training school and model for the field forces that may be required in diiure.
"

the future."

The Memorandum is officially entitled a
" General Scheme for the Defence Field forces

of Australia," and the only inference deducible would be that organised |

mply

attack on Australia of such strength as to require a field army is so probable
as to warrant a heavy annual expenditure, and is of such serious menace as

lnva((
to require as a defence the training of "as large a proportion as possible of deciarej

the population." This can only be to .resist an invasion of Australia, a improbable.

contingency the same Memorandum says is most improbable (para. 6).

In direct opposition to the above it is laid down with emphasis in para. 19 An argu-

that a
"
purely defensive line

"
of naval force is unnecessary as long as me

.

nt tliat

Australia is
"
a member of the Empire which is the strongest naval Power in S^i^L"

the world, and which extends naval protection, not only to the home land
" and to the most distant of the King's dominions beyond the seas . . ."

These statements are mutually destructive.

They cannot be reconciled unless it is assumed that the command of the

sea is of such uncertain tenure as to call for the active measures of preparation
set forth in para. 2 of the Memorandum (Field armies as large a proportion
of the population as possible under arms, &c.).

The view of the transitory or evanescent nature of sea command cannot

be found in any of the official statements upon Home or Imperial Defence

policy. It would seem to be reserved for Australia.

17. Mr. Balfour, in his statement to the House of Commons on the The right

authority of the Committee of Imperial Defence, makes no demand whatever *e of sea

on the land forces, even though the organized fleets are away from England.
frontier -

The obvious advantage of a sea frontier is availed of.

18. Mr. Haldane, on llth July 1906, in his speech enunciating the Army
policy of the Government said

" The first question was .... what was the purpose for which

the British Army exists
;
and the answer was a very simple one. It

was for war over seas."

19. The late Commander-in-Chief on the Australian Station considered

that, in the absence pf the British flag in requisite force from the Pacific, an

expeditionary force, lightly equipped, and without transports, of from 30,000

to 40,000 men, acting from a floating base of store-ships, could carry with

ease any of the Australian capitals, and that the only possible defence would

be a service of torpedo boats and destroyers. It is a defence of this character

which we recommend.

20. In each and every case, the commanding advantage of a sea frontier The com-

is availed of. By Mr. Balfour, though handicapped by the absence of the "JJjT"
organized fleets," the sea frontier is still availed of as the factor of decisive sea fr

*
lltier-

D i
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Ml
force* are

Dce*sarr.

E.,gland'

compared
with those of

Australia.
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takes ad-
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her M*
frontier.

Australia
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advantage
of her sea

frontier.

Our con-

trolling con-

dition, and
bow to avail

of it.

Armies re-

quire long
and careful

peace pre-

paration ;

much more
do navies.

Contradic-

tory recom-

mendations.

defence value. Mr. Haldane, appreciating the value of theism front in-, is

able, unhampered l>y any question of land defence, to organ i/c the Hritish

:iy for oversea service. The late Commandcr-in-Chief eonld sec an

ve against invasion by a strong expeditionary force only in

sach an intelligent use of our sea frontier.

-1. In other British possessions not so fortunately situated, field armi< -

are a prime necessity for the defence of immense land frontiers, or the control

of subject races. other of these causes determines the organizing of

field armies in Canada, India, and South Africa. In Australia, Held am:

are without a ration d\

--. There remains yet another comparison of conditions which accent u.-.

the lack of determining cause for field armies in Australia. Our sea frontier

is of far greater importance as a factor in our defence than is the case with

England (a land less than 4 per cent, or one-t \\eiity-tiith of Australia in area .

upon which is concentrated a population ten times the Australian, and which.

covered with a close network of railways and roads, could easily (it would be

supposed) mass troops to meet any invasion. Yet there the advantage and

safety attained by using the sea frontier with a floating defence is judged

worthy of absolute reliance.

This is specially noteworthy when the close proximity of possible sources

of attack on the Continent of Europe is remembered.

Compare these conditions with the Australian. Here there are immense

distances, a small and sparse population, imperfect communication, and the

difficulties of massing the defence troops at any threatened point '

Appendix M), and the long line of sea communications to Australia would
be many times that from the Continent of Europe to England in the event of

an attack on the English coast.

The plain and obvious conclusions are that, if the advantage of a sea

frontier and a iloating defence is considered the effective method of dealing
with invasion in force on England, where land forces could be readily massed
to deal with it, to a far greater degree must reliance for defence be placed on
our sea frontier and a floating force in Australia, where laud forces cannot be

readily massed to meet the danger.

23. The desirability of military training is not questioned. Political

changes in Europe or the East, possibly within the next decade or two, may
require of us every effort that makes for national defence efficiency. But our
condition of immense distances and a small and scattered population make
imperative a defence organized to reap to the fullest the advantage of our
natural conditions, and the controlling condition of all is a continuous sea

frontier. To restrict ourselves to the raising and training of iield armies is

clearly to surrender this commanding advantage gratuitously. To avail of

it requires the training of sea forces, and if "national armies cannot be
'

brought into being without long and careful preparation in time of
'

peace
"

(para. 2) (a statement that is not without notable historical

exceptions), the same principle applies tenfold to national navies, and that

they require long and careful preparation in peace is without any historical

exception whatever.

24. Finally, it is impossible to arrive at any satisfactory resultant of the

opposing principles laid down in paras, i' and 19 of the Memorandum.

Para. 2 recommends field armies, involving heavy expenditure, which, if

para. 19 is accepted, can never come into operation in Australia.

Para. 19, on the other hand, rejects summarily proposals for the defence
of floating trade, which, in the absence of the Royal Naval Squadron, will be
without pi election outside gun range of the forts, and which is within

reasonable probability of attack.
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IV. In the absence of the Royal Navy, a trade worth 170,000,OOOL per
annum is open to attack. We cannot agree that this trade
should cease and seek security in harbours of refuge.

Having in view our defence conditions and obligations to the

Empire, a destroyer and torpedo defence supplementary to the

Royal Navy will best ensure coast defence and continuance of

trade.

25. The freedom of action of the Royal Naval Squadron on the Australian The Royal
Station is necessary to the general naval scheme of the Empire, and an Naval

important condition of the Naval Agreement. War operations may at any Squadron

time require the service of this squadron at a distance from Australia. We *

should be closely concerned in its success, possibly the first affected by any
failure through inadequate force. Such an arrangement, under the present
defence scheme as proposed in the Memorandum leaves, in the absence of

the fleet, our trade (oversea and inter-State, valued at 170,000,OOOL per
annum) open to attack. It would offer a clear and rich field to the commerce Value of ou

raider, with small risk of interference. The conditions of a scattered trade,

population, mostly on the coast, are such that the business life of the

Commonwealth is mainly dependent on the safe and uninterrupted con-

tinuance of our floating trade. A reference to Appendix J shows the nature its liability

and worth of a trade certain to attract commerce raiders. to attack.

26. The extent to which interruption of sea traffic must dislocate trade

and daily business can be estimated from one item of output alone coal

(Appendix F). Upon water-borne coal are dependent some of the principal
industries of the States. The sea routes are the only means of communi-
cation with Western Australia and Tasmania. Queensland depends on the

Barrier route for communication with its own northern districts, and has
a coastal trade within the State of about 1S,000,OOOL per annum.

An idea of the extent of this sea traffic may be estimated from the Extent of

returns of arrivals and departures, showing for Melbourne an average of sea traffic.

198 arrivals a month, and for Sydney 160 of foreign-going and inter-State

vessels, not including ships of war and vessels trading coastwise (see

Appendix H). Under the scheme proposed by the Committee of Imperial Its defence-

Defence, shipping is without defence outside fortress artillery range, while le
.

s
f
cou -

to remain within
"
harbour of refuge," as practically imprisoned shipping,

dltlon -

is no defence of trade, but cessation of trade.

27. Under an effective scheme of trade defence, all that should be

required from port defences is the defence of shipping in port while loading
and unloading cargo in the ordinary course of traffic work.

Defence measures are certainly necessary to ensure the continuance of A defence

traffic in war in spite of the presence of four unarmoured cruisers in tliat W1"

Australian seas. A destroyer and torpedo craft service would, under the t^anM^f
1

conditions of the present Agreement, best meet our requirements. Acting Hea traffic.

as a supplementary force, it would be a powerful auxiliary to the Royal
Naval Squadron when this force is in Australian seas, and in its absence

would furnish intelligence, menace any cruiser with possible destruction,
and render any landing impossible. In such a case, interruption to any
appreciable extent to our commerce would become so hazardous to raiders

as in all probability to deter them from attempting it.

V. In view of Australia's geographical situation and our distance from
the Empire's base, and having regard to our conditions, general,

strategic, and other, we are of opinion that a naval force raised

and trained in Australia, and provision for the manufacture of

all war materiel, are of first importance to our present security,

and vital to our future.

28. Australia's geographical situation is that of an island continent, and Australia

of all British dominions she is the furthest from the main war base in the 1:

, -. T7.
i COuMIlGQl.

United Kingdom.
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The advan-

tage:) of

Australia

The i>hmd condition ..f a continuous sea frontier i-. if availed of, one of

strength. Tli.- other in.iii.Mi>.- Las.- distance is :i weakness, Uth to

ralia aii.l tin- I'liiled Kingdom.

.ivnil of our insular jvosition demands that we shall have sea for.

make up for the weakness of a bBM distance extending half round

tin- \\orld demands self-dependence in everything that makes for defence,

and should he the guiding principle in all our defence >ehemes. '!''"

ikm -ss of a line of communication lL',<XX) miles long is evident. < >rdinary

foresight would provide against interruption, lu India this has Keen the

iciple followed to the fullest possible extent. Arsenals, gun, ammunition,

and cordite factories have lieen established with this end in view. This

will render India immune from the crippling effect on war operations on

her frontier which would otherwise be certain to follow interruption of war

:es from Kngland. The same principle applies to Australia. It is just

as imperatively n.-ci-ssary that the means of repelling attack on our sea

frontier should be produced in Australia.

Destroyers (it is the opinion of the Committee of Imperial Defence),
if strategical conditions should alter, would be placed here by the Admiralty

(para. I'.i'. In war, when strategical conditions usually alter most, it might
he impos-ible to do so, and would in any case require some time to bring

.Is of this class from England.

30. Australian defence, if attacked by raiding cruisers, will be met, under

the scheme proposed by the Committee of Imperial Defence, by a preponde-

rating force sent in pursuit (first part of paras. 5 and 7). Without considering
"

all that such raiders might effect during the time on our coast between their

arrival and the arrival of the preponderating force, would it not be worth

while to deal with such raiders at once, directly their presence was disclosed,

saving the many thousands of tons of coal, and thousands of pounds sterling,

and tne many weeks at sea during which the force sent to Australia in pursuit
would be out of touch and quite inoperative for other war service ? There
would seem to be some compensating advantage for departure from the

orthodox line and the principle of naval strategy which directs that action

shall be taken by a force sent in pursuit rather than by one on the spot.

Should Aus- 31. From the Imperial point of view, surely the sea efficiency of the
tralia grow Empire could only be aided by a policy making for Australian advance in

naval defence. It is not conceivable that. Australia should grow in wealth,

commerce, and population, and in all that goes to make a strong and

prosperous State, and yet in the matter of defence remain a helpless and
inert country (dependent for safety from the most insignificant of enemies

by sea upon the mother country's help sent half round the globe), an element
of weakness to the rest of the Empire. It would also seem that an Empire
depending on sea supremacy for existence should welcome with alacrity and

every kind of encouragement every effort made to increase the naval strength
of the Empire in its most distant parts.

From the Australian point of view it is clear that safety lies only in sea

defence, and will depend on our ability to meet attack without awaiting the

arrival of forces that it is conceivable might not too easily be spared.

VI. We consider that the present condition of the Naval Forces calls

for immediate decision, either to abolish them, and accept in toto

the recommendations of the Committee of Imperial Defence, or

to initiate a policy of advance.

The condition of the Commonwealth Naval Forces was made the

BUI)ject of Special remarks in the Naval I hrector's Report for 1905. It was
there stated that the vessels were old ami obsolete, and the officers' list so

attenuated as to be on the verge of collapse.
This state of affairs remains, and is being accentuated by increasing

difficulty in getting ammunition that has gone out of manufacture owing
to the out-of-date armament. The defence value of the Commonwealth
Naval Forces, through no fault of their own making, is approaching the

vanishing point.

in all but sea

strength ?

Present

'million

-aval

1'i.rees.
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The condition of the Commonwealth Naval Service is one that calls for

early attention. Unless it is intended to initiate at an early date a policy
of development and advance, it will be better to abolish the Service alto-

gether. To continue as at present gives no adequate return for the cost
of maintenance.

PART IT. OF THE COMMITTEE OF IMPERIAL DEFENCE MEMORANDUM.
REVISION OF COAST DEFENCES.

33. We have not considered the detailed proposals of the Colonial Defence
Committee's Memorandum with regard to the Military Defences and Forts,
and have only dealt with those military defences designed primarily to meet
a naval attack.

The leading points in Coast Defence recommendations are Coast de-

i. The restriction of port defences to 6-inch guns and searchlights.
fence a eml -

A -i v .. f u meats m
11. Abolition ol mine-fields. Memoran-
iii. Albany and Townsville to be undefended. dum.

i. 6-inch Gun Defence.

34. We agree with the arguments of the Colonial Defence Committee Suitability

that the calibre of gun selected is suitable against unarmoured cruisers, that of 6-' Ilch

is, provided there is an efficient floating defence.

ii. Abolition of Mine-fields.

35. The abolition of mine-fields leaves the whole responsibility for Abolition of

defence on fortress artillery (6-inch). The mine-fields have been abolished mine-fields,

at home ports only since the advent of submarines a condition which
cannot obtain in Australia, where we consider their abolition would be

premature.

Townsville.

36. Although Townsville is a town of considerable trade importance, and Townsville :

would break the distance (1,200 miles), Brisbane-Thursday Island, between reasons

which there is no defended port, it is not to be continued as a defended port ^m^oii-
(para. 2). ment .

The radical ineffectiveness of the sites previously selected has been

pointed out in the Report of the Queensland Naval Commandant, of

September 1903 (considered by Colonial Defence Committee in Memorandum
No. 321 M). Previous failure to select proper sites should not disqualify
Townsville. The need for defence remains, and this can be effectively

carried out by a battery on Nobby Head, Magnetic Island, which would
command the deep-water anchorage, and is such an advanced position as to

keep a raider from taking up any position whence damage could be inflicted

on town, harbour, or shipping.

Wollongong.

37. While Wollongong is too close to Sydney to be required as a port of Wollongong:

refuge (para. 2), still it is important as a coaling port, which in the absence Portance>

of any defence might be taken advantage of by a hostile cruiser. This

accentuates the value of a mobile defence. Wollongong and the southern

coal ports would be safe from hostile cruisers if there were a strong

torpedo flotilla at Sydney. The Imperial Committee appear to have over-

looked the strategical importance of coal at the southern coal ports (see

Appendix F).

Albany.

38. The geographical and strategical importance of Albany has not been Albany : rea-

affected by the development of Fremantle. Albany is on the track of the

greatest volume of trade arriving in or leaving Australia. The grounds upon
which it is to be abandoned seem quite inadequate considering its strategical



Fremantle.

importance, its nntural facilitii> fur defence and good harbour accommo-

dation, i of maintenance is tin- n a.-on adduced in the rolonial

Defence CommitteeV M. moranda quoted (para. :

With a population of .'5.1
H MI. th -re ran MI rely be no difficulty in finding

men for the small battery, anl we have no doubt that with such a population

tin- military authorities could make satisfactory arrangements for manning
tlic Mnall "fortifications required. Its importance from the naval point

view is considerable, and its abandonment to be deprecated.

Fremanllc.

39. We agree that Fremantle should In- a defended port, hut consider

that the military defence should be supplemented by a torpedo llotilla.

Port Adelaide.

Port Ado HI. 1'ort Adelaide cannot lie defended by f>-ineh guns. Neither .-hipping
Uidc. nor outer harl)our can be defended by Fort l,args. The presence of sea-

going torpedo craft in these waters furnishes an effective means of defence.

Other Ports.

l',,rt in -11. We agree that Melbourne, Sydney, Newcastle, Brisbane, Xormanby
general. Sound, and Hobart should all be defended ports, but such ports do not of

themselves form an effective defence of floating trade, which requires for its

protection a floating defence of sea-going torpedo craft.

Cable Landing Places.

Cable land- 42. We do not agree with the recommendations for defence of cable

ing plncee. landing places (para. 70). We are of opinion that no attempt would be made
on the landing places when the cables themselves can be easily picked up out

of range.

Australia :

what in H." t

be defended.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE DEFENCE OF AUSTRALIA SUBMITTED BY THE

COMMITTEE OF NAVAL OFFICERS OF THE COMMONWEALTH.

43. We consider that the measures to be taken for the defence of

Australia against raiding attacks of four unarmoured cruisers may be divided

into live heads (see diagram, Appendix A), viz. :

Defence of trade routes.

Defence of principal ports.
Defence of minor ports.

4) Defence against landing parties.

(5) Defence of cables and communications.

(1) Defence of Trade Routes.

Trade routes. 44. The Memorandum of the Committee of Imperial Defence indicates very

clearly the policy of the Admiralty, and the action which will be taken by the

Imperial cruiser squadron in the protection of floating trade.

The Memorandum states that concerted action will be taken for direct

pursuit of commerce raiders (paras. 4 and 5). The squadron will endeavour to

"intercept them at obligatory points of passage and off hostile or even
"
neutral ports at which they are likely to call

"
(para. 5), but the possibility of

raiders evading the cruiser squadron is admitted (para. 6), and we consider

that it is necessary, in order to protect the floating trade of the Commonwealth
in time of war, to institute an eilicient patrol of the south-west, south, and

east coasts of the continent.

Ocean-going We are strongly of opinion that, in order to be efficient, this patrol duty
detrovers demands the employment of vessels capable of keeping the sea at all times
necessary.
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and in all weathers, and consider that, to meet these conditions, there are

required-
Three ocean-going destoyers displacement, 1,300 tons

; speed,
33 knots ;

and
One ocean-going destroyer displacement, 800 tons

; speed, 30 knots.

These vessels should be fitted with wireless apparatus to enable them at

all times to communicate with stations established on shore, and also with
each other. This will aid rapid concentration.

(2) Defence of principal Ports.

45. The Committee of Imperial Defence make recommendations for the

defence of these ports, and we consider that, so far as fixed defences are

concerned, these recommendations are sufficient to meet the attack already

accepted. We, however, aie strongly of opinion that fixed defences only
are of small value for the defence of ports at night, and that this is

especially the case at Port Phillip Heads and Sydney.

At these places, the efforts of the garrisons will be limited to a period of Limitations

17 minutes that being the time that a vessel of fair speed will remain within f fixed

the radius of the searchlights provided. This estimate pre-supposes that the defences -

garrison will always be ready to open fire the instant a hostile cruiser appears
within the beam of the searchlight, and without waiting for the formalities

demanded by regulations governing the Examination service. It also takes

no account of the total extinction of the electric searchlights by the enemy's
fire.

We consider that, under these circumstances, a raiding cruiser could run

past the fixed defences and take up a position of absolute command of these

large and important cities.

This condition renders necessary a mobile torpedo defence, and the Coastal des-

following are recommended : troyere and

16 coastal destroyers 550 tons displacement ;
26 knots.

pedo boats.

4 Ist-class torpedo boats.

46. We consider that the provision of these vessels, with their suitable

disposition, would also efficiently meet

(3)
Defence of minor ports ;

(4) Defence against landing parties ;

(5) Defence of cables and communications ;

and their rapid concentration and mutual support is easily attainable.

DISTRIBUTION OF VESSELS IN TIME OF PEACE.

47. It is proposed that one ocean-going destroyer, Ist-class, and one Peace dis-

ocean-going destroyer, 2nd-class, shall, in time of peace, be kept in commis- tributkm.

sion with a full permanently employed crew.

These destroyers to visit in turn the various States, when the vessels in

reserve in these States would be mobilized for training purposes.

The remaining destroyers, Ist-class, would be kept in ports having

docking facilities, with very reduced crews.

Fremantle - One coastal destroyer will remain in full commission ;

one of the same class in reserve.

Port Adelaide - One coastal destroyer in commission and three in

reserve.

Melbourne One coastal destroyer in commission and three in

reserve.

Sydney
- - One coastal destroyer in commission and three in

reserve.

Brisbane - - One coastal destroyer in commission ;
one coastal

destroyer and four Ist-class torpedo boats in

reserve.

Every opportunity will be taken to mobilize and exercise these vessels iu

organized units.
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CAPITAL K\I-I KMT*

48. The provision <>f these vessels will entail an expenditure of L'.

which miend should In- spread over a period of live

(Appendices H and I
1

ORDER OF l'i i;< n

We reottnmend that, during the first two yearn, the following should

be built iu England at a cost of !i:i<i,0(XM. :-

One oceangoing destroyer, Ut-class.

One oceun-going dot rover. ind-d

Six coastal destroyers.
Two Ist-class torpedo boa

50. The remainder should be built iu Australia.

We estimate that a period of two years will In required by the ship-

builders in Australia to raise capital, organize their >hipyard>, import plant,

and instruct their workmen.

The instruction of the workmen can best be accomplished l>\ sending
them to England actually to work on the vessels ordered. It should, there-

fore, be a condition of contract that the English contractors shall receive a

number of Australian mechanics into their shipyards for this pnrp.

We are of opinion that, in order to induce the shipbuilders in Australia

to make preparations for building vessels of the class proposed, a definite

scheme should be agreed to, /./., it should be decided that a fixed sum is to

be expended on shipbuilding within a fixed period.

In the estimates for the years after the first two, the English prices have

been given, as it is considered that any increase in cost due to these vessels

being built within the Commonwealth should not be a charge against

defences, but should be regarded as a subsidy or bonus given for the

initiation of an important industry, that of shipbuilding, calculated to be of

immense benefit to the trade of the Commonwealth.

ANNUAL COST OF MAINTENANCI-: \\IIKN FLOTILLA COMPLETE.

Cost annual 51. The annual cost of maintenance, manning, stores, &c. of vessels

proposed is estimated at 167.970Z. (Appendix C).

This sum, it is calculated, will suffice for a personnel of .SM' Permanent
Force and 1

,
li'S Militia. A margin of 15 per cent. Naval Militia over those

actually required for manning the vessels has been allowed.

;"*:.'. Tables showing details of cost and personnel, together with proposals
for the number of vessels to be built eacn year, are attached (Appendices
B to E).

position
53. We would point out that, without a Naval Defence Force, the presence

with- ofa raiding squadron on our coasts would lead to the mobilization of all military
forces, the cessation of all shipping trade, and the consequent industrial

paralysis, which would cost the country at the lowest, estimate l,000,000i. a

week, or, in a month of war conditions, a sum greater than the proposed
capital cost of an adequate naval defence and its maintenance for five years.

ance.

Detail* of

:i[lll

pertn/iinl.

in

out navnl

defence.

Disposal
of present
vessels.

f>l. We consider that, at the end of five years, the vessels in use at

present will lie of no value either for defence or training purposes, and
recommend that they be then sold out of the Service.

rtiiitv <>f

vessels with-

rC

servce.

iviui.in OK YK-SI.I.S ion AUSTRALIA WHICH HAVE BEEN WITHDRAWN
hii-ia-i \i. SRI; vi'

ssels of the
" Katoomha" class, if sound and in good order, would^ s ,,it;il)l,! |'O r training reserves and cadets, but they are old and likely to

'"' ( '"st
'.
v f r repair... ami their acquisition by Australia is not desirable. The

proposals herein put forward for the creation of a sea-going flotilla of the

destroyer da-s \\ill provide within two years the fidlest and most modern
facilities for the training of reserves and cadets.
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CONCLUSION.

56. In the above Report, we have confined ourselves to measures in our Conclusion

opinion necessary to meet Australian requirements. These, we believe, will

make for our welfare, and afford the largest degree of self-dependence as an

outlying portion of the Empire. We sincerely hope that the results of our

work will be of assistance to the Government in considering the vital

question of Australian Defence.

W. R. CRESWELL, Captain,
Director of the Naval Forces,

C. J. CLARE, Captain,
Naval Commandant, C.N.F., South Australia,

F. TICKELL, Captain,
Naval Commandant, C.N.F., Queensland,

WM. 3. COLQUHOUN, Commander,
C.N.F., Victoria,

F. H. C. BROWNLOW, Commander,
O.C. C.N.F., New South Wales,

W. CLARKSON, Engineer Commander,
C.N.F., Victoria,

President.

)
Members.

APPENDICES.

APPENDIX A.

DEFENCE OF AUSTRALIA.

WHAT SHOULD BE UNDERTAKEN, AND HOW.

The accepted Form of Attack - -4 Unarmoured Cruisers.

I
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APPENDIX B.

Commonwealth of Australia.

NAVAL DEFENCE.

ESTABLISHMENT AT THE END OF FIVE YEARS.
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APPENDIX D.

Commonwealth of Australia.

NAVAL DEFENCE.

First Year.

Proportion of cost of one ocean-going torpedo-boat destroyer, Ist-class

Proportion of cost of one ocean-going torpedo-boat destroyer, 2nd-class

Proportion of cost of six coastal torpedo boat destroyers
Total cost of two Ist-class torpedo boats

Capital expenditure
Maintenance and maiming of existing defences, and training increased

personnel, and cost of bringing out to Australia two Ist-class boats

Total expenditure, first year

Second Year.

Completion of one ocean-going torpedo-boat destroyer, Ist-class (ordered
lirst year)

-

Completion of one ocean-going torpedo-boat destroyer, 2nd-class (ordered
first year)

Completion of six coastal torpedo-boat destroyers (ordered first year)

Capital expenditure

Manning and maintenance of existing defences, and training increased

personnel, also cost of bringing out

1 ocean-going destroyer, Ist-class

1 ocean-going destroyer, 2nd-class

6 coastal destroyers
-

Total expenditure, second year

100,000
80,000

240,000

60,000

480,000

78,000

558,000

130,000

80,000
240,000

450,000

- 1 120,000

Third Year.

Total cost of two Ist-class torpedo boats (if possible, built in Australia)

Proportion of cost of two ocean-going torpedo-boat destroyers (to be built

in Australia) - - - -

Proportion of cost of four coastal destroyers (to be built in Australia)

570,000

60,000

200,000
100,000

Capital expenditure - - 420,000
Manning and maintenance of existing defences and training increased

personnel

Total expenditure, third year -

Fourth Year.

125,000

545,000

Completion of two ocean-going torpedo-boat destroyers (ordered third year) 260,000
Completion of four coastal destroyers (ordered third year) 100,000

Capital expenditure - - 420,000
Manning and maintenance of existing defences and training increased

personnel 130,000

Total expenditure, fourth year -

Fifth Year.

Total cost of six coastal destroyers (to be built in Australia)

Capital expenditure
Manning and maintenance of defences provided

Total expenditure, fifth year

Sixth Year.

Manning and maintenance of defences provided

550,000

480,000

480,000

140,000

620,000

107,070

49045.
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AITI.M'IX E.

COMPLEMENT.

\X-GOI.\O DESTROYERS.

1st CLASS. -MI CLASS.
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APPENDIX F.

Commonwealth of Australia.

COAL PRODUCED, 1904.

State.
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APPENDIX G.

K n:- TUP. COMMONWEALTH.

-.-. from (\>iu:ii"ii\veallh I'.ud^-t 1' 'nl
1

, 7, T.il,l.>- K and V.)

Oversea import*
lut.-i N:it- imports

Total imports

rtS

Inter-State exjK)rta

75,900,481 7:.,%o,lSl

56,841,035

37,613,;

;:

Total trade. -

'.M.i:, i.; '.11,1.-, i

l7o,4ir..L'i;r,

APPKXMX II.

SHIPPING STATISTICS.

(From
"
Year Book of Australia," 190ii >

Commonwealth of Australia.

1904.

Vessels Inwards Tonnage, 14,511,2-18. Vessels Outwards Tonnage, 14,(50t),714.

Arrivals of Vessels.

r^
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1900.

THE PAULIAMICNT OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA.

NAVAL AGREEMENT WITH AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND.

(Correspondence between the Governments of the United Kingdom and the

Commonwealth dated August 28, 1905, to June 8, 190C.)

Presented by Command
;
ordered by the Senate to be printed,

10th October 190C.

MY LORD, Melbourne, August 28, 1905.

As your Excellency is aware, under an agreement with His Majesty's
Government, the Commonwealth contributes five-twelfths of the annual cost

of the Naval force 011 this station, whose base is in Australasian Ports, but

whoso sphere of operations includes the China and East Indies Stations. The

protection of Australasia and its commerce, and of great Imperial interests in

China and India upon the high seas, are its principal duties in this very
extensive area.

The Naval Commander-in-Chief, Admiral Sir A. Fanshawe, has recently
criticised this agreement on several public occasions, in order to support his

contention that our contribution, as there fixed, is altogether insufficient.

Since as yet only three payments have been made according to an agreement
arrived at in 1902, which is to have effect for ten years from 1903, this appeal
for an alteration of its terms might be deemed premature. But as it may
indicate a dissatisfaction with the agreement shared by the Lords of the

Admiralty, as well as by their official representatives, and as a similar

dissatisfaction, though upon other grounds, exists here, it maybe advantageous
to commence its reconsideration without delay.

The paramount importance of the Navy to the British Empire and to

Australia may be taken to be freely admitted. Nothing in this despatch is

intended to question it. Indeed, our obligations to share in the general
defence of the Empire have been already recognised in practice and in

principle. Beyond this, the defence of Aiistralia and of its coasts is accepted
as a duty and as a necessity of our national self-respect. Yet even under
these circumstances, the present Naval Agreement is not, and never has been,

popular in the Commonwealth. It has been approved only in default of a

better means of indicating our acceptance of Imperial responsibilities. What-
ever may be the assumed basis upon which our contribution is there

determined, it is regarded as merely an arbitrary proportion of an existing

expenditure. Whatever the intention may have been, this attempt at joint
naval action has failed to enlist a fraction of the support that was spontaneously
accorded in all the States to the dispatch of military contingents to South
Africa.

On this account, the question why the Naval Agreement is coldly regarded
here appears serious enough to merit careful scnitiny. There is much truth

in the customary interpretation that its want of popularity is due to the fact

that, except to the small extent permitted by Articles V., VI., and VII., none
of our grant is applied to any distinctively Aiistralian purpose. When the

squadron is pointed to as a justification for our subsidy, it must be remembered
that a similar squadron, more localised than the present, was maintained

prior to our first agreement with the Admiralty in 1887, and would be main-

tained now if there were no subsidy. What has been obtained by us in

return for an annual appropriation has been simply an increase ot its strength,

coupled with an extension of its sphere of operation.
4904.-,. E 3
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Tin- Kriti-h man-of-war ami tin- Mritish seaman awaken enthusiasm

whenever tlu-y vi>it our ports because, ln-in^ Kn.yli.-h. they arc inseparably
associated with our nice ami history; hut the particular squadron supposed
t<i !* paid fur in part by us is not specially Australian any more than it is

Anglo-Indian r representative of the Straits Settlements, to whieh it may
it any time. What i> really required is that any defences, if they

are tu he appreciated as Australian, must he distinctively nf that character.

At piv-ei.: ue are without any visible evidence of mir |.articipation in the

val force Inwards which we contrilnite. Our L'tMI/MKl/. a year would seem
in part repaid if we were enabled to take a direct and active part in the

protection of our si ion-- and shipping. Jlnt as we have no identification witli

the .squadron, except in the articles already alluded to, there is so far nothing
naval that can he termed Australian, or even Australasian. >."<> Common-
wealth patrioti-m is aroused while we merely supply funds that, disappear in

the general expenditure of the Admiralty. The Imperial sentiment languishes

too, since the squadron is rarely seen in most of our ports, and then only by
a small proportion of the population.

Having regard to the obvious lack of public interest upon the part of the

pie of this country in our present naval defence, several means have
lieen suggested that would assist to awaken and render it deeper and more

permanent. An acceptable expedient ought not to be hard to iind. The

Admiralty probably desires naval and coaling stations in Australia other

than those already or likely to be hereafter established at such of our seaports
as may be defended by local works, or it may need other accommodation
established here that would earmark the moneys expended. There would
then be something to show for our contribution, which at the same time

would be a real assistance to Bis Majesty's Navy. Although object lessons

of this kind would Lave a healthy influence, they are not the only, nor, when
our remote situation is remembered, are they the wisest, means of popularising
our grants. They might possibly be criticised as devices for the spending
of money upon our own shores, or for local benefit only.

Imperial purposes can be served to which no such objection could be

taken, but which would be at the same time of conspicuous value both to the

Admiralty and the Commonwealth, Nowhere are maritime Communications
more important than to Australia, seeing that our dependence upon sea

carriage is certain to increase rather than diminish as population and'pro-
duction advance. Our mails, passengers, cargoes, and perishable goods call

for cheap and speedy transit outward, which we have not obtained, though
that is at least as essential to our expansion as to that of any part of His

.Majesty's Dominions. < >ur present oceanic services inward are obviously
capable of much improvement, especially those which are in IJritish hands,

seeing that in recent years the subsidized vessels of foreign Powers have
made great inroads upon our trade and trallic.

There is generally understood to be a close connection between the

mercantile marine and naval power of every nation, and it has often been

suggested that the one might be greatly benefited by closer alliance with the

other. \Vhat more natural than that this generally recognised relationship
should be made use of in our own case? Our need is plain, the opportunity
is obvious, and precedents already exist for satisfying our desires, while

uniting us with the mother country in the necessary preparations for national

defence.

iu-lance, the agreement between the Admiralty, Doard of Trade,

Postmaster-General, and the Cunard Company, dated .'loth June I'.xi.'i, and

having a currency of 20 years, might be pointed to as justifying a similar

arrangement in which we should be partners, providing for the construction

of swii: ,ers, built, upon plans approved by the Admiralty, ordinarily

plying to and from Australia, but always available for use as transports in

times of neej. Doth the naval power and mercantile shipping of the

Kmpiiv would be materially reinforced if the sum at present paid by us

towards the |,,c;d -quadn>n were applied in securing up-to-date ships usefully

engaged in commerce during times of peace, but capable of being employed
economically and at, the shortest notice in the event of war. The French and
German ( io\cniments are understood to have important agreements of this

nature now in force.
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The establishment of a rapid and regular service of first-class steamers
between the United Kingdom and the Commonwealth would confer a great
boon npon our producers, upon British merchants, and upon all travellers to
and from. Australia. It should largely assist to develop trade between the
mother country and ourselves. We are now paying a sum of 120,OOOL a year
to the Orient Company for a fortnightly mail service that will in all pro-
bability be terminated on 31st January 1908. Taking its character into

account, this is an expensive bargain. It is in no sense a substitute for the
efficient weekly service between Great Britain and Australia that our mutual
interests demand. This we might acquire by combination with the Admiralty,
and a diversion of our subsidy to that end.

If any contract to which we are parties were made upon the Cunard
pattern, providing for constant steam communication between Great Britain
and Australia, conditions could be inserted providing for the selection and
partial training of the crews engaged upon them as members of the Royal
Naval Reserve. There can be no doubt but that an agreement of this

character would be immensely more popular than that which forms the
Schedule to the Act of 1903. The ships would be always in evidence, their

value would be felt, and their purpose a matter of pride. The Naval forces
of the Empire would be at least as much strengthened as by the existing
arrangement, quite apart from all the commercial and other advantages of

the present proposal.

There are perhaps other schemes for naval co-operation preferred by His

Majesty's Government, to which attention ought to be given, but the foregoing
is also worthy of careful examination from another point of view.

Australia lias admittedly done more than most of her sister dominions in

accepting a temporary scheme of naval defence, though confessedly as it

stands it is unsatisfactory to us, and, if we may rely upon Admiral Sir Arthur
Fanshawe's publicly expressed opinions, to the Lords of the Admiralty too.

It is, however, not improbable that other parts of the Empire which at present
accept no share in naval defence would reconsider their attitude in the event
of the adoption of a new scheme of this character. If attractive to us, some
form of it could probably be made attractive to them.

No attempt is made at this stage to do more than indicate a general
project in outline. Should this preliminary overture be favourably received

by His Majesty's Government, it would be a great advantage if a conditional

approval of the proposal, or of its further consideration, were expressed by
confidential cable at the earliest date possible. The project could then be

put in form as a whole, criticised, supplemented, and submitted to examination
in all its details.

The resources of the Empire, whether upon sea or land, may be made to

minister to its efficiency by direct developments, and by their indirect and

reciprocal action. The promotion and enlargement of national co-operation
by these means, while conferring greater potencies upon our people, would
foster in them a stronger sense of mutual support. Especially should this be
the consequence when scattered dominions were drawn closer together in

times of peace, sharing a prosperity increased as well as sheltered by a

far-seeing policy providing for their defence.

Where, as in our case, a world-wide Empire depends for very life iipoii
the efficiency of its Navy, an increase of maritime strength would seem to be
one of the sagest methods of its equipment for the grave emergencies of

international rivalry. At all events, it is in the hope that the present
proposition will be interpreted in the light of these ambitions that it is now
respectfully submitted.

I have, &c.,

ALFRED DEAKIN.
His Excellency the Governor-General.

E 4
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< ii>\ '-.,1 > ( Tin (
, Melbourne,

June vS LIMK;.

Memorandum.

The subjoined cablegram MM cyphen, dated l..>inl<>n, 7th -luiir I '.Kill.

1.1O p.m., received this day by tin 1

( io\enmr-< 'icneral from tl

lor the Colonies, is transmitted to the Prime .Mini.-;

NORTHCOTE,
leneral.

The Honourable the Prime .Minister.

' Your de>patehc> of l".lth Au.uust, Hth September, Naval Agreement.

Kepb: now received from Admiralty to the effect their vie\\ ., on the whole

<|iie>ti<
ni will lie found in Scheme of Defence for Australia approved ly the

imittee liniierial Defence, and forwarded by last mail. They doire,

however, to dissociate them>elves absolutely from any e\pre.-:>ii.n of dissatis-

faction with the terms of the Agreement, and to add that ihe experience
of ,-nb-idi>cd mail steamers as ihe means of supplementing war strength

of a licet has proved that method is of extremely limited ellicacy and also

ly. Snidest ion, therefore, does not commend itself to Admiralty.

lv-patch follows by mail."

Downing Street,

Mv |.-.i!n, Jane S, I'.HHi.

IN confirmation of my telegram of the 7th instant, I have the honour
to transmit to yon, to belaid before your .Ministers, the accompanying copy
of a letter from the Admiralty, in regard to the su^estecl reconsideration of

the terms of the Naval Agreement, with Australia and New Zealand.

L.'. ( 'opies of the Scheme of 1 'el'niei for Australia, which has been approved
by the Committee of Imperial Defence', were forwarded to you in my secret

despatch of the 1st instant.

I have, Ac..

Governor-General bis Excellency the Right lion. KI/IIN.

Lord V.rthcote, G.C.M.G., G.C.I. K.. C.B.,

&.C., &.C., &C.

Admiralty,
SIR, May 23, 1906.

MY Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty have had before tin in your
letter of the 16th November I'.t'i,") (No. .';7."ili."ij, lorwardinij copies of two

despatches from the Governor-General of Australia, in which are enclosed

letters from his Prime Minister, su-^esting a reconsideration of the terms
of the Naval Agreement with Australia and New Zealand.

1'. In reply, I am to request you will state to the Karl of Klgin that My
in- triad to find from .Mr. hcakiu's despatch that the paramount import

aneeof the Navy to the whole Hritish Kmpire and to Australia is not questioned,

and that the moral obligation of the Commonwealth to share in the general
defence of the Empire is recognised.

3. On the part of their Lordships, 1 am to st-ate that they dc.-,iie absolutely
lissOciate themselves from any expression of dissat i>l'action with the terms

of the Agreement, and they would have been prepared to have discussed in

'his lett<-r the alternative proposals ]mt forward by Mr. I>eakiu, had it nol

been jV^r the receijit recently of the application from the Commonwealth
C,,,vernment that the Imperial I >efenC6 Committee would consider and frame

a >eheiue nf defence for Australia.

No. 1.



It appears to My Lords that such a scheme, when prepared, will be the
best mode of conveying their views on the whole question to the Commonwealth
Government.

4. The one detail in Mr. Deakin's scheme on which My Lords woiild desire

to touch is that referring to the suggested provision of a service of subsidised
mail steamers, to be available in war as cruisers or transports, and I am to

state at once, that experience of this method of supplementing the war strength
of a fleet has proved that it is not only of extremely limited efficacy, but

costly in its operation, and the suggestion does not commend itself to their

Lordships.
I am, &c.,

The Under-Secretary of State, C. I. THOMAS.
Colonial Office, S.W.
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X.

EMIGRATION.

1. Subject suggested by the Secretary of State for the

Colonies.

Consideration of the Report of the Interdepart-
mental Committee on Emigration [Cd. 2973].

2. Resolution of Commonwealth of Australia.

"That it is desirable to encourage British emi-

grants to proceed to British Colonies rather than

foreign countries.

" That the Imperial Government be requested to

co-operate with any Colonies desiring immigrants in

assisting suitable persons to emigrate."

No. 1.

1900.

THE PARLIAMENT OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA.

IMMIGRATION.

CORRESPONDENCE WITH STATE PREMIERS IX REGARD TO
PROPOSALS OF THE COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT FOR

THE PROMOTION OF IMMIGRATION. (Dated 2nd May
1900 to 29th August 19UG.)

Presented by Command ; ordered by the House to be printed 27th September
1900.

[Circular.]

SIR, Melbourne, 2nd May 190G.

THIS Government is desirous of submitting preliminary proposals to

the forthcoming session of the Federal Parliament having for their object the

attraction to Australia of immigrants of a class suitable for further developing
its resources, particularly those connected with the pastoral and agricultural
industries.

2. As explained recently at the Conference of Premiers, it is intended to

establish an office in London for the purpose of making known to the people
of Great Britain the facilities for settlement in Australia, and the many attrac-

tions which it possesses for those who are seeking new homes. The office

will consist of a small central Commonwealth staff and such representatives
of each State as the Government of that State may think fit to appoint.

3. The course which seems most suitable for adoption is that the Com-
monwealth should, by such means as may be most appropriate, arrange to

publish information upon Australia as a whole calculated to display its advan-

tages to prospective emigrants. I therefore desire to have supplied to me all

such general facts and figures in respect to your State as you would wish to

have ma(4e known in regard to it.

4. The agents of the Central Staff, as soon as they have induced a suitable

person to favourably entertain the idea of coming to Australia, would refer

him to the agents for the States among which he would make his choice. The

agent of the State would then make all necessary arrangements as to his

passage and reception at his destination.
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In order that tin- Commonwealth may IK- able r emigrants
in (ireat Hritain. it is essential that the ollicers nf your State should In- al.le

lo jM.int settlers to land in a particular locality suitaMe for cultivation and

^eir occupation. It is mo>t important that, at the outset of this

riitei-pn-.i , which promises so much for tlie development of Australia, and

while the task of providing for emigrants is still ne\v, there should IK- no dis-

app.iintnie: Cloned by their lark of precise knowledge of the \vork

before them, and of the manner in which it can lie m. !y commenced.

li. It is considered that the present is an opportune time to initiate the

<eheme in (ireat Hritain. as the prospects of the whole of this country are of

the hri-htest, and all otlicial returns most encouraging. 1 have therefore to

invite you to favour me, at your earliest convenience, with a general summary
showing the area of lands in your State open for occupation liy immigrants.
If thought advisable, general plans and information of the >ame character as

Oils, products, rainfall, access to markets, and terms of purchase, might
al-o be included.

7. A knowledge of the arrangements that your State is making for the

[' iinmi.uY.iiit>. and of all concessions that arc --ranted to settler.-.

would, of course, lie in the possession of your own ollicers, though an outline

of them would be n>eful for a Commorwealth compilation. < h\ one point,

however, it is necessary that we should be well informed, and that is as to the

number of immigrants which your Slate can absorb annually for the next few

yean, having regard to any additional areas to be thrown open, or other

means of settlement provided. I'ntil we obtain this from all the States, we
shall be unable to determine the scale upon which we should require to

j.roi-eeil in advertising and otherwise providing for the encouragement of

immigration,

S. As this Government, desires that no time should be lost in commencing
operations as soon as Parliament has signified its approval of the project by

voting the necessary funds, it will be of advantage to receive your reply to

this letter as early as pos-ible.

9. 1 am now in communication with London, with a view of ascertaining
what buildings possessing accommodation for the Central Stall' and the States

agencies can be secured, and shall be plea-ed to be informed of the amount
of space in such building which will be required by yon for the repre-
sentatives whom you may appoint to meet inquirers and take charge of th

who decide to settle in your State.

I have, &c.,

Premiers of all States. ALn:i:n I)I:.\KIN.

Premier's < Mlice, Sydi

SlK, J-th .May I! MiC,.

Wrni reference to your circular letter of 1'nd instant. Xo. I'.M. (Ill 17'iG,

indicating the proposals for the promotion of immigration which your
(ioviiiiment intends to submit to the forthci ming seion of the Federal

1'arliamei.:. I have the honour to intimate that, whilst I concur in the view that

the Federal Government may, with economy to the States and with a more

complete organisation, do work which is now undertaken by the States

irately, yet I led it my duty to urge that, when making its arrangements,

your < i nt will not take action without consulting the .\gents- ( ieiieral

and meeting their views, as far as practicable, on the following points,
vi/. .

]. "NYhat memlier.-, of the existing stall's of the Agents-General now attend

to ilie work to be undertaken by tl -ed Federal Government

Ag( ncy?
A l'. re they suitable for the work, and if so, can they not be transferred

to the
]

: i federal Immigration < Ml

.",. \YL; iditnre is now incurred t)V the State < flices in Ijuhn in

\ the direction of in migration ngen<-y work, and how far that can

that be reduced, and by what means, through the Federal Agency?
!. C.enerally, how far can the proposed Federal Agency take over the

work and officers of the State arenci'
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I may mention that New South Wales has lately reorganised its London
office, especially having regard to the matter of attracting immigration and
advertising the resources of Australia, and, in pursuance of this policy, three
of the best officers of this Government were sent to England at considerable
cost. Naturally, under such circumstances, this State does not wish to have
this work to stand for nothing, if the proposed change be made, nor that
its specially-selected officers may be overlooked in. organising the Federal
Office.

It remains to be added that this State has equipped an Intelligence
Department in Sydney to keep our London agency fully acquainted with the

position here, and the future relation of that department to the proposed
Federal Agency should, of course, receive your Government's consideration.

I have, &c.,
The Honourable the Prime Minister of the J. H. CAKRUTHERS.

Commonwealth of Australia, Melbourne.

55/16/06. Premier's Office, Hobart,
SIR, 16th May 1006.

I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your communication
(P.M. 06/1756), dated the 2nd instant, with regard to the attraction of immi-
grants to Australia, and, in reply, desire to inform you that instructions have
been issued to officers of the Ararious Departments in this State to obtain the
information required by your Government in connection with the formation
of an advertising medium.

With regard to the appointment of State representatives to act in conjunc-
tion with the Central Staff, Ministers are of the opinion that it would be as

well, as far as the State is concerned, to wait until they have received further
information as to the possibility of the proposed scheme being effectively
carried out. It is thought that a small State like Tasmania, where the

prospects of closer settlement are not so attractive as those of the other States,
the number of immigrants who will come here will not be very large.

In these circumstances, it would therefore be possible for our Agent-
General to act in the capacity suggested, and he could deal with persons
desirous of emigrating to this State.

I have, &c.,
The Honourable the Prime Minister, J. W. EVANS, Premier.

Commonwealth of Australia, Melbourne.

P.M. 06/2019.
SIR, Melbourne, 25th May 1906.

IN continuation of my letter of the 22nd instant, acknowledging the

receipt of yours of the 15th idem, I have the honour to note that instructions
have been issued to prepare the information required.

2. The suggestion that no fresh appointments will be required, but that

co-operation with the proposed Commonwealth Office can be adequately
furnished by the Agent-General, appears open to no objection, provided that

provision is made for placing your representatives in London in a position to

give to intending immigrants full and definite information as to conditions of

employment in Tasmania, and particularly as to lands available for settlement.
3. With respect to the second paragraph of your letter, I desire to point

out that the opinion of this Government, founded on views expressed by the

Agents-General, is that there is no doubt that the proposed action can be

eltectively carried out, and also that it will result in much benefit to Australia.

4. The one condition attached to this opinion is that the States desire

further immigration, and are prepared to take active measures to open as

large an area of suitable land as possible to settlement. Facilities foi

obtaining land are essential. In their absence, efforts either of Commonwealth
or State must be comparatively fruitless.

I have, &c.,
The Honourable the Premier of ALFRED DEAKIN.

Tasmania, Hobart.
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Sin, Melbourne, _.~>th May I'.HH;.

WITH reference to your Idler of the ll'ih instant, I have the honour
to in form you that your concurrence in the view that the Commonwealth can

with ;\<1 vantage to the States e.iulertake the work of promoting immigration
i> noted with satisfaction.

L'. With respect t<> your suggestion that, the
Agents-General .should be

.Milted on certain points, I have to intimate that it will give me pleasure
ve anil carefully consider any representations

that may lie made liy

those gentlemen on the subjects set out in your letter, or on any others which
in their opinion are not fully dealt with in the memorandum which, in

response to my invitation, they were so good as to prepare.

3. The reorganisation of your London office and the e-t;il>li-lmu nt of an

Intelligence Department in Sydney -an institution the value of which cannot
fail to be recognised by all who have given attention to the promotion of

immigration will, it is sincerely hoped, show large practical results. It will

be the aim of this Government to endeavour to utilise to their fullest extent

all agencies, either existing or which may be created by the States, and how
be-t to do this will be a subject for careful consideration by those appointed
to act on behalf of the Commonwealth.

4. May I point out that it is not the present intention of this Government
to create a large central ollice in London, but merely to establish a small

general supervising body for the purpose of directing such work as the

advertisement of Australia, which must be done outside, in order to bring
intending immigrants into touch with the officers representing the different

Stal

5. The si/e and importance of the Federal Staff will be influenced by the

extent to which the States are inclined to offer attractions to suitable immi-

grants. For the purpose of determining the scale upon which expenditure
would be warranted by Parliament, I have the honour to invite your attention

to those parts of my letter of May 1'nd which remain unanswered, and

particularly to the information requested in paragraph 7, as the whole scope
of Commonwealth action must, depend on the extent to which the States are

able to settle immigrants on the land, and absorb them into the community.
6. In view of the early meeting of Parliament, the question is one of

urgency, and I shall be obliged if you will favour me with a further com-
munication as soon as possible.

I have, &.C.,

The Honourable the Premier of ALFRED DKAKIN.
Newr South Wales, Sydney.

P.M. 00/2019.
Sii:, Melbourne, 14th June 190G.

I HAVE the honour to invite your attention to my letter of the I'uil May
last with reference to the attraction to Australia of immigrants of a suitable

da88, and to ask when 1 may be v-xpected to receive a reply thereto.

1 have, &c.,
The Honourable the Premier of Victoria, ALFRED DKAKIV

Melbourne.

to PKL.MIKIl (1) BlilM'.ANK, (2) PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA,
and ADELAIDE.]

14th June 1900.

When may reply be expected my letter 2nd May respecting immigration?

ALFRED DEAKIN.
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From Brisbane. 16th June 1906.

To FEDERAL PREMIER, Melbourne.

Your wire respecting your immigration letter, reply posted yesterday.
A. H. BARLOW

;

Acting Premier.

B. 5276. Premier's Office, Sydney
SIR, 8th June 1906.

Ix reply to your letter of 25th ultimo, P.M. 06/2109, the receipt of which
has been previously acknowledged, I have the honour to transmit you,
herewith enclosed, a copy of the bulletin of this State's Intelligence Depart-
ment, dealing with assisted immigration, and also of that Department's
Pamphlet describing its functions, which will give fairly explicit information
as to our methods of dealing with immigrants upon their arrival. The pub-
lications have been marked at the passages giving specific information on the

points desired.

As to the number of immigrants which this State can absorb annually
during the next few years, I may say that my Government's policy of throwing
open Government reserves for selection and of sub-dividing large estates for

closer settlement purposes will, it is anticipated, provide many openings for

farmers to take up land on their own account, and for farm labourers to

work a largely increased area of cultivation, and subsequently for the other

classes of labour which will necessarily follow. According to the present
outlook, this State will readily be able to place an average of 100 adult

immigrants or heads of families each week. It must, however, be distinctly
understood that a fair proportion of our immigrants must be men who are in

possession of sufficient capital to enable them to take up "a living area
"
of

land, whether for dairying or mixed farming men with at least 500L to

1,OOOZ. capital, who will be able to do the necessary preparatory work in

making a .farm and a home, and provide the necessary labour and living

expenses for the first year, without having to apply to the Government for

assistance before there is any possible chance of beginning to make a living
off the soil. Labourers can only be absorbed in a proportion of, say, four to

each farmer provided with capital enough for the line of farming which he

proposes to take up.
I have, &c.,

The Honourable the Prime Minister of the J. H. CARRUTHERS.
Commonwealth of Australia, Melbourne.

06/2239 Ch. Sec. Chief Secretary's Office, Brisbane,

SIR, 12th June 1906.

REVERTING to your letter of the 2nd ultimo, regarding your proposal
for the attraction to Australia of suitable immigrants, I have the honour to

inform you that, after giving the matter careful consideration, I am of opinion
that it would be unwise for me to come to a definite conclusion on the matter
until I am favoured with the details of your scheme.

I have, &c.,
The Honourable the Prime Minister W. KIDSTON.
of the Commonwealth, Melbourne.

P.M. 06/2370.
SIR, Melbourne, 16th June 1906.

IN continuation of my letter of the 12th instant, No. 06/2370, I have
the honour to invite you to be good enough to furnish me as early as possible
with three copies of the enclosures to your communication of the 8th idem,
No. S. 1282.

2. I shall also be glad if you will cause two complete sets of the bulletins

which have been issued by your State Intelligence Department, together \vith
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a siiiiihir numltcr of "f ;ill future to In- forwarded fur the

information of my hepartmcnt The receipt of copie- of any other i);un])liK'ts

which ; 1 by tin- 1 'epartmeut for distribution will be appreciated.

1 have.

Tin- Honourable th>- Premier of AuitEi) DKAKIN.

New South Wale.-, Sydney.

P.M. or, i'.-)25.

SIK, Melbourne, I'.'th .Inn.' P.HHl.

I li.\\K the huiioiir to acknowledge the receipt ill your telegram of the

10th instant, ami your letter o! the ll'th, respecting the question of the

promotion of immigration to Australia.

I have. &c.,

The Honourable the Premier of ALFHED DEAKIS.

Queensland, Brisbane.

Government of Victoria.

No i Premier's Office, Melbourne,
Sm I'.hh .lin..' I'.ioG.

WITH reference to your letter of the i'nd ultimo, Xo. 06/1750, stating
that your Government is desirous of submitting preliminary proposals to

the Federal Parliament, having for their object the attraction to Australia

of immigrants of a suitable class, and for the establishment, in London, of

an office for the purpose of making known to the people of (ireat Britain tin-

facilities for settlement in the Commonwealth, asking al><> 10 be furnished

with certain informati"i: ivspreting the lands of the Stale. 1 have the honour
to inform you that the particulars which you desire to obtain are being
collected, and will lie furnished to you as soon as possible.

With regard to thi- <|in-stion. I I >eg to state that the Honourable the Premier
of New South Wales ha- favoured me with a copy of his letter to you, dated
liie ll'th ultimo, and numbered A -\^ \'l, in which he urges that, in any arrange-
ments which may be made care should be taken that the work which the

States have already accomplished in the same direction should not be over-

looked ;
that the claims of State oilieers in London now engaged in such work

should receive proper consideration when the staff of the Federal Immigration
Agency is being organised ;

and that to these ends the Agents-General of the

several State- should be coiiniilted, and that their views should be met as far

as practicable.
I desire to say that 1 concur in the views expressed by Mr. Carruthers,

and 1 shall be glad if you will be so good as to give his representations your
most favourable consideration.

I have, etc.,

The Honourable the Prime Minister, T. BENT, Premier.
.Melbourne.

P.M. 06/2fi

Slit, .Melbourne, L'.'Jrd .lime P.Hifl.

Writ I reference to you r letter of the 1 2th instant, < 1(1 111")."), intimating that

you desire to lie furnished with the details of this Government's proposals for

attracting to Australia a suitable class of immigrants, 1 have the honour to

infoim you that 1 wa- of opinion that the general nature of the scheme was

clearly outlined in my letter of the 2nd ultimo, < >r> 1 7."id, and also at the

conlcieiice held at Sydney in February la>t. As you have already been

advised, tin- < lovernment intend to a>k I'arlianu nt to vote a sum of money to

enable i>- to carry on the work of advertising to tin- people of Great Britain

the many advantages lor those seeking new In. mi.- Australiaposscsses over

other countr

2. The obje'-t of my inquiries was to obtain information which would be

some guide to this (> vernment of the amount of money they should ask
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Parliament to provide ;
that amount would depend upon the scale of

operations which it is proposed the Commonwealth shall conduct, which
scale must be determined by the extent to which the States can absorb

immigrants.

3. May I invite your attention particularly to paragraph 6, asking for a

general statement respecting lands open for occupation by immigrants, and
to paragraph 7, referring to arrangements in existence for the reception of

immigrants, and requesting that you should intimate the number of immi-

grants capable of being annually absorbed by your State.

4. You will perceive the important bearing these facts must have in

regulating the nature, cost, and extent of advertising, &c., and will, I trust,

on further consideration, see that the receipt of such particulars as those

asked for must precede the announcement of those further details of the

scheme which can only be determined when the scale of our operations has

been fixed.

I have &c.,

The Honourable the Premier of ALFRED DEAKIN.

Queensland, Brisbane.

P.M. 06/2555.
SIR, Melbourne, 23rd June 1906.

IN acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 19th instant,

No. 2687, I have the honour to inform you that the intimation that particulars

respecting the lands of your State are being prepared, and will be furnished

as soon as possible, has been noted with satisfaction.

2. I enclose for your information an extract"* from a communication
addressed to the Premier of New South Wales, in reply to his letter of the

12th ultimo, dealing with the matters referred to by you.
I have, &c.,

The Honourable the Premier of ALFRED DEAKIN.

Victoria, Melbourne.

SIR, Melbourne, 25th June 1906.

IN continuation of my letter of the 23rd instant, with reference to the

question of the promotion of immigration to Australia, 1 have the honour to

invite you to be good enough to inform me when a reply may be expected to

that part of my communication of the 2nd May last, asking for information as

to the number of immigrants your State can absorb annually for the next

few years.
I have, &c.,

The Honourable the Premier of ALFRED DEAKIN.

Victoria, Melbourne.

[TELEGRAM to PREMIER, PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA.]

25th June 1906.

Shall be glad to learn when reply may be expected my letter 2nd May,

respecting immigration.
ALFRED DEAKIN.

*
Paragraphs 2-6, inclusive, of Prime Minister's letter to the Premier of New;.South Wales of

25th May 1906.

E 49045. F
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. .\HK.I.UHK, Sn m
L'.'.tll June I '.H Kl.

;ii..\\le,lgiiu-m
' <>f iiiv letter of L'nd May, and telegram of

I 1th .lime, !Vs| H rting immigration. Shall be glad to learn wh<n reply may
ted.

A i FI:I-:I' DEIKIH.

VM fi-Min Perth. Western Australia, to Pi;i\u: Mt\isn:i;, ( 'ommonwealth
I lepartmeiit of Kxternal Affairs, Melbounu .

ir wires. I-lth and L'bth instant, immigration, expect forward reply

to-morrow. IVlay ineidental change of Government must I.e my apology.
Xl.\\|o\ .Mou|;|.;,

Premier.

PJL 08/2705.
Sli:, Melbourne, 1'Ttli .June I IK Hi.

I HAVE the honour to acknowledge, with thanks, the receipt of your

telegram of the 26th infant, intimating that you expect to forward a rcpiv

to my communication of the 2nd May last respecting the question of the

promotion of immigration to Australia to-day.
I have, Ac..

The Honourable the 1'remier of Ai.i i;i;n DKAKIN.
\Vestem Australia, 1'erth.

Premier's ( Mlice, Perth,

SIR, 29th June I '.Kill.

WITH reference to your letter of the 2nd ultimo, on the subject of

immigration, I have the honour to inform you that earnest consideration has
been given to the representations of the Commonwealth ( loverument, as

outlined in the communication now under notice.

I observe that the basis of your letter is the establishment of an ollice in

London for the purpose of
"
making known to the people of (ireat. liritain the

"
facilities for settlement in Australia, and the many attractions which it

11

pi.- lor those who are seeking new homes."
With regard to the request to supply you with general Facts and figures

relating to this subject, I can only say that every possible item of information

is forwarded to the Agent-General in London i Mr. Walter .lames), who
displays a very active interest in such matters as those dealt with in your
letter.

After having given this ipiest ion a good deal of prrsuiial consideration, I

cannot admit that the officers of the Central Stall' of your proposed ollice

would bo in a position to satisfactorily represent all the States, more especially
in view of your remark that, once your ollicers had "induced a suitable
"

person to fav -ably entertain the idea of coming to Australia, they would
"

refer him to the Agents for the States, among which he would make his
"

choice."

I am quite certain that in the present Agent-General, and in the gentle-

man who is to succeed him, this State possesses men who have a wide

knowledge of its potent ialities and general conditions, and in the opinion of

my < iovenimenl it is inlinitely preferable that they should be the persons lirst

approached by intending immigrants to \\ estern Australia, rather than that

the Agent should be waited upon after having been dealt with in some more
or less incomplete manner by the representatives, of the Commonwealth
Government.

l-'or your information, however, I may state that a considerable area of

land lias already been sub-divided for the purpose of accommodating
immigrants, and as soon as the necessary amending legislati -an be passed
it is proposed to reserve these lands for British immigrants exclusively.
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The trouble in the past has been that, after having forwarded to London
particulars of land available for selection, instances have occurred where,
prior to the arrival of the immigrant who has inspected such particulars,
considerable p'ortions of the land have been selected by new arrivals from the

other States and elsewhere.

The Government have recently commenced the construction of three light
"
Spur

"
agricultural railway lines, with the object of developing the country,

and during the present session of Parliament proposals will be submitted for

the consideration of further very desirable light railways. This policy will,

I am sure, tend to greatly assist in the development of our agricultural areas,
and induce many to settle within our borders.

In conclusion I may state that the Agent-General's Office has been
furnished with all possible data, and if, in the event of your office being
established, you should require any reliable information, I am sure Mr. James,
or his successor, will only be too willing to assist you in advertising the

resources of Australia, and this State in particular, with a view to encouraging
a desirable class of persons to emigrate from the Old Country.

I should be glad, however, to receive some further particulars from you
on this subject, more especially regarding (a) the details of the scheme of

the Commonwealth Government
; (6) the estimated cost of same per annum ;

and (c) in what manner it is intended that the States shall reimburse the

Commonwealth Government for any expenditure incurred in connection with

its immigration policy.
I have, &c.

The Honourable the Prime Minister of the N. J. MOORE, Premier.

Commonwealth, Melbourne. Victoria.

06/9221a/349 Lands.
Premier's Office, Sydney,

SIR, 3rd July 1906.

FOLLOWING upon my letter to you of 8th ultimo, and in further reply to

your communication of 2nd May, I have the honour to transmit, for your
perusal, a memorandum which has been addressed to me by my colleague the

Secretary for Lands, from which you will be able to glean the position of this

State in regard to the matter of providing land suitable for immigrants.
I may add that my view is that immigrants must come here and take

their chance with our own people to get suitable lands. There is plenty of

land procurable, chiefly by purchase from private owners, who are largely

subdividing ; but the ordinary process of inspecting and bargaining for

terms, &c. has to be gone through on the spot.
This Government will, of course, assist by existing agencies to finance

buyers, and proposes to improve those agencies by legislation during this

session.

I have, &c.

The Honourable the Prime Minister of the J. H. CARRUTHERS.

Commonwealth of Australia, Melbourne.

[MEMORANDUM for the PREMIER on Mr. DEAKIN'S LETTER, 2nd May 1906.]

Paragraphs 5, 6, and 7 raise the questions (1) Whether we have Crown
lands especially suitable for immigrants ;

and (2) whether we shall, as a

matter of policy, reserve lands from selection by our own people in the

interests of settlers from abroad.

On the first point, it may be observed that my limited experience goes to

show that immigrants are not less, but more, particular than our own people
as to the land they are prepared to take, from which it follows that, if we are

to inform intending settlers in London that certain lands are available for

them, there is no alternative but to reserve such lands from local selection.

Having regard to the strong local demand there is for every area

undoubtedly suitable for profitable occupation in small areas, I have to

F 2
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confess that 1 regard the policy of reserving Mii-h lands against local people
in tli.- interests ..f immigrants as an impracticable one.

: would the extension of tin- period between tin- date of notification and

til. i which tin- notified lauds become available, be, in my opinion, an

advi-vihle expedient to adopt. Where tin- land \\a- eminently suited for

settlement, Mich a coui>e \vouldprovokegreat local irritation, and, even if

followed, it would constitute no guarantee to immigrants that they would

hn\ than <i flmncc of securing a block. No good results, I am sure,

would follow from Mich a com

If anything in tin- nature of a direct guarantee, therefore, is to be offered to

prospective settlers from abroad, it ap|.ears to me that it must take the form

of an undertaking on the part of < ioveriimcut to assist them financially in the

purchase of land from private owners. A bare announcement to that effect

might be productive of good; but such a scheme would be strengthened

greatly, of course, if owners of private oiates exhibited a willingness to

co-operate with the Government, and BO enable definite proposals to be put
before prospective settlers in London.

In connection with a scheme of this kind, however, the cost must not be

overlooked. Assuming that a settler would bo satisfied with, say, .SOU acres

of .'!/. per acre land 900L he might look for an advance of .".(Id/, or CiiM/.,

which means that it WOttld involve advances to the amount of 1,000,OUO/. to

provide for from 1,700 to 2,000 immigrant farmers.

Apart, however, from such a system as this, I cannot see what we can do

to attract agricultural settlers from abroad, except by representations of a

general character as to the conditions and prosperity of the State, relying

upon the ordinary resources of the State for the absorption of those who

independently of direct governmental assistance.

JAMES ASHTON,
28th June 1906. .Minister for Lands.

676/05.
Premier's Office, Adelaide,

SIR, 5th .Inly 1006.

REPLYING to your letter of the 2nd -May la<t, on the subject of the

attraction to Australia of immigrants of a class suitable to the further develop-
ment of its resources, I have the honour to inform you

1. That this Government will gladly furnish, from time to time, to an
office established in London by the Commonwealth (iovernment, copies of all

laws, reports, and general facts and figures in respect to this State.

2. That facilities will be afforded to any immigrants who may come to

our shores.

3. That, as the land laws of this State provide that, all public lands must
be allotted by the Land Board to the persons considered most suitable,

immigrants would take their chance with others. All possible information

would, however, be afforded to them, and they would be granted facilities for

the inspection of the lauds open for selection. Particular blocks or areas of

land could not, however, be allocated.

I would also point out that, as the local demand for land is now much
in i of the supply, it is not considered desirable to at present offer

special inducements to immigrants in this respect.

I enclose copy of list of lands open for selection, showing price, area,
and description of each block.

I have, &c.

T. PRICE, Premier.

The 1 lonourable the Prime Minister of

the Commonwealth of Australia, Melbourne, Victoria.
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P.M. 06/2905.
SIR, Melbourne, 9th July 1906.

I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 3rd

instant, No. S. 1524, forwarding copy of a memorandum by your Secretary for

Lands in regard to the matter of providing land for immigrants.
I have, &c.

The Honourable the Premier of New ALFRED DEAKIN.

South Wales, Sydney.

P.M. 06/.

SIR, Melbourne, 18th July 1906.

WITH respect to your letter of the 29th June, I have the honour to

inform you that the active measures being taken by your Government to

promote immigration to Western Australia are noted with satisfaction.

2. As to the points mentioned in the final paragraph of your communica-

tion, I have the honour to observe that the outline of the proposals of this

Government may be gathered from the remarks which I addressed to the

Conference of Premiers at its recent meeting at Sydney, the report of which

you have doubtless received. It has not yet been possible to frame the

details, as the scope of Federal operations depends largely on the extent to

which the States are capable of absorbing new settlers.

3. On this point I would invite your attention to the request in my letter

of the 2nd May, paragraph 7, where I asked you to give me the number that

can be provided for in Western Australia, having regard to any additional

areas to be thrown open, or other means of settlement. It is only general
information of this kind, and for the special purpose mentioned, which is

invited from you. The details supplied to your Agent-General will no doubt
be ample, and in respect to these the suggestion is that you make them
available by an officer of your own in the proposed central office, where all

the States will, it is hoped, be similarly represented.

4. The question of cost depends on the extent of the operations, but it is

proposed that at present it shall not exceed 5,000. per annum.

5. The answer to your final query is that it is not proposed that the States

should reimburse the Commonwealth for expenditure incurred in connection

with its immigration policy.
I have, &c.

The Honourable the Premier of ALFRED DEAKIN.

Western Australia, Perth.

Premier's Office, Perth,

SIR, 2nd August 1906.

I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the

18th tilt., on the subject of immigration.
I am glad to learn that you are of opinion (vide paragraph 3 of your letter

under acknowledgment) that the details supplied to our Agent-General will,

doubtless, be ample for your purposes in connection with the Commonwealth
Central Office, London.

I have, Ac.

N. J. MOORE, Premier.

The Honourable the Prime Minister,
Commonwealth of Australia, Melbourne.

P.M. 06/2977.
SIR, Melbourne, 7th August 1906.

I HAVE the honour to invite attention to your letter of the 19th June

last, No. 2687, intimating that particulars respecting the lands of your State

49045. F 3



D prepared and will be furnish, possible ill connection
with t!: ;in- promotion of immigration to Australia, and to ask
that you will l>e so good as to expedite tin- matter.

\ , Ac.

Tho lluiioiinilih' the 1'romnT of Victoria. AIIIM.M DKAKIN.

Melbourne.

P.M. (X

Melbourne, 7tl. August,
I BIVK the booonr to invite attention to my letters of the L8th ultimo

1 2nd .Iiino last on the subject of the promotion of immigration to

Australia, and to a.sk that 1 may In- furnished with the information as

fur as to the number of immigrants likely to be absorbed annually by your
te, &c.

1 have, Ac.

ALFHED DEAKIN.
The Honourable the Premier

of Western Australia, Perth.

PJL 06/3484.
Sn;, Melbourne, llth August 1906.

Is acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 2nd instant on the

subject, of the promotion of immigration, I have the honour to invite your
attention to my communication of the 7th idem, asking to be furnished
with information as to the number of immigrants likely to be absorbed

annually by your State. I shall be glad if this- information can be forwarded
at an early date.

I have, &c.

ALFRED DEAKIN.
The Honourable the Premier of

Western Australia, Perth.

Premier's < Mfice, Perth,

Si*, 1'otl. August P.HK;.

I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 7th

in.-!. No. l".>77) on the subject of immigration, and in reply beg to state

that immigrants are arriving in this State at the rate of seven hundred and

fifty (751 1) per annum. There is every likelihood, however, that this number
will be considerably increased at an early date, in view of the further

promising developments in connection with our agricultural industry and
new gold discoveries.

1 regret that. 1 am unable, at the present time, to give yon any more
definite information than is contained in this letter and that of the 29th June

I have, Ac.

The I Ivnourable the Prime Minister, N. J. MOOKK,
Common wealth of Australia, .Melbourne. Premier.

P.M. no/3754.

Melbourne, 29th August 11 Mi.

1 HAVE the honour to invite your attention to my letter of the 2nd May
last, and subsequent correspondence respecting the question of attracting to

Australia immigrants of a suitable class, and to ask that I may be furnished
with the desired information as to the number of immigrants likely to be
absorbed annually by your State, &c.

I have. #c.

The Honourable the Premier of ALFRED DEAKIN.

<,ueen.-land, Brisbane.
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P.M. 06/3654.
SIR, Melbourne, 29th August 1906.

I HAVE the honour to invite your attention to my letter of the 2nd May
last, and siibsequent correspondence respecting the question of attracting to

Australia immigrants of a suitable class, and to ask that I may be furnished
with the desired information as to the number of immigrants likely to be
absorbed annually by your State, &c.

I have, &c.

The Honourable the Premier of ALFRED DEAKIN.

Tasmania, Hobart.

No. 2.

The SECRETARY OF STATE to the GOVERNORS-GENERAL and
GOVERNORS.-

MY LORD, Downing Street,

SIR, August 4, 1906.

I HAVE the honour to transmit to you, for communication to your
Ministers, copies of the Report of the Departmental Committee appointed to

consider Mr. Rider Haggard's report on Agricultural Settlements in the

British Colonies, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices."]"

2. Your Ministers will note the references which are made in this

interesting and able report to the openings which exist in the colonies for

suitable emigrants from the United Kingdom, and (pars. 70, &c.) to what is

understood to be at the present time the feeling in the colonies towards

immigration. They will note too the suggestion made in para. 89 of the

report that if either of the alternative schemes is adopted in principle, and
some assistance given from Imperial funds to emigration from the United

Kingdom to the colonies,
"
His Majesty's Government should propose to

"
the Governments of the self-governing colonies, as one of the subjects

'

of discussion at the approaching Colonial Conference, that they should
"

co-operate with the Imperial Government in the work of assisting and
"

directing such emigration."

3. No decision has as yet been taken by His Majesty's Government with

regard to the recommendations of the Committee, for one factor in the case is

the willingness or reluctance of the colonies to accept State-aided immigrants ;

and my colleagues and myself would wish to be assured on this point before

considering the matter from the point of view of the Mother Country, but
in any case these recommendations deserve, and will no doubt receive, the

careful attention of yoiir Ministers, and I do not doubt that they will agree
with me in thinking that the subject of the report may conveniently be
discussed at the coming Colonial Conference.

4. It will be seen that the recommendations are for a limited and most

carefully safeguarded measure of assistance to emigration from Imperial
funds, and that the two points upon which His Majesty's Government will be

glad to have information and guidance are, firstly, whether, and \mder what

safeguards, the various Colonial Governments would welcome carefully
selected State-aided emigrants ; and* secondly, whether they would be willing
to co-operate in and contribute towards the cost of the system of emigration
which is proposed, on some such conditions as are set forth in the report.

I have, &c.

ELGIN.

"
Canada, Commonwealth of Australia, New Zealand, Cape of Good Hope, Natal, and

Newfoundland.

t [Cd. 2978] and [Cd. 2979].
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No. 3.

The GOYKKN'tU OK TIIK CAl'K >K GOOD ll'H'K to the SK< 'I! KTARY
F STATE,

(RereiN ,ber I:'., 1H06.)

Govern UK 'lit House, Cape Town,
.\h LORD, .temher L'f), 1906.

I ii \\ K tin; li.iiKiur t<> transmit to your Lordship, with reference to your
Despatch of 1th August last, a copy of a Minute i'roiu .Ministers, on the

of Agricultural Settlements in the British Colom

1 have-,

WAUT.U iiKLY-innviiixsox.

Kiiclosiire in No. 3.

Prime .Minister's Office, Cape Town,

(Minute No. 1/653.) September I'M. I HOG.

MiMsri:i;s have the honour to acknowledge tlio receipt of His Kxcelleucy
the Governor's Minute No. 747 of the 21st August last, transmitting for

their ronsiileratiuii a copy of a despatcli from the Secretary of State for the

Colonies dated the 1th idem on the subject of Agricultural Settlements in the

British Colonies.

In reply, Ministers desire to state that, while they have not yet Lad an

opportunity of studying the Report of the Departmental Committee appointed
to consider Mr. Rider Haggftrd's suggestions on this question as fully as the

importance of the subject demands, they are in complete agreement with the

Secretary of State in the view that the problems attending emigration from
Croat Mritain to the Colonies may conveniently be discussed at the coining
Colonial Conference.

E. H. WALTON.

No. 4.

The ACTING tiOVERNOR-GENERAL OF CANADA to the

SECRETARY OF STATE.

(Received October 27, 1906.)

Government House, Ottawa, Canada,
MY LOUD, October 15, 1906.

WITH reference to your Lordship's despatch of the 4th August last,

enclosing copies of the Report of the Departmental Committee appointed
to roii-ider .Mr. Ifider Haggard's Report on Agricultural Settlements in t lie

British < 'olonies, and inviting an expression of the views of the Canadian
Government upon the recommendations made in that report, I have the

honour to forward to your Lordship copy of an approved Minute of the

1'rivy Council proposing, in view of your Lordships suggestion that the

matter could be conveniently discussed at the approaching Colonial

Conference, that its further consideration should be postponed until the result

of the discussion at the Colonial Conference is known.

I have, &c.

C. FITZPATRICK,
Deputy of the Governor-General.

* No. 2.
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Enclosure in No. 4.

EXTRACT from a REPORT of the COMMITTEE of the PRIVY COUNCIL, approved
by the GOVERNOR-GENERAL on the 8th October 1906.

THE Committee of the Privy Council have had under consideration a

despatch dated 4th August 1906, from the Right Honourable the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, transmitting copies of the Report of the Depart-
mental Committee appointed to consider Mr. Rider Haggard's Report on

Agricultural Settlements in the British Colonies.

The Minister of the Interior, to whom the despatch with enclosed report
was referred, states that the references which are made in this report to the

openings which exist in the Colonies for suitable emigrants from the United

Kingdom, and the suggestion made in paragraph 89 of the report, to which
reference is made in the despatch, have been duly noted.

The Minister observes that the recommendations of the Committee are for

a limited and most carefully safeguarded measure of assistance to emigration
from Imperial funds, and that the two points upon which His Majesty's
Government desires to have information and guidance are, firstly, whether
and under what safeguards the various Colonial Governments would welcome

carefully selected State-aided emigrants, and secondly, whether they would be

willing to co-operate in and contribute towards the cost of the system of

emigration which is proposed on some such conditions as are set forth in the

report.
The Minister further observes that the suggestion is made by the Earl of

Elgin that the subject of Mr. Rider Haggard's report might conveniently be
discussed at the coming Colonial Conference.

The Minister concurs in this suggestion, and recommends that the further

consideration of the matter by the Government of Canada be postponed until

the result of the discussion at the Colonial Conference is known.
The Committee advise that His Excellency be moved to forward a copy of

this Minute to the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies.

All which is respectfully submitted for approval.

JOHN J. McGEE,
Clerk of the Privy Council.

No. 5.

The GOVERNOR OF NATAL to the SECRETARY OF STATE.

(Received November 10, 1906.)

King's House, Durban, Natal,
MY LORD, October 15, 1906.

WITH reference to your Despatch of the 4th 'August,'*" I have the

honour to transmit to you the enclosed copy of a Minute by the Minister of.

Agriculture, in which my Ministers concur.

2. You will observe from this Minute that Ministers are not prepared
to contribute to the immigration scheme outlined in the Report of the

Departmental Committee, though they raise no objection to the discussion of

the matter at the forthcoming Colonial Conference.

I have, &c.

HENRY McCALLUM.

Enclosure in No. 5.

MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE to PRIME MINISTER, 26th September 1906.

Minute.

THE report upon which the despatch of the Secretary of State is

founded is undoubtedly accurately described as
"
interesting and able."

No. 2.
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Especially interesting is it from its historical aspect, giving, as it d< .e>. the

net results nf I endeavour- towards colonisation in various t'ulm

notably in ( 'auada.

So "far as Natal is concerned, however, the conclusion arrived at appears
to me t.. IK- wholly inapplicable, au<l the recommendat ions .pule unsuitable.

That they may he absolutely correet in reference to such Colonies as

Canada, or similar large IVpendeucies .>( the Knipire, I am of course not

prepared to deny, but in the case of a small ami sparsely populated country
such as our own the circumstances appear to me to he so unlike as to warrant

a different opinion.
It may appear anomalous to state

"
sparse population" as a reason

against immigration. Imt. it seems to me that, as a certain amount of capital

is necessary in order to provide not only an income, Imt an accretion to itself

productive of further income, thus creating compound interest, the most rapid

form of ordinary wealth production, so for the success of mere immigration,
at iutmgttuhed //< colonisation, there is needed a standard of population
sufficient to absorb the immigrant and to retain him as a permanent wealth-

earning and wealth-producing colonist. To achieve this standard there must

be, I think, a manufacturing, or commercial community of large ramifications,

such as we do not yet sufficiently possess in Natal nay, more I think I am
justified in saying South Africa does not at present possess, even if gold and
diamond industries be taken into account, i.e., if the number of unemployed
in South Africa be borne in mind. It may I think be taken as an axiom that,

save in the case of exceptionally energetic and adaptable men. the man with
no trade and no fixed prospects would be unwise to land as immigrant in

Natal, in the sense of the Committee's report.

Using Canada as a contrast there are large manufactures and industries

apart from agricultural, and the commerce is one having not only a flow but

an ebb, whereas here the trade is for the greater part in the form of imports.
When our exports over-sea bear an increased ratio to the imports the

population employed in commercial pursuits will be increased accordingly,
and in such manner openings for clerks and unskilled labour to some e.v

will be provided.
On the other hand, there is no doubt whatever that the population needed

by this Colony is one which will find its home and occupation on the land,
and that therefore our attention should be turned, under the differing circum-

stances, to colonisation as distinguished from the immigration advocated in

the report under review.

To a certain extent we are already working in this direction in our Weenen
and Winterton Settlements. As regards the former, success appears to be
more probable at present than has hitherto been the case, as settlers are

taking up a line of perennial crop (lucerne) to a considerable extent, as

contrasted with ordinary annual cereal crops of very fluctuating amount and
value.

With regard to Winterton, the situation seems to promise success.

Singularly enough, the original scheme as framed by the Laud Board on my
suggestion contained provision for the admixture of settlers as referred to in

the last few lines of paragraphs? of the report. The great flow of emigration
to Canada has, however, up to the present, notwithstanding extensive adver-
tisement and considerable agency, militated against the oilers from Natal, and
the settlers have so far come almost entirely Irom within South Africa.

Generally speaking, liowever, I am of opinion that there are signs of a

limited tendency towards an exodus from town to country in Natal not a few

of the sugar farms in Zululand and of the Winterton allotments being taken

up by townsmen of various occupations.
It is not necessary for the purposes of this minute to enter largely into

the economics of colonisation, but I think it desirable to state generally the

grounds upon which the recommendations of the Committee appear to my
mind to be inapplicable in our particular case.

It must always be borne in mind also, that, as in the past, we as a

Colony always stand to lose the money invested in immigration pure and

simple, because of the attraction, to newcomers in particular, exerted by the

presence of gold and diamond fields beyond our borders. It i.-, there

doubly necessary that our immigrant should be anchored by rural holdings
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upon such tenure as will make it a difficulty for him to lightly quit his farm
for the visionary Eldorado.

Lastly, the emigrant we want is the man with some little capital. If he
has this, and grit, we can, I think, help him with our experience, as far as he
will accept advice.

Given an inflow of such men, and a consequent increase of agricultural
and pastoral produce, we can develop a commerce outwards calling for

additional townfolk, and if to this aim we add the encouragement of manu-
factures and the development of mineral resources, coal and iron, copper and .

the like, then will arrive a time when the recommendations of the Committee
will apply to Natal, or probably by that time, to United South Africa.

Naturally there can be no objection to the inclusion of the matter as a

subject of discussion at the Colonial Conference, but I fear that the discussion

will be so diffuse as to promise small results in the time at the disposal of the

Colonial Premiers.

It follows from what I have written that in my opinion Natal should not

become a contributor to a scheme for immigration qua immigration only.

W. F. CLAYTON,
September 26, 1906. Minister of Agriculture.

No. 6.

The GOVERNOR OF NEW ZEALAND to the SECRETARY
OF STATE.

(Received December 10, 1906.)

Government House, Wellington,
MY LORD, October 27, 1906.

I HAVE the honour to acknowledge your Lordship's despatch, of

4th August, on the subject of Agricultural Settlements in the Colonies.

2. My Ministers concur that the subject of the Report submitted with

your despatch is one that might be conveniently discussed at the coming
Colonial Conference.

3. Since the matter is one that requires very careful consideration, my
Government do not propose to make any observations at present as regards
the williii-nc.s^ or reluctance of this Colony to accept State-aided immigrants,
wliidi is referred to in the first part of the third paragraph of your Lordship's
despatch.

I have, &c.

PLUNKET.
Governor.

No. 2.
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NATURALIZATION.

(1) Resolution of Government of New Zealand.

" That the law as to naturalization should be uniform

throughout the Empire, and that naturalization,

wherever granted, should be Imperial, and not local-

subject, however, to the right of any Self-governing

Dependency to impose special conditions if it thinks

fit."

(2) Resolution of Government of Cape Colony.

"This Conference is of opinion that in order to

remove anomalies attaching to naturalization of Aliens

throughout the Empire, His Majesty's Government
should, after full consultation with the Colonies, take

steps to secure Imperial legislation providing for the
treatment of the question on a uniform basis."

No. 1.

The SECRETARY OF STATE to the GOVERNORS-GENERAL and

GOVERNORS*

Downing Street,

MY LORD (or SIR), December 11, 1906.

[I HAVE the honour to acquaint you for the information of] your
Ministers [that the Government of Cape Colouyjf have suggested as a subject
for discussion at the coming Colonial Conference the question of uniform
laws to regulate the naturalization of silicic.

2. As a preliminary to such a discussion, which I trust may be possible
within the time available for the Conference, I think it may be convenient to

make some reference to the correspondence which has passed upon this

question.

3. In his circular despatch of the 10th of October 1901, Mr. Chamberlain
forwarded the report of an Interdepartmenta] Committee appointed to con-

sider doubts and difficulties which had arisen respecting the Naturalization
Acts. For convenience of reference I enclose a copy of that lieport.J which
dealt in some detail with the anomalies existing in the Naturalization Laws of

the various Colonies ami the mother country, and suggested Imperial legislation
on certain sped tied lines. It was decided to obtain the views of the Colonies
Tinder responsible government before considering the proposed legislation.

1. The answer of the Canadian ' Government to Mr. Chamberlain's despatch
will be found printed on pages 151-152 of the Blue Book recording the

results of the Colonial Conference of 1902 [Cd. 1299]. The Governments of

Newfoundland and Natal, in despatches dated the 2nd and 29th of January
1902 respectively, expressed general concurrence in the report of the

Canada, Australi V /wilaml. Newfoundland, Cape, and Natal.

t Portions in [ ] omitted to Cape. J [Cd.723]. Noi printed.
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Interdepartmental Committee. The Government of New Zealand suggested
that the question should be discussed at the Colonial Conference of 1902, and
the Governments of the Commonwealth of Australia and of Cape Colony
expressed no opinion.

5. The question was in due course considered at the Colonial Conference
of 1902, but the discussion revealed some divergence of view, and no definite

conclusion was recorded.

6. Siibsequently the Government of Cape Colony forwarded a full Natal, 18, 1905.

expression of their views on the Report of the Interdepartmental Committee o
a^d

Vn 2 .s

in a minute dated the llth of April 1904, a copy of which is enclosed in this a Ed] vn! ait!

despatch. Further, the Colonial Naturalization Acts of the Self-governing I-SB/VU^S
Colonies, of which copies are printed in the Appendix to the Report of the common-

Interdepartmeiital Committee, were amended in some cases, as will be seen by ^os'
' U>

reference to the various Acts of which copies are enclosed for convenience of

reference.

7. To complete the reference to this part of the subject it may be well to

add that though the Cape Colony Naturalization Acts have not been amended,
the Government of that Colony have expressed their intention of conforming
to the principle of the Natal Act, No. 18 of 1905 '(section 2), in considering
applications for naturalization. .It may be added that this section of the

Natal Act has also been embodied in the laws of the Transvaal and Orange
River Colony.

8. The Report of the Interdepartmental Committee was further considered
in this country after the Colonial Conference of 1902, and a draft Bill was

prepared for consideration. The matter has no*t, however, gone any further,
in view of pressure of other legislative demands, and of the fact that His

Majesty's Government have not been furnished with the views of all the

Colonies on the question. The latter fact has also made it impossible for

them to take any action in connection with the views of the Governments of

Canada and Cape Colony referred to above.

9. As, however, the question will probably come up for discussion at the

next Conference, I think it may 1 >e useful now to forward a copy of the draft

Imperial Bill which was prepared, together with copies of memoranda

explaining its provisions. I shall be glad if your Ministers will give these

documents their carefiil consideration, and favour me with their views before

the Conference meets. I desire, however, to explain that the Bill is a

'preliminary draft only, and that its terms are in no way finally settled.

10. In view of the fact that under the law of this country non-European
birth or descent is not a bar to naturalization, as it is in some Colonies, I

think it right to draw your Ministers' special attention to clause 9 of the Bill,

which will make it clear, if it was not already clear before, that all persons
naturalized in this country would have the full status and privileges of a

natural-born British subject in all the Colonies.

I have, &c.,

ELGIN.

Enclosure 1 in No. 1.

The GOVERNOR OF THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE to the SECRETARY OF STATE.

(Received May 7, 1904.)

Government House, Cape Town,

SIR, April 16, 1904.

1 HAVE the honour to transmit to you a copy of a Minute from Ministers

on the subject of the interpretation and administration of the Acts relating to

naturalization.

I have, &c.,
WALTER HELY HUTCHINSON.

* The Canadian Naturalization Law is consolidated in the Revised Statutes, 1906, cap. 77,

printed below.



Sub-Enclosure in X<>. 1.

Ml to <!o\KI!NOR.

\ll\l ',

Prime Minister's Office, Capo Town,

(No. 1/206.)
A !"-ii I'. L904.

WITH reference to His K\ elleney the Governors Minutes No. 500 of

Mi November P"L No. '.ML' of i'..<l December Mini'. No. 322 of li'ih May
1903, No. )!< of Sih September I '.Ml.",, ainl No. 183 of 1C ultimo, forwarding

patches from tin- liii^lit lion, the Secretary of Stale for tin- Colonies

the interpretation and administration of tin- Acts relating to

natnrali/ation. Ministers have the honour to forward herewith ropy of a report

li\- the llonoiirahlc the Attorney-General on the subject, dated dih instant,

aiul to state that they concur in the views therein expressed.

Ministers regret the delay which has taken place in replying to His

Ili-ncy's [Minutes with regard to this matter.

L. S. .1 \MK>OV

[INTERPRETATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE .V is KII \TINO TO

NATURALIZATION.

/.'</;/ nf tin- Attorney-General.

April 6/7, 1901.

The Right Hon. the Secretary of State for the Colonies wishes to he

furnished with the views of the < iovernniont as to the recommendations
arrived at l>v the Naturalization Laws Committee, and set out in the Report of

the 24th July 11)01.

This Committee was appointed in IX'.t'.l to report upon the doubts and

difficulties which had arisen in connection with the interpretation and

administration of the Arts relating to naturalization, and to advise on the

legislation deemed to he expedient.
In their report they define the Law of Xat urali/at ion as that portion of the

law which determines the conditions under which the rights, privileges, and
duties of a llritish suhjec.t. are acquired or lost. They point out that the

status of a Ill-it ish subject consists of an aggregation of (h Rights and

Privileges, (2) huties and ( )hligat ions. The former are
(a) Political

.</.,

capacity to vote for menihers of legislative assemblies. Ac., and to he elected

therefor, and to hold various ollices in the Military and Civil Services, and
the I liplomatic Service); (6) Private (e.g., capacity to acquire and hold land,

British ships, and property generally) ; (c) Rights and Privileges carried a\\ay
with one to foreign countries, (e.g., protection by the I'riti^h Government to its

subjects whilst sojourning, Ac., in foreign States, the right to sue in Consular

Courts, and marriage in foreign countries under the foreign Marriages . \ctsi.

The latter include amenability to British Courts for high treason, murder
and manslaughter, liigamy, and olVeiices again-! the Merchant Shipping and
the KxpIoMves .\cts wheresoever committed. They further point out that

this -talus is determined by (o)
Place of hirt h, i /) Nationality, (ri \\'hat is

tenned
"
Xaturali/ation," < -rial Act of Parliament, and (<) I >eni/at ion

(e.(j.,
the grant, by the C'rown in the exercise of its Prerogative of letters

admitting the grantee to the status of a P>riti-h siilij.

1. The 1,'epoii shows how "double nationality" i-, at present, inevitable.

This arises from some countries considering the place of birth as the

determining factor, whilst others look to the parentage, and others again still

enforcing the maxim "
.\rui<> /mlrnl eXU&fC

/
ml num." The necessity of each

person having one nationality only is obvious, and the recomniendat ions of

the Committee that conventions si Id be arrived at in order to prevent the

LOCcurrence is one which the (iovernment should not only agree with, but it is

uestionable whether llie rights of a Uritish subject should in any case be

jii-inii-il.
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granted to any foreigner who is not prepared and at the same time can prove
that he is allowed, to alienate his existing nationality. It is in every way
desirable that such persons should as far as law can make them be unequivo-
cally British, and this requirement should, in my opinion, not only be a teat

in any general Imperial Act, but should be applied to local naturalization as

well.

2. That the place of birth should determine nationality is in accord with

English law. All persons born within the British Dominions are British

subjects, whatever may be the nationality of the parents, and however

temporary the residence may be. The Committee do not suggest any
alteration, as they consider the place of birth such easy proof of the question
of nationality.

With regard to this it is conceivable that a Colony such as ours might be

jeopardised by this rule. It is possible that a large Chinese population may
be imported into South Africa. It is further possible that their wives may be
allowed to accompany them

;
and that the result may, in any case, be the

birth of a large number of Chinese or half-breeds in South Africa. Those

persons would be British subjects, and could not be expelled as undesirables,

though their entry might be prohibited by the exercise of the Royal Prerogative
if they remained foreigners.

With regard, therefore, to this recommendation, its utility is questionable,
at least from the point of view of this Colony, which would not benefit, but

possibly suffer, from the acquisition by numberless undesirable foreigners of

Mongolian origin of the status of British subjects. It is true that our Immi-

gration Laws could restrain their immigration, but expulsion of those born in

South Africa is quite another matter.

3.
" A person whose father or paternal grandfather was born within

''
H.M.'s Dominions is deemed to be a natural-born subject, although he

' himself was born abroad." That is to say, that a person not born within

the Dominions is not a British subject unless either his father or his grand-
father was actually born within the Dominions.

The Committee recommend that this should be limited by enacting that no

person born out of the British Dominions should be a British siibject unless

the "father" had been born therein, and was, at the time of birth, a British

subject. The Committee do not, in my opinion, give sufficient consideration to

the modern development of travelling, and the fact that, owing to the rapid
civilisation and progress of comparatively uncivilised or backward countries,
British subjects find themselves frequently in foreign countries in which they
have no intention of permanently residing, being there for the temporary
purposes of travel or research, or of carrying on a business either mercantile

or professional. It would appear to me to be better to leave the law as it is

than td amend it in the manner proposed.

4. The Committee recommend that for the purpose of determining British

nationality by reason of place of birth, "British Dominions" should be
limited to such as have been acquired by conquest, cession or, occupation,
that is to say, that protectorates and spheres of influence should not be
included.

\Vith regard to this there seems to be no objection, though, coupled with

the recommendation limiting the rule as to place of birth and parentage, it

may finally lead to hardships. Biit as regards Native or non-European
peoples, the recommendation appears to be one that should be accepted.

5. The Report proceeds to point out that the law is uncertain with regard
to the effect of birth at sea

;
and the Committee recommend that (1) a person

born in a British private ship in foreign waters should be a British subject,

but that a person born on board a foreign ship should not be deemed to be a

British subject merely because the ship was, at the time of his birth, in

British waters. This appears to be a desirable rule for adoption.

6. The Report then proceeds to deal with Naturalization propei.

Naturalization by special Act of Parliament and by
"
denization

"
should

continue to be available. With regard to naturalization by general Act of

Parliament, it is recommended that a Standing Order should require all special
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Acts to embody tlie main tnaclm. . ncral law. This rccom-

inoudai i'viously worthy of ;i<l(ij>ti(in.

7. Persons who art- natural born or naturalized British subjects in Gr< at

Britain an- British subject- throughout tin- Kmpire ami the \\orld (with

ing from " Double Nationality"). Hut aliens naturali/ed

.tony are only P.riiisli subjects within the Colony. That is to say. a

Col :if,-r the status of British subjects so as to be of effect

ighout tin- world, or rvrn British Dominions.

.land it appears that there is still some difference between a natural

born and a natnrali/.ed Hritish subject. That such differences -hould he

aliolished is clearly expedient, and the Committee's recommendations therefor

'dd be supported.

8. But their recommendation that the English requirements should form
the for determining the effect of local natnrali/ation in Colonies i.; one
which should be seriously considered. In England the only statutory

liiirements are (a) that the applicant is not a person under disability, i.e.,

a minor, married woman, idiot or lunatic ; (b) that he has previously resided

in the I'nited Kingdom or served under the Crown for a certain period

years); (c) that he declares his intention to permanently resit le In the

I'M i ted Kingdom or serve the Crown.

It is entirely in the discretion of the Secretary of State to refuse any
application, but these are all the conditions he may require to be fulfilled.

The Committee recommend that this discretion should remain unfettered, and
oid\ suggest that instead of the

" United Kingdom
"
the

"
.Hritis.li I lominions "

should be substituted as the place of intended residence. The Committee
further suggest that if any Colonial law demands solely or inter al/n the same
conditions, that iiaturalixation under it should be effectual throughout the

Dominions and the world. They recommend that local naturalization should

still be possible ;
but that if the conditions complied with are identical with

those imposed at home, the Governor should by Order in Council be em-

powered to grant a certificate of complete and full naturali/ation effectual

everywhere. It is undoubtedly expedient that naturalization in one Colony
should be operative in all other Colonies and throughout the world. But the

conditions of acquisition should be clearer, ami such as would ensure
undesirables not acquiring too easily the rights of British subjects. The
discretion in our Colony is as unfettered as that of the Secretary of State in

England. Hut this and other Colonies have been careful to declare fully the

necessary qualifications of alien applicants. And more especially has this

n done by those Colonies threatened by Asiatic especially Chinese
invasion. And as this Colony is now in a similar position, I am of opinion
that some distinction should be drawn between applicants of European
descent ami those of non-European descent ;

and that among "disabilities"

Jd be included the
"
unpardoned commission of certain crimes." In

Kiigland there is at present no immigration restriction. There is nothing to

prevent the most undesirable persons, both white and coloured, from entering
i and settling in Kngland, or remaining long enough to be qualified to

apply for 1 I naturalization. There is nothing, unless the law is soon

iltered, as appears to be the intention, to prevent the Secretary of State from

granting letters to undesirables. His discretion is unrestricted, and the

licnd that it, should remain so. Their further recommen-
dation that it should sullice that the applicant declares his intention to

permanently reside, not in Kngland, but anywhere within the I)ominions,
means that innumerable alien undesirables, after residence in Kngland or

a Crown Colony where immigration is unrestricted, may be naturali/ed on

hiring their intention to permanently reside in South Africa. Most
ionics possessing responsible government, have taken care to pass more or

C immigration laws, and all those who have experienced or are

threatened with Asiatic undesirable immigration have directly or indirectly

prohibited it as our own Colony by their immigration laws.

Although the Xaturali/ation haws are themselves apparently in many
such Coloi Mini

"
in their application to coloured and European ab

//; iirni-ln-i: llici/ an 1 nul, lii'ruurc. in consequenc.e of their Immigration Laws,
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coloured aliens can never acquire the qualification of residence, which is

a condition precedent to any claim to be naturalized. And some Colonies go
further even in their Naturalization Laws.

It is, on this question, most instructive that the Naturalization Laws of the
Federal Council of Australasia only provide for recognition by all of naturali-

zation in one of the Colonies federated of
"
persons of European descent."

This clearly shows an antipathy against the indiscriminate naturalizing of

coloured persons.

Queensland will not naturalize an Asiatic unless he is married, in addition
to requiring three years' previous residence, and refusing to confer the full

status.

New Zealand specifically prohibits the naturalization of Chinese

(section 18 of Act 641896).
Natal only naturalizes aliens of European descent (section 2 of 23 1874).

It is of vital consideration that Hong-Kong a Crown Colony has no
Naturalization Law, and that the Straits Settlements require no stated period
of residence, so there is nothing to prevent a Chinaman landing there and at

once getting his letters
;
and if the recommendation of the Committee is

adopted that it shall suffice to declare intention to reside within the

Dominions the Chinaman can at once proceed to South Africa, and can only
be shut out by Act of Parliament i.e., not by prerogative.

This Colony, like the majority of self-governing Colonies, views with
disfavour the naturalization of Asiatics. The number of Asiatic British

subjects is already sufficiently overwhelming. Unless, therefore, Imperial
legislation is so amended, as now appears to be the intention of the Imperial
Government, either by an Immigration Law, or an amendment of the Law of

Naturalization, so as to very considerably curtail the possible naturalization of

innumerable Asiatics and non-Europeans, I am of opinion that this Colony
would be unwilling to recognise the Imperial Statute as a test for deter-

mining the operation of Colonial Naturalization Laws generally throughout
the Empire.

9. And there is another objection, from the Colonial point of view, to the

Imperial Act as an effective model. There is nothing to prevent the blackest

criminal being naturalized under that law.

Doubtless the Secretary of State would not grant letters to a known bad
character, but there is no machinery provided for discovering what his

antecedents have been, and there is no prohibition against the grant of letters

to criminals, i.e., criminality is not a "disability" in England. Our law

requires the applicant to be of good character, and a formal certificate is

necessary (section 2 of Act 351889). Practically, treason, murder, theft,

fraud, &c., disqualify the alien convicted therefor. And in this respect the

law of Canada, New Zealand, Victoria, and Natal is the same.

The Crown Colonies do not impose any such disqualification.

10. An additional objection is that the Imperial Act contains no

provision for the cancellation of letters obtained by fraud. Our law has such
a provision, and so have the laws of New South Wales, Queensland, Victoria,
South Australia, New Zealand, and Canada. I am of opinion, therefore, that

naturalization in a Colony whose law satisfied the requirements of the Imperial
statute should not be effective throughout the Empire, as suggested by the

Committee, unless the Imperial statute is so amended as to (a) limit the

naturalization of persons of non-European descent by practically making it

impossible for such as are, in the Colonies possessing responsible government,
deemed to be undesirable

; (6) treat conviction unpardoned of a serious

crime as a
"
disability

"
; (c) provide for the revocation of letters obtained by

fraud. On the general question of rendering naturalization in one Colony
effectual in another, it would appear that as the effect of the Naturalization

and Immigration Laws in those Colonies possessing responsible government is

to curtail non-European naturalization and the naturalization of criminals,

this Colony would not be much prejudiced by recognising naturalization in

other self-governing Colonies, in most of which the operation of the Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Laws shuts out undesirables, or disqualifies

them for

]: 49045. G



naturalization. It
appears that none of the Crown Colonies require the

licunt to be of good character.

1). Tin- Committee further recommend

(a) That the ilistinetion in the Imperial Act between "
re-admission

"

and
"
naturalization

"
should not be maintained.

(6) That the period of residence in England should remain f> years.

(c) That a certificate obtained by fraud should be voidable.

(d) That it should be made clear that minors, married women, idiots,

and lunatics should he incapable of being naturalized.

() That certificates granted in cases of doubt should dearly disclaim

any decision of the question whether or not the person was at

the. time of the grant a British subject.

(/) That the section 4 of the Naturalization Act of 1870 should bo
rendered clearer.

(g) That the law should provide, beyond doubt, that a woman who is

an alien becomes a British subject by marrying a British

subject; and that a women who is a British subject ceases to

be a British subject on marrying an alien
; that, during

coverture, the status of the wife follows that of the husband
;

and that on widowhood or divorce she remains vested with that

status.

(h) That a widow, alien by reason only of marriage, should not be in a

better position with regard to again becoming a British subject
than aliens generally.

(i) That the test of nationality of minor children should be rendered
more lucid.

(j) That children born before parents' naturalization should be capable
of naturalization at same time as the parents, provided the

parents declare such children are to reside with them within the

Dominions, and that on majority they may make a declaration of

alieuage within one year.

(fc) That children born, after naturalization, anywhere should be
British subjects.

(I) That all children of a widow who by marriage became an alien,

may be naturalized without any definite period of residence.

(m) That the nationality of minor children should follow that of the

lather.

(n) That the marriage of a widow a British subject with an alien,

shall not affect the national status of her children by her past
husband a British subject.

12. All these recommendations are undoubtedly worthy of adoption, and

many of them will assimilate the Imperial Law to the law of many Self-

governing Colonies.

13. I am of opinion, therefore, that the Secretary of State should be
informed that the recommendations of the Committee are viewed with favour

by Ministers, subject to the following qualifications :

(a) They consider that any conviction for any serious crime such as

mason, murder, culpable homicide, robbery, theft, fraud,

rape, incest, forgery, perjury, should be added to the absolute
"
disabilities," and be a bar to the acquisition of British

nationality.

Qb) The law should discriminate between aliens who are of
"
European

dese.'ut
"

and those who are not. The latter should not be on

the same footing as the 1'onuer; and the acquisition of British

nationality by them should be subjected to effective restrictions.

(c) It follows that the discretion of the Secretary of State should be

limited accordingly.
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() If the Imperial statute is so amended, Ministers would agree to admit
as British subjects aliens naturalized in other Colonies whose laws
contained similar provisions. Unless such amendment is effected

Minister cannot but view with disfavour the recommendation of

the Committee set out in para. 31 of their Report.

(e) With regard to the declaration of intention as to residence, Ministers

consider that, in the case of aliens not of European descent, the

declared intention should be to reside within the territorial juris-
diction under the law of which they seek admission as British

subjects.

(/) Wi^h regard to the acquisition of nationality by place of birth,
Ministers do not consider that the children, whether legitimate
or illegitimate, born within the Dominions, of aliens imported for

certain purposes, temporary in character or avowed to be temporary
in character, such as labour on the mines, should be deemed to be
British subjects.

(0) With regard to birth on British ships, Ministers do not deem it

expedient that birth on a British private ship in foreign waters

of children of other than parents of European descent should

necessarily vest such children with British nationality.

|7i) With regard to the limitation of the rule transmitting British

nationality by parentage, this Government does not consider it

desirable that the law should be altered as suggested in paragraph 10
of the Report. To provide that no person born out of the Dominions
should be a British subject unless his father had been born there,
and was at the time of the birth of that, person a British subject,
would possibly lead to hardship.

('?')
With regard to birth within the

"
British Dominions," Ministers agree

that the expression should be construed as limited to territory

acquired by conquest, cession, or occupation. But they consider

that there should be some discrimination between European and
Native persons born in Protectorates and Spheres of Influence,

especially if the recommendation in paragraph 10 contained is

adopted. It is also conceivable that, unless some such discri-

mination is decided upon, that persons of European and British

extraction may be outcasts with no "effective" nationality.

(j] With regard to the inevitable occurrence of "double nationality"
Ministers fully realise the expediency of its prevention, and the

necessity of International Conventions on the subject, especially in

regard to divesting foreign nationality on acceptance of British

naturalization.

(/:) With regard to acquisition of nationality by accepting service under
the Government, Ministers consider that the law should be rendered
more lucid, and that international agreement should be arrived at.

Ministers consider that mere acceptance of any conceivable service

under a foreign government should not result in acquisition of

foreign nationality or loss of British nationality.
Ministers consider that, in order to operate so as to divest British

nationality, service under a foreign government should be such
as would necessitate the acquisition of a permanent domicile, or

more or less actually associate the official with the legislature or

executive.

Likewise Ministers consider that Government employment of

coloured aliens within the British Dominions should not be deemed
to confer on such aliens the status of British subjects or in any way
operate as a qualification for acquiring that status, and that the law
with regard to this should be rendered indisputable.

VICTOR SAMPSON.

G 2
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Em-lo>ure - in No. 1.

Annexurc A to No. 1.*

NATAL.

[No. 18, 1905.]
IlKSUV McCALLUM,

Governor.

Repeal*

Who my
*PP'.-

V

of na'turaUza-

tion.

Act to make better provision with regard to the Naturalization of Aliens.

Be it enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the

advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of

Xatal, as follows :

1. Law No. 23, 1874, entitiiled Law "To repeal and re-enact with amend-
ments I .aw No. 8, 1874, 'For further facilitating the Naturali/.ation ( ,f Persons

of European Birth or Descent
' "

is hereby repealed.

g. (1) An alien of European birth or descent who has been in the service

of the Crown or who within such limited time before making the application
hereinafter mentioned as may be prescribed by the Governor, cilia r by

general order or on any special occasion

(a) Has resided in Natal for a term of not less than five years ;
or

Co) Who having resided in Natal for a term of one year immediately
before making the application hereinafter mentioned has also resided

in any part of His Majesty's Dominions for such period as together
with the period of one year aforesaid, will make up five years
in all :

and who intends when naturalized to reside or to serve under the Crown in

Natal, may apply for a certificate of naturalization in the form prescribed in

the First Schedule of this Act.

Evidence of

rmcter &*

(2) The applicant shall produce in support of his application a certificate

signed by some magistrate or justice of the peace to the effect that the

applicant is known to the person so signing, and that to the best of such

person's belief and knowledge the applicant is a person of good repute ;
and

shall give such further evidence of the completion by him of the said term

of service or of residence and of his intention to reside or to serve under the

Crown in Natal as the Governor may require ;
and shall furnish proof that

notice of his intention to apply for a certificate of naturalization lias been

published in two issues of the Government Gazette.

Governor
(3) The Governor, if satisfied with the evidence, shall take the applicant's

may grant or case Jnto consideration and may with or without assigning any reason grant

ccriificVte.
or withhold the certificate as he thinks most conducive to the public good,
and no appeal shall lie from his decision.

(4) No such certificate shall have any effect until the applicant has made
and subscribed to the declaration of allegiance in the form prescribed in the

second Schedule hereto.

to 3. jf the Governor thinks fit to grant such certificate of naturalization, he
Kna^ ( l' rect tnc applicant to make and subscribe the declaration of allegiance
in the form prescribed in the second Schedule of this Act before some*

i 1 1 r r 1

magistrate or justice of the peace ;
and upon the certificate of such magistrate

:ificate of or justice of the peace that the applicant, lias made and subscribed before him
-

tne ga j ti declaration, he shall cause to be issued to the applicant a certificate

of naturalization in the form prescribed by the Governor.

4. Ever}' person to whom a certificate of naturalization under this Act is

granted shall, except as otherwise provided by law, be entitled to all the

rights, power- and privileges, and be subject to all obligations to which a

natural-born British subject is entitled or subject in this ( 'olony.

IM u j^i'iii

naturalize-

Kiphts con-

* These Annexures arc Naturalization Acts passed by the self-governing colonies since tin.-

date of [CM. 723] of 1901.
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5. Any person who shall have been granted a certificate of naturalization Naturaliza-

in the United Kingdom under Section 7 of the Naturalization Act, 1870, of tio in

the Imperial Parliament, or who shall have been granted a certificate of I

readmission to British nationality under Section 8 of the said Act, and shall recognised in

not subsequently have divested himself of his status as a British subject, Natal.

.shall, subject to any existing or future laws of this Colony, be entitled in this

Colony to all the rights, powers and privileges and be subject to all the

obligations to which he would be entitled and subject if he had been granted
a certificate of naturalization under the provisions of this Act.

6. (1) Every married woman shall in this Colony be deemed to be a Status of

subject of the State of which her husband is for the time being a subject.
married

,, . ... women and

(2) Where the father or the mother (being a widow) shall be Dr become children.

naturalized under this Act, any child of such father or mother who, while

under age, shall be or become resident with such father or mother in this

Colony shall be deemed and taken to be naturalized under this Act.

7. A return of all persons to whom certificates of naturalization shall Return of

have been granted under this Act during the preceding half-year shall be naturalized

published in the Government Gazette in the months of January and July, ^^ed fn
and such return shall show in respect of each person : Gazette.

1) Name in full.

2) Birthplace.

3) Nationality prior to grant of certificate.

4) Occupation.

(5) Period of service under the Crown or of residence in Natal.

(6) Date of issue of certificate.

8. If any person shall knowingly make any false statement in any offence and

application made under this Act for the purpose of obtaining a certificate of penalty.

naturalization, he shall upon conviction incur the same penalties as are by
law provided against persons convicted of perjury ;

and iu case a certificate

of naturalization shall have been granted such certificate may be revoked by
notice in the Government Gazette, and from the date of such notice shall be
deemed to be void.

9. Every person obtaining a certificate of naturalization under this Act Fee for

shall pay for the same a fee of one pound to be denoted by revenue stamps
naturaliza-

to be affixed to such certificate and cancelled by the officer issuing it.
06'

10. The Colonial Secretary shall cause a register to be made and kept of Register of

all certificates of naturalization granted under this Act and shall upon the certificates

application, in writing, of any person, and upon payment of a fee of five

shillings to be denoted by revenue stamps affixed to the application and
cancelled by the officer receiving it permit a search to be made for the name
of any person upon or supposed to be upon the register.

11. A certificate under the hand of the Colonial Secretary attesting the Proof of

fact of the issue of a certificate of naturalization to any person whose name issue certiii-

appears upon the said register shall be issued upon payment of a fee of five
cate '

shillings to be denoted by revenue stamps affixed to the certificate and
cancelled by the officer issuing it. Every such certificate shall be received as

evidence of the facts therein stated.

12. Every certificate granted under this Act shall be admissible in Certificates

evidence without proof of the signature or seal attesting the same and shnll
adn

j

is

be primd facie evidence of the person named therein being duly naturalized,
and of the signature or seal attesting the same and of the official character

of the persons appearing to have signed the same.

13. This Act may be cited as the
"
Naturalization of Aliens Act, 1905." Short title.

mot:,. G 3
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SOHEDI 1. 1. I.

Form of application for Certificate of Naturalization.

the Colonial Be r. -tary of Natal.

1, A.fj., do hereby apply fur a Certificate of Naturalization in the Colony
of Natal, ami 1 dorian dial the following statements are true and correct in

<j\ery particular :

1 . Name of Applicant in full

2. Married or Single

Names and ages of children (if any)

4. Present Nationality and \\hetheracquired by birth or naturalization

5. If applicant has resided in British Dominion other than Natal, state

place or places and period or periods of such residence

Xanies and Nationality of parents

7. I'-irth place [state fully name of place and country}

8. Age next birthday

9. Occupation

10. Place of residence in Natal

11. Period or periods during which, and place or places in which applicant
has resided in Natal, giving dates and addresses

12. length of time during which applicant has been in service of

Crown

13. Does the applicant, if naturalized, intend to reside in Natal ?

Declared at this day of 190 .

Before me

Signature of Applicant.

Magistrate or Justice of the Peace.

SCHEDULE II.

Declaration of Allegiance.

I, A.E., of do sincerely promise that I will be
faithful and bear true allegiance to His Majesty King Edward VII., His
Heirs and Successors, according to Law.

Declared at this day of 190 .

Before me

Signature of Applicant.

Justice of the Peace.

Given at Government House, Natal, this Gth day of July, 1905.

P.y command of His Excellency the Governor,

CHARLES J. SMYTHE,
Colonial Secretary.
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Annexure B to No. 1.

CANADA.

Chapter 77.

An Act respecting Naturalization and Aliens.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Naturalization Act. R.S., c. 113, s. 1. Short title.

INTERPRETATION.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires Definitions,

(a)
"
Disability

"
means the disability of being an infant, lunatic, idiot,

or married woman ;

(6) "Officer in the diplomatic service of His Majesty" means an

ambassador, minister, charge d'affaires, secretary of legation, or

any person appointed by such ambassador, minister, charge,

d'affaires, or secretary of legation, to execute any duty imposed
upon an officer in the diplomatic service of His Majesty by the

Naturalization Act, 1870, passed by the Parliament of the United

Kingdom ;

(c)

"
Officer in the consular service of His Majesty

" means and includes

consul-general, consul, vice-consul, or consular agent, and any
person for the time being discharging the duties of consul-

general, consul, vice-consul, or consular agent ;

(d)
"
County

"
includes a union of counties and a judicial district or

other judicial division
;

(e)
"
Alien

"
includes a statutory alien ;

(/) "Statutory alien" means a natural-born British subject who has

become an alien under this Act or any Act in that behalf
;

(g)
"
Subject

"
includes a citizen, when the foreign country referred to

is a republic ;

(h) "Form" means a form in the Schedule to this Act. R.S., c. 113,
s. 2.

3. For the purposes of this Act the clerk of the peace of any county in Clerk of

Ontario shall be deemed to be the
"
clerk

"
of the General Sessions of the certain

Peace of that county, and the prothonotary of the Supreme Court of Nova
j-""

1

^
de~

Scotia for any county shall be deemed to be the
"
clerk

"
of that court in

relation to matters arising in or dealt with respect to such county. 2 E. VII.,

c. 23, s. 1 ; 3 E. VII., c. 38, s. 2.

RIGHTS OF PROPERTY OF ALIENS.

4. Real and personal property of any description may be taken, acquired, Keal and

held and disposed of by an alien in the same manner, in all respects, as by a personal

natural-born British subject. R.S., c. 113, s. 3. SET1

5. A title to real and personal property of any description may be derived Title thereto,

through, from, or in succession to an alien, in the same manner in all respects
as through, from, or in succession to a natural-born British subject. R.S.,

c. 113, s. 3.

6. Nothing in the two last preceding sections shall qualify an alien for Certain

any office, or for any municipal, parliamentary, or other franchise, or to be enactments

the owner of a British ship ;
nor shall anything therein entitle an alien to

not affected -

any right or privilege as a British subject, except such rights and privileges
in respect of property as are hereby expressly conferred upon him. R.S.,

c. 113, s. 3.

7. The provisions of the three last preceding sections shall not affect any Property
estate or interest in real or personal property to which any person has or transactions

may become entitled, either mediately or immediately, in possession or
j

1

^,
expectancy, in pursuance of any disposition made before the fourth day of

igga, saved.

July, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-three, or in pursuance of any
devolution by law on the death of any person dying before the said date.

R.S., c. 113, s. 3.

G 4
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8. Whenever His MajeMy has entered into a convention with any foreign
::'cct that the subjects of that state who are naturalized as

British subject- may divest themselves of their status as British subjects, and
whenever His Majesty, by Order in Council, passed under the third section of

the Naturalization Act,' 1*7". enacted by the Parliament of the 1'nited

Kingdom, has declared that such convention has been entered into by His
<

->ty, from and after the date of such Order in Council, any person

originally a subject of the state referred to in such Order, who has been

naturalized as a British subject within Canada, may, within such limit of

time as is prescribed in the convention, make a declaration of alienage, and
from and after the date of his so making such declaration, such person shall,

within Canada, be regarded as an alien, and as a subject of the state to which
he originally belonged, as aforesaid. R.S., c. 113, s. I.

'.'. Any such declaration of alienage may be made-
fa) in the I'nited Kingdom, before any justice of the peace;

(b) elsewhere, in His Majesty's dominions, before any judge of any
court of civil or criminal jurisdiction, or of any justice of the

peace, or of any other officer for the time being authorised by
law in such place to administer an oath for any judicial or
other legal purpose ;

and

(c) out of His .Majesty's dominions, before any officer in the diplomatic
or consular service of His Majesty. R.S., c. 113, B. 5.

10. Any person who, by reason of his having been born within Mritish

dominions, is a natural-born subject of His .Majesty, but who, at the time of

his birth, under the law of any foreign Mate, was and still is a subject of

such state, may, if of full age, and not tinder any disability, make a declaration

of alienage in manner aforesaid, and from and after the making of such
declaration of alienage, such person shall, within Canada, cease to be a
British subject. U.S., c. 113, s. 6.

11. Any person who is born out of British dominions of a father being
a British subject, may, if of full age and not under any disability, make a
declaration of alienage in manner aforesaid, and from and after the making
of such declaration shall, within Canada, cease to be a British subject. R.S.,
c. 113, s. li.

EFFECT OF NATURALIZATION ABROAD.

li'. Any British subject who has, at any time before or at any time after

the fourth day of July, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-three, when
in a foreign state and not under any disability, voluntarily become naturalized

in such state, shall, from and after the t imc of his so having become naturalized

foreign state, in such foreign state, be deemed, within Canada, to have ceased to be a
British subject, and shall be regarded as an alien. U.S., c. 113, s. 7.
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TAKING OATH.

13. Any alien who, within such limited time before taking the oaths or

affirmations of resilience and allegiance and procuring the same to be filed of

record as hereinafter pre>< -ribed, as maybe allowed by order or regulation
of the Governor in Council, has resided in Canada for a term of m t Jess than

three years, or has been in the service of the Government of Canada or of

any of the provinces of Canada, or of two or more of such governments, for a

term of not ]e-,s than three years, and intends, when nat uralized, either to

de in Canada or to serve under the Government of Canada or the Govern-
ment of one of the provinces of ( 'anada, or two or more of such governments,
may take and subscribe the oaths of residence and allegiance or of service

and allegiance in Form A and apply for a certificate in Form B. R.S.,

c. 113, s. 8.

14. The following persons shall be competent to administer such oath,

namely :

(a) A judge of a court of record in Canada ;

(b) A commissioner authorised to administer oaths in any court of record

in Canada ;
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(c) A commissioner authorised by the Governor-General to take oaths
under this Act ;

(d) A justice of the peace of the county or district where the alien resides ;

(e) A notary public ;

(/) A stipendiary magistrate, or a police magistrate. R.S., c. 113, s. 9.

EVIDENCE OF RESIDENCE OR SERVICE.

15. The alien shall adduce, in support of such application, such evidence Evidence of

of his residence or service, and intention to reside or serve, as the person residence of

before whom he takes the oaths aforesaid requires ;
and such person, on ser

.

vlce re-

beiug satisfied with such evidence, and that the alien is of good character,
qmi

shall grant to such alien a certificate in Form B. R.S., c. 113, s. 10.

PRESENTATION OF CERTIFICATE AND NOTICE.

16. Such certificate shall be presented Presentation

(a) in Ontario, to the court of general sessions of the peace of the
of certlfioate -

county in which the alien resides, or to the court of assize and
n

nisi prius during its sittings in such county ;

(6) in Quebec, to any circuit court within the territorial limits of the In Quebec,

jurisdiction of which the alien resides
;

(c) in Nova Scotia, to the Supreme Court, during its sittings in the jn ^ova
county in which the alien resides, or to the county court having Scotia,

jurisdiction in such county ;

(d) in New Brunswick, to the Supreme Court, during its sittings in the in New
county in which the alien resides, or to the circuit court, as the Brunswick,

case may be, in such county, or to the county court having
jurisdiction in such county ;

(e) in British Columbia, to the Supreme Court of British Columbia, In British

during its sittings in the electoral district in which the alien Columbia,

resides, or to the court of assize and nisi prius during its sittings
in such electoral district, or to the county court of such electoral

district
;

(/) in Manitoba, to the county court having jurisdiction where the alien I" Manitoba,

resides, or, if there is no county court having jurisdiction there,
then to the county court of the county nearest to his residence or

the county court the place of holding which is nearest to his

residence
;

(g) in Prince Edward Island, to the Supreme Court of' Judicature, In Prince

during its sittings in the county within which the alien resides, Edward

or to the court of assize and nisi prius during its sittings in Islan"-

such county, or to the county court of such county ;

Qi) in the province cf Saskatchewan or Alberta, to a judge of the In Sas-

Supreme Court of the Northwest Territories sitting in chambers katchewan

in the judicial district in which the alien resides, pending the
or Alberta-

abolition of that court by the legislature of the province, and
thereafter to a judge of such superior court as, in respect of the

civil jurisdiction of the said court, is established for the province
in lieu thereof

;

(t) in the Yukon territory, to the Territorial Court, during its sittings
in the circuit within which the alien resides. 3 E. VII., c. 3S,
s. 1

;
4 E. VIL, c. 25, s. 1

;
4-5 E. VIL, c. 3, s. 16

;
c. 42, s. 16.

17. Except in the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta, when it is Elsewhere,

intended to present a certificate under the last preceding section, on behalf
of any alien, notice in writing of such intention stating the name, residence,
and occupation or addition of such alien shall be given to the clerk of the

court at least three weeks before the sittings thereof.

(2) The clerk shall post up in a conspicuous place in his office three weeks Posting up.

before such sittings, and keep posted there until such sittings are ended, a

list showing the names, residences, and occupations or additions of all aliens

as to whom due notice has been received by him of such intention. 3 E. VII.,

c. 38, s. 2.
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Oppouuon 18- Except in the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta, at any time

toniurii- after the filing of any such notice ami previous to the sittings of the court,
utv be

any person objecting to the nafcuralixstion of the alien may file in the office

of tin- clerk an . . 'ion in which shall be stated the grounds uf his

objections. 3 K. VII . ,-. 88,

PrMenutioa I

1

-'- Except in the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta, presentation
of c*niticte of such certili. ill IK- ma.le in open court and on the lirst day of some

op general sitting of the court, and thereupon the judge shall cause the

particulars of all Mich certificates to be openly announced in court, the name,
residence, and . Hvupation or addition of each applicant for naturalization

being stated.

To b filed (2) Where no opposition has been filed to the naturalization of an

of record if applicant, and no ol>jection thereto is offered during the sittings, the court

noopposi- on tue ias t ,|av of the sittings shall direct that the certificate of the applicant
be filed of record in the court.

Hearing and (3) If such opposition has been filed or objection offend the court shall

determina- hear and determine the same in a summary way, and shall make such
lion ,,f op- direction or order in the premises as the justice of the case requires.

-3 E. VII, c. 38, s. 2.

Procedure in 20. In the province of Saskatchewan or Alberta, the procedure with
Suknt- regard to such certificate shall be as follows :

ciiL-wnii or ^ J3efore its presentation to the judge, such certificate shall, pending the

abolition of the Supreme Court of the Northwest Territories by
the legislature of the province, he filed in the office of the clerk of

that court for the judicial district in which the alien resides,
unless he resides in a portion of such district assigned to a deputy
clerk, in which case it shall be filed in the office of such deputy
clerk, and thereafter, in the office of the clerk for such district or,

as the case may be, of the deputy clerk, of such superior court as,

in respect of the civil jurisdiction of the said Supreme Court, is

established for the province in lieu thereof;

(6) A copy of the certificate shall thereupon be posted up in a conspicuous
place in the office of the clerk of the court, or of the deputy clerk,

as the case may be, and shall remain so posted up for a period of

not less than two weeks;

(c) At any time after such copy is first so posted up any one may file with

the clerk of the court, or with the deputy clerk, as the case may
be, a written notice of objection to the certificate of naturalization

being granted, staling the grounds of such objection ;

(d) Not later than three weeks after the certificate is so filed, the clerk of

the court, or the deputy clerk, as the case may lie, shall present to

the judge, or transmit to him by registered letter, the certificate

and all notices of objection tiled with him, if any, with a certificate

under his hand and the seal of the court that a copy of the

certificate has been duly posted up in his office as above required,
and, if no notice of object ion has been filed with him, that such is

the case ;

(e) Within one week following the receipt by the judge of the certificate

and such other material, he shall hold a sitting in chambers, at

which, if no notice of objection has been filed, and if the ceil iiii ale

appears to be regular and sufficient, he shall direct the i^uc to

the alien of a certificate of naturalization, and, if any notice of

objection has been received, or if the certificate is defective or

otherwise open to objection, he shall decide such object ion in a

summary way, and shall make such direction or order as (In-

justice of the case requires ;

(f) The judge shall have power to adjourn the hearing of any such
case from time to time. 4-5 V.. \ II., c. 25, s. 1

;
c. 3, s. 16;

c. ll>, ,. 1C,.

dure in 21. In the Northwest Territories such certificate! shall be presented to
Northwest such authorities or persons as are prescribed by order or regulation of the

ies' Governor in Council, and thereupon such authority or person shall take such

proceedings with respect to such certificate, and shall cause the same to be
filed of record in such way as is prescribed by such order or regulation.

R.S., o. 113, s. 12 ; 3 E. VII., c. 38, B. 3.
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22. The alien shall after the filing of such certificate be entitled to a Certificate of

certificate o naturalization in Form C axithenticated naturaliza-

(a) under the seal of the court, if such certificate has been presented to a
tlon '

court ; or,

(b) if the certificate has been presented to an authority or person, as

prescribed by order or regulation of the Governor in Council, in
manner prescribed by such order or reg-ilation. R.S., c. 113, s. 13.

23. The certificate granted to an alien who applies for naturalization on if certificate

account of service under the Government of Canada or of any province or of of naturaliza-

any two or more of such governments shall be filed of record in the office of tion is on

the Secretary of State of Canada. account of

(2) After such filing, the Governor in Council may authorize the issue of
8

a certificate of naturalization to such alien, in Form D. R.S., c. 113, s. 14.

RIGHTS OF ALIENS NATURALIZED.

24. An alien to whom a certificate of naturalization is granted shall, Rights of

within Canada, be entitled to all political and other rights, powers and aliens so

privileges, and be subject to all obligations to which a natural-born British naturalizeu -

subject is entitled or subject within Canada, with this qualification that he
shall not, when within the limits of the foreign state of which he was a

subject previously to obtaining his certificate of naturalization, be deemed to

be a British subject, unless he has ceased to be a subject of that state in

pursuance of the laws thereof, or in pursuance of a treaty or convention
to that effect. R.S., c. 113, s. 15.

SPECIAL CERTIFICATE.

25. A special certificate of naturalization, in Form E, may, in manner Certificate of

aforesaid, be granted to any person with respect to whose nationality, as a naturaliza-i

British subject, a doubt exists. tion wLen

(2) Such certificate may specify that the grant thereof is made for the

purpose of quieting doubts as to the rights of such person to be deemed a
British subject.

(3) The grant of such special certificate shall not be deemed to be any Effect

admission that the person to whom it was granted was not previously a British thereot'-

subject. R.S., c. 113, s. 16.

CERTIFICATE AS TO ALIENS NATURALIZED.

26. An alien naturalized previously to the fourth day of July, one A to aliens

thousand eight hundred and eighty-three, may apply for a certificate of na

naturalization under this Act.

(2) Such certificate may be granted to such naturalized alien upon the Certificate.

same terms and subject to the same conditions upon which such certificate

might have been granted if such alien had not been previously naturalized.

R.S., c. 113, s. 17.

CERTIFICATE OF READMISSION.

27. A statutory alien may, upon the same terms and subject to the same Readmission

conditions as are required in the case of an alien applying for a certificate of of
.

statutory

naturalization, except that residence in Canada for not less than three months
Canada*

shall be sufficient, apply to the proper court or authority or person in that

behalf for a certificate in Form F, hereinafter referred to as a
"
certificate of

admission to British nationality
"

readmitting him to the status of a British

subject within Canada. R.S., c. 113, s. 18
;
3 E. VII., c. 38, s. 4.

28. A statutory alien, to whom a certificate of readmission to British Rights of

nationality within Canada has been granted, shall from the date of the sucl> al'en.

certificate of readmission, but not in respect of any previous transaction,

resume his position as a British subject within Canada, with this qualification,

that within the limits of the foreign state of which he became a subject,

he shall not be deemed to be a British subject within Canada, unless he has
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When any foreign state has, he for,- or after the fourth day ..f .Inly,

thousand eight hundred and eighty-thre . entered into a convention with

His .Maje-ty t.> the effect that the subjects of that -late \\ho have been

naturai itish snlijeets may divest themselves of their status as

: such foreign state, and when such convention, or the laws of

such foreign state require a residence in Canada of more than three years

or a service under the (iovernment of Canada, or of any of the provinces of

.1, or of two or more of such governments, of more than three years,

as a condition precedent to such subjects divesting themselves of their

static a> such foreign subjects, an alien being a subject of such foreign
state, who desires to divest himself of his status as such subject, may, if

at the time of taking the oath of residence or service, he lias resided or

. ed the length of time required by such convention or by the laws of the

foreign state, in-tead of taking the oath showing three years' residence or

vice, take an oath showing residence or service for the length of time
uired by such convention or by the laws of the foreign state. U.S., c. 113,

80.

30. The certificate of naturalization granted to the alien under the last

preceding section shall state the period of residence or service sworn to
; and

such statement shall be sutlicient evidence of such residence or service in all

courts and places whatsoever. R.S., c. 113, s. I'D.

31. An alien who, either before or after the fourth day of July, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-three, has, whether under this Act or

otherwise, become entitled to the privileges of British birth in Canada, and
who is a subject of a foreign state with which a convention to the effect above
mentioned has been entered into by His Majesty, and who desires to divest

himself of his status as such subject, and who has resided or served the

length of time required by such convention or by the laws of the foreign

state, may take the oath of residence or service showing residence or service

for the length of time required by such convention or by the laws of the

foreign state, and apply for a certificate, or a second certificate, as the case

may be, of naturalization under this Act. U.S., c. 113, s. 21.

STATUS OF MAHUIED WOMEN AND INFANT CHILDREN.

32. A married woman shall, within Canada, be deemed to be a subject of

the state of which her husband is, for the time being, a subject. R.S., c. 113,
s. 22.

33. A widow who is a natural-born British subject, and who has become
nn alien by or in consequence of her marriage, shall be deemed to be a

statutory alien, ami may, as such, at any time during widowhood, obtain

a certificate of readmission to Mritish nationality, within Canada, as

hereinbefore provided. R.S., c. 113, s. 23.

34. If the father, being a British subject, or the mother, being a British

subject and a widow, becomes an alien in pursuance of this Act, every child

ich father or mother who, during infancy, has become a resident in the

country where the father or mother is naturalized, and has, according to the

laws of such country, become naturali/.ed therein, shall, within Canada, be
deemed to be subject of the state of which the father or mother has become
a subject, and not a British subject. R.S., e. 113, s. 24.

If the lather, or the mother being a widow, lias obtained a certificate

of readmission to British nationality within < 'anada, every child of such

father or mother who, during infancy, has become resilient within Canada
with such father or mother, shall be deemed to have resumed the position of

British subject within Canada, to all intents. R.S., c. 113, s. 25.

36. If the father, or the mother being a widow, has obtained a certificate

of naturalization within Canada, every child of such father or mother who,
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during infancy, has become resident with such father or mother within obtained cer-

Canada, shall, within Canada, be deemed to be a naturalized British subject.
tificates o

RO n ,, Oft naturahza-
.b., c. 116, fa. ^b.

tion

37. Nothing in this Act contained shall deprive any married woman of Act not to

any estate or interest in real or personal property to which she became affect ac-

entitlect before the fourth day of July, one thousand eight hundred and q ired rights

eighty-three, or affect such estate or interest to her prejudice. R.S., c. 113, Cornel

s. 27.

REGULATIONS.

38. The Governor in Council may make regulations respecting the Regulations

following matters : by Governor
in Council

(a) The form and registration of declarations of British nationality ;

. . ... Declarations.

(6) The form and registration of certificates of naturalization in Canada
; Certificates

of naturaliza-

tion.

(c) The form and registration of certificates of readmission to British Certificates

nationality within Canada
;

of readmis-

sion.

(d) The form and registration of declarations of alienage ; Alienage.

(e) The transmission to Canada, for the purpose of registration or safe Tranamis-

keeping or of being produced as evidence, of any declarations or sion of cer-

certificates, made in pursuance or for the purposes of this Act, out tain doon '

of Canada, or of any copies of such declarations or certificates, and "^"^g^of
of the originals or copies of oaths received under this Act out of ta j s Act.

Canada
;
also of copies of entries of such oaths contained in any

register kept out of Canada in pursuance or for the purposes of

this Act
;

(/) The persons by whom the oaths may be administered under this Oaths.

Act ;

(g) Whether or not such oaths are to be subscribed as well as taken, and Subscription.

the form in which siich taking and subscription are to be
attested ;

(h) The registration of such oaths
; Registration.

(t) The persons by whom certified copies of such oaths may be given ; Copies.

(j) The proof, in any legal proceedings, of such oaths
; Proof.

(fc)
With the consent of the Treasury Board, the imposition and application Fees.

of fees not fixed by this Act, in respect of any registration, or of

the making or granting of any declaration or certificate, and
the administration or registration of any oaths authorised by this

Act. R.S., c. 113, s. 28.

39. Any regulation made by the Governor in Council under this Act shall Presumption

be deemed to be within the powers conferred by this Act, and shall be of the a
_

s to rcgula-

same force as if it had been enacted in this Act. R.S., c. 113, s. 29.

EVIDENCE.

40. Any declaration authorized to be made under this Act may be proved Proof of de-

in any legal proceeding, by the production of the original declaration, or of claratjow,

any copy thereof certified to be a true copy by the clerk or acting clerk

of the King's Privy Council for Canada, or by any person authorised by

regulation of the Governor in Council to give certified copies of such

declaration.

(2) The production of such declaration or copy shall be evidence of the Effect.

person therein named as declarant having made the same at the date in the

said declaration mentioned. R.S., c. 113, s. 30.

41. A certificate of naturalization or of readmission to British nationality Proof of

may be proved in any legal proceeding by the production of any original
certificates.

certificate, or of any copy thereof certified to be a true copy by the clerk or

acting clerk of the King's Privy Council for Canada, or by any person

authorised by regulation of the Governor in Council to give certified copies

of such certificate. R.S., c. 113, s. 31.
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II. A copy of any certificate of natiirab/.-ition may be registered in tin-

land nxi-try ollicc of any county or district or registration division within

Canada, and a -uch regi*try, certifiedjby
the registrar or other proper

person in that behalf, shall be sufficient evidence of the naturali/ation of

the person mentioned therein, in all courts and places whatsoever. R.S.,

e. 113,6. 33.

GENERAL.

45. The Ciovernor in Council may, from time to time, appoint commis-
sioners to take and administer oaths under this Act. U.S., c. 113, s. -'51.

46. If any British subject has, in pursuance of this Act, become an alien,

he shall not thereby be discharged from any liability in respect of any acts

done before the d;>te of his so becoming an alien. -U.S., c. IL'5, 3.

17. The clerk of the court and the persons or authorities by whom the

certificate of naturali/ation is issued shall, for all services and filings in

connection with such certificate, be entitled to receive, from the person
natnrali/cd, the sum of twenty-live cents and no more ;

and no further or

other fee shall be payable for or in respect of such certificate. R.S.,
c. ii.",, s. :;<;.

48. The registrar shall, for recording a certificate of naturalization, be
entitled to receive, from the person producing the same for registry, the sum
of fifty cents, and a further sum of twenty-five cents for every search and
certified copy of the -anie, and no more. U.S., c. I ]''>, .-. .".('/.

I'.l. Kvery person who, being by birth an alien, had, on or before the fourth

day of -Inly, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-three, become entitled

to the privileges of IJritish birth within any part of (.'anada. by virtue of any

general or special Act of naturalization in force in such part of ('anada, shall

her.-after be entitled to all the privileges by this Act conferred on persons
naturalized under this Act. U.S., c. 113, s. .'17.

"in. Nothing in this Act contained shall repeal or in any manner impair
or affect

(a) the Act of the Legislature of I'pper Canada, passed in the fifty-fourth

year of the reign of His late Majesty King ( Jeorge the Third,
intituled An Art l<> <lrclur<- rrrlnin persons, therein ilfxcrilinl, Aliens,
ninl to vest tln'ir <-st<ilrs in ///.s- Majest;/ ; or,

the Act of the Legislature of the late province of Canada, passed in

the twenty-fourth year of the reiini of Her late Majesty Queen
Victoria, chapter forty-four, and intituled An Act respecting forfeited
Hslntes in I'/i/ier I'lin/nld : or,

any proceedings bad under t lie said Act.-; or

(d) the Act of the Legislature of the late province of Canada, passed in

the session held in the fourth and fifth years of Her late Majesty
Queen Victoria, chapter neven, intituled An Art to sei-nre to, and

confer upon, certuiii inhabitants / tins 1'rorn/re, the <-ird and

l>ohtic<il rn/lits of natural-born /'?///*// subjects; or

(c) the first, second, or third sections of the Act of the said Legislature,

passed in tin- twelfth year of the reign of Her late Majesty Queen
Victoria, chapter one hundred and ninety-seven, intituled .In .Act to

repeal a certain Act tin rein i<-t inned and to make better provision

for the naturalization of Aliens ; or,
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(/) the naturalization of any person naturalized under the said two last Nor lhe

mentioned Acts, or either of them, or any rights acquired by such r

j*
ht8 of

person or by any other person by virtue of such naturalization,
all which shall remain valid and be possessed and enjoyed by such them.

person respectively. R.S., c. 113, ss. 38-39.

51. Every person who, being by birth an alien, did, prior to the first day As to those

of January, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-eight, take the oaths of
^titled

to

residence and allegiance required by the laws respecting naturalization then i^b^/ore
in force in that one of the provinces now forming the Dominion of Canada, January
in which he then resided, shall, within Canada, be entitled to all the rights 1868, under

and privileges of a natural-born British subject conferred upon naturalized the law ot

persons by this Act
;
and the certificate of the judge, magistrate, or other

person before whom such oaths were taken and subscribed shall be evidence

of his having taken them
;

or. he may take and subscribe the oath in Form Or,

before some judge, justice, or person authorized to administer the oaths of

residence and allegiance under this Act, in the county or district in which he
resides. R.S., c. 113, s. 40.

52. All aliens who had their settled place of abode Certain

(a) in either of the late provinces of Upper Canada, or Lower Canada,
a

.

lieus en~

or Canada, or in Nova Scotia or New Brunswick, on or before
privileges of

the first day of July, one thousand eight hundred and sixty- British birth.

seven
; or,

(b) in Rupert's Land or the Northwest Territories, on or before the

fifteenth day of July, one thousand eight hundred and seventy ;

or,

(c) in British Columbia, on or before the twentieth day of July, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-one ;

or

(d) in Prince Edward Island, on or before the first day of July, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three ;

and who are still residents of Canada, shall be deemed, adjudged, and taken
to be, and to have been, entitled to all the privileges of British birth within
Canada as if they had been natural-born subjects of His Majesty.

-

R.S., c 113,
s. 41.

53. No such person referred to in the last preceding section, being a Conditions

male, shall, however, be entitled to the benefit of this Act, unless he takes therefor.

the oaths of allegiance in Form A, and of residence in Form H, before some

justice of the peace or other person authorized to administer oaths under this

Act. R.S., c. 113, s. 41.

54. The oaths taken by any person, under the two last preceding sections, Where the

shall be filed of record oat
.

h re -

(a) in the province of Ontario, with the clerk of the peace of the county
"

in which such person resides
; record.

(b) in the province of Quebec, with the clerk of the circuit court of the

circuit within which such person resides
;

(c) in Nova Scotia, with the prothonotary of the Supreme Court
;

(d) in New Brunswick, with the clerk of the Supreme Court ;

(e) in British Columbia, with the clerk of the Supreme, Court ;

(/) in Prince Edward Island, with the clerk of the Supreme Court ol

Judicature
;

(g) in Manitoba, with the clerk of the Court of King's Bench, or with the

clerk of the county court of the county in which such person
resides

;

(/i) in the province of Saskatchewan or Alberta, with the clerk of the

Supreme Court of the Northwest Territories pending the abolition

of that court by the legislature of the province, and thereafter

with the clerk of such superior court of justice as in respect of the

civil jurisdiction of the said court is established for the province
in lieu thereof

;

(i) in the Yukon Territory, with the clerk of the Territorial Court ;

(j) in the Northwest Territories, with such person or authority as is

prescribed by order or regulation of the Governor in Council.

R.S., c. 113, a. 42
; 4-5 E. VII., c. 3, s. 16 ; c. 42, s. 16.
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55. Upon the oath being so filed, the person taking it shall In- entitled to

the benefit of this Art ami to tin- privileges of British birth within Canada,
and shall al*>, u] ynu-nt of a fee of t wenty-live cents, ]>< entitled

.1 certificate in Form 1, from tin- person with whom the oaths have hern

(2) The production of such certificate shall he jirimti facie evidence of the

naturalization of such IKTBOII under this Act, and that he is entitled to

ami enjoys all the rights and privileges of a British subject R.8., c. 113,
3.42.

. Xo alien shall be naturalized within

provisions of this Act. K.S., c. 113, s. 43.
Canada, except under the

Koiurn* l>r

clerk* of

Con tenu of

nucli return*.

Certified

copies of

each certifi-

cate.

Secretary of

State to re-

cord return).

Alphabetical
list*.

IV. -.

Search.

Certificate*.

RETURN TO TOE SECRETARY OF STATE.

~>7. The clerk of even' court which is, and the persons or authorities who
are, reqxiired to grant certificates under this Act shall, on or before the

fifteenth days of January and July in each year, make a return of the half

years ending respectively with the thirty-first day of December and the

thirtieth day of June next preceding the date of such returns, to the Secretary
of State of Canada of all persons to whom certificates of naturalization or of
readmission to British nationality have been granted by such court, person
or authority, as the case maybe, or who have taken the oath and Keen granted
the certificates above referred to. 2 E. VII., c. 23, s. 2.

58. Such returns shall set forth with respect to each such person

(a) his name, residence, and addition, and his former residence and

nationality ;

(b) the nature of the certificate granted or oath taken
;

(c) the date when and the place where the same were granted or taken
;

and

(d) any other particulars which the Governor in Council may require.
2 E. VIL, c. 23, s. 3.

59. Such return shall be accompanied by certified copies of each certificate

granted during the half year. 2 E. VIL, c. 23, s. 3.

60. All returns made pursuant to this Act and all copies of certificates

received with any such returns shall remain of record in the Department of

the Secretary of State. 2 E. VII., c. 23, s. 5.

61. There shall be prepared and kept in the Department of the Secretary
of State two alphabetical lists of the persons appearing i nun such returns,
and from the records of the said department, to have been naturalized or

readmitted to British nationality, one of which shall contain the names of

persons naturalized or readmitted to British nationality prior to the fifteenth

day of May, one thousand nine hundred and two, and the other, those of

persons thereafter or who may henceforth be naturalized or readmitted to

British nationality. 2 E. VIL, c. 23, s. 5.

(i-. The fees for the preparation and transmission of returns mode

pursuant to this Act may, from time to time, be fixed by the Governor in

Council. 3 E. VII., c. 38, s. G.

('I. Any person shall be entitled during the usual office hours of the said

department, and upon payment of such lees as may be prescribed by the

Governor in Council, to have a search made of such lists, and of the returns

and copies of certificates of record under this Act. 2 E. VIL, c. 23, s. 6.

C4. The Secretary of State, upon request, and upon payment of such fees

: prescribed, shall issue certificates as to the details shown by such
lists or such return with respect to any person whose name appears therein

as having been naturalized or readmitted to British nationality, and furnish

certified copies of or cxtraets from any matter of record in the department
under this Act. 2 K. VIL, c. l'",,
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PENALTIES.

65. Any person who refuses or neglects to make any return required of Default in

him by this Act, within the time limited therefor, is guilty of an offence and making re-

liable, upon summary conviction, to a penalty of fifty dollars. 2 E. VII.,
turns-

C. 23, S. 7. Penalty.

66. Every person who wilfully swears falsely, or makes any false False swear-

affirmation under this Act, shall, on conviction thereof, in addition to any mg or false

other punishment authorized by law, forfeit all the privileges or advantages
affirmatlon -

which he would otherwise, by making such oath or affirmation, have been 1>enalty-

entitled to under this Act
;
but the rights of other persons, in respect of

any property or estate derived from or held under him, shall not thereby be

prejudiced, unless such persons were cognizant of the false swearing or the

making of the false affirmation at the time the title by which they claim to

hold under him was created. R.S., c. 113, s. 44.

SCHEDULE.

A.

THE NATURALIZATION ACT.

Oath of Residence.

I, A.B., do swear [or, being a person allowed by law to affirm in judicial

cases, do affirm] that in the period of years preceding this date I

have resided three [or five, as the case may be] years in the Dominion of

Canada with intent to settle therein, without having been, during such three

years [or five years, as the case may be~] a stated resident in any foreign

country. So help me God.

Sworn before me at on the day of

A.B.

R.S., c. 113, sch.

. THE NATURALIZATION ACT.

Oath of Service.

1, A.B., do swear [or, being a person allowed by law to affirm in judicial

cases, do affirm] that in the period of years preceding this date, I have
been in the service of the Government of Canada [or of the Government of

the province of
,
in Canada, or as the case may be] for the term of

three years, and I intend, when naturalized, to reside in Canada [or to serve

under the Government of
,
as the case may be],

Sworn before me at on the day of

A.B.

R.S., c. 113, sch.

THE NATURALIZATION ACT.

Oath of Allegiance.

I, A.B., formerly of [former place of residence to be stated here], in

[country of origin to be stated here\, and known there by the name of [name
and surname of alien in his country of origin to be stated here~\, and now

E 49045. H



in

residing at [place of residence in Canada and occupation
to be stated here], do

cn-ly promise and swear [or, being a person allowed by law to affirm in

judicial . a>e-, do allirm that 1 will be faithful ami bear true allegiance to

III^ MajeMy Knitf Kl\varl VII. for (In- linn- he ing] as

lawful : Mit'-d Kingdom .>! ire.it Itrilain and Ireland, and of

'In- J>ominion of ('anada. dependent on and belonging to the said Kingdom,
: that I will defend Him to the utmost of my power agaiiist all traitorous

nicies or attempts whatsoever which shall be made again-i Hi- Person,
wn ami Dignity, and that 1 will do my utmost endeavour to disdo>e and

make known to His Maje.My, His heirs or successors, all treasons or traitorous

roiiapirai-it-s and attempts which 1 shall know to be against Him or any of

tin-in
;
and all this 1 do swear [or affirm] without any equivocation, mental

evasion, or secret reservation. So help me God.

Sworn before me at this day of

A.B.
4-5 E. VH, c. 25, s. 2.

B.

THE NATURALIZATION ACT.

Certificate.

1, C.D. [name and description of the person before whom the oaths have
been taken] do certify that A.M., ail alien [describing him as formerly of such
a place, in sucli a foreign country, and now of such a place in Canada, and

nildiiuj ///'* oci-tijmtion or a/l<lition] on the day of subscribed and

took, before me, the oaths [or affirmations] of residence and allegiance [or
-ervice and allegiance, a* // case may be] authorized by the thirteenth
-ection of the Naturalization Act, and therein swore [or affirmed] to a

ideuce in Canada
L
*.r service, &c.] of years ; that J have reason to

believe, and do believe, that the said A. I'., within the period of

years preceding the said day, has been a resident within Canada for [three or

five, as the case may be] years [or has been in the service of the Government
of Canada for three years, or as the case may be], that the said A.B. is a

person of good character, and that there exists, to my knowledge, no reason

why the said A.B. should not be granted all the rights and capacities of a

natural-born British subject.

Dated at the day of

C.D.

If the above certificate is applied for by a person with respect to

irltosc nationality a doubt exists and who desires a special certificate of
naturalization under section twenty-five, add the following :

"
1 further certify that the said A.B. has doubts as to his nationality as a

British subject, and desires a special certificate of naturalization under
section twenty-five of said Act."

If the above certificate is applied for by a person previously a natural-born

British subject, but wlio became an alien by naturalization, an appropriate
statement tu that effect should be inserted in the certificate.

R.S., c. 113, sch. : O.C.'s, Dec. 21, 1903, and Nov. 3, 1905.
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C.

THE NATURALIZATION ACT.

Certificate of Naturalization.

Dominion of Canada,
Province of

In the [name of court] Court of

Whereas formerly of

[name of country] now of

in the province of [occupation} has

complied with the several requirements of the Naturalization Act, and has

duly resided in Canada for the period of years :

And whereas the particulars of the certificate granted to*he said

under the fifteenth section of the said Act have been duly
announced in court, and thereupon, by order of the said court, the said

certificate has been filed of record in the same pursuant to the said Act : (^f)

This is therefore to certify to all whom it may concern, that under and by
virtue of the said Act,

has become nattiralized as a- British subject, and is, within

Canada, entitled to all political and other rights, powers and privileges, and

subject to all obligations to which a natural-born British subject is entitled

or subject within Canada, with this qualification that he shall not, when
within the limits of the foreign state of which he was a subject [or citizen]

previous to the date thereof, be deemed to be a British subject unless he has
ceased to be a subject [or citizen] of that state, in pursuance of the laws

thereof, or in pursuance of a treaty or convention to that effect.

Given under the seal of the said court this day of

one thousand nine hundred and

A.B.,

Judge, Clerk [or other proper officer of tlie Court],

This form may be altered so as to apply to the provinces of Saskatchewan
and Alberta and the Yukon Territory.

U.S., c. 113, sch.
; O.C.'s, 21st Dec. 1903, and 3rd Nov. 1905.

D.

THE NATURALIZATION ACT.

Certificate of Naturalization to a Person after Service under Government.

Whereas A.B., of [describing him, and adding his occupation or addition],
has complied with the several requirements of the Naturalization Act, and
has been in the service of the Government of Canada [or as the case may be]
for a term of not less than three years, and intends, when naturalized, to

reside in Canada [or to serve under the Government of
,
as the

case may bc~] ;
and whereas the certificate granted to the said A.B., under the

fifteenth section of the said Act, has been duly filed of record in the office of

His Majesty's Secretary of State of Canada, pursuant to the said Act
;
and

whereas the Governor in Council has duly authorized the issue of this

certificate of naturalization : This is, therefore, to certify to all whom it may
concern that under and by virtue of the said Act, the said A.B. has become
naturalized as a British subject, and is, within Canada, entitled to all political
and other rights, powers, privileges, and subject to all obligations to which a

natural-born British subject is entitled or subject within Canada, with this

qualification, that he shall not, when within the limits of the foreign state of

which he was a subject [or citizen] previous to the date hereof, be deemed to

be a British subject, unless he has ceased to be a subject [or citizen] of that

state in pursuance of the laws thereof, or in pursuance of a treaty or convention

to that effect.

Given under my hand this day of

Secretary of State of Canada.

R.S., c. 113, sch.

H 2
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E.

TlIK N.Vri K.U.I2AT10N ACT.

Special Certificate of Naturalization to a Person with respect to whose
\at tonality a doubt exists.

Follow Form C down to the sign fl then add :

And whereas the said A. It. alleges that he is a person with respect to

whose nationality as a British subject a doubt exists, and this certificate is

issued for the purpose of quieting such doubts, and the application of Un-

said A.li. therefor ami tin- issuing thereof shall not be deemed to be any
admission that the said A. It. was not heretofore a British subject [then
continue the rest of Form C to tJic end}.

Form D to be altered in a similar way when necessary.

R.S.. c. 113, sch.

F.

THE NATURALIZATION ACT.

Certificate of Readmission to British Nationality.

Dominion of Canada,
Province of .

In the {name of court] court of

Whereas formerly of [name of country] now
of in the province of [occupation]
who alleges that he was a natural-born British subject and that he became an
alien by being naturali/ed as a subject [or citizen] of

has complied with the several requirements of the .Naturalization Act and has

duly resided in Canada for the period of at least three months : And whereas
the particulars of the certificate granted to the said

under the fifteenth section of the said Act have been duly announced in

court; and thereupon by order of the said court, the said certificate has been
tiled of record in the same pursuant to the said Act: This is therefore to

certify to all whom it may concern, that, under and by virtue of the said Act
the said from the date of this certificate,

but not in respect of any previous transaction, is readmitted to the status of

a British subject, and is, within Canada, entitled to all political and other

rights, powers, and privileges, and is subject to all obligations to which
a natural-born British subject is entitled or subject within Canada, with this

qualification that he shall not, when within the limits of the foreign state of

which he was a subject [or citizen] previous to the dato hereof, be deemed
to be a British subject, unless he has ceased to be a subject [or citizen] of

that state, in pursuance of the laws thereof, or in pursuance of a treaty or

convention to that effect.

(iiven under the seal of the said court this day of

one thousand nine hundred and

A.B.,

Judge, Clerk [or other proper officer of the Court].

R.S., c. 113, sch.; 3 E. VII, c. 38, B. 5
; O.C.'s, 21st Dec. and 3rd Nov. 1905.
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G.

THE NATURALIZATION ACT.

I, A.B., of do swear [or affirm] that or about
the day ,

one thousand eight hundred
and ,

at
,
in the [county, or as the

case may be], of ,
in the province of

,
I did

take and subscribe before [a judge, magistrate, or other person, naming him]
the oaths [or affirmations] of residence and allegiance required by the laws

respecting the naturalization of aliens then in force in the said province.
So help me God.

A.B.

Sworn to before me at ,
on the day of

. 19

R.S., c. 113, sch.

H.

THE NATURALIZATION ACT.

I, A.B., of ,
do swear [or affirm] that I had a settled

place of abode in Upper Canada [Lower Canada, Nova Scotia, or New
Brunswick, as the case may be], on the first day of July, A.D. 1867 [or in

Rupert's Land or the Northwest Territories, on the fifteenth day of July,
A.D. 1870], [or in British Columbia, on the twentieth day of July, A.D. 1871],

[or in Prince Edward Island, on the first day of July 1873], and 1 resided

therein with intent to settle therein ; and I have continuously since resided
in the Dominion of Canada. So help me God.

A.B.
Sworn before me at

,
on the day of 19 ,

R.S., c. 113, sch.

I.

TIIE NATURALIZATION ACT.

I hereby certify that A.B., of
,
has filed with me as

clerk of the peace [or as the case may be] the oath [or affirmation] of which
the following is a copy :

(Copy the Oath of Affirmation.)

This certificate is issued pursuant to the fifty-fifth section of tho

Naturalization Act, and is to certify to all to whom it may concern that

Follow Form C.

R.S., c. 113, sch.

H 3
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Annexure C to No. 1.

CANADA.

BILL A.

An Act to amend the Naturalization Act.

[Assented to 30th January 1907.]

His Majesty, liy ami with the advice and consent of the Senate and House
of Commons of < ';m;nln, enacts as follows :

1. This Act may IH> cited as the Naturalization Amendment Act, 19(>7.

Any person resident in Canada, or in the service of the Government .f

Canada or of any province of Canada, who has obtained a certificate or letters

(.f natnrali/atiun in the United Kingdom, or in any part thereof, or in any
British Colony or possession, which certificate or letters remains or remain in

fvdl force and effect, and who desires to be naturalized in Canada may, if he
intends when naturalized either to reside in Canada or to serve under the

Government of Canada or the government of any sueli province, apply fora

certificate of naturali/ation in manner hereinafter prescribed, without oaring
complied with the condition as to residence required under section 13 of the

Naturalization Act, chapter seventy-seven of the Revised Statutes, 19od.

3. The applicant shall take and subseri be, before some person coin] u-tent

to administer oaths under section 14 of the said Act, the oath of allegiance, in

Form A. in the schedule to the said Act, and one of the oaths, Forms 1 and l'

in the schedule to this Act, and shall produce to such person his eertitieale

or letters of naturali/ation aforesaid, and adduce, in support of his appli-

cation, such evidence of his residence or service, and intention to reside or

serve, as such person requires, and such person, on being satisfied with such

evidence and that the applicant is of good character, shall grant to him a

certificate in Form 3 in the schedule of this Act.

4. The provisions of sections sixteen to twenty-three of the said Act with

regard to the presentation and filing of the certificate in Form B. and the

proceedings thereupon and with respect thereto shall, innlitiis mutandis, and

except as hereinafter provided, apply to the presentation and filing of the

certificate granted under the last preceding section, and the proceedings
thereupon and with respect thereto.

5. There shall in such cases be presented to the court, or to the authority
or person prescribed under section twenty-one of the said Act, together with

the certificate in Form 3, the certificate or letters of naturalization aforesaid.

6. The certificate of naturalization 'to be granted to the applicant may be

in Form 4 in the schedule to this Act.

SCHEDULE.

FOK.M 1.

The Naturalization Amendment Act, 1907.

tinlli i

if /iV.sif/rmv.

I, A.H., do swear
[or, being a person allowed by law to affirm in judicial

cases, do aflirm I
that I have obtained in the United Kingdom of Great Mrilain

and Ireland [; <;.s- /// COM (ROW fa] a Certificate [or letters] of naturali/ation

dated which I now produce and which is [or are], to the

I.e^t. of my knowledge and lielief, in lull force and effect; that I desire to be

n;'tiirali/<-d in < 'anada
;

that I now reside in Canada, and that I intend, when

naturalized, to continue to reside therein.

Sworn before me at

on the day of 19
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FORM 2.

The Naturalization Amendment Act, 1907.

Oath of Service.

I, A.B., do swear [or, being a person allowed by law to affirm in judicial
cases, do affirm] that I have obtained in the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland [or as the case may be] a certificate [or letters] of

naturalization, dated ,
which I now produce, and which is

[or are], to the best of my knowledge and belief, in full force and effect
;

that I desire to be naturalized in Canada
;
that 1 am now in the service

of the Government of Canada [or of the government of the province of

,
in Canada], and that I intend, when naturalized,

to reside in Canada [or to serve under the government of

[as the case may be].

Sworn before me at

on the day of 19

FORM 3.

The Naturalization Amendment Act, 1907.

'Certificate.

I, C.D. [name and description of the person before whom the oaths have
been taken], do certify that A.B., a British subject formerly of

[country of origin], who was naturalized as a British

subject in
,
as testified by certificate [or letters] of naturalization,

dated
, and produced before me, and now of

,

in the province of [occupation or addition], on the

day of 19 , subscribed and took, before me, the oaths [or affirma-

tions] of residence and allegiance [or service and allegiance, as tlie case

may be\ prescribed by section 3 of the Naturalization Amendment Act, 1907
;

that I have reason to believe, and do believe, that the said A.B. is a resident
of Canada [or is in the service of the Government of Canada, or of the

province of
,
in Canada] ; that the said A.B. intends, when

naturalized, to continue to reside in Canada [or to serve under the Govern-
ment of [as the case may be] ;

that the said A.B. is a person
of good character, and that there exists to my knowledge no reason why the
said A.B. should not be granted the rights and capacities in Canada of a
natural-born British subject.

Dated at
,
the )

day of 19 .)

FORM 4.

Certificate of Naturalization.

Dominion of Canada, )
Province of . )

In the [name of court] Court of

Whereas
, formerly of [name of country of origin] and a

British subject by naturalization, obtained within the [as the case may be]

[occupation or addition], has taken the oath of residence [or service] prescribed
by the third section of the Naturalization Amendment Act, 1907, and has
otherwise complied with the several requirements of the said Act, and
whereas the particulars of the certificate granted to the said

under the fourth section of the said Act have been duly announced in court,

and thereupon by order of the said court the said certificate has been filed

of record in the same pursuant to the said Act
;
this is, therefore, to certify

to all to whom it may concern that, under and by virtue of the Naturalization

Act and of the said Amendment Act, has become naturalized

as it British subject, and is, within Canada, entitled to all political and other

rights, powers and privileges, and subject to all obligations to which a

H 4
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natunil-lxini British subject is entitled or subject within Canada, with this

qualification that ho shall not, when within the limits of the foreign state of

which In- was a -.ulijivt '<>r citi/.en] previous to his naturalization in

aforesaid, be deemed to I,.- ;i British subject unless he has ceased to be a

subject .,. eiti/en] of that state, in jiur>uaiice of the laws thereof, or in

pursuance of a treaty or condition to that effect.

iivin under the seal of the said court this

0110 thousand nine hundred and
day of

Judge [or clerk or othi-r /'

officer of the court].

E.--Tlii. forni mar be altered so as to apply to the 1'rm hires of Saskatchewan and

AlbiTtn nml tin- Yukon Ti-rrilorv.

Sliort title.

Commence*
merit.

Definition.

Annexure D to No. 1.

AUSTRALIA.

[No. 11 of 1903.]

An Act relating to Naturalization.

(Assented to 13th October 1903.)

Be it enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty, the Senate, and the

House of Representatives of the Commonwealth of Australia, as follows :

1. This Act may be cited as the Naturalization Act, 1903.

2. This Act shall commence on a day to be fixed by Proclamation. 5

3. In this Act, unless the contrary intention appears
"Hritish subject" means a natural-born British subject or a

naturalized person.
"
Certificate of naturalization

"
means a certificate of naturalization

granted under this Act, and being, at the time when it is relied

upon in connexion with any provision of this Act, unrevoked.

"Jtistice of the Peace" means a Justice of the Peace of the

Commonwealth, or of a State.

"Naturalized
" means naturalized under this Act.

"Statutory declaration" means a statutory declaration within the

meaning of any law of the Commonwealth, or of the State in

which the declaration is made, relating to statutory declarations.
" The Minister

"
means the Minister for External Affairs.

Person '1. A person who has before the passing of this Act obtained in a State or
naturalized in a colony which has become a State a certificate of naturalization or
in a State letters of naturalization shall be deemed to be naturalized.
deemed to be

naturalized.

'>ns who 5. A person resident in the Commonwealth, not being a British subject,
may apply and not being an aboriginal native of Asia, Africa, or the Islands of the

oTnatu'raHzat Pacific, excepting New Zealand, who intends to settle in the Commonwealth,
tion. and who
Cf. U.K.,
Naturaliza-

tion Act,
1870. B. 7.

\V.,

1898, No. 21,
M. 5, 9.

Viet No. (a) has resided in Australia continuously for

1063, ss. 5, 9 ; preceding the application ;
or

two years immediately

* Proclaimed to commence 1st January 190-1. Sec Gazette, 1-ith November 1903.
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(b) has obtained in the United Kingdom a certificate of naturalization or No. 1462

letters of naturalization, s. 6.

mav applv to the Governor-General for a certificate of naturalization. f;
A

',
1864

%** J No. 5, ss. 7,

12.

W.A. 35

Viet. No. 2,

s. 4.

6. (1) An applicant under paragraph (a) of the preceding section shall Evidence in

produce in support of his application support of

(a) his own statutory declaration stating his name, age, birth-place, N.S.W.,

occupation, and residence, the length of his residence in Australia, 1898, No.

and that he intends to settle in the Commonwealth
;
and 21, s. 5 (2"),

S.A. 1864

(b) a certificate signed by a Justice of the Peace, a postmaster, a teacher NO. '5, s. 9.

of a State school, or an officer of police, that the applicant is known
to him, and is a person of good repute.

(2) An applicant under paragraph (b) of the preceding section shall N.S.W., il.,

produce in support of his application B. 9.

(a) his certificate or letters of naturalization
;
and

(b) his own statutory declaration that he is the person named in the

certificate or letters, that he obtained the certificate or letters

without any fraud or intentional false statement, that the signature
and the seal (if any) thereto are, to the best of his knowledge and

belief, genuine, and that he intends to settle in the Commonwealth.

7. The Governor-General in Council, if satisfied with the evidence adduced,
shall consider the application, and may, with or without assigning any
reason, in his discretion grant or withhold a certificate of naturalization, as

he thinks most conducive to the public good.

Governor-

General

may grant
or withhold

certificate.

Cf. U.K.
Naturaliza-

tion Act,

1870, s. 7.

N.S.W. jft.,

a. 5 (3).

Provided that in the case of an applicant who has not obtained in the
United Kingdom a certificate of naturalization or letters of naturalization,
the Governor-General shall not issue the certificate until he has received
from the applicant the certificate of a justice of the High Court, of a judge
of a court of a State, or a police, stipendiary, or special magistrate, that the

applicant has before him taken an oath or affirmation of allegiance in the
form in the Schedule to the constitution.

8. A person to whom a certificate of naturalization is granted shall in Effect of

the Commonwealth be entitled to all political and other rights, powers, and certificate

privileges, and be subject to all obligations to which a natural-born British
of aturHl1 -

subject is entitled or subject in the Commonwealth.
Provided that where by any provision of the Constitution or of any Act See U.K. 7>.,

or State Constitution or Act a distinction is made between the rights, powers, s - 7 N.S.W.,

or privileges of natural-born British subjects and those of persons naturalized **' s- 7>

in the Commonwealth or in a State, the rights, powers, and privileges
conferred by this section, shall for the purposes of that provision be only
those (if any) to which persons so naturalized are therein expressed to be
entitled.

9. A woman who, not being a British subject, marries a British subject, Naturaliza-

shall in the Commonwealth be deemed to be thereby naturalized, and have t1011 of

the same rights, powers, and privileges, and be subject to the same
marriage',

obligations as a person who has obtained a certificate of naturalization. Cf u.s.\v
ib. s. 8.

Viet. No.

1063, s. 6

Qu. 31 Viet.

No. 28, s. 2.

S.A., ib.
t

8.8.

Tas. 25 Viet.

No. 2,s. 14.

49045.
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Children of 10. An infant, not being a natural-l>orn British subject

<y.,r.K.i*., () whose father, or whose mother (being a widow or divorced), has
-.' n>(5). obtained a cert ideate of naturalization

; or

\ \\
, ,^ (6) whose mother is married to a natural-born British subject or to

(3). a person who has obtained a certificate of naturalization
;

and who has at any time resided in Australia with such father or mother,
shall in the Commonwealth be deemed to be naturalized and have the same

rights, powers, and privileges, and be subject to the same obligations, as a

person who has obtained a certificate of naturalization.

KoTooation 11. Where it is proved to the satisfaction of the Governor-General that
ofcmi6oic. a Certificate of naturalization has been obtained by any untnm statement

of fact or intention, the Governor-General may revoke the certificate, which
shall thereupon be and be taken to have been of no effect with respect either

to the person who obtained the certificate or to any person naturalized by
virtue thereof, and shall on demand be delivered up to the Minister.

Provided that the revocation shall not affect rights previously acqui red

by any other person.

12. (1) The Minister shall-

(a) Enrol as of record memorials of all certificates of naturali-

zation granted under this Act.

(6) Cancel all certificates of naturalization which have been
revoked.

(c) Cause to be made indexes of the certificates of naturaliza-

tion, and permit any person at all reasonable times to

inspect the indexes and to make copies of the certificates

on payment of the prescribed fee.

(d) Cause to be laid before both*Houses of Parliament annually
a return showing the number of persons to whom
certificates of naturalization have been granted under
this Act, the nations to which they belonged, and
whence they came.

(2) A person to whom a certificate of naturalization is granted, shall not
be liable to any fee or charge in respect thereof.

Heron! of

rcrtiticate

and fees

X.S.\V., if,.,

s. 10.

Exclusive

power of

Common-
wealth.

Regulation.-.

13. From the commencement of this Act. the right to issue certificates of

naturalization in the Commonwealth shall be exclusively vested in the

(iovernment of the Commonwealth, and no certificate of naturalization or

letters of naturalization issued alter the commencement of this _\<-t under

any State Act shall be of any effect.

14. (1) The < iovernor-* Jeneral may make regulations prescribing all

matters whieli by this Act are required, or permitted to be prescribed, or

which are necessary or convenient to be prescribed for giving effect to this

Act

('2)
All such regulations shall be notified in the Gazette, and shall there-

upon have the force of law.

(3) All such regulations shall lie laid before both I louses of Parliament

vvithin thirty day.- after the making thereof, if the Parliament be then sitting,

and if not, then within thirty days after the next meeting of the Parliament.

Annexure E to No. J .

TRANSVAAL.

No. 46 of 1902.

ORDINANCE TO PKnVIDK Foil TIIK \.\TI i:\UZATION OF
ALIENS.

Whereas it is desirable to provide for the naturalization within this Colony of

aliens residing therein :
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Be it enacted by the Lieutenant-Governor of the Transvaal with the Preamble,
advice and consent of the Legislative Council thereof as follows :

1. (1) An alien who has been in the service of the Crown or has resided Naturaliza-

in the Transvaal for a term of not less than five years within such limited tionof aliens,

time before making the application hereinafter mentioned as may be allowed

by the Lieutenant-Governor either by general order or on any special
occasion and who intends when naturalized to reside or to serve under the
Crown in the Transvaal may apply for a certificate of naturalization in the

form prescribed in the first Schedule hereto.

(2) The applicant shall produce in support of his application a certificate Certificate

signed by some Resident Magistrate, Assistant Resident Magistrate or Justice issued after

of the Peace to the effect that the applicant is known to the person so signing
^ eclariltion

and that to the best of such person's belief and knowledge the applicant is a

person of good repute ;
and shall give such further evidence of the com-

pletion by him of the said term of service or of residence and of his intention

to reside or to serve under the Crown in the Transvaal as the Lieutenant-
Governor may require ;

and shall furnish proof that notice of his intention to

apply for a certificate of naturalization has been published in two issues of

the Gazette.

(3) The Lieutenant-Governor if satisfied with the evidence adduced shall

take the applicants case into consideration and may with or without

assigning any reason grant or withhold a certificate as he thinks most
conducive to the public good and no appeal shall lie from his decision.

(4) No such certificate shall have any effect until the applicant has made
and subscribed to the declaration of allegiance in the form prescribed in the
second Schedule hereto.

2. If the Lieutenant-Governor thinks fit to grant such certificate of

naturalization he shall direct the applicant to make and subscribe the decla-

ration of allegiance in the form prescribed in the second Schedule hereto
before some Resident Magistrate or Justice of the Peace

;
and upon the certi-

ficate of such Resident Magistrate or Justice of the Peace that the applicant
has made and subscribed before him the said declaration he shall cause to be
issued to the applicant a certificate of naturalization in the form prescribed
by the Lieutenant-Governor.

3. Every person to whom a certificate of naturalization under this Ordi- Rights and

nance is granted shall except as otherwise provided by law be entitled to all duties con-

rights, powers and privileges and be subject to all obligations to which a f
errod

"V
1
!

1

natural-born British subject is entitled or subject in this Colony. naturafoi^
tion.

(1) Every married woman shall in this Colony be deemed to be Nationality
a subject of the State of which her husband is for the time being a subject. of married

(2) Where the father or the mother (being a widow) shall be or become women and

naturalized under this Ordinance any child of such father or mother who of mmors -

while under age shall be or become resident with such father or mother in

this Colony shall be deemed and taken to be naturalized under this Ordinance.

5. A return of all persons to whom certificates of naturalization shall have Half-yearly
been granted under this Ordinance during the preceding half-year shall be returns of

published in the Gazette in the months of January and July and such return Persol>s

shall show in respect of each person :

t^bTpub-
(1) Name in full. lished.

(2) Birthplace.

(3) Nationality prior to grant of certificate.

(4) Occupation.

(5) Period of service under the Crown or of residence in the Transvaal.

(6) Date of issue of certificate.

6. If any person shall knowingly make any false statement in any appli- j-aise gtate.

cation made under this Ordinance for the purpose of obtaining a certificate of ment on

naturalization he shall upon conviction incur the same penalties as are by law application

provided against persons ennvictod of perjury and in case a certificate of
r [;"^"n

naturalization shall have been granted such certificate maybe revoked by equivalent to

notice in the Gazette and from the date of such notice shall be deemed to be perjury.

void.
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Fowprmbte 7. Even" person obtaining a certificate of naturalization under this Ordi-
oo niu- naiice shall pay for the same a fee of one pound to be denoted by revenue
r*U**tl011'

Stamps to be nflix.-d to such certificate and cancelle<l l.y tlie officer issuing it.

feylM.-r of 8. 'I'll.- Colonial Secretary shall cau>e a register to be made and kept of
iiaiurlu<*l .,n O Tt ilicates of naturalization granted under this Ordinance and shall upon

'

tin- application in writing of any person and upon payment of a fee of h've

shillings to he denoted hy revenue stamps aflixed to the application and
cancelled by the oHicer receiving it ]>ennit a search to lie made for the name
of any person upon or supposed to be upon the register.

Ortifirateof A certificate under the hand of the < 'olonial Secretary at testing the fact of

rag^traiion. the j8SU ,. ,,f ;1 certificate ( >f naturalization to any person whose name appeai>

upon the said register shall be issued upon payment of a fee of five shillings
to be denoted by revenue stamps aflixed to the certificate and cancelled by
the ollieer issuing it. Every such certificate shall be received as evidence of

the facts therein stated.

Certificate 10. Kvery certificate granted Tinder this Ordinance shall be admissible in
dmiMiblein

,>vi ( ] t
. I1Ct . without proof of the signature or seal attesting the same and shall

be prinid facie evidence of the person named therein being duly naturalized,
ana of the signature or seal attesting the same and of the official character of

the persons appearing to have signed the same.

11- This Ordinance may be cited as the "Naturalization of Aliens

Ordinance, 1902."

Passed in Council this tenth day of December One thousand Nine hundred
and Two.

CECIL E. HAWES,
Acting Clerk of the Council.

Authenticated under my Hand and Seal :

ARTHUR LAWLEY,
Lieutenant-Govcrnor.

Pretoria, 17th December, 1902.

Assented to :

MILNER,
Governor.

Johannesburg, ISth December, 190:.'.

FIRST SCHEDULE.

Form of Application for Certificate of Naturalization.

To the Colonial Secretary of the Transvaal.

I, A.B., do hereby apply for a certificate of naturalization in the Transvaal,
and I declare that the following statements are true and correct in every

particular :

1. Name of applicant in full, and whether single or married

2. Names and ages of children

3. Present nationality and whether acquired by birth or naturaliza-

tion

4. Names and nationality of parents
5. Birthplace (state fully the name of the place and the country in which

the place is situated)
0. A-r next birthday
7. Occupation
8. Place of residence in the Transvaal
9. Length of time during which applicant has been in the service of the

Crown or has resided in the Transvaal

10. Does the applicant intend if naturalized to reside in the Trans-

vaal ?

Declared at
,
this day of ,

19 .

i

(Signature of applicant.)
Before me,

(R.M. or J.P.)
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SECOND SCHEDULE.

Declaration of Allegiance.

I, A.B., of ,
do sincerely promise that

I will be faithful and bear true allegiance to His Majesty, King Edward VII.,

His heirs and successors according to law.

Declared at ,
this day of

, 19 .

(Signature of declarant.)

Before me,

(R.M. or J.P.)

Annexure F to No. 1.

TRANSVAAL.

No. 10 of 1904.

ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE NATURALIZATION OF
ALIENS ORDINANCE 1902.

Whereas it is desirable to amend in certain respects the
"
Naturalization

of Aliens Ordinance 1902
"

:

Be it enacted by the Lieutenant-Governor of the Transvaal with the

advice and consent of the Legislative Council thereof as follows :

1. Subsection (1) of section one of the "Naturalization of Aliens Ordinance Repeal of

1902
"

shall be and is hereby repealed and there shall be substituted therefor subsection

the foUowing provisions :- 2i rf'XT
" An alien who has been in the service of the Crown or who within such turalization

limited time before making the application hereinafter mentioned as may be of Aliens

prescribed by the Lieutenant-Governor either by general order or on any ?9
r

09
Uan

'f

e

special occasion has resided in the Transvaal for substitution

(a) a term of not less than five years ;
or of new sub-

(6) who having resided in the Transvaal for a term of one year immediately section.

before making the application hereinafter mentioned has also

resided in any part of His Majesty's Dominions for such period
as together with the period of one year aforesaid will make up
five years in all

;

and who intends when naturalized to reside or to serve under the Crown
in the Transvaal may apply for a certificate of naturalization in the form

prescribed in the First Schedule hereto."

2. Notwithstanding anything in the
"
Naturalization of Aliens Ordinance Recognition

1902
"

contained any person who shall have been granted a certificate of
*

^

s

of
naturalization in the United Kingdom under section seven of the Naturalization certificates of

Act 1870 of the Imperial Parliament or who shall have been granted a naturaliza-

certificate of re-admission to British nationality under section eight of the tion or certi-

said Act and shall not subsequently have divested himself of his status as a ^^f8g^
e

j

British subject shall be entitled in this Colony to all the rights powers and -Q^^
privileges and be subject to all the obligations to which he would be entitled nationality

and subject if he had been granted a certificate of naturalization under under Na-

the provisions of the
"
Naturalization of Aliens Ordinance 1902" or of this J^011

Ordinance.
(Imperial).

3. The form prescribed in the First Schedule to the
"
Naturalization of Repeal of

Aliens Ordinance 1902
"

shall be and is hereby repealed and there shall be g^* '

O

r

f

st

substituted therefor the form set forth in the Schedule to this Ordinance Naturaliza-

annexed. tiou of Aliens

Ordinance
1902 " and
substitution

ofotherform.
> 49045. K
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i 1 . This Ordinance may be cited for all purposes as the
"
Naturalization

of Aliens (Amendment) Ordinance 1904
"
and shall be read as one with the

"Naturalization of Ali.ns Ordinance 1902."

Passed in Council the Fifth day of February one thousand nine hundred

and four.

E. M. 0. CLOUGH,
Clerk to the Council.

Authenticated under my hand and seal :

ARTHUR LAWLEY,
Pretoria, 10th February 1904. Lieutenaut-Governor.

Assented to :

MILNER,
Johannesburg, 10th February 1904. Governor.

SCHEDULE.

Form of Application for Certificate of Naturalization.

To the Colonial Secretary of the Transvaal.

I, A.B., do hereby apply for a Certificate of Naturalization in the

Transvaal, and I declare that the following statements are true and correct
in every particular :

1. Name of Applicant in full

2. Married or single

3. Names and ages of cliildren (if any)

4. Present nationality and whether acquired by birth or naturalization

5. If applicant has resided in British dominion other than the Transvaal
state place or places and period or periods of such residence

6. Names and nationality of parents

7. Birthplace [state fiMy name of place and country]

8. Age next birthday

9. Occupation

10. Place of residence in Transvaal

11. Period or periods during which and place or places in which applicant
has resided in Transvaal giving dates and addresses

12. Length of time during which applicant has been in service of Crown.

13. Does the applicant if naturalized intend to reside in Transvaal ?

Declared at
,
this day of

, 19 .

(Signature of Applicant.)
Before me, ,

,
R.M. or J.P.
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DRAFT
OF A

BILL
TO

Consolidate and amend the Enactments relating to A.D. 1907.

Aliens and Naturalization.

BE
it enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty, by and

with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and

Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled,

and by the authority of the same, as follows :

5 STATUS or ALIENS.

1. Real and personal property of every description may be
Capacity of

taken, acquired, held, and disposed of by an alien in the same an alien as

manner in all respects as by a natural-born British subject; and
[33 Viet.

a title to real and personal property of every description may be c - 14 - s - 2 -]

10 derived through, from, or in succession to an alien in the same

manner in all respects as through, from, or in succession to a

natural-born British subject : Provided that this section shall

not

(1) Confer any right on an alien to hold real property

15 situate out of the United Kingdom, and shall not

qualify an alien for any office or for any municipal,

parliamentary, or other franchise : or

(2) Entitle an alien to any right or privilege as a British

subject, except such rights and privileges in respect

20 of property as are hereby expressly given to him : or

[(8) Affect any estate or interest in real or personal property [qu. spent.]

to which any person has or may become entitled, either

mediately or immediately, in possession or expectancy,
in pursuance of any disposition made before the twelfth

25 day of May one thousand eight hundred and seventy,

or in pursuance of any devolution by law on the death

of any person dying before that day.]
E 49045. L
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n\\f\

in certain

[33 \

.- 1 I. s. 3.]

2. Nothing in this Act contained shall qualify an alien to

Ix- tin- owner of a British ship.

3. Where His Majesty has entered into a convention with

any foreign state to the effect that the subjects or citizens of

ite who have been naturalized as British subjects may 5

'lems.'lves of their status as such subjects, it shall he

il tor His Majesty, by Order in Council, to declare that such

ntimi has been entered into by His Majesty ;
and from and

after the date of such Order, any person being originally a

subject or citizen of the state therein referred to, who has been 10
naturaliz^ British subject, may, within the limit of time

provide'! in the convention, make a declaration of alienage, and

from and after the date of his so making such declaration he

shall be regarded as an alieu, and as a subject of the state to

which he originally belonged as aforesaid. 16

Trial of 4. An alien shall be triable in the same manner :is if he

[33''
were a natural-born British subject.

r n.

EXPATRIATION.

5. (1) Any person who by reason of his having been born

within His Majesty's dominions is a natural-born British subject,. 20
but who at his birth became under the law of any foreign staie

a subject also of that state, and is still such a subject, may, if

of fall ;iL,
re and not under disability, make a declaration of

alienage, and from :md after making the same shall cease to be

a British subject [and sluill be deemed to be an alien]. 25

(2) Any person born out of His Majesty's dominions of a

father being a British subject may, if of full age, and not under

(inability, make a declaration of alienage, and from and after

making the same shall cease to be a British subject [and shall

be deemed to be an alien]. 30

6. A British subject who, when in any foreign state and not

under disability, by a>i// rolnntury and formal act [whether by

iibldhiimj a certificate of iKiliirnlizafion or otherwise] becomes

naturali/ed therein, shall thenceforth be deemed to have ceased to

be a British subject [and shall be deemed to be an alien]. 35

Uritis!i-lK>rn

culyr

such.

[33 Virt.

0. 1 ,.

: I V of

British sub-

j.-cl- 10

ivnomirc

[33 \

c. 14.

ll\I.I/,ATION AND RESUMPTION OF BEITISH NATIONALITY.

7. An alien who, within such limited time before making

Hint
tn<< Application herein-after mentioned as has been under any Act

certificate of beieby repealed or may be allowed by the Secretary of State,
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. either by general order or on any special occasion, has resided in A.D. 1907.

His Majesty's dominions for not less than five years or has naturali-

been in the service of the Crown for not less than five years,
ztin.

and who intends, when naturalized, either to reside in His 0.14.8 7.]

5 Majesty's dominions, or to serve under the Crown, may apply

to the Secretary of State for a certificate of naturalization.

8. The applicant shall adduce in support of his application, Proceedings

evidence of his residence or service, and intention to reside or to be t4'ken

serve. The Secretary of State, if satisfied with the evidence certificate.

10 adduced, shall take the case of the applicant into consideration, [33 Viet.

and may, with or without assigning any reason, give or withhold
c - 14- a-'-J

a certificate as he thinks most conducive to the public good, and

no appeal shall lie from his decision, but such certificate shall

not take effect until the applicant has taken the oath of

15 allegiance.

9. (1) A naturalized person shall be entitled to all political Effect of

and other rights, powers, and privileges, and be subject to all naturahza-

obligations, duties and liabilities to which a natural-born British
[33 Viet,

subject is entitled or subject and shall to all intents and purposes
<" 14 - s - '']

2Q have, as from the date of his naturalization, the status of a

natural-born British subject.

(2) In section three of the Act of Settlement (which dis- 12 & 13 Will.

qualifies naturalized aliens from holding certain offices), the toords 8 - c 2

" naturalized or
"

shall be repealed.

25 10. The Secretary of State may in manner aforesaid grant Special

a special certificate of naturalization to any person with respect ?
ertlfica1*

111 CftSG Oi

to whose nationality as a British subject a doubt exists, and he doubt,

may specify in such certificate that the grant thereof is made [

|

Vlct -

for the purpose of quieting doubts as to the right of such person

30 to be a Britisli subject, and the grant of such special certificate

under this Act, or any Act hereby repealed, shall not be deemed

to be any admission that the person to whom it was granted

was not previously a British subject.

11. An alien who has been naturalised before the passing AS to aliens

35 of this Act mav apply to the Secretary of State for a certificate
naturalized

before the

of naturalization under this Act, and the Secretary of State may Act.

srant to him a certificate on uch terms and conditions as he [33 Viet

c. 14. s. 7.J

may think Jit.

12. (1) Where it appears to the Secretary of State that a Revocation

40 certificate of naturalization has been obtained by false representa-
* "

tions or fraud, the Secretary of State may by order revoke the zation.

L 2
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. u.]

Mind

A.D. 1907.
certificate, and the order of revocation shall h<n-e effect from such

date at ike Secretary of Staff may direr/.

(V) Where the Secretary of Stair revokes a certificate <>f

naturalization lie may order the certificate to lie, rjiren up <m<l

Cancel 1>><I, and any person refusinr/ or neglecting to gire up the 5

Certificate shall In- liable on summary conriction to a fine not

exceeding one hundred pounds.

13. Where any British subject has become an alien, lie

shall not thereby be discharged from any obligation, duty, or

u liability in respect of any act done before he so became an alien. 10

NATIONAL STATUS OF MARRIED WOMEN AND INFANT

CHILDREN.

14. A married woman shall be deemed to be a subject
of the state of which her husband is for the time being a

u subject, 16

Alternative. As regards married tcomen, the wife of a

British subject shall be deemed to be a British subject, and the

wife of an alien shall be deemed to be an alien.

15. A woman being a natural-born British subject, who

j^ by or in consequence of her marriage has become an alien, 20

shall not, by reason only of the death of her husband, cease to

lie an alien.

16. The status of a divorced woman shall be the same as

the status of a iridmr.

17. (1) Where an alien obtains a certificate of naturalization, 25
the Secretary of Stale mat/, if he thinks Jit, on the fi/i/dieatiun of
that alien, inclniie in the certificate lite name nf any child born

before the date of the eerlijieale, anil Ilia! child shall thereupon
become a British subject ; but any child so naturalized way,
within one year after attaining I/it majority, make a declaration gQ
of alienage, and shall thereupon' cease to be a British subject.

[(2) Every child of a naturalized father born after naturali-

sation shall be deemed to be a //////.<//
subject.']

(3) Subject to the prorisinns of the next succeeding sub-

section, where a British subject becomes an alien, whether by 35
declaration of alienage or ollienrise, erery child of that /lemon,

being a minor, shall thereupon cease to be a British subject

[whether lie be resident with In* J'atlicr or not].

married
women.

[33 \

. 10(1).]

Status of

"ttvTctc
B. 10 (2).j

Status of

divorced

women.

Status of

children.

[ Qu. in

cl.9.]
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(4) Where a widow, who is a British subject, marries an A.D. 1907.

alien, any child of hers by her former husband shall not by
reason only of her marriage, cease to be a British subject

[whether he is residing outside His Majesty's dominions or nof\,

5 (5) Where a woman who was a British, subject, has lost her

nationality by or in consequence of her marriage, and is there-

after left a widow, the Secretary of State may, if he thinks jit,

grant a certificate of naturalization to any child of that marriage,

although the conditions described in section eight of this Act have

10 not been complied with.

Alternative. (5) The Secretary of State may, in his discre-

tion, andfor good cause shoion f grant a certificate of naturalization

to any minor, although the conditions described in section eight

of the Act have not been complied with.

15 (6) Except as provided by this section, a certificate of
naturalization \or alienage'] shall not be granted to any person
under disability.

PROCEDURE AND EVIDENCE.

18. The Secretary of State may make regulations for carrying Regulations

20 into effect the objects of this Act, and in particular make such *

^
e made

regulations as he thinks fit in respect of the following matters : of State.

(1) The form and registration of certificates of naturalization
[.' 14. g. n.

in the United Kingdom : 33 & 3-1 Viet.

c. 102. s. 1.]

(2) The form and registration of declarations of alienage :

25 (3) The registration hy officers in the diplomatic or consular

service of His Majesty of the births and deaths of

British subjects born or dying out of His Majesty's
dominions :

(4) The persons by whom the oath of allegiance may be

30 administered, and the persons before whom, declarations

of naturalization and alienage may be made :

(5) Whether or not such oaths are to be subscribed as well

as taken, and the form in which such taking and

subscription are to be attested :

35 (6) The registration of such oaths:

(7) The persons by whom certified copies of such oaths may
be given :

49045. L a
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Effect of

regulations.

[33 Viet.

C. 14.8. 11.]

Rr}Tillations

as to evi-

dence of

ili-rlar&tiODS.

[33 Viet.

c. 14.8. 12.]

Evidence of

cprtili^

niturali/ii-

tion.

[33 Viet.

:. 11.8.12].

Entries in

registers.

[33 Viet,

c. 14. s. 12.]

(8) The transmission to the United Kingdom, for the purpose
of registration or safe keeping, or of beinir produced
as evidence, of any dri-lnr.-itions, certificates, or oaths

made or taken in pursuance of this Act or of any
\ci lu-n-hy repealed out of the United Kingdom, or 5

of any copies thereof, also of copies of entries con-

tained in any register kept out of the United

Kingdom iu pursuance of this Act or any Act hereby

repealed :

(9) The proof in any legal proceeding of such oaths : 10

(10) "\Vitli the consent of the Treasury the imposition and

application of fees in respect of any registration

authorised to l)e made by this Act or any Act

hereby repealed, and in respect of the making of any
declaration or the grant of any certificate authorised 16

tc be made or granted by this Act or any Act hereby

repealed, and in respect of the administration or

registration of any oath.

19. Any regulation made by the said Secretary of State in

pursuance of this Act [or of any Act hereby repealed] shall be 20

of the same force as if it had been enacted herein, but shall

not so far as respects the imposition of fees be in force in any
British possession, and shall not, so far as respects any other

matter, be in force in any British possession in which any Act
or ordinance to the contrary of or inconsistent with any such 25

regulation may for the time being be in force.

20. Any declaration made under this Act, or under any Act

hereby repealed, may be proved in any legal proceeding by the

production of the original declaration, or of any copy thereof

certified to be a true copy by the Secretary of State, or by any 30

person authorised by him in that behalf, and the production of

such declaration or copy shall be evidence of the person therein

named as declarant having made the same at the date therein

mentioned.

21. A certificate of naturalization may be proved in any 35
It -ml proceedings by the production of the original certificate, or

of any copy thereof certified to be a true copy by the Secretary
of State, or by any person authorised by him in that behalf.

22. Entries in any register made in pursuance of this Act,

or under any Act hereby repealed, shall be proved by such 40

copies and certified in such manner as may be directed by the
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Secretary of State, and the copies of such entries shall be evidence A.D. 1907.

of any matters by this Act or by any Act hereby repealed, or

by any regulation of the Secretary of State, authorised to be

inserted in the register.

5 23. The Documentary Evidence Act, 1868, shall apply to Application
, ,. ,. , e of 31 &32

any regulation made by a Secretary of State in pursuance or yict c 37

this Act or of any Act hereby repealed.
l
p regula-

tions.

24. Any person wilfully and corruptly making or subscribing Penalty on

any declaration under this Act, knowing the same to be untrue akig false

A . declaration.
> in any material particular, shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, [33 & 34

and shall be liable on conviction on indictment to imprisonment,
Vict - c - 102 -

with or without hard labour, for any term not exceeding twelve

months.

25. The oath of allegiance shall be in the form set forth Form of

15 in the First Schedule to this Act. oath of die-

giance.

[33 Vict.

c. 14. s. 9.]

POWEKS OF COLONIAL LEGISLATURES AND GOVERNORS.

26. (1) Where it appears to His Majesty in Council that Naturaliza-

under any law for the time being in force in any British ^
lon of aliens

possession, the conditions to be fulfilled by aliens tmth respect dominions

20 to naturalization are substantially the same as those required
outside the

for the grant of certificates of naturalization under this Act, Kingdom.

His Majesty may by Order in Council empower the Governor

of that possession in his discretion to grant to any person
naturalized in that possession a certificate of naturalization in

25 the prescribed form, and that certificate shall have effect to all

intents and purposes as if it icere a certificate of naturalization

granted by the Secretary of State under this Act.

(2) His Majesty may revoke any such Order if it appears
to His Majesty that the late of the British possession referred

30 to in the Order has been so altered as to make it inexpedient
that the Order should continue in force.

(3) As regards any British possession with respect to which
no such Order in Council has been made, or with respect to

which the Order in Council has been revoked, the Governor of
35 that possession may, in the prescribed form, and subject to any

regulations made by the Secretary of State, make a recom-

mendation to the Secretary of State that a certificate of
naturalization should be granted to any specified alien resident

or serving the Crown in that possession, and thereupon the

L 4
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A.D. 1007. Secretary of State may, if h<> thinks fit, grant a certificate of

naturalization accordingly.

(4) Where in any British pow.*si<ni there is a Governor-

.era! and also subordinate governors, the expression "Governor"

means the Governor-General', anil in tin' case of India means 5

Governor- General in Council.

Power of 27. All laws, statutes, and ordinances made by the legis-

'^Ui!,

10 lture of a British possession for imparting to any person any

the limits of that possession, shall within those limits have the 10

.. authority of law, but. subject to be confirmed or disnllowed by

wfihraspect of the privileges of naturalization to be enjoyed by him \\itliin

limits of

lority of

... Majesty.
c. 14. . 16.]

NATURAL-BORN BRITISH SUBJECT.

Definition of 28. (1) The following persons shall be deemed to he

natural-born natural-born British subjects namely, 15

subject. (a) Any person born in His Majesty's dominions \<onl
[27 Edw. 3, ligeance} ; and

7 Anne, c. 5.
(b) Any person born out of His Majesty's dominions, whose

e 21.] father was born in His Majesty's dominions, and was

a British subject at the time of that person's birth ; OQ
and

(c) Any person born on a British ship [whether in foreign
territorial waters or not].

(2) A person born on a foreign ////> x/tall not be deemed
to be a British subject by reason only tliat the ship teas in .,-

British territorial waters at the time of his birth.

13 Gco. 3. (3) The British Nationality Act, 17/2, which naturalizes

under certain conditions the grandchildren of natural-born llritish

subjects born abroad, is hereby repealed.

Supplemental. gO

Saving of 29. Nothing in this Act shall affect

denizaUon, (!) the grant of letters of denization by His Majesty;
Ac. or
[33 Vii't.

c. 14. s. 13.1 (2) the ex'terrilorifility of embassies and diplomatic

missions; or g*

(8) the stains of the child of an alien enemy.
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30. The enactments mentioned in the Second Schedule to A.D. 1907.

this Act are hereby repealed to the extent specified in the third
Repeal of

column of that schedule. Acts.

31. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires Definitions.

5 "Disability" means the status of being an infant, lunatic,
'-
3
?7

lct '

1
-

1

idiot, or married woman :

" Prescribed
"

means prescribed by regulations under this

Act.

32. This Act may be cited as the Aliens ;md Naturalization short title.

10 Act, 1907. [33 Viet.

e. 14. s.
l.J
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A.D. 1907. SCHEDULES.

FIRST SCHEDULE.

[Cf. 33 Viet.

-]

51 * i-J Viet
e. 46.

OATH OF ALLEGIANI i

'

] do swear that I will be faithful and bear

true allegiance to His Majesty King Edward the Seventh, his heirs and 5

successors, according to law. So help me GOD."

[X.B. ln the cose of persons entitled and wishing to affirm, this

form may be modified in manner prescribed by the Oaths Act, 1888.]

SECOND SCHEDULE.

ENACTMENTS REPEALED. 10

Settion and

Chapter.
Title or Short Title. Extent of Kepenl.

25 Edw. 3.

-mi. 1.

12&13WH13
c. 2.

7 Anne, c. 5.

4Geo. 2.C.21

13 Geo. 3.

c. 21.

33 Viet. c. 14.

33 & 34 Viet,

c. 102.

35&36Vin.
c. .T.I.

68 & 59 Viet.

c. 43.

Statute for those who are From " ami in the right of other chil-

1 mi n in parts beyond dren
"

to the end of the statute

the seas. 15
The Act of Settlement - In section three the words " naturalised

or."

The Foreign Proiot:mi* The whole Act.

( \:itiinili/;itiiiii) Act,
1708.

The British Nationality The whole Act.

Act, 1730.

The liriti.sli Nationality
Act, 1772.

The Naturalization Art,

The whole Act.

The whole Act.

1S70.

The Naturalization Oath The whole Act.

Act, 1870.

The Naturalization Act, Thu whole Act.

1878.

Tin- Naturalization Act, The whole Act.

189.5.

20

25

30
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Enclosure 4 in No. 1.

Law of Aliens and Naturalization Bill.

MEMORANDUM.

1. Every natural person is either a British subject or an Nationality

alien. f*
comm011

law.

At common law every person born within the dominions and

ligeance of His Majesty is a British subject, and every person born

outside those dominions and ligeance is an alien.
1 Prima facie,

dominions and ligeance are co-extensive, but the common law

recognises two possible exceptions. In the first place it recognises

the ex-territoriality of embassies and diplomatic missions, and in

the second place it seems that the child of an alien enemy born in

British territory during the hostile occupation of that territory is

not a British subject.*

A person born on a British ship is deemed to have been born

in the British dominions, whether the ship be on the high seas or

in foreign territorial waters, and whether his parents be British

or alien, and whether he be legitimate or illegitimate.
3

2. The maxim of the common law is nemo potest exuere Natural-

patriam, i.e., once a British subject always a British subject, and
|'

orni

once an alien always an alien.
4 But this simple and unbending

rule has been altered by a series of statutes. In the first place
the common law definition of " natural-born British subject

"

has been extended by statute so as to include, under certain

conditions, the children and grandchildren of such subjects.

By 25 Bdw. 3,
! children born without the ligeance of the King,

i e., in foreign countries, whose fathers and mothers at the time

of their birth are in the faith and ligeance of the King, are to

be deemed to be British subjects and capable of inheriting.

1

Comyn's Digest, tit. Alien (A) and (B). Calvin's case (1608), 7 Rep. 1 ; 2 St.

Tr. 559. This is the normal rule. As to the complications introduced by the

acquisition or loss of territory through cession or conquest, see post, p. 9, 10.

2
Comyn's Digest, tit. Alien (A) (ii) ; Hull's Foreign Jurisdiction of the

Crown, p. 18.

3 Hall's Foreign Jurisdiction of the Crown, p. IS.

* See Broom's Legal Maxims, ed. 4 p 75. The older form of maxim runs:

Nemo patriam in qua natus exuere nee ligeantia; debitum ejurare possit.

6 Stat. 1, Revised edition.
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By the Foreign Protestant* (Naturalization) Act, 1708 (7 Anne,

'.I, the children of nil natural-born subjects born out of the

liiri-nnce of Her Majesty are to bo deemed to be natural-born

subjects of tbis kingdom to all intents and purposes whatsoever.

By tbe British Nationality Act, 1730 (4 Geo. 4. c. 21), wbicb

was passed to remove doubts, it is provided that all cbildren born

out of tbe ligeance of tbe Crown, whose fathers were or shall be

natural-born subjects at the time of tbe birth of those children,

shall be deemed to be natural-born subjects to all intents and

puqjoses, but there is an exemption in the case of children born of

persons who have been attainted of treason, or outlawed.

By the British Nationality Act, 1772 (13 Geo. 3. c. 21), British

nationality was extended to the children of fathers who were

treated as natural-born British subjects under the previous Acts.

The effect of this statute is that the grandchild of a person l)orn

in British dominions is to bo deemed to be a British subject.

Having regard to more recent statutes relating to alienage, the

operation of the statutes cited above must clearly be confined to

children whose fathers were British subjects at the time of their

birth.
1 Take the case of a child born in America whose father

was also born in America, but whose grandfather was born in

England, but afterwards became an American subject. Clearly

that child is an American and not a British subject. Probably
the effect of the statutes may be summed up as follows :

The following persons are deemed to be natural-born British

subjects, namely:

Any person born outside His Majesty's dominions whose father

was born in His Majesty's dominions, and was a British

subject at the time of that person's birth
; and also

Any person born outside His Majesty's dominions whose

paternal grandfather was born in His Majesty's dominions,

and whose father was a British subject at the time of that

person's birth.

Any other person born outside His Majesty's dominions is

an alien.

Naturaliza-

tion and

alienage by
statute.

** -^n ^e sccon(l pl&c ft legislation has now made provision

(a) for the naturalization of aliens, and (6) for the expatriation
Qf Britigh subjCCts.>

1

Dicey 'B Conflict of Laics, p. 177.
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Before the year 1844 the only way in which an alien could

acquire the rights of a British subject was by obtaining a special

Act of Parliament. The general Act passed in that year, viz.,

7 &8 Viet. c. 66 (an Act to amend the Law relating to Aliens),
made provisions for the naturalization of aliens who should take

the prescribed oath and become residents in the United Kingdom.
This Act is now repealed by the Act of 1870.

By the Naturalization Act, 1870 (33 & 34 Viet, c. 14), further

provision was made for the naturalization of aliens, and the power
of expatriation under certain conditions was conferred on British

subjects.

The main amendments of the law effected by the Act of

1870 were:

(1) Kemoval of the restrictions upon the acquisition and

holding of real and personal property by aliens in the

United Kingdom, except property in British ships.

(2) B,equirement, as a condition of a grant of a certificate

of naturalization, of residence for five years in the

United Kingdom, or of service under the Crown for

the same period, and of intention of continuing so to

reside or serve after naturalization.

(3) Limitation of the principle that British nationality is

indelible (a) by permitting a natural-born British

subject who also at his birth became a subject of a

foreign State, to divest himself of British nationality;

(6) by making the loss of British nationality a

necessary and immediate consequence of voluntary
naturalization in a foreign country.

(4) Detailed provisions as to the effect of naturalization or

loss of nationality by the husband or father upon the

status of the wife and children.

(5) Provisions for the re-admission or re-naturalization of a

person who had lost his British nationality.

By the Naturalization Oath Act, 1870 (33 & 34 Viet. c. 102),

further power of making regulations was bestowed on the Secretary

of State especially with regard to oaths of allegiance, and a penalty

for making false declarations was imposed.

By the Naturalization Act, 1872 (35 & 36 Viet. c. 39),

renunciations of naturalization or nationality made under the

Supplementary Convention with the United States, dated the
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23rd of Frhruary 1871, are confirmed, and are to 1> deemed

to IH authorised by tin- Art of 1^70. Presumably, it will not

be necessary to re-enact this provision in a new Consolidation

A.

By the Naturalization Act, 1895 (58 & 59 Viet. c. 43), s. 10

of the Natiinili/.-ition Act, 1870, was amended in respect of the

children of naturalized British subjects when the father was in

the service of the Crown outside the United Kingdom, and

residence with the father outside the United Kingdom was put
on the same footing as residence in the United Kingdom.

1

The Appendix to the Report of the Inter-UepartmentaJ
Committee sets out the laws and ordinances of the various

British colonies and possessions dealing with naturalization and

alienage within their respective territories.2

Statunof -t- An alien is either an alien enemy or an alien friend.

nii.-ii enemy. Speaking broadly, the rights of an alien enemy, whether pro-

prietary or contractual, are suspended during hostilities, but revive-

on the renewal of peace. An alien enemy, unless under the

King's licence, cannot sue in our courts, and a contract made
with him during hostilities is illegal.

3 But the plea that the

plaintiff is an alien enemy is only a plea in abatement,
4
therefore,

urder certain limitations, he can sue after peace on a contract

made before the war. According to the common law theory,

anyone might seize the property of an alien, but this rule is

now confined to capture under the authority of the executive

according to the rules of modern warfare.8

Status of 5. Speaking generally, an alien friend while staying in the
friend.

King's dominions lias the temporary, as opposed to the permanent,

rights and duties of a British subject. He may sue and be sued ;

be enjoys the protection of the law and therefore is bound to obey

it, but his allegiance is strictly loeal and temporary. He cannot

be a Privy Councillor or a Member of Parliament, nor can he

1 For the regulations made by the Secretary of State, the Colonial Office, and

the India Office under the Niituruli/iitioii Ails above referred to, see Statutory

Jfiilft and Order* Jtevitcd, vol. !, j>.
I.

2 As to tin- fffi-ri ol conflict IxHweeti the English Act of 1870 and Colonial

laws, see Hall's Foreign Jurisdiction of tlir ('roim, p. 3D.

* Alison's Law of Contract, ed. 8, p. 19; Comyn's Digest, tiu Alien (C.). See

.11 v. Driofontcin O>iiM>lid:tii>u Minis, A.C. (1902; :it p. I'.)!), per Lord l>a\vv.

*
Comyn's Diyest, til. Almtcnu-nt For form of plea, see Bulleu and Leake's

1'recfdents of Pleading, ed. 3, [>.
I?:.

*
Stephen's Commentaries ed. 7, vol. 2, p. 17.
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hold any public office, whether civil or military, or exercise any
franchise, whether parliamentary or municipal.

1

At common law an alien could not acquire or inherit real

property
2

;
but this disqualification has now been removed by s. 2

of the Naturalization Act, 1870 (33 & 34 Viet. c. 14. s. 2). An
alien has always been able to hold and dispose of personal

property, with this exception, that he cannot own a British ship

or any share therein.
3

Formerly an alien charged with a criminal

offence was entitled to be tried by a jury de medietate Iwguce, but

this rule has now been abrograted by s. 5 of the Naturalization

Act, 1870.

The enlistment of aliens in the Army* is now regulated by
s. 95 of the Army Act (44 & 45 Viet. c. 58), which provides as

follows :

(1) Any person who is for the time being an alien may, if Her Majesty think

fit to signify her consent through a Secretary of State, be enlisted in Her Majesty's

regular forces, so however that the number of aliens serving together at any one

time in any corps of the regular forces shall not exceed the proportion of one alien

to every fifty British subjects, and that an alien so enlisted shall not be capable

of holding any higher rank in Her Majesty's regular forces than that of a warrant

officer or non-commissioned officei.

(2) Provided that notwithstanding the above provisions of this section any negro

or person of colour, although an alien, may voluntarily enlist in pursuance of this part

of this Act, and when so enlisted shall while serving in Her Majesty's regular forces

be deemed to be entitled to all the privileges of a natural-born British subject.

Though Cyprus is in theory under the suzerainty of Turkey,
for the purpose of the Army Act (44 & 45 Viet. c. 58), Cyprus
is by s. 190 (23), included in the term "

colony."

By the Registration of Aliens Act, 1863 (6 & 7 Will. 4. c. 11),

the master of every ship arriving in the United Kingdom from

foreign parts was bound to furnish the Customs authorities with a

list of all aliens, not being part of the crew, landing in the United

1
Comyn's Digest, tit. Alien ; Anton's Law and Customs of the Constitution,

vol. 2, p. 68 ; Encyclopedia of the Laws of England, tit. Alien. See also s. 3 of

the Acts of Settlement (12 & 13 Will. 3. c. 2) as to office. As to local franchise,

see 45 & 46 Viet. c. 50. s. 9, and 63 & 64 Viet. c. 49. s. 106. As to the parliamentary

franchise, see Isaacson v. Durant (1886), 17 Q.B.D. 54.

2
Comyn's Digest, tit. Alien (C); Pollock and Maitland's History of English

Late, vol. 1, p. 441.

3 See s. 14 of the Naturalization Act, 1870, and s, 1 of the Merchant Shipping

Act, 1894 (57 & 58 Viet. c. 60).

4 For the history of the law on this subject, see Manual of Military Law,

ed. 1899, page 242. See also note on the employment of foreign soldiers in Clode'g

Military Forcet of the Crown, vol. 2, p. 431.
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Kingdom, and all aliens arriving in the United Kingdom wen-

l>ouud to make a declaration stating the country to which they

belonged, and producing passports (if any). This Act fell into

if, \\itli the abolition of the passport system, but since

l^'.xi its operation has been partially revived, and alien lists of

steerage passengers are compiled for certain ports.
1

Comparing the status of a British subject with the status of

an alien, the Inter-Departmental Committee say
2

:

" The rights and privileges which constitute the status of a
" British subject are mainly the political rights and the capacities
" for the acquisition and holding of property mentioned later in

" this report; and, what are perhaps of still greater practical
"

importance, those personal rights and privileges which a British

"
subject carries with him into foreign countries. The principal

" of these are (1) the privilege of protection, subject to any
"
paramount obligation which he may be under to any other State

" of which he is also a subject or citizen; (2) the right and
"

liability to become a party to proceedings in British Consular
" Courts established under the Foreign Jurisdiction Act, 1890
"

(53 & 54 Viet. c. 37) ; (3) the right to be married in foreign
" countries under the provisions of the Foreign Marriage Act,
" 1892 (55 & 56 Viet. c. 23). On the other hand, there are
"

special liabilities imposed on British subjects for acts committed
" in foreign countries. A British subject is amenable to British
" courts for treason (35 Hen. 8. c. 2), for murder, or manslaughter
" committed in a foreign country (24 & 25 Viet. c. 100. s. 9), and
" for bigamy (24 & 25 Viet. c. 100. s. 5). The law is the same
" with regard to certain offences under the Merchant Shipping
"

Act, 1894 (57 & 58 Viet. c. 60), and the Explosive Substances
" Act (46 & 47 Viet. c. 3. s. 3). In some parts of His Majesty's
"

dominions, especially in British India, the liability of a British
"

subject for offences committed outside the limits of the
" Possession is much more extensive. There are also contained
" in most treaties of extradition special provisions affecting the
" surrender of the subjects of the country from which the
" surrender is demanded." In addition to the statutes cited

above, reference may he made to the Foreign Enlistment Act,

ls?0 (33 & 34 Viet. c. 90), which is "An Act to regulate the

PurlianK-ntary 1'apcr C. 7406, Board of Trade (Alien Immigration).
*
Beport of Inter-Departmental Committee, Naturalization Laws, Cd. 723, ICtli

July 1901.
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" conduct of Her Majesty's subjects during the existence of
"

hostilities between foreign States with which Her Majesty
"

is at peace."

The right of the Crown to prevent foreigners from entering
its dominions, or to expel them when they have entered, is

exceedingly indefinite.
" Alien friends," says Mr. Chitty,

1

writing
in 1820,

"
may lawfully come into the country without any license

" or protection from the Crown, though it seems that the Crown,
" even at common law and by the law of nations, possesses a right
" to order them out of the country, or prevent them from coming
" into it whenever His Majesty thinks proper." But from want
of machinery and otherwise, it is clear that these powers, in so

far as they now exist, could only be exercised under the authority
of a statute. In 1873, speaking of the extradition of a Chinaman

charged with murder on the high seas, Lord Justice Mellish said,
2

" There is no doubt that in England no treaty unconfirmed by
" Act of Parliament would be sufficient to enable a person to
" be given up. How far that may be so in a Crown Colony
" I do not know."

In 1891, the Privy Council upheld the validity of a law

passed in the Colony of Victoria to exclude Chinese immigrants,
and proceeded to say

3
:

"
Quite apart from statute, the case

"
raises a grave question as to the plaintiffs right to maintain

" the action. He can only do so if he can establish that an
" alien has a legal right, enforceable by action, to enter British
"

territory. No authority exists for the proposition that an alien
" has any such right. Circumstances may occur in which the
" refusal to permit an alien to land might be such an interference
" with international comity as would properly give rise to
"

diplomatic remonstrance by the country of which he was
"

native, but it is quite another thing to assert that an alien

" excluded from any part of Her Majesty's dominions by the
" executive government there can maintain an action in a British

"
court."

In India, under the .Foreigners Act, 1864 (Act III. of 1864),

the Governor-General in Council may, by writing, order any

foreigner to remove himself from British India, and to remove

himself therefrom by a particular route, to be specified in the

1
Prerogatives of the Crown, p. 49.

*
Attorney-General v. Kwok-a-Sing (1873), L.B., 5 P.O., at p. 189.

3
Musgrove v. Chung Teeong Toy (1891), A.C. at p. 282.

E 49044. M
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order, and local Governments have the like power. This Act was

apparently passed in give effect to s. 84 of the Government of

Indh An. 1V5.
1

? ,:} A v Will. 4, c. 85), which requires the

Governor-General in Council to make laws or regulations pro-

viding for the prevention or punishment of the illicit entrance

into or residence in British India of persons not authorised to

enter or reside therein.

The Alien Act of 1815 (55 Geo. 8. c. 54), contained an express

power to the Crown to exclude aliens from the country.
" It

" was passed," says Mr. Chitty,
1 " for the purpose of vesting

"
extraordinary powers in the King and magistracy, in order

" that the country might he protected against aliens
; it contains

" various wholesome provisions for that purpose." But the Act

was repealed as obsolete by the Statute Law Revision Act

of 1873.

The whole question of the power to exclude aliens from

British territory is carefully discussed in an article by Mr. Haycraft

entitled "Alien Legislation and the Prerogative of the Crown" in

the Law Quarterly Review for 1897, pp. 165-186.

6. The status of a person who is naturalized under a

private Act presumably depends on the terms of the Act itself.

By s. 7 of the Naturalization Act, 1870 (33 & 34 Viet. c. 14)

an alien naturalized under that Act is entitled in the United

Kingdom to all political and other rights, powers, and privileges,

and is subject to all obligations, to which a natural-born British

subject is entitled and subject in the United Kingdom, with the

qualification that when he is Avithin the limits of the State of

which he was a subject, he is not to be deemed a British

subject unless he has ceased to be a subject of that State in

pursuance of the law of that State or a treaty to that effect.

This provision presumably overrides the provisions of s. 3 of the

Act of Settlement (11 & 12 Will. 3. c. 2), which provides that

a naturalized person is not to be a Privy Councillor or Member
of Parliament, or to hold any office or place of trust either civil

or military.'-'

Mr. Westlakc points out that it is not to be assumed that

the child born abroad of a naturalized father is a British subject.

1

Prerogative* o/ the Crown, p. 49.

1 As throwing light on this queetion, see 88. 1 and 6 of the Aliens Act. 1844

(7 A 8 Viet. c. 66), now repealed.
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The statutes cited above which naturalize children and grand-
children born abroad refer only to natural-born British subjects.

1

7. By s. 13 of the Naturalization Act, 1870, nothing in Status of

that Act is to affect the grant of letters of denization by the denizen-

Crown. Now that naturalization has been made easy, letters of

denization are seldom resorted to. The status of a denizen is

thus described by Mr. Chitty
2

:
" Denization enables the alien

" to purchase, and to transmit lands by descent, &c., but does
" not qualify him to take any degree of nobility, or to sit in
"

Parliament, be of the Privy Council, or hold any office of trust,
"

civil or military, or take any grant of lands from the Crown.
" This prerogative cannot be delegated by the Crown to anyone,
" and should be granted according to the statute 32 Hen. &. c. 16.
"

s. 7, with a proviso in the letters patent, that the denizen
" shall be obedient to the statutes in force before the making of
" that statute, but such proviso does not constitute a condition,
" and therefore the denization is not avoided by the denizen
"

being guilty of a breach of the laws. Denization may be
"

granted for life, or for years, or to the alien born, and the
" heirs of his body, or to the heirs generally, or for particular
"

purposes and intents, and in certain places and no further, or

"
upon condition." Letters patent of denization have to issue

from the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, and the fee therefore

is ISL3

8. Where the Crown exercises foreign jurisdiction in oriental Status of

or more or less uncivilised countries, foreigners are sometimes Protectcd

person.

placed under the protection of the Crown, but the status of such

protected persons is very vague and indefinite. To secure them

a fair trial they are triable in our courts, and not in the courts

of the native country.
4

The status of the subject of a native State in India is

peculiar, owing to the. general suzerainty of the British Crown,

and to the rule which does not allow those States to have any

foreign diplomatic relations. S. 15 of the Foreign Jurisdiction

Act, 1890 (53 & 54 Viet. c. 37), provides that where any Order

-

1 Westlake's Private International Law, ed. 3, p. 327 ;
cf. re Bourgoise (1889),

41 Ch. Div. 310, C.A.

2
Prerogatives of the Crown, p. 15, and Comyn's Digest, tit. Alien (D).

3
Statutory Rules and Orders, 1899, p. 1566.

*
Cf. Hall's Foreign Jurisdiction of the Crown, pp. 142-3, see, e.g., Morocco

Order in Couucil of 1899, art. 11.

M 2
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in Council made in pursuance of the Act extends to persons

enjoying Her Majesty's protection, that expression shall include

all subjects of the several princes and States in India
(i.e. India

as opposed to British India).
1

i.lo 9. English law cannot of course operate beyond His

nationality.
Majesty's Dominions, and. however wide the words of a statute

may be, it is always to be considered, if possible, as not contem-

plating any infringement of international law, or affecting tlio

status of foreigners outside the British dominions.- Each country
must legislate for its own subjects. It follows, therefor. 1

, thai.

a person who, according to English law is a British subject.

may, according to the law of some foreign Stati-s. lie also a

subject of that State, and this, theoretically, gives rise to manv

legal complications. For example, the son of French parents
born in England is, according to English law, an English subjecl,
while according to the law of France he is a French sulijeet

(see Code Napoldon, section 10). English law in the main

regards the place of birth, while the laws of most foreign

countries look rathev to the nationality of the father.3
English

law is founded on the feudal principle of allegiance, while

foreign law for the most part is founded on the Roman principle
of citizenship determined by descent. 4

But, as Mr. Hall points

out, not much practical difficulty arises except through the

performance of certain kinds of voluntary acts by the individual

in doing which he would follow the law of the country which
he preferred ; his nationality would only come into play if he

stood in need of protection, or if a demand were made for his

extradition.6 It is, however, obviously convenient that future

legislation should, where possible, avoid the creation of double

nationality.

Effect on Kin- 10. Akin to the question of double nationality are the

|^

n
complications introduced by the acquisition or loss of territory

through cession or conquest, or the dissolution of the personal
bond where two kingdoms are united under the same Crown.
Mr. Westlake thus sums up the law on these questions :

" The
" cession of British territory or the acknowledgment of its
"

independence causes the loss of their British nationality by

1 See this question discussed in Hall's Foreign Jurisdiction of the Crown, p. 127.
J

lliirdcastle on Statutes, ed. 3, p. 415.

8 See Hall's foreign Jurisdiction of the Croicn, p. 60.

*
Westlake, Private International Laic, ed. 3, p. 323.

6 Hall's foreign Jurisdiction of the Crown, p.^55.
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"
all persons domiciled within it at the date of the cession,

" unless they transfer their domicile to some territory which
" remains British, either at once, or within the time limited
" for that purpose by treaty.

1 While the Crowns of two
" countries are held by the same person, the inhabitants of the
" two countries are not aliens in the two countries respectively,
" but the common nationality is dissolved by the dissolution of
" the personal tie.

2"

11. The law of domicile presents many analogies with the Status of

law of nationality, but domicile and nationality are wholly distinct.
dormciled

A Frenchman may be domiciled in England, and his personal
status may be affected thereby, while an Englishman may be

domiciled in Prance with the like results.

The term " domicile" is used rather loosely. Strictly a man
is said to be domiciled in the country where he resides with

the intention of permanently abiding there; but it sometimes

used with reference to any fixed place of residence as opposed
to a mere visit. Referring to the term in its strict sense,

Mr. Westlake says
3

:

" The personal statute or law, with domicile
" as its criterion, is applied in England, to some extent or other with
"

regard to guardianships, the capacity to marry and enter into

" other contracts, the effect of marriage on property, the legi-
" timation of children by the subsequent marriage of their parents,
" the succession to movable property on death, and the transfer of

"
property not at the time within any territorial jurisdiction."

Comparing the law of domicile with the law of nationality, it

may be noted that the domicile of a child is primd facie the

domicile of his father at the time of his birth, that the domicile

of a married woman follows the domicile of her husband, and

that the domicile of a person under disability cannot be changed

by his Act while that disability lasts. But there, for the most

part, the analogies cease. Nationality in the main is a question

of law ;
domicile in the main is a question of fact. Apart from

statute, a man cannot change his allegiance, for that is a bilateral

obligation imposed by law; but he can change his domicile, for

that is a question of residence plus the animus manendi. So,

1 Westlake's Private International Law, ed. 3, p. 330 ; Deo v. Mulcaster

(1820), 5 B. & C. 771.

a Westlake p. 331 ; cf. Isaacson v. Durant (1886), 17 Q.B.D. 54, where a

person resident in the United Kingdom but born in Hanover before the accession

of the Queen, which disunited the two crowns, was held not entitled to vote at a

Parliamentary election.

* Private International Law, ed. 3, p. 287.

49045. M 3
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though a man may have a double nationality and owe double

allegiance, he can in strictness have only one domicile. 1 Lord

Weetbury put* the oases as follows*:" The law of Kn-land, and
' of almost all civilised countries, ascribes to each individual at

"
his birth two distinct legal states or .conditions, one by virtue

" of which he becomes the subject of some particular country,
"

binding him by the tie of natural allegiance, and which may
" be called his political status ; another by virtue of which he has
" ascribed to him the character of a citizen of some particular
"

country, and as such is possessed of certain municipal rights
" and subject to certain obligations, which latter character is

" the civil status or condition of the individual, and may be
"

quite different from his political status. The political status
"
may depend on different laws in different countries, whereas

" the civil status is governed universally by one single principle,
"

namely, that of domicile, which is the criterion established by
" law for the purpose of determining civil status. For it is on
"

this basis that the personal rights of the party, that is to say,
" the law which determines his majority or minority, his marriage,
"

succession, testacy, or intestacy, must depend."

12. The status of a body corporate is determined by

analogies, more or less inexact, drawn from the law of natural

persons. For the most part, the status of a foreign corporation

depends on its domicile, and questions of nationality are wholly
irrelevant.3

Obviously, an English corporation doing business in

England might consist mainly or wholly of foreign shareholders,

and a foreign corporation doing business abroad might consist

mainly or wholly of English shareholders, but the nationality of

the shareholders and the nationality of the corporation itself

could only give rise to practical consequences in the case of war.

In time of war, difficult questions may arise has to how far a

foreign corporation is to be regarded as an alien enemy. The

point was raised and discussed, but by no means decided, in a

recent case,
4 and it is hardly possible at present to formulate any

rules on the subject.

1 See Dicey's Conflict of Laws, pp. 79-172 ; Westlake's Private International

Law, pp. 284-322; Encyclopedia of the Laws of England, tit. Domicile.

* Udny t>. Udny, 2 L.B. (1869), Sc. Ap., at p. 457.

3 Cf. Westlake's Private International Law, <>d. 3, ch.

4 Driefontein Consolidated Gold Mines v. Janson (1901), 2 K.B., 419, C.A.,
affirmed A.C. 1902, p. 484.

November 1902. M. D. CHALMERS.
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Enclosure 5 in No. 1.

Aliens and Naturalization Bill.

MEMORANDUM.
The object of this Bill is to consolidate, with amendments,

the existing Naturalization Acts and the enactments which put
the children horn ahroad of natural-born British subjects on the

footing of natural-born subjects. Amendments of the existing
law are shown in italics. In accordance with the report of the

Inter-Departmental Committee, the provisions which relate to

the re-admission to British nationality of expatriated British

subjects have been omitted. It may also be noted that the

phrase
"
statutory alien

"
has, in consequence, been got rid of.

Clause 1.

This clause reproduces section 2 of the Naturalization Act, Capacity of

1870 (33 & 34 Viet. c. 14). The first proviso is clearly right.

The right of an alien to hold real property in other parts of

the King's dominions must clearly depend on the lex loci rei

sitee. In the first place, this is the universal rule as to reality;

and in the second place, it would be very awkward to give
aliens a right to acquire land in fortified possessions, such as

Aden and Gibraltar. The third proviso may probably be

omitted, as it would be sufficiently covered by the savings
annexed to every repeal by section 38 of the Interpretation

Act, 1889 (52 & 53 Viet. c. 63).

Clause 2.

This clause is in the nature of a saving, but it is so Saving as to

important that it seems better to retain it in a separate clause,
British ships.

as was done by section 14 of the Naturalization Act, 1870.

The ownership of British ships and of any shares therein is

regulated by section 1 of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1894

(57 & 58 Viet. c. 60).

Clause 3.

It may be a question whether section 2 of the Naturaliza- Power of

tkm Act, 1872 (35 & 36 Viet. c. 39), should be reproduced as a
a

[j)

zed

subsection to this clause. That section was passed to remove divest them-

doubts as to whether the supplementary convention with the

United States dated 13th May 1870 (regarding renunciation of tain cases.

M 4
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Tri; of
alien.

nationality under the convention) was authorised by the Act of

1870. It is not clear what the nature of the doubts was, and

the question may require further consideration.

Clame 4.

This clause reproduces section 5 of the Naturalization Act,

1870, with the omission of the words which abolished the jury
df i>it'tlielte lingua: Those words were repealed by a Statute

Law Revision Act when they had done their work.

Clause 5.

How British- This clause reproduces section 4 of the Naturalization Act,

%$ 1870 '
but thc addition of the words in bracket* seems required

be web. for uniformity of language with other parts of the Bill.

Capacity of

British sub-

nouncc alie-

giancetoHis

Clause 6.

This clause reproduces the first paragraph of section G of

the Naturalization Act, 1870, with thc substitution of the words

"by any voluntary and formal act" for the word "voluntarily."

^he object of this change, which is recommended by the Inter-

Departmental Committee (paragraph 45), is to draw a distinction

between loss of nationality by the mere operation of the law of

a foreign country and loss of nationality by the conscious ar.d

voluntary act of a British subject who desires to expatriate

himself. The provisoes to section 6 are omitted to carry out

the recommendation of the Committee that no special provision

should be made for the repatriation of ex-British subjects. A
British subject who has become an alien should be on the same

footing as any other alien.

Clause 7.

Secretary of This clause reproduces the first paragraph of section 7 of
State may ^ Naturalization Act, 1870, with this modification, namely,
grant certm-

_ _ . . .

cateofna- that residence or service in any part of His Majesty s dominions
turahzation.

jg substituted for residence or service in the United Kingdom as

a condition of obtaining naturalization.

Proceedings
to be taken

to obtain

fitificate.

Clause 8.

This clause reproduces the second paragraph of section 7 of

the Naturalization Act, 1870. It seems more convenient to break

that section up into separate clauses, as distinct matters are dealt

with.
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Clause 9.

Subsection (1) is in substitution for the third paragraph of Effect of

section 7 of the Naturalization Act, 1870. Under that section
n

.

aturaliza -

tiou

the effect of naturalization was confined to the United Kingdom.
It was at least open to question whether a naturalized person
was entitled to British protection abroad, and whether abroad or

in the Colonies he had the responsibilities of a British subject.

In accordance with the recommendation of the Committee, a

naturalized person will now, as from the date of his naturali-

zation, have the status of a natural-born subject of His Majesty.
It will follow that his children, wherever born, will be British

subjects.

Subsection (2) is perhaps unnecessary, as the words in the

Act ot Settlement which it is proposed to repeal are probably

impliedly repealed by the Act of 1870. If so, it would be

sufficient to treat the repeal as consequential, and insert it iu

the schedule.

Clause 10.

This clause reproduces the fourth paragraph of section 7 of Special cer-

the Naturalization Act, 1870. It may be worth considering
tificate in

' case of

whether the power of the Secretary of State should not be doubt,

extended so as to enable him in cases of doubt to grant a certifi-

cate declaring that the applicant is not a British subject. In

time of war it might be important to an individual to be able

to prove that he was the subject of a neutral nation, and not

a British subject. (See paragraph 42 of Report.)

Clause 11.

This clause reproduces the last paragraph of section 7 of As to aliens

the Naturalization Act, 1870, with the substitution of the words naturalized

noforc tlic

"on such terms and conditions as he may think fit" for the Act.

words " on the same terms and conditions as if he had not

been previously naturalized."

Clause 12.

This clause is new, and gives effect to the recommendation Revocation

of the Inter-Departmental Committee. The second subsection
ofnatura^i-*

appears to be required to make the provision effective. zation.
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Saving of

prior to

expatriation.

National
status of

married
11

Status of

widows.

Status of

divorced

woman.

Status of

children.

Regulations
to be made

retary
of State.

Clause 18.

This clause reproduces section 15 of the Naturalization Act,

1870.

Clause 14.

This clause reproduces the first subsection of section 10 of

(lie Naturalization Act, 1870, with a surest. <! drafting alteration

to make it clear that the English Act is not attempting to define

the status of a married woman for the purpose of foreign law.

(See paragraph 49 of Report.)

Clause 15.

This clause reproduces in simpler language the first part of

subsection (2) of section 10 of the Naturalization Act, 1870. The

concluding words are omitted in accordance with the policy of

the Committee abolishing the distinction between the repatriation

of ex-British subjects and the naturalization of other aliens,

Clause 16.

This clause is new, and is intended to carry out the recom-

mendations of the Inter-Departmental Committee. It is probably

declaratory.

Clause 17.

This clause is new, and is in substitution for subsections

(3) to (5) of section 10 of the Naturalization Act, 1870. Under

those subsections the nationality of children was complicated
with provisions as to residence. The present clause is intended

to carry out the recommendations of the Inter-Departmental

Committee.

Difficulties sometimes arise as to the status of illegitimate

children. Should a clause be added providing that the status of

an illegitimate child should be determined by the place of his

birth ? This seems to be the present law.

Clause 18.

This clause reproduces section 1 of the Naturalization Act,

1870, as supplemented by section 1 of the; Naturalization Oath

Act, 1870 (33 & 34. Viet. c. 102), with the following modifications.

In the first place, a general power to make rules is conferred on
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the Secretary of State, as he will now have to deal with recom-

mendations from abroad. In the second place, express power is

given to the Secretary of State to determine by regulations the

persons before whom declarations of naturalization and alienage

may be made. The Naturalization Act, 1870, prescribed in express
terms the persons before whom declarations were to be made and

oaths to be taken. The Naturalization Oath Act, 1870, authorised

the Secretary of State to prescribe the persons before whom the

oath of allegiance might be taken. This, therefore, justifies giving
him the same power with respect to declarations. Sub-section

(5) of section 11 of the Act of 1870 authorised the Secretary
of State to make regulations tor the registration of marriages
of persons married at any of Her Majesty's embassies or legations.
This provision was repealed by section 26 of the Foreign Marriages
Act, 1892 (55 & 56 Viet. c. 23), and is, therefore, not reproduced
here. Eor the regulations made under the Acts proposed to be

repealed, see Statutory Rules and Orders Revised, Vol. I., p. 1.

Clause 19.

This clause reproduces section 11 of the Naturalization Act, Effect of

1870. It would probably be better to omit the words in brackets, regulations.

and to insert an express saving for the rules made in previous
Acts until annulled.

Clause 20.

This clause reproduces the first paragraph of section 12 of Kegulatious
as to evi-

dence of

declarations.

This clause reproduces the second paragraph of section 12 Evidence of

lie Naturalization Act, 1870, with the omission of the words certlfi

natur

relating to expatriated widows, which are not now required. tion.

the Naturalization Act, 1870. f to ev'-

dence of

Clause 21.

\ the secom

of the Naturalization Act, 1870, with the omission of the words Certificate of

naturaliza-

Clause 22.

This clause reproduces the third paragraph of section 12 of Entries in

the Naturalization Act, 1870. registers.

Clause 23.

This clause reproduces the fifth paragraph of section 12 of Application
of 31 & 32

the Naturalization Act, 1870. The clause seems unnecessary, Vict c 37

as the Documentary Evidence Act, 1868 (31 & 32 Vict. c. 37), to regula-

appears to apply automatically. See section 2 of that Act.
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making falM>

ii. .
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Form of

oath of

allegiance.

24.

This clause reproduces section 2 of the Naturalization Oath

Act, 1870 (33 & 3-4 Viet, c. 102).

Clause 25.

This clause reproduces section 9 of the Naturalization Act,

1870, with the exception that the form given is inserted in the

Schedule. Having regard to the provisions of the Oaths Act,

1888 (51 & 52 Viet. c. 46), which, under certain condition, allow

an affirmation to be made instead of an oath ; perhaps a form

of declaration should be added applicable to the case of persons
who are entitled to affirm instead of to take the oath.

the

United

Kingdom.

Clause 26.

Naturaliza- This clause is new, and is intended to carry out the recom-

n

OI

British

*
nieiidation of the Inter-Departmental Committee. Subsection (4)

dominions raises a point which must be settled one way or the other. When
in any British possession there is a Governor and also subordinate

Governors, it should be made clear whether the expression

"governor" relates only to the supreme governor or whether it

includes also the subordinate governors. In India, for example,
there are eleven local governments under the Governor-General

in Council, and in some cases the officer who represents the

Executive Government is of quite subordinate rank. Will the

expression "Governor-General" include the High Commissioner

in South Africa ?

Power of colo-

nies to legislate
with respect lo/U.
to local natur-

alization.

Clause 27.

This clause reproduces section 16 of the Naturalization Act,

Clause 28.

Definition This clause is new, but is declaratory except in so far as, in

b British
nccorflance with the recommendation of the Inter-Departmental

subject. Committee, it repeals the British Nationality Act, 1772 (13 Geo. 3.

c. 21).

Subsection (1^. In order to be a natural-born British subject
a person must not only be born in His Majesty's dominions,

but also in His Majesty's legiance. Primd facie, the terms are

co-extensive, but there is a possible exception in the case of a

person born in the embassy of a foreign state, or bom of alien
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enemy parents in British territory, while under hostile occupation.
But probably the best plan is to omit any reference to legiance,

and to insert in the saving clause a general saving for the

ex-territoriality of embassies, and for the status of children of

alien enemies. Paragraph (I) represents the effect of 27 Edw. 3.

stat. 1, 7 Anne, c. 5, and 4 Geo. 2. c. 21, read subject to modern

statutes which recognise the expatriation of British subjects. See

Dicey's Conflict of Laws, p. 177. Paragraph (c) appears to be

declaratory. See Hall's Foreign Jurisdiction of the Crown, p. 18.

Subsection. (2) is consequential.

Subsection (3) gets rid of the rule that the grandson of

a natural-born British subject born abroad is to be deemed a

natural-born British subject. This rule obviously gives rise to

many cases of double nationality. Its abrogation would entail

no hardship, as the grandson of a British subject who wishes to

claim British nationality can always become naturalized.

Clause 29.

Subsection (1) reproduces section 13 of the Naturalization

Act, 1870.

Subsections (2) and (3) are declaratory and are required

for the purpose of the preceding clause. See Com. Dig. tit. Alien

(A) and (B), and Calvin's case (1608), 2 State Trials, 559.

Clause 31.

This clause reproduces the definitions contained in sec-

tion 17 of the Naturalization Act, 1870, so far as required. The

definitions which are not reproduced are rendered unnecessary

by the Interpretation Act, 1889, or by the alterations in the law

proposed to be effected by the Bill.

M. D. C.

November 26, 1902.
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SCHEDULE OF REPEALS.

SubjCt-MUr.

25 Edw. 3.

tat. 1.

12&13WU1.3.
c. 2.

7 Anne, c. 5.

4Geo.2.c.21

13 Gee. 3.

c.21.

33 & 34 Viet,

c. 14.

s. 1 -

s.2 -

s. 3 -

8.4 -

8.5 -

8.6 -

8.7 -

8.8 -

.-. -J -

e. 10 -

8. 11 -

8. 12

8. 13 -

8. 14 -

a. 15 -

s. 16 -
j

,17-

Statute for those who are

born in parts beyond the

MM,
The Act of Settlement -

Naturalization of Poriegn
Protestants.

British Nationality
-

British Nationality

Naturalization.

Short title

Capacity of alien as to

property.
Power of naturalized aliens

to divest themselves of

status.

How British-born subject

may cease to be such.

Trial of alien

Capacity of British subject
to renounce allegiance.

Certificates of naturaliza-

tion.

Certificate of re-admission

to British nationality.
Form of oath of allegiance

Status of married women
and infant children.

Regulations as to regis-
tration.

Regulations as to evidence

Saving as to denizens

Saving as to British ships

Saving of allegiance prior
to expatriation.

Power of colonies to legis-
late with respect to local

naturalization.

Definitions - -

How dealt with in Bill.

Reproduced, cl. 28 (1).

Words proposed to be repealed impliedly

by cl. 9.

Reproduced, cl. 28 (1).

Reproduced, cl. 28 (1).

Expressly repealed, cl. 28 (3).

Unnecessary.

Reproduced, cl. 1.

First paragraph reproduces cl. 3 ;

remainder covered by cl. 18.

Reproduced, cl. 5.

Reproduced, cl. 4.

Reproduced, cl. 6. Provisoes omitted, as
n- admission to British nationality is to

follow ordinary rule.

Reproduced with amendments, cl. 7-11.

Not reproduced. See note to cl. 6.

Reproduced, cl. 25 and Sched. 1.

Reproduced with amendments, cl. 14-17.

Reproduced, cl. 18 and 19.

Reproduced, cl. 20 to 24.

Reproduced, cl. 29 (1).

Reproduced, cl. 2.

Reproduced, cl. 13.

Reproduced, cl. 27.

Reproduced so far us required, cl. 31.
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No. 2.

FOREIGN-OFFICE to COLONIAL OFFICE.

(Received January 31, 1907.)

SIR, Foreign Office, January 30, 1907.

I AM directed by Secretary Sir F.il\varl Grey to acknowledge the

receipt of your letter of the 5th instant,
3

enclosing copies of resolutions

respecting naturalisation proposed to be submitted to the forthcoming
Colonial Conference by the Governments of Xrw Zealand and of the Cape
Colony respectively.

With regard to Resolution IV. of the Xew Zealand Government, T am to

observe that the Inter-Departmental Committee appointed by His Majoty's

Secretary of State for the Home Department in 1899 to consider certain

doubts and difficulties which have arisen in connection with the interpretation
of the Naturalisation Act, 1870, expressed themselves unanimously in favour

of a uniform system of naturalisation throughout the British Kmpiiv. So

long, therefore, as the conditions precedent which are re<[iiiretl by the New
Zealand Government for Imperial Naturalisation do not fall short of those

required by the Mother Country, Sir Edward, as at present advised, does

not see that any objection can be entertained to their making -hould they
see fit their own laws with regard to any special Colonial naturalii-atioii, to

be confined to the ambit of New Zealand, less stringent than the conditions

of the Imperial Naturalisation Law which will be recognised throughout
the Empire.

Even assuming that they could theoretically make the conditions

attaching to purely local naturalisation in the Colony more stringent than

those attaching to Imperial Naturalisation, the practical advantage of such a

proceeding is not apparent, as they would clearly under any scheme of

Imperial Naturalisation which they had accepted have to admit to the full

privileges of British subjects all persons who had been imperially naturalised

either in the United Kingdom or in other parts of the British Dominions.

I am, &c.,

F. A. CAMPBELL.

No. 3.

The GOVERNOR OF THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE to the

SECRETARY OF STATE.

(Received February 9, 1907.)

Government House, Cape Town,
MY LORD, January 23, 1907.

I HAVE the honour to transmit to your Lordship, with reference to

your Despatch of 14th December last,| a copy of a minute from Ministers,

on the question of uniform laws to regulate the Naturalisation of Aliens

throughout the British Dominions.

1 have, &c.,
WALTER HELY-IIUTCHINSON.

Not printed. t ^ '
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Enclosure in No. 3.

(MINUTE.)

Prime Minister's Office, Cape Town,
(No. 1/52.) January 21, 1907.

Ministers have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of His Excellency
the Governor's Minute of the 3rd January 1907, forwarding copy of a

Despatch from the Secretary of State for the Colonies, dated 14th December
1906, on the question of uniform laws -to regulate the Naturalisation of

Aliens throughout the British Dominions.
In reply, Ministers would invite His Excellency's attention to the terms

of their earlier Minute on this question (No. 1/206 of the llth April 1904),
which covered a report on the matter by the Honourable the Attorney-
General, in which Ministers entirely concurred.

Without dealing in detail with the clauses of the draft Bill now submitted

by Lord Elgin, Ministers would specially state that they have seen no reason
to vary their approval of the opinions expressed in paragraph 13 of the

Attorney-General's report. Many of the reservations there defined apply to

the provisions of this draft Bill.

In replying to the Secretary of State's Despatch, Ministers beg that
His Excellency will express their inability to concur, in particular, in

Clauses 7, 9, and 26 of the draft BiU.

E. H. WALTON.

No. 4.

The GOVERNOR OF NATAL to the SECRETARY OF STATE.

(Received March 30, 1907.)

Government House, Pietermaritzburg, Natal,
MY LORD, March 6, 1907.

WITH reference to your Despatch of the 14th December,! I have
the honour to inform you that my Ministers have fully considered the

draft Imperial Bill for the consolidation and amendment of enactments

relating to aliens and naturalization enclosed therein.

2. In view, however, of the fact that an Act was passed in this Colony as

recently as 1905 with the object of making better provision in regard to the

naturalization of aliens, which Act was practically based on the concurrence
of the South African Colonies, Ministers are not prepared at the present time

to consider the question of any revision of the existing legislation as affecting
Natal.

I have, &c.,

HENRY McCALLUM.

No. 5.

The HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR SOUTH AFRICA to the

SECRETARY OF STATE.

(Received 7.40 p.m., April 15, 1907.)

TELEGRAM.

15th April. No. 48. Referring to my telegram of 18th February,
No. 20, and your reply, following received from Lieutenant Governor, Orange
River Colony :

This Government agrees that the subject of naturalization of aliens

should be discussed at forthcoming Conference.

* Enclosure to Governor's Despatch of 16th April 1904. Enclosure 1 in No. 1.

t No. 1.

E 49045. N
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With i recommendations of Cape Ministers comprised in

paragraph 1.'! of Attorm y-tieneraTb report, the Government does not

agree that ilistinetions of colour should be embodied in the Imperial

Act, and . -.il-i:lause.s (II), (('), (I>) and.
(<

.

ird with (a) and first part of (/c). It does not eon>ider (e)

aii'. I -ulViciriitly iniixjruint to \te necessary, holding that minute
distiiu -tions >liuuld 1x5 as far a^ possible avoided.

will be dealt with in despatch whirli follows.

1 am not forwarding views of Transvaal (.Jovcnimnit, as J'riine .Minister

will In- present at the Confen-nee.- SI:I.IIORXK.
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XII.

DOUBLE PAYMENT OF INCOME TAX.

Resolution of Cape Colony.

"This Conference is of opinion that shareholders,
resident in British Colonies, of companies which are

already liable to Colonial Income Tax payments, should
be exempted from similar taxation in the United
Kingdom, and strongly urges His Majesty's Govern-
ment to adopt, at the earliest possible date, the legis-
lation necessary to give effect to such exemption."

No. 1.

The GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF AUSTRALIA to the SECRETARY
OF STATE.

(Received September 28, 1903.)

Governor-General, Melbourne,
SIR, August 25, 1903.

Ax the instance of my Prime Minister, I have the honour to forward,
herewith, for your consideration, a copy of a Resolution passed at a meeting
of the General Council of Chambers of Commerce held in Adelaide in June
last, on the subject of the payment of double income tax.

I have, &c.

TENNYSON,
Governor-General.

Enclosure in No. 1.

COPY of RESOLUTION passed at a MEETING of the GENERAL COUNCIL of

CHAMBERS of COMMERCE in ADELAIDE in JUNE 1903.

'

That it is inequitable that income tax be levied in the United Kingdom
on profits made in the British Colonies and possessions, upon which income
tax has been paid in such Colonies or possessions, and it is equally inequit-
able that income tax be paid in any British Colony or possession on profits
made in the United Kingdom upon which income tax has been paid in the

United Kingdom. And that representations bo made to the Federal Govern-
ment to urge the repeal of enactments imposing double income tax on British

subjects by the laws of the separate States and Great Britain."

No. 2.

TREASURY to COLONIAL OFFICE.

(Received October 21, 1903.)

Treasury Chambers,
SIB, October 20, 1903,

I HAVE laid before the Lords Commissioners of His Majesty's

Treasury your letter of the 8th instant"* and its enclosures on the subject
oF the payment of income lax in the United Kingdom, upon income which

. has already paid income tax in British Colonies or Possessions.

(2) The resolution of the General Council of Chambers of Commerce,
held in Adelaide in June last, urges

"
the repeal of enactments imposing

* Transmitted No. 1.

B 49043.



double Income Tax .-n I5nti>h >ubje V\*m thi> MiggeMi..n my Lords

: tin- following nbM-rvatioiis for the information ol .Mr. Secretary

(3) Tin- income lax in thi> country i>, a> it- name implies,,; t,ir,
//,,;;

/,. 1 in the I'nited Kingdom; ami il is levied without regard to

distinction* based upon either tin- nature or the locality of the property I'mm

which the incoin. B It i* the /<,.; which is t.i\e.|, ;md imt the

pn>!
:om which the income is derived. The incomes to

which the re>< >1 utii >n refers are in some . . ,-nt in this country, and my
Lords sec no injustice in taxing them in the same way, and to the sune

:hcr incomes, suliject to the same cundili.

therdoe- ii appear to my Lords to be inequitable that a person
who exercises his industry or possesses property in one country and spends
the income derived from it in another should be subject to taxation in both.

Owing to the circumstances of his position he is pm latiln a citi/.en of two

countries, and requires the protection of two Governments. It cannot be
admitted that such a person should be exempted from the taxation of the

country where he spends his income because he has already been taxed in

the country whence he derives it.

(5) Any such concession in the matter of the Income Tax would have in

be applied to all the British Colonies and to India
; and even were it based

upon reciprocal advantages, the arrangement would be practically all on one

side; for the amount of income derived by residents in the Colonies and in

India from property in the United Kingdom is comparatively insignificant,

and consequently the loss to the Imperial Exchequer would be much greater
than the sacrifice which the Colonial and Indian Exchequers would be called

upon to make.

(6) The loss which would result from the adoption of this proposal would,
of course, have to be made good by the imposition of other taxes. My Lords
would feel great difficulty in asking Parliament to increase the burden on the

general body of the taxpayers in this country merely because some of their

number receive their incomes from the Colonies or from India.

(7) Finally, I am to point out that the benefits which would accrue from
the proposed exemption would be very unequally distributed. It would

apply only to incomes coming from those parts of the Empire in which an
Income Tax was levied. But it may be assumed that in Colonies where an
Income Tax is not levied, incomes contribute their share of the cost of

Government in some other form. Under this proposal the benefit would

apply only to incomes derived from countries where an income tax exiMr-.

Where there is no such tax, the income remitted to this country would obtain

no relief here. The injustice, if any, of the present system would only be

replaced by another.

(8) For the reasons above set forth, my Lords regret that they are unable
to accept the suggestion made by the Chambers of Commerce.

I am, &c.,

G. H. MURRAY.

No. 3.

MEM'MMAL FROM THE AGENTS-GENERAL OF T1IK
SELF-GOVERNING COLONIES AND THE HIGH COMMISSIONER

FOR CANADA.

SlK,

(Received from the Agent-General for the Cape, April 28, 1905.)

To the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies.

M\NY of the duties which are imposed for revenue purposes in the

United Kingdom and in the < 'nlonies are, by virtue of the laws imposing then,
BBsed in respect of the same, property, that is, in many cases the same

property pays corresponding duties both in the United Kingdom aud the

Monies.
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Estate duty, duty on transfer of property, and income tax are amongst
these duties, and the following illustrations may be given :

If a man dies domiciled in the United Kingdom possessed of personal or

movable property situated abroad, estate duty is payable in respect of that

property in the United Kingdom, and a corresponding duty is payable
(subject to the exception hereinafter referred to) in respect of it in the

Colonies if it is locally situated in a Colony where such duty is payable.
This twofold payment of duty, besides the burden it imposes upon the owners
of the property, generally necessitates administration to the estate of the

deceased being taken out in both the United Kingdom and the Colony, with
the consequential delay and expense.

Again, if property situated in a Colony is on sale transferred by document
executed within the United Kingdom,

" ad valorem
"

stamp duty is payable
in the United Kingdom, notwithstanding that a corresponding duty may be

payable in the Colony. Thus shares in a company established in a Colony
but having a branch register in the United Kingdom (as is very common
with regard, e.g., to Transvaal companies), would be property in respect of

which the twofold transfer duty would be payable if such a duty be

payable in the Colony in which the company is established.

It is contended on behalf of the Crown that income tax is payable in the

United Kingdom iii respect of the whole profits of a company whose business
or whose main business is carried on in a Colony if the company be
established in, or even only managed in, the United Kingdom, and is also

payable in respect of the whole profits of a company established in a Colony,
but whose business or whose main business is carried on in the United

Kingdom, and such of the same profits as are earned in the Colony are

generally liable also to income tax in the Colony in which they are earned
if there be such a tax there.

We venture to point out that the double incidence of duties, and the delay
and expense consequent upon their assessment, are hindrances to business

between the United Kingdom and the British Possessions, and the cause of

hardship to the peoples of the Empire, and although of course we have not

any authority to bind the Possessions we represent to, or even to suggest on
their behalf any reductions of, or abatements in, the duties payable therein,

yet personally we should be glad if you would cause the whole matter to be

inquired into in order to see if some practical simplification of duties, and
some course in connection therewith beneficial to the peoples of the Empire,
cannot be suggested, and we would remind you that, with regard to Estate

Duty, by virtue of the British Finance Act, 1894, section 20, and Orders in

Council applicable to many British Possessions, the same property only pays
in effect the greater duty, e.g., if the duty on it in the United Kingdom is at

the rate of 5 per cent., and in any one of these British Possessions at the

rate of 3 per cent., both rates would not be payable, but only 5 per cent, in

all, and as this difficulty has been met, some corresponding provision might
be made applicable with regard to the other duties above mentioned.

If a small Committee could be appointed, such as the Committees now

sitting in connection with the Joint Stock Companies Acts and the incidence

relating to English income tax, no doubt valuable information could be

supplied to His Majesty's Government, but it is submitted that it is most

desirable that a representative or representatives selected from the Agents-

General, should sit on such Committee.

We are, &c.

W. P. REEVES. (NEW ZEALAND.)
THOS. E. FULLER. (CAPE.)
ALFRED DOBSON. (TASMANIA.)
H. ALLERDALE GRAINGER. (Scorn AUSTRALIA.)
J. W. TAVERNER. (VICTORIA.)
WILLIAM ARBUCKLE. (NATAL.)
WALTER JAMES. (WESTERN AUSTRALIA.)

April, 1905.

[Colonial Office Note. This was forwarded as a Memorial from the High
Commissioner for Canada and the Agents-General, but the signatures were not

complete.]

O 2
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No. I.

TREASURY to COLONIAL OFFICK.

(Received .Flint- iM, 1905.)

Treasury Chambers,
Sin. -Inne I'-".. 1:

TIIK Lords Commissioners of His Majesty's Treasury have hail before

them (I i Mr. Cox's letter of tin- -1th ultimo, transmitting, by direction

of tin- N'cretary of State for tho Colonies, a memorial from the High
O l ,iiimi--ioner of Canada and the A-vnt<-< leneral for the Australian

State-, the Cape of Good Hope, Xatal, and New Zealand, -u^e-ting the

api>ointment of :i committee to inquire into the imposition of income tax and
other duties on the same incomes or properties both in the United Kingdom
ond in the Colonies ;

and (2) Mr. Lucas's letter of the ,">nl instaiitt enclosing a

latter from the Royal Colonial Institute in a similar sense.

In reply, I am to request you to inform Mr. Secretary Lyttelton that my
Lords do not think that any useful purpose would be served by the appointment
of a Departmental Committee to discuss the question raised in the above

correspondence. The subject might perhaps be discussed with advantage at

the approaching Colonial Conference; but so long as the present financial

condition of the Empire as a whole remains unchanged it would obviously he

inequitable, as well as impossible, to declare property free from the income
tax to which it is subject under the general law of Great Hritain merely on
the ground that it had already been taxed for other and entirely local purp'
in a Colony with a completely independent fiscal system. Moreover, any such

procedure would be bound to create inequalities between Colonies which
raise their revenues partly by means of an income tax and those which do
not have recourse to such a measure.

My Lords are of opinion that no hardship can be said to arise under the

I- resent conditions. It is only if the same property were to he taxed twice

over for the same purpose by the authorities in different parts of the Empire
that a legitimate grievance could be held to exist.

I am, &c.,

E, \V. HAMILTON.

No. 5.

TREASURY to COLONIAL OFFICE.

(Received July 31, 19< >.".)

Treasury Chambers,
Siii, ,'luly 29, 19(1;").

TIIK Lords Commissioners of His Majesty's Treasury have had
under their consideration your letter of the l()th instant, suggestin gtlu

appointment of a small Committee to consider the representation of the

High Commissioner for Canada and the Agents-General for the other self-

governing Colonies respecting the imposition of income tax, &c. on the same
incomes or properties both in the United Kingdom and in the Colonies.

In reply, I am directed to state that, though my Lords are unwilling to

run counter to the wishes of Mr. Secretary Lyttelton in the matter, they
remain of opinion that no useful purpose could be served by the appointment
of a Committee such as that proposed in the letter under reply. They would
remind the Secretary of State for the Colonies that no reply has as yet been

ived from the Agents-General to the arguments brought forward by this

ollice in defence of the present system of taxation, which are, my Lords

believe, conclusive against the Colonial contention.

No. 3. t Not printed.
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Unless these arguments can be met and refuted, their Lordships must
adhere to their present attitude. Hitherto no attempt has been made to reply
to them, and their Lordships think that under these circumstances the

appointment of a Committee would be useless.

I am, &c.,

E. W. HAMILTON.

No. 6.

Tiie GOVERNOR OF THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE to the
SECRETARY OF STATE.

(Received November 4, 1905.)

Government House, Cape Town,
SIR, October 12, 1905.

I FORWARD a Minute from Ministers pointing out, in connection with the

correspondence which has passed on the subject of taxation in England of

incomes liable to income tax in the Colonies, that it is unjust that Colonial
shareholders residing in the Colony should have to pay income tax to the

Treasury of the United Kingdom upon incomes earned and spent in the

Colony.

2. The last letter which has passed on this subject appears to be the
Colonial Office letter of the 18th August addressed to the Agent General for

the Cape of Good Hope. I submit that the present contention of Ministers

appears to me to deserve consideration.

I have, &c.

WALTER HELY-HUTCHINSON.

Enclosure in No. 6.

MINISTERS to GOVERNOR.

Prime Minister's Office, Cape Town,
(Minute No. 1/583.) September 26, 1905.

WITH reference to the reply of the Lords of the Treasury to the represen-
tations from the Colonial Governments on the subject of the imposition
of income tax in the United Kingdom upon incomes liable to tax in the

Colonies, Ministers have the honour to point out that they do not at present
raise the question of the justice of the taxation of all incomes enjoyed by
residents in the United Kingdom, whether such incomes have paid a tax in

the Colonies or not, though the taxation by the Colonies of the incomes of

residents in the Colonies which are derived from the United Kingdom has

been objected to.

The point, however, which Ministers desire to draw attention to is the

taxation of the profits of Colonial companies which may have an office in the

United Kingdom. Residents in the United Kingdom would necessarily pay
double income tax, namely, a Colonial tax plus the Home tax, and it may
be argued that this is just. It is, however, undoubtedly unjust that Colonial

shareholders residing in the Colony should have to pay income tax upon
such income as they derive from such companies to the Treasury of the

United Kingdom. Ministers argue that incomes earned in this Colony and

spent in this Colony cannot justly be taxed in the United Kingdom, and it

the Lords of the Treasury are prepared to relieve Colonial shareholders

under such circumstances, the main case on behalf of the Colonies would

be met.
T. W. SMARTT.

40045. 3
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No. 7.

Tb'T.ASTK'Y to ('(>].< >MAI. < TR,

reived Ikvembcr ill, l'J(5.)

Treasury Chambers.

SIR, December is. p.ioS.

I H\\K laid before tin- L<>nl> < 'oinmissioners of His Majesty's Treasury
Mr I.r.ea^'s letter of the l.'ltli ultimo, transmit! in-', by direction oE llie

:vtary of State fc.r the ( 'olonies, a copy of a despatch i'nuii the Governor

pe <>f <io.nl Hope on the subject of the ineideiice of ]5ritish

iiieome tax on the profits of Colonial companies having offices in ilie Tnited

Kingdom.
In the Minute of the Cape Ministers, of which a copy aceoini'aiiies the

(iovernor's despatch, it is held to be unjust that residents in the Colony
should be subject to the tax upon income derived by them from the profits
of Colonial companies which

"
may have an office in the I'nited Kingdom."

1 am to point out, however, that the mere fact of a Colonial company which
carries on its business outside the United Kingdom having an office situated

in the Tinted Kingdom would not render its profits liable; to uent to

income tax. Presumably the. Minute has reference to car-es where a eompanv.
while carrying on operations outside the United Kingdom, has its true

of direction and control situated in the United Kingdom. In snch circum-
.stanc.es the company is in fact a company carrying on business in the Tinted

Kingdom, and, however extensive may be its operations outside the Tnited

Kingdom, to exempt it on that account from liability to assessment would he

an invasion of the fundamental principles on which the British income tax

is based.

My Lords regret therefore that they are unable to hold out any hope of

an amendment of the law so as to alTord relief from the incidence of the tax

in such circumstances.
I am, &c.

E. W. HAMILTON.

No. 8.

The GOVERNOR OF THK CAPE OF GOOD HOPE to the

SLVRLTAKY OF STATE.

(Received September 8, 1906.)

(Extract.)
Government Ilonse, Cape Town.

MY LORD, August 16, 1906.

\Vrrii reference to your Lordship's despatch of 23rd December

1905,f and previous correspondence on the subject of the imposition of the

British income tax upon the profits of Colonial companies having offices in

the Tnited Kingdom, I transmit, for your information, a copy of a resolution

which was pa-~ed without a division at the sitting of the Cape House of

Assembly on 1-Jth August, expressing the regret of the House at the action of

the Imperial Government in the matter.

2. I understand that the question is likely to be brought up at the meeting
of the Colonial Conference.]

-
:: O ::-

I have, &c.

\YALTKR I1ELY-11UTCHINSON.

No. fi. \ ForwnnliiiL' No 7.
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Enclosure in No. 8.

VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY.

Tuesday, 14th August 1906.
S- * 55 sjj

22. Mr. Merriman moved, as an unopposed motion, seconded by Mr
Fremantle :

" That this House regrets the action of the Imperial Government in

levying income tax on companies which originated in South Africa,
and which to all intents and purposes are South African under-

takings ;
and they desire most respectfully to point out that such

procedure may have far-reaching consequences prejudicial to the best

interests of the Empire."

After discussion, the motion was put and agreed to.

No. 9.

TREASURY to COLONIAL OFFICE.

(Received November 12, 1906.)

Treasury Chambers,
SIR, November 10, 1906.

THE Lords Commissioners of His Majesty's Treasury have had before

them Mr. Graham's letter of the 27th September'* enclosing, by direction of

the Secretary of State for the Colonies, a copy of a resolution of the Cape
House of Assembly in opposition to the levy of British income tax on the

profits of South African companies whose seat of direction is in the United

Kingdom.
In reply, their Lordships direct me to express their regret that they

cannot entertain any proposal for the fundamental alteration of the principles
of the Income Tax law of this country, such as would be required to give
effect to the wishes of the Cape Assembly.

Aly Lords note the statement in the despatch from the Governor of the

Cape Colony that the question is likely to be brought up for discussion at

the Colonial Conference.

I am, &c.,

E. W. HAMILTON,

*
Forwarding No. 8.

4
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XIII.

IMPERIAL STAMP CHARGES ON COLONIAL BONDS.

Resolution of Commonwealth of Australia.

" That in order to encourage investment in Colonial

Bonds it is desirable that the Stamp Charges imposed
in the United Kingdom should be reduced."

TRK.\sn;Y MKMOKANhr.M.

.toment is furnished of any reason for reducing the British stamp
duty on these document-, <-\c.-pt that which is contained in the Resolution,

namely, that the reduction of duty would encourage British investment in

Colonial securities.

The same proposal was put forward In- the Commonwealth Government
for discussion at the Conference of J'.toi'. At the meeting on 1st August
1902, Sir Edmund Barton explained thai he was not in a po-ition to proeeed
with the Resolution, because he was awaiting informal ion. lnt he added that.

in view of the difficulty the Imperial Government must find in giving any
substantial Customs preference to the Colonies, a reduction of our stamp
duties in their favour might be a feasible consideration. The projeeted

.i-sion at. that Conference did not take place.
A Memorandum* prepared by the Board of Inland Revenue was laid belWe

the Conference of 1902, setting forth the nature and the history of the stamp
duties on Colonial bonds (both Government and municipal). The facts of

the case remain unaltered, so the description then given is here repeated.

"
1. Colonial Government Bonds.

" These securities, together with foreign securities, were first brought into

charge to stamp duty by the Act 25 Viet. c. 22., the charge of 2.. (W. per
cent, on the amount secured being confined to those securities which \\ere

made or the interest payable in the United Kingdom. By the Act 34 & ."..">

Viet. c. !., the charge was extended to those securities which were assigned,

transferred, or in any manner negotiated in the United Kingdom.
"In 1885. when the Act 48 & -19 Viet. c. 51., whereby all securities

transferable by delivery were made chargeable with the duty of Ids. per
cent., carce into operation, these securities were specially exeepted from
the higher rate of duty, and remained, and are still, within the 2s. Gd. per
cent. r;:ti . whether transferable by delivery or otherwise. It will be thus

ii that they are placed in a more favourable position as regards duty than

similar securities of a foreign Government, or even the English municipal

corporation bonds transferable by delivery, which fall within the 10*. per
cent. rate. Possibly these securities may be liable 1 to duty in the issuing

colony, but that objection applies equally to all instruments, and the revenue

laws of one country are not taken notice of by the revenue laws of another.

"
2. Colonial Municipal Bonds (Corporation or Company}.

"These securities are chargeable in the same way as those of English
I

>
i rations or companies, namely, if transferable by delivery, I*, for every
or fractional part of 101. secured; if transferable otherwise than by

delivery, L'.S. Gd. percent.

"In Connection with this question, it may be useful to point out that

under the Colonial Stock Act, 1<V77, now represented by section 114 of the

Stain]. Act, 1891, the Government of Canada or other colony may pay a

composition duty for the duty on the transfers of stock issued by the colony,
which is inscribed in books kept in the United Kingdom, and so free from the

duty of 10*. per cent., all transfers of stock included in the payment.

UK
| .:,;." 145 Of [(/'I. 1LJ9].
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"The rate of composition is Is. 3d. for every 10?., or any fraction of 10Z.

of the nominal amount of stock inscribed at the date of the compositions,
with the addition

(a) when the period of redemption exceeds CO years, and does not
exceed 100 years, of od. for every 10L or fraction of 101.

;

(6) when the period exceeds 100 years, or no period is fixed, of Qd. for

every 101. or fraction of 10Z."

It will be observed that the stamp duties are of two classes

A. Those falling to be paid on creation or issue of securities
;
and

B. Those falling to be paid on transfer of securities.

It is only the duties in Class B. that can have an influence in encoiiragmg
or discouraging investment

;
for those in Class A. fall upon the authority

which created or issues a security, and not upon the person who invests in

the security. Therefore, to relieve from them would encourage creation

and issue, not investment. Already Colonial Governments are placed in a

position of advantage as regards such charges.
With respect to the duties in Class B., Colonial Governments are already

in a position to give every encouragement to investment by compounding
for transfer duty under section 114 of the Act of 1891. Similarly,

municipal or other corporations may compound under section 115. Thus
it is already possible to free from all stamp charges, so far as the investor

is concerned, and it is not apparent what more is required. It can hardly
be suggested that the cost of franking should fall upon the Imperial
Government, and not on the issuers of securities.

Another matter which in the opinion of the Treasury should not be lost

sight of in consideration of this question is the effect produced by the action

of the Imperial Parliament in admitting Colonial stocks to the category of

trustee investments in this country by the Colonial Stock Act, 1900. The
i 'olonial Governments had long pressed for that concession, which the British

Government had been obliged to withhold, not from any want of willingness
to give effect to the wishes of the Colonies, but out of regard to practical
difficulties which for the time appeared insuperable. When a method of

dealing with those difficulties was devised, Parliament readily gave effect to

the proposal by the Act of 1900. The Colonial Governments are in the best

position to judge what has been the effect of that enactment in increasing the

British demand for their stocks, and enabling them to withstand the causes

which in recent years have tended towards severe depression in the prices of

all high-class securities. The Treasury, for their part, cannot but recognise
that the admission of so large a quantity of Colonial Government stocks to

compete with British Consols in the field of trustee investments has operated,
in combination with other causes, to produce the marked depression in the

price of Consols.

In illustration, a comparison may be made of the relative changes in the

prices of Consols and a few Colonial Government stocks between the end of

February 1900 and the end of February 1907 :-
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XIV.

PROFITS ON SILVER COINAGE.

Resolution of Commonwealth of Australia.

" That the profit on silver coined for the Colonies

be credited to the Colonies in respect of which it is

gained."

TREASURY MEMORANDUM.

The claim of certain Colonies to share in tin- .Mint profits on the silver

coins supplied for their use has been under discussion at intervals for several

years. The Treasury lias always held that no consideration of the benefit

derived by the Imperial Kxchequcr from these profits should be allowed to

stand in the way of a fair settlement, if means could be devised of meeting
the claim of the Colonies without danger of disturbance to our currency
>\>tem. But the negotiations have always fallen through in face of the

practical difficulties encountered, as in determining the proportions in which
the profits should be distributed, how over-issues for the sake of prolit should
be prevented, and how the Colonies should be charged Avith their due share

of liability for the upkeep or, in case of need, for the ultimate redemption of

l he coins on which they have secured the profits.

In view of the intention of the Commonwealth Government to raise the

question at the approaching Conference, the Treasury has again given it full

.-..nsideiation. 'flic result has not been to provide any satisfactory solution

of these difficulties, but rather to indicate that such a solution is unlikely to

be reached, because the dilliculties arise not out of administrative methods
but out of the fundamental principles of a token coinage.

The difference between the bullion value and the coined value of silver is

Commonly described 08 profit, but that description requires a good deal of

qualification. If the Government could issue a silver coin from the Mint in

exchange for the quantity of gold, which it has been decreed to represent, and
could then divest itself of responsibility for the future of the coin, the

difference between the two values would constitute a real profit. But the
( iovernment which issues the coin must bear the cost of its renovat ion from
the effects of wear and tear so long as it remains in circulation, and if

circumstances should ever arise to require its withdrawal from circulation

the liability would rest upon the Government to redeem it at its face value.

The fulfilment of this latter obligation would entail a cost equal to the prolit

originally received, assuming the gold-price of silver to have remained

unchanged since the date of issue of the coin, while, if the value of silver

had in the meantime undergone a further fall, the Government might find

iteelf liable for a sum considerably exceeding that profit.

The holders of British token coins have no statutory right to demand the

conversion of those coins into gold. The absence of that right is unimportant
so long as the issue is carefully managed and the supply of the coins is

adjusted to the requirements of the community. It is only by strict

observance of that condition that the coins can he kept in circulation at more
than twice their worth in gold, without any guarantee of redemption. Any
change which might impair the control of the central Government and bring
about over-issue would compel that Government to choose between the alter-

natives of redeeming the surplus coins or submitting to the evils of a

depreciated currency.

Currency systems are not permanent. The present British system is less

than a century old. In the event of any future change the holders of our

token coins would look to the British Government, as the issuer of those

coins, to protect them against loss.
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As the Government which issues overvalued coins incurs a liability

proportional to the benefit derived from the profits of issue, it would appear
that on strict financial principles the profits should be treated as a capital

asset, and not as current revenue. The case is analogous to that of an issue

of currency notes, the coins being in effect promises to pay, stamped not on

paper but on metal of comparatively small value. This principle Avas

recognised in the case of Cyprus a few years ago, when a local subsidiary

coinage was substituted for the British tokens formerly in use. The profits

of issue of the Cyprus tokens Avere carried to a capital account and invested.

the income from the investments being treated as revenue. In the finance of

the United Kingdom the distinction between capital and income is not rigidly

observed. Much expenditure on objects of a capital nature is discharged out

of annual revenue, and accordingly it is permissible to treat as revenue some

receipts Avhich a more scientific finance Avould classify as capital. If,

however, the question of diverting a portion of the coinage receipts had to be

entertained, it is possible that Parliament might insist upon the adoption of

the stricter view. It might be required that the profits should be applied
either to the reduction of debt or to the formation of a capital fund, to be
held against the liability on account of token coins

;
the income from the

investments of the fund would be charged with the expenses of upkeep of the

token coins and also of the gold coinage, oiiAvhich the tokens are dependent ;

any residue of income remaining would be available to be shared with the

Colonies making use of British tokens.

His Majesty's Government does not issue token coins for the sake of profit.

If that Avere done, if the Government could be represented as exploiting the

currency needs of the Colonies for its own benefit, the claim of the Colonies

to a share in the profit would be irresistible. But the profit, with its attendant

liability, has come unsought. No Government with a large silver currency
in circulation can view complacently the dislocation between the values of

gold and silver Avhich has taken place in the last 30 years. Against their

Avill these Governments have been forced into the position which in earlier

times riders created for themselves by the deliberate debasement of the

currency. The greater the immediate profits of issue, the more stringently
must the precautions against over-issue be applied, if the evils of redundancy
are to be escaped. Some of our Crown Colonies having subsidiary coinages
of their own lui^e already been forcibly reminded of this fact. And in the

case of other Colonies it has been found that, even uuder our present system,
over-issues of British tokens cannot Avholly be avoided. Owing to the

exaggerated value Avhich the natives of some regions place upon new silver

coins, the pressure for fresh supplies is apt to lead to issues in excess of the

normal requirements of trade. There can be little doubt that the incon-

venience thus occasioned Avould be seriously increased if the Colonial Govern-

ments concerned had the additional incentive of the profit on the manufacture

of the coins.

Whatever may be the ultimate advantage to the Imperial Exchequer of

the issue of token coins, that advantage is not gained at the expense of the

Colonies which make use of the coins. A Colony Avhich adopts the British

subsidiary coins obtains a currency which is regulated and kept in order

without either trouble or expense to the Colonial Government. The efficiency

of this currency for the purposes of the Colony does not depend upon the

cost at which the Home Government is able to supply it. It is the action

of the British Government which enables the coins to be maintained in

circulation at a value exceeding their cost of production. The Government

of a Colony might indeed by injudicious action render the management of

the currency more difficult
;
but it is not called upon to contribute to that

management further than by limiting its own demands to the amount of its

actual requirements.
As the British Government does not issue its token coins for profit, no

obstacle would be placed in the way of any Colony Avliich may decide that

the balance of advantage is in favour of instituting a subsidiary coinage of

its OAvn. The case for uniformity in different portions of the Empire is less

strong in regard to subsidiary coins than it is in regard to the standard coin.

Sentiment counts for something in the matter
;
but the main reason for a

Colony making use of the British token coins is the advantage of having



a currency supplied ready tor its use without tin- cares of control and

management. If any Colony thinks thai advantage less iinportanl than th--

freeloiu to dispose of the profits, coupled with the liabilities which they

entail, it cannot IN- said that any practical inconvenience of serious moment
woulii re-ult from the adoption of that course. A subsidiary coinage is

essentially It x-al in its operation; the facilities of trading and other inter-

.rsf between tin- Mother country ami the Colonies are not in any

apreciable degree affoetetl by tho use of the same subsidiary coins in both,

e only condition that the British Government would desire to attach to

di a change, when it is proposed, would be that the withdrawal of silver

coins already in circulation should be effected with care, so as not to cause

disturbance 'to the sterling currency in other quarters.
The Treasury regulations for the supply of British token coins to the

Colonies afford every convenience to the Colonial CJovernments which is

compatible with the preservation of the central control. The cost of con-

veyance of the coins to the Colonies is borne on the Mint Vote, and also the

cost of returning to. this country for restoration the coins withdrawn as

worn.
In a recent despatch the Commonwealth (.lovcrnment lias claimed that

the cost of restoring the worn gold coins in Australia should similarly be
borne by tho home Government. Under the Coinage Act, I *>'.'. which

provided for the withdrawal at Government expense of light gold coins

issued before the reign of Queen Victoria, arrangements were made for

receiving such coins in Australia at the Sydney and Melbourne Branches

of the Mini, and for their transmission from certain other Colonies to the

Bank of England. The Coinage Act, 1891, now makes permanent provision
for the exchange of gold coins, issued after the accession of Queen Victoria,

which have been reduced below the prescribed limits of weight by fair wear

and tear. The Coinage Fund, on which is charged the cost of making good
the deficiency in weight of such coins, has been provided by issues out of

the Consolidated Fund of the United Kingdom. The charges hitherto

incurred for making good the loss of weight on these coins under tin-

Coinage Act, 1S91, amount to upwards of 700,0007. Hitherto the operations
under that Act have been confined to light gold coins tendered for exchange
at the Bank of England, and no special provision has been made for the

withdrawal of the light coins circulating in the Colonies. In vieAV, however,

of the relation between the gold coinage and the subsidiary token coins, it

may fairly be argued that the Exchequer, Avhich receives the profit on the

token coins issued to the Colonies, should provide for the restoration of the

British gold coins as well as of the token coins circulating in those Colonies.

Accordingly, the Treasury propose to consider regulations for facilitating the

withdrawal of light gold coins from those Colonies in which British tokens

arc in use through the Branch J\Jints in Australia, or by their transmission to

tne London Mint.

March 1907.
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XV.

DECIMAL CURRENCY.

Resolution of Commonwealth of Australia.

"That the Imperial Government be requested to

appoint a Royal Commission, which would include

representatives of the Colonies to take evidence and
consider the advisableness of establishing a system
of Decimal Coinage applicable to the whole Empire."

TREASURY MEMORANDUM.

The proposals for reconstituting the coinage of the United Kingdom on a
decimal basis have been the subject of several inquiries.

In 1.841 the Commissioners who were appointed to consider the restoration

of the standards of weight and measure after the fire which destroyed the
Houses of Parliament reported in favour of the adoption of a decimal system
of coinage. A second Commission appointed for 'the same purpose in 1843
concurred in the recommendation of their predecessors. In 1847 a motion
was made in the same sense in the House of Commons, which led to the

coining of the florin as a possible first step towards a decimal system. In
1853 a Select Committee of the House of Commons considered the question
and concurred in the recommendations of the previous Commissions.

It fell to Mr. Gladstone, as Chancellor of the Exchequer, in 1854, to deal

with these recommendations on behalf of the Government. He admitted that

the inquiries had shown agreement in favour of the proposal among those

who had studied the question ; but the Government had to consider chiefly
the masses of the community whose habits of life would be interfered with,
and they were not satisfied that public opinion was ripe for such a change.

In the following year the subject was again debated in the House of

Commons, and the Government took the same line that a change affecting so

deeply the interests of the t>oorer classes should not be entered upon without
much more investigation than had yet been given to it. Accordingly, with
the object of approaching the question from the business point of view rather

than from the scientific point of view, which had been represented on previous

Commissions, a small Royal Commission was appointed in 1855, consisting of

Lord Monteagle of Brandon, Lord Overstone, and Mr. J. G. Hubbard. Their

inquiry continued until 1859, when the final report was presented, signed by
Lord Overstone and Mr. Hubbard, Lord Monteagle having shortly before

resigned his seat on the Commission. The joint conclusions arrived at by
the two Commissioners were embodied in the following paragraphs, which
are here quoted in full :

"
1. That the circumstances under which decimal coinage has been

"
introduced in foreign countries, although affording both instruction and

"
warning to us, differ in many important respects from those which exist in

"
this country, and therefore no safe conclusions for our guidance can be

" drawn from the examples, more or less satisfactory, of other countries.
"

2. That there appears to be no approach to unanimity of opinion, on
"

the question of the introduction of decimal coinage, in the commercial or
"

other classes of the community.
"

3. That it is very difficult to come to any useful conclusion as to
" the merits of the decimal principle in the abstract.

"
Distinct and peculiar difficulties attend each separate form in which it

" has been proposed to introduce the decimal principle into the coinage of
" the country. A decimal coinage founded on the penny necessarily ejects
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In- IH.IIH.I sterling, whilst a decimal coinage founded on the pound iiiusl

"
involve ;ill tin- inconveniences attending tlir abandonment of the penny.

i. That although many important advantages would attend a decimal

-.linage founded on the penny, as compared with the pound and mil

.-lii-iii,-. yet that a coinage which necessarily involves the disturlianee of
"

the |M>iind sterling would, in the present state of public feeling, be
"

unaoS isahle, and, in fact, impracticable.
". That the pound and mil scheme is the only form in which, under

"
the pre-ent state of public feeling in this country on the question, the

"
introduction of the decimal principle into our coinage can be contemplated

"
with any reasonable probability of siillicient support.
"

G. Thai as regards paper calculations there appears to be a prepon-
"

Jerauce of advantage on the side of decimal coinage, but (lie extent of the

upcriority in that respect may be the subject of much difference of
"

opinion.
"

7. That as regards the comparative convenience- of our present coinage
" and of the pound and mil scheme, for the reckonings of the shop and the
"

market, and for mental calculations generally, the superiority rests with
'

the present system, in consequence, principally, of the more convenient
'

divisibility of 1, 1 1', and 20, as compared with 10, and the facility for a
1

successive division by two, that is, for repeated halving, in correspondence
"

with the natural and necessary tendency to this mode of subdividing all
'

material things, and with the prevalence of binary steps in the division of
'

our weights and measures.

"8. That as regards the comparative convenience of the coins provided
'

by the rival systems, the advantage appears to rest with our present
''

coinage.
"

9. That the particular form of decimal coinage proposed as the pound
' and mil scheme cannot be looked upon as a well-assured or demonstrated
"

improvement on our present coinage ; but must rather be considered as an
"

experiment of very doubtful result, accompanied, beyond all question, by
"
many serious transitional difficulties.
"
10. That these difficulties are partly of a moral character arising from

'

the violent disturbance of established usages and habits, especially amongst
'

t lie uneducated classes, which are the least qualified to comprehend, and
'

the least disposed to acquiesce in, such disturbance of their customary
'

course of acting and thinking; and partly of a mechanical character,
"

arising from the non-inteivhangeability of the old and the new coins.
; '

11. That the advantages in calculation and account-keeping anticipated
'

from a decimal coinage may, to a great extent, be obtained without any
"

disturbance of our present coinage, by a more extensive adoption of the
"

practice now in use at the National Debt Office, and in the principal"
assurance offices, viz., of reducing money to decimals, performing the

"
required calculation in decimals, and then restoring the result to the

"
present notation.

"12. That, duly weighing the foregoing considerations, it does not
'

appear desirable, under existing circumstances, while our weights and
'

measures remain as at present, and so long as the principle on which their
'

simplification ought to be founded is undetermined, to disturb the estab-
"

lished habits of the people with regard to the coins now in use, by a
"

partial attempt to introduce any new principle into the coinage alone."

This weighty pronouncement may be considered to have disposed of the

question for the last fifty years so far as the United Kingdom is concerned.

In the meantime, Associations founded for the purpose have done their best

to arouse public feeling in favour of the decimalisation of the coinage, and

representations have from time to time been made to Government in the

matter. But it does not appear that their efforts have been attended with
much success, and it remains as true to-day as it was in 1859, that there is

no such approach to unanimity of opinion in the commercial or other classes

of the community as would justify the < iovernment in taking action.

The Treasury are of opinion, therefore, that it, would be inadvisable for

His Majesty's Government to accede to the request that a Royal Commission
should be appointed to consider the question of a decimal system of coinage
for the J'.riti-h Kmpirc. On the practical merits of any decimal system as
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compared with the existing system, for the purposes of the United Kingdom,
it is unlikely that such a Commission could add anything of importance to

the mass of information compiled by the Commissioners of 1859, the results

of which are embodied in the conclusions already quoted. As regards the

general attitude of the British public to the question the Government is in at

least as good a position to judge as the proposed Commission would be. In

such circumstances it is considered that the appointment of a Commission
would give rise to needless apprehension and disturbance without any

prospect of influencing action so far as this country is concerned.

March 1907.
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XVI.

METRIC SYSTEM.

Resolution of Commonwealth of Australia.

That the following Resolution passed in 1902 bo

again considered :-

"That it is advisable to adopt the Metric System
of Weights and Measures for use within the Empire,
and the Governments represented at this Confer-
ence will recommend the same to their respective
Governments for adoption as soon as convenient."

That however, the Conference is of opinion that
it is desirable that when the change to the Metric
System is made, it should be simultaneous through-
out the Empire.

(See page 7 of this volume :

"
Notes as to action taken in pursuance of

Resolutions and Results of Colonial Conference of 1902.")

BOARD OF TRADE to COLONIAL OFFICE.

(Received March 28, 1907.)

Board of Trade (Stain lards Department,
Old Palace Yard, 8.W.,

SIR, -March 28, 1907.
WITH reference to your letter of the 12th instant,*' on the question of

the adoption of the Metric System of Weights and .Measures in the Kmpire,
and to the resolution on the subject which will be submitted to the Colonial

Conference on behalf of the Government of the Commonwealth of Australia,
I am directed by the Board of Trade to make the following observations for

Lord Elgin's consideration.

The Board take the view that while, on the one hand, it would be impos-
sible for many years to come to enforce the universal adoption of the .Metric

System in the United Kingdom, such partial enforcement as might at the

present time be effected would be attended with greater inconvenience and

hardship than the ultimate advantages of the change could be held to

justify.
It is evident that in existing circumstances several important trades would

have, to he exempted from the operation of any measure making the use of

the Metric System compulsory. The cotton trade id a conspicuous instance;
and extensive exemptions would probably also bo necessary in the engineering
trades. Further, the foreign trade of the country in general is carried on
to HO large an extent with countries that have not adopted the Metric

System that it would certainly be necessary to restrict the application of the

measure to the home trade.

On the other hand to abolish the use of the existing denominations in the

retail trade would be a matter of the greatest difficulty, and might inflict

considerable hardship on the poorer classes. Large sums of money would
have to be spent by retailers in buying new weights and measure.-; while,

it is evident that, until the new denominations liecame familiar to all, the

purchaser would be frequently liable to overcharge or fraud.

In the absence, therefore, of a general and effective demand for the

compulsory introduction of the Metric System, the Board do not feel that

Forwunlinjr Kc*olution of Commonwealth of Australia for observations.
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His Majesty's Government would be justified at present in supporting so

drastic a proposal for the sake of advantages that must, to some extent, be

regarded as remote.

It was suggested, in the course of the debate in the House of Commons
on the 22nd instant, on the motion for the second reading of Mr. Strauss's

Bill, that the manufacturers arid traders of the country should themselves

institute an inquiry into the whole question. Mr. Lloyd George welcomed

the suggestion, and added that, until, as a result of such an inquiry, those

mainly interested had arrived at a common agreement, and were ready to

accept the change, it would be premature for Parliament to attempt any
measure of compulsion.

1 have, &c.

HERBERT TEKYLL.

E 49046.
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XVII.

QUESTION OF JUDICIAL APPEALS.

(1) Resolution of Commonwealth of Australia.

" That it is desirable to establish an Imperial Court
of Appeal."

(2) Resolution of Cape Colony.

" This Conference, recognising the importance to all

parts of the Empire of the maintenance of the Appel-
late jurisdiction of His Majesty the King in Council,
desires to place upon record its opinion

"
(1) That in the interests of His Majesty's subjects

beyond the seas it is expedient that the prac-
tice and procedure of the Right Honourable
the Lords of the Judicial Committee of the

Privy Council be definitely laid down in the
form of a code of rules and regulations.

"(2) That in the codification of the rules, regard
should be had to the necessity for the removal
of anachronisms and anomalies, the possibility
of the curtailment of expense, and the desir-

ability of the establishment of courses of

procedure which would minimise delays.

"(3) That, with a view to the extension of uniform

rights of appeal to all Colonial subjects of His

Majesty, the various Orders in Council, In-

structions to Governors, Charters of Justice,

Ordinances and Proclamations upon the sub-

ject of the Appellate jurisdiction of the

Sovereign should be taken into consideration

for the purpose of determining the desirability
of equalising the conditions which gave right
of appeal to His Majesty.

"(4) That much uncertainty, expense, and delay
would be avoided if some portion of His

Majesty's prerogative to grant special leave

to appeal in cases where there exists no right
of appeal were, under definite rules and res-

trictions, delegated to the discretion of the
local courts."
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No. 1. i

PRIVY COUNCIL to COLONIAL OFFICE.

(Received March 8, 1907.)

Appeals to His Majesty in Council.

Privy Council Office, Downing Street,

SIR, London, S.W., March 7, 1907.
I HAVE now received instructions which enable me to deal with

Mr. H. Bertram Cox's letter to me in the above matter of the 7th January
last.*

1. With respect to the Resolution proposed to be submitted to the
Colonial Conference by the Government of Australia, advocating the estab-

lishment of an Imperial Court of Appeal, I am to say that the Lord President

proposes to consult with the Secretary of State and the Lord Chancellor
thereon.

2. As regards the Resolutions of the Government of Cape Colony for

submission to the same Conference, I have to make the following
observations :

Nos. 1 and 2 propose the consolidation and amendment of the Rules regu-
lating Privy Council Practice, regard being had to the removal of obsolete

elements, curtailment of expense, and minimising delay. On this point, I

am to ask you to be good enough to direct the attention. of the Secretary
of State to paragraph 11 (a) of the

"
General Notes

"
referred to below.

As to No. 3, which suggests apparently the consolidation of all Orders
in Council, Charters, &c. relating to the Appellate Jurisdiction of -His

Majesty in Council, and No. 4, by which it is proposed that a wider discretion

should be given to the Colonial Court as to the admission of Appeals to

His Majesty in Council, I have to ask you aiso to draw notice to para-

graphs 11 (6) and 10, respectively, of the same "
General Notes."

.">. With reference to paragraphs 3 and 4 of Mr. Cox's letter, I have
further to invite attention to the

"
General Notes

"
(above alluded to),

prepared in the Judicial Department of the Privy Council, and submitted for

approval to the Lord Chancellor and other Lords of the Judicial Committee
on the various Memoranda, from certain of the self-governing Colonies,

relating to Appeals to His Majesty in Council, which have from time to time
been transmitted to me from the Colonial Office for the information and
observations of their Lordships. Their Lordships trust that the Secretary of

Slate will recognise their desire to give full weight to the objections or

suggestions made in the Memoranda as to the Practice and Procedure in

tlie>e Appeals.
I am also desired to say that their Lordships will be happy to co-operate,

so far as may be within their province, in any steps which may be taken

with the view of facilitating and expediting the hearing of Appeals to His

Majesty in Council, and of reducing the expense as far as is compatible with

all the circumstances connected with such Appeals.
As explained, however, in paragraph 4 of the "General Notes," their

Ixxrdships have no control over an Appeal until the Record arrives in the

Privy Council ; and conseqxiently it rests with the authorities in a Colony/by
a Code of Procedure, Rules of Court, or otherwise, as they may be advised, to

provide that unnecessary expense is not incurred by a Record being burdened

with irrelevant matter, and that the Record is transmitted to England within

A reasonable time after the date of Judgment or Order appealed from.

I am, &c.,

E. S. HOPE,
Registrar of the Privy Council.

P>S. I hone shortly to transmit the separate paper| as to solicitors' costs

referred to at tho end of paragraph 1 of the
" General Notes." E. S. H.

* Forwarding for observations the resolutions of the Commonwealth of Australia and Capo

Colony. t Enclosure in No. 2.

P 2
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Enclosure in No. 1.

JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT,
PRIVY COUNCIL OFKK

GENERAL NOTES ON MKM< >|;.\\I> \ I i;>M CERTAIN OF THE
SELF-GOYKRNIN<; COLONIES, RELATING TO APPEALS TO

HIS MAJESTY IN COUNCIL, TKAXSMITTK1 To TIIK REGISTRAR
OF THE i'lMYY COINVIK MY TIIK o.l.oXIAL OFFICE Koi;

Till: INFORMATION AND OBSERVATIONS OF TIIK

LORDS OF THE JUDICIAL COMMITTEE.

SUMMARY.

The principal points on which objections have been taken, or suggestions

made, as to the existing Practice, Rules, Orders in Council, Charters, A

regulating Appeals to His Majesty in Council, may be grouped as follows :

1. Employment of English Solicitors in Canadian Appeals, and the

question of Solicitors' costs generally in Appeals to His Majesty in

Council.

2. Appearance Orders.

3. Printing of Records.

4. Alleged delay in Privy Council proceedings.

5. Petitions for special leave to appeal.

6. Expense of Appeals.

7.
"
Petition of Appeal."

8. "Cases."

9. Control of Colonial Courts over proceedings up to date of admission of

Appeal or despatch of Record.

10. Wider discretion to Colonial Courts as to the admission of Appeals to

His Majesty in Council.

11. Consolidation and Amendment of (a) Rules regulating Privy Council

Practice; and (fe)
Orders in Council, Charters, Ordinances, Pro-

clamations, &c., relating to Appellate Jurisdiction of His Majesty in

Council.

Before dealing with the specific objections and suggestions as to the

existing Practice of the Privy Council, it may be desirable to point out that

that Practice is designed to meet the requirements of Appeals to His Majesty
in Council from Courts of a widely dillVrent character, established in all

parts of Hi^ Majesty's Dominions beyond the Seas. In default of a system
of separate Procedures for each Colony or Dependency which would be

obviously inconvenient and diilicult to work the only course is apparently
to strike a balance of convenience and to Frame rules of such elasticity as

will meet the average requirements of all Appeals to II is .Majesty in

Council. It is on these lines that the development of Privy Council Practice

has hitherto proceeded, and it may b> said, broadly speaking, to have
worked smoothly and satisfactorily. It may be open to criticism in matters

of detail and suggestions For amendment are willingly received at the Privy
Council Office -but criticisms would seem to lose their force if they fail

to take account of the necessity for a flexible procedure adaptable to a great

variety of judicial conditions.
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(1) Employment of English Solicitors in Canadian Appeals, and the

question of Solicitors' costs generally in Appeals to His Majesty in
Council. See APPENDIX, pp. 188 (Quebec), 189 and 190 (Dominion of Canada,
para. 4), 190 (Ontario, paras. 2 and 3), 193 (British Columbia), 194 '(New
Zealand, para. D), 196 (Sir R. S.tout, C.J., New Zealand), 196 (Newfoundland,
para. 3), 200 (New Zealand Law Society, para. 8).

In a great many (though by nq means in all) Canadian Appeals the

great bulk of the work of preparing the Appeal for their Lordships'
hearing is done in Canada. The Record is compiled and printed, and
the Cases are drawn and printed, in Canada, and the Appeals are

argued by Canadian Counsel. In such circumstances, if the Appeal
runs its normal course, the duties of the English Solicitor are chiefly
confined to the necessary steps in connection with the Appearance,
the Petition of Appeal, and the lodging of the Case, accepting all

notices from the Privy Council Office, arranging for the date of

hearing to suit, as far as possible, the convenience of Counsel coming
from Canada, and dealing with the taxation of costs. In these cases

it is nevertheless customary for the English Solicitor to inform himself
of the merits of the Appeal in the usual way, viz., by perusing the

Record, and to attend the consultations and the hearing before the
Board. It is represented from Canada that this is unnecessary, and
that the scale charges made by the Solicitors ought not to be made.

It is to be observed that the retaining of English Solicitors in
( 'anadian Appeals is a matter with which the Privy Council Office

is only indirectly concerned, in so' far, namely, as it is necessary,
for the orderly conduct of the business of the Department, that there

should be a duly qualified legal practitioner who is not only answerable,
under the Order in Council of 6th March 1896, for the observance
of <( the Orders, Rules, Regulations, and Practice

"
of the Privy

Council, and for the discharge of the Office fees, but is also competent
to deal promptly with any questions that may arise in the course of

Appeals. The inconvenience of referring such matters each time to

Canada would be very great, and would seriously delay the determination

of Appeals and tend to dislocate the work of the Department.

The work required from the Ixmdon Solicitors in connection with

Appeals varies greatly according as the Appeal runs a smooth course

or gives rise to troublesome interlocutory questions, and it would be
for them to say whether they are willing to "compound" for their

MM- vices. The Memoranda do not, however, seem to show a sufficient

appreciation either of the amount or the nature of the Work which
often has to be done by the London Solicitors. Questions are constantly

arising which require frequent attendances and can often only be

satisfactorily dealt with by legal practitioners of experience. Where
Knglish Counsel settle the Case or appear at the hearing, it is difficult to

see how the London Solicitor could satisfactorily perform the services

which, according to the usual practice in this country, he is expected to

perform in regard to Counsel, if he were not allowed to peruse the

Recoid, and were consequently ignorant of the matter in dispute. The

arranging too of suitable dates for consultations and hearing the latter

of which is often a matter of some difficulty, especially in Canadian

Appeals, is facilitated by the familiarity of London practitioners with

the practice of the House of Lords and the High Court, and their mode
of conducting business. Sometimes it becomes necessary to take out

Case Orders, and it requires some experience in Privy Council practice

to judge when such Orders ought properly to be applied for.

The present system of taxation is founded on the practice which

etill prevails in the vast majority of Appeals, and which, until not

many years ago, prevailed in Canadian Appeals, viz., the practice under

which the conduct of Appeals in England is (subject to instructions)

under the complete control of the English Solicitor. There has been a

steadily increasing and very natural tendency in Canadian Appeals
to do more and more of the work in connection with the Appeals in

Canada. The result has been to give the bills of costs carried in for

4904S. P 3
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taxation in Canadian Appeals a fictitious appearance, without, however,

:iting the practical object of the taxation bring satisfactorily

.ained, viz., to determine the amount which the unsuccessful party

ought to pay.
A separate j.aper as to Solicitors' costs has been prepared, containing

suggestions.

(2) Appearance Orders. See APPENDIX, pp. 188 (Quebec, last para.),

191 (Ontario, para. 4), and 193 (British Columbia).

All reasonable objections seem now to be met by the Order in

Council of 20th March 1905 which is working satisfactorily. The

Report of the Law Society of Upper Canada, containing reflections on
the old system, is dated 9th December 1904.

(3; Printing of Records. APPENDIX, pp. isn ami 190 (Dominion of

Canada), paras. 3 and 4) and 190 (Ontario, para. 1).

If Colonial Courts would adopt the form of printing now prescribed
for Privy Council Records, there would be no reason why the Records
as printed for those Courts, with the necessary additions, should not
be accepted as the Records in Appeals in the Privy Council. An
intimation, indeed, to that effect lias already been issued to the
officers of the Courts in Canada, where the point was specilically raised.

The form now in use in the Privy Council has been employed for many
years, and the printing arrangements in those Colonies which print
their own Records, and in India (whence come on an average about
two-thirds of the total number of annual Appeals and where the great

majority of Records are, and have for long been, printed), are adapted
accordingly and could not be altered without much trouble and expense.
It is, moreover, obviously a matter of convenience not only to their

Lordships, but also generally to the Office, that uniformity should be

preserved in the compilation of Records.

(4) Alleged delay in Privy Council proceedings. APPENDIX, pp. 189

(Dominion of Canada, para. 3), 196 (Sir R. Stout, C.J., New Zealand), 196

(Newfoundland, para. 2), 198 (Sir H. Bale, C.J., Natal, para. 5), 200 (New
Zealand Law Society, para. 3).

Until the Record arrives the Privy Council has no control over the

case. Even after its arrival the conduct of the Appeal is, in alJ

essentials, in the hands of the parties, and more particularly of the

Appellant.
An Appeal is set down automatically so soon as the printed Cases

on both sides have been settled by Counsel, and lodged in the Privy
Council Office. Where the Record arrives in England printed, this can

be done within a few days of the arrival, so far as the Privy Council

I'rocedure is concerned. If the lu cord arrives in M.S. two or three

additional weeks (according to the length of the Record) have to be
allowed for the printing of it.

If one side makes default in lodging his Case, his opponent can,

by means of Case Orders, set down the Appeal ex partc as against
him in six weeks from the day on which he has lodged his own Case.

Once an Appeal is set down, it is heard as a rule during the next

sittings, or sometimes even during the current sittings, of the Judicial

Committee. The fact that an Appeal can be set down within a week
from the arrival of a printed Record (as has occurred more than once)

proves that, where all the parties are anxious to expedite an Appeal, the

ret|uirements or rules of the Office place no obstacle in their way.

(5) Petitions for special leave to appeal.

(a) Time Limit. APPENDIX, p. IM) (Dominion of Canada, para. 1).

The proposal made that a time limit should be established for

applications for special leave to appeal is open to the objection that it

involves an interference with the I loyal Prerogative. It appears to be

important that the discretion of His Majesty's advisers in these matters
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should be left as wide as possible, as cases have occurred, and may
occur again, where a belated application for special leave to appeal
would afford the only means of redressing a wrong. As to delay in

making the application see (6) 1.

(6) Previous notice to Respondent. APPENDIX, pp. 189 (Dominion
of Canada, para, 2), 198 (Sir H. Bale, C. J., Natal, para. 10).

Attention is invited to the following observations :

1. Although Petitions for special leave to appeal are heard ex parte,
it is the practice of the Judicial Committee to order a Petition to stand
over in order that the Respondents may be communicated with, where it

appears that they are likely to reside or carry on business in England,
e.g., the Government of a Colony with an office in London, or a
commercial company with a branch office in London. Before advising
that a Petition should be granted, the Board take into consideration all

such questions as delay or other laches on the part of the applicant ;

and if the Court below have power to grant leave to appeal, and no

application for such leave has been made, the Board require satisfactory

explanations of such omission.

2. Uberrima fides must characterise the statements in a Petition, and

special grounds must be disclosed therein for asking leave.

3. Whether liberty be expressly reserved or not for the Respondent
to apply to discharge an Order in Council giving special leave to appeal,
he may so apply, and if the grounds of his application are thought
sufficient the Board will advise His Majesty to rescind the Order giving
leave.

4. Even at the hearing of the Appeal, the Appeal may be dismissed

without discussion on the merits, if it is shown that special leave to

appeal was obtained on improper grounds.

5. So far as their Lordships are aware, no injustice has been done
under the present practice.

0. Directly judgment is delivered in a Court whence an Appeal lies

to His Majesty in Council the successful party may instruct a London
Solicitor to enter a Caveat against any Petition for special leave to

appeal, and the Petition will not then be heard until the Caveator has

had an opportunity of appearing at the bar of the Privy Council. For

lodging such a Caveat only a small Office fee is incurred.

7. If it were made an imperative rule that no Petition for special
leave to appeal will be entertained unless notice thereof has been

previously given to the other side, it would become the business of the

Judicial Department of the Privy Council in the first place to satisfy

itself in each case as to the sufficiency of the notice. This would, in

the event of any irregularity, involve difficulties, delay (perhaps of

months), and additional expense, especially in some of the remote

Colonies and in Indian cases, the parties in the latter often being
numerous and living at a long distance from the High Courts. The

rigid enforcement of such a rule might moreover work injustice or

prove very embarrassing, e.g., in the case of a Petition for special

leave to appeal against a criminal conviction, perhaps for murder,

or where the matter admittedly was, for other reasons, one of great

urgency, or of such importance that their Lordships would certainly

advise leave to be given in any event. It would probably be sufficient

if the Registrar of the Privy Council were instructed to issue a circular

letter to the effect that their Lordships, while reserving their right to

hear Petitions for special leave to appeal ex parte, are of opinion that

any party intending to apply to His Majesty in Council for special leave

to appeal ought to give notice of his intention so to apply to the other

party concerned, and ought to state in his Petition that such notice has

been given, or explain why it has not been given, as the case may be, so

that their Lordships may be in a position to judge whether the Petition

should be proceeded with ex parte or not.

r 4
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1,6) Eff*'n*r ,>f Appeal*. AITI:\I>I\. pp. I*' 1 Manitoba', I'-H 'New Zealand.

para. ! .vfoundlaml
1),

P.S(Sir II. Hale, C.J., Natal, para. 12).

The Privy Council Offio .rdinarily chargeable to a -ucce-sful

Appellant an. I Respondent arc about I")/, and li/. iv-peetivcly ;
to an

miMiccessful Appellant and Respondent 4/. and .')/. respectively. It

has not been suggested before iliat these fees are too high for a Final

urt of Appeal.

The expen.-e of an App--al is undoubtedly oft. !! unduly increased by
tin: printing in tlir Record of unnecessary matter. IT tlie Registrar of

the Court whence the Appeal
is brought were t.. require the Appellant

in the first instance to intimate what document- he de-ired should be

printed in the Record, and to leave it to the Re-pondeiit to ask that

ier diK-nincnts (if any) should aUo lie included, a eolunin at the end
of the Index to the Kccord could then indicate whether the inclusion of

a document, was objected to by either the Appellant or the Respondent.
Their 1/ordships would thus bo in a better position to determine on
whom the costs of unnecessary material should fall.

i

para

(7) 1'etitiuii nf .\inval. APPKNIMX, p. I Hi (New Zealand, ]>ara. A.).

It appears that some misapprehension exists as to the nature of the

Petition of Appeal, as to which it cannot he admitted that it is either

a "useless form
"

or that it involves "substantial expense." When
(as happens in niost cases) an Indian or Colonial Court has granted
leave to appeal under the Order in Council, Charter, or Code regulating

Appeals to His Majesty in Council, the Appellant has not
"
again to

go through the 1'orm of seeking leave in Kngland." By his Petition

of Appeal an Appellant does not seek leave to appeal, but exercises the

right to appeal which has already been granted to him as above. The
effect of the Petition is that His Majesty refers the Appeal to the Judicial
< 'ommittee. Tntil the Petition has been lodged there is nothing to show
whether the Appellant intends to prosecute his Appeal (and Appeals
are frequently abandoned prior to the lodging of any Petition), and

consequently there is nothing for His Majesty to refer to the Judicial

Committee. Th' Petition of Appeal is, of course, a "form" in the

sense in which any other step in judicial Procedure (e.g., taking out a
Writ or entering an Appearance) is a form, but it is a form which
constitutes the foundation of the whole subsequent Procedure. It is,

moreover, the document on which the Hoard make their Report, and
His Majesty makes his final Order on the Appeal, the Petition being

always recited in such Order. As to the substantial expense, the total

expense of a Petition of Appeal not settled by Counsel, is about 5i.

In the majority of cases the Petition of Appeal is not, or need not be,

settled by Counsel.

(8) Cases. APPBNIHX, pp. 189 (Prince Edward Island), 194 (Now Zealand

a. 0.), 198 (Sir II. Hale, C.J., Natal, para. 11).

The "Cases" required by the Privy Council Practice cannot be truly
described as a "useless formality." If properly drawn they are of

assistance to their Lordships to whom they are sent previously to the

hearing in giving a short statement of the facts and the proceedings
in the Courts below, in emphasizing or referring to the salient parts
of the evidence, and in directing attention to the legal points at issue.

The assistance thus given to their Lordship.- is of benefit to the parties,
since it contributes to the expeditious hearing of Appeals. The Practice

the same in the House of Lord-, and the Supreme Court, of Canada
follows a similar procedure in requiring each party to file a so-called
"
factum."

As to the expense, the average fee to Counsel for settling a Case is

15 or 20 guineas. It is not required, and it is seldom necessary, that

the Case should be settled by two < 'ounsel.
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(9) Control of Colonial Courts over proceedings up to date of admission
of Appeal or despatch of Record. APPENDIX, pp. 194 (New Zealand, para G )

and 198 (Sir H. Bale, C.J., Natal, para. 12).

It would certainly be convenient if the Colonial Court could retain
control of the proceedings in the Appeal until the despatch of the
Record to England. Such is the practice actually observed in Indian

Appeals where the compilation and printing of the Record frequently
extend over a long period, during which questions often arise with
which the Indian Court is best fitted to deal. It is always understood
in the Judicial Department that disputes arising in the compilation of
the Record are settled, in the first instance, in the Court from which
the Appeal comes. In any event, it may be suggested that, if the
Colonial Court reserved the Order finally admitting the Appeal, till

the Record was ready for despatch, it would be in a position to deal
with "all matters which may arise prior to" such despatch, including
any question which might be referred to the Court, as to the documents
necessary to be printed in the Record.

(10) Wider discretion to Colonial Courts as to admission of Appeals
to His Majesty in Council. APPENDIX, pp. 189 (Prince Edward Island), 195
and 190 (Sir R. Stout, C.J., New Zealand), 200 (Government of Cape Colony,
para. 4).

The Indian Code of Civil Proceedure (Act XIV. of 1882), Sections
595 (c) and 600, affords a precedent. Under these sections the Indian
Courts may certify that a case is a fit one for appeal to His Majesty in

Council, though it does not fulfil the conditions which are required by
Section 590 for an Appeal as of right.

In some cases in recent years, moreover. Orders in Council regulating
Appeals to His Majesty in Council have provided that if the Colonial
Court "considers it just or expedient to do so it may give leave to

appeal
"
on certain terms, although no Appeal lies as of right.

By the exercise of this discretion the Colonial Court would have

power to admit an Appeal to His Majesty in Council where a civil right,
is concerned, e.g., validity of marriage, legitimacy, custody of children,

suspension of an advocate, &c. though no question of direct pecuniary
value may be involved

;
or where an important question of law arises

but, the amount in dispute being below the appealable value, there is no

Appeal as of right.

(11) Consolidation and Amendment of

(a) Rules regulating Privy Council Practice. APPENDIX, pp. 198

(Sir H. Bale, C.J., Natal, para. 3), 200 (Government of Cape
Colony, paras. 1 and 2).

It would seem to be desirable that such Rules should be consolidated

and amended so as to conform as nearly as may be with modern

circumstances, and requirements. The principal Rules are embodied
in Orders in Council of 13th June 1853, 24th March 1871, and 26th

June 1873. When these Orders and such other subsidiary Orders as

are in force are under consideration, opportunity might be taken for

giving the Registrar of the Privy Council wider powers, subject to

appeal to the Judicial Committee, of requiring any litigant, whom he

thinks to be unduly delaying the hearing of an Appeal, to take effectual

steps for the prosecution of the Appeal.

(b) Orders in Council, Charters, Ordinances, Proclamations, &c.,

relating to Appellate Jurisdiction of His Majesty in Council.

APPENDIX, pp. 197 (Newfoundland, para. 10), 198 (Sir H. Bale,

C.J., Natal, para. 8), 200 (Government of Cape Colony,

para. 3).

There are certain provisions in every Order in Council, Charter, &c.,

regulating Appeals to His Majesty in Council which must be common
to every set of circumstances, and indeed every new Order in Council

regulating Appeals as a rule contains siich provisions. The principal
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variations are the appealahle amount, the limit of time lor appealing
as of ri^'lit. ami tin- lodging of sc.-uritv fur costs. A uniform < >rder

aj-plii-uhle to every part of the Dominions beyond the Scar, couM

apparently only he made after consultation with each Colony or

I>cp.-nili-ncy interested, and it would seem improbable that there would
!> unanimity as to the points of variation just mentioned. A skeleton

Order could, however, he framed containing common provisions revised

so an to meet modern requirements, leaving the particular provisions
suitable to each Colony or Dependency to he inserted after consultation

with the proper authorities.

It has lieen pointed out that certain Orders in Council relating to

Appeals to His Majesty in Council from New Zealand require amend-
ment. Appendix, pp. 194 and I '.)." '.Minister of Justice, New Zealand,
Part II.). It would seem probable that Orders in Council relating to

Appeals from some other places may also require adapting to existing
circumstances.

E. S. HOPE,
Registrar of the Privy Council.

March 1907.
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N... 1.

(Confidential.^
< anada. Syd-

"

;il ^' -I"'} I !*'"'

\\ fereuc* 10 yonr despatch of the IDlli I)CP.-III|KT l!H>3. marked .| an( |

Coi.ndentinl," ..ii ill.- Mil.jcci ..f pi.H-nliirc on appeals from tin- Colonies in Hi- Majesty iu

Cuiinril. 1 hvc tli.' honour to end- * 1th a copy of an approved Minute of tin- Privv

.cil Milimiltini: from <hc Minister of JuMiee. in which HP cml>o.licd MI

inmli' lv tin- l>oiiiinion I ...V.-M. mi-Mi and lv tin- -e\cral Provincial < ioveriiineiu- I'm tin-

aiiu-n.liii.-iii of llii- proccdme.
1 ha\. . ..

Uight Iloiiournlili- Altii-.l Lviu-lnm, I 'A .. GRKV.
&c. Ac. &C.

EXTRACT KKOJI A KKI-ORT <>K IMI: C<IMITTKK <>K Tin: ll< . \c. i i.- u-.i r mi I'uiv, Cm N.-IJ..

AlTU">VK.I> IIV Till l,..\ I UNoU-Ol M K U. OX THK L^Mi .1 I I.V |!l().',.

The Committee of the Privy Council have had un.lcr con-idcration a Report. dal.il

ih April l!>.">. from ihc Mini>liT of .InMicr with n-L':ud to llic cxi^tini.' pnir.-dnn- iinilcr

which u|i|H*al>
lie to Hi> Majrtv in Council.

Tin- Committee, concurring in tin- H. port of tlit- Minister of Justice, -ulnnit tin- MUIIC for

approval.
JOHN .1. Mi '

Clerk of the Priv v ("..imeil.

Department of .In-tic.-. Canada.
To bis Kxcellcnev llu- ( i\ crnor-( ieiieral in Council. Ottawa, '_'Slh April l!H)."i.

The ondenigned, referring to Mr. Lvttelton'> dopatch of Kith Decemlier li'O.'J. and MI)>M

.(in-ill correspondence with regard to the e\i>lin^ |irocediire under wliich appenN lie to Hi-

Maje-lv ill Council, has the honour to report thai, pursuant to the adviceol the inidersi^ned, :i

i-miimunicalion wa> -onie lime a^o addres.-ed liv the I'nder Secretary of Stale to the I.leiilenant-

Govcrnor of each Province asking for an cx]ire>ion of the view.- of his Mini-ler^ upon the

jire-eiit procedure n-jriilalin;: appeals from the Cmirl- of his Province to Hi- Majesty in Council.

The replies recehed may he Mated or summarised as follows :

ONTARIO.

SiilimM- memorandum of a Special Committee of tin: lieneliers of the Law Soeien .-f

l'p|M-r Canada, approved liy the < !ov erninent of Ontario (copy herewith, marked " A ").

The Chairman of the Special Committee informs the undersigned, however, lh.it in draftiiiLT

the fifth paragraph of this report, the Committee was under the impression that the Chief

Justice of Canada hail .-ujr^eMed I lint, application for leave to appeal to the 1'riv v Council

should he made either to the Supreme Court of Canada, or to ihe Court of Appeal of Ontario,
and that iu this they were miMake.ii inasmuch a- the Chief .luMice !!.- explained that lie had

not intended to make uny such suggestion.

QL'KKIX'.

Siijtjieits two amenilnicni -.

Tin- lir.-l i- staled in the following term- :

Tin- lirst has relerenri to the practice now in force of relaininj: the ~erv ice- o| a solicitor

and :i senior counsel Imsides the Canadian counsel. ll i- su^ested thai in future the relaininp
of an Mn-rlish solicitor lie dispensed with, and that each of the parlies to tho appeal should

simply appoint an iijicnl whose duties would consist in tiliiif.' the record and factmns or case-.

of receiving from the Privy Council Ollice notice of the day ii|K>n which the appeal shall he

beard, and traiHmitlin^ this notice to iheii principals, making the nec.---.-n \ arrangements for

consultations Letwecn counsel, and rejKirtiii};
the result of the appeal.

"The nlijcct of this ])ro]ioscd change is to avoid the large and uselesa costs which are

necessitated \<\ the j-.resence ill a solicitor.

"Th-' I louoiiralilc the Attorney General ie of opinion that this su^gesied ameinlinent ought
to l>e adopted, or that the actual procedure should lie amended in such a way as to attain thi-

oliject, r.y., l>y limitine the fees of the solicitors to services uclually renden d or spcciall\

requested, in accordance with the suggestions of the Honourable the Chief Justice of Canada

in his memorial."

The second change, proposed liy (Jueliec atl'ei-ls the procedure ill case the respondent n.-^leci-

o file an aj)pcurnee. It seems unnecessary to ipmte these remarks, iu view ol the receni

iiiii-ndmcnl of the jirsii'lire in thi- ri'-pecl.

NOVA X <>'| I \.

Tin- I.ieiitenaiil-Ciovcrnor submits tbe viuwn of bis Attorney-General (copy herewith,

marked " B ")
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NEW BRUNSWICK.

The Lieutenant-Governor submits a report from the Attorney-General of New Brunswick
(copy herewith, marked " C ").

MANITOBA.

Submits that there ought to be a radical change in the matter of these appeals, that the

expense now incident is altogether too great, and much of the procedure is iu the judgment of
the Government entirely useless and unnecessary, and that that Government would view with
very great favour a change tending towards the simplifying of the appeals.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

The Lieuteuant-Governor submits a letter from the Attorney-General of the Province Oom
herewith, marked " D ").

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

The Attorney-General of Prince Edward Island states that the costs of appeal might be

very much decreased by allowing the solicitors in the Province to prepare the cases. He' states
that it ought not to be necessary to apply for permission to appeal to the Court from which
the appeal is taken. He adds that, according to the present practice in appeals from Prince
Edward Island, the amount in controversy must be five hundred pounds to entitle a litigant to

appeal to His Majesty iu Council, but that cases often arise where the judgment involves title

to land, as in actions of trespass, where the damages awarded are less than five hundred
pounds, although the judgment affects the titlo of property exceeding that amount. He thinks
that there should be some provision made whereby an appeal may be allowed upon proper
proof to the Court that the title to land of a certain value has been decided although the actual
amount of damages is not sufficient to justify an appeal.

The above are in terms, or in substance, the reports which have been received from the
various Provincial Governments, some of which, it will be observed, relate principally to appeals
from the Provincial Courts.

DOMINION OF CANADA.

\Vith regard to appeals from the Supreme Court of Canada, which are allowed only upon
applications for special leave to the Judicial Committee, the undersigned, upon the recommendation
of the Deputy Minister of Justice, in which he concurs, desires to submit :

1. That a practice should be established limiting the time within which such applications

may be made. The undersigned is advised that in all cases save one where an appeal lies as

of right from Provincial or Colonial Courts the time is limited by the rules within which an

appeal may be asserted, and thus a suitor has some assurance that he may rely upon his judgment,
if the time limited has elapsed without any appeal. This, however, is not so with regard to

applications for leave to appeal from the Supreme Court of Canada, and such applications have
been frequently granted after a period of many months has elapsed. The uncertainty as to

whether an application will be made is often prolonged and embarrassing, and this would, so

far as possible, be avoided. The undersigned considers that applications for leave ought to be
made promptly, and that it would lead to greater certainty and despatch if it could be provided
that such applications will not be entertained except within a limited period, say, not exceeding
six months after the judgment of tlie Supreme Court is pronounced unless the delay is

accounted for by very exceptional reasons or the parties agree to extend the time.

2. Applications for special leave ought not to be entertained ex parte, and the applicant
should be required to serve kis petition and notice of the application upon the solicitor of the

other side in Canada, giving such notice as will reasonably enable the opposite party to attend

and oppose the application if he so desires. Under the present practice it seems to be impossible
for a party desiring to oppose an application for leave to make sure of having an opportunity to

do so, and applications have in fact been heard and determined while counsel from Cauada, using
all due diligence, were on the way to London for the purpose of opposing them.

3. There are many complaints of delay in the printing of the record in the Privy Council

Office, and any amendment of the practice which would tend to expedite this work would be

gratefully received.

4. The undersigned shares the views expressed by some of the Provinces that the costs 01

appeal to the Judicial Committee, especially so far as concerns solicitors' bills, are unduly large

and out of proportion to the value of the services rendered, especially where, as is very frequently
the case, the appeals are argued by Canadian counsel. In the Supreme Court of Canada, to

which appeals lie from Courts of all the Provinces, the practice is for the local solicitors and

counsel who have had charge of the case in the Provincial Courts to prepare and have printed the

record and factums, and each side appoints an agent iu Ottawa who attends to the filing o the

documents, the entry of th cause, the necessary correspondence, settling the minutes of judgment
and the taxation of costs. For these services in ordinary cases the agent is allowed by the

tariff a fee not exceeding twenty dollars, and this is regarded as reasonable compensation. Under

a similar practice the work required to be done by a London solicitor as agent upon an appeal to

the Judical Committee would be very much the same in character and extent, and, making duo

allowance for the difference in circumstances, the undersigned considers that a fee not exceeding
10/. or 15/. should fairly compensate a London agent for his services in such a case.

The printing of the documents in Canada would also save time and expense.
Of course, it' the Judicial Committee would accept a copy of the record as printed for the

Supreme Court of Canada, as suggested by the Special Committee of the, Law Society of Upper
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Canada, it would lend to a great Additional i-aving of time and ex|-nse, and so far as the under-
signed is aware the record would thus come before the Committee in a form equally eoiiTonicnt.

The undersigned recommend* that a c-.j.% ..f thi.- n
|H, r t. if a|>|>r\ed, and of the exhibit-

Mihmitted herewith, lm transmitted to tilt) Right Honourable the Principal .if State for
the Colonies. fr his information.

Humbly -til.mine. I.

('. FIT/I- A THICK,
Mini-ter of Ji.

Till-: I.AU .-M.CIKTY OF ni'I'Kl; CANADA.

In Convocation on tih December 1904.

COPT or REPORT SUBMITTED BY SPECIAL COMMITTKK RELATING TO THE PHA< TICK \M>
I'KOCEDUKE OK AI-I-KUS H.-.-M inr Cm KTJ oi IMM:I :m JII.I.IM.

COMMITTEE <>y Hi.- MAJK.-H'.- Pmvi C.'is.n.

The S|>ecial Committee to which was referred the letter nl th<- Attorney-General of the
Province of Ontario, together with the enclosures i-oniaiiu>d therein, \viili power to act in the

matter, lej* to present their r. port, a copy of which lias Keen forwarded in the Alionu v-< iciicral

with the letter a copy of which accompanies ihis Report.
The three subject* indicated in 1 he despatch from i he Secretary of State for Canada accom-

panying the Attorney-General's letter are :--

(1) The attainment of simplicity in the procedure in appeal- t.. Hi- Maje-tv in (' icil.

(2) The avoidance of unnecessary delay.

(I?) The lessening of the expense ineiilent to Mich appeal-.
It is not, however, convenient, and it is hardly po-sihle. to deal with the-c -iihji:cts separately.

its their lioundaric- ohvioii-ly overlap each olhcr.

Your Committee has had the advantage of the peru-al of a memorandum -uhmitled t,,

the Council of the Montreal Mar hy its Batonnier on I lie L'-.itli April last, and lia\e also lie, a ninch

assisted by a memorandum dated the I si October l!)OI, prepared hy Sir II. K. Taschetvaii, Chief
.Iitsiice of Canada, submitting the synopsis of an identic Act to he passed h\ the ditlereni

Provinces upon the subject.
Your Committee has reached the following conclusions :

1. Both delay and expense may be very materially lessened by making some satisfactory

provision hv which the reprinting of the Record for the Pri\ y Council may be avoided. The

present practice i- higldv inconvenient and unnecessarily costly. The printing done for our own
Court of Appeal is now accepted in onr Supreme Court, and there seems no good reason why the

case actually printed for the two Canadian Courts mentioned, should not. with the necos-;, r \

additions, constitute the Record for the Privy Council. There are. of course, two ways of

hriniring this nlxint, the tirst of which is to induce the Lords of the Judicial Committee to accept
the printing done in this country. The other i~ to have onr own Courts adopt, for the case before

them in appeal, the manlier of printing required by the Judicial Committee. The hitter course,

in tin; opinion of vonr Committee, will probably present fewer difficulties than the former, but, in

anv case, in the view of your Committee, the recommendation embodied in this paragraph i- of

paramount importance.

2. Your Committee d. i;rec with the .n, made in the memorandum of the

Halonnier of the Montreal liar, that a Don-professional agent, './/., a clerk in the olliee of

the Canadian 11 igh Commissioner in London, might he appointed lo represent each party for the

purposes of the appeal to the Privy Council. The agent appointed -hould. in the opinion of your
Committee, be an English solicitor, and there should be such an agent appointed for each pan\ to

the appeal. This does not, as will he seen upon an examination of Subsequent paiagraphs of

this He-port, at all involve perpetuating the pre-cnl burdensome expense connected with the

appointment of Knglish solicitors for the purpose- of Appeals.

3. There should, in the opinion of your Committee, be a very sweeping re-adjustment of the

tariff' of costs, in so far as the Knglish solicitor, acting as agent, for the purposes of the appeal,
is concerned. If either party to the appeal wishes to do IO at hi- own expense, he should, of

cour-e, be permitted to instruct his English agent to perform all or any of the services which are

now supjiosed to be performed by him, although, as a mallei of fact, in many eases the charge-
for such service- now savour of ticiion. It is to be borne in mind that the Kecord for the appeal
and the ca-es of both parlies are now almost universally printed in Canada, and that Consequently
no re-|Min-ibility whatever in regard to them rests upon I Ice Knglish solicitor. The anomalous

and fictitious charges which the tariff' apparently still permits him to make in connection with

-uch printing ought, vour Committee thinks, to be swept eutireU away. Then the Knglish

practice K8 those who are familiar with the preparation for argument in I don areavvan,
includes attendances b\ the Knglitdi solicitor upon consultations between counsel anil upon the

argument. These attendance- are expensive, and may be left purely optional with each partv to

the appeal. So long as no charge is made to the opposite pan v
,
there can be no objection to the

appellant or respondent, as the case may tic, hu\ ing the Knglish solicitor or agent present at

consul'alion- and upon the hearing. It is believed bv your Conunitlee thai in nearly all ca-es

-nch attendances by the, Knglish agent may safely, and will certainly, be dispensed with, if th

tariff is re-adjusted in tin- line of this suggestion. The re-adjusted tariff should provide for

reasonable remuneration to English professional agents, having regard (n
i
to the fact that tin v

now have not necessarily anv responsibility whatever with regard to the preparation and printing
of the Kecord and Case ; (//)

lo the fact that their attendance upon consultnt ions and argument
may, as stated aliove, be safely dispensed with ; (c) to the fact that the serv ie.es hieli will then

n to be rendered bv them in the cour-e of the appeal will be of a purely ministerial or

clerical character.
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4. The practice consequent upon the non-appearance, or delay in the appearance, of the

respondent upon the appeal, is now productive of great loss of time and enormous unnecessary
expense, in the opinion of your Committee. The Batonnier of the Montreal Bar calls

attention, as does also the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, to an antiquated, absurd, and

expensive practice which requires complete revision. Your Committee thinks that the Canadian

litigant proposing to appeal to the Judicial Committee, whether from the Court of Appeal for

Ontario or from the Supreme Court, ought to be required, within a stated short delay after the

delivery of the judgment complained of, to serve upon his opponent a notice, in a prescribed brief

form, of his intention so to appeal. This notice, with proof of due service, ought to be incorpo-
rated in the case certified by the Registrar of the Court appealed from. Then the rules of the

Privy Council ought to require both appellant and respondent, within a stated reasonable delay
after the service of this notice, to file with the Registrar of the Committee an appointment,
naming a London agent, for the purposes of the appeal. This appointment being made by both

parties, all services in connection with the appeal ought to be effected upon the agents so

appointed. Should the respondent neglect to make the appointment, any subsequent service,

unless anil until such appointment is made and notified to the other agent, might be made

effectively by posting a copy of the document to be served in the office of the Registrar, and
service so effected ought to be made good so as to enable the next step in the appeal, dependent

upon such service, to be effectively taken on an affidavit of due posting. The passage of such

a rule would operate very strongly to secure the appointment of an agent by the respondent in

every case. In the next place there should be an absolute repeal of the present practice with

regard to posting in the Royal Exchange and at Lloyd's Coffee House, and the clumsy ;mj

dilatory summons to appear and petition for peremptory order to appear, &c., ought to be entirely
done away with, the appointment of an agent and the service upon him, or by posting, affording
a substituted practice involving no unnecessary delay or expense, and greatly simplifying the

procedure.
5. Your Committee is not in accord with, but on the contrary is unanimously and firmly

opposed, to the suggestion made by the Chief Justice of Canada, which is made as your
Committee understands, as affording a means of surmounting the difficulty dealt with in the last

preceding paragraph, viz., that application for leave to appeal to the Privy Council should be
made either to the Court of Appeal or to the Supreme Court, as the case may be. Your
Committee desires to express its opinion upon this suggestion as emphatically as possible. With

regard to appeals from the Court of Appeal, no leave is now required, and the proposal that leave

should be asked for at all is a distinctly retrograde step; moreover, there seems no reason

whatever for transferring to the Supreme Court the power to give leave to appeal from that

Court instead of requiring application for such leave to be made to the Judicial Committee, where,
under the present practice, it has now to be made. Where leave is now required, it is in the

nature of an application to the Royal prerogative, and the exercise of that prerogative should not

be taken away from tlic Privy Council at all.

GEO. F. SHEPLEY,
Chairman of the Special Committee.

(Copy of Letter to the Attorney-General.)

The Honourable F. R. Latchford, Esq., K.C.,

Attorney-General, &c., &c.,
Parliament Buildings, Toronto.

DEAR SIR,
Crux the 4th October last your predecessor wrote to the Treasurer of the Law Society of

Upper Canada, forwarding a dispatch from the Secretary of State for Canada to the Lieutenant-

Governor of ibis 1'rovince upon the subject of amending the present procedure under which

appeals lie from the Colonies to His Majesty in Council "
tending to simplicity, the avoidance of

"
unnecessary delay, and the reduction of the cost of appeal."
This communication, with its enclosure, was laid before Convocation at its meeting on the

2-lth instant, and was referred to a special committee, upon which was placed by Convocation the

duty, not only of considering and reporting to Convocation, but also of communicating directly

the views of Convocation upon the subject.
Tlio-e views are embodied in a report, a copy of which I enclose, and which will be presented

to Convocation at its next meeting. It is the sincere wish of Convocation that the views

which have been expressed, and the formulation of which has been the subject of very careful

consideration, should be communicated in the proper quarter.
Your obedient servant,

GEO. F. SHEPLET,
Chairman of Committee.

The above Report was approved by Convocation on the date above mentioned.

HERBERT MACBETH,
Secretary, L.S.U.C.

" B."

NOVA SCOTIA.

Attorney-General of Nova Scotia, Halifax,

SIR, 7th November 1904.

REFERRING to the communication addressed by you to the Honourable Provincial Secretary

under date of 29th September 1904, intimating that His Majesty's Government desired to

obtain the views of the various Colonial Governments touching the constitution of the Judicial

Committee of the Privy Council, and also to receive suggestions in respect of the procedure on

appeal, 1 beg to convey to you such observations as the Government of Nova Scotia are pleased

to make, and ask that you will kindly be the medium of conveying the same to His Majesty's

Government.
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,r it. I In- (iovernmenl ; .accrued, there lilt- never Wen strong opinion
that the appointment of C'li>niul represent tin- Judicial CommittM of tin- l'ri\ v Council

would add materially to tin- < of iii.ii I....U or i<> tin weight which it* judgmfltll mi'_'h:

crr ! tin' feature* which in- mad- the judgment of (lie Judicial Committee l (In- 1'rivv

Council in iiii|H>rtnt Colonial rases respected is tin- firm as-uranoe lli:it local influences of all

kiiuN woiilil !* entirely eliminated in any judgment tliiit might be rendered. If. however, it

:.ciind expedient tlint n CaiiHili:in representative -Inuilil be given juriMliction lo sit oil

UM Judicial Committee in tin- hcaiiug uf appeaJa, mj own judgment i- that it would l>e better

In I, iimncnt n|i|M)intnii-nt tlmn to make lcmp:>rarv n-e uf tin ! the Chief

Ju-tice of (he Supreme Court nf Ciuunla. From inv knowledge of tin- .Iinlieial ('oininiltee uf

the I'rivy Council, ami mv experience in appearing U'foie it, I mn sali-lied thul its efficiency will

nut In- oalli d in qut -tiim if there are im Colonial repn -< nt:ili\ e-. luit it- efficiency Mould not in

any degree he Iwaened if a MTV able and eminent lawyer helnngin-: to Camulii was |>ermanently
made a member of Sileh Judicial C'oiumittee. I do not think that anv MTV u-efiil pnr[>ose is

aervcd bv merely having the Chief Justice c.| the Supreme Cmirt of Canada, in a desultory manlier,

called to participate in the deliberation.

In re-|x et of improvement- of procedure governing appeal-, simplifying the method-. .',

do not think that any u-efiil purpose would bo served by my making any >u ."_'( -linn-. The Har
So<-ietiu> of the \ ariou> I'rovinees in Canada have actively taken up the mailer and an formulating
amendment- to the procedure which will he con\c\cd to the Kijjlit Honoiiralile the Colonial
-

rotary in due course, and would lie more definite and useful in their character than any
observation- that I iniuht make.

I have, A

J. \V. I.. .v.i i .1,

His Honour the LieuU'imnt-Governor. ne\ -(Jeueral.

" C."

NEW BRUNSWICK.

Department of the Attoniey-(;eiie,ral
New Hmnswick, Frederictoii. N.15..

9th .Innmiry 1905.

;
To bis Honour The Honourable Jahez Uiintiii;: Snowball,

Lientennnt-Goveriior of the Province of New Brunswick.

SIB,
I HAVE the honour to report, that 1 have had under consideration the communication of

the Secretary of State, dated ^(jth September 1904, to your Honour requesting that your Honour's

Minister- may l>e invited to give their views upon the present procedure regulating appeals from

I'nixineial Courts to His Maje-ty in Council. The subject has engaged the attention of tilt-

Committee of the Executive Council, and I am directed to report to your Honour that, in the

opinion of the Committee, the pre.-enl procedure regulating appeals from the Supreme Court of

the Province of New Brunswick to His Maje-tv i- fairly satisfactory.
It appear.- to the Committee, however, that 1 1. ere is room for some improvement. By Order

in Council of 27th November 18f>2, it is provided that parties may appeal to His Majesty in

Council from any final judgment, decn-i-. order or -i nt< HIT of the Supreme Court of New
Brunswick, in ease .-iich judgment, &c., shall be given or pronounced for or in respect of any sum
or matter at issue above the amount or value of three hundred pounds sterling, or iti case such

judgment, &c., shall involve any claim or question respecting property or any civil right

amounting to or of the value of three hundred pounds sterling, or in case the matter in question
relates to the taking or demanding any duly payable to the Crown, or to any fee of office or other

such like matter or thing whereby lliu rights of the Crown may be bound. This limitation of

the right of appeal is entirely satisfactory.

TheConunitteeofCounc.il think no improvement could be made to the piovisions for the

preliminary steps to IK- taken on the appeal. Application is made by the party de-ii ing to appeal
to a judge of the Supreme Coin I. \vho determines whether the ca-e is appealable, anil approves
of the bond to be given as security for costs, and makes the order allowing the appeal. This is

done upon summons to the opposite parn. After ihi- order is made the proceedings are all

carried on, notices given. Ve., by the solicitors in London.

It M'cm.s to the Committee of Council that it would be very much more satisfactory, and

greatly lesson the expense, if all requisite notices should be served by the attorneys here, and that

when the appeal i- icady for bearing it should be inscribed by (he London agent for the

ap|w-llant'.- attorney, who should be required to give a reasonable notice, snv two months' notice

ol the hearing. If the appellant delays unreasonably in prosecuting the appeal, power should be

given to a judge of the Supreme Conn 1.1 dismis.- the appeal.
Jt would be desirable that the i. of the I'rivy Council, in making up the paper or

dockei ot
'

appc al ca-e:-. should have the authority to stale that, the appeals from each Colony
p.b( uld not be beard before a day named. This i- nece.-sary in order lo prevent much loss of time

by C'olonial counsel attending in London for (he argument.
\Vliilcmv views haM- not been invited bv the communication referred to to the matter of

which 1 am n-ivv about to speak, I would like, through vour Honour, to draw the attention of the

Honourable the Si crclai v of Stall' to the verv jjn-at neee--iiv which ej ii-ts of having improv ed

accommodation for counsel attending before the Judicial ( 'ommiltee. The bai ri-ler-' looms are

M iv -mall, and tl.eie is piactieallv no librarv to which counsel can have accp-s.

I have, Ac.

\Vll.I.lAM 1'VGSLKT,

Attorney-) lenend.

New Brunswick.
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" D."

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Sir Henri C. Joly de Lotbiniere, P.C., K.C.M.G.,
Lieutenant-Gover nor.

Attorney -General's Office, Victoria, B.C.,
Mr DEAR SIR HENRI, January 18th, 1905.

THE letter written by the Secretary of State, dated the 26th of September, asking for the
views of vour Honour's Ministers upon the question whether any, and if so, what, amendments are

desirable to the present procedure under which appeals lie to His Majesty in Council, which will

tend to simplicity, the avoidance of unnecessary delay, and the reduction of the cost of appeal,

unfortunately arrived just on the eve of my departure for England to apply to the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council for leave to appeal in two several matters on oehalf of the

Government of this Province.

I returned from London at the end of last week, and then for the first time was made acquainted
with the request preferred by the Secretary of State. Unfortunately, during my absence my
deputy has been seriously ill, hence the complete consideration of the subject has been postponed
until my return. Monday and Tuesday I was in Court all day. This then is the first opportunity
I have had of addressing your Honour on the subject.

Having just returned from London, where, as already stated, I have bee:i engaged in appeals
to the Judicial Committee, I feel no hesitation in promptly stating to your Honour my opinion.

The procedure and practice before the Judicial Committee is, in my opinion, as simple as is

consistent with the orderly conduct of the important matters generally submitted for the deter-

mination of the Board. I will, however, ofiier a few suggestions. It seems to me an unnecessary
expense to oblige the intending appellant to apply to the Court intended to be appealed from for

leave to appeal to the Judicial Committee. The Board are, I think, well protected from being
troubled with frivolous appeals by the necessary security for costs required from an appellant.

I would further suggest that the solicitor's costs in formal matters and matters of course

might not unfairly be subject to revision. Posting the notices at Lloyds might well be abolished

as obsolete.

I have been told that it has been suggested that Colonial solicitors might have agents other

than solicitors for the transaction of their business in London. If such a suggestion has been
made I do not agree. It would, in my opinion, be a great mistake to interpose irresponsible

agents in judicial procedure, and would be destructive of that confidence and mutual esteem that

exist between the judiciary and the profession. Neither in my own experience nor in that of

this department has there been anything to justify so great a departure from the usual and proper
practice before judicial tribunals. On the contrary, while the costs are high, I csnnot say they
are unfair, and most assuredly the solicitor ia a great help in assisting counsel in the regular and

orderly presentation of the appeals.
In conclusion, there is no red tape, and I found the officials most obliging and attentive.

Believe me, &c.

CHARLES WILSON,
Attorney-General.

No. 2.

I

NEW ZEALAND.

(Confidential.)
SIB, Wellington, 23rd August 1905.

WITH reference to your confidential despatches of the 10th December 1903 and the
22nd July 1904, and my confidential despatch of the 29th September 1904, I have the honour to

submit to you, for your consideration, the enclosed Minute on the subject of Appeals from the
Colonies which I have recently received from my Premier with a request that it should be
transmitted to you.

I have, &c.

PLUNKET,
Governor.

The Right Honourable Alfred Lyttelton, P.C., M.P.,

Secretary of State for the Colonies.

New Zealand, Department of Justice, Wellington,
9th August 1905.

Memorandum for the Right Honourable the Prime Minister.

APPEALS FROM THE COLONIES.

Referring to the despatches, marked " General
" and '

Confidential," of the 10th December 1903

and 22nd July 1904, and to the Memorandum addressed to his Excellency the Governor on the

23rd September 1904, I have now the honour to make the following observations on the amend-

ments that are required in the procedure of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, in

relation to Colonial appeals, and to request that such observations may be transmitted to the

Secretary of State for the Colonies for the earnest consideration of His Majesty's Government,

c 49045. Q
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1. In the first place, it in the tleaire of the Government of New Zealand that the right of

appeal to Jlin Majesty the King in Council should be maintained.

2. Appeal* generally.

A. The '

petition of appeal
"

which the appellant it required to present to the Privy Council
ahould no longer be required. It in a useless form, involving substantial expense. The Orders in

Council confer upon the Colonial Court* the power of granting leave to appeal.
Hi* MajestyV leave has thus been granted, but no useful end seems to be served by again

going through thf form of d-ckin^ leave in Knglnnd.

11. If the Colonial Registrar were required liy Order in Council to notify the parties to the

Colonial suit, immediately u|x>n the sealing of the Order granting leave to appeal in the Colony,
that such parties must within seven days state in writing the names of their respective :._ m- in

London, and to report with the record (i) that he had HO notified the parties (ii) the names of the

London agents stated by them, (iii) where any party has failed to name u London agent, tne fact

of such failure, the whole procedure in the Privy Council Office might l>e modified. For if the

rules of the Privy Council then provided that the Registrar of the Privy Council should notify
the several London agents named by the Registrar upon receipt by him of the Colonial record,
and should in such notification state that within weeks the appeal would be upon the list

for argument, that would seem to satisfy all requirements. Where a party had failed to name an

agent to the Colonial Registrar Mich party would of course not IK- notified, but any such party
should have leave at any time to notify the Kegistrar of the I'rivy Council of his London agent.

('. It is .iihmittcd that the "eases on appeal" prepared and signed by counsel for the parties
are a useless and expensive formality. No such " cases

"
are required by the ordinary Courts of

Appeal in England and the Colonies. The judgments of the Court below show the points for

decision. The counsel at the Privy Council Bar, and not the printed
" cases on appeal," present

the parties' arguments in appeal from, or in support of, the judgments below. It is not under-
stood why a case should not be presented to the Privy Council in the same manner as such a case
would be presented to the English Court of Appeal from a Divisional Court. The costs of the

"cases on appeal" form a heavy item in the bill which the unsuccessful partv is culled on to pav.

D. The main object of the above suggestions is to simplify and reduce the unnecessary COM
of appeals. If "petitions of appeal

" and "cases on appeal" be abolished, and the appeal pa
automatically from the Colonial file to the Privy Council file by transmission from the Colonial to

the London Registrar, and is on the list for argument by notice from the Privy Council Registrv
to the London agents of the parties, it appears that a simple, effectual and inexpensive procedure
would be established.

E. The Privy Council, when deciding New Zealand appeals, is the King's New Zealand

Court. The present cumbrous procedure appears to assume that the appeal, is prosecuted to a

foreign court.

F. It is the present practice of Colonial registrars to allow the appellant to prepare the

record for transmission to London. This often involves delay. It would be an improvement if

their Lordships directed each Colonial registrar to act strictly in pursuance of Rule 2 of the

Regulations of 1853, and to himself forthwith transmit the record to London with a note of his

fees and expenses therefor.

G. Jurisdiction should, it is submitted, be conferred upon the Colonial Courts to deal with all

matters which may arise prior to the actual receipt of the record at the Privy Council Registry.
At present the principle established in the Colonies is that after the order granting leave to

appeal has been made, all matters relative to the appeal are beyond the jurisdiction of tin-

Colonial Court. Questions, for instance, may arise as to whether certain documents should be

omitted from or included in the record. Such a detail as requiring a party to name his London

agent could well be dealt with in the Colonial Court. It may be explained that the neglect
'

a party to name the London agent is a frequent cause of delay and annoyance. What appears
to be requisite is an Order in Council conferring upon the Colonial Court which grants leave

to appeal full jurisdiction in all matters of procedure and practice within the Colony in respect
of such appeal, and to enforce compliance with the Orders in Council relative to such appeal
within the Colony, and also empowering each Colonial Court to make rules and regulations for its

own procedure in such matters not inconsistent with the Orders in Council.

II.

NEW ZEALAND APPEALS.

The Orders in Council relating to appeals from New Zealand should be amended. There are

two such Orders.

A. The Order of 10th May 1860, providing for appeals from the Supreme Court.

This Order was issued before the establishment of a Court of Appeal in New Zealand. It

has been held that it is not abrogated by the Order in Council of 16th May 1871, and several

appeals to the Privy Council have been prosecuted since 1871 direct from the Supreme Court,
without the parties first proceeding to the Court of Appeal of the Colony. This Order in

Council should bo continued in force, because there is an important class of civil cases where no

appeal to the Court of Appeal of New Zealand has been provided, but which nevertheless

involve questions of very largo importance.

It is necessary in this Order in Council to add to the words b
judgment decree order or

sentence
" where they occur in this Order in Council the words " or decision," as in cases

"fcrred l.y a Compensation Court 01 i Native Land Court to the Supreme Court, the opinion of

the Conrt is not a "judgment" but a "decision," and it has Ueen found necessary to apply to

the Privy Council for special leave to appeal in such cases.
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B. The Order of 16th May 1871, providing for appeals from the Court of Appeal of New
Zealand.

This Order should be amended in the following respects :

Under the Court of Appeal Act, 1882, sections 13 and 14, cases may be removed direct into-
the Court of Appeal, without any judgment of the Supreme Court thereon. Though section 14
declares that the Court of Appeal in such cases may grant leave to appeal to the Privy Council
it seems clear (and it has been said by the judges) that the Colonial Legislature has not power
to so enact unless the Order in Council provides for such appeals.

The Order of 16th May 1871 only provides for cases where the Court of Appeal has" affirmed reversed varied or altered any judgment &c. of the Supreme Court," and therefore
does not relate to judgments of the Court of Appeal under sections 13 and 14 of the Court of
Appeal Act, 1882.

A copy of the part of this Order which requires amendment is appended, showing in red ink
the alterations suggested.

JAS. McGowAN,
Minister of Justice.

EXTRACT FROM THE ORDER IN COUNCIL OF 16TH MAY 1871, RELATING TO APPEALS FROM
THE COURT OF APPEAL OF NEW ZEALAND, WITH PROPOSED AMENDMENTS SHOWN IN

RED INK.*

It is hereby ordered by the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice of Her
Privy Council, that any person or persons may appeal to Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors,
in her or their Privy Council, from any judgment, decree, order, ef sentence, or decision of the said

Appellate Court of New Zealand pronounced, made or given in any civil suit or proceeding, in

such manner, within such time, and under and subject to such rules, regulations, and limitations its

are hereinafter mentioned, that is to say, in case the said Court-e-Appeal shall affirm, rcvcrcc,
altor,-ef-vary-any such judgment, decree, order, e* sentence, or decision ef-tbe-said Supreme
Cewt-te shall be given or pronounced for or in respect of any sum or matter at issue of the

amount or value of five hundred pounds sterling or upwards, or involving directly or indirectly
any claim, demand, or question to or respecting property or any civil right of the said amount or

value, the person or persons feeling aggrieved by any such judgment, decree, order, et sentence,
or decision of the said Court of Appeal may, within fourteen clear days next after the same shall
have been pronounced, made or given, apply to the said Court of Appeal, by motion or petition,
for leave to appeal therefrom to Her Majesty in Council, Her heirs and successors

(Confidential.) Department of Justice, Wellington,
Memorandum for his Excellency the Governor. 23rd September 1904.

The Minister of Justice has the honour to return herewith the despatch from the Colonial

Office, dated 22nd July last, asking for a reply to a previous despatch on the subject of the

procedure relating to appeals from the Colonies to His Majesty the King in Council.

The Minister regrets that this Government has been unable up to the present to give a
definite reply to the despatch in question. On the 9th of June last he wrote to his Honour the
Chief Justice on the subject, and received a reply on the 14th July, a copy of which is enclosed
for his Excellency's information.

The Minister intends to make further inquiry, and hopes shortly to be able to offer some
observations on the amendments that may be required in the procedure, etc., of the Judicial

Committee of the Privy Council.

JAS. McGowAN.

(Confidential.)
The Honourable the Minister of Justice, Wellington. Judges' Chambers, Wellington,

SIB, 14th July 1904.

I HAVE the honour to state that I laid before their Honours the Judges the papers yo
were good enough to forward me relating to the procedure in the Privy Council. Their Honours
the Judges were only asked to give their opinions on the question of procedure ; the wider

question as to whether an appellate court should be continued to be held, as at present, in London,
or as to what amendment should be made in its constitution, is not at present therefore before

them.
The mode of getting a case from the Colonial tribunal to the Judicial Committee of the Privy

Council is not difficult. Indeed, in some cases appeals have been allowed to be heard in the

Privy Council without reference to any consent from the Courts of the Colony, and in one recent

case an appeal from a single judge was heard by the Privy Council without its coming before

the Court of Appeal of the Colony, and without the consent of the judge who heard the case

or of the Court of Appeal being asked. (See in the estate of W. V. Jackson, deceased, heard by
his Honour Mr. Justice Edwards in May 1901, and reported in 19 N.Z.L.R., p. 566.)

* Printed here in italics and obliterated type.

Q 2
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No doul-t it ii< within the right* of the Privy Council to allow appeals to be heard without

tfce conneni of the Colonial Court* or without the tribunal* of the Colony having been first

exhausted, but the practice is not usual, and teem* unnecessary, unless a majority of the judges
hare been sitting as a Supreme Court.

The only point of the procedure that requires roiiM.li -ration IK the question of costs. In

New Zealand we have become accustomed to having the cosu fixed so that a litigant can know

exactly what coU be will be put to in any case. In the Court of Appeal our scale of costs is

a* follows :

Drawing and settling case. Under 200/., >!. ->t. ; I'OO/. to 500/., 5/. 5* ; over 5001.,

II. It.

Cost of printing. Whatever the amount paid.

Setting down and arguing case to judgment. Under 200/., 15/. 15*.: 200/. to 500/.,

35/. ; over 600/., 607.

If case is from a distance, 50/. per cent, extra.

If affidavits allowed, or evidence taken orally, Court of Appeal to fix costs of such.

If money not claimed, Court to decide under what scale, according to importance of

case.

If different questions involved, Court may apportion costa.

Whether it would be advisable to have a fixed scale of costs, to be followed . \.
<-pt under

ptional circumstances, is a question that might well be considered. Their Honours the

Judges, however, feel that the question of costs is comparatively a small one, and the matter

that is of more interest to litigants is that of the delays that occur in appeals t tin- Privy
Council. In some cases several years elapse from the date of the decision in New Zealand
before the date of the final judgment of the Privy Council. This however, is really :i brunch of

the question of the Constitution of an Appellate Court, ami, unless that question is discussed,
it is of little use pointing out the delays that at present arise.

I may farther add that the question whether the present costs are oppressive and whether
the practice and procedure could be simplified are more in the cognizance of practitioners than of

judges. The duties of the judges end with granting leave to appeal to the Privy Council and

seeing that the terms and conditions of the Orders in Council are complied with. If the <>i

in Council are altered, the amount of security for costs might be left to the Appeal Court of New
Zealand, giving the Court a discretion to fix any sum not exceeding the maximum required in

the Orders in Council.

I have, &c.

ROBERT STOUT,
Chief Justice.

Xo. 3.

NEWFOUNDLAND.
Enclosure in Confidential Despatch, Sir C. Boyle, 5th May 1904.

Judges' Chambers, Superintendent ,

St. John's, Newfoundland.

SUGGESTIONS BT THE JCDGES OF THE SUPREME CODBT OF NEWFOUNDLAND FOR IMPROVE-
MENT OF THE RULES GOVERNING APPEALS FROM THAT CODRT TO TUB PRIVT COUNCIL.

1. Generally the delay and expense in prosecuting these appeals are the principal causes of

complaint, and are those mostly requiring remedy.

2. Delay. While it is true that the Privy Council has no control over the proceedings
until the record is lodged, it is submitted that the time (three months) now limited between the

filing of the petition for leave to appeal and the perfecting of the bond and obtaining lea\ <

is too long, and that it should be reduced to two months from the date of the Colonial

judgment. It is suggested that there should be a time limit within which the printed record

should be lodged in the Privy Council Office (say four months from the date of the Colonial

judgment), that the " cases
"
should be settled and filed not later than five months from the date

of the Colonial judgment, and that, if cither of these rules be not complied with, the appeal
should stand dismissed. Further, it is submitted that if the appellant does not move to set

down the appeal for hearing within six months of the date of the Colonial judgment, the appeal
should stand dismissed.

3. Expense. The cost of appeal are much too high, especially the fees paid in the Privy
Council Office.

4. Interest. Interest should be allowed as, of course, on a Colonial judgment, from date thereof

until paid, regardless of appeal, at least for a liquidated or ascertained claim.

5. Crott-appeal. If either party files a petition for leave to appeal, the other party should

be allowed to file a petition for cross-appeal within one week of the filing of first party's petition,

although the time for filing may have expired.

6. Notice. Tne appellant should notify the respondent of the filing of the petition for

leave, or serve a copy of such petition on the respondent ; and the parties should, within a

specified time, notify each other of the names of their London solicitors or agents.

7. Cftnmberf. Where the Couri is not in session, application may be made to a judge in

chaml-crs, who should have power to raako all necessary orders, unless the appeal is oppose,!.
in which case the application should be adjourned into Court.
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8. Amount for which Appeal should lie. It should be left without doubt that the amount
for which the appeal will be allowed is the amount actually involved in such appeal and not
the amount sued for or claimed in the action.

9. Final Judgment, SfC. of full Court. It is submitted that an appeal should not lie except
from a final judgment, decree, order or sentence of a "

full Court."

10. Consolidation. The Acts and general rules and regulations in reference to appeals to the

Privy Council should be consolidated and their form and language modernised.

W. H. HORWOOD, C.J.
GEO. H. EMERSON, J

April 1904. GEO. M. JOHNSON, J.

No. 4.

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.
Enclosure in Despatch Confidential of 6th September 1904.

MINISTERS to ADMINISTRATOR.
Prime Minister's Office, Cape Town,

Minute No. 1/488. 31st August 1904.

Ministers have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of a Confidential Minute from his

Excellency the Officer Administering the Government, dated the 9th instant, conveying an

intimation of the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies that the Lords of the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council have expressed a wish to be in possession of the

observations of this Government upon the Memoranda issued by them in August 1903, on the

subject of appeals from the Colonies to His Majesty in Council.

Ministers have submitted the matter to the consideration of the Judges of the Supreme Court,
and now beg to transmit to his Excellency a copy of a letter dated the 29th August 1904, which
has been received from the Right Honourable the Chief Justice on the subject.

Ministers beg to add that they concur with the views given expression to by Sir Henry de

Villiers.

T. W. SMARTT.

NOTE. The Memoranda of the Registrar of the Privy Council referred to in this despatch
were prepared in 1903 in answer to a previous Memorandum of the Chief Justice of Natal and
Mr. Justice Mason of the loth February 1902, being the only response which the Colonial Office

had received up to May 1903, to the invitation contained in the Secretary of State's despatch of

the 10th August 1901, to the self-governing Colonies to consider what amendments are desirable

in the present procedure under which appeals lie to His Majesty in Council. In the result, the

Colonial Office sent out copies of the Memoranda to the remaining self-governing Colonies, and

pressed for a consideration of the question. These Memoranda are not reprinted here, as all

points of substance raised therein are commented on in the " General Notes "
of the Registrar of

the Privy Council of March 1907 (supra).

SIR, Judges' Chambers, 29th August 1904.

THE Judges of the Supreme Court have carefully considered the two Memoranda issued

by the Lords of the Judicial Committee in August 1903, and forwarded to my Secretary by your
Private Secretary on the 12th August 1904.

We quite agree with the suggestions made in those Memoranda, and feel satisfied that if they
should be carried out most of the objections raised by the Chief Justice of Natal and Mr. Mason
would be fully met. Some of the objections disclose defects in the local Rules of Court of Natal

which can of course be amended by the Supreme Court of that Colony. The great defect in the

present system of appeals is the delay which generally takes place in the hearing of appeals from

the Colonies. For that delay the parties to appeals are often mainly responsible, but with the

adoption of the suggestions made by the Lords of the Judicial Committee the delay, so far as it is

due to the system in force, would be reduced to a minimum.
I have, &c.

J. H. DE VILLIERS,
Chief Justice.

I'.S. AH the papers sent are herewith returned.

No. 5.

NATAL.
Enclosure in Despatch Confidential No. 1 of 2nd February 1905.

MINUTE BY CHIEF JUSTICE, NATAL, re PRIVY COUNCIL RULES.

I . The delay in this matter is partly due to the disinclination of the Acting Chief Justice to

deal with it during my absence while acting as Administrator of the Government, and since

resumption of my ordinary duties, to extreme pressure of work.
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J I have rea-on i<> complain iluu the Secretary of Stt's despatch to Hi- i'.\.-,.iie;,,-\ (Ill-

Governor, nf the I Si li April llHi:
1

.. w:i- i.nt ciiniinunicstte.l it. ii* until thf 12th January of iln-

rear. It I- -nl.mined that tin- judge* W6TO entitled In have U-cn made acquainted with ih.-

observations of the Kcgixtrar of tin- ! mcil
II|MIU

the Memorandum of die l.'nh February
1902, immediately ii|x>n their nxfipt.

3. It would I.. ;.-nl if, a* suggested in tin- Memorandum, tin- Rule- ucre consolidated

and reprint.-.!.

4. After further consideration. I :un of opinion lliiil in the meantime il is undesirable 13 effect

any radical change in the present practice, which in well established and known.

.'>. 1 was nut 11 war* that the delay which occurs U'tween the diite of the tinitl order and the

hearing; i if the appeal wa* due lurgeh t" the solicitors of parties, bin even allowing for u delay of

a year ( riV/V paragraph 1 of Mr. Hope's Memorandum t>f tilli April 1JMM), I think iluit appeals
should lie heard, if powible, within three month- of the cause Iveinu --t ilown for hearing.

6. Will) regard to the Memoranda marked A and B, forwarded under co\ er of die despatch
of the S .f State for the Colonies to his Excellency the Governor, of 10th December last.

I have to remark :

Pan. 1 of A. 7. If, as suggested, many of the proposals contained in the Memorandum could lx- met by
Rules of the Supreme Court, legislation would l>e unnecessary.

Pan. & of A. 8. I therefore think it desirable thai the General Orders in Council should be consolidated
Para. (a) of all(j nmended "so as to have one General Order applicable to appeals from all Indian and Colonial

a
Courts, power being given l<> the judges of the several Courts to makr Hnl.-- adapting the

ti.>n annexed
"

general provisions of sneh Order to the special circumstances of each district or Colon v," and
to Memo. * A." that "

failing or as supplemental to such consolidating General Order in Council (as above 2 (ft) )

Para. 4 of A.
" the Natal Order in Council might. if amended, give |>ower to the judges of the Supreme Court

Para.lf " to frame Rules for more effectually carrying their Order into effect." On the whole. I think
ofObwrration* this preferable to legislation. The right of appeal to His Majesty the King, independently ..I

J^j
local legislation is, I am of opinion, generally appreciated, and would not be readily abandoned'.

o Mono. " E.
o,_ J agree that if the requisite power is conferred upon the Supreme Court, the power of a

Para. 7.
judge in chambers to make the requisite orders connected with an appeal, might be provided for

by Rules.

Pr. 8 (a). 1(). I concur in the opinion thut a copy of the petition for special leave to appeal should, if

possible, be served on the other side in Natal, in order that the respondent may be afforded an

opportunity of appearing, but on reconsideration it seems to me to be undesirable that the special
leave should le granted by the Supreme Court of the Colony. ( 1

r
itlr paragraph X of

Memorandum.)

Para. 8 (r). H. I appreciate the difficulty as regards the preparation of cases here, but think, thai it would

be an advantage if they could be drafted here, e\en it' settled anil revised by counsel in England,
who are in near touch with the procedure and practice of the Judicial Committee. This, however,.

appears to be a matter for local arrangement. ( Vide paragraph 12 of 'our Memorandum.)

Para. 13. 12. The cost of appeal to the Privy Council is largely increased by the priming, which I agree
in many cases includes irrevelant or unnecessary mailer. Failing agreement by the parties, a

judge of the Supreme Court should have power, upon application of either party, to settle what
documents are to be printed. ( Vide paragraph 4 (a) and 4 (l>) of Mr. Hope's Memorandum.)

13. I agree (vide P.S. to Annexe B.) thut "expre-- power might l.e given in the Order iu
" Council to the Lords of the Judicial Committee to allow an appellant to set down his appeal for
"

hearing before the expiration of the three months if their Lordships are satisfied either that the
"

respondent does not intend to appear, or that no injustice would In1 done should the appeal IK-

" heard within that time."

Draft Bill, I 1. Where special leave to appeal has been given by the Privy Council, the same proceedings
para. 13. shall be taken in Natal as in cases in which leave to appeal is granted by the Supreme Court.

15. I till think (tee paragraph a of Memorandum of 15th February 1902) that appeals should,

except in the special cases, he. limited to eases in which the sum or matter at issue in the appeal
or the value of the property of the civil right involved in the apjieal exceeds 500/. sterling, and

not to cases in which the matter at issue at the trial exceed- 6001. sterling. Otherwise, the more
fact that the matter at issue at the trial exceeded 500/., although the sum at issue in the. appeal

might be less than 500/., would entitle the party applying to leave.

16. I think (rir/i paragraph 6) that petitions for leave to appeal should bo brought before the

30 14. Court within thirty day- instead of within fourteen days as at present (vide Rule .2) of the

judgment, but that if the Court be not silting during tin- la-I week of that period, the ]>ctitioiier

^Q should be entitled to move the Court within the first ten day- of the following term.

17. As regards the time within which the appellant should file security, I think that the

Supreme Court should have power to extend the period. ( Vide paragraph 11.)

18. I would avail invself of this opportunity of saying, to use the words of the S. rrelarv of

State for the Colonies in his despatch to hi- Kxeellency the Governor of 15th February 1901,
that "while there i- everv reason to believe that in the Colonie- there i- a considerable body of
"

public feeling in favour of retaining the pre-ent practice, under which the final decision of
" Colonial appeals is the direct Act of tin Sovereign on the advice of the Judicial Committee,"

yet there is a movement in South Africa towards the creation of a South African Court of

Appeal.

19. Itis very strongly felt, that the decision of cases from South Africa by judges who
no special acquaintance with the -y.-iem of Roman-Dutch Law is open to grave objection. Tin-
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presence, however, of so distinguished a Roman-Dutch lawyer as Sir Henry de Villiers at sittings
of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council removes, to a great extent, such objection ;

unfortunately, however, he is but seldom present.

20. Then, again, appeals from the Colony are necessarily entrusted to English counsel, whose

acquaintance with Roman-Dutch jurisprudence and South African practice and conditions is

linMted. This also is a distinct disadvantage. It is extremely difficult properly to instruct English
counsel in a system of jurisprudence which differs in so many important respects from the Common
Law of England.

21. I venture, therefore, to suggest for consideration that appeals from South African Courts
should be referred to a Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, consisting of three or five

members, as the case may be, of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, some of whom
should be South African lawyers, ex-judges preferably, and that the cases should be heard in

some central or other convenient place in South Africa. The non-resident members of the

Judicial Committee of course would have to travel from England, but probably two sessions per
annum would be sufficient. It is desirable that one or more members of this Court should be

English judges, for I recognise the great advantage to be derived from their learning and

experience.

22. I think that, on the whole, in all cases where Sir Henry de Villiers has sat, the decisions

arrived at have given satisfaction, but it has not always been the case otherwise.

23. The adoption of the proposal submitted for consideration would facilitate and expedite

appeals, and diminish costs. It might, of course, have the effect of increasing their number, but

this would not be an unmixed disadvantage, for there are many cases where the decision of a

Superior Court is desirable, especially where there have been, as not infrequently happens,

conflicting decisions by South African Courts.

24. This Memorandum will require to be read in connection with the suggestions contained in

the Memorandum of 15th February 1902.

25. In writing this minute I only express uay own opinions, and not those of my brother

judges. I am not, as yet, fully informed as to the extent of their assent or dissent.

HENRY BALK,
Pietermaritzburg, 19th December 1904. Chief Justice.

No. 6.

NEW ZEALAND.

THE RIGHT OK APPEAL FROM THE COURTS OF THE COLONT OF NEW ZEALAND TO THE
KING IN COUNCIL.

The attention of the Council of the New Zealand Law Society has necessarily been called to

recent suggestions against the continuance of a right of appeal to His Majesty in Council. The
Council have endeavoured by official communications with the several District Law Societies, and

by unofficial personal discussion with many members of the Bar practising in different parts of the

Colony, to ascertain the opinion of the profession of the Law in the Colony on the subject, and

they are satisfied that in the resolutions which follow they have given expression to that opinion,
and that the profession is practically unanimous in supporting their action.

The Council are aware that they have the misfortune to differ from the views expressed by
his Honour the Chief Justice. His Honour granted an interview to a Committee of the Bar, and

explained to them his reasons, which his Honour stated would be found set forth in his article in

the "Commonwealth Review," Vol. II., No. 1, Sept.-Oct., 1904, entitled "Appellate Tribunals

for the Colonies."

It i not merely under a sense of conventional duty that the Council express their regret that

they are unable to yield to his Honour's arguments. They recognise the weight which must

properly attach to the opinion of one holding the high office of Chief Justice, and their respect
for Sir Robert Stout personally is sincere and unfeigned, but such considerations tend to increase

the danger that it may be thought beyond the limits of the Colony that his Honour voices the

general sentiment of the profession and of the public.

The Council have passed the annexed resolutions, the draft of which was submitted to and

approved by the District Law Societies throughout the Colony. They propose to transmit copies

of them to the Lord Chancellor, the Attorney-General of England, and the Secretary of State or

the Colonies.

H. D. BELL,
President, N.Z.L.S.

F. HARRISON,
Secretary, N.Z.L.S.

RESOLUTIONS PASSED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE NEW ZEALAND LAW SOCIETY.

1 . The barristers and solicitors practising in New Zealand are practically unanimous in their

opinion that the full right of appeal to His Majesty in Council from the Courts of the Colony as

at present existing should be preserved.

2. In this opinion the members of the profession have reason to believe that they are

supported by all concerned in the commerce of the Colony.

Q 4
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8. The delay* referred to by Hi- Honour th> Chief Justice are only in pan due to the

pnrticc ot the Judicial Committee. It in well known that where solicitors ami counsel for both

part I. - in th.- ( i.'.i.m un<t in Knu'lnnd "- due expedition, an ap|N>al may l.e lodged :nul disposed
of withiu * rvoiial>li- time.

I 11 Council and the Prof< -idci it a privilege and an advantage that a Court

constituted of tin- j;ret<'Ht lawyitrx of the Knipirc should sit an the Court of ultimate appeal in

matter- iiri-ini: IH-I \\ci-n litigant* in tin- Colony ; -noli :i privilege and advantage should not be

lightly abaudoi

5. The absolute f r. . dom fmm local <-n\ ironment is a special ad Mintage of (lie high tribunal

which sits in London. It i- no n-h
1

. .-lion mi judicial impartiality to say that circum-i:in.-i-- may
emily oceur in which the ultimate decision in London would give greater -:m-r'a.-iimi tliun tlint of

Colonial tribunal.

I he uniformity of the law of die Kmpir ninny important subject* can l>c maintained

only by the eMablisliin.nl of such a triluinnl a- the Privy Council. Matter- of Hanking law,

Partnei>hip law, the princi; 'I'" 1

.*,
the ]iriinMple.< of con.stniclion of ,-ucli .|utule> us the

Land Transfer Act in force in various Colonies, arc. in-tam- Iv of th. advantn^e here

indicutxl.

7. The principle of a limit of \.iln. i..i the appeal a.> of ri);hi i-
ri'<-ogniiied in appeals from

inferior Court> to our own Supreme Court, and can .-earcely therefore be used UK an argument
mgminet an appeal from thin Colony to England. Horaorer, that limit doo nut prevent .special

leave being granted in Kn<;land.

8. It seems probable thnl the )iractice and procedure of tlie Judicial ('.>ininiii>-<- could be

simplified, and the expense of appeal thereby reduced, but such con>ideralions afford no Kufficieiit

ground for the abolition of the historic right of appeal of the Kinp's suliji ct- from the King'*
Colonial Courts to the King in Council.

The above resolutions were passed at a meeting of tin- N'e\v /.-aland Law
Society, held at the Supreme Court House, Wellington, on tin- iitli .in

of July 1906.

II. D. BELL,
President, N./.1..S.

F. HARRISON,
Secretary. N./.L.S.

No. 7.

CAPE COLONV.

OK (JOVKKNMKNT OF CAI-E COLONY FOR SUBMISSION TO COLONIAL
CONFERENCE, 1907.

I'KIVY COUNCIL APPEAL.-,.

This Conference, recognising the importance to all part- of the Empire of the maintenance of

the appellate jurisdiction of His Majesty the Kitifr in Council, desires to place upon record its

opinion

(1) That in the interests of His Majesty's subjects beyond the seas it is expedient that the

practice and procedure of the Ri^ht Honourable the Lords of the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council be definitely laid down in the form of a code of rules and

regulations.

(2) That in the codification of the rule-, regard should l>c had to the necessity for the removal
of anachronisms and anomalies, the possibility of the curtailment of expense, aud the

desirability of the establishment of courses of procedure which would minimise delays.

(3) That, with a view to the extension of uniform rights of appeal to all Colonial subject- .if

His Majesty, the various Orders in Council, Instructions to Governors, Charters of

Justice, Ordinances and Proclamations upon the subject of the appellate jurisdiction
of the Sovereign, should he taken into consideration for the purpose of determining the

desirability of equalising the conditions which give right of appeal to His Majesty.

(4) That much uncertainty, expense, and delay would be avoided if some portion of Hie

Majesty's prerogative to grunt special leave to appeal in cases where there exists no

right of appeal were, under definite rules and restrictions, delegated to the discretion

of the local Court-.
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No. 2.

PRIVY COUNCIL to COLONIAL OFFICE.

(Received March 16, 1907.)

Privy Council Office, Downing Street,

London, S.W., March 15, 1907.

Appeals to His Majesty in Council.

SIR,
REFERRING to the postscript in my letter of the 7th instant* in this

matter, I herewith enclose a separate paper as to Solicitors' costs.

The Lord Chancellor has further instructed me to say that the views and

suggestions contained in this paper, as also in the
" General Notes

"
which

accompanied my letter'" above alluded to, are such as commend themselves

to the Lords of the Judicial Committee. The Lord Chancellor desires me,
however, to add that he feels sure and in this opinion he thinks the Secre-

tary of State will concur that His Majesty's Government will be prepared to

consider with close attention any further proposals which may be made to

them for simplifying the procedure and reducing the expense of appeals
to His Majesty in Council.

The Lord Chancellor is aware that the circumstances of every Colony or

Dependency must vary, and he apprehends that, accordingly, some rules of

practice or procedure which may be found to suit one Colony may not be so

well adapted to another. The Lord Chancellor, therefore, feels sure that

the Government will be prepared to receive any representations under
this head.

I have, &c.,

E. S. HOPE,
Registrar of the Privy Council.

Enclosure in No. 2.

STATEMENT AS TO COSTS IN PRIVY COUNCIL APPEALS.

(Received in Colonial Office, March 16, 1907.)

The position of the London solicitor in a Privy Council Appeal is Solicitors'

analogous to that of a London, agent when instructed by a country solicitor. costs Sene-

II is responsibility is, however, greater because, from the nature of the case,
rally '

he must often act on his own judgment without communication with his

client
;

it is, on the other hand, less, because the materials upon which the

appeal is fought are comprised in the record, as compiled under the

supervision of the Colonial or Indian agents, which can only be altered by
mutual consent. -

The London solicitor has therefore little or nothing to do with the

materials upon which an appeal is brought, if the record arrives in England
in print. When it is transmitted in manuscript, the printing is done by the

King's Printer under the supervision of the Privy Council Office, and the

London solicitor has a considerable amount of work to do in connection with

printing to ensure that the documents are submitted to their Lordships in

proper form. His other duties comprise generally retaining and instructing

counsel, attending consultations with counsel (for which purpose the solicitor

has to make himself more intimately acquainted with the contents of the

record sec
"
perusing

"
hereafter), being present at the hearing of the

appeal, and finally services connected with the taxation of costs and the

carriage of the Order in Council. He has also to take certain formal steps

necessary to bring the appeal to hearing.

No. 1.

o 49045, B



Council

Office fees.

Complaints
as to coftn of

appeal- t'>

Majeaty
in Council.

These duties, though m.t ;i)l of a highly responsible nature, at any rate

require legal qualifications ami experience; and it seems '--cut iul for the

pn ..liu-t cfaii appeal that each. party should he represented by a duly
qualified agent in l.>nd< >n, whether tlie ( '.'liniial counsel or solicitor (often
one and the same i i.tually comes to England fur tlie hearing or not.

\v. paragraph 3.)
T!r i<-d in by a London -oliritor for taxation consist in the main

of two classes of items : those the el: i respect of which are governed
I iy t\vo Orders in Council dated the I 1th August IS I:.' and the 13th Juno 1853

pectivdy. and those (>uch as eoimsel's hieh are matters for the

disen -tii in of the Ue^istrar of tin- I'rivy ( 'onneil. With regard to the first

ela-s of item-, it is hardly contended that they an ive judged by
icral practice in England, though, having regard to the time that has

rlaj-scd sine.' they were fixed, certain amendments in the scale might be
-iral-le. As to the item of "perusing the record," however, which has

been the- subject of some criticism in the < 'olonies, being the most considerable

item of jirojit <-li,n-</< x, it is diilicult to see, having regard to what has been
.-aid above as to tin- necessity for London solicitors being instructed, how a fee

for perusing the record, or some part of it. even in the special circumstances
connected with Canadian appeals, can be avoided, as no solicitor can be

expected to undertake the conduct of an appeal in total ignorance of its

subject matter.

The other items to which reference should be made under this head are

those connected with the drawing and lodging of the case. In point of fact.

the solicitor as a rule does not actually draw the case at all, but the work is

done by counsel (as in the case of pleadings in a High Court action); and it

is accordingly maintained, in Canada especially, that these items in the Mill

an- fictitious. This in a sense is true, in the same way that many of the

charges in a solicitor's bill, so far as they represent actual payment for work
done item by item, are fictitious

;
but. this method of remuneration is in

accordance with that prevailing in the House of Lords and in every other

court in this country, and must he justified on that ground alone if upon no
other. In the case of appeals (limited in practice to Canada) where the

counsel actually bring over the case with them, and nothing whatever is done

by the English solicitor except loclging.it at the Privy Council Office, it is at

first sight more difficult to justify the allowance of all the items relating to

the case in his bill. But it must he borne in mind that if the allowances are

made on the same scale as if the case were actually settled by English
counsel, justice is done so far as the parties are concerned, and the costs so

allowed should be, and probably in practice are, easily adjusted between the

English and Canadian solicitor.

In connection with solicitors costs generally, it may be pointed out that

the practical object of taxation, as between party and party, must be taken to

be tlie determining the amount which the unsuccessful party ought to pay.

The Council Oflice fees are fixed by the above-mentioned Order in Council

of the I 1th August 1842, and, if no interlocutory proceedings are necessan
,

the fees ordinarily chargeable to a successful appellant and respondent are

about I")/, and !">/. respectively, and to an unsuccessful appellant and

pondent I/, and .'/. respectively. They cannot be said to be excessive

compared with those charged in the High Court and the House of Ixjrds.

Some items are considerably lower than iii either of these Courts, <.</., the

taxation fee, which is fixed at 31. 3.s-., whatever be the amount of the bill,

lead ol at a /mi ruin poundage as in other courts. In a recent heavy appeal
had the liill been taxed in the High Court the taxing fee would have
amounted to \(}l. instead of 3/. 3s. If therefore the Council Office fees fixed

by the Order in Council of 1842 come to be revised, it is possible that, in the

result, it may be shown that some of the items ought to be increased, and
that none are unreasonably high.

In connection with these complaints, appeals may be divided into

(1) Those from all the Dominions beyond the Seas (including Canada) ;

and

(2) Those from Canada, and especially from the Supreme Court of

Canada, only.
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As to 1 (all Appeals} :-
Suggestions

Reduction, in the costs could doubtless be effected by to meet the

(a) stringent provisions being made in the Colony to prevent the
inclusion in a record of irrelevant, matter, and to ensure the

prompt despatch of the record to England ;

(o) diligence being shown in the Colony and England by the parties
to an appeal to bring it to a speedy hearing, since delay
necessarily entails additional expense ;

(c) a revision, after consultation with the Law Society, of the scale

of solicitors' charges as fixed by the Orders in Council of 1842
and 1853

;
and

(d) a modification in some details of the Orders in Council regulating
the practice and procedure in the Privy Council.

As to 2 (Canadian Appeals only}.

Where the record is printed in Canada and the cases are drawn and

printed there also, and all the parties are represented by Canadian counsel

only, and those counsel do not require the attendance of the London solicitor

either at consultations or at the hearing of the appeal, the profit charges of

the London solicitor to be confined to a reasonable gross sum representing
the actual services rendered up to the time when the Canadian counsel take
over the whole conduct of the appeal in England. Such charges up to the

hearing would probably amount in ordinary circumstances to not more than
301. The London solicitor would, of course, be entitled to charge for further
services rendered by him in the absence of the Canadian counsel.

1. There is no reason in principle why the parties to a Colonial appeal Generally,
should not, subject to proper safeguards, contract with the London solicitor,
as suggested in some quarters, for a gross sum to cover all his charges (the

Attorneys and Solicitors Act, 1870, s. 4), though, of course, on taxation, the

Registrar of the Privy Council would have to investigate whether the gross
sum so contracted for by the successful party was a reasonable sum for his

opponent to pay.

2. As to the desirability of a fixed scale of costs being, as a rule, prescribed
on the basis of the value at stake (Sir R. Stout, C.J., N.Z.), it has to be borne
in mind, apart from the general question whether such a mode of remuneration
A, mild in the circumstances prove to be satisfactory, that the importance of

mi appeal to the Privy Council is not always to be gauged by such value.

On the other hand, very frequently, e.g., in test cases, questions relating to

the incidence of rates or taxes, and the like, or the construction of such Acts
as the British North America Act, 1867, and the Commonwealth of Australia

Constitution Act, 1900, the importance of the Appeal lies, not in the amount
in dispute, but in the general desire that, for the future guidance of the

Courts below and for the benefit of the community at large, certain difficult

points of law and construction should be decided on the highest authority.

3. It has been suggested from Quebec (Appendix to General Notes, page 9),

and also in a Memorandum by Mr. Macmaster, K.C., which is said to have
been submitted to, and adopted by, the Council of the Montreal Bar, that the

London agent need not be a solicitor or have legal experience. This view.

however, is not elsewhere expressed, and is in terms dissented from, e.g.,

British Columbia (Appendix to General Notes, page 14), and the Law Society
of Upper Canada (Appendix to General Notes, page 11). It would, moreover,
have to be considered whether, in view of the Solicitors Acts of 1843,
section 2

; I860, section 20
;
and 1874, section 12, legislation would not be

required in order to enable any person other than a duly qualified solicitor

to carry on proceedings in any appeal to His Majesty referred by him to the

Judicial Committee.



PREFERENTIAL TRADE (FISCAL).

Resolution of Commonwealth of Australia.

That the following resolutions which were adopted
by the Conference of 1902 be re-affirmed :-

"(1) That this Conference recognises that the prin-
ciple of preferential trade between the United
Kingdom and His Majesty's dominions beyond
the seas would stimulate and facilitate mutual
commercial intercourse, and. would, by pro-
moting the development of the resources and
industries of the several parts, strengthen the
Empire."

"(2) That this Conference recognises that, in the
present circumstances of the Colonies, it is

not practicable to adopt a general system of
Free Trade as between the Mother Country
and the British Dominions beyond the seas.

"(3) That with a view, however, to promoting the
increase of trade within

%
the Empire, it is

desirable that those Colonies which have not
already adopted such a policy should, as far
as their circumstances permit, give substan-
tial preferential treatment to the products
and manufactures of the United Kingdom."

That the following resolutions be added :-

"That it is desirable that the preferential treat-
ment accorded by the Colonies to the products
and manufactures of the United Kingdom be
also granted to the products and manufac-
tures of other self-governing Colonies."

"That it is desirable that the United Kingdom
grant preferential treatment to the products
and manufactures of the Colonies."

Resolution of Government of New Zealand.

"That it is essential to the well-being of both
the United Kingdom and His Majesty's Dominions
beyond the seas, that in the over-sea Dominions
preferential tariffs in favour of British manufac-
tured goods, carried in British-owned ships, should
be granted, and that in the United Kingdom pre-
ferential rates of duty on Colonial products now
taxable should be conceded."

Resolution of Government of Cape Colony.

"(1) This Conference re-affirms the resolution

adopted unanimously by the Colonial Conference held
in London in 1902, and recognises with extreme
gratification the extent to which the principle ot

reciprocity has been accepted by the various Colonies."
"
(2) This Conference, while adhering to the principle

of preferential treatment of the products and manu-
factures of the United Kingdom, desires to impress
upon His Majesty's Government the opinion that
the continuance of such preferential treatment to
the producers and manufacturers of Great Britain
is largely dependent upon the granting of some
reciprocal privileges to British Colonies."
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XVIII.

UNITED KINGDOM.-TRADE WITH
FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND BRITISH

POSSESSIONS.

Tables showing the Value of the Imports into, and
Exports from the United Kingdom (Merchandise
only) in Trade with Foreign Countries and British
Possessions respectively, in each Year since 1854.

PREPARED BY THE BOARD OF TRADE,

e 49045.
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Tables showing the Value of the Imports into, and
Exports from the United Kingdom (Merchandise
only) in Trade with Foreign Countries and British

Possessions respectively, in each Year since 1854.

1. Imports.

STATEMENT showing the Value of the IMPORTS of Merchandise into the

United Kingdom from Foreign Countries and British Possessions

respectively in each of the under-mentioned Years
;
with the Annual

Average for each Quinquennial Period, and the Proportion of the Total

Imports received -from Foreign Countries and British Possessions.

Years.



STATEMENT showing the Value of the IMPOKTS of Merchandise into the

i Kingdom from M f \.untrii-s ami British Possessions

respectively in each of the mioVr-imMitionrd Years
;

witli the Annual

Average for each Quinquennial iVri..,!, ami the Proportion of the

Total Imports received from Fun-i^n < 'mmtries and British Possessions-

continued.

Tern.
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2. Total Exports.

STATEMENT showing the Value of the TOTAL EXPORTS of British and

Irish and Foreign and Colonial Produce (Merchandise only) from,

the United Kingdom to Foreign Countries and British Possessions

respectively, in each of the under-mentioned Years ; with the Annual

Average for each Quinquennial Period, and the Proportion Exported

to Foreign Countries and British Possessions.

Tears.
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>lu>\ving tlic Vain,- of thc> Tiu l'Ai'"i:rs from the- I'nitrd

Kingdom to Foreign t'ountrifs and Mritish I'.i<s,-.^ioiis iv>|>rrti\vlv,

with Annual Avrrag'> ami Proportion* for i-irh Quinquennial IVriod-

eontinni'l.

Value of

YM. irU
v .

only).
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3. Exports of United Kingdom Produce.
STATEMENT showing the Value of the EXPORTS of British and Irish

Produce (Merchandise only) from the United Kingdom to Foreign
Countries and British Possessions

respectively, in each of the under-
mentioned Years

;
with the Annual Average for each Quinquennial

Period, and the Proportion Exported to Foreign Countries and British
Possessions.

Years.
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STATEMENT showing the Value of the EXPORTS of British and Irish

Produce (Merchandise only) from the United Kingdom to Foreign
Countries and British Poeso respectively, with the Annual

Averages and Proportions for each Quinquennial Period continued.

fn
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XIX.

UNITED KINGDOM.-IMPORTS FROM BRITISH

POSSESSIONS, 1905.

Statement showing, for the Year 1905, the value

of the principal and other Articles imported into the

United Kingdom, distinguishing Consignments from

British India, the various Self-governing Colonies, and
" Other British Possessions," the Articles being grouped

according to whether: I. Subject to Duty, and

II. Free of Duty and of a kind produced or not

produced in the United Kingdom.

Summary Statement - 214

Detailed Statements :

I. Articles subject to Duty - - 216

II. Principal Articles free of Duty:

(a) Of a kind produced in the United Kingdom - 220

(6) Of a kind not produced in the United Kingdom - 226

PEEPAEED BY THE BOAED OF TEADE.

T 4
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UNITED KINGDOM - IMPORTS (CONSIGNMENTS)

Statement showing, for the Year 1905, the Value of the Principal

Consignments from British India, the various Self-governing

grouped according to whether: I. Subject to Duty,
or not produced in

(Extracted from tlic Annual Statement of
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FROM BRITISH POSSESSIONS, 1905.

and Other Articles imported into the United Kingdom, distinguishing
Colonies, and " Other British Possessions," the Articles being
and II. Free of Duty and of a kind produced
the United Kingdom.

the Trade of the United Kingdom, 1905.)

from
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UNITED KINGDOM. IMPORTS (CONSIGNMENTS)

DETAILED STATEMENT showing, for the Year 1905, the QUANTITY and VALUE of the PRINCIPAL

BRITISH INDIA, the various Self-governing Colonies, and "OTHER BRITISH POSSESSIONS,"

of Duty and of a kind produced or

(Extracted from the Annual Statement of

I. ARTICLES SUBJECT TO DUTY.
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FROM BRITISH POSSESSIONS, 1905.

and other ARTICLES imported into the UNITED KINGDOM, distinguishing CONSIGNMENTS from
the Articles being grouped according to whether I. Subject to Duty ; II. Free
not produced in the United Kingdom,

the Trade of the United Kingdom, 1905.)

I. ARTICLES SUBJECT TO DUTY.
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L ARTICLES SUBJECT TO DUTV continued.
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I. ARTICLES SUBJECT TO DUTY continued.

CONSIGNMENTS FROM

British

India.

Self-Goveruiug Colonies.

Australian
-Common-
wealth.

New
Zealand.

Canada.
New-
found-
land.

Cape of
Good
Hope.

Natal.

Other

British

Possessions.

Total from Total from

British
'

all

Possessions.
'

Countries.

i

VALUE.

ARTICLE.



II. (o) ARTICLES FBEE OF DUTY and of a kind produced in the

United Kingdom.

ABTICLB.
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II. (a) ARTICLES FREE OF DUTY and of a kind produced in the

United Kingdom.

CONSIGNMENTS PHOSI



11. --(a) ARTICLES FREE OF DOTY and of a kind produced in the

United Kingdom continued.

ARTICLE.
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II. (a) ARTICLES FREE OF DUTY and of a kind produced in the

United Kingdom continued.
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11. (u; ARTICLKS FRKI. m hrn ;md of a kind produced in the

' continued.
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II. (a) AKTJCLES FREE or DUTY and of a kind produced in the

United Kingdom continued.



II. (a) ARTICLE FREE OF DOTY nnd of a kind produced in thr

United Kingdom continued.
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(a) ARTICLES FREE OF DUTY and of a kind produced in the

United Kingdom continued.



JL <b) ARTICLES FBEE OF DITV and of a kind not produced in the

United Kingdom continued.

AMT1CU.
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II. (6) ARTICLES FREE OF DUTY and of a kind not produced in the

United Kingdom continued.
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XX.

STATISTICAL STATEMENTS PREPARED
CONTINUATION OF RETURNS PLACED BEFORE

THE COLONIAL CONFERENCE IN 1902.

Page.

PART I. Trade of the United Kingdom with British Colonies and Possessions ... ... 233

PART II. Trade of each British Colony and Possession with the United Kingdom and the

Principal Foreign Countries ... ... ... ... ... ... 249

PART III. Trade, Population, and Shipping of the United Kingdom, United States, Germany,

France, and Belgium, from 1881 to 1905 inclusive ... ... ... ... 309

PART IV. Movement of Shipping at Ports of the British Empire in certain Years from 1865

to 1905 311

PREPARED BY THE BOARD OF TRADE-
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PART I.

Tables showing the value of Articles of Food and Drink
imported into the United Kingdom from, the principal
British Colonies and Possessions during the period 1901-
1905; and also the Value of Manufactured and Partly
Manufactured Articles (United Kingdom Produce) exported
to the same Colonies and Possessions during the like period.

STATISTICAL TABLES.

Page
I, Imports into the United Kingdom from Foreign Countries and British Possessions

respectively (1901-1905) 234

II. Imports of Food and Drink from various British Possessions (1901-1905) , 235

III Exports of British Produce to Foreign Countries and British Possessions (1901-1905) ... 237

IV Exports of Articles Manufactured and Partly Manufactured in the United Kingdom
to the Principal British Colonies and Possessions (!901 and 1905) ... 238

V. Import and Export Trade of United Kingdom with each British Colony and Possession

(1901-1905) ... 239

VI. Fi-ade of United Kingdom with Principal British Colonies and Possessions per head of

population (1901 and 1905) 242

^11 Imports of Principal Classes of Food and Drink from certain British Colonies and Posses-
sions (1901 and 1905) 244

VIII. Exports of Principal Manufactured Articles to Foreign Countries and British Possessions

(1900 and 1905) 246

(In continuation of a return laid before the Conference in 1902.)



J. IMPORTS IST<> TIIK USITKD KINGDOM FROM KOKKIUN COUNTRIES AND BRITISH

POSSESSION." IJKSI'rVTlVKl.Y (19011905).

STAV aim- nf the Imports into the United Kingdom in each of the years
I '.i'ii to 11HI."), dUtiiitfuishin;,' <\< Articles nf Km.. I. Drink, and Tobacco;

Manufactured and Partly Manufactured Articles; and (3) other Articles ; and
also Foreign and Colonial Produce.
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II. IMPORTS OF FOOD AND DRINK FROM VARIOUS BRITISH POSSESSIONS.

SUMMARY STATEMENT showing the Value of Articles of Food and Drink only (i.e.

excluding Tobacco) imported from the various British Colonies and Possessions

into the United Kingdom during each of the years 1901 to 1905.

[Extracted from the " Annual Statement of Trade of the United Kingdom."]

British Colonies and Possessions.
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II Imports of Food and Drink from various British Possessions continued.

.)l Colonial UHl PMMMtoR*.
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TIT. EXPORTS OF BRITISH PRODUCE TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND BRITISH

POSSESSIONS.

STATEMENT of the Value of the -Exports of British Produce from the United Kingdom
in each of the years 1901 to 1905, distinguishing (1) Articles of Food, Drink, and
Tobacco

; (2) Manufactured and Partly Manufactured Articles
;
and (3) Other

Articles
;
and also the Exports to Foreign Countries and to Colonial Possessions.



FV. EXPORTS OF ARTICLES M\\i PAOTI EIBO AND PARTLY M\\UKAOTURI:I' i\ IHK UKITED
\i TO TIII: I'Kisrir.vi. Hiiiiisii COLON IKS AND POSSESSIONS IN 1901 AND 1905

BESPKCTIVI

Bntuh Colonle* anil PomeHiou.
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V. IMPORT AND EXPORT TRADE OF UNITED KINGDOM WITH EACH BRITISH COLONY
AND POSSESSION (1901-1905).

(A.) Imports.

VAIXJE of the Total Imports of Merchandise from each British Possession (inchading
Protectorates) into the United Kingdom (1901-1905).

[Extracted from the " Annual Statement of the Trade of the United Kingdom
"

for the Years named.]
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Countries to which exported.
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VI. TRADE OF UNITED KINGDOM WITH PIMNVIPU, COLONIES AND POSSESSIONS PER HEAD
P"N I VI

TABLE showing Value of Trade l>rt\\rrn the I'niU'd Kingdom and the Principal British

Colonies and Possessions per /// <>/ // fopulnhon <>f those Colonies and
Possession.* during the years 1901 and 1905, distinguishing (a) Total Imports into

tht- I'nitrd Kingdom; (6) Imports of Food and Drink into the Unih-d Kingdom;
(c) Total Exports of United Kini/dom Produce; (d) Exports of Articles wholly
and partly manufactured in the United Kingdom.

British Colntiit* and Pnmmiona,

Import* into Unite! Kingdom
per Head of

Population of Colony.

All Articles.
Article* of Kt~l

and Drink.

Export* of United Kingdom
Produce per Head

of Population of Colony.

All Article*.

Article* raanu-
>ml

nnil (Mirtly
manufactured.

1901.

British India 0-09

Self-governing Colonies :

Cape of Good Hope 1-94

Natal 0-61

Australian Commonwealth :

Western Australia ... ... ... ... 8-03

S^th Australia 6'58

Victoria 6'78

New South Wales 7-37

Queensland ... ... ... ... ... 3 '64

Tasmania 2-01

Total Australian Commonwealth ... 6 - 42

New Zealand 13-70

Dominion of Canada ... ... ... ... 3-69

Newfoundland 2-54

Total Self-governing Colonies * 4-48

Other Principal Colonies and PonneBBions :

Mauritius 0-79

Straits Settlements 9-89

Ceylon 1-24

Britiih West Indie* 1-16

British Guiana . 1-53

0-03

0-00

0-02

Nil.

1-96

2-15

1-22

0-86

0-67

1-46

6-64

2 50

0-86

180

0-54

1-66

0-99

0-99

1-24

0-12

4-98

5-80

13-71

5-32

4-55

6-38

4-43

3-10

5-66

7-24

1-45

1-70

3-88

2-46

5-18

0-43

1-20

1-95

0-11

3-84

4-60

25

MO

5-58

3-91

2-87

5-02

6-62

1 30

I :;.-,

3-32

2-16

4-61

0-30

1-01

1-62
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British Colonies and Possessions.

Imports into United Kingdom
per Head of

Population of Colony.

All Articles.
Articles of Food

and Drink.

Exports of United Kingdom
Produce per Head

of Population of Colony.

All Articles.

Articles manu-
factured
and partly

manufactured.

1905.

British India 0'12

Self-governing Colonies :

Cape of Good Hope 1-99

.Natal 0-55

Australian Commonwealth :

Western Australia ... ... 6-99

South Australia ... ... ... ... 7*29

Victoria 6-67

New South Wales 7'53

Queensland ... ... ... ... ... 4 - 66

Tasmania 3-18

Total Australian Commonwealth ... 6 '65

New Zealand 15-06

Dominion of Canada ... ... ... ... 4'52

Newfoundland 1-96

Total Self-governing Colonies ... ... 4 '98

Other Principal Colonies and Possessions :

Mauritius ... 0-40

Straits Settlements ... ... ... ... 11'34

Ceylon 1-13

British West Indies 1-14

British Guiana ... 1-86

0-05

0-01

O'OO

0-04

3-94

3-30

1-70

0-97

1-17

2-17

6-12

3-44

0-81

2-35

0-25

1-47

0-87

1-01

1-42

0-14

4-26

5-12

6-96

4-25

4-31

4-16

3-21

2-43

4-19

7-23

2-10

1-67

3-60

0-97

5-41

0-35

1-17

2-11

0-13

3-71

4-44

6-02

3-94

3-90

3-74

2-80

2-27

3-76

6-60

1-83

1-24

3-19

0-70

4-71

0-24

0-91

1-71

49045. X
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VII. IMPORTS OF PRINCIPAL CLASSES OF FOOD AND DRINK FROM CERTAIN COLONIES AND

POSSESSION

showing the Value of the IViiu-i pal Articles of Food and Driuk Imported
into the United Kingdom from certain British Colonies and Possessions during
the years 1901 and 1905.

[Extracted from iln- Annual Statement of Trade of the United Kingdom
"
for the years named.]

Principal Article* of Food ami
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Principal Articles of Food and Drink. 1901. 1905.

AUSTRALIA.

Grain and flour

Wheat ... 1,841,000
Wheatmeal and flour ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 228,000
Other grain, &c. 1,000

Total 2,070,000

Meat-
Fresh beef 379,000

mutton 953,000
Preserved beef 182,000

mutton 126,000
Rabbits (dead) 184,000
Other meat , 83,000

Total 1,907,000

Dairy produce Butter 1,227,000
Fruit Apples 146,000
Wine 122,000

NEW ZEALAND.

Grain
Wheat 449,000
Oats 60,000
Other gram 43,000

Total 552,000

Meat
Fresh beef 367,000

mutton ... 2,949,000
Rabbits (dead) 175,000
Other meat 71,000

Total 3,562,000

Dairy produce
Butter 820,000

Cheese 193,000

Total.. 1,013,000

3,800,000

508,000

11,000

4,319.000

31,000

988,000

144,000

41,000

486,000
61,000

1,751,000

2,308,000

232,000

137,000

119,000

61,000

48,000

228,000

209,000

3,165,000
82.000

77,000

3,533,000

1,468,000

203,000

1,671,000

X 4
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VIII. EXPORTS OF PRINCIPAL MANUFACTURED ARTICLES TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND
BRITISH POSSESSIONS.

STATKMKVT showing for each of the \vnrs 1 '.<); I ami 1905 the Value of the Exports
from the United Kingdom of tho principal Articles wholly or mainly manu-
factured in the United Kingdom (excluding Articles of Food and Drink),

distinguishing Exports to Foreign Countries and to British Colonial Possessions.

Article*.
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A *- 1 rtT na
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PART II.

COLONIAL STATISTICS.

STATEMENTS SHOWING :-

A. Value of Articles of Food and Drink imported from the
various British Colonies, Possessions, and Protectorates,
into the United Kingdom during each of the Years 1901
to 1905.

B. Value of Principal Articles of Merchandise, of a class

Produced or Manufactured in the United Kingdom,
imported into the various British Colonies, Possessions,
and Protectorates, from the United Kingdom and other

Principal Countries during the Year 1905.

(In continuation of a return laid before the Conference in 1902.)

CONTENTS.

LIST OF BRITISH COLONIES, POSSESSIONS, AND PROTECTORATES FOR WHICH
STATISTICS ARE GIVEN IN THIS STATEMENT.



BRITISH LND1A.

A. VALUE of ARTICLES of FOOD and DRINK Imported from BRITISH INDIA into tho

UNITED KINGDOM during each of the Years 1901 to 1905.

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise from British India into the United Kingdom
during 1905 was 36,062,000^.

[Extracted fromtlie
" Annual Statement of the Trade of the United Kingdom with

Foreign Countries and British Possessions, 1905."]

ARTICLES.
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BRITISH INDIA.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manufactured
in the UNITED KINGDOM, Imported into BRITISH INDIA, by Sea, from the
United Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the Year ended
31st March 1906.

[Extracted from the
" Annual Statement oftfie Trade and Navigation of British India

with Foreign Countries, 1905-6."]

PBINCIPAL ARTICLES.



CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

A. VALUE of ARTICLES of FOOD ami PIMXK. imported from the CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
into the UNITED KINGDOM during each of the Years 1901 to 1905.

The Total Vralue of Imports of Merchandise from the Cape of Good Hope into the

United Kingdom during 1905 was 11,571,0001. (a)

[Extracted from the
" Annual Statement of the Trade of the United Kingdom with

Foreign Countries and British Possessions, 1905."]
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CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manufactured
in the UNITED KINGDOM, Imported into the CAPE OF GOOD HOPE from the United
Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the Year 1904.(a)

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns.]

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.
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NATAL.

A. VALUE of ARTICLES of FOOD and DRINK Imported from NATAL into the UNITED
KINGDOM during each of the Years 1901 to 1905.

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise from Natal into the United Kingdom
during 1905 was 632.000Z.

[Extracted from the
" Annual Statement of the Trade of the United Kingdom with

Foreign Countries and British Possessions, 1905."]
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NATAL.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manufactured

in the UNITED KINGDOM, Imported into NATAL from the United Kingdom and

other Principal Countries during the year 1904. (a)

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns.]

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.
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.\rsTIi.\l.1.\\ COMMONWEALTH,

: AjtTIOLESof K""i :ui<l |ii;i\K Imported from the AUSTRALIA* I'

U.TII intu the UNIIKII KisoiiiiM ilurintj e;u-h of the Years 11)01 to 1
(

J<)">.

The Total Value of Imports of Meivh;iiuli>e from the Australian Commonwealth into

the fnite.l Kingdom .luring llHi:, WHB L'U.'.MJ'J.OOOZ.

rom ihc "Annual .^Intt nn nt <>J tin 'I'm, I,' ,,f tin' I 'it'itnl Kingdom
icitii /'/</;//! ( 'mini r'n's and Brit iitli I'usscssiona, 1905."]
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AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH.
B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manufactured

in the UNITED KINGDOM, imported into the AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH from
the United Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the Year 1905.

[Extracted from the Commonwealth Trade Returns.]

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.



NKW XKAI.AXR

A. VALUE of ARTICLES of FOOD and HUIXK Imported from Ni:\v ZKU.AND into the
r\iTKD KINGDOM during each of the Year.- I'.toi t<> i:n>

The '1\ tal Value of Imports of Mereliundise from New Zealand into the United

Kingdom during JIM if) \vas l::;.:;; il

[Extracted from the "Annual Statement of the Trade of the United Kingdom icitli

}'<)< 'njn Countries and British Possessions, I'.Mi.V

ARTICLES.
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NEW ZEALAND.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manufactured
in the UNITED KINGDOM, Imported into NEW ZEALAND from the United Kingdom
and other Principal Countries during the Year 1905.

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns.]

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.
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DOMINK'N OF CANADA.

A. Y.u.lK of Ai:rn u> of Koou ami I>UI.VK Imported from tin- l>oMixio\ OK ('\N\n\intotlio
t'liiifil Kingdom during each of the Year- l'. |(| l t" I '.in.').

The Total Value uf Import- <>f Mrivli:m<li.r from the I >-.>minioii of Canada in the ("mini

Kindlon! .luring I'.m.'i waa I'.'i.r.'.Hi.i

<<!</((/ from (lie
" Annual Stutftin n> <>/ tin- Tnuli- of tin' I 'nitrd K'm<j<lmn irilli l-\m'i'/ii

('itnntr'n'H nn<l llrititili J'lixxfxx'miis, 1905."]

ARTICLE.-.
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DOMINION OF CANADA.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manu-
factured in the UNITED KINGDOM, Imported into the DOMINION of CANADA from
the United Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the Year ended
30th June 190G.

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns.]

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.



2G2

NEWFOUNDLAND.

A. VALUE of ARTICLES of FOOD and DDINK Imported from NK.WKH VDIAND into the

UNITED KINV.DOM during each of toe Years I '.ml i.. I'.iu".

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise I'nun Newfoundland into the Tinted

Kingdom duriiiLT 1 '."'.") \v;is 508,(XH>/.

[Kr 1 racial from Hie "Annual Slutt'nienl of the. Trade of the United Kingdom iritli

Foreign Connlne* <nnl Hritixli Possessions, 1905."]
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NEWFOUNDLAND.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manu-

factured in the UNITED KINGDOM, Imported into Newfoundland from the United

Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the Year ended 30th June 1906.

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns.]

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.



CHANXK1. ISLAM

A. VAI.IK of Ainu I f .nd DIMNK Imported fnnn the ( '11 \\xri. I si AND- into

tin- r\in:i> KINC.DOM during each of the Years I'.Hll to Hid."..

Total Value of lni|M -n-. "f Merchandise from the Channel Islands into the United

Kingdom during I'.in.'. was J.G<7,()Od/.

'>;/<(/ from tin-
"

Ani.iiiil Xtnt, iiii-iit of tin 'l'r,i'l,- of tin' I'nili-il Kiiujilnm icitli

,-i'jn
Ci-iintr'u's iiml Uri'tittli PoisettlOTU, I

1

.

Id.")."]
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CHANNEL ISLANDS.

GIBRALTAR.

B. The VALUE of the PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE Imported into the

CHANNEL ISLANDS and GIBRALTAR is not available.



\\.\\ :r\ AND QOZO,

A.- >)f AKTICI.K.- of K...UI ami DKINK Ini|>orU>d from MALTA ami Go/.o into the
I'MTKK K!M;I>"\I during each of tin- Years I'.iOl to

'

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise from Malta and (.lo/.o into the United
Kingdom during I'.tU'i \\a- ll.iKMi/.

Kjctrnctftl in-lit tin ''Annual XtatfiiKitt of tin- 7Y<i</V <>f tin I'n'il^l Kin,/:!:, in iritli

/'/i/;/// Count r'u-a and British J'tisucssions, 1905."]
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MALTA AND GOZO.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class Produced or Manufactured
in the UNITED KINGDOM, Imported into MALTA and Gozo, from the United Kingdom
and other Principal Countries during the Year ended 31st March 1906.

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns.]



868

GAMBIA.

The Total Yaluo of Imports of Mercli: n.li-,' from (iaml.ia into tho United Kingdom
during I'Jii.'i was 17.000L

Note. The Imports into the United Kingdom of Articles of Food and Drink
are, if any, included with those shown for

"
Other Hritish Possessions." See page ;!<

SIERRA LEONE.

A. VALUE of ARTICLES of FOOD and DKINK Imported from SIERRA LEONE into the

I'MTED KINGDOM during each of the Years 1901 to 1905.

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise from Sierra Leone into the United

Kingdom during 1905 was 189.000Z.

[Extracted from the
" Annual Statement of the Trade of the United Kingdom with

Foreign Countries and British Possessions, 1905."]
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GAMBIA.

VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manufactured

in the UNITED KINGDOM, imported into GAMBIA from the United Kingdom and

other Principal Countries during the Year 1905.

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns.]

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.



GOLD COAST.

A.- -Y.ut t; of ARTICLES of FOOD and DIJINK imported fn.m tlio COLD COAST into the

UNITED KINGDOM during each of iln- Years 1901 to 1905.

The Total Value of Intuits of Merchandise from the Gold Coast into the

United Kingdom during 1905 was 520.000Z.

[Kstraded from the "Annual Statement of tlie Trade of the Unhid Kingdom tcith

Foreign Countries and British Possessions, 1905."]
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GOLD COAST.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manufactured
in the UNITED KINGDOM, imported into the GOLD COAST from the United

Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the Year 1905.

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns.]

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.
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COLONY OF SOUTHERN NIGERIA (LAGOS).

[The designation of the Colony of Logos was changed to the Colony of Southern

Nigeria by Letters Patent datrd February I'sth, Hind, the provisions of which
came into force on May 1st, 190G.]

A. V.M.I i: of ARTICLES of FOOD and DRINK imported from the COLONY OF SOUTHERN
NIGERIA (LAGOS) into the UNITED KINCUJ.M during each of the Years 1901
to 1905.

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise from the Colony of Southern Nigeria
(Lagos) into the United Kingdom during 1905 was 301,0007.

[Extracted from the
" Annual Statement of tlie Trade of the United Kingdom loith

Foreign Countries and British Possessions, 1905."]
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COLONY OF SOUTHERN NIGERIA (LAGOS).

[The designation of the Colony of Lagos was changed to the Colony of Southern

Nigeria by Letters Patent dated February 28th, 1906, the provisions of which
came into force on May 1st, 1906.]

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or

manufactured in the UNITED KINGDOM, imported into the COLONY of SOUTHERN
NIGERIA (LAGOS) from the United Kingdom and other Principal Countries

during the Year 1905.

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns,.]

PBINCIPAL ABTICLES.



PROTECTORATE OF SOUTHERN NIG I .IMA.

[TJtc Hritinh Protectorate of tlie yijer l>i*tricts vxu proclaimed on June^th, 1885.

The t, rritorics Otlinhiixtere,! /// the U-njiil \ . umler their charter of
.//(/ liv/j, ISNi, MVJV incorporated wit It //i<w o/ ///. .V/./.-r Coast Protcctoru'

January 1st, 1900, (/*c WJ/Jofo l>fij/ known as the
"

I 'ruledorate of Southern

'"}

A. VALUE of ARTICLES of FOOD aiid DRINK imported from the PROTECTORATE of

EiiN NU;EI:I\ into the UNITED KINGDOM during each of the Years 1901 to 1905.

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise from the Protectorate of Southern Nigeria
into the United Kingdom during 1905 was 1,341,0001.

[Extracted from tlie "Annual Statement of the Trade of the Unite<I

Foreign Countries and British Possessions, 1905."]

n-ith
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PROTECTORATE OF SOUTHERN NIGERIA.

[The British Protectorate of the Niger Districts was proclaimed on June 5th, 1885.
The territories administered by the Royal Niger Company, under their charter of
July 10th, 1886, were incorporated with those of the Niger Coast Protectorate on

January 1st, 1900, the whole being known as the
"
Protectorate of Southern

Nigeria."]

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manu-
factured in the UNITED KINGDOM, imported into the Protectorate of SOUTHERN
NIGERIA from the United Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the
Year 1905.

[Extracted from the Protectorate Trade Returns.]

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.



ZAN/IUAU PROTECTORATE.

[Declared a I'ritith Protectorate on November It ft, 1S90.]

A. VAU K of ARTICU* of FOOD and DRINK Imported l'rm ZANZIBAR and PEMBA
into the IMim KINGDOM during rarh <>f tin- Yroxs 1901 to 1905.

The Total Value of Imports <>f Merchandise from /an/.ihar and Pemba into the

Kingdom during 190~ was l.'il i.(X)OZ.

[Extracted from the
" Annual Statement of the Trade of the United Kingdom with

l-'oreign Countries uml liritwh Possessions, 1905."]
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ZANZIBAR PROTECTORATE.
[Declared a British Protectorate on November 4th, 1890.]

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manu-
factured in the UNITED KINGDOM, Imported into the ZANZIBAR PROTECTORATE
from the United Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the Year 1905.

[Extracted from the Report on the Trade and Commerce of Zanzibar.]

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.



J78

UGANDA PROTECTORATE.

[The Protectorate was proclaimed on June 19th, 1894.]

The trade returns do not distinguish any imports of Merchandise from the Uganda
Protectorate into the United Kingdom in 1905.

BRITISH CENTRAL AFRICA PROTECTORATE.

[The Protectorate was proclaimed on May 14th, 1891.]

There were no imports of Merchandise from the British Central Africa Protectorate

into the United Kingdom in 1905.
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UGANDA PROTECTORATE.

[The Protectorate was proclaimed on June IQth, 1894.]

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE of a class produced or manufac-
tured in the UNITED KINGDOM, Imported into the UGANDA PROTECTORATE from
the United Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the Year endwd
31st March 1905. (a)

[Extracted from the Protectorate Trade Returns.]

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.
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MAURITrUS.(a)

A VAI.IF. of Ainin.Es of FOOD ami I>UISK Imported from M\n:rm> into the

UNITKU KINGDOM during each of the Years 1901 to 1905.

The Total Value of Imports of Men-handix- from Mauritius into the United Kingdom
luring 1905 was IM.lHKi/.

[Extracted from the
" Annual Statement of the Trade of the United Kingdom wit It

Foreign Countries and British Possessions, 1905."]
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MAURITIUS.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manu-
factured in the UNITED KINGDOM, Imported into MAURITIUS from the United

Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the Year 1905.

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns.]

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.
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ADEN.

A. VALUE of ARTICLES of FOOD Imported from ADEN into the UNITED KINGDOM during
each of the Years 1901 to 1905.

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise from Aden into the United Kingdom
during 1905 was 201.000Z.

[Extracted from the
" Annual Statement of the Trade of the United Kingdom u'ith

Foreign Countries and British Possessions, 1905."]
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ADEN.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE of a class produced or manufac-
tured in the UNITED KINGDOM, Imported into ADEN fby Sea) from the United

Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the Year ended 31st March
1906.

[Extracted from the Report on the Trade of Aden."]

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.



STRAITS SETTLEMENTS.(a)

A. VALUE of ARTICLES of FOOD and DKIXK Imported from the STKVITS SETTLEMF.MS
into the UNITED KINGDOM during each of the Years 1901 to 1905.

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise from the Straits Settlements into the

United Kingdom during 1905 was 6,835,0001.

[Extracted from the
" Annual Statement of the Trade of the United Kingdom with

Foreign Countries and British Possessions, 1905."]
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STRAITS SETTLEMENTS.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manu-
factured in the UNITED KINGDOM, Imported into the STRAITS SETTLEMENTS from
the United Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the year 1905.

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns.
.]

PBINCIPAL ABTICLES.



A. VALUE of ARTICLES of FOOD and DIUXK imported from CEYLON into the

UNITED KINGDOM during each of the Years 1901 to 1905.

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise from Ceylon into the United Kingdom
during 1905 was 4,478,0002.

[Extracted from the
" Annual Statement of the Trade of the United

Foreign Countries and British Possessions, 1905."]

trith

AHTICLSfl.
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CEYLON.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE of a class produced or manufactured
in the UNITED KINGDOM, Imported into CEYLON from the United Kingdom and
other Principal Countries during the Year 1905.

[Extracted jrom the Colonial Trade Returns.]

PBINCIPAL ARTICLES.
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FEDEKATKI) MALAY STATI.S

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise from tin- Federated Malay States into the

1'nited Kingdom (luring l'.lii."> \\as 7.">()/.

Tin- Ini|Mirts into the Tiiite.! Kingdom of Articles of Food and Irink are,
if any, ineluded with those shown for

" Other British : S- . page -508.

BRITISH NORTH BORNEO.

[Administered Inj (he British North Borneo Company under Cliartcr, dat<-<l

Xnvember 1st, 1881.]

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise from British North Borneo into the United

Kingdom during 1905 was 3,536i.

Xntc. The Imports into the t'nited Kingdom of Articles of Food and Drink are,

if any, included with those shown for
i:
Other British Possessions." Sec page 308.

SARAWAK,

[PJan',1 riKler J'l-ilinii J'ralcrlion 1888.]

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise from Sarawak into the United Kingdom
during 11)0") was (i, 1 I.V.

?\i'tc. The Imports into the United Kingdom of Articles of Food and Drink are,

if any, included with tho-e shown for
" Other l!riti>h Possessions." See page .'3
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FEDERATED MALAY STATES.
B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manu-

factured in the UNITED KINGDOM, imported into the FEDERATED MALAY STATES
from the United Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the Year 1905.

[Extracted from the Annual Reports of the Straits Settlements Registrar of Imports
and Exports.]

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.
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LABUAN.

The Total Value of Imports of Men-hand ise from Lalnian into the United Kingdom
ilnrin.ir 1! <>." was l'.",l/.

0. The Imports into the United Kingdom of Articles o Food and Drink, aiv,

if any, included with those shown for
" Other British Possessions." See page

BRITISH XE\V (IITINT.A.

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise from British New Guinea into the

United Kingdom during 1905 was 450Z.

Kotc. The Imports into the I'uited Kingdom of Articles of Food and Drink are,

if any, included with those shown for
"
Other Mritish Possessions." Sec page 308.

HONG KONG.

A. VALUK of AUTICLES of FOOD and DRINK Imported from HONG KONG into the

UNITED KINGDOM during each of the Years 1901 to 1905.

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise from Hong Kong into the United

Kingdom during 1905 was 380,000?,

rom the
"
Annual. Xlntcuicnt of tJtc Trade of the United Kingdom irith

Foreign Countries and ttritish Possessions, 1905."]
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LABUAN.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced' or manufactured
in the UNITED KINGDOM, Imported into LABUAN from the United Kingdom and
other Principal Countries during the Year 1904.(a)

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns.]

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.



FIJI ISLANDS.

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise fnuu tin Fiji Islands into

the Unilnl Kingdom during l!H)f> was 111,000?.

' . The Imports into the United Kiugdom of Articles of Food and Drink are,
if any, included with those shown for

"
Other British Possessions." See page 308.

FALKLAND ISLANDS.

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise from the Falkland Islands into

United Kingdom during 1905 was 141.000Z.

A o/e. The Imports into the United Kingdom of Articles of Food and Drink are,
if an}', included with those shown for

"
Other British Possessions." See page 308.
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FIJI ISLANDS.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manufactured
in the UNITED KINGDOM, Imported into the FIJI ISLANDS from the United
Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the Year 1905.

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns.']

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.
From
United

Kingdom,

From other Countries.

(1) (2) All other.

Total

Imports.

Bags and Sacks

Boer

Boots and Shoes

Breadstuff's and Biscuits -

Coal ...
Draper}-

-

Drugs - - -

Hardware and Cutlery (including

Nails, Bolts, and Nuts).
Iron :

Bar, Rod, Sheet, Rails, and

Fishplates.
Galvanized Manufactures

Leatlierware (except Boots and

Shoes).

Machinery :

Agricultural
-

Other (including Sewing
Machines).

Paints and Ship Chandlery

Stationery

Woodenware (including Furniture)

>The countries whence the articles were imported are
not stated in the original Trade Returns.

15.000

4,000

5,000

31,000

23,000

76,000

5,000

33,000

6,000

11,000

4,000

7,000

22,000

5,000

5,000

4,000

FALKLAND ISLANDS.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class prodiiced or manufactured
in the UNITED KINGDOM, Imported into the FALKLAND ISLANDS from the United

Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the Year 1905.

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns.^

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.



I".)}

IIKIIMFDA.

The Total Value oi' Imports of Morehandi-e from Px>nnu<l;i into the United Kingdom

iliiriiig inn.', v MI/.

. The Import^ into the United Kingdom of Articles of Food and Drink are,

if any. included with those shown for
"
Other British I 'obsessions." Sec page ."- 1 K

BRITISH HONDURAS.

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise from British Honduras into the United

Kingdom during 190.'. was 180,000?.

Note.^-The Imports into the United Kingdom of Articles of Food and Drink

are, if any, included with those shown for
"
Other British Possessions." See page .'10S.
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BERMUDA.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manu-
factured in the UNITED KINGDOM, Imported into BERMUDA from the United

Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the Year 1905.

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns.]

PRINCIPAL AHTICLES.
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BRITISH WEST INDIA ISLANDS.(a)

A. VAI.I K of ARTICLES of FOOD and DRINK Imported from the BRITISH WI.ST IKDIA

\xns into the UNITED KINGDOM during each of the Years 1001 to 1905.

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise from the British West India Islands

(including Bahamas) into the United Kingdom during 1905 was l.'.7i'.n(K)7.

[Extracted from the "Annual Statement of the Trade of the United Kingdom with

Foreign Countries and British Possessions, 1905."]

ARTICLES.
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BRITISH WEST INDIA ISLANDS.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manufactured
in the UNITED KINGDOM, Imported into the BRITISH WEST INDIA ISLANDS from the
United Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the Year 1905.

{Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns.]

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.



BRITISH WEST INDIA ISLANDS-continued.

A. -VALVE of ARTICLES of FOOD and DUINK Imported from the BKITISII WEST INDIA

ISIANDS into the UNITED KINGDOM during each of the Years 1901 to 1005.

For particulars, see page -%.
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BRITISH WEST INDIA ISLANDS continued.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manufactured

in the UNITED KINGDOM, imported into the BRITISH WEST INDIA ISLANDS from

the United Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the Year 1905 -

continued.

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns]
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BRITISH WEST INDIA ISLANDS continued.

A. VALUE of ARTICLES of FOOD and DRINK Imported from the BRITISH WEST INDIA

ISLANDS into the UNITED KINGDOM dxiring each of the Years 1901 to 1905.

For particulars, see page 2%.
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BRITISH WEST INDIA ISLANDS continued.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manufactured
in the UNTIED KINGDOM, Imported into the BRITISH WEST INDIA ISLANDS from
the United Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the year 1905
continued.

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns.]



BKITISH WEST INDIA ISLANDS continued.

A. VALUE of ARTICLES of FOOD and DRINK Imported from the BRITISH WEST INDIA

ISLANDS into the UNITED KINGDOM during each of the Years 1901 to 1905.

For particulars, see page 296.
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BRITISH WEST INDIA ISLANDS continued.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manu-
factured in the UNITED KINGDOM, Imported into the BRITISH WEST INDIA
ISLANDS from the United Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the

Year 1905 continued.

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns.}

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.



BRITISH WEST INDIA ISLANDS-continued.

A. VALUE of ARTICLES of FOOD and DRINK imported from the BRITISH WEST INDIA

ISLANDS into the UNITED KINGDOM during each of the Years 1901 to 1905.

For particulars, see page 2'JG.
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BRITISH WEST INDIA ISLANDS -continued.

B. VALUE or PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manufactured
in the UNITED KINGDOM, imported into the BRITISH WEST INDIA ISLANDS from
the United Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the Year 1905
continued.

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns.]
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BRITISH GUIANA.

A. VALUE of ARTICLES of FOOD and DRINK Imported from BRITISH GUIANA into the

UNITED KINGDOM during each of the Years 1901 to 1905.

The Total Value of Imports of Merchandise from British Guiana into the United

Kingdom during 1905 was 554,0001.

[Extracted from the "Annual Statement of the Trade of the United Kingdom with

Foreign Countrie$ and British Possessions, 1905."]
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. BRITISH .GUIANA.

B. VALUE of PRINCIPAL ARTICLES of MERCHANDISE, of a class produced or manu-
factured in the UNITED KINGDOM, imported into BRITISH GUIANA from the

United Kingdom and other Principal Countries during the Year ended
31st March 1906.

[Extracted from the Colonial Trade Returns!]

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES.
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"OTIIKK BRITISH POSSESSIONS."^

A. -VALUE of ARTIOI.KS of FOOD and DKINK imported from "
OIIIKI; HUITISB

POSSESSIONS
"

(a) into the UNITED KINGDOM daring <-:ich of the Years 1901

to 1905.

[Ej from ///.
" Annual Slot c.tu nt <>/ the Trade of ttie United Kingdom with

l-\>ri-i<jn Countries and British Possessions, 11)05."]

ABT1CLU.
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PART III.

Statement of the Trade, Population, and Shipping of the

United Kingdom, the United States, Germany, France,
and Belgium, for a Period of 25 Years from 1881 to

1905 inclusive.

(In continuation of a return laid before the Conference in 1902.)

fcb
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Statement of the Trade, Population, and Shipping of the

United Kingdom, the United States, Germany, France,
and Belgium, embracing a Period of 25 Years from

1881 to 1905 inclusive.
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PART IV.

(A.) Statement of the Tonnage of Vessels Entered and
Cleared (exclusive of Coasting Trade) at Ports of

the British Empire during the Years 1865, 1875,

1880, 1885, 1890, 1895, 1900, and 1905.

UNITED KINGDOM.

DOMINION OF CANADA.

NEWFOUNDLAND.

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

NATAL.

NEW ZEALAND.

AUSTRALIA :

VICTORIA.

AUSTRALIA continued.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

QUEENSLAND.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA.

TASMANIA.

ALL OTHER POSSESSIONS.

TOTALS FOR THE OVERSEA DOMINIONS.

(B.) Statement of the Tonnage of Vessels Entered and
Cleared at Ports of the United Kingdom from and
to British Possessions, with Cargoes and in Ballast,

during the years 1865, 1875, 1880, 1885, 1890,

1895, 1900, and 1905.

(In continuation of a return laid before the Conference in 1902.)
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XXI.

COLONIAL PBEFERENTIAL TARIFFS,

CONTENTS.

Page
SUMMARY :

(1) Preference to United Kingdom and certain Colonial goods - 319
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SUMMARY.

(i) Preference to United Kingdom and certain Colonial Goods.

1. The present accord by the Canadian Government of preferential Dominion of

treatment to British goods imported into the Dominion, was enacted by Canada.

Act 16 of 1897, which came into force in April of that year. The

preference was also extended at the time, in pursuance of Treaty obliga-

tions, to certain foreign countries, Germany and Belgium being then entitled

by treaty to equality of treatment with the United Kingdom in our
Colonies in respect of duties on goods imported, and various other countries

being entitled to the same privilege in virtue of the
"
most-favoured-nation

"

provisions in their treaties with the United Kingdom affecting trade with the

Colonies.

The German and Belgian treaties were consequently denounced in 1897,
and terminated in 1898, and since August 1st, 1898, no treaty provisions
have existed affecting the right of the Colonies to confine preference to British

goods only. Consequently, from that date, Canada has confined the grant of

preference to the produce of the United Kingdom and certain British

Colonies and Possessions. The preferential rates of duty originally accorded

have subsequently been revised, more particularly in November 1906, whilst

certain Colonies have been admitted to the benefits of the preferential tariff

(notably New Zealand and South Africa), which were not originally granted

preferential treatment.

In view of the refusal of Germany to accord
"
most-favoured-nation

"

treatment to Canadian products, German goods have from April 17th, 1903,
been subjected to a

"
surtax

"
of one-third of the general rates of duty.

2. The South African Colonies forming the South African Customs Union s >uth

first granted preferential treatment to United Kingdom goods under the Africa.

Customs Union Convention of 1903, which came into force on August 15th

of that year. The preference was extended to Canadian goods on July 1st,

1904.

The preference accorded under that Convention to United Kingdom and
Canadian goods was revised from May 1906 by the superseding Convention
of that year, and a few months later both Australian and New Zealand

products were admitted to the benefits of the preference.
3. The New Zealand Govermnent, under the "Preferential and Reciprocal New Zea

Trade Act
"
of 1903 which came into force on November 16th of that year lan(1 -

granted preference to certain goods the growth, produce, or manufacture of

some part of the British Dominions, by imposing additional rates of duty
on similar goods produced in foreign countries, the duties on British goods
remaining unchanged.

On January 1st,. 1907, the Government entered into a reciprocal agreement
with the South African Colonies, and granted a preference to all South
African products (except spirits).

A proposed reciprocal agreement between New Zealand and Australia

was not ratified by the former Government, as, according to a report issued

thereon on October 2nd, 1906, the advantages accruing to New Zealand from
the agreement would be outweighed by the sacrifices involved.

4. A Resolution was proposed in the Commonwealth Parliament on Australian

30th August 1906, with the object of according preferential treatment to Common-

United Kingdom goods, and a Bill subsequently passed for this purpose was

eventually reserved by the Governor-General for the signification of His

Majesty's pleasure, in consequence of the condition which it incorporated,
that the goods should be imported in

"
British ships manned by white

labour," being inconsistent with treaties by which some or all of the

Australian Colonies were bound.
A Resolution to extend reciprocal treatment to certain New Zealand

products in accordance with an agreement between the New Zealand and
Australian Governments was also introduced into the Commonwealth Parlia-

ment on the same date (August 30th, 1906), but the agreement was not

ratified by the New Zealand Government (see above).
The Australian Commonwealth, on 1st October 1906, extended preferential

treatment to certain South African products, reciprocal privileges being granted
at the same time to Australian products on importation into South Africa.

K 49045. C C



5. From tin- Tal'l.- ^iven at thi* end of this Summary ii will bo seen that

iVrential treatment is <j/ prttfttt aaoorded to United Kingdom goods in the

iiinion of Canada, South Africa, and New /t-alaml, but that tooh goods
iot (|i|mr rilln r in Au.-iralia .>r New Zealand, tin- benefit of the prefeivnee

accorded I 'li'iiie-; i.- Smtli Africa. '1'ln- prefeivnee prop.i-.ed l.y the

Australian ( 'oiumonuealth (iovernment to I'nited Kingdom products has not,

lir< nielli into I'l.rci-.

"The Canadian and Soiitli African preferential rate- an- a|i|)licalilc to

practically dU dutiable #x>ds im]>orti-d, wln-p-a-; in New Zealand the preference

accorded to I'nited Kingdom products is (-unfilled to certain classes of goods

only.
6. Speaking generally the rate of preference allowed in Canada vanes from

2J per cent, to 15 per ceiit. ad valorem, with an average of about !< per cent.

ad valorem in favour of British goods; in South Africa it i- equivalent to

about 3 per ceut. ad valorem; and in New Zealand from Id per cent, to

I'O per cent, ad valorem on the classes of goods to which preference is

accorded.

7. It is found, however, alter making allowance for the preference, that the

nil rates of duty leviable on the principal classes of Mritish .^oods are,

on the whole, higher in Canada than they are in New Zealand, and much
higher than in South Africa.

This statement is borne out by the following Table showing the rates of

duty leviable at the present time (i.e., March, I'.M'T on certain of the principal
manufactured articles imported into Canada, South Africa, and New
Zealand :
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8. The total trade of Canada with all countries is much greater than
that of South Africa, New Zealand, or Australia, but partly owing to the

proximity of the United States, the proportion of the imports from the United

Kingdom into the Dominion of Canada is considerably less than it is in the
case of the other Colonies, and the actual value of these imports is less than
the imports from the United Kingdom into either Australia or South
Africa.

The imports from the United Kingdom into Canada amounted to about
24 per cent.

;
into both South Africa and New Zealand 62 per cent.

;
and into

Australia 63 per cent., of the total value of imports into those Colonies during
the year 1905.

VALUE of IMPORTS into the undermentioned COLONIES, distinguishing the

AMOUNT and PERCENTAGE PROPORTION of the IMPORTS during the YEAR

1905 from the UNITED KINGDOM, BRITISH POSSESSIONS, and FOREIGN

COUNTRIES.

Colonies.



VALVK ..f IMPOSTS into the DOMINION of CANADA and NEW ZEALAND from

the UNITED KIX<;I*>M, BRITISH TOSSESSIONS, and FOREIGN COUNTRIES

respectively during the YEAR 1905, distinguishing GOODS subject, and

subject, to PREKKKKKTI u. TKI:.\TMEST.

OoantrtM whence imported.
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with the United Kingxlom, and certain particulars are also given relating to

the reciprocal agreements which have recently been entered into in Canada,
South Africa, New Zealand, and Australia for the accord of inter-Colonial

preferences.
As before stated, preference to British goods is not yet accorded by

Australia, while as regards South Africa and New Zealand it is of so recent a
date that its effect upon trade cannot satisfactorily be measured. As regards
Canada, it appears from a statement in the appended Memorandum A (1)

(pp. 331 et seq.) that prior to the grant of preference to British goods exclusively
in 1898 the relative proportion of the total imports into Canada from the

United Kingdom had for many years continuously declined. Since the

grant of preference that decline has been checked.

11. Summarising the general results of the operation of the preferences
accorded, it would appear that preferential treatment was granted to goods of

United Kingdom or Colonial manufacture to the extent of 11 millions sterling
in Canada, 2 millions in New Zealand, and about 11 millions in Cape
Colony in 1905.

The proportions which these figures bore to the total import trades of

the respective Colonies in 1905 are shown in the following table :

Countries whence Imported.



. ...

of Cuda.

(ii) Inter-Colonial Preferential Agreements.
1. Certain Colonies have into, or proposal to cuter iuto, reciprocal

agreements \\ith other Colonies.

2. Negotiations were entered into with the Australian Commonwealth by
the Canadian Government in I'.tu.", with a view to t lie reciprocal accord of tariff

ii-esMons. It was suggested by the former that the Colonial Conference

trould afford a suitable opportunity for discussion of the principles on which

any scheme of preference should he based. According to a Canadian press
notice, the Can i lian (iovermnent undo a direct oiler to Australia, through
their Commercial Agent at Melbourne, on December Sth, 1906, offering the

ictits of the British preferential taritl to all imports of Australian

production, and asking for concessions on lish, lumber, paper, and agricul-
tural implements. No official information has, as yet, been received by the

Board of Trade of any further action in the matter.

It may, however, be stated that the total imports into Canada for con-

sumption from Australia amounted to Hi.MUD/. i n pji),', or, ou t of the total

'>/. imported from all countries into the Dominion that year.
The Canadian (lovernment on September 21st, J !)<('>, authorised their

Commercial Agent at Melbourne to proceed to New Zealand with a view of

entering into negotiations respecting preferential trade relations with that

Colony.
Certain Colonies are accorded by Canada a similar preference to that

granted to the United Kingdom under the British preferential tariff (for
details of which see Memorandum A (1), pp. 331 et seq.).

3. The Colonies forming the South African Customs Union have extended
rebates of duties to Australian goods from 1st October I'JOii, and to Xew
Zealand goods from 1st January J!><>7, similar to those accorded to Unit !

Kingdom goods.
The rebate aeeorded to Canadian goods on July 1st, 1904 was continued,

subject to some revision, under the new Customs Union Convention f

1906, which came into force on May 25th, 1906.

The following statement shows the imports into Cape Colony and Xatal

from Canada, Australia, and New Zealand in 1905:

Cape Col
Natal

-
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It would thus appear that the great bulk of the imports into Cape Colony
from Colonies accorded preference are granted rebate of duty, although
such imports only bear a small proportion to the total trade of the Colony.

4. The New Zealand Government have extended, with effect from January New

1st, 1907, reciprocal privileges to all South African products (except spirits),
Zealaut'

the South African. Colonies at the same time granting rebates of duty to New
Zealand products similar to those accorded to United Kingdom goods.

The total value of merchandise imported into New Zealand in. 1905

amounted to 12,481,OOOL, but of this amount only 559L represented the

value of goods imported from South Africa.

A reciprocal agreement between New Zealand and Australia for the pro-
motion of trade and intercourse between the two Colonies was presented to the

New Zealand Parliament on August 30th, 1906 the same day that a Resolution

was proposed in the Australian Parliament to give effect to the same agreement
in the Commonwealth. The New Zealand Government, however, found them-

selves unable to ratify the agreement on the ground that any advantages
which would accrue to the Colony would, in its opinion, be outweighed by
the sacrifices involved.

The proposed agreement principally affected provisions, wine, and timber.

and the total value of Australian goods which would have received preferential
treatment in 1905 under it amounted to 174,OOOL, or 12 per cent, of all

imports (1,480,OOOL) from the Australian Commonwealth, and 1^ per cent,

of the total imports of 12,481,000i. from all countries.

5. The Australian Commonwealth extended preferential treatment to Australian

certain South African goods on October 1st, 1906, reciprocal privileges
Common-

being accorded at the same time, as already stated, to Australian products
wea

imported into South Africa.

The articles affected are, for the most part, agricultural and pastoral

products, but the value of such South African products subject to preference

imported into the Commonwealth in 1905 amounted only to 3,OOOL (mostly

feathersj, or 9 per cent, of all imports (34,0001.) from South Africa. The
total imports into the Commonwealth from all countries during 1905 amounted
to 36,802 ;

OOOL

Proposals have also been made to extend reciprocal privileges to New
Zealand and Canadian goods, but, in both instances, no definite result has, as

yet, been arrived at. The value of imports of New Zealand products to which
the proposed preference would have been accorded had it been in operation
would have amounted in 1905 to 123,OOOL, or 15 per cent, of all imports

(841,OOOZ.) from New Zealand, but less than 1 per cent, of the total imports
from all countries. No similar particulars can be supplied as regards Canada,
as the articles proposed to be accorded preference have not been decided upon.

The following statement shows the value of the imports of South African,
New Zealand, and Canadian products into Australia in 1905 :

Year.
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TARI.I-. 1.

Tin- fi)lli)\\nix SmKMENT shows the COLONIES (A) at /XV.-.TH' (i.e., Maivli.

lini! I'l - M \l. TI;I:\IMI M. ;m<l I',
|>r. i|.'ini,' to a

l'i::n:i:iMi IMIAI. i rrrtaiu I'.KIII.-H OOOD6, .<- u.'ll as lln: rla^s

of ARTICLES affected, aad the amount nJ I'I;I:H:I;KKCK. all\vr<l, or proposed
to be allowed.

(A) Preferences actually in Force.

Oniony.
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TABLE I. continued.

(B) Proposed Preferences.

Colony.

Countries to

which it has

been proposed
to extend

Preferential

Treatment.

Occasion of Proposal.

Class of Dutiable Goods

proposed to be accorded
Preferential Treatment.

Amount of Preference

proposed to be
allowed.

Dominion of

Canada. \

Australian

Common-
wealth.

New Zealand

New Zealand

Australian

Common-
wealth.

Australian

Common-
wealth.

United King-
dom.

New Zealand

Dominion of

Canada.

The Canadian Government
first approached the
Australian Government
iu 1905 with a view to

reciprocity.
In December 1906 (ac-

cording to a Canadian

press notice) a direct
offer of preference was
made to Australia.

The Canadian Government
instructed their Com-
mercial Agent at Mel-
bourne at the end of

1906, to proceed to New
Zealand aud open up
negotiations respecting
preferential trade rela-

tions with that colony.
No further information
has been received.

Agreement presented to

New Zealand Parlia-

ment on August 30th,

1906, but a Committee

appointed to consider it

reported against its rati-

fication. The House of

Representatives adopted
the Keport on October

3rd, 1906, and the ex-

cess duties which had
been collected from 30th

August to 3rd October
1906 on certain goods
not the produce of Aus-

tralia, were refunded,
under Act 26 of 1906.

Resolution of 30th August
1906.*

Resolution proposed in

Australian Parliament
on 30th August 1906

(but eventually not
ratified by the New
Zealand Government).

Similar articles to those

accorded preference
when of British produc-
tion.

Principally provisions,

wine, and timber.

Arms, ammunition, dyna-
mite, bicycles, boots

and shoes, clocks,

watches, furniture,

engines, paints and
colours, pickles and
sauces, cutlery and

plated ware, manufac-
tures of wood, paper-
hangings, also paper
bags and strawboard.

Agricultural and pastoral

products and timber.

Same as granted to the

produce of the United

Kingdoin(e Table I.(A)
on previous page.)

Various from a rebate of

33J per cent, to the
whole of the duty.

It was proposed to increase
certain existing tariff

rates on goods not the

produce of the United

Kingdom to the extent
of from 5 per cent, ad
val. to 10 per cent, ad
vol. Certain specific
rates were to be increased

by from 20 per cent, to

50 per cent, of the duty,
whilst some free goods
were to be subject to a

duty of 10 per cent, ad
red. when not of United

Kingdom production.

Various from a rebate of

50 per cent, to the whole
of the duty.

In response to an invitation from the Canadian Government in 1905 to consider

inter-colonial preference, the Australian Government suggested the discussion

of the matter at the Colonial Conference. No articles have, as yet, been
submitted by the Australian Government for consideration, but according to a
Canadian press notice, the Canadian Government made a direct offer to the

Commonwealth in December 1906 to accord preference to Australian products,
similar to that granted to United Kingdom products, in return for concessions

on fish, lumber, paper, and agricultural implements.

* Reserved by the Governor-General, for the signification of His Majesty's pleasure, in consequence of the

stipulation that goods to enjoy preference must be imported direct in British ships manned by white labour.
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A. Preferential Treatment of United

Kingdom Goods.

(1) DOMINION OF CANADA.

NOTE. The preference accorded to United Kingdom goods, under the

Resolution of November 29th, 1906, is also extended to the products of

various British Possessions.
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A (l)-DOMINION OF CANADA.

MEMORANDUM ON THE CANADIAN PREFERENTIAL
TARIFF.

(1) BEITISH PREFERENTIAL TARIFF.

1. Before an examination of the trade returns of the Dominion Govern-

ment is made for the purpose of ascertaining the effect of the Preferential

Tariff upon the imports from this country into Canada, it is desirable that

the nature of the preference should be stated in detail especially in view of

the fact that, since the introduction of the principle of granting preferential
treatment to British goods in 1897, both the rate and scope of the preference
have, from time to time, been altered.

2. The present preferential treatment of British goods was first adopted
on April 23rd, 1897, when a reduction of one-eighth of the Customs Duty was

granted by Canada to goods (with certain exceptions, including alcoholic

liquors, liquid medicines and other articles containing alcohol, and tobacco)

produced by, and imported direct from, countries whose Customs treatment of

Canadian produce was, on the whole, as favourable as that accorded by the

Canadian Customs tariff to the produce of those countries. From July 1st,

1898, the preference was increased to one-fourth.

3. From August 1st, 1898, the preference was confined to similar goods

produced in, and imported direct from, the United Kingdom and certain British

Colonies and Possessions.

The Colonies and Possessions now sharing the preference are India, Straits

Settlements, Ceylon, New Zealand. Bermuda, British Guiana, British West

Indies, Cape Colony, Natal, Orange River Colony, Transvaal, Southern

Rhodesia, Basutoland, Bechuanaland Protectorate, and Swaziland.

4. From July 1st, 1900, the preferential reduction of duties was increased

from one-quarter to one-third, but from June 8th, 1904, this preference was
amended in certain respects, the preference on some goods (i.e., certain woollen

goods and cordage) being reduced, while certain other goods (i.e., china

tableware and common window glass) received increased advantages. (See

Table VII., p 392.)

5. On November 29th, 1906, a Resolution was introduced by the Canadian

Minister of Finance in the Dominion Parliament providing for the continuance

of preference to goods, the produce or manufacture of the United Kingdom
and the above-mentioned British Colonies and Possessions, when imported
direct from any British country.* The Resolution has been provisionally in

force since November 30th, I906.f This new preference, however, is accorded

on a somewhat different basis. A duty, varying with the article, but lower

than under the General Taritr, is imposed on certain goods, instead of a

general percentage reduction of 33^ per cent, being allowed on all articles

(with the few exceptions of alcoholic liquors and tobacco, &c., referred to

above). The preference varies, as a rule, from 2J per cent, to 15 per cent.

ad valorem many of the articles, when of British production, being allowed

a rebate of 10 per cent, ad valorem. Some articles (e.g., certain rolled bars,

sheets, plates, &c., certain tubing, Canada plates, crucible cast steel wire,

valued at not less than 6 cents per lb., steel bails for bearings of vehicles,

&c.. dry red lead, orange mineral and zinc white), on which the general
duties are mostly 5 per cent, or 10 per cent, ad valorem, are now accorded a

preference of the whole duty. On the other hand, various dutiable articles

which were heretofore allowed rebate of duty when of British production

* The resolution providing for the granting of preference to certain British goods
" when

imported direct from any country," was amended on March 8th, 1907, in accordance with a motion

moved by Sir Wilfrid Laurier to the effect that "on and after a date to be named by the
" Goveriior-in-Council the preference granted to British imports (except sugar from British
"

possessions)
shall apply only to goods brought into Canada, if shipped through a Canadian port."

Sir Wilfrid Laurier stated in Parliament that it would not be advantageous to apply this policy

until the completion ot the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway in 1011.

f
Tne rates of duty imposed on certain articles under the Resolution have been subjected to

amendment in Committee.



are not now granted preferential treatment, vie., malt and malt extracts ;

opium ; certain medicinal preparations ; paints and colours ground in

spirits; spirit
varnishes and lacquers ; skelp iron or steel, for pips manufac-

turers ; machinery of a kind not made in Canada for carding, spinning,

wearing, brni knittiup ; stereotypes, Ac., and matrices for same ; and

sail twine and canvas (of hemp or Has).

The Resolution also provided for the application of an Intermediate Tariff*

( !.<., a tariff lower than the General Tariff but higher than the British

Preferential Tariff), luit the Finance Minister stated, on. its introduction, that

it was not the intention of the Canadian Government to apply it ut the

present time to any country, but to adopt it as an instrument by which

negotiations may 1*> conducted from time to time with any country willing
to give favourable conditions to Canadian goods.

6. It will be remembered that from April 17th, 1903, German goods

imported into Canada have been subjected to a surtax of one-third of the

general rates of duty, with the effect that the rates of duty imposed on such

goods were double those imposed on British goods prior to the Resolution of

November 29tb, 1906. That Resolution continues the surtax at the former

rate of one-third of the new general rates of duty.
7. The Resolution also continues the special (or dumping) duty leviable

on undervalued goods which first came into force on June 8th, 1904.

8. In order to show the principal facts relating to the growth of Canadian
trade since the introduction of the Preferential Tariff both with countries and
in articles to which preference is, and is not, accorded, respectively, the

following statements are appended :

(i.) A statement showing for each year from 1896-97 to 1905-06 the

imports into Canada from the United Kingdom, British Colonies
and Possessions, and Foreign Countries, classified under the three

categories of

(a) Goods dutiable under the general tariff.

(b) Goods dutiable under the reduced "
reciprocal and British

preferential" tariff.

(c) Free goods.
So far as the first year, 1896-97, is concerned, the division

between (a) and (b) is an approximate estimate only,
the goods placed under heading (a) being those of a
class to which the preferential tariff, when enacted, did

not apply, together with an estimated allowance for the

dutiable goods imported from the United Kingdom
which were not the produce of the United Kingdom,
and hence not entitled to preference.

(ii.)
A statement showing for each of the years from 1885-86 to

1905-06 the value of the import and export trade between Canada
and each of the principal countries.

(iii.) A detailed statement showing for certain years from 1896-97 to

1905-06 the value of the principal articles imported into Canada
from the United Kingdom, United States, and " Other Countries

"

respectively.

(iv.) A summary statement showing for the same years the value of exports
from Canada of the principal classes of goods to the United

Kingdom, the United States, and " Other Countries
"

respectively,

(v.) A statement showing the rates of duty leviable under both the old

and new Canadian General and Preferential tariffs, respectively, on
the principal articles imported into Canada from the United

Kingdom during the year ended June 30th, 1906.
i

vi.) A statement showing the rates of duty leviable under both the old

and new Canadian General and Preferential tariffs, respectively, on

principal articles of British production, the imports of which into

Canada are affected either by a protective tariff or United States

competition.

It should be added that the imports shown in these tables and dealt with

in this Memorandum are, in all cases, imports for home consumption.

For particulars impeding the probable effect of tho application of the Intermediate

TmriJV on liritish Trade, ice pp. 340 et teq.
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9. In making an examination of the Canadian Returns it will not be

forgotten that the Tariff Resolutions which came into force on November 29th,

1906, make provision for preference to be accorded on a somewhat different

basis to that hitherto in force. At the same time it may be remarked that

the Canadian Minister of Finance stated in the Dominion Parliament on the

introduction of the Resolutions that he thought it would
" be found on the whole as a result of the revision we leave the

preference to Great Britain quite as much, and probably larger, than it is

to-day, and that Great Britain will have a better chance to compete with

foreign competitors under this tariff than she has had in the past."
That being so, it will be allowable to examine the Trade Returns for the

period prior to the introduction of the present preference, in order to estimate

its effect on the importation of both British and foreign goods.

10. Comparing, then, the latest returns with those for the year imme-

diately preceding the grant of preference to British goods, we find that

the annual imports into Canada have increased from 22 to 59|- millions

sterling, or 37 millions sterling in the ten years 1896-97 to 1905-06. The

imports from the United Kingdom increased almost 8j millions sterling (or

135 per cent.), from British Possessions, 2 millions (or 547 per cent.), and
from Foreign Countries, 26{- millions (or 160j>er cent.).

11. Of this increase of 37 millions sterling, goods subject to the General

Tariff (i.e., goods from countries not entitled to preferential treatment, or of

a class excluded from the benefits of that Tariff) accounted for 14| millions,

goods entitled to preference, 7^ millions, and free goods for 15 millions

sterling.

12. Analysing the total increase of 8 millions sterling in the imports
from the United Kingdom, it is found that goods under the General Tariff

increased almost a million (or 183 per cent.), under the Preferential Tariff,

5| millions (or 157 per cent.), whilst the remainder, which were free goods,
increased by 80 per cent.

The increased importation from the United Kingdom of goods subject
to the General Tariff was, for the most part, due to increased indirect

importations of foreign produce which were, thus, not entitled to preference.

13. The imports from British Possessions were not so great in volume
as from the United Kingdom, but the percentage increase of goods (mostly

sugar from the West Indies and British Guiana) between 1896-97 and 1905-06

was very much higher.

14. The imports from Foreign Countries were adversely affected by the

preference to British goods (and by the surtax in the case of German goods),

but, even so, the percentage increase on dutiable goods amounted to 149 per
cent, as against 160 per cent, on goods imported from the United Kingdom,
whilst as already stated, the percentage increase in the imports of all goods
-both dutiable and free from Foreign Countries was slightly higher than

that in the case of Imports from this country. These facts are shown in the

following table :

STATEMENT showing the PERCENTAGE INCREASE of DUTIABLE and FREE GOODS
IMPORTED for HOME CONSUMPTION from the UNITED KINGDOM, BRITISH

POSSESSIONS, and FOREIGN COUNTRIES into the DOMINION OF CANADA in

1905-06 as compared with 1896-97.

Countries.
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15. Although there has be. n ;i substantial im rease in the percentage

proportion of imports from the United K indium, the above Table also shows
that t)u>re has been ponding increase in the imports from all countries.

ter idea, therefore, of tin- effect of the preference on British imports
ainable if we ascertain th< :ituge proportions of imports from the

I'nited Kingdom to total imports during various periods prior to, and since,

grant of preference. . at the same time bearing in mind that the.

renee to British goods was increased on July 1st, 1900, from ^th to $rd
of the general rates of duty.

The following table shows these percentage proportions of both
"
dutiable

"

.1 .I
"
dutiable and free

"
imports from the United Kingdom into Canada :

Period.
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STATEMENT showing VALUE and PROPORTION of DUTIABLE IMPORTS for

CONSUMPTION from the UNITED KINGDOM, BRITISH POSSESSIONS, and

PRINCIPAL FOREIGN COUNTRIES into the DOMINION of CANADA during

the Year ended 30th Jtine 1897 and iu each of the Years ended

30th June 1901 to 1906 inclusive.

Countries whence Imported.
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These facts are *h<>wu below :

>lii>wing the AU.UM.I. <i<l Po2of livalciit .if duly leviable
on o."ls lurouiKli for '

PT1OS, distinguishing hll'ou.s froai the

I'siin- KiMiiMiM and the Uxii rh of th" uiider-

n.
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Hot imported to aiiy extent from this country, whilst, in addition, there afe
other articles, such as iron and steel manufactures, which are almost entirely

imported from the United States, largely on account of the lower freight

charges on such imports.
These articles form a large proportion of the trade of the United States, as

will he seen from an examination of the appended Table :
-

IMPORTS FOE HOME CONSUMPTION (DUTIABLE AND FREE GOODS).

Articles.



Tliis proportion would remain unaltered by the inclusion of all textiles

imiorled from the United Kingdom, whether entitled to preference or not, in

spito -if th- fact tliat appreciable tpinntities of foreign silks arc exported to

untry.

Tin- following tal-lc >hows (he value of ini|iorts of the principal textile

manufactures anil yarns subject to duty from tlie I'liitcd Kingdoin and from

all countries, respectively, for the years ending June 30th, !>>'.>.", 1>'.'7. I'.'"!.

and I'.MU ;.

[It will U- miirinlwrcil that the vi-iir ciuliiif; .linn- Is^T wn- lln- l:i--t \i-ar lirfnrr the

vrvniml tnriir, ninl iinh-<-i inclnded i" month.- daring whioh the reduction of nnr-fi^liih <if

: u\ iiuik-r tin- I'M* I
"

rn-ijirM'iil

"
turiir wu< in Corn-.]

IMPORTS FOR HOME CONSUMPTION DDTIABLE GOODS ONLT.

T i tile Manufacture*.
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It would appear, however, that, particularly as regards cottons and
woollens, our imports have been favourably affected by the introduction of

preference, and British manufacturers have been able to retain their

proportion of the imports of such articles into the Dominion.

25. Although we send the bulk of the textile manufactures imported
into Canada, such imports, per head of population, are considerably smaller
than in the case of the Australasian Colonies.

The value of the imports for consumption of cotton and woollen
manufactures into Canada from the United Kingdom was about 10s. 4d.

per head of population in the year ended 30th June 1901. In the years
ended 30th June 1904 and 1906 it was 14s. Id. and 15s. lOcZ. respectively.
This represents an appreciable increase, but, so far as comparison is possible,
the imports of cotton and Avoollen textiles into Australia and New Zealand

per head of population are about 2-J- to 3i times as great as in Canada.

26. In conclusion, it maybe stated that the trade returns of the Dominion,
as a whole, demonstrate that, since the introduction of the preference in 1897,
the proportionate decline in the imports of British goods which had occurred

up to that period has been checked, and that, notwithstanding keen com-

petition on the part of the United States and other countries, British

manufacturers have undoubtedly been enabled to retain their proportion of

trade in the markets of the Dominion, while largely increasing the amount
of that trade.

40045. D ,1 3



II. iNTKKMKltl \ IKK.

1. rrovi.-i..n was made, as stated in tin- preliminary ]turti(in of this

noraiidum, in the Tariff Resolutions introduced into the Canadian Parlia-

ment. :iilx-r -M\, I '.MM;, for th-- application of an Intermediate Tariff

tanlT somewhat lower than the lieiieral Tariff hut higher tlian tlie

Hriti-li Preferential
'

Pa rill) to good > the produce or manufacture of any foreign

iiitrv or any Hritish lY>sscs>ion not entitled \<, preference when imported
direct into Canada.

The Minister of l-'inanee, on introducing the Resolutions, <lated that it

was not propn>ed "at the pn^'iit time to apply the Intermediate Tariff to

miry." hut tn adopt it "as an instrument hy which ue may conduct

tiations from time to time with any country which is \\illin^ to give
" Canada favourahle conditions."

3. The Intermediate Tariff is not so extensive in its application as the

British Preferential TarilT, as various articles (r./j. liuiter, cheese, printed

books, firebricks, ^alvani/ed wire, printing ]>IVSM-. certain woollen fabrics,

ami dressed fur skins, &i-.} accorded preferential treatment when of I'ritish

production would not he subject, to any reduction from the general rates

of duty when imported from countries to which the Intermediate Tariff

illicit apply.
4. At the same time provision is made in the Resolution for most of tho

dutiable articles imported into Canada to be subject to Intermediate TarilT

rates of duty.
5. Speaking broadly, the Intermediate Tariff rates are somewhat higher

than the mean between the British Preferential and General rates of duty.
The British Preferential rates are about 30 per cent, lower, on the arcr<njf,
than the general rates of duty, whilst the Intermediate Tariff rates are from
about 8 per cent, to 15 per cent, (with an approximate average of 10 per cent.)
lower than those rates.

6. The Intermediate Tariff rates average approximately 28 per cent, more
than tho British Preferential Tariff rates imposed on the chief classes of

manufactured articles imported from this country.
7. The following table gives the rates of duty leviable on various articles

imported under the Hritish 1 'referential, Intermediate, and (.icneral Tariffs,

as well as the value of such articles imported from the 1 nited Kingdom and

principal foreign countries during the year ended o<Mh .lime ]
(

,)06.
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Principal Articlee

cant.



Tariff l*-oame applicable to import- fr..m the United States, as will lie

on reference to the taMe ^iven on p. .".In.

Hut our principal textile imports into Canada are u-nnlh-u goods, and
tin- v'anailian \voollen industry is one that is especially protected by the new
tariff.

The preference granted to British woollen goods is, on the average, much
lower than that accorded to other articles, but, at the same time, no provision

Made for granting any benefit under the Intermediate Tariff to artn'in

clti**rs of woollens, which are largely imported 1'rom this country. Thus, so

far as the general effect of the application of the two tariffs is concerned,
the iiMjorts fnmi this country of woollen goods would probably not be
affected to the same extent as those of cotton goods by the euiiee~>ion of the

rates of the Intermediate Tariff to similar goods from foreign countries,

although some articles (. .</., yarns, socks and stockings, carpets and certain

knitted goods) would be subjected to some competition by the reduction of

the preference.
11. The following Statement shows the classes of WOO1J6& goods that would,

and would not, be affected by the application of the Intermediate Tariff, as

well as the imports of such articles from various countries during the year
ended 30th June 190G:

WOOLLEN MANUFACTURES. DUTIABLE GOODS oxi.v.
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WOOLLEN MANUFACTURES. DUTIABLE GOODS ONLY cont.



A ,.ii, pi'iided .lent nf tlio imports which would

had tin- Inleri:. l':irilT been ill operation in each of

i Jim.- ;

,,f In IIVIU.K ami I": idisiiiiLjuishiii:,' l>iiiu:ii: Co. .us

atY.cted. ami not affected. l>y tin- I u:iFFj, ill each of

.ih June I'.in;, ;m,l I'.HM;.

In ' .uuuU.
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TABLE I.

TOTAL VALUE of MERCHANDISE (including Bullion and Specie) Imported for

Home Consumption from the United Kingdom, British Possessions, and

Foreign Countries during each of the years ended 30th June, 1897 to

1906, distinguishing Dutiable Goods entered under the General, and
under the Reciprocal and Preferential Tariffs.

COUNTRIES.



TABLE I. continued.

Common
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TABLE III.

STATEMENT of the VALUES of the Principal and other Articles entered for

Consumption in Canada,
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TABLE III.

IEMK.NT of the VALDBS of the Principal and other Articles entered for Consumptio
inclusive, showing in each case the portion taken from Great Bri

AiuiHi:viATiONK. G. II., Great Ilritu

Aancut*.
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TABLE III.

Canada (both Dutiable and Free) during the Fiscal Years ended 30th June 1897 and 1900-1906
the United States, and all Other Countries. (From Canadian Returns.)

U. S., United States ; O. C., Other Countries.

Value, 1903.
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TABLE III. STATEMENT of the VALUES of the Principal and

AMTICUU.
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other Articles entered for Consumption in Canada, &c. continued.

Value, 1903.



TABLE III. STATEMENT of the VALUES of the Principal and

ABTICLU.
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other Articles entered for Consumption in Canada, &c. continued.



TABLB III. STATEMENT of the VALCBS of the Principal :m<l

ABTIOU*.
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other Articles entered for Consumption in Canada. &c. continued.

Value, 1903.
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TABLE III. STATBMINT of the VALUES of the Principal and

AKTIOU*.
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other Articles entered for Consumption in Canada, &c. continued.
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TABLE III. STATEMENT of the VALUES of the Principal and

Asrricua.
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other Articles entered for Consumption in Canada, &c. continued.

Value, 1903.



T.UH.K III. - IKXT of tin* VALUES of tin- Principal and

\,. ..

.

DMBJUU& vt horn.

2 UB
'

''
''

Total*

Uniduek.ean-
tta. bockabacka.
1C oChlT MllUlfiW

to.o(fUl.noi

ftS.*"*^

Touli

Hemp,
undre**ed.

Totals

Jute cloth, not
othenriag

BBiahedlhan
bleached or
cafandeml.

Totali

Jote cloth, ai
taken from the

loom, not
coloured, crop-
pert, mangled,
prMrd. emlen-
iii-lt.1. 1 : !.'.

iabed in any
other way.

Totali

Other flai,

hemp, and
Jute, and

manufacture*
oL

Total*

Recapitulation,
Flax, hemp.

Jute, and manu-
facture* of.

Grand Totals

Fruit* :

Fruit*, dried,

including nut*.

Total*

Fruits, green
and ripe.

Total*

FruiU, other,
iri. hnling

prewrved (rait*

Total*

Recapitulation,
Fruit*.

Grand Total*
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other Articles entered for Consumption in Canada, &c. continued.
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other Articles entered for Consumption in Canada, &c. continued.

Value, 1903.
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TABLE III. STATEMENT of the VALUES of the Principal and

Amcuu.



367

other Articles entered for Consumption in Canada, &c. continued.
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TABU: III. of tin- VAI.I ; ,.- Principal ;in<

AancL**.
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other Articles entered for Consumption in Canada, &c. continued.
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TABLE III. STATEMENT of the VALUKS of the Principal and
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other Articles entered for Consumption in Canada, &c. continued.

Value, 1903.
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TABLE III. STATBMEHT of the VAUTBS of the Principal ami

ABTIUtM.
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other Articles entered for Consumption in Canada, &c. continued.

Value, 1903.
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TABLE III. STATEMENT of the VAUJM of the Principal and

\,ud.
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other Articles entered for Consumption in Canada, &c. continued.



TABLE HI. STATEMENT of the VALUES of the Principal and

AlTICUM
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other Articles entered for Consumption in Canada, &c. continued.

Value. 1903.



TABLK III. STATBMKHT of the VALUM of the Principal and

Aai
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other Articles entered for Consumption in Canada, &c. continued,.

Value, 1903.
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TABI i Hi MATEMENT of the VALUES of iln- Principal

AaticijH
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other Articles entered for Consumption in Canada, &c. continued.



TABLE IV.

VALCI of TOTAL EXPORTS of VARIOUS CLAPSBS of GOODS to the UNITED KINGDOM, the UNITED

STATB*. and to M OrHER COUNTRIES," during each of the Years ended 30th June 1897
and 1900-1906.

NOTE. Conversions of dollars into have been nude at the rate of 4*. 1
Jrf. per dollar.
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TABLE IV. continued.

Value of Exports, &c. continued.
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TABLE V.

STATKMBNT of tho CANADIAN IMPORT DOTIES under the old and now Tariffs on (1) FOREIGN :m<l

UNITED KINGDOM GOODS of the Class \v send to Canada, showing in each case

diff< txnweon the Duty on Foreign Goods and on British Goods.

(Hosed on the Returtusfor the year ended 30/// June, 1906.)
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TABLE V. continued.

Statement of the Canadian Import Duties, &c. continued.



.186

TABLE V. continued.

Statement of the Canadian Import Duties, Ac. continued.
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TABLE V. continued.

Statement of the Canadian Import Duties, &c. continued.
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TABLE VI.

HATES of IMPORT DPTT under the old and new Tariffs on certain Articles of British

Production of which our exports to Canada nro practically small, and in regard to which

there appears to be some reason to attribute the absence of exports either to protective
duties or to the proximity of United States centres of production.

(Based OH the Trade Return*for the Year 3()//v June 190G.)

ARTICUU.

Afirieultural

Automobiles -

Bicycles and tricycles,

including parts
Boots and shoe*

leather:

Pegged or v

fastened, \i

unstitched uoles,

close e<lged
Other kinds -

Boots and shoos

rubber
I'.i i-- manufncturcs

(except wire)

Bricks, building and

paring
Button-.

Carriujtes and cart.s, in-

dading linished part-

Casli registers
-

Cenii-nt, I'urtland -
]

('!.>i:ks and watches
Watch cases

actions i

movements -

('...-,! : liitniuiniins. per
toi

Anthracite

Coke -

Copper, pig or ingots,

bolt, bar, rod, in coils

or otherwise,

lengths not less than

6 feet, unmanufac-
tured ; and it

or sheets and plates
-

Cotton waste (not dyed)
Cotton maniilactures:

White embroideries -

Jeans, sateens,

for cornet makers -

Electrical apparatus, in-

cluding motors,

namos, batteries

telegraph, &c., instru-

nts

Electro-plated ware

Fertilisers, compounded
or manufactured

G as, coal, oil, or electric-

light fixtures, includ-

ing parts

( '.ondt, the growth, produce, or

importation into Canada.
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TABLE VI. continued.

Bates of Import Duty, &c. continued.



TABLE VI. continued.

Rates of Import Duty, &c. continued.
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TABLE VI. continued.

Rates of Import Duty, &c. continued.



TABLE VII.

STATEMENT showing the amended TARIFF RATES which camo into force

under Act 11 of June 8th, 1904 (see par. 4, p. 331).
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A. continued,

(2) SOUTH AFRICA.

NOTE. The preference accorded to United Kingdom gooJs under the

South African Customs Union Convention of 1906 is also extended to

Canadian. Australian and New Zealand products.
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A (2). SOUTH AFRICA.

MEMORANDUM ON THE SOUTH AFRICAN
PREFERENTIAL TARIFF.

1. By the Convention which came into force on 15th August 1903 between

the various colonies and territories of the South African Customs Union

(i.e., Cape Colony, Natal, Southern Rhodesia, the Transvaal, Orange River

Colony, Basutoland, Bechuanaland Protectorate, and Swaziland), the following

preferential treatment was accorded to certain articles, grown, produced or

manufactured in the United Kingdom on importation therefrom :

(a) On all goods liable to an ad valorem rate of 2^ per cent., a rebate of

the whole duty.

(b) On all goods liable to other ad valorem rates, or to combined
ad valorem and specific rates, a rebate of 25 per cent, of such

ad valorem rates, but of no other duty. As the chief classes of

goods bearing ad valorem duties paid 10 per cent., this preference
also gave, in general, a 2^ per cent, ad valorem advantage.

On 1st July 1904, the preference was extended to the Dominion of Canada.

Goods liable to specific duties only were not accorded preferential
treatment.

2. In March 1906 a new Customs Union Convention was agreed to by
the representatives of the South African Colonies.

This Convention came into force on 25th May 1906, and continued the

principle of preferential treatment to certain articles, the growth, produce,
or manufacture of the United Kingdom on importation therefrom into the

South African Customs Union. Provision was made for similar treatment

to be accorded to other British Colonies on condition of reciprocity, and

preference was, at the same time, continued to Canadian products, as under the

former Convention. Preference was further extended to Australian products
on 1st October 1906, and to New Zealand products on 1st January 1907.

But whereas the former Convention accorded preferential treatment

to goods subject to ad valorem rates of duty only, the Convention of 1906

accorded preference to certain articles subject to specific duties, as well as to

those subject to ad valorem rates of duty.

3. The rebates on the specific rates of duty now granted vary according
to the article concerned, but speaking generally, they are equivalent to a

reduction from the general rate of about 3 per cent, ad valorem, which is the

same as the rebate accorded to articles subject to ad valorem rates of duty.

Comparing the details of the new with those of the former Convention,
it is found that the general specific rates of duty on certain articles (preserved
and dried fruits, pickles and sauces, soap, vinegar, spices, &c.) on which

preferential reductions are granted in the case of United Kingdom imports
have been increased by an amount equal to the rebate now allowed to United

Kingdom goods. The effect is that, in such cases, the rates applicable to

United Kingdom goods remain at the level of the former tariff, whilst

rates on "
foreign

"
goods are increased by a duty approximately equal to

3 per cent, ad valorem.

In some cases, however, the specific rates of duty on certain articles

(e.g. blasting compounds, candles, grain and fodder) have been so far

increased that in spite of the rebate accorded to United Kingdom goods
the rates charged on such articles are now higher than the general tariff rates

previously in force. The specific duties on other articles not allowed rebate of

duty (e.g., secondhand clothing, spirits, and tobacco) have also been increased.

4. Combined specific and ad valorem rates of duty are imposed on boots

and shoes, printed matter and vehicles (not including motor cars or cycles) ;

whilst other articles (e.g. blankets and sheets, flavouring essences, essential

and perfumed oils, perfumery, and shawls), that were previously charged
25 per cent, ad valorem, with a rebate of 6J per cent., when of the

manufacture of the United Kingdom and reciprocating Colonies, are now
accorded a rebate of only 3 per cent, ad valorem.



5. AB regards the ad valorem rates of duty, some articles (the most

important of which nre agricultural implements and machinery, unwrought
mi-klip including galvanised sheets, and leather) that were previously free of

duty are now rated at 3 per cent, ad ni/urrm under the general tariff, whilst

certain other articles (e.g. some chemicals, unmanufactured wood, and ceiling
:ml flooring boards), which were previously on the 10 per cent, list, with a

rebate of 2J per cent, cd ralorem for United Kingdom goods, have now been

included in the 3 per cent, ad valorcmYist all articles on this list being
accorded rebate of the full duty when the manufacture of the United

Kingdom and reciprocating Colonies.

G. The general (or unenumerated) ad valorem rate has been raised from
10 per cent, to 15 per cent, ad valorem with a rebate of 3 per cent, instead

of -2^ per cent <"/ i-alarem on British goods, the result being, so far as goods

subject to the "unenumerated rate" are concerned, that the rates for British

and Foreign goods are 12 per cent, and 15 per cent, respectively, as against
7 per cent, and 10 per cent, previously in force.

7. The following table shows the rate of duty on a few selected classes of

goods according as they are of the production of the United Kingdom and
certain reciprocating British Colonies (Canada, Australia, :ind New Zealand)
or of Foreign Countries respectively, and also shows the imports of such

goods into Cape Colony and Natal in the undermentioned years.

[The classes of goods selected are those in which foreign competition is perhaps the keonoi.
citluT with the United Kingdom or the reciprocating Colonies.]
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8. The appended tables summarise the Import trade of Cape Colony and
Natal in each of the years from 1902 to 1905 inclusive, and also show
the value of the Imports grouped according to whether or not they were
of a class which v/ould now be affected by the Preferential Tariff which
came into force on 25th May 1906.

From these tables it can be seen that the total value of merchandise

imported into Cape Colony and Natal amounted to 29,455,OOOZ. in 1905, of

which sum, goods to the value of 18,253,0001. (or 62 per cent.) were

imported from the United Kingdom, 4,553,OOOL (or 15 per cent.) from
British Possessions, and the remainder (23 per cent.) from Foreign Countries.

It may here be stated that the South African Trade Returns since 1st July
1905 have been compiled by the South African Statistical Bureau,* and, as a

consequence, the Natal Government have not published the usual detailed

returns of trade for 1905. Particulars, however, are available for Cape
Colony, which may, perhaps, be taken as representative of South Africa a,s a

whole.

9. Taking the Cape Returns then only, we find that the imports of

Merchandise in 1905 from the United Kingdom amounted to 12,157,OOOL (or

63 per cent, of the total value of imports), and of this amount, 10,161,OOOZ.

(or 84 per cent.) consisted of goods of a class which would have been affected

by the preferential tariff had the present Convention been then in force.

The imports from British Possessions into Cape Colony amounted to

2,997,0001 (or 16 per cent, of the total imports), and of this sum 1,697,OOOZ.

(or 57 per cent.) would have represented the value of goods of a class now
affected by the preference.

The imports from Foreign Countries amounted to 4,052,OOOZ. (or 21 per
cent, of the total). Of this sum 2,919.000Z. (or 72 per cent.) was of a class

which would now be virtually differentiated against by the operation of the

British preference.

Thus, of the total imports into Cape Colony 19,206,0001. in 1905 a sum
of 14,777,000/. (or 77 per cent.) consisted of goods of a class now affected

by the preference, although no preference would, in fact, have been accorded
in respect of 2,983,OOOZ. (i.e., 64,OOOZ. representing the share from non-

reciprocating British Possessions and 2,919,OOOZ. from Foreign Countries).

10. The total sum on which preference would have been accorded thus

represented 11,794,000/., or about 61 per cent, of the total imports into Cape
Colony in 1905 viz. 53 per cent, from the United Kingdom and 8 per cent,

from the reciprocating Colonies.

The actual proportions of goods affected, however, would, of course, have
been less than indicated above, as, in order to be entitled to the preference,

S)ods
must be the produce of, and not merely imported from, the United

ingdom and reciprocating Colonies.

* The Bureau's first Annual detailed Returns, which will relate to the Calendar Year 1906,
have not yet been received by the Board of Trade.



TABLE I.

VALUK of the ToTAr. IMPORTS of MERCHAXWSK into CAPB COLONV and NATAL in each of the

Tears from 1902 to 1905 inclusive, distinguiBhing IMPOBTS from tin- principal

COUNTRIES.

Colon .
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TABLE II.

VALUE of the IMPORTS of ARTICLES Imported into CAPE COLONY and

in each of the Years from 1902 to 1905 inclusive, which would have

been affected by the new PREFERENTIAL TARIFF,* had it been in operation.

Colony.
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TABLE III.

TOTAL VALUE of MERCHANDISE IMPORTED into CAPE COLONY and NATAL of a

Class affected, and not affected, by the new PREFERENTIAL TARIFF,* from

(1) the UNITED KINGDOM, (2) BRITISH Pi \s (excluding Inter-South

African trade), and (3) FOREIGN COUNTRIES, in each of the Years from

1902 10 1905 inclusive.

(1) Importsfrom the United Kingilmn.

Colony.
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TABLE III. continued.

(2) Importsfrom .British Possessions (excluding Inter-South African Trade).

Colony.

Imports of Dutiable and Free Merchandise from British Possessions.

Of a Class affected by the

Preferential Treatment of

British and Colonial Goods.*

Amount. Percentage
of Total.

Of a Class not affected by the

Preferential Treatment of

British and Colonial Goods.f

Amount. Percentage
of Total.

Total.

1902.

Cape Colony

Total (excluding South "I

African Trade) J

Cape Colony
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TABLE III. continued.

(2A). Importsfrom Reciprocating British Colonies.^

Tin- hiroRTg of MERCHANDISE subject, and not subject, to PREFERENTIAL TREAT-

FROM from the DOMINION of CANADA, AUSTRALIA, and NEW ZEALAND in each

of the Years from 1902 to 1905 inclusive were as follows :

I \ilony.
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TABLE ill continued.

(3) Importsfrom Foreign Countries.
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A. continued.

(3) NEW ZEALAND.

NOTE. The preference accorded under the
"
Preferential and Reciprocal

Trade Act
"
of 1903 is extended to goods produced in the

"
.British Dominions."

II li 4
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A (3). NEW ZEALAND.

MEMORANDUM ON THE NEW ZEALAND PREFERENTIAL
TARIFF.

1. The New Zealand Preferential and Reciprocal Trade Act, 1903, came
into force on 16th November, 1903. It gives preferential treatment to goods
produced or manufactured in the British Dominions by imposing additional

rates of duty on certain categories of goods produced in foreign countries,
while keeping the duties on British goods unchanged. British grown tea

(except tea in packets not exceeding 1 Ib. in weight) was placed on the free

list on 31st March 1904.

Goods enumerated in the First Schedule to the Act pay double the

ordinary duty when of foreign production. (There is only one class of

goods in this Schedule, viz., cement.)

Under the Second Schedule, foreign goods pay the ordinary duty plus
one-half. Among the important articles included in this Schedule are boots

and shoes, fancy goods and toys, hardware, hollow-ware and iron nails,

ironmongery, iron pipes and fittings, pianos, earthenware, and glassware.

Under the Third Schedule, foreign goods pay a 20 per cent, ad valorem

duty on certain articles formerly on the free list, while British goods are

admitted free of duty as heretofore. The chief classes of goods included in

this Schedule are iron (plain black sheet, rod, bolt, bar, and plate), rails for

railways and tramways, and printing paper.

2. The following Table shows the preferences accorded under the above-

mentioned Act to some of the more important articles, as well as the value

of the Imports of such articles of British and of Foreign manufacture into

New Zealand during the year 1905 :



3. A series of Tables is appended showing the value of the imports of

merchandise from the United Kingdom, British Possessions, and Foreign
Countries distinguishing the value of articles subject to preferential treat-

ment when the produce of the two former in each of the years from 1902
> inclusive.

It will be seen from Table I. that the total value of Imports of Merchandise

in 1005 amounted to llUSl.OOOJ., of which 7,7> I.IMMI/. (or 62 per cent.) came
from the United Kingdom ; I'.OTS.OOOi. (or 21 per cent.) from British

Possessions ;
and the remainder (17 JUT cent.) from Foreign Countries

proportions which are practically the same as obtained in 1902, the year

preceding the application of preferential treatment to British goods.

The value of Imports of Merchandise of a class subject to preferential
treatment when of British production amounted to 2,638,000?. in 1905, or

about 1*1 per cent, of the Total Imports for that year. Of this amount,
L',< >38,000. (or 77 per cent.) represented the value ol I'ritith goods entitled

to preference, and consequently not. subjected to the additional rates of duty
leviable on foreign goods. This sum of L',U'}S,< i< 11 /. is about 20 per cent, of

the whole imports of Merchandise from the United Kingdom and British

Possessions, and about 16 per cent, of the total import trade of the Colony
in 1905.

TABLE I.

TOTAL VALUE1 of IMPORTS of MERCHANDISE into NEW ZEALAND from the

UNITED KINGDOM, BRITISH POSSESSIONS, and FOREIGN COUNTRIES in each

of the Years from 1902 to 1905 inclusive.

Vi-nrs.
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TABLE m.
VALUE of MERCHANDISE imported into NEW ZEALAND of a Class now subject

to PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT under the "Preferential and Reciprocal
Trade Act" of 1903, distinguishing IMPORTS of BRITISH and FOREIGN
GOODS, from the UNITED KINGDOM, BRITISH POSSESSIONS, and FOREIGN
COUNTRIES in each of the Years 1904 and 1905.

Countries.



TABLE IV.--continual.
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A. continued.

(4) AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH.
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A (4). AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH.

MEMORANDUM ON THE PROPOSED PREFERENTIAL

TREATMENT OF UNITED KINGDOM GOODS.

1. A Resolution was proposed in the Commonwealth House of Repre-
sentatives by the Minister of State for Trade and Customs on August 30th,

1906, according Preferential Treatment to goods, the produce or manufacture
of the United Kingdom, when imported direct in British ships.

*

The Commonwealth Government proposed to give preferential treatment
to certain goods, the produce or manufacture of the United Kingdom, when
imported direct in British ships, by means of the imposition of additional duties

on similar goods when the produce of other countries.

The condition that the goods should be imported in British ships being
inconsistent with treaties to which some or all of the Australian Colonies had

acceded, or by which they were bound, the Preferential Tariff Bill was
amended in the House of Representatives by the deletion of that proviso, but
the Federal Senate ruled the amendment out of order and returned the Bill

to the House of Representatives for adoption.

The House of Representatives did not insist upon the Amendment, and
the Bill, being submitted to the Governor-General, has been reserved for the

signification of His Majesty's pleasure.

In consequence, the collection of additional duties on goods not entitled

to preference under the new proposals was discontinued on October 12th,

1906, and refunds of duty were made.

2. The general effect of the Commonwealth proposals would be to

increase the duties, for the most part, to the extent of about 10 per cent.

ad valorem on certain goods, not the produce of the United Kingdom the

duties on United Kingdom goods remaining unchanged.

For example, the ad valorem duties on certain kinds of arms, cycles, boots

and shoes, watches, wood, furniture, engines, cutlery, plated ware and paper-

hangings of foreign production were all increased by exactly 10 per cent.

ad valorem.

Revolvers and pistols were increased by 1\ per cent, ad valorem, and
rifles and shot guns by 5 per cent, ad valorem.

The specific rates of duty on paints, pickles, sauces, and starch were
increased by one-fourth, on paper bags by one-fifth, and on paper strawboard

by one-half, of the original duty.

A few articles, free of duty, were proposed to be subjected to a duty of

10 per cent, ad valorem.

4. The following Table shows the rates of duty payable on the principal
classes of goods proposed to be accorded preferential treatment, and also the

value of the imports of such goods into the Australian Commonwealth,

* Afterwards* amended to goods imported in "British ships manned by white Irttwitr."
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iutfuishing the produce of the United Kingdom, British Possessions, and

ii,Mi Countries in 1905:

Principal Article*.
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Principal Articles.
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Imports in that year amounted to 36,802,000?., of which goods to the value of

20.256,0001. (or 55 per cent.) were tin- produce of the United Kingdom,
-*4,000/. (or

10 per cent.) of British possession-,, ami ilie remainder (or

35 per cent.) of foreign countries.

7. The total value of the Imports from all countries of a class of goods
affected by the proposed preferential treatment of United Kingdom goods
amounted to 2,512,OOOZ., which is nearly 7 per rent, of the total value of

goods (36,802,000?.) imported into the Commonwealth. Of this total of

2,512,000?., United Kingdom products, to which alone it was proposed to

accord preference, accounted for 1,550,000?., or 62 per cent.

8. But the total Imports of United Kingdom product^ into tin.- Common-
wealth amounted to 20,256,000?. in 1905, so that altout 8 per ceut. (or rather

less, allowing for the fact that a r.Ttain small proportion may not have been

directly imported) of the Imports of the United Kingdom products (or a little

over 4 per cent, of the imports from all countries) would have been entitled

to preference had the proposals been in force during that year.

TABLE I.

TOTAL VALUE of IMPORTS of MERCHANDISE into the AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH,
distinguishing the PRINCIPAL COUNTRIES of ORIGIN, during the year
1905.

(Based upon Returns showing the Countries of Origin of the Goods Imported.)

Yew.
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TABLE IE.

TOTAL VALUE of IMPORTS of MERCHANDISE into the AUSTRALIAN COMMON-

WEALTH, distinguishing the PRINCIPAL COUNTRIES whence imported in

each of the Years from 1903 to 1905 inclusive.

(Based upon Returns showing Countries whence the goods were imported.)

Yers.
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B. Inter-Colonial Preferential Agreements*.

(1) DOMINION OF CANADA.

I. Proposed Preferential Treatment of Australian Goods.

II. Proposed Preferential Treatment of New Zealand
Goods.

III. Preferential Treatment of South African Goods.

NOTE. The preference accorded to United Kingdom goods under the

Tariff Resolutions of November 29th, 1906, is also extended to the products
of various British Possessions. (For list of these Possessions, see par. 3,

p. 331.)

49045. I i 2
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B (1). DOMINION OP CANADA.

PROPOSED PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT OF AUSTRALIAN
COMMONWEALTH GOODS.

1. The benefits of the Canadian preferential tariff were extended to New
South Wales under Orders in Council of June 28th, 1897, and July 14th, 1898,
but on the formation of the Australian Commonwealth in 1901, New South
Wales ceased to have a separate tariff, and came under the operation of a
tariff adopted for the Commonwealth generally. In consequence of this change,
the Orders in Council above referred to were rescinded on January 23rd, 1903.

The Canadian Minister of Finance, in 1905, deemed it desirable that the

Commonwealth Government should be invited to consider the advisability of

entering into preferential tariff arrangements with Canada. The terms
Canada was able to offer at that time were the same as those granted to the

United Kingdom, as set forth in the Canadian Customs Tariff.

The Commonwealth Government were approached as to their willingness
to enter into negotiations with the Canadian Government, and as to whether

they were prepared to offer stated tariff concessions to Canada, or would prefer
to make the subject one for consideration by Conference between Delegates
representing the two Governments. The Commonwealth Government replied
in November 1S05 that they were anxious to facilitate any movement which
would promote the commerce of Canada and Australia, and thereby tend to

bring the two countries into closer relations.

The officers of the Commonwealth Department of Trade considered that

it would be very difficult, without some preliminary understanding, to frame
a schedule of preferential tariff rates owing to the restricted nature of the

trade between Australia and Canada, and that it would appear advisable that

an endeavour should be made to arrange for a Conference between Delegates

representing the two Colonies. The Commonwealth Government were

willing to consider any proposal for such a Conference, and, subject to the

approval of the Imperial Government, suggested that the Colonial Conference
would afford a suitable opportunity for the discussion of the principles on
which any scheme of preference should be based. If the Canadian Govern-
ment preferred first to submit a Memorandum setting forth the terms of

preference desired, the Commonwealth Government were prepared to give
such communication the fullest consideration.

2. A Canadian Press notice has been received through the Colonial Office,

stating that, in conformity with instructions of the Minister of Trade and

Commerce, the Canadian Commercial Agent at Melbourne was, on 8th

December 1906, instructed to suggest at once to the Australian Government
that the Canadian Government will agree to give British preference on

everything Australia produces. The Agent was instructed to ask for con-

cessions on fish, lumber, paper, and agricultural implements (machinery)
it being suggested that fish, lumber, and paper should be free of duty.
No later information has been received at the Board of Trade.

3. It may be remarked that the imports for consumption from the

Australian Commonwealth into Canada in the year ended 30th June 1906
amounted to 46,0001., the total value of goods imported from all countries

into the Dominion during that year being 59,685,000i.

li 4
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DOMINION OF CANADA.

H. PROPOSED PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT OF NEW ZEALAND
GOODS.

1. The Can;i(li;in Minister of Trade and Commerce stated, in a report of

the ( 'oiiimittee of Privy Council approved by the Governor-General on

September -1st, 1906, that, in view of the opening of the New Zealand

Exhibition on November 1st, l.Hiii, "the present will, perhaps, be an

opportune time for opening direct, negotiations with the New Zealand

veminent respecting preferential trade relations between the two

countries."

2. The Minister recommended that their Commercial Agent at Melbourne
should be instructed to proceed to Xe\v Zealand accordingly.

No further information as to action taken in the matter has been received

at the BoUrd of Trade.

[NoxE. Under the Canadian Tariff Resolution of November 29th, 11)00,

however, provision is made for the same preference to be accorded to New
Zealand products as to similar products of the United Kingdom and
certain British Possessions. See Memo. A (1), pp. 331 et seq.]

TIL PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT OF SOUTH AFRICAN GOODS.

1. A reciprocal agreement has been made between the Canadian
Government and the Governments of the various South African Colonies,

whereby preferential treatment has been granted, vrith effect from 1st July
I'.iul, to South African products imported into the Dominion, and to

('anadian products imported into South Africa, similar to that accorded
to the products of the United Kingdom.

2. The imports for consumption into Canada from all British possessions
in Africa amounted to 14,200L in the year ended 30th June 1904 the year
immediately preceding the grant of preference by Canada to South African

products. In 1905-06 the imports from British Africa had increased to

36,0001., which, however, was only a small proportion of the total imports
(59,685,OOOZ.) into the Dominion. (See Memo. A. (I.), Table II. (a), p. 347.)

\
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B. continued.

(2) SOUTH AFRICA.

Preferential Treatment of Canadian, Australian, and
New Zealand Goods.
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B (2).-SOUTH AFRICA.

PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT OF CANADIAN, AUSTRALIAN,
AND NEW ZEALAND GOODS.

1. Reciprocal agreements have been made by the South African Govern-
ments with those of Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. The preferential
treatment of the products of these Colonies on importation into South Africa
is similar to that accorded to the products of the United Kingdom under the

terms of the South African Customs Union Convention. The preference
takes the form of a rebate of customs duties, and was granted to Canadian

goods on July 1st, 1904
;
to Australian goods on October 1st, 1906

;
and to

New Zealand goods on January 1st, 1907.

For details respecting the application of the preferential tariff to the

products of these Colonies, see Memo. A (2), pp. 395 et seq.

2. With regard to the agreement made with New Zealand, it is stated

in a return prepared by the Government of that Colony, dated December
22nd, 1906, that the estimated advantage to New Zealand in rebate of duty
on goods exported from that Colony to South Africa would, based on the

New Zealand Returns for 1905, have amounted to 5,700L
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B. continued.

(3) NEW ZEALAND.

I. Preferential Treatment of South African Goods.

II. Proposed Preferential Treatment of Australian
Goods.
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B(3).^NEW ZEALAND.

1. PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT OF SOUTH AFRICAN GOODS

L. A reciprocal agreement has been made between the Governments of

New Zealand and the South African Colonies, whereby reciprocal privileges

have, with effect from January 1st, 1907, been extended to all South African

products (except spirits) on importation into New Zealand. At the same time

a rebate of customs duties was granted by the South African Colonies to

New Zealand prodxicts, similar to that accorded to articles, the growth,

produce or manufacture of the United Kingdom, tinder the terms of the

South African Customs Union Convention.

2. The following statement shows the rebates of import duty allowed on
South African products on importation into New Zealand :

Articles.
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II. PROPOSED PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT OF AUSTRALIAN
GOODS.

1. A reciprocal agreement between the Governments of New Zealand
and the Australian Commonwealth, for the purpose of promoting trade and
intercourse between the respective countries, was presented to the New
Zealand Parliament on August 30th, 1906, the same day that a resolution was

proposed in the Australian Parliament to give effect to the agreement in the

Commonwealth.
2. The New Zealand Government appointed a Committee on August 24th,

1906, (the Extension of Commerce Committee) to report on the proposed
reciprocal agreement, and on October 2nd, I'.lni;, the Committee reported
that

" while recognising the desirability of promoting reciprocal trade

relations between New Zealand and Australia under mutual advan-

tageous conditions, it regrets that it is unable to recommend the

ratification of the treaty submitted, on the ground that any advantages
which would accrue to this Colony, would, in its opinion, be outweighed
by the sacrifices involved."

On October 3rd, 1906, the above Report was adopted by the House, of

Representatives, and in consequence, the excess duties which had been
collected from August 30th to October 3rd, 1906, on certain goods, not

the produce of Australia, were refunded under Act 26 of 1906.

3. The following table shows the rates of duty proposed to be levied on
the principal classes of Australian and other goods under the above agree-
ment, together with the value of the imports of such articles from the
United Kingdom, Australia, and other countries in 1905 :

Principal Articles.
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TABLE I.

VALUE of MERCHANDISE IMPORTED into NEW ZEALAND of a CLASS AFFECTED,
and not AFFECTED, by the PROPOSED PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT of certain

AUSTRALIAN PRODUCTS, distinguishing IMPORTS from the UNITED KINGDOM,
BRITISH POSSESSIONS, and FOREIGN COUNTRIES during the YEAR 1905.

Countries whence Imported.
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B. continued.

(4) AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH.

I. Preferential Treatment of South African Goods.

II. Proposed Preferential Treatment of New Zealand

Goods.

III. Proposed Preferential Treatment of Canadian
Goods.

Kk
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B (4).-AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH.

I. PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT OF SOUTH AFRICAN GOODS.

1. Provision was made by the Commonwealth Government, under the

Customs Tariff (South. African Preference) Act, No. 17 of 1906, to accord

preferential treatment, with effect from October 1st, 1906, to certain goods
the produce or manufacture of the various Colonies and Protectorates

included within the South African Customs Union, on direct importation into

the Commonwealth reciprocal privileges being granted at the same time
to Australian products on importation into South Africa.

2. The articles affected by the South African Preferential Act of 1906 are

not very numerous, and relate for the most part to agricultural and pastoral

products.

3. The rates of duty on the principal goods entitled to preference when the

produce of South Africa, and the principal
"
Countries of Origin

"
of similar

goods imported into the Commonwealth in 1905, are shown in the subjoined
table.



distinguishing tin- produce of the United Kingdom, British Possessions, and

Foreign Countries :

Count riei of Origin.
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4. The rates of diity proposed to be levied on the principal classes of New
Zealand and other goods under the above reciprocal agreement, together with
the value of the imports of such articles being the produce of the United

Kingdom, New Zealand and other countries in 1905, were as follows :

Articles.
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TABLE H
VALUE of NEW ZEALAND PRODUCTS IMPORTED into the AUSTRALIAN

COMMONWEALTH during the YEAR 1905, distinguishing the PROPORTION

of the IMPORTS SUBJECT, and NOT SUBJECT, to the proposed PREFERENTIAL

TREATM

YMT.
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XXII.

STATEMENT OF THE TRADE OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM WITH BRITISH POSSESSIONS AND
FOREIGN COUNTRIES, COVERING A PERIOD
OF FIFTY YEARS, FROM 1856 TO 1905; WITH
A STATEMENT OF THE INCREASES IN THE
PUBLIC DEBTS OF BRITISH POSSESSIONS

DURING THAT PERIOD.

Page

1. THE BRITISH EMPIRE - 440

IA. TABLES SHOWING PERCENTAGE OF TRADE - 441

2. AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH - 442

3. VICTORIA - - 443

4. NEW SOUTH WALES - 444

5. QUEENSLAND - - 445

6. SOUTH AUSTRALIA - 446

7. WESTERN AUSTRALIA - 447

8. TASMANIA 448

9. DOMINION OF CANADA - 449

10. CAPE OF GOOD HOPE - 450

11. NATAL - 451

12. NEW ZEALAND - - - - - 452

NOTE. The figures given in these tables for years up
to 1900 inclusive are those laid before the Conference of

1902 by the Colonial Office. No alteration has been
made in these figures, corresponding information for the

years 1901-05 only having been added by the Board of

Trade.
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la. -PERCENTAGE OF SPECIAL EXPORT TRADE OF THE
UNITED KINGDOM WITH BRITISH POSSESSIONS

AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

Period
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XXIII.

INDIA OFFICE MEMORANDUM.

Memorandum on Preferential Tariffs in their application
to India.

The question is understood to be as to the practicability, and as to the

possible results, of introducing the principle of a differential tariff in the

Customs import duties of India, in the form of a preference granted to

imports from the United Kingdom and the Colonies.

The Indian fiscal system is that of a tariff for revenue purposes only.
It consists of an export duty on rice, and low import duties, the general rate

of which does not exceed 5 per cent, ad valorem. On cotton manufactured

goods the import duty is only 3^ per cent., and to prevent the duty from

having a protective effect, a corresponding excise is levied on the cottor-

manufactures of Indian mills. The duty on iron and steel is 1 per cent.,

and coal and railway material are admitted free.

With most foreign countries India enjoys most-favoured-nation treat-

ment. In some cases, as for instance in the Anglo-Russian Treaty, India is

included without separate mention. In other cases India has exercised a
facultative power of adhering to commercial treaties concluded between the

United Kingdom and a foreign State. With France a separate convention
has been made by His Majesty's Government on behalf of India, whereby
the latter formally concedes most-favoured-nation treatment to French goods
imported into India, and secures the benefit of the French minimum import
tariff for certain Indian products, such as coffee, which find a market in

France. There have been occasions in which India has been at a disadvantage
in resisting changes in foreign tariffs hurtful to its trade, but so far these

have not been of sufficient importance to bring the question of retaliation

and tariff discrimination to the front.

The conditions under which the external commerce of India is carried on.

require notice. They are peculiar, as they govern the character of the

exports and imports, and necessitate that the exports should considerably
exceed the imports.

As compared with countries or colonies inhabited by European races,
India is found to be singular in its extreme dependence upon agriculture, for

the most part of a very simple and primitive type, in its deficiency in great
manufacturing industries, save in a few localities where Europeans have

congregated and European enterprise has taken root, and in its want of

accumulated capital. It has, however, from circumstances of soil and
climate and the aptitudes of its vast population, a remarkable power of

cheap agricultural production. This production includes most of the staple
food crops both of the temperate and tropical zones, spices, oil seeds, indigo
and other vegetable dyes, tea and coffee, opium, timber, hides and skins.

This great variety of food stuffs and raw materials necessitates a number of

markets, not only in Europe, but also in Asia and Africa. Their volume
also requires that these markets should be large and favourably disposed. At

present the United Kingdom, though it provides three-fourths of the tonnage
whicli carries the commerce of India, and, though it supplies two-thirds of

the imports, takes only 25 per cent, (or, deducting re-exports, only 19 per
cent.) of the total exports of India. Nor do the self-governing colonies

afford an appreciable market. For 70 per cent, of the exports the chief

customers of India are the continental States of Europe, the Far East and
the countries bordering on the Indian Ocean, the Persian Gulf, and the

Bay of Bengal. The protective tariffs of the Continental States of Europe
at present affect India, engaged as it chiefly is in the production of raw
materials, less than they do manufacturing countries.

The growth of the Indian export trade has been very satisfactory of

recent years. That it should continue to grow is of importance, not only to

India but to England. India is a debtor to England on a very large scale.

Ll 4
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Her ability to pay her debts
mainly depends on her exports. As they

increase the MOnxftfr of the creditor fanptoves. In his financial statement
for 1908-04, Sir Edward Law put the total indebtedness of the Indian

Government. including the sterling and the rupee public debt and tin;

liabilities on account of the guaranteed railways, at .'i22,000,000/. Of this

amount, more than three-fourths consists of external obligation! which are

held in the United Kingdom, and on which interest has to be annually
remitted to this country, in the case of the sterling debt by means of

Secretary of State'* hills, and in the case of rupee borrowings by various

private channels. About 4,500,000^. lias to be paid annually in the United

Kingdom for the retired pay of Civil and Military Officers. The Home
charges of the Government of India in 1906-07 were estimated at about

19,000,000/. There is, further, a large amount of English capital invested

in various ways in India, the earnings of which have likewise to be brought
home. The whole weight of these obligations falls on the export trade. On
the maintenance of a satisfactory balance of exports over imports depends,
also, the success of the currency policy in which the Government of India
has embarked, a policy which secures the sterling value of English capital
invested in India. For these reasons, the development of the Indian export
trade concerns England as much as India, and may be regarded as an object
of Imperial importance.

In 1905-06 the export trade of India, excluding treasure and Government
stores, amounted to 105,500,000/., and the import trade to 69,000,000/

The distribution of this trade, according to the Indian trade returns,
which are based on the shipping invoices, was as follows. The ultimate

destination of the exports is, of course, somewhat different. The Bo:ird of

Trade Returns for the United Kingdom show that of the imports from India
into the United Kingdom in 1905 29 per cent, were re-exported.
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The considerable trade which, exists between India and the Crown Colonies

is due to natural causes. Mauritius supplies the sugar which India needs,
and India supplies that island and Ceylon with rice for their plantation
coolies. The Straits Settlements it also supplies with rice for similar purposes
and with opium for the Chinese element of the population.

Indian trade is considerable with six European countries :



From this review of the external commerce of India the following con-

siderations prcpt'iit
themselves: (1.) Thin groat commerce runs, on the

Mhole, in natural channels, and has not as yet hcen perceptibly deflected

from them by the proteethe tariffs of other countries. (2.) The fiscal

;em on which it is based has so far resulted in larger markets
for exports, and in cheap imports from abroad. (3.) As a debtor

country India requires tin- freest possible market for its exports, and
as a poor country it requires cheap imports. (4.) The present system has

secured two-thirds of India's import trade to the United Kingdom, while

the United Kingdom affords a market for only one-fourth of India's

exportable produce. (5.) For three-fourths of this produce markets have to

be found outside the United Kingdom, and seemingly do not exist to an

appreciable extent in the self-governing colonies.
((}.) Any diminution of

India's trade with those foreign countries that are the largest buyers of her

exports would at once lessen her power of buying English im.duce and

meeting her obligations to her English creditors.

The practical application to the present tariff system of India of the

principle of preferential treatment of British imports presents difficulties

when examined in detail.

The simplest form in which a preference of this kind could l)e given
is that of a uniform percentage rebate on the ordinary tariff. But the

present import duties of India are so low that it is a question whether the

grant of a rebate of 25 per cent, or 33 per cent., though it would involve a
considerable sacrifice of revenue, would appreciably increase British imports.
On iron and steel, for instance, in which Belgian imports to some extent

compete with British goods, the Indian import duty is only 1 per cent.

Machinery, in which there is also some competition, is on the free list.

Again, there are large classes of imports which almost entirely consist of

British goods. Especially is this the case with the trade in cotton piece

goods, which constitutes one-half of the value of the total dutiable imports
on the general list. This trade is almost entirely in British hands. A
rebate by way of a preference in this case is not a necessity for the main-
tenance of British trade, and would involve remission of revenue which
cannot well be spared.

It would probably be necessary to confine the preference to imports in

respect of which the British and the foreign producer actually compete in the

Indian market, and raise the present rates of duties on those commodities,
or place duties upon such of them as are at present on the free list, in

order to give sufficient room for the play of preferential action. These
classes of goods are not, with the possible exception of sui;;ir and of steel

and iron, of the first importance, though the a;;-greatc amount is con-

siderable. Preferential treatment of sugar for the present does not seem

practicable. Iron and steel are lightly taxed, and in the interests of India
it is desirable that they should remain so. The preference would mainly
affect a number of relatively minor trades, such as cutlery, hardware, glass,

matches, apparel, paper. As it would apply unequally to the trade of

different foreign countries, it would present itself to them in even a more

objectionable form than would a uniform all-round percentage reduction of the

tariff in favour of British goods. The continental States of Europe whose
trades would be most affected by a preference of this nature, arc large

importers of Indian produce, provide markets for commodities for \\hich

apparently there is no sufficient demand in the British Empire, and are

in a position to make reprisals on India should they think fit to do so.

Having regard to the magnitude and importance of the export trade of India

with these States, it is doubtful whether any increase in the already large
volume <>f I'.ritish imports which is within tl:e power of India to affect by
means of a preference would be commensurate willi the risks whieh the

measure would provoke.
It is doubtful how the measure would commend itself to public opinion

in India, and its adoption would be likely to give rise to demands for

other changes in the fiscal system of the country which would be difficult

to refuse, and injurious to prominent industries in the United Kingdom
to grant. There is a considerable amount of feeling in India, in favour

\
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of affording protection to the industries of the country by means of

the tariff a feeling which is encouraged by the example of the self-

governing colonies, and which finds expression in recurring agitation for

the repeal of the excise duty on the cotton manufactures of Indian mills.

Hitherto it has been possible to reply to proposals of this nature that India
is definitely committed to the policy of the greatest possible freedom in its

foreign trade, as being on the whole most favourable to the industrial

development of the country. If, however, the principle of differential

treatment of British imports, for the benefit of the United Kingdom
and other members of the Empire is introduced, with its concomitant risks

and sacrifices, into the Indian tariff system, the change might be regarded
as implying the abandonment of a tariff for revenue purposes only. The
claim would probably be made that if India is to fall into line with the

Colonies in this matter it should also be allowed to imitate their example in

developing its own industries by the imposition of protective duties, such
as are levied by self-governing colonies, on goods imported from the United

Kingdom.
It is suggested that, seeing that the circumstances of India are exceptional,

and that the advantages which accrue to the British Empire from the
Indian fiscal system are already great, the produce and manufactures' of

India might be reasonably admitted to any preference which may be granted
to British goods in other parts of His Majesty's Dominions without the

requirement of reciprocal arrangements.
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XXIV.

MISCELLANEOUS STATEMENTS AS TO BRITISH
AND FOREIGN TRADE, IN CONTINUATION OF

THOSE LAID BEFORE THE CONFERENCE OF 1902

BY THE PRIME MINISTER OF NEW ZEALAND;
REVISED AND BROUGHT UP TO DATE AT THE

REQUEST OF THE PRIME MINISTER OF
THE AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH.
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(1) GROWTH OF THE EXPORT TRADE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM, GERMANY,

AND THE UNITED STATES, 1891-98 and 1899-1906 - 460

(2) RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF BRITISH COLONIES AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES

AS CONSUMERS OF UNITED KINGDOM PRODUCE, 1899-1906 - 461

(3) THE PRESENT CUSTOMS TARIFF OF THE UNITED KINGDOM - 462

(4) NOTE ON THE TRADE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM WITH BRITISH

COLONIES, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO NEW ZEALAND - - 466
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Statistical Information respecting Trade of United

Kingdom, Germany, and the United States.

THAI i MTKI' KIV.I'OM VN ,, KXl'OlITSoi CKU.MANY AND THE

IMTI.D STATES FROM 1891 TO 190G.

UNITED KLVllxi.M.

Period.
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Relative Importance of British Colonies and

Foreign Countries as Consumers of United Kingdom
Produce.

STATEMENT SHOWING THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE

AUSTRALIAN COLONIES AS A MARKET FOR THE PRODUCTS
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.

EXPORTS OF UNITED KINGDOM PRODUCE.

Country or Colony to which Exported.



TH1-: PRESENT CUSTOMS TAK1FK OP rm: I'NITED KINGDOM.

ARTICLES subject to IMPORT DUTIKS in the UNITED KINGDOM, and the DUTY

levied upon each ARTICLE, according to the TARIFF in operation in

March 1907.

Article Rate* of Import Duty.

IMPORT DUTIES.
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CUSTOMS TARIFF OF THE UNITED KINGDOM (continued).

Articles.
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CUSTOMS TARIFF OK THK IMim KINGDOM (continued).

Artfcta.
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CUSTOMS TARIFF OF THE UNITED KINGDOM continued.

Articles.



Note on the Trade of the United Kingdom with British

Colonies, with special reference to New Zealand.

The proportion of the total Imports into tin- I'uited Kingdom derived

from British Colonies during tin- last decade ha> remained praetically

stationary, having averaged L'l'i per cent, during l.'7 1901, as compared
with L'l'S percent, during I'.'HL' (\.

The proportion of the total K\p.<rt- of I'nited Kingdom produce sent to

British Colonies has made slightly greater pn>i,
riv->, the average proportion

for 1.VI7 I'.iol having been 34'5 per cent., and for UMrJ li. 35'8 per cent
The average annual value of the total Imports from British Possessions

rose from 103, 117,0007.. luring 1897-1901. to II'I'.I.L'.IKH)/. during 1902-6,
an average of 19,015,OOOZ., or 1S'4 per cent.

During the same period the value of the Imports from foreign countries

rose from 387,1'! 7.i M xtf. to 436,876,0(KM., showing an increase of 49,659,0001.,
or 12'8 per cent.

The total value of the Exports of 1'nited Kingdom produce to British

Colonies averaged 90,173,000^. annually during 1897-1901, and 113,376,0002.

annually during 1902-6, an increase of 23,193,OOOL, or L'.V7 per cent.

The Exports to foreign countries averaged 170,4S4,OOOL per annum
during the first period, and 202,709,OOOL during the second period, showing
an increase of 32,225,OOOZ., or 1S'8 per cent.

As regards trade with New Zealand the imports into the United Kingdom
from that colony, which amounted to 9,906,OOOZ. yearly, on the average,

during 1897-1901, rose to 13,215,OOW. during 1902-6, an increase of

3,309,OOOZ. or 33 per cent. The exports of United Kingdom produce to

New Zealand averaged 4,735,000?. and 6,434,0002. in the two periods

respectively, being an increase of 1,699,OOOZ. or 36 per cent.

During 1905 the imports of all articles into the United Kingdom from
New Zealand per head of population of the colony amounted to 15'07Z., and
on articles of food and drink only to 6'12/., whilst the export of all articles

of domestic produce from the United Kingdom to New Zealand per head
of population of the colony amounted to 7'23L. of which 6'39Z. represented
the value of

" manufactured and partly manufactured articles."

The following statement shows the imports of grain into the I nited

Kingdom from New Zealand in each of the periods 1897-1901 and
1902-6 :

Grain.
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PREFERENTIAL TRADE (TREATY QUESTIONS).

Resolution of Commonwealth of Australia-

"That the Resolution of the Conference of 1902,
which was in the following terms, be re-affirmed:

" That it is desirable that the attention of the
Governments of the Colonies and the United

Kingdom should be called to the present state

of the navigation laws in the Empire, and in

other countries, and to the advisability of

refusing the privileges of coastwise trade,

including trade between the Mother Country
and its Colonies and Possessions, and between one
Colony or Possession and another, to countries in

which the corresponding trade is confined to

ships of their own nationality, and also to the
laws affecting shipping, with a view of seeing
whether any other steps should be taken to

promote Imperial trade in British vessels."

"That the Imperial Government be requested to

take the necessary steps for the revision of any
commercial treaties which prevent preferential treat-

ment being accorded to British goods carried in
British ships.

"Other resolutions to be deferred until the receipt
of the Resolutions of the Merchant Shipping
Conference."

Resolution of Commonwealth of Australia

"That the Imperial Government be requested to

prepare for the information of Colonial Governments
statements showing the privileges conferred and the

obligations imposed on the Colonies by existing com-
mercial treaties, and that inquiries be instituted in
connection with the revision proposed in Resolution
No. V. to ascertain how far it is possible to make
those obligations and benefits uniform throughout the

Empire."

Resolution of Government of New Zealand

"That all doubts should be removed as to the right
of the Self-governing Dependencies to make reciprocal
and preferential fiscal agreements with each other
and with the United Kingdom, and further, that such

right should not be fettered by Imperial Treaties or
Conventions without their concurrence."

49045. M m 3
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CONTKXTS.
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PREPARED BY THE BOARD OF TRADE.
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MEMORANDUM AND TABLES IN CONNECTION WITH

RESOLUTIONS AFFECTING BRITISH SHIPPING.

1. Practice of Foreign Countries with regard to the Shipping Trade with

their over-sea and distant Possessions.

Germany and Holland do not reserve the trade with -their over-sea

possessions, or give any preference to national vessels engaged in such

trade (other, of course, than that which is conferred by the German shipping

subsidies). Denmark opens the trade between Denmark and Iceland or the

Faroe Islands on condition of reciprocity.

France reserves the trade between her Atlantic and Mediterranean

sea-boards, and also the trade between France and Algeria. Subject to this

exception, the carrying trade between France and her over-sea Colonies is

open to foreign vessels on equal terms with French vessels (except in so

far as the national vessels are benefited by the French shipping subsidies).

Spain, before the virtual extinction of her Colonial Empire, admitted the

produce of her Colonies at preferential rates if carried in Spanish bottoms,
but did not give an absolute monopoly to the Spanish flag.

Portugal, in theory, restricts her colonial trade to national vessels ;
but

has, in fact, by a series of laws and decrees, thrown open the greater part of

this trade to foreign shipping.

Russia reserves the trade between her Baltic and her Black Sea ports, and
has also reserved the trade between her European and Asiatic seaboards to

national vessels since the 30th May 1902.

The United States treats trade between her Atlantic and Pacific seaboards

as coasting trade, and reserves it to national vessels. The trade with Porto

Ivico and with Hawaii is similarly reserved. The trade with the Philippines
is to be reserved after the llth April 1909, the date on which the Spanish-
United States Treaty (by which foreign shipping is at present admitted to

this trade) expires. Until that date, foreign vessels entering United States

ports from the Philippines are required to pay the usual tonnage dues payable
on vessels coming from foreign countries, from which United States vessels

are presumably exempt ; this, of course, constitutes a preference (not a

monopoly) to American vessels trading from the Philippines.

Japan is the only other country with important over-sea possessions ;
and

in her case the trading privileges of foreign vessels are restricted to the

"open" ports, so that it seems unnecessary to discuss it further in this

connection.

The effect of the facts stated is that, of the seven principal foreign
countries with over-sea possessions, four throw open the carrying trade

between the Mother country and those possessions, viz., Germany, Holland,

Denmark, and Portugal. The same is true of France, with the important

exception of the Algerian trade. The entrances and clearances of shipping
in the trade between the five countries named and their over-sea possessions

amounted, in 1904, the latest year for which complete statistics are available,

to 0,530,000 tons, of which 5,520,000 tons (or 84 per cent.) represent national

vessels and 1,010,000 tons (or 16 per cent.) foreign vessels. Of the

foreign tonnage entered and cleared in the colonial trade of the five

countries which still admit British vessels, about 153,000 tons are recorded

as British, and this is exclusive of British tonnage engaged in the Portuguese
colonial trade, as well as that engaged in ballast in the French colonial

M m 4
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trade, win |.aratel\ dutinguished in tin- statistics of thoBc

utries. The detailb are given in Aniu-x 1\'.

The two remaining countries, vi. ,t and tin- I'nited States, resei \e

tin- whole, or the greater part, of tlie trade between different coasts and with

r-sea possessions t national vessels. The entrance^ and clearances of

shipping in the trade between the United States and Porto Rico and Hawaii

.Itirin.ii 1 >'.''.' l!" HI the last year in which the trade was open to foreign

hipping) were 700,000 tons, ol'which .V.in.OOO were American and 110,(KK)

foreign. In the year 1903-4, the total figure had grown to 1] million tons,

in addition to (>"><>,< HK> tons cleared in the trade with Alaska (for which

figures for earlier years were not available). All this tonnage, of course,
.

pt an insignificant portion cleared in ballast, was national tonnage. In

the trade between the 1'nited Stall's and the Philippine Islands, in which

foreign shipping continues to be admitted i'ur the present, the entrances and
clearances amounted, in the year ended .lime .".nih. J'.Htl, to III",(MM) tons,

of which L'.~,<)UO tons were American, 71,(JOO tons British, and 1I,<XH) tons

shipping of other nationalities. In the trade between Knropean and Asiatic

ports of Ku>sia, in P.HM (_the last year in which foreign ve.-sels were permitted
to participate in this trade), 15G,(KX) tons of shippin cleared, of which
1 1'.MHX) were Russian and 7,000 foreign (including 2,000 British).

8. !
:

fiii-iice as regards Reservation of Coasting Trade.

The coasting trade of Jt'ussia and the I'nitol N/,//r.s- nhe countries which
rve their trade witli their over-sea possessions) as also that of I'orluyal is

reserved to national ships. In the cases of Russia and the United States, the

"coasting trade," as has already been mentioned, includes trade between
Baltic and Black Sea ports and between Atlantic and Pacific ports, res)

lively. France also reserves her coasting trade, including trade between her
Atlantic and Channel ports and her ports on the Mediterranean. Spain only

permits foreign vessels to engage in the carriage of certain goods from port
to port along her co; i>t-. The coasting trade of Italy is reserved by treaty.

and also by Italian law ; but we have an expres> a n ranee that British

\essels are to be allowed to engage in this trade. Other less important
countries also reserve their coasting trade.

On the other hand, Gernunii/, Sicc<l<ii, \<>rtr<ii/, Dcniiinrl;, Austria-

Hunoory, and Greece open their coasting trade either unconditionally or on
condition of reciprocity.

As to the share of British vessels in the coasting trade proper of the above

countries, the stati-ti<-> are too incomplete for tabulation. As regards the

man coasting trade, out of 9,700,000 tons eiilered and cleared in 11)04,

one million tons were foreign, of which Inn.iMK) were British.

As regard- the British Empire, the trade belween the United Kingdom
and the various British Colonies and Possessions, and also the inter-colonial

trade, lias lon.i; been free from any restriction as to nat ionality of vessel.

The same is true of the coasting trade of the United Kingdom and of

most of the ( 'oloiiies. In the ease, however, of C'lii/idn, the coasting trade is

only open on condition of reciprocity, the foreign countries whose vessels are

at pnsent allowed to participate in it being Italy, ( ierinany, The Netherlands,

Sweden, Norway, Austria-Hungary, henmark, Belgium, and the Argentine

1,'epublic. In \<'ir /ciiliunl an Act was passed in l!Mi:',.:and assented to by
His Maje-ty in I'.Hll) authorising the < iovernor, so far as treaty obligations

permit, to impose prohibitions or restrictions on foreign vessels as regards
the carriage of passengers and i^oods in the coasting trade of the Colony
ill ea^es \\here the countries concerned impose -jmilar disadvantages ..n

British vessels as re-ard-^ their coasting trades. It also authorised the

imposition of similar prohibitions or restrictions in respect of the carriage
of goods by the vessels of >\\,-\\ countries between New Zealand and any
other British possession which may legislate on similar iines.
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It may be noted that the Customs Consolidation Act of 1853 (sections 324
and 325) appears to give power by Order in Council to exclude from the

carrying trade between the United Kingdom and British Possessions vessels

of countries that do not give reciprocity.

3. Statistics of Shipping Trade within the British Empire.

The statistics of the carrying trade between different parts of the Empire
are set out in Annexes I.-TII.

The figures there given show that the entries and clearances in trade

between the United Kingdom and the Colonies and Possessions amounted to

about 15 million tons in 1906, of which 14 millions were British, the British

vessels constituting 94 per cent, of the trade with cargoes and 63 per cent, of

that in ballast. The entries in all the Colonies and Possessions in the

trade with all other Colonies and Possessions amount annually to about

23| million tons, of which 20 millions (or 86 per cent.) are British.

Hence, taking the two together, the total tonnage of vessels entered and
cleared annually in the trade between different parts of the British Empire,
i.e., between the United Kingdom and the various Colonies and Possessions

and between the varioias Colonies and Possessions (excluding shipping
between the various Australian Statesj

is about 39 million tons, of which over

34 million tons are British.

As regards coasting trade proper, the information for the Colonies is very
far from complete. So far as concerns the United Kingdom alone, over 99 per
cent, of the tonnage with cargoes is British, nearly all the foreign tonnage

being in ballast. Such colonial figures as are available show a proportion of

94 per cent. British tonnage.

Of the foreign tonnage with cargoes engaged in the trade between the

United Kingdom and the Colonies, 40 per cent, is Norwegian and 28 per cent.

German, France with 6 per cent., and Russia and Sweden with 5 per cent,

each coming next in importance.

The statistics of inter-colonial trade do not, in most cases, distinguish the

nationality of the foreign tonnage, and particulars on this point are only
available for the Australian Commonwealth, the Cape, Canada, British India,
and the Seychelles. For these Colonies and Possessions the proportions of

the total foreign tonnage belonging to the various foreign countries are as

follows : Norway and Sweden, 48 per cent.
; Germany, 31 per cent.

; Italy,

7 per cent.
; France, 4 per cent. ; Russia and Austria-Hungary, 2 per cent,

each ;
and all other countries G per cent.

The foreign tonnage engaged in the coasting trade of the United Kingdom,
which, as already stated, is almost entirely in ballast, is mainly Norwegian,
Swedish, and German.

4. Extent to which the Foreign Countries whose Vessels share in the above

Trade give
"
Reciprocity."

It is of interest to classify the foreign tonnage participating in the trade

between the United Kingdom and British Possessions, according to the

policy pursued by the countries to which the vessels belong, as regards the

participation of British vessels in the corresponding trade of those countries.

The classification is given in Annex V.

It will be seen that out of a total of 1,229,000 tons, 638,000 tons (or
52 per cent, of the total) belong to countries having distant or over-sea

possessions, and that of these 56,000 tons (or 5 per cent, of the total) belong
to the two countries (Russia and the United States) which exclude, and

582,000 tons (or 47 per cent.) to the countries which permit, the participation
of British ships in their colonial trade.

The remaining 591,000 tons (or 48 per cent.) belong to countries which
have no important over-sea possessions. Of these 579,000 tons (or 47 per



cent, of the whole) U'loug to countries whii-li permit the participation of

Hntij-h ships in their coasting trade. T\\o thousand tons belong to Spain,
.de- Untish .-hipping lic'in tin- gi ;,.irt of her coasting trade,

whilst tin- remaining H'.'KM* ton* belong to various unspecified nationalities.

It follow * that if
"
recipr.M it\ "wen a test of tin- admission of foreign

1

. : : i. doited Kingdom - : the Colonies, :il i

."i per cent, of tin- loivign tonnage now engaged in that trade would be

excluded. Tin- delects of tin- colonial statistics make it impossible to make

^responding calculation for the inter-oolonial tnx'Hlf.

5. Different Classes of Foreign Shipping enga</< ! in thi* Trude.

The figures given above do not distinguish steam and sailing vessels, and

as this distinction is important the following analysis will lie of interest :

Of the Ll'i'll^MMi tuns of foreign Chipping entered aiid cleared in the

between the I'nited Kingdom and its Colonies and Possession^ in 1906,

488,000 tons were sailing vessels and 7-11,000 tons steam vessels.

Of the 3,227,000 tons of foreign shipping entered and cleared in tin"

inter-colonial trade, 273,000 tons were sailing and :.'.'. '." l.nun t,,n> steam

vessel-.

These figures indicate that the character of the foreign tonnage partici-

pating in the inter-colonial trade is somewhat different from that. >liariny; in

the trade lietween the mother country and the Colonies. The former is

largely made up of the (icrman. French, and other lines of steamships trading
between Knropean and Kastern or Australian ports, and calling at Iiritish

ports en roiit> .

Thest steamship line^ (thoiigii of course competing with Mritish lines

trading to the Colonies) do not figure to any important extent in the entran

and clearances in the I'nited Kingdom trade with the < 'olonies. their F.uropean

ports of departure and arrival being Hamburg, .Marseilles, and other ports
outside the I'nited Kingdom.

.Much of the foreign tonnage which enters into the home trade with

the Colonies conagtg, 08 shown above, of sailing vessels, of which a large

proportion are of Noruegian nationality. These sailing vessels are largely

engaged in special l>rnnches of trade, <.</., Norwegian 'and to a smaller extent,
Italian* sailing vessels, in bringing timber from Canada

; German, Norwegian.
and Italian sailing ve-si-U in bringing timber and wheat from Australia.

There is also a certain amount of Norwegian steam tonnage engaged in

bringing food stuffs and deals From Canada. The foreign vessels cleared

outwards from the I'nited Kingdom to the British Colonies and Possessions

mostly carry coal, with a certain amount of pig iron, cement, .-alt. heavy
machinery and bulky general cargo.

Tal.les are attached showing in detail the distribution by nationality of

the foreign vessels sailing and steam carrying cargo between the I'nited

Kingdom and its principal Colonies and Possessions. (See Annex 11.)

(.. 'I'lif Treaty Position as regards Participation of Furcnju lY.s-.sv/.-.-

in this Trade.

The above account of the present state of facts as regards foreign

participation' in the carrying trade between the various parts of the Kmpin-
and of the corresponding practice of foreign countries, retpiire.- to be

supplemented by a statement of the present Treaty position. /'.' ., "f how
far we are bound by Tn aty to accord to foreign countries, ami entitled by

Treaty to claim from them, participation f h in the I'niled Kingdom coasting

trade, C2) in the colonial coasting trade, (3) in the trade between the mother

country and its over-sea colonies and posa< 4j in (he trade lietween

the variouh colonies and possessions.
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As regards the United Kingdom coasting trade, the present position
seems to be that the countries entitled by Treaty to share in it are Austria-

Hungary, Greece, Honduras, Paraguay, Salvador, and possibly also Belgium
(under the Exchange of Notes of 1898). Certain other countries, e.g., Japan,
are entitled by Treaty to most-favoured-nation treatment as regards the

United Kingdom coasting trade.

Certain countries, e.g., Sweden and Denmark, though having at present no

Treaty claim to share in our coasting trade, make an express condition as

to reciprocity in opening their own coasting trade to our vessels. For details,

see Annex VI.

As regards the Colonial Coasting trade, the present position is set out

in Annex VII. It will be seen that there is no Treaty under which the right
to share in the coasting trade of all our Colonies and Possessions is granted
to any foreign country, but the Treaties with Austria-Hungary, Greece, and

Salvador, and apparently also those with Honduras and Paraguay, concede

this right with respect to certain Colonies.

As regards Inter-Imperial trade (trade between the United Kingdom
and British possessions, and trade between two or more British possessions),
the treaty position depends to some extent on whether such trade is by
legislation assimilated to

"
coasting

"
trade. If we decide to treat it as

coasting trade, the position appears to be much the same as that shown
above. If we regard it as foreign trade, the clauses under which such trade

is open to foreign vessels are of two kinds : (i) Clauses which provide
that all goods carried on foreign vessels shall be treated in British ports
on the same footing as similar goods carried on national vessels

" from

whatever place arriving," and (ii) clauses which provide that foreign ships
and their cargoes shall be treated in all respects as British ships and. their

cargoes.

Failing Imperial legislation assimilating the trade to "coasting" trade,

the following treaties would have to be denounced or revised in order to

restrict the carrying trade from the Colonies to the United Kingdom to

British ships :

Austria-Hungary. Italy.
"
1:

~Bulgaria.
*'

Japan.
Colombia. "Nicaragua.
Denmark. *Roumania.

Egypt. Russia.

France. Salvador.

Greece. Uruguay.
and probably also those with ^Honduras and Paraguay.

As regards the carrying trade to the Colonies from the United Kingdom
and trade between one Colony and another, the situation in the same
circumstances would appear to be different, as individual Colonies are not

bound by precisely the same set of treaties. Generally, however, it may be

said that the treaty objections to restricting the trade to the Colonies from
the United Kingdom are less serious than those to restricting the trade in

the opposite direction, owing to the fact that in many cases the Colonies

have not become parties to the treaties.

The treaties which prevent the restriction by the Colonies of the trade

to them from the United Kingdom, and between one Colony and another,

to British ships are those with Austria-Hungary, Colombia, Egypt, Greece,

Italy, Japan, Russia, Salvador, and Uruguay, and probably also those with

Honduras and Paraguay.

* The Bulgarian and Japanese treaties cannot be terminated before 1911, the Nicaragua!! not

before 1916, and the Roumanian and Houduranean not before 1910. Most of the other treaties

could now be terminated by giving twelve months' notice.
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ANNEX I.

RN showng TONNAGE engaged in Ikmsii COASTING TRADE (including
TKADK brtu.vn the UNITI:I> KINGDOM aiul I'.IMIIHI !' >ss) at two

periods, vi/., 189G and 19<>ii, di^tin^nishin^ lirtwcrii FOKP.IGN and
BRITISH SHIPPING.

(a) Coasting Trade of United Kingdom.
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ANNEX III.

STATISTICS OF BRITISH INTER-COLONIAL TRADE AND COLONIAL

COASTING TRADE.

(The figures relate to the year 1905, except where otherwise stated.)

(a) Inter-Colonial Trade.

STATEMENT showing for the Year 1905 the TONNAGE of VESSELS, distinguishing
SAILING and STEAM, BRITISH and FOREIGN, that entered at PORTS in the

various BRITISH COLONIES and POSSESSIONS from PORTS in other BRITISH

COLONIES and POSSESSIONS, with CARGOES and in BALLAST.



ISO

ANNEX III. (unit.
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ANNEX III. cont.

(b) Nationality of Foreign Vessels engaged in Inter-Colonial Trade so

far as recorded.

STATEMENT showing the TONNAGE of FOREIGN VESSELS ENTERED at PORTS in

certain BRITISH COLONIES and POSSESSIONS from PORTS in other

BRITISH COLONIES and POSSESSIONS distinguishing the PRINCIPAL

NATIONALITIES.
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. IV.

ST\ relating to the COAMIN.; and < 'oi.osi u. TI:\IH> ..f Ku\vcE,
: I:\J\NI, H'.iivNH, IIKNMVRK, PMRTI<;\!. and the UNITKH SIMES

respectively.

(A.) FRANCE.

Conxtiit'j Tru

T.iNS\<;r. of SAII.INT, and Sn:\\i VESSELS I\H:I:KI> and CLEXRED in the

CO\<TIN<; T I:\DE ol Ki:\\(T. in the YKAKS 1>!I1 and

Tons,

jog. { With cargoes 11,616,310
In ballast l,'.i:>."..<;76

I0n . (With cargoes I I . I

1
.)'. 1,280

1

(In Lallan 'J,Sr>3.< C.i >

.V../.-. -The whole of the coasting trade is conducted by national vessels.

Tratlf with French Colonies and Possessions (/'//</>"//'//;/
. l/;/<T/a).

.s\r,E of SAIMXG and STKAM \"ESSELS EXTKIJEO and II.I;\I;KD in IMIANCK

in the TRADE with the FRENCH COLON IKS and POSSESSIONS in tin- VKARS
1894 and 1904, distinguishing N \TH>NAL, BRITISH, and OTIIER YESSI
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ANNEX IV. cont.

(C.) HOLLAND.

TONNAGE of SAILING and STEAM VESSELS ENTERED and CLEARED in the

TRADE with the DUTCH COLONIES and POSSESSIONS in the YEARS 1894
and 1904, distinguishing NATIONAL, BRITISH, and OTHER VESSELS.



M

ANNIA 1\'. -cunt.

(E.) PORTUGAL.

Trade if it It I'ortiiijucsc Colonie* and i'oxsessions (erclnxiw <>]"
the

Azores and Madeira).

Tu.SWGE of SAILING :md STEAM VESSELS KNTKRED and CLEARED in PORTUGAL
in the TRADE with the POBTUOUBSI t'.n.nNii-:s ;in<l i 'o\s (exclusive

of the A/.I>I;KS and MADKIKA). in tin- Vi:\i:s 1894 and I'.MU, distinguishing
NATION \i. and ( ITIIKI: \"I>-KI.S (so far as the information is available).
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ANNEX V.

Nn 4
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ANNFX

STATEMENT as to the RIGHTS accorded by TUKATV to FOREIGN CorxTiMi-:- in

respect of the COASTING TRAIM: in liumsii COLONIES AND POSSESSION.

Argentine Hepuhlic. There are no special provisions for coasting trade,

but most-favoured-nation rights with regard to navigation, &c. are conceded

under the Treaty. These rights apply in the case of all extra European
Hritish Territories.

Austria-Hungary. Both national and most-favoured-nation treatment are

conceded in respect of coasting trade; but this provision is applicable only
in the case of those colonies, Ac., "the coasting trade of which shall have
"

been, or shall be hereafter, opened to foreign ships in conformity with the
*'

Acts of Parliament which govern this matter." (The said Colonies were

in 1868 the time of the conclusion of the Treaty British India, Ceylon.

Cape of Good Hope, Victoria, and St. Lucia.)

Belgium. No Treaty.

Brazil. No Treaty.

Bulgaria. Most-favoured-uation treatment with regard to the coasting
trade is provided for under the Commercial Convention of 1905. This

Convention is not to be applicable to any British Colonies and Possessions

unless they adhere to it within 12 months from the date of its ratilication.

Any Colony will be able to withdraw separately at 12 months' notice.

Chile. No Treaty.

Colombia. Coasting trade is excepted from the Treaty, and is subject to

the laws of either country.

Costa Rica. Coasting trade is restricted to national ships.

Denmark. Most-favoured-nation treatment is provided for in respect of

navigation. The provision is applicable to British
"
Dominions."

Ecuador. No treaty.

!''[iypt. Coasting trade is excepted from the Treaty, and remains subject
to the legislation of each country.

France. Coasting trade is excepted from the stipulations of the Convention
of 1882, and remains subject to the respective laws of the two countries.

Germanij. No Treaty.

Greece. National treatment is provided for in respect of the coasting
trade. The stipulations of the Treaty are applicable to the Crown Colonies

so far as the laws permit, and also to all other British Possessions except
India, Canada, Cape Colony, and New South Wales, which did not adhere

to the Treaty. Any Colony may withdraw separately at 12 months' notice.

Honduras. Most-favoured-nation and national treatment in matters of

navigation are stipulated for in the Treaty, which is applicable to India,

to Australia, and to nine Crown Colonies.

Italy. The coasting trade is excepted from the provisions of the Anglo-
Italian Treaty of 1883, and remains subject to the respective laws of the two
countries.

Japan. In the Anglo-Japnnese Treaty of 1894 most-favoured-nation

treatment is conceded as regards the coasting trade. The treaty is applicable
to the Crown Colonies so far as the laws permit, and also to Queensland,
Newfoundland, and Natal

;
but Queensland can withdraw separately at

12 months' notice.
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Mexico. Most-favoured-nation treatment is stipulated for in respect of

navigation. The stipulation is applicable to the Crown Colonies so far as

the laws permit, and also to all other British Possessions, except India,

Canada, Cape Colony, New Zealand, and New South Wales.

Netherlands. The Anglo-Dutch Treaty of Commerce and Navigation of

1837 is not applicable to the British Colonies.

Nicaragua. The Treaty concedes most-favoured-nation treatment in

respect of the coasting trade. The Treaty is not applicable to British Posses-

sions, unless they adhere within one year of the exchange of ratifications

(24th August 1906). Any Colony may withdraw separately at 12 months'
notice.

Norway. Most-favoured-nation treatment in respect of navigation is

reciprocally accorded by the Anglo-Swedish Treaty of 1826, but nothing is

said as to coasting trade in that Treaty.

Paraguay. The Treaty of 1884 provides for national and most-favoured-

nation privileges in respect of navigation. The Treaty is applicable to the

Crown Colonies so far as the laws permit, and also to all other British

Possessions except South Australia, New South Wales, Canada, New Zealand,
and India.

Peru. Coasting trade is reserved for regulation by the laws of either

country.

Portugal. No Treaty.

Roumania. -Most-favoured-nation rights are conceded in respect of the

coasting trade. The Treaty is not applicable to British possessions unless

they adhere within one year of the exchange of ratifications (March 17th

1906). Certain Colonies have adhered under this clause, but any Colony
may withdraw separately at 12 months' notice.

Russia. Coasting trade is excepted from the Treaty, and remains subject
to the legislation of each country.

San Salvador. National treatment is stipulated for in respect of the

coasting trade. This provision is applicable to all British Colonies, &c.

except India, Canada, Cape Colony, and New Zealand.

. No Treaty.

Sweden. Most-favoured-nation treatment in respect of navigation is

reciprocally accorded by the Treaty between the United Kingdom and
Sweden. Nothing is said as to coasting trade in the Treaty.

United States. By the Treaty of 1815, coasting trade is restricted to

national vessels in the case of the British East Indies
;
and United States

vessels may only touch for
"
refreshment," but not for commerce, at ports in

Cape Colony or in other possessions in the African or Indian Seas. The
Treaty is generally not applicable to British Colonies.

Uruguay. Coasting trade is excepted from the Treaty, and remains

subject to the legislation of each country.

Venezuela. No Treaty provision applicable to coasting trade.
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XXVI.

IMPERIAL CABLE COMMUNICATION.

Resolutions of Government of Cape Colony.

1st Resolution.

"In the opinion of this Conference the provision
of alternative routes of cable communication is

desirable; but in deciding upon such routes, the

question of the strategic advantage should receive
the fullest consideration."

No. 1.

GENERAL POST OFFICE to COLONIAL OFFICE.

(Received March 26, 1907.)

General Post Office, London,
Siu, March 25, 1907.

WITH reference to your letter of the 15th January last, No. 850/07,
relative to the questions of special interest to this Department which are to

be brought before the approaching Colonial Conference, I am directed by
the Postmaster-General to transmit, in accordance with Lord Elgin's request,
a memorandum on the subject of the resolution of the Cape Government

concerning Imperial Cable Communication.
Mr. Sydney Buxton, it will be seen, entirely concurs in the Resolution as

it stands
; and, in these circumstances, Lord Elgin may possibly not consider

any separate discussion of the subject necessary. Mr. Buxton will, however,
be happy to arrange for such a discussion if His Lordship still thinks that

course desirable.

I am, &c.

H. BABINGTON SMITH.

Enclosure in No. 1.

Broadly speaking, the principle laid down in this Resolution has always
been recognised by the Post Office, and it was included in the recommen-
dations of the Inter-Departmental Committee on Cable Communications,
which sat under the presidency of Lord Balfour of Burleigh in 1901-2, and
which reported as follows :

"
In view of the probability of cable cutting, a variety of alternative

routes should be provided wherever it is essential to secure telegraphic
communication in time of war.

"
Appreciable, but not paramount value should be attached to the pro-

vision of all British routes. Every important colony or naval base should
be connected with this country by one cable touching only on British

territory, or on the territory of some friendly neutral. After this, there

should be as many alternative cables as possible following commercial
routes."

In considering the question of alternative routes from the commercial

point of view, the Post Office has always regarded it as desirable within
certain limits and where there is no justification for a subsidy to encourage
competition between the various cable companies ;

and the same view was
held by Lord Balfour of Burleigh's Committee, which (while strongly opposed
to any scheme for the general purchase of private cables by the State, and

e 49045. O o
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decidedly of opinion that cables can, a* a rule. In- more efficiently managed by

private comwuii'-s than by th. thought that Uie
"
nonnal policy of this

in try and it< dependen. -i.-- should lie to encourage
'

I'tv-- trade in cables,'
'

and that exceptions should uiily In- made to rhis rule on the ground of
"
national, not of private inter.

There are, houcver. clear limitations to the application of the principle of

free compel it ion ; and it i> evident from the terms of the second Resolution

that the Cape (lovernmeut does not consider that the alternative routes would
in all cases competitive. la this connection it may be observed (1) that

the principle
of a "standard revenue" (which is contemplated by that

ofution so far as subsidised cables are concerned) is manifestly "incon-

sistent with unrestricted competition, since it make> cable rat.-s dependent
on the amount of tratlic passing over the cables of particular companies ;

(2) that there are obvious objections in most cases to the provision of com-

petitive routes by the Imperial or Colonial Governments, especially if the

other route is subsidised ;
and (3) that where there is not likely to be enough

traffic to make two routes remunerative, the provision of competitive routes

may tend to prevent rather than to lead to a reduction of rates.

It may be added that, in practice, any application for landing rights from

existing or new companies, or for the renewal of landing rights, would (again
in general harmony with the views of Lord Balfour of Burleigh's Committee)
come before the Cables (Lauding Rights) Committee, on which the \Var

Office and the Admiralty as well as the Colonial Office and the Post Office

are represented, and which would fully consider such application in its

strategic as well as its commercial aspects.

2nd Resolution.

"That landing licences should not operate for a

longer period than 20 years, and that when subsidies
are agreed to be paid, they should be arranged on the
'standard revenue' principle, i.e., half the receipts
after a fixed gross revenue has been earned, to be
utilised for the extinguishment of the subsidy and,

by agreement, for the reduction of the rates."

The maximum of 20 years for the grant of landing rights has been

recognised by the Cables (Landing Rights) Committee, from its formation in

1899 ; and, in the case of most licences granted since that time the term has,
in point of fact, been shorter, all the landing rights held by a particular

company being, so far as possible, made to terminate simultaneously. "The
'

grants of landing rights" (as remarked by Lord .Bui four of Burleigh's

Committee) constitutes
"
the principal occasion for reviewing the position of

"
the various telegraph administrations," and it is obviously desirable that

these occasions should not be separated by too long intervals.

As regards the principle of a
" standard revenue

"
in connection with

subsidy agreements, the excellent results achieved under the Agreements
based on this principle which were made on the initiative of the Cape
Government between the Eastern Telegraph Company, the Imperial Govern-

ment, and the (iovernments of the South African Colonies, are generally

recognised. Coincidently with these Agreements, a new cable has been laid

between the Tinted Kingdom and South Africa, and the rate has been

reduced from 8s. (Jd. to 2s. Qd. a word, while corresponding reductions have
been made in the rates between the United Kingdom, and various places on
tho lines of route.

Excellent results have also followed from the similar Agreement between

the Government of India and the Eastern and Indo-Kuropean Telegraph
Companies in regard to the Anglo-Indian rate, which has been reduced in

connection with this agreement I mm 4. to 2. a word.
In a further case (that of the Agreement between the Australian

Government and the KastiTii K\tm<ion Company), although no subsidy
is provided for, the principle of a standard revenue is recognised. In
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connection with that Agreement the Anglo-Australian rate was reduced
from 4s. to 3s. a word, and it was laid down that the rate should be
reduced from 3s. to 2s. Qd. a word when the revenue again attained the

former amount of 330,OOOL a year. In this case, however, the reduction

has not come into operation, owing to the Company having failed to attain

the standard revenue through the competition of the Pacific Cable an
instance of the inconsistency between the principles of competition and
"
standard revenue

"
to which reference has already been made.

Speaking generally, it seems desirable that, as proposed by the Cape
Government, the

"
standard revenue

"
principle should be adopted in any

future case in which subsidies may be granted from the Imperial or

Colonial Treasuries, although there may be some difficiilty in determining
what the standard revenue should be in each particular case.

General Post Office,

March 25, 1907.

No. 2.

COLONIAL OFFICE to DR. L. S. JAMESON.

Downing Street,

SIR, April 8, 1907.

I AM directed by the Earl of Elgin to transmit to you a copy of a

letter" and memorandum by the General Post Office respecting the resolution

which you proposed to submit to the Colonial Conference on the subject of

Imperial cable communication.

2. You will remember that in paragraph 18 of his despatch of the 4th of

January,| Lord Elgin suggested that this question might conveniently form
the subject of a separate preliminary discussion with the Postmaster-General.

As, however, Mr. Sydney Buxton entirely concurs in the Resolution, it would

appear sufficient to submit it to the Conference, for formal record, if approved
by the members.

I am, &c.

C. P. LUCAS.

No. 3.

DR. L. S. JAMESON to COLONIAL OFFICE.

(Received April 11, 1907.)

2, Down Street, Piccadilly,

SIR, April 9, 1907.
I AM directed by Dr. Jameson to acknowledge, with thanks, the receipt

of your letter of the 8th of April.J on the subject of the Resolution which he

proposes to submit to the consideration of the Colonial Conference, dealing
with Imperial Cable Communication.

Dr. Jameson is pleased to observe that the Postmaster-General concurs in

the Resolution as it stands, thus doing away with the suggested holding of

a preliminary discussion.

I am, &c.,

R. SOTHERN HOLLAND.
Private Secretary.

* No. 1. t See [Cd. 3337]. $ No. 2.
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XXVII.

UNIVERSAL PENNY POSTAGE.

HEMOBANDUM BY GKNKIIAL 1-oST OFFICE.

The Government of New Zealand has given notice of its intention to

move at the approaching Colonial Conference a resolution in the following
terms :

''That in view of the enormous social and political advantages, and
the very material commercial advantages to accrue from a system of

international penny postage, and of the further fact that any depression
in postal revenue resulting from the adoption of such a system has

now been proved to be only temporary in duration and inconsiderable

in amount, this Conference recommends to His Majesty's < iovernment
the advisability of approaching the Governments of those States, mem-
bers of the Universal Postal Union, which have hitherto declined to

agree either to an interchange of letters at a one penny rate for the

minimum rate or to the receipt of letters from abroad at the same

rate, with a view to a more general, and, if possible, a universal

adoption of that rate."

The minimum rate of postage for the conveyance of letters throughout
the entire extent of the Postal Union, including their delivery to the addressees,
is fixed by Article 5 of the Washington Convention at 25 centimes per
15 grammes (approximately, 2,\d. per half ounce) ;

but in Article 21 it is

stipulated that the Convention shall not restrict the right of the contracting

parties to maintain and to conclude treaties as well as to establish restricted

unions with a view to the reduction of postage rates or any other improve-
ments of postal relations.

Availing itself of this right, the llritish Post Office, by agreement with

the Post Offices of British Colonies and Possessions, established, in IN

as a means of cementing relations within the Empire, the Imperial Penny
Postage Scheme, whereby the rate of postage for letters passing within the

Empire is fixed at Id. per half ounce. This rate now practically applies to

all letters despatched from the United Kingdom to British Colonies and
Possessions ;

but circumstances have not yet admitted of its adoption in

every quarter for letters sent in the reverse direction. Letters from Australia

are still liable to a postage of 2d. per half ounce. The rate from North
Western Rhodesia is 4<Z., and from other parts of Rhodesia and the Bechuana-
land Protectorate it is 2^d. per half ounce.

Recently the Imperial Penny Postage Scheme was extended to Egypt, in

view of the special relations subsisting between that country and the United

Kingdom.
The rapid development of the scheme after its inauguration in December

1898 encouraged the New Zealand Post Office to think that the wider project
of a universal penny rate might not be difficult of achievement; and in

August 1900, the Colonial Treasurer announced the intention of the New
Zealand Government to establish, on the 1st of January 1901, a penny letter

rate of postage with any country willing to accept the arrangement. Through
the medium of the International Bureau of the Postal Union, the New
Zealand Post Oflice invited other administrations to fall in with its views

;

and it is understood that up to the present the Post Offices of Chili, Costa

Rica, Egypt, Italy, Liberia, Mexico, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Peru, Portugal,

Portuguese Colonies, Servia, and the United States, have agreed to deliver

without charge letters from New Zealand prepaid at the penny rate.

Und< r the Postal Union Convention, New Zealand, as the despatching
country, has to bear all the expenses of transit of those letters up to their

arrival in the country of destination. With regard to correspondence sent

in the reverse direction from foreign countries, it is believed that the Id. rate
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applies only in the cases of Servia and Egypt, the last-mentioned country, as

stated above, being now included in the Imperial scheme.

So far as foreign countries are concerned, therefore, the New Zealand
scheme cannot be said to have met with much support at the outset ; and
but little more encouragement was obtained when at the Postal Union

Congress last year the Postmaster-General of New Zealand brought forward
a definite proposal for reducing the Union letter rate from 25 centimes per
15 grammes (2^d. per half ounce) to 10 centimes (Id.) per 15 grammes.

In a sense the moment was not unfavourable, for the Congress had

generally manifested a desire to make some concession to the public in the

matter of postage for international letters
;
but there was an almost unanimous

expression of opinion that, in view chiefly of its cost, a reduction to Id. for

15 grammes was outside the range of practical politics at the present time,
and the proposal was eventually supported by three votes only, namely, those

of Australia, Egypt, and the United States Great Britain abstaining.

Generally speaking, indeed, it may be said that the ideas of the Congress
as regards a concession in the matter of letter postage were somewhat
modest. Three European administrations strenuously opposed any alteration"

whatever of the existing tariff, while a number of other important
administrations were only prepared to concede a slight increase in the

weight carried for the old rates, that is to say, to raise the unit of weight
from 15 to 20 grammes, a change which could be made at a comparatively

slight sacrifice of revenue. This unit of weight was, in fact, finally adopted,
with a further concession, only extorted from the Congress with much
difficulty, that for countries with the avoirdupois system of weights the

equivalent of 20 grammes might be .fixed at 1 ounce (28
' 3465 grammes).

A proposal (supported by Great Britain) for a uniform rate of 20 centimes

(2cL) per 15 grammes had already been rejected by the Congress. But after

protracted discussion it was induced, on the proposal of Great Britain, to

adopt a tariff of 25 centimes for the first 20 grammes (or 1 ounce) and
15 centimes for each succeeding 20 grammes (or 1 ounce), instead of 2^d. for

the first 15 grammes (half ounce), and a similar amount for every successive

15 grammes (half ounce). The foreign letter post will thus after next
October be placed in a much more favourable position.

This improved scale was only carried by a very narrow majority ; and, in

deference to the wishes of certain administrations, individual countries may
postpone its adoption in*the case of letters posted in their own services.

Thus it is quite likely that some countries, unable to see their way to sacrifice

the revenue involved by these changes, may maintain their present rates

indefinitely or at any rate until the next Congress, some years hence.

In view, then, of the fact that the question of Universal Penny Postage was
considered by the Postal Union in full Congress as recently as May last, and
that the Congress was emphatically against any such far-reaching change,
there is no reason to suppose that the administrations of the Union either

individually or collectively are more in favour of the scheme than they were
then.

The objections to universal penny postage are entirely of a financial kind.

It involves a large initial loss of revenue
; and, further, may subsequently

lead to a movement for a lower rate than Id. for letters passing in the inland
service of each country and for a reduction of the charges on other classes of

correspondence. The British Post Office and Exchequer are not in a position
at the present moment to entertain the very heavy loss of revenue that would
be entailed by the introduction of universal penny postage.

The British Post Office itself is unable to agree with the New Zealand
Government that the sacrifice of net postal revenue involved would be
"
temporary in duration and inconsiderable in amount."
The experience of the British Post Office in connection with the Imperial

Penny Postage Scheme shows that if the increased cost of dealing with
increased quantities of postal matter be taken into account, as it should be,
the Department has not recovered, and cannot recover, the loss of net postal
revenue involved by the reduction of the Imperial letter rate which was
estimated in 1898 at 108,OOOZ. for the first year.

Recent calculations show that in the case of a letter for a foreign country,
the expense to the Exchequer can be taken at about one penny per half ounce

e 49045. P p
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rate, and in tl- case of a letter for a Colony where a long sea transit is

generally inv.>l\v.l, at about a penny farthing, excluding the heavy cost of

. ,1 packet >ervices.

follows that the initial sacrifice of revenue already incurred in the

case of the Colonies has not Keen nvouped from increased tralh'c
; and,

similarly, that there \vould l>e little or no prospect of recouping the much

heavier loss involved ly the adoption of penny postage to foreign count r

regards the extent of the loss involved for thi^ country, it mu>t he

llceted that the penny rate would not be on the old half ounce I ia

seeing that the international unit will shortly (next October) become

20 grammes, or one ounce in the case of the Tinted Kingdom.
The introduction of the ounce unit, with the reduction to 15 centimes for

the second ounce and for each subsequent ounce, involves a sacrifice of

revenue of 190,0001!. a year.

h has been calculated thai if postage on the ounce ki-is were already

established between the 1'nited Kingdom and foreign countries ami British

Colonies, the additional loss of revenue to the Uritish Kxehequer from the

introduction of a universal rate of \<l. per ounce would amount to 450,OOOZ.

for the first year. Tims the introduction of universal pinny postage and the

ounce basis would together involve an initial loss of 640,000i. a year.

Foreign postal administrations would similarly have to incur a very

considerable sacrifice of revenue.; and, moreover, in some . Italy),

they woidd have to reduce their inland letter rates of postage. In these

circumstances it may be taken for granted that the New Zealand scheme

would not meet with favour abroad.

The advantage of Imperial unity, which was held in 1898 to justify the

sacrifice of revenue incidental to a measure calculated to bind together the

United Kingdom and her possessions beyond the seas cannot, of course, be

urged as a plea in favour of universal penny postage ;
but apart from all

other arguments for and against the proposal, the decisive consideration i-

that the British Government are not at present in a position to bear the very

heavy loss that would be involved in the reduction of foreign postage from

2 .'.(/. to a penny.

March 1907.
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XXVIII.

NOTE ON

THE RESOLUTIONS

TO BE SUBMITTED BY THE

GOVERNMENTS OF AUSTRALIA AND CAPE COLONY

ON

MUTUAL PROTECTION OF PATENTS

AND

MERCHANDISE MARKS AND PATENTS.

PREPARED BY THE PATENT OFFICE.
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AUSTRALIA.

MUTUAL PROTECTION OF PATENTS.

The resolution to be submitted by the Government of Australia at
the forthcoming Colonial Conference on this subject is as follows:

'

That it is desirable, in the interests of inventors and the public,
that patents granted in Great Britain or in any Colony possessing a
Patent Office of a standard to be specified should be valid throughout
the Empire."

" That the Imperial Patent Office be desired to recommend the

necessary steps to secure this end."

With respect to this resolution, it is to be borne in mind that the

validity or invalidity of any particular patent alike in the United

Kingdom and the self-governing Colonies is a question to be determined
on evidence by legal tribunals, and not to be decided off-hand by officials

of the Imperial or Colonial Patent Offices, and that no government can

properly undertake to,guarantee the validity of the patents granted by
it, whatever precautions it may take by way of official search or otherwise

against the grant of invalid patents. Notwithstanding the elaborate

official searches for novelty in the Washington and Berlin Patent Offices,

American and German patents are constantly upset by the legal tribunals

of the United States and 'Germany, and the same will no doubt be the case

as regards some of the patents which have been granted in this country
since the commencement of the official examination under the Patents Act,
1902.

Some governments, e.g., those of Great Britain and France, expressly
disclaim any guarantee of validity. See Section 1 (9) of the Patents Act
1902, and Article XI. (1) of the Law of 1844 (France). It is the practice
of the French Government to put the words "Sans garantie du

gouvernement
"
on the form of patent, and a patentee is forbidden to

mention his title of patentee or his patent without adding these words.

Great as are the difficulties which prevent any single Patent Office

from ensuring that the patents which it grants shall be valid in its own
country, they are small as compared with those which would confront the

Imperial and Colonial Patent Offices if any attempt were made to ensure
that a patent granted in the United Kingdom should be valid throughout
the Colonies or that a patent granted in any Colony should be valid

throughout the Empire. For the tribunals of one country might hold very
different views as to validity from those entertained by the tribunals of

the others. If it is difficult for the London, Washington or Berlin Patent
Offices to be sure what view a British, American or German Court of Law
will take of the validity of a patent, it is of course still more difficult for

them to know what view the Courts of Law in other countries than their

own will take on the same question.

Possibly, however, what is intended by the resolution of the Australian

Government is not that the Imperial and Colonial Patent Offices should

guarantee the validity throughout the Empire of the patents granted by
them, but that every patent granted by any one of these Offices should,

without prejudice to the views the local Courts may take of its validity,

be of the same force and effect as if it were granted by other Patent Offices

in the Empire, e.g., that a patent granted by the London Patent Office

should have the same effect as if it had been taken out not only in the

49015 Q q 2
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I'nited Kingdom but in every Colony of the Empire, and that a patent

granted l.y
flic Patent Office of any Colony >h.uld secure tor tlu- patentee

throughout the Kmpire a monopoly in the invention patented, provided
that tin- invention were of such a character that a valid patent could be

:iU>l for it.

The difficulties in tin- \\ay oi bringing about >uch a result an- very

great. I am afraid they an- in-uperable. \\ e have now in our own
Patent Ofli a \- i\ elaborate < -\ainination for prior patenting, in which a

or three hundred technical CXJHTIS is engaged, which

nstantly increa.-ini: as the numU>r of application- for patents increases.

It i.- no disparagement to tin- Colonial Patent O fliers to suggest thai Ihis

nutation is more searching than that which takes place in some of the

nial Patent Offices. If the patents granted by the Imperial and some

of the Colonial Patent Offices were to run throughout the Empire, the

lency of some inventors would certainly be to apply for a patent in

the Patent Offices where the examination was the least searching, and the

result would be that patents would be granted to run throughout the

i'ire in one Office, which would be refused if applied for in another.

Moreover, even in our own Patent Office concurrent applications
to patent the -a me invention are by no means uncommon. Sometimes the

inventions are identical. More frequently they overlap one another : and
where this is the case, the later applicant is u.-ually willing, and

>ionally compelled on an opposition, to exci>e from his specification
so much of his invention as is found to belong to the earlier applicant.
These concurrent applications create considerable difficulties when they
occur in one Office. The difficulty of dealing with applications pending
concurrently in more than one Office would, I fear, be insuperable ;

for it

would be impossible for the Examiners in each Office to know what was

i'4 on week by week in the other Offices.

Another great difficulty in the granting of Imperial patents would
arise in connexion with oppositions. At present when a complete specifica-
tion is accepted, the acceptance is advertised and the specification and

drawings published; and persons interested in opposing the grant may
oppose on any of the statutory grounds of opposition within two months
from the date of the advertisement of the acceptance. If the monopoly
to be granted by the patent were to extend over the whole Empire, it would
be necessary that facilities for opposing the grant should be provided for

persons interested in whatever part of the Empire they might be residing.
This could only be done by advertising the acceptance of every specification

throughout the Empire and considerably extending the time allowed for

opposition, thereby increasing the expenses and delaying the grant of the

patent. It would also be necessary to determine whether the opposition
'Id lie heard and decided in the London Patent Office or in the Colonial

Office in which the application for the patent had been made. In either

-e the opponent, if he lived in a different country from that of the

applicant, would be subjected to considerable inconvenience and expense.

The question of the Patent Fees to be paid for an Imperial patent
and their apportionment between the United Kingdom and the Colonies

would also be a very serious matter.

If inclusive uniform fees were charged, as would presumably have to

be done, the question would arise whether each Office should be entitled

to charge and retain the whole of the fees in respect of the patents granted
by it, or whether the fees should be paid into a common fund and divided

ongst the United Kingdom and the Colonies, and, if so, on what

principle. In this connexion it may be pointed out that the United

Kingdom patent rights would usually be more valuable than the Colonial,
and the patent rights in one Colony more valuable than those in another,
and thai it would l<e very difficult to make any trustworthy estimate of the

proportionate values of the patent rights in the several countries.
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CAPE COLONY.

VI. MERCHANDISE MARKS AND PATENTS.

The resolution to be submitted by the Government of Cape Colony at

the forthcoming Colonial Conference on this subject is as follows:

"
This Conference urges the adoption of Imperial Legislation by

His Majesty's Government after full consultation with the Colonies

to provide uniform laws for the granting and protection of-

Merchandise Marks and Patents."

I understand that the Colonial Office desire that I should consider this

resolution so far as it affects the question of Patents.

I doubt very much if the majority of the Colonies would desire an

uniform Patent Law throughout the Empire, and whether it would be to

the interests of the majority of them at the present time to have such

a law.

From the accompanying memorandum on
" Mutual Protection of

Patents" prepared originally for the last Conference and now brought

up, so far as possible, to date, it will be seen that in most of the Colonies

the Patent Laws have been modelled more or less on the general lines which

have been in force in the United Kingdom at the dates when the Colonial

Laws have been passed, and that an approach to uniformity in the Patent

Laws of the United Kingdom and the Colonies is desirable. Since the last

Colonial Conference a substantial advance in this direction has been made

by the substitution of one uniform Australian Patent Law for those

previously in force in the several Australian Colonies. It may be

that the example of Australia in this respect may some day be

followed in South Africa; but there seems no immediate probability
that this will be so. The desirability of adherence as closely as

possible to the United Kingdom Patent Law, where this can be
done without disregarding local circumstances and requirements, is

generally recognised ;
and where any departure is proposed which appears

unnecessary the attention of the Colonial Government is usually called to

it by the Colonial Office. But absolute uniformity in the Patent Laws
throughout the Empire would be in many ways objectionable. The smaller

Colonies, where the number of patents taken out is small, do not require
the same elaborate Patent Law as the larger ones. An elaborate Patent
Law with an official preliminary investigation involves expense which it

would be out of the question for some Colonies to incur.

Since the last Conference considerable alterations have been made in
our own Patent Law, and further proposed alterations are now before
Parliament. However much the public may benefit from these changes,
the most important of which are those relating to (1) the institu-
tion of a costly official examination for the purpose of ascertaining whether
an invention for which a patent is sought has been previously patented,
and (2) the revocation of patents worked mainly or exclusively abroad,
it by no means follows that it would be well that similar alterations should
be made in the Patent Laws of every Colony; still less that no Colony
should improve its Patent Laws except on the lines of our own Acts.
In some cases it may no doubt be desirable to amend the Colonial Laws on
the United Kingdom model. But there are also cases in which our Statutes
might well be amended by adopting provisions of the Colonial Acts, as is

proposed to be done by the Patents Bill now before Parliament. It is well
that the mother country and the Colonies should be able to take advantage
of each other's experience and keep their Patent Laws up to date.

Compulsory uniformity throughout the Empire might greatly add to the
difficulties of future reform.

Qq



Any arrangement, tin- fffoc-t of which would lx- to prevent changes

being made in our Patent Law unl tin > were simultaneously made

in the Colonial Patent Laws and nice twr.<. would. I am afraid, very

injuriously hamper improvement aliko in honx- and Colonial legislation.

C. N. DALTON.

19th March, 1907.

MEMORANDUM ON TRADE MARK-

The Board of Trade assume that the words M< uliandix Marks as

iiM-d in the above resolution were intended to refer to trade marks, and

this memorandum has been written on this a umption.

It would, in the opinion of the Board !>< well if a.- m-ar an approach
to uniformity as is practicable, were made in the Trade Mark Laws of the

several Colonies and the Trade Mark Law of this count i \ As with patents
so with trade marks, the legislation in most of the 1 'olonies has been modelled

more or lees on the lines of the Acts which have been in force in the United

Kingdom at the dates when the Colonial Legislation has been passed.

The latest of the Colonial Trade Marks Acts, viz., that of Australia

and our own Trade Marks Act were both passed in 1905. Each of these
-

i lutes is no doubt susceptible oT improvement ;
but each is in advance of

the earlier Acts in force in the United Kingdom and the Colonies. By
the Australian Act (Section 5) the common law of England relating to Trade

Marks is made applicable with certain reservations throughout the Austra-

lian Commonwealth, and many of the provisions of the Act have been

framed on the lines of our own Statute. The Board .suggest that it would
be desirable "to ascertain from the several Colonies to what extent and with

what reservation, if any, they would be prepared to adopt legislation on
similar lines. The ultimate object aimed at by all Trade Mark Laws should

be the same, that is to say, to prevent fraud on the public and to protect the

rights of the bond fide owners of trade marks. In its main lines, the law
that is best calculated to attain these ix-sults in one country is the best

calculated to attain them in another. The Board are, therefore, heartily in

accord with the spirit of the resolution to l>e submitted by the Government
of Cape Colony so far as it recommends consultation with the Colonies with
a view to bringing about uniformity in their Trade Mark 'Laws, and those of

the United Kingdom. Several of the difficulties which stand in the way of

an uniform Patent Law throughout the Empire are not likely to arise in

framing an uniform Trade Mark Law.
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XXIX.

MEMORANDUM ON MUTUAL PROTECTION OF
PATENTS.

(Prepared by the Patent

In the matter of
patents,

the United Kingdom and its Colonies have
each of them independent laws and administration, one result of which is

that in every case the protection granted to the patentee by the patent is

limited either to the United Kingdom or to the particular Colony in which
the patent is granted, as the case may be. In most of the Colonies the
Patent Laws have been modelled more or less on the general lines of the
Acts which have been in force in the United Kingdom at the dates when
the Colonial laws have been passed.

The changes which have taken place from time to time in the Patent
Laws in force in the United Kingdom have thus been accidentally a con-

tributory cause of many divergencies, some trivial, some important, in the
Patent Laws of various Colonies. Other divergencies have their origin in

the local circumstances of particular Colonies, or the deliberate policy of the
Colonial Governments. Thus, in Canada, several of the details of the
Patent Law are assimilated to those of the United States, from which a

large proportion of the inventions patented in Canada come: and the

propinquity of the States, and the fear that obstructive patents may be
taken out in Canada by inventors in the States for the purpose of prevent-
ing the manufacture of patented articles in Canada, have led to the passing
of stringent enactments for the forfeiture of patents in the event of the

importation into Canada of the patented goods, or if the patented inven-
tions are not worked in Canada within a limited period.

Where there are good and sufficient reasons for the existing divergencies,
it would manifestly be a mistaken policy to endeavour to remove them
merely for the purpose of bringing about any cast-iron uniformity. But
where any divergency is the result of accident rather than design, and no

good object is gained by retaining it, it would be well to bear in mind, in

any future revision of the law, that unnecessary discrepancies between the

Patent Laws of the Colonies and the United Kingdom cannot but add to

the trouble and expense which confront inventors in the United Kingdom
who are desirous of patenting their inventions abroad, and Colonial
inventors who desire to patent their inventions in the United Kingdom or
in Colonies in which they do not themselves reside. It will be generally
admitted that some approach to uniformity is desirable, so far as it is not

purchased too dearly by disregard of local circumstances and requirements.
It was therefore thought desirable at the last Colonial Conference to

furnish the Colonial Premiers with a somewhat detailed summary of some
of the points in which the legislation relating to patents in force in the

self-governing Colonies differs from or resembles that in force in the

United Kingdom at the present time. This summary is brought as far as

possible up to date in the present memorandum.

It should be borne in mind in connection with it, that important
changes in our own Patent Law are proposed by the Patents Bill

now before Parliament, and that, if that Bill becomes law during the

next few months, its provisions in such form as they may ultimately pass

may have an important bearing on any future Colonial legislation on
"
Examination for Novelty,"

"
Opposition to the Grant of Patents,"

"
Forfeiture of Patents," and

"
Compulsory Licences."

The memorandum is confined to the self-governing Colonies, and is

prefaced by a statement of the number of patents granted in the United

Kingdom and in the Colonies to which it relates, and ends with some

Qq4



account of the International Convention for the Protection of Industrial

Property, and the provisions which have been inserted in some of the
Colonial Patent Laws, giving privileges to foreign patentees or providing
for the contingency of the Colonies in which th-v are in force joining the
Union.

NUMBER OP COLONIAL PATENTS GRANTED.

The following table, compiled partly from information contained in
" La Proprie'te' Industrielle," will give some indication of the extent of the

patent business transacted in the Patent Offices of the Colonies to which
this memorandum relates.
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If an applicant dies before the expiration of 15 months from the date

of application, the patent may be granted to his legal representative at any
time within 12 months after the death of the applicant.

Any person to whom an invention has been communicated from abroad,

and who declares that to the best of his knowledge and belief the invention

is not in use in the United Kingdom by any other person or persons, is

regarded as the true and first inventor within this country.

In Canada a patent may be obtained by the inventor, or by any person Canada.

to whom he has assigned or bequeathed the right of obtaining it, or, in the

event of the death of the inventor, by his legal representatives.

In Newfoundland, before any person can obtain a patent he must New-
" make oath, in writing, that he doth verily believe that he is the inventor foundland.

"
or discoverer of the art, machine, composition of matter, or improvement

"for which he solicits letters patent."

In Australia the applicant for a patent may be Australia.

(a) The actual inventor; or

(6) His assignee, agent, attorney, or nominee ; or

(c) The actual inventor or his nominee jointly with the assignee
of a part interest in the invention

;
or

(d) The legal representative of a deceased actual inventor or of

his assignee ;
or

(e) Any person to whom the invention has been communicated by
the actual inventor, his legal representative or assignee (if

the actual inventor, his legal representative or assignee, is

not resident in the Commonwealth).

The Australian Act prescribes that the term
"
actual inventor

"
does

not include a person importing an invention from abroad.

In New Zealand, one or more of the applicants for a patent must be New
the true and first inventor, and the Act prescribes that the true and first Zealand,

inventor
" means the person who is the actual inventor of an invention, or

"
his nominee or assignee, but does not include the unauthorised importer of

"
an invention from any place outside the Colony."

In Cape Colony and Natal, a patent may be granted to the true and first Cape

inventor
; or, if he dies within six months from the date of the application ^

ol

t

1

1

iy'

for the patent, to his executors within such six months or at any time within
three months from his death.

In the Transvaal one or more of the applicants must be the true and Transvaal,

first inventor or the legal representative of the true and first inventor, and
an application by the legal representative must be made within twelve months
of the decease of the true and first inventor, and must contain a declaration

by the legal representative that he believes such person to be the true and
first inventor.

WHAT INVENTIONS ARE PATENTABLE.

(a) Definition of
"
Invention."

The differences as regards the definition of
"
invention

"
are not very

material. Most of the Colonies, by a reference to the Statute of Monopolies,
adopt the principles of the law of the United Kingdom.

In the
^Patent

Acts of Australia and New Zealand the definition of Australia,
41

invention
"

is the same as in our own Act, i.e.,
"
invention

" means any New
manner of new manufacture the subject of letters patent and grant of

Zealand -

privilege within section 6 of the Statute of Monopolies, and includes an
alleged invention. In Australia no patent is granted for an invention the
use of which would be contrary to law or morality.
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In the Canadian Patent Act "
invention

"
is defined as meaning "any

" new and useful art, machine, manufacture, or composition <>f matter, or anv

"IH-W and useful improvement in any ait, machine, manufacture or com-
"
position of matter." No Canadian patent may issue which has an illicit

object in view. <u for any mere scientific principle or abstract theorem.

Similar provisions to those in the Canadian definition are to be found

in the Newfoundland Patent Act.

In the Patent Acts of Cape Colony and Natal "invention" has the

same meanim: a> in our old Act of 1852 (15 & 16 Viet., c. 83). The
definition of "'invention

"
in that Act was "

any manner of new manufacture
"
the subject of Letters Patent and grant of privilege within the meaning

"of the Act of the 21st year of the Reign of King James I., chapter 3,"

(commonly known as the Statute of Monopolies).

In the Patent Act of the Transvaal "invention" is defined as "any
" new and useful art, process, machine, manufacture or composition of
"
matter or any new and useful improvement thereof capable of being used

"or applied in trade or industry." No patent will be issued for an inven-

tion the use of which is contrary to law. public order, or good morals.

Canada.

New-
foundland.

Transvaal.

Australia,
New

Cape
Colony,
Transvaal.

United

Kingdom.

(b) Qualifying provisions as to novelty.

The above definitions of
"
invention

"
are in some cases explained or

qualified by further provisions.

Under the Canadian Patent Act the invention must not have been in

public use or on sale with the consent or allowance of the inventor, for more
than one year previously To his application for a patent, and any inventor
who elects to o*otain a patent for his invention in any foreign country before

obtaining a patent for the same invention in Canada, can only obtain a

patent in Canada, if the same be applied for within one year from the
date of the issue of the first foreign patent for the invention.

The applicant for a patent in Newfoundland is required to
" make oath

"in writing
"
that the invention

"
hath not to the best of his knowledge or

"
belief, been known or used in this Colony, or in any other country," but he

will not be deprived of his right to a patent by reason of his having pre-

viously taken out Letters Patent for the invention in another country, if
"
such invention shall not have been introduced into public and common use

"
in this Colony prior to the application for a patent therein.''

In the Transvaal an invention must not have been known or used by
others in the Colony or patented or described in any printed publication in
the Colony or any foreign country before the application for a patent in

respect of the same, or in public use or on sale in the Colony or any foreign
country for more than two years prior to such application unless the same
is proved to have been abandoned.

Provisions as to the exhibition of unpatented inventions within a
limited period exist in Australia, New Zealand, Cape Colony, and the
Transvaal.

EXAMINATION FOR NOVELTY.

In the United Kingdom, when a complete specification has been

deposited on an application, the examiner must ascertain
"
whether the

"
invention claimed has been wholly or in part claimed or described in any

"specification (other than a provisional specification not followed by a

"complete specification) published IK- fore tlie date of the application and
"deposited pursuant to any application for a patent made in the United
"

Kingdom within fifty years next before the date of the application."

If the invention has been wholly or in part claimed or described in

any such specification, and the applicant does not remove the objection by
amending the specification to the satisfaction of the Comptroller, the
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Comptroller, after hearing the applicant, determines whether a reference

to any, and, if so, what prior specifications ought to be made in the

specification by way of notice to the public.

An appeal lies from the decision of the Comptroller to the Law Officer.

In Canada, on every application for a patent, a thorough and reliable Canada,

examination is required by law to be made by competent examiners

employed in the Patent Office for that purpose.

The Commissioner may object to grant a patent in any of the following

cases:

(a) When he is of opinion that the alleged invention is not patent-
able in law

;

(b) When it appears to him that the invention is already in the

possession of the public, with the consent or allowance of

the inventor;

(c) When it appears to him that there is no novelty in the inven-

tion;

(d) When it appears to him that the invention has been described

in a book or other printed publication before the date of

the application, or is otherwise in the possession of the

public ;

(e) When it appears to him that the invention has already been

patented in Canada or elsewhere, unless the Commissioner
has doubts as to whether the patentee or the applicant is

the first inventor.

Whenever the Commissioner objects to grant a patent in any of the

above cases, he must notify to the applicant the ground or reason therefor

with sufficient detail to enable him to answer the objection if he can. An
appeal lies from the Commissioner's decision to the Governor in Council.

In New Zealand the Registrar of Patents may refuse to grant a patent New
for any alleged invention which he knows is not new, after giving the Zealand,

applicant an opportunity of being heard personally or by his agent.

In Australia the examiner must :

Australia,

(a) Ascertain and report whether to the best of his knowledge the

invention is already patented in the Commonwealth or in

any State or is already the subject of any prior application
for a patent in the Commonwealth or in any State ;

(V) Report whether to the best of his knowledge the invention is

or is not novel.

If the examiner reports adversely to the complete specification the
Commissioner may either

(1) Accept the application and specification on condition that a
reference to such prior specification as he thinks fit be
made thereon by way of notice to the public; or

(2) Refuse to accept the application and specification.

An appeal from the Commissioner's decision lies to the High Court
or the Supreme Court.

In the Transvaal provision is made for examination as to interference Transvaal
between concurrent applications.

CAVEATS.

In Canada any intending applicant who has not perfected his inven- Canada
tion, and is in fear of being despoiled of his idea, may file in the Patent
Office a description of his invention so far, with or without plans at his
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own will: and the Commissioner, on payment of the prescrib< is

required to cause the document, which is called a oaveat, to be preserved

jn . with tin- exception of delivering copies of the -am.' \\honever

i i red by the >aid applicant or l.y any judicial tribunal; hut the secrecy

of the document i- : < oeaae when the applicant obtain- a patent for the

invention. If application be made l.y any other perxm for a patent for

any invention with \\hich such caveat may in any respect interfere, the

Commissioner i> required to give notice l.y mail of such application to the

person who has tiled tin- caveat, and Mich la-t mentioned person must within

three months from the date of mailing such notice, if In wi-hes to avail

himself of his caveat, file his jH-tition and take th<' oilier steps necessary

on an application for a patent : and if in the opinion of the Commissioner

the application.- are conflicting, they will be referred to arbitration. Unless

the person filing a caveat makes application within one year from the filing

thereof for a patent the Commissioner is relieved from the obligation of

giving notice, and the caveat then remains a> a -imple matter of proof as to

novelty or priority of invention if required.

As the above provisions relating to "Caveats" have l.ccn taken from

the Patent I.a\\ of the United States, it may be of interest to the Colonial

Premiers to know that the Commissioners appointed in 1898 to revise the

statutes relating to patents, trade and other marks, and trade and com-
mercial names, on page 23 of their report say that they are clearly of

opinion that the statute providing for the filing of caveats should be re-

pealed. The reasons which have led them to this conclusion are set out

in the following passage on page 22 of their 'Report, viz.: "The very
"
general opinion of those most familiar with patent practice, as expressed

"to us, is that the caveat is practically of no use to inventors. Many
"
attorneys of long experience in patent matters have assured us that they

"always advise their clients not to file caveats. The preparation of a

"caveat, if it be prepared with care and skill, involves considerable expense,"
hardly less than the preparation of an application. The filing of a caveat

"
necessarily implies the subsequent filing of an application, with the result

"that the inventor is put to practically a double c\pen>r without practical"
advantage.

"
If foreigners are permitted to file caveats, as it would seem must be

done if our citizens are permitted to do so, the result will be the introduc-
tion of a class of evidence which has always been considered open to very
serious objection, and has never been permitted to be introduced in any
proceeding before the Patent Office, or before the courts in patent matters

'

namely, evidence of acts performed in a foreign country. If foreigners"
are permitted to establish conception of an invention in a foreign country"
by filing a caveat and a caveat has practically no other effect than that

'^of establishing conception of the invention described therein on the date
"
on which it was filed would seem to be necessary to permit evidence to

"
be introduced of the reduction of the invention to practice, as by construc-

"tion of a machine, in the foreign country."

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION.

No great differences exist in regard to Provisional Protection. Such
differences as occur relate chiefly to the period of protection. In New-
foundland the nature of the protection, and in Cape Colony the character
of the specification which must be filed with the application, are exceptional.

New- ID .-Newfoundland every applicant for a patent is required with his

foundlaml. petition
1

to deliver into the office of the Colonial Secretary "a written
"
description of this invention, and of the manner of using or process of

"compounding the same," in accordance with detailed instructions con-
tained in the Act; and after the expiration of one week, and until the

expiration of six months from' the date of the delivery of this description,
the applicant has the like privileges and rights as if a patent had been
sealed to him on the date of such delivery.
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In Australia, New Zealand, and the Transvaal, the law relating to Australia,

provisional and complete specifications resembles that of the United New

Kingdom (1) in leaving it to the option of the applicant whether his appli-
Zealand,

cation shall be accompanied with a provisional or a complete specification ;

(2) in the provisional protection which, after the acceptance of an applica-
tion, is accorded to him during the period before the date of the applica-
tion and the sealing of the Patent, which protection enables him to use and

publish the invention during this interval without prejudice to the patent
subsequently granted to him ; and (3) in granting to him during the interval

between the acceptance of the complete specification and the sealing of the

patent or the expiration of the time for sealing, the like privileges and

rights, as if a patent had been sealed to him at the date of such acceptance,

subject to the qualification that he may not institute any proceeding for

infringement unless and until a patent has been granted to him. In all

these Colonies the normal time allowed for leaving the complete specifica-
tion is nine months, whereas the normal time allowed in the United

Kingdom is now six months. This time may be extended, on payment of

the prescribed fee, by one month in Australia and New Zealand.

In Natal every applicant has also the option of selecting whether he Natal,

will deposit a provisional or a complete specification with his application.
In either case his invention obtains provisional protection for six months
from the date of the deposit; and if no complete specification is deposited
within eight weeks at least before the expiration of the term of provisional

protection, the application will be deemed to be abandoned. Extension of

this time, for what appears to be an indefinite period at the discretion of

the Attorney-General, is allowed. If the specification is deposited in fraud
of the true and first inventor, any patent granted to such inventor will not

be invalidated by it, or by any use or publication of the invention during the

term of provisional protection.

In Cape Colony a specification must be deposited with the application ; Cape

and the invention obtains similar provisional protection for six months,
Colony-

during which period, in case the title of the invention or the specification is

too large or insufficient, the Attorney-General may before the grant of a

patent allow or require the specification to be amended, or another and
sufficient specification to be deposited, which will have the same force, effect,

and operation as if it had been originally deposited in its amended state.

The specification originally
filed is required particularly to describe and

ascertain the nature of the invention, and in what manner the same is to be

performed.

OPPOSITION TO THE GRANT OF PATENTS.

(a) Grounds of Opposition.

In the United Kingdom and all the self-governing Colonies, except
Newfoundland, provision is made for opposition by persons interested to

the grant of a patent. The grounds of opposition vary greatly, and in some
of the Colonies include prior publication, prior user, or possession by the

public.

In the United Kingdom there are three grounds on which the grant United
of a patent may be opposed by persons interested : (a) that the applicant Kingdom,
has obtained the patent from the opponent or from a person of whom the

opponent is the legal representative ; (6) that the invention has been

patented in this country on an application of prior date; and (c) that the

complete specification describes or claims an invention other than that
described in the provisional specification, and that such other invention
forms the subject of an application made by the opponent in the interval

between the leaving of the provisional specification and the leaving of the

complete specification.

In Canada the only cases in which the grant of a patent can be opposed Canada,

by persons interested are apparently those of conflicting applications.



New. In Newfoundland there seems to be no machinery provided by which
fuaiuiland. f ne grant of a patent can l>e opposed by Arsons interested.

Australia. j n Australia the grant of a patent may be opposed <>n tlie following

grounds :

(a) That the applicant ha obtained the invention from the

opponent or from a person of whom he is the legal repre-
sentative or assignee" or nominee.

(6) That the invention has not U-eii communicated to the applicant.
!>v the actual inventor, his legal representative or a>-i

(if tin- actual inventor, liis le-jfal representative or assi)
i> noi resident in the Commonwealth).

(c) That tlu- invention has been patent. -il in the Commonwealth on
an application of prior date or has been patt ntl in a State.

(d) That the complete -peeitication describes or claims an inven-

tion other than that described in the provisional specifica-
tion, and that such other invention forms the

subject
of an

application made by the opponent in the interval between
the leaving of the provisional specification and the leaving
of the complete specification.

(e) That the invention is not novel or has been already in

possession of the public with the consent or allowance of the

inventor.

(/) That the invention has been described in a book or other

printed publication published in the Commonwealth before

the date of the application or is otherwise in the possession
of the public.

New
Zlna In New Zealand, Cape Colony, and Natal there are apparently no

Colony
limitations to the grounds of opposition.

'*' In the Transvaal the grounds of opposition are :

(a) That the invention has been fraudulently obtained to the

prejudice of another's rights;

(6) That the person represented as being the true and first

inventor is not such:

(c) That the invention is not new;

(d) That the invention is not capable of being patented in terms

of the Patent Ordinance;

(e) That the complete specification or the provisional specification
has reference to theoretical principles, hypotheses, methods,

systems, discoveries, or conceptions the manner of applying
or using which is not set out;

(/) That the complete specification or the
provisional specification

is not sufficient, I.e., that mention or a part of the invention

has been omitted or that it has been insufficiently explained;

(g) That the invention or the application of the same is contrary
to law, public order or good morals;

(h) That the title of the invention fraudulently sets forth another

than the true subject-matter of the invention;

(t) That the complete specification describes or claims an invent ion

other than that described in the provisional specification,

and that such other invention forms the subject of an

application made by the objector in the interval between

the leaving
of the provisional and the leaving of the com-

plete specification.
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(6) Hearing of Oppositions.

In the United Kingdom oppositions to the grant of patents are heard United

and decided by the Comptroller-General of Patents, or his deputy, with an Kingdom,

appeal from his decision to the Law Officer.

In Canada, conflicting applications are submitted to three skilled Canada,

arbitrators, two of whom are chosen by the applicants and the third by the

Commissioner or his deputy. The decision or award of these, or any two of

them, delivered to the Commissioner in writing and subscribed by them, or

any two of them, is final, as far as concerns the granting of the patent.

In Australia the Commissioner of Patents hears the opposition, and Australia.

an appeal lies to the High Court or the Supreme Court.

In New Zealand the opposition is heard and decided by the Kegistrar New
of Patents, subject to an appeal to the Supreme Court of New Zealand. Zealand.

In Cape Colony and Natal objections to the grant of patents are heard Cape

by the Attorney-General. Colony,
Natal.

In the Transvaal objections are heard by the Commissioner of Patents, Transvaal,

with an appeal to the High Court of the Transvaal.

DURATION OF PATENTS.

In the United Kingdom and in all the Colonies to which this memo-
randum relates, with the exception of Canada, the duration of a patent,
unless it be extended in accordance with special statutory provisions, is

limited to 14 years. In Canada it is 18 years. Extensions of these periods
may, under special circumstances, be granted in the following Colonies,
viz. : Australia, New Zealand, Cape Colony, Natal and the Transvaal for

a period not exceeding 14 years; and in Newfoundland for a period not

exceeding seven years. In the majority of these cases the patentee can

only obtain the extension when he can prove that he has been unable to

obtain a due remuneration for the expense and labour of perfecting the

invention, and that an exclusive right of using and vending the invention

for a further period is necessary for his adequate remuneration. In New-
foundland, Cape Colony and Natal the patent expires with the first foreign

patent,
an arrangement which is at variance with the new clause inserted

in the International Convention by the Additional Act of the 14th of

December, 1900, to which reference is made on page 15 of this

memorandum.

PATENT FEES.

In the United Kingdom the fees charged by the State for a patent which
will continue in force for four years from the date of the application,
amount to 5. If the patentee desires his patent to continue in force after
the expiration of the four years he must pay renewal fees of 5 for the
fifth year, 6 for the sixth year, and so on to 14 for the fourteenth year.
If a patent be kept in force for the full period of 14 years, the total patent
fees will amount to 100. The patent fees charged in the Colonies are

considerably lower than this. In most of the Colonies the system of renewal
fees in vogue in the United Kingdom prevails, but the intervals at which
these fees are payable are longer than in the United Kingdom. Thus,
in Canada 4 is payable on the application, a second 4 before the
end of the sixth year, and a third 4 before the end of the twelfth year,
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making I'll! in all. The following table gives the details of these fees in

the several self-governing Colonies :-

Canada Application 20 dollars.

I; nrwal Fee-
Bet'* >n- cud of 6th year ... 20

of 12th year 20

Newfoundland

Australia .

Total 60 dollars.

Patent 25 dollars.

In addition to ordinary fee

for documents under Great
Seal of Colony.

s. d.

On application 100
Complete specification 200
Grant of patent 500
Renewal Fee
At end of 7th year 500

Total 13

New Zealand
s. d.

Application 10

Complete specification ... 10

Grant of patent 200
Renewal Fees

Before end of 4th year ... 500
Before end of 7th year ... 10

Total 18

Cape Colony Application 2 10

Grant of patent 2 10

Renewal Fees
Before end of 3rd year ... 10

Before end of 7th year ... 20

Total 35

Natal On depositing provisional

specification ... ... 110
Notice to proceed ... ... 050
Fee for Attorney - General's

warrant 110
Complete specification ... 110
Grant of patent 1 10

Renewal Fees-
Before end of 3rd year ... 500
Before end of 7th year ... 10

Total 19 18
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Transvaal On application 100
Complete specification ... 300
Renewal Fees

Before end of 3rd year ... 200
Before end of 4th year ... 2 10
Before end of 5th year ... 300
Before end of 6th year ... 3 10

Before end of 7th year ... 400
Before end of 8th year ... 4 10

Before end of 9th year ... 500
Before end of 10th year ... 5 10

Before end of llth year ... 600
Before end of 12th year ... 6 10

Before end of 13th year ... 700
Total 53 10

FORFEITURE OF PATENTS FOR NON-WORKING.

In the United Kingdom the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council United

may make an order for the revocation of a patent after the expiration of
Km&dom

three years from the date thereof if it is proved that the patent is worked
or the patented article manufactured exclusively or mainly outside the

United Kingdom, and the patentee is unable to show that the reasonable

requirements of the public have been satisfied, and the Judicial Committee
are of opinion that they will not be satisfied by the grant of licences.

In Australia the law on this point is substantially the same as that of Australia,

the United Kingdom.

In Canada patents become null and void at the end of two years from Canada,

the date thereof, unless the patentee or his legal representatives or his

assignee within that time, or any authorised extension thereof, commence
and after such commencement continuously carry on in Canada the con-

struction or manufacture of the patented invention in such a manner that

any person desiring to use it may obtain it, or cause it to be made for him
at a reasonable price at some manufactory or establishment for making or

constructing it in Canada. This period of two years may be extended at

any time not more than three months before its expiration by the Commis-
sioner of Patents on its being proved to his satisfaction that the patentee
was, for reasons beyond his control, prevented from complying with the
above condition. Any question as to whether a patent has become void
under these provisions may be adjudicated upon by the Exchequer Court of

Canada upon information in the name of the Attorney-General of Canada,
or at the suit of any person interested.

Any patent in Newfoundland which has not been brought into opera- N
tion within two years from the date thereof becomes void at the end of foundland.
that period.

Patents cannot be forfeited for non-working in any of the other
Colonies to which this memorandum relates.

FORFEITURE OF PATENTS WHEN PATENTED GOODS ARE IMPORTED.

The only Colony in which it has been considered necessary to forfeit a Canada
patent by reason of the importation of the patented goods, or to place any
special prohibition on the importation of patented goods, as, such, is

Canada, which is of course very exceptionally situated by reason of its pro-
pinquity to the United States, the most inventive country in the world. In
Canada, if after the expiration of 12 months from the granting of a patent,
or any extension of such period, not exceeding one year, which may be
authorised by the Commissioner of Patents on satisfactory cause being

Br
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shown at sunn- tune within three months of the expiry of the period, the

patentee,
or any of his representative* or a-M;_Mie -. imports or eause> to be

imported into Canada the inventions tor which the patent has been granted,
the patent becomes void a- to the it - ot'the importer.

Caiuula,
Aur.:r.i: ,.

Canada.

COMPULSOKY 1 .K I..NC -h-

In Canada. Australi.. V /calami, and the Transvaal, if it is proved
that by reason of the default of a patentee to grant lieenees on reasonable
terms (1) the patent is not being worked in the Colony ; or (2) the reasonable

requirements of the public \\itiirespect to the invention cannot besupplied;
or (3) any person is prevented from \\orking or using to the hest advantage
aninventionof which he is possessed, the Governor may require the patentee
to grant licences on such terms as lia\inur H'l^ud to the nature of the inven-

tion and the circumstances of the case he may think just ; but so far as we
are aware, no application for a compulsory licence lias yet been made in

any of these Colonies under the above provision-

In the above Colonies the law on this point is substantially the same as

in the United Kingdom, with the exieption that the jurisdiction exercised

by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in the United Kingdom is

exercised in the Colonies by the Governor or the High Court.

In Canada, on the application by the applicant for a patent previous
to the issue of the patent or within six months after the issue of the patent,
the Commissioner, having regard to the nature of the invention, may order
that such patent shall be subject to the provisions as to compulsory licences

instead of to the provisions as to forfeiture for non-working. If the owner
of the patent refuses to comply with the order for a compulsory licence

within three months the patent becomes null and void.

In the remainder of the Colonies, to which this memorandum relates, it

has not been thought necessary to pass any legislation for the grant of

compulsory licences.

TlIK I.NTKRNATIONAL CoNVl.MloN FOR THE PROTECTION OF INDUSTRIAL

I'KOI'KKTY.

By the International Convention of :J<>i h March, 1883, the Governments
of Belgium, Brazil, France, Guatemala, Holland, Italy, Portugal. San

Salvador, Servia, Spain, and Switzerland constituted themselves into a

Union for the protection of industrial property.

The following Governments have since adhered to the Convention and

become parties to the Union, viz., Great Britain, Tunis, San Domingo,
Sweden, Norway, Queensland, the United States, New Zealand, Denmark,

Japan, Mexico, Germany, Cuba, and Ceylon; while San Salvador and

Guatemala have left the Union.

Ariielc II. of the Convention provides that the subjects and citizens of

each of the Contracting States shall in all the other States of the Union. '"

matters concerning patents of invention, industrial designs or models, trade

and commercial marks and trade names, enjoy the advantages which their

respective laws now grant or shall hereafter grant to natives.

Article IV. provides that:-
'

Any person who has duly lodged an application for a patent <>t

invention, an industrial design or model, or a trade or com-

mercial mark in one of the Contracting States, shall enjoy,

for lodging the application in the other States, and reserv-

ing the rights of third parties, a right of priority during

the terms hereinafter stated.
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"

Consequently, a subsequent application in one of the other States
of the Union before the expiration of these terms shall not
be invalidated through any acts accomplished in the
interval, either, for instance, by another application, by
publication of the invention, or by the working thereof by
a third party, by the sale of copies of the design or model,
or by the use of the mark "

The above-mentioned terms of priority, as fixed by the original Conven-
tion of 1883, were six months for patents of inventions, and three months
for industrial designs and models and for trade and commercial marks.
These terms were increased by a month for

''

countries beyond the sea," an

expression which has been interpreted as meaning
''

countries outside
"
Europe which do not border on the Mediterranean."

By the Additional Act of the 14th of December, 1900, the terms of

priority were fixed for all countries at twelve months for patents and four
months for industrial designs and models and for trade and commercial
marks.

Article V. of the Convention provides that

' The introduction by the patentee into the country where the

patent has been issued of objects manufactured in any of

the States of the Union shall not entail forfeiture.

''

Nevertheless, the patentee shall remain subject to the obligation
to work his patent in conformity with the laws of the

country into which he introduces the patented objects."

This article has been modified by the Additional Act of the 14th of

December, 1900, which provides that "the patentee in each country shall
"
not incur forfeiture for non-working until the expiration of a minimum

"
period of three years commencing from the date of the deposit of his

"
application in the country in question, and in case the patentee fails to

"
give satisfactory reasons for his inaction."

Articles VI. to X. of the Convention relate to trade or commercial
marks.

Article XI., as modified by the Additional Act of the 14th of December,
1900, provides that the High Contracting Parties shall, in conformity with
the legislation of each country, grant temporary protection to patentable
inventions, industrial designs or models, and to trade or commercial marks,
for articles exhibited at official or officially recognized International Exhibi-

tions which have been organised in the territory of one of them.

Article XII. provides that each of the Contracting States shall estab-

lish
"
a special department for industrial property, and a central office for

"
the communication to the public of patents of invention, industrial designs

"
or models, and trade or commercial marks."

In the Final Protocol of the Convention it is stated that the organiza-
tion of this special department is to comprise, so far as possible, the publica-
tion in each State of a periodical official paper.

Article XIII. provides that an International Office shall be established

under the authority and supervision of the Central Administration of the

Swiss Confederation, the expenses being borne in common by the

Contracting States. The total expenses are limited by the Protocol of the

15th of April, 1891, to the sum of 60,000 francs a year.

By the Additional Act of the 14th of December, 1900, a new clause

has been inserted in the Convention providing that :

'' The patents claimed in the different Contracting States by

persons entitled to the benefit of the Convention shall be

independent of the patents obtained for the same invention

in other 'States whether adhering to the Union or not.



This provision shall apply in the case of the accession of new
States, to patent* existing in either State at the time ot'

accession."

INTERNATIONAL AKKAM;KMK.VI> IN int SELF-GOVERNING COLONIES.

New Neu Xcaland is a party to the International Convention, and it is

Zealand. understood that Australia is about to become one.

Australia. The Talent Law ot Australia contains provisions on the same lines as
those in section 103* of our own Act of 1883, which, when made applic-
able by Order in Council to any Colony which has joined the Union, give
the priority conceded by Article IV . ot the (.'(invention to applicants from
all countries belonging to the Union ; and when made applicable to Colonies
which have not joined the Union give similar rights of priority to

applicants from such Colonies and the United Kingdom.

Orders in Council have been issued in Australia and New Zealand

giving 1*2 months priority in each Colony to those who have applied for

patents in the other Colony.

The Patent Laws of Canada. Newfoundland, Cape Colony, Natal,
and the Transvaal contain no provision for International arrangements for

the protection of inventions. The Canadian Patent Act, however, gives
12 months' priority to a patentee abroad, provided notice of intention to

apply for a patent in Canada be given to the Commissioner within three

months of the date of the foreign application. In the Newfoundland
Consolidated Statutes (Second Series), chapter 109, section 18 implies that

patents may be granted in England which shall extend to Newfoundland,
but provides that they shall not be effective there until the arrival of the

specification and drawings.

Natal. The Patent Law of Natal provides that, from and after the promulga-
tion in this Colony of the Order in Council referred to in section 104 of the

Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act, 1883, all Letters Patent granted
in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland shall be deemed and
taken to be granted under the provision of La\\ No. 4, 1870, and may be

dealt with accordingly ; provided that this Law shall only apply to patents
granted for inventions in the United Kingdom, and not to designs or trade

marks. The effect of this
provision

is not altogether clear. Some of the

difficulties which would arise under it, if Natal were to join the Union,

are commented on in a letter dated 28th August, 1901, from the acting

Attorney-General of Natal to the Colonial Secretary.

Canada,
New.
foundlanil.

(',,

Colony
Natal,
Transvaal

C. N. DALTOX.
19th March, 1907.

This section has been amended by section 6 of the Act of 1885 and by the Act of 1901.
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XXX.

NOTE ON THE TRADE STATISTICS OF
THE SELF-GOVERNING COLONIES.

(PREPARED BY THE BOARD OF TRADE.)

The trade returns of the self-governing Colonies particularly those for

the Australian Commonwealth and the Dominion of Canada are given in

considerable detail, but when an attempt is made to use them collectively

(e.g., in the preparation of the
"
British Empire Abstract ") it is found that

strictly comparative returns are not always obtainable, as there is a lack of

uniformity in the method of their compilation.
It will easily be understood that it would in many respects be convenient

if the returns of all Colonies could be compiled on a basis as nearly uniform
as possible, and that there would be manifest advantage if the statistics could

be more satisfactorily utilised in conjunction with those relating to the import
and export trades of the United Kingdom.

1. Common Statistical Year. One of the principal difficulties in obtaining

strictly comparative statistics is that the returns are not compiled for a

common statistical year. The South African, Australian Commonwealth, and
New Zealand Returns are compiled for years ended Deceinbei in common
with those for the United Kingdom. The returns for Newfoundland are

made up to the end of June, as were those for the Dominion of Canada until

1906. In future the latter will, in accordance with the provisions of the

Canadian Act 12 of 1906, be compiled for years ended 31st March.*
It may be observed that the statistical year need not necessarily coincide

with the fiscal year. In the United Kingdom the fiscal year is from April
to March, but all trade statistics are made up for the calendar year.

2. Countries of origin and ultimate destination of Goods. The Colonial

Governments show uniformly, in their trade returns, the coiintries whence
the goods are imported and to which they are exported.

It would, no doubt, be a matter of difficulty to ascertain, in all cases,
the countries of origin and of ultimate destination of goods, but it may
be stated that the Australian Commonwealth, in the latest issue of their Trade
Returns (viz., 1905), have been able to give particulars with regard to the
"
countries of origin

"
of each article imported, as well as with regard to the

country from which each article was received.

As regards those Colonies which have adopted the principle of prefei'en-
tial or reciprocal tariffs, documentary proof is naturally required for those

goods which are to be accorded preference, and so far as the imports of such

goods into those Colonies are concerned, the
"
country of origin

"
could no

doubt be shown in the trade returns without much difficulty.

For goods not accorded preferential treatment, nor subject to surtax (as in

the case of German goods imported into Canada), the country of production
is not easily ascertainable, but if the information could be obtained it would
be of considerable utility for commercial and statistical purposes.

3. Classification of Articles. It is observed . on comparison of the

detailed returns of imports that the classification of articles adopted
by the different self-governing Colonies follows, to a very large extent,

the lines of their Customs Tariffs. As the lists of articles dutiable under
these Tariffs vary considerably, it is only to be expected that diver-

gence of classification will be met with in the trade returns. It

* It may be remarked that the Indian Returns are also compiled for years ending March, as

arc those for some of the principal Crown Colonies (viz., Jamaica, Trinidad, British Guiana, and

St. Vincent), the remainder adopting the calendar year.

e 49045. g -
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would be an advantage, ho', if. with a view to the better utilisation

of tin- tnnlr n !urn> <>l the Kmpire, as a whole, >ome method could be
aid whereby the articles imported could be classified in a more uniform

manner, and somewhat on tin- lines of the classification used for the export
urns of the United Kingdom. In its full detail no doubt such a

classification would he found
inappropriate

for Colonial purposes, but it is

thought that, without addition to the cost and labour of compilation, it mi^ht
be practicable to state particular for at least the principal groups of articles

/ . textiles and metals) more uniformly than is now the case.

From an examination of the latest statistics available (vi/., those for 1905),
it i> apparent that the varying classifications at present used by the Colonial

Governments regarding textile and metal manufactures precludes any really
successful attempt to collate the Colonial returns or to compare them with
the export returns of the United Kingdom.

As regards imports of textiles, the trade returns of the Australian
Commonwealth follow closely the lines laid down in the tariff, but they do
not distinguish between cotton and linen piece goods, towels, or handker-
chiefs ;

New Zealand, whilst specifying various classes of textiles in detail,
includes a fair proportion under the general head of "Drapery"; while
Newfoundland includes under the heading

"
Dry Goods" such miscellaneous

articles as blankets, quilts, carpets, oilcloth, cotton fabrics, dress material,

tweeds, and cloth, without in general stating the nature of the textile material.

As regards imports of metals, most of the Colonies give an extended,

although dissimilar, list for the various classes of
"
machinery," but in New-

foundland very little subdivision is given. The New Zealand returns include
a heading for

"
Hardware, Hollow-ware, and Ironmongery

"
; the Newfound-

land returns include under the item
"
Hardware," such articles as cutlery,

guns, scales, and cartridges; whilst other Colonies separately distinguish
various articles whicli might fairly be classed as

"
hardware." Further,

some of the Colonies have an omnibus heading for
"
miscellaneous

"
metals,

under which comparatively large amounts of trade are included. This
is particularly the case in Canada, where, in spite of the existence of numerous
headings for articles of iron and steel, a sum of over three million dollars

(or 620.000Z.) was in 1905-6 included under such an "
unenumerated

"
class.

Without too closely criticising the returns, it may be suggested that some
extension of the classification of Colonial imports, particularly of textiles and
metals, might, in the case of individual Colonies, become in the course of

time of much utility to the Governments concerned, as a means of affording
information of the extent to which home industries are affected by outside

competition.
The Colonial exports, for the most part, are mainly articles of food and

raw materials, and, in consequence, the classification is necessarily not so

extensive as would be the case if they were, as in the United Kingdom,
largely composed of manufactured goods.

One other point may be referred to. In the compilation of the Colonial

returns the method generally adopted, as regards both imports and exports, is

to classify them in alphabetical order. In Canada, however, the imports
which are free of duty, and all the exports, are classified alphabetically

by groups (such as produce of the mine, fisheries, agriculture, &c.). In

Newfoundland, the imports are alphabetically grouped according to the rate

of import duty payable.

4. Classification of Articles by Groups. An important addition to the

trade returns of the United Kingdom was made a few years ago by giving
summary statements, by classes and groups of articles, for both imports and

exports. The articles of merchandise are classified into four main groups
as follows :

(1} Food, driiik, and tobacco.

(2) Raw materials and articles mainly unmanufactured.

(3) Articles wholly or mainly manufactured.

(4) Miscellaneous and unclassified.

This classification is partially adopted at the present time, by some of the

Crown Colonies, in accordance with the recommendations of a Committee

appointed in 1891 to inquire into the compilation of the trade statistics of

these Colonies.
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The returns of the United Kingdom further state the value of the trade in.

each of the above groups according to whether carried on with British Colonies

and Possessions or with foreign countries, and the point is suggested for

consideration whether it might be found possible in the case of some Colonies

to follow this example.
A specimen form is attached.

5. Summary. The foregoing observations give rise to the following

suggestions, which are submitted for the consideration of the Conference :

(i) Whether it would be possible for the Colonial trade returns to be
issued for a common statistical year say the calendar year V

(ii) Whether arrangements could be made whereby the countries of:

consignment
"

of imports and of ultimate destination of exports
could be uniformly shown, in addition to, or in place of, the

countries whence imported and to which exported ?

(iii)
Whether it is possible, having regard to the exigencies of the various

Customs tariffs, to revise or amplify the classification of articles

particularly textiles and metals, and without entailing much
additional cost or labour in compilation on a more xmiform plan ?

(iv) Whether the suggestion to classify the imports and exports of articles

by groups (e.g., food stuffs, raw materials, and manufactured articles),

distinguishing trade with the United Kingdom, British Possessions,
and Foreign Countries, could, without much difficulty, be adopted ?

With regard to the last suggestion it maybe remarked that, if the classifi-

cation of articles by groups were to be adopted by the self-governing Colonies,
such a classification might, besides bringing the returns into line with those

of this country, be of service alike for commercial, fiscal, and statistical

purposes.
It may be added that the Board of Trade will gladly afford any

assistance in its power with regard to the foregoing points which may be

required.

49045. X t
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ANNEX.

CLASSIFIED BY GROUi'S, USED IN THE TRADE RETURNS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM,

of columns showing the trade with the " United Kingdom."]

Exports.
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XXXI.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE COMPANY LAWS OF

THE UNITED KINGDOM, INDIA, CANADA, AUSTRALIA,

NEW ZEALAND AND SOUTH AFRICA, WITH A

MEMORANDUM.

PREPARED BY THE BOARD OF TRADE.
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MEMORANDUM.

This Memorandum and the accompanying Analysis have been

prepared by the direction of the Hoard of Trade in order to bring
Defore the Colonial Conti-rence for consideration and discussion,

the question whether any steps can usefully be taken with the

object of bringing the laws which govern the formation, manage-
ment. and winding-up of joint-stock companies in different parts
of the Empire more closely into line, and thus securing practical

uniformity of mercantile law in this respect throughout the Empire.

There is no obvious difficulty in this suggestion. for the laww

relating to companies in India and the Colonies are. in many
cases, founded on the Imperial Companies Act. 1862. In some

-!il>M'<ji!eiit legislation has followed the amendments of that

Statute which have been made in this country, in other cases

amendments have proeecded on original lines, while in some cases

in, no effort has been made to revise and keep up to modern

requirements the laws of twenty or thirty years ago.

Unfortunately the laws of the- Tinted Kingdom relating to

companies are not at present a model of simplicity and clearness, for

amendment has followed amendment until the Statutes in which

they are embodied have mounted to seventeen in number. These
Statutes stated in order of date are as follows :

The ( 'ompanies Act.

The Companies Seals Act. 1864.

The Companies Act. ISJJT.

The Joint Stock Companies Arrangement Act. 1870.

The Companie- Act. 1877.

The Companies Act. 1 S~9.

Tin- Companies Act. 18SO.

The Companies (Colonial Registers) Act, 1883.

The Companies Act. 1S,S(1.

The Preferential 1'avments in Bankruptcy Acts, 1888, and
is! IT.

Thi' Companies (Memorandum of Association
) Act, 1890.

The Companies (Winding-up) Act, 185)0.

The Directors' Liability A<-t. 1*90.

The Companies ( \Yinding-up) Act, 1893.

The Companies Act. 1898. a: id

The Companies Act. 1900.
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In addition to this list there is before the Imperial Parliament a
further Amending Bill. On the other hand there is also a Consolidating
Bill which is intended to consolidate into one Statute all the existing
Statutes mentioned above together with such parts of the Amending
Bill as may be passed into law.

This Consolidating Statute, when passed, will form a Code of the

law of joint stock companies as at present existing in the United

Kingdom, and it is suggested that, when this consolidation and
amendment has been effected, the Indian and Colonial Governments

may consider that the occasion is a convenient one for considering
the amendments which have become law in this country and the

codified result, and perhaps for revising their own laws relating
to companies on similar lines. The necessity for further revision

in some respect will in all probability recur before many years
have passed, for there can be no finality in the laws relating to

trading companies. They must from time to time be adapted to

the ever changing requirements of commerce, and periodically it

will be found necessary to introduce fresh safeguards or to give
some new elasticity to laws which have become unsuited to modern
methods.

Notwithstanding that our law relating to companies is at present
contained in a bewildering maze of no less . than seventeen Statutes,
the Legislatures of some of the great Colonies have been even more

prolific. Canada in this respect leads the way with nine different

systems of company law contained in 75 Acts and Ordinances ;

Australia follows with 46 Acts of Parliament and six different

systems of company law, and South Africa has five different systems
of company law contained in 21 Acts, Laws and Ordinances. India

and New Zealand each have only two Acts dealing with the subject.
Thus we arrive at a total of 22 different systems of company law
contained in 145 Acts, Laws, and Ordinances for India, and the

Colonies of Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa.

These figures seem to afford some ground for suggesting that

the time has come for considering whether some steps cannot

usefully be taken in the direction of greater simplicity and greater

unity.

In some cases amendments of the law of joint-stock com-

panies, which are proposed in the Bill which has lately been
introduced in the Imperial Parliament, already form part of the

existing law of India or the Colonies. For example, the important

proposal that every company shall be compelled to file annually
with the Eegistrar of joint-stock companies a balance-sheet of

assets and liabilities has been part of the law of India since

1882 and of the Colony of Victoria since 1896. Again, much
the same provisions with regard to foreign companies, as proposed
in the Bill, have already a place in the existing Statutes of

Canada, of Australia, and of New Zealand. New Zealand, too,

has by an Act of 1903 forestalled the proposal now before the

Imperial Parliament to differentiate companies into public and

private companies, the latter class being limited in the number
of its members and being freed from some of the obligations
which apply to public companies. In other respects amend-
ments have proceeded on original lines in the Colonies and

49045 U u 2
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the working of the.-c changes will require close watching and
rtul consideration in tins countr\.

It is not suggested that absolute uniformity of the company
laws of the Kmpirc is attainable, for the varying needs of each part
of the F.mpire must result in special la\\- for which there is no need

in other parts. The ''

no-liability
"
companies, tor instance, of Canada

and of Australia, in which tin- shareholders arc not liable to pay
calls and in which the pecuniary risk of the memliers is confined to the

amount which may have l>een actually paid up on the shares, would

probably serve no useful purpose in tin- Tinted Kingdom. Though
absolute uniformity may not lie practicable, there can be no doubt
that a much greater measure of uniformity and simplicity might
exist than is at present the ease in this branch of mercantile law.

The trend of recent legislation in this country has been to

endeavour to afford information concerning joint stock companies
to all who may seek for it, on the ground that publicity is the best

protection which can be devised for the benefit of creditors and of

investor*, and that, moreover, it is fair to demand publicity of

companies and to compel disclosure of material facts by them in

return for the privilege of limited liability. With regard to the

protection of creditors and investors it has been truly said that

legislation cannot protect people from the consequences of their

own imprudence, recklessness, or want of experience. Nor can the

Legislature supply them with prudence, judgment, or business habits.

It can. however, make it possible for the creditor or investor to

obtain the information necessary to enable him to form a judgment.
Facilities in this direction form a very important part of the recent

Act of 11)00. and the Bill at present before Parliament proposes to

carry the same principle of publicity still further by making the

information filed with the Ife-istrar as to outstanding mortgages
and charges more complete, and by imposing a duty on prospectus-
less companies to file a statement in lieu of a prospectus with the

-nine material information as to the company which a prospectus
is bound bv the law to contain.

i

It is in the direction of increased facilities for acquiring
information concerning companies that a step towards uniformity
would be commercially most useful, a step, moreover, which could

l>e taken without causing anv disturbance to trade. The same
i

information as to the affairs of a company might be easily made
accessible whether the company was registered in the United

Kingdom or elsewhere within the Kmpire. At present there is much
divergence of law and practice in this respect. Most of the Colonial

Acts, for instance, provide for an annual return of the issued capital
of a company with a list of shareholders : the Dominion Act,
on the other hand, only makes such a return necessary when
demanded in writing by the Secretary of State. Some of the

Colonial Legislatures have required that copies of prospectuses
and information as to mort^a^es and debentures should be tiled

with the Registrar, but in many Colonies neither the one nor

the other is necessary. In India and Victoria alone, as mentioned

above, is the duty of tiling an annual balance sheet imposed on

companies. In order to shew exactly what information and docu-

ments are at the present time required to be filed by joint stock
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companies at the several Registries of the United Kingdom, of India,,

and of the Colonies, a tabular statement has been prepared and will

be found below immediately before the index.

If a larger step than the one suggested in the preceding

paragraph should ever appear to be feasible, it can hardly be

doubted that- the assimilation of the law of companies throughout
the Empire would be a great convenience to the mercantile

community generally, especially now that so large a proportion
of trade is carried on by means of joint stock companies. It

would, moreover, tend to increase the confidence of the home
investor in companies registered in India and in the Colonies and
the result might well be a greater willingness on the part of

capital from home to flow into Indian and Colonial undertakings
and enterprises.

Board of Trade,

March, 1907.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Of the Indian and Colonial Acts, Laws and Ordinances at

present in force relating to Joint Stock Companies,

shewing the material differences from the Imperial

Companies Acts.

INDIA.

The law relating to joint stock companies in India is contained in two Acts

only, the Indian Companies Act, 1882, and a short Amending Act entitled the
Indian Companies (Memorandum of Association) Act, 1895.

These two Acts closely follow the Imperial Companies Acts, 1862, 1867
and 1877, with the Joint Stock Companies Arrangement Act, 1870, and the

Imperial Companies (Memorandum of Association) Act, 1890. With the

exception of the Act of 1895, the object of which is to give a company power
to alter its Memorandum of Association with the sanction of the High Court,
the law governing joint stock companies in India has remained without revision

for upwards of 24 years, and the various Imperial Companies Acts which have
been passed during this period have not been adopted or followed.

The Indian Acts follow those of the Imperial legislature mentioned above
with great closeness and there are consequently but few differences to note in

the Table set out below. In the Indian Act of 1882, however, one of the

additions seems to call for special notice, namely, the provision that every

company shall file an annual balance sheet with the Registrar of Joint Stock

Companies. A similar provision has long been demanded in England for the

protection of creditors but has been resisted by traders, who considered that

trade secrets might be disclosed. Indian experience has shewn these fears to be

apparently groundless, and a provision on the lines of the Indian section referred

to above finds a place in the Companies Bill of this year. A provision on
similar lines has been part of the law of the Colony of Victoria since 1896.

Table shewing material differences between the Indian Acts and the Imperial Acts

mentioned above which have been adopted in India.

Additions.

Indian Act.
Corresponding

provision in Imperial
Statutes.

Nature of Addition.

Sec. 74 of Act
1882.

of Provides for the making out of an

annual balance sheet, its audit, and
for the filing of the audited balance

.sheet with the Registrar.
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Additions continued .

I

Indian Act
Corresponding

provision in Imperial
Statutes.

Nature of Addition.

Sec. 130 of Act of

1882.

Sec. 81 of Act of

1862.

Sec. 131 of Act of

1882.

Sec. 82 of Act of

1862.

Sec. 137 of Act of

1882.

Sec. 249 of Act of

J882.

Sec. 88 of Act of

1862.

Definition of debts added : Debts

defined as "debts actually due,"

except in case of life assurance

companies, when debts are U> in-

clude prospective liability under

policies. '1 his follows section 21

of the I. itV Assurance Companies
Act. IS 70.

Provision added as to petition in case

of a life as>urance company, follow-

ing section 21 of the Life Assurance

Companies Act. 1870. Also a pro-
vision that a shareholder owing calls

or other moneys cannot present a

petition.

Provision added that \vinding-up
order shall be deemed to be

notice of discharge to servants of

company.

Provision forbidding company to

buy its own shares.

This is in accordance with

English law, though there is no

section in the English Acts ex-

pressly dealing with the point.

( fmisnons.

Imperial Act. Nature of Omission.

Sec. 21 of Act of 1862

Sec. 168 of Act of 1862

Sec. 182 of Act of 1862

(repealed, but practically
re-enacted by Section 6 of

the Companies Act. 1879).

Sec. 7 of Act of 1867

Prohibition against companies not formed for

profit holding land except under licence from

the Board of Trade.

This is part of the Knglish law of Mort-

main.

Power to liquidators in voluntary winding-up
with the sanction of the Court to prosecute

delinquent directors.

Unlimited liability to attach to members of

banking company in respect of notes

issued.

Provision that where a company has been

formed with unlimited liability on the part
of a director notice of the fact shall be given
to him before he accepts office.
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DOMINION OF CANADA.

In Canada companies may be incorporated either under the Dominion laws

or under the laws of the Province in which the company carries on its business.

Each Province has laws relating to companies distinct from those of the

Dominion Parliament, and there are, consequent!}
7

,
nine different systems of

company law existing concurrently in Canada and contained in no less than 75

Acts and Ordinances dealing with the subject.

Though the incorporation of companies is a matter dealt with equally by
the laws of the Dominion and of the several Provinces, the insolvency of

companies is a matter exclusively within the jurisdiction of the Dominion
Parliament. It is only under the Dominion Winding-op Act that a creditor

can obtain a winding-tip Order ex debito justitiee, and though each of the

Provinces has its separate winding-up Act, the provisions of these Acts relate

only to the voluntary winding-up of a company and do not infringe on the

exclusive legislative power conferred on the Dominion Parliament with regard
to compulsory liquidation.

The Act of the Dominion Parliament which governs the incorporation
of joint stock companies is tne Companies Act, 1902, as amended by a very
short Act of 1904. These Acts are not based on the Imperial Companies
Acts, and consequently a detailed comparison is difficult, and it is only

possible to set out the main features and provisions.

Principal provisions of the Dominion Companies Act, 1902, and the

amending Act of 1904.

Incorporation is obtained by application for Letters Patent to the Secretary
of State by not less than five persons. (Section 5.)

Business is not to be commenced, under penalty of liability of the directors

to the creditors, until 10 per cent, of the capital has been subscribed and paid
for. (Section 18.)

Upon the passing of a special resolution, an application may be made to,

and sanctioned by, the Secretory of State for the issue of supplementary
Letters Patent enlarging the company's powers. No application to the Court
is necessary as under the Imperial Acts, nor are any restrictions analogous to

those laid down by the Companies (Memorandum of Association) Act, 1890,

imposed on the Secretary of State. (Sections 26-29.)

Every shareholder is individually liable to the creditors of the company to

an amount equal to that unpaid on his shares, but is not "
liable to an action

'

therefor, by any creditor until an execution against the company has been
" returned unsatisfied in whole or in part." (Section 31.)

Every prospectus to specify the dates of and the parties to any contract
entered into by the company or th(; promoters, and any prospectus not giving
the required information to be deemed fraudulent. (Section 34, cf. Section 38
of Imperial Act of 1867, and Section-10 of Act of 1900.)

Unless the Letters Patent authorise such purchase a company cannot use

any of its funds in the purchase of stock in any other corporation until the



director* haw IH-CH expressly authorised by a byelaw, sanctioned by not less

than two-thirds in value of the capital, represented at a meeting called for the

purpooe. (Section :>5.)

Tin- .-auction of a hyelaw pa--ed by a threc-tinn'th- majority "i shareholders

prow-lit
at a meeting representing t\\o-third> of tin: stock of a company must

be obtaine<l by tin- director* In-fore inning preference stock. (Section So.)

Sub-di\ isi. MI. increase ami reduction of capital may l>r carried through by
a byelaw inu'lc by tin- directors, which must IK- pas-ed by the shareholder! and

confirmed by supplementary Letter- Patent. l'.rt..iv increase can be made.

90 per cent, of the existing capital of the company must be subscribed, ami

50 percent, thereon must have been paid in. (Section- 40-45.)

Borrowing j
towers can <>nly l>e exercised if sanctioned bv a vote of not

lew than two-thirds in value of the subscribed stock represented at a general

meeting duly called for the purpose. (Section 57.)

Directors are made jointly and severally liable : If they declare and pay
a dividend when the company is insolvent or which would make the company
insolvent (Section 69) ; if they make loans to shareholders (Section 70) ;

they are also made liable to clerks, labourers, servants and apprentices
"

for all
" debts not exceeding six months' wages due for service performed- for the

"company whilst they are directors." No director, however, can be sued

unless the company is sued within one year after the debt becomes due
nor unless an execution against the company has been returned unsatisfied.

(Section 71.)

The provisions as to the Books to be kept by a company are similar to

those contained in the Imperial Companies Acts, but a register of transfers is

added, in which must be entered the particulars of every transfer of shares in

the company. (Section 74.)

Upon the application of shareholders representing one-fourth in value of

the issued capital stock of a companv, a judge may appoint an inspector to

investigate the affair* and management of the company, and the expenses of

the investigation are payable by the company or by the applicants as the judge

may direct. (Section 79.)

The companv may, by resolution, appoint an inspector with the same

powers as if he had been appointed by a judge. (Section 79.)

Directors must lay before shareholders annually a full printed statement of

the affairs and financial position of the company at or before each general

meeting. (Section 88).

A statement Corresponding to the annual return under Section 26 of the

Imperial Act of lS(ii' containing particulars if the subscribed and issued capital

of the company but with only a list of those who have ceased to be shareholders

of the companv is to l>e sent to the Secretary of State whensoever he makes a

written request therefor, but not otherwise. (Section 89).

The only important provision of the amending Act of 1904 is that the

restrictions on lx>rrowing ini|>osed by Section ,"i7 of the Act of 1902 shall not

apply to the Ixtrrowing of mom-yon bills of exchange or promissory notes.

(section 3).

The Dominion Acts dealing with the winding-up of companies, on the

other hand, are based on the winding-tip provisions of the Imperial Companies
Act of 1862. The Dominion Wlnding-up Act- cmi-ist of Chapter li'itof the

Revised Statutes, 1886, and amending Acts of 188S), 1892, 1895 and 1899 (2),

There are but few differences to note, which are set out in the Table below.
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Table showing material differences between the Dominion Winding-up Acts and
the winding-up provisions of the Imperial Act of 1862.

Additions.

Dominion Acts.
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The Ontario C..in|!iie> Act (1897) and its amending Acts ure founded on

and follow closely
tin- Art ( the Dominion Parliament, while the .Joint Stock

Companies Wukungup Act (1SH7) and it> ami-inling Act adopts the provisions

M to voluntarv winding-lip of the Ini|H.-rial Act of 1862, and the Directors'

Liability Act (1897) follows aJmori \rrlutim the Imperial Act of 1890 on the

anu

Table shoicinij th> maicrlnl ilitierences between th> Ontario Companies Act (1897)
as amen<lt'tl and the Dominion Act rejcrn-il t-> aln>vc.

Addition*.

Ontario Act.
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Omissions.

Dominion Act, 1902. Nature of Omission.

Sec. 13

Sec. 18

Sec. 34. (cf. Sec. 38 of the

Imperial Companies Act,

1867, and Sec. 10 of the

Act of 1900.)

This section is concerned with the incor-

poration of foreign companies. Applications
of foreign companies to trade in the Province

of Ontario are dealt with by the Ontario

Acts of 1900 and 1901, under which extra-

Provincial corporations can be licensed.

Provision that a company shall not com-
mence its operations or incur any liability

before 10 per cent, of its authorised capital
has been subscribed and paid for.

Provision that every prospectus shall specify
the dates of and parties to any contract

entered into by or on behalf of the company,
and that every prospectus failing to specify
the same shall be deemed fraudulent.

Table shewing the material differences between the Joint Stock Companies
Winding-up Act (1897) of Ontario and the provisions as to voluntary

winding-up of the Imperial Act of 1862.

Additions.

Ontario Winding-up
Act (1897).
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Omissions.

Imperial Nature of Omission.

Sec. 164 of Act of 1862 Section as to " fraudulent preference.'

QUEBEC.
The law relating to joint stock companies in the Province of Quebec is

contained in Articles 4694 to 4793 of the Revised Statutes of 1888, and in

amend in-; Acts of 1895, 1898, 1902, and 1904. There is also an Act of 1904

dealing with extra-Provincial corporations.

In its main provisions the comjrany law of this Province follows that
contained in the Dominion Act, the more important differences being set out in

tabular form below.

Table showing the material differences between the Acts of Quebec and the

Dominion Act (1902) :

Additions.

Quebec Act.

Article 4706 of 1888

Article 4 713 of 1888

Article 4 720 of 1888

Article 4722 of 1888

Article 47 63 of 1888

Chapter 34 of 1904

Corresponding
provision in

Dominion Act.

Sec. 41 .

Sec. 63...

Sec. 71 ...

cf. Sec. 23 of

Imperial Act
of 1867.

Nature of Addition.

Capital may only be increased when
the whole capital stock of the

company has been allotted and

paid in (instead of 90 per cent,

and 50 per cent, respectively).

Major part of directors after the first

to be persons resident in Canada
and British subjects.

Directors liable for 12 instead of 6
months' wages to labourers, ser-

vants, and apprentices.

No stock to be issued to represent
the increased value of any property.
" The practice commonly known
as watering of stock is prohibited."

Companies not for profit not to hold

more than 10 acres of hind without
the sanction of the Lieutenant-

Governor.

I 'rnliT this Act extra - Provincial

companies may be licensed by the

Lieutenant -Governor.
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Omissions.

Dominion Act. Nature of Omission.

Sec. 25

Sec. 34

Sec. 79

Sec. 88

Requirement that the word "
limited

"
should

be used.

Provision as to disclosing contracts in the

prospectus.

Provision relating to the appointment of in-

spectors.

Provision that directors shall lay annual

accounts before shareholders.

NOVA SCOTIA.

The law relating to joint stock companies in the Province of Nova Scotia

is contained in the Nova Scotia Companies Act (1900), the Companies
(Winding-Up) Act (1900), Chapter 130 of the Revised Statutes of 1900, and
Acts of 1902, 1903 (2), 1904, 1905, and 1906 amending the Nova Scotia

Companies Act (1900). These Acts follow closely the wording of the Imperial

Companies Acts, and contain most of the sections of the Imperial Acts of 1862,

1867, 1877, 1880, and 1898, the Companies (Memorandum of Association) Act,

1890, and the Directors' Liability Act, 1890
; but, with a few exceptions,

namely, Section 5 of the Companies Act, 1879, and Sections 8 and 20 of the

Companies Act, 1900, none of the provisions of the other Imperial Acts have

been adopted. The Companies (Winding-Up) Act (1900), adopts the

provisions as to voluntary winding-up contained in the Imperial Act of 1862.

Foreign companies carrying on business in Nova Scotia are governed by
the following Acts: Chapter 127 of 1900, and amending Acts of 1903 and
1904.

Table showing material difference* bi'ticeai the Nova Scotia Acts and the Imperial
Acts mentioned above which hare been followed in Nova Scotia :

Additions.

Nova Scotia Act.
Corresponding
provision in

Imperial Statutes.

Nature of Addition.

Sec. 6 of .Nova Scotia

Companies Act

(1900).

Sec. 70 of same Act

Sec. 89 of same Act

Sec. 6 of Act of

1862.

cf. Sec. 38 of the

Dominion Act

(1902).

cf. Sec. 57 of the

Dominion Act

(1902.)

Three instead of seven persons can

form a company.

A special resolution of the share-

holders is necessary to empower
directors to issue preference
shares.

A like resolution is necessary to

enable a company to mortgage its

property or to issue debentures.
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A</Jitii>nti con timiu< I .

Nova Scotia A. i

Corresponding
provision in

Imperial Statute*.

Nature of AiMitioii.

Sec. 119, added by
amending Act of

1903.

Sec. 6 of tlie Com-

puiiic- (Winding-
up) Act (1900).

Sec. 1 1 of same Act

Sec. 8 of Act of

190(1.

Sec. 84 of Act of

1862.

Sec. 59 of same Act

The Nova Scotia

Companies Act,

1900, and amend-

ing Acts of 1903
and 1904.

I'avmi-nt nt' underwriting commis-
-ion permitted, hut limited to " 10

per cent, of the price at which the

-hares are sold."

Commencement <(' \vinding-up to be

the i late of a winding-up order

in>tend of the date of presentation
1 tin; petition.

Liquidator to be paid by commission
of 5 per cent, on the net amount
realised in the absence of any
agreement or ( )rder.

On the refusal of a liquidator to

institute proceedings which a

-hareholder thinks for the benefit

of the company, the shareholder

may with the sanction of the

Court take such proceedings in

the name of rhe liquidator or of

the company, but at his own

expense and risk, and for his own
exclusive interest and benefit.

Cnder these Acts even, foreign

ompany carrying on lm>ines> in

Nova Scotia must appoint a

manager or agent resident in the

Province, and file a statement

Diving his name and address.

Such companies must also file a

statement giving particulars of

incorporation, where the head

office is situated, particulars as to

capital authorized, subscribed and
i>sucd. and the names of the

directors.

Imperial Act. .Viiure of Omission.

Sec. 21 of Act of 1862

Sec. 43 of Act of 1862

Prohibition against companies not formed tor

profit holding land. This is part of the

English law of mortmain.

Provision requiring every company to keep a

register of mortgages.
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Omissions continued.

Imperial Act.

Sec. 164 of Act of 1862

Sees. 4-8 of Act of 1867

Sec. 23 of Act of 1867

Nature of Omission.

Section as to
"
fraudulent preference."

These sections provide for the formation of

limited companies with unlimited liability
on the part of the directors or managers,
thus making it possible to create limited

partnerships similar to the companies en

commandite existing on the Continent.

Provision that associations not for profit may
under licence register without the word
" limited

"
at the end of the name.

NEW BRUNSWICK.
The law relating to joint stock companies in the Province of New

Bransvrick is contained in The New Brunswick Joint Stock Companies
Act (1903) amended by Acts of 1904 and 1906, in chapter 86 of the Consoli-

dated Statutes of 1903, and in the Companies Winding-up Act (1903). There

is also an Act of 1903, with an amending Act of 1905, dealing with the licensing
of extra-Provincial corporations.

.The New Brunswick Joint Stock Companies Act (1903) with its amending
Acts is founded on the Dominion Act, while the Companies Winding-up Act

(1903) of the Province follows the provisions of the Imperial Act of 1862 as to

voluntary winding-up.

Table shewing the material differences between the New Brunswick Acts and the

Dominion Act (1902).

Additions.

New Brunswick Act.

Sec. 5 (3) of the

New Brunswick
Joint Stock Com-

panies Act (1903).

Sec. 32 of the same

Act.

Sec. 37 of the same
Act.

Corresponding
provision of

Dominion Act.
Nature of Addition.

Aggregate amount of stock to be

taken by applicants for incorpo-
ration to be not less than one-half

of the total amount of the stock of

the company.

Shareholders at a meeting for election

of a full board of directors, holding
the same proportion of the whole

allotted stock of the company that

one director bears to the whole

board, to be entitled to elect one

director.

Stock may be issued at a discount if

the issue has been authorised by a

byelaw confirmed at a general

meeting called for that purpose,,
but not otherwise.

49045
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Additions continued.

New Brunswick Act.
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MANITOBA.
The law relating to joint stock companies in Manitoba consists of the

Manitoba Joint Stock Companies Act (1902), with amending Acts of 1904,

1905, and 1906 (2), the Joint Stock Company Winding-Tip Act, 1899, an Act,

Chapter 29, of 1902, and the Foreign Corporations Act, 1903.

The Manitoba Joint Stock Companies Act and its amending Acts are

founded on the Act of the Dominion Parliament (1902), and follow that Act

subject to
(

the exceptions set out in the Table below. The Winding-Up Act
follows the provisions as to voluntary winding-up of the Imperial Act of 1862.

Table shewing material differences between the Manitoba Companies Acts and the

Dominion Act mentioned above.

Additions.

Manitoba Act.
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Omissions continued.

Dominion Act (1902). Natnrc f

70

Sec. 88

Liability "I director- \\ln-iv loan is made to a

shareholder.

Provision that a printed Matement of tlip

aftairs and financial position of a company
be annually laid before tin- shareholders at or

before each genenil meeting.

By tlie
Foreign Corporations Act of 1903, any foreign cor|>oratiou in

Manitoba may obtain a licence to trade in Manitoba. i>n application, a certified

copy of the charter must be filed with a copy of the la-t Mtoitor'l report and a

power of attorney to an agent in Manitoba. A licence oidy confers power to

hold one acre of land, but a foreign cor] x >ration may hold mortgaged land for

10 years to the extent named in the licence. Unlicensed foreign coi-pu-at'ions
cannot hold real estate. Annual returns must be filed showing particulars of

the mortgage investments. The licence may be revoked at any time for

violation of any provision of the Act.

Table shewing material differences betn- n th< Manitoba Winding-Up Act and
thf prorixiims nf t)u< Imperial Acr of 1862 relating t ruhintari/

Additions.

Winding-Up Act of

Manitoba.

Sec. 6

Sec. 9

Sees. 52-54 of Act
of 1899.

Corresponding
provision in

Imperial Act.

Nature ut' Addition.

Sec. 84 of Act of

1862.

Sec. 95 of Act of

1802.

Sec. 9 of Act of

1S67.

Winding-up to commence at the

date of the \vinding-up Order
instead of ut the date of the

presentation of the petition.

The assets of a company cannot be

sold en bloc by a liquidator except
with the sanction of the share-

holders given at a meeting called

for that purpose.

If a liquidator refuses to take pro-

ceedings when requested by any
member for the l>enefit of the

company, such meml>er may take

them with the sanction of the

Court, at his own expense and
risk and tor his own exclusive

benefit.

Companies whose capital has become

impaired may reduce the par value

of their shares by special resolu-

tion without the necessity to obtain

an Order of the Court for the
reduction of capital. No such

resolution, however, can affect the

amount payable on the shares.
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Omissions.

Imperial Act.
Corresponding pro-

vision in Act of

Manitoba.
Nature of Omission.

Sec. 38 of Act of

1862.

Sec. 164 of same Act

Sec. 15 (2) of

Act of 1899.

Provision as to the liability of past
members who have ceased to be

members within 12 months before

the winding-up.

Section as to "fraudulent preference."

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

The law relating to joint stock companies in the Province of the North-

West Territories consists of the Companies Ordinance (1901), the Foreign

Companies Ordinance, 1903, the Companies Winding-Up Ordinance, 1903, and

the Trust Companies Ordinance, 1903.

The Companies Ordinance (1901) follows closely, and includes most ofr

the provisions of the Imperial Acts of 1862, 1867, and 1877, the Preferential

Payments in Bankruptcy Act, 1S88, the Directors' Liability Act of 1890, the

Companies (Memorandum of Association) Act, 1890, and the Companies Act,

1900. The Companies Winding-Up Ordinance, 1903, adopts the winding-up

provisions
of the Imperial Act of 1862.

The Imperial Acts omitted are the Companies Seals Act, 1864, the Joint

Stock Companies Arrangement Act, 1870, the Companies Acts 1879 and 1880

(except Section 7), the Companies (Colonial Registers) Act, 1883, the Com-

panies Act, 1886, the Companies (Winding-Up) Acts, 1890 and 1893, the

Preferential Payments in Bankruptcy Amendment Act, 1897, and the

Companies Act, 1898.

Table shewing the material differences between the Ordinances and the Imperial
Acts mentioned above which have been followed in the Province of the

North- West Territorioj.

Additions.

North-West
Territories

Ordinance.

Sec. 5 of Ordinance

of 1901.

Sec. 44 of Ordinance

ot 1901.

Corresponding
provision in

Imperial Act.

Sec. 6 of Act of

1862.

c/. Sec. 31 of the

Dominion Act

(1902).

Nature of Addition.

490*6

Three instead of seven persons may
form a company,

Each shareholder individually liable

to the creditors of a company to

an amount equal to the amount

unpaid on his shares but not liable

to an action by any creditor before

an execution against the company
has been returned unsatisfied in

whole or in part.

Xx 3



Additions continued.

North-WMt
Territories

Ordinance.

Sec. 53 of Ordinance
of 1901.

Sec. 54 of Ordinance
of 1901.

Sec. 62 of Ordinance
of 1901.

Sees. 63-68 of Ordi-

nance of 1901.

Sec. 6 of the Com-

panies Winding-
up
1903.

o
Ordinance,

Sec. 8 (3) and (4)
of the Companies
\Vinding-up Ordi-

nance, 1903.

Sec. 23 of

Ordinance.

same

Corresponding
proviMnii in

Imperial Act.

cf. Sec. 70 of the

Dominion Act

(1902).

cf. Sec. 71 of the

Dominion Act

(1902).

cf. sec. 38 of the

Dominion Act

(1902.)

Sec. 84 of Act of

1862.

Sec. 95 of Act of

1862.

Xaiiin- of Addition.

No loan to In- made by company to

any shareholder. It any such loan

be made, the directors to be jointly
and severally liable.

Directors to be jointly and severally
liable to clerks, labourers, servants

and apprentices for wages not ex-

ceediti"- six months during time

they are directors. No action,

however, to be brought unless an
execution against the company has

been returned unsitistied in whole
up in part.

A special resolution of the share-

holders is necessary to empower
directors to issue preference shares.

These sections deal with mining

companies and provide for incor-

poration without personal liability
to shareholders beyond the amount

actually paid up on their shares.

Shareholders in such companies
are not liable to pay calls, but their

>hares may be sold by auction if

default is made in the payment of

a call. All documents issued by
companies of this class to have
after or under the name the words
"
non-personal liability."

Winding-op to commence from the

date of a winding-tip order instead

of the date of presentation of the

petition.

No sale of assets en bloc to be made
unless with sanction of share-

holders at a meeting called for that

purpose.

On the refusal of a liquidator to

institute proceedings which a

shareholder thinks are for the

benefit of the company, the share-

holder may, with the sanction of

the Court, take such proceedings
in the name of the li<|iiidator or of

the company, but at his own
expense and risk and for his own
exclusive benefit.
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Additions continued.

North-West
Territories

Ordinance.
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PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

There is only one Act of the Legi-lature of the- Province of Prince

Edward Island relating to joint stock companies, namely. The Prince Edward

Island Joint Stock Companies Act (1888). This Act follows closely the

provisions of the Act of 1902 of the Dominion Parliament. There is no

special legislation in Prince Edward Island \\ithregard to the winding-up of

companies, and consequently the Wimling-up Act of the Dominion Parliament

is applicable.

Table showing material differences between the Prince Edward Island Act

and the Dominion Act of 1902.

Additions.

Prince Edward Island Act. Nature of Addition.

Sec. 29

Sec. 32

Sec. 69

Sec. 83. cf. Sec. 25 of the

Imperial Act of 1867, now

repealed.

oCC. oo ...

Any byelaw for the issue of stock at a greater
discount than that previously authorised at

a general meeting must be confirmed by a

general meeting before being acted on.

The whole of a company's capital (instead of

90 per cent.) must be taken up and 50 per
cent, thereon paid in before an increase of

capital can be made.

Issue of stock to represent increased value

of property prohibited, also,
" the practice

"
commonly known us the watering of stock."

Any prohibited issue of stock to be void.

Shares to be deemed to be issued for cash

unless a contract is filed.

Provision limiting the borrowing powers of

companies to 75 per cent, of the actual

paid-up stock of the company.

Omissionf.

Dominion Act, 1902.

Sec. 18

* (V*. Oo i

Nature of Omission.

Provision that business is not to be commenced,
under penalty of liability of the directors to

the creditors, until 10 per cent, of the capital
has been subscribed and paid for.

Provision that the sanction of a bye-law passed

by a three-fourths majority of the share-

holders present at a meeting representing
two-thirds of the stock of the company must
be obtained by the directors before issuing
preference stock.
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Omissions continued.

Dominion Act, 1902. Nature of Omission.

Sec. 71

Sec. 79

Sec. 89

Liability of directors to clerks, labourers,

servants, or apprentices
"
for all debts not

exceeding six months' wages due for services

performed for the company while they are

directors."

I

Provision for the appointment of inspectors.

Provision for making a return with a list of

shareholders.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

The laAV relating to joint stock companies in British Columbia is contained

in the Companies Act, 1897, with amending Acts of 1898, 1899, 1900, 1901,
1902 (2), 1904, 1905, and 1906, the Mortgage Debenture Act, and the

Companies Winding-up Acts, 1898 and 1903.

By an Act of 1898 (since repealed) the Province of British Columbia

adopted the Imperial Companies Act, 1862, as the Law of the Province, subject
to certain modifications and alterations.

The Companies Act, 1897, referred to above, is a consolidating Act, and,
with the amending Acts, follows closely the Imperial Companies Acts, 1862,

1867, and 1877, the Companies (Memorandum of Association) Act, 1890, the

Directors' Liability Act, 1890, and Sections 9, 21, 22, and 23 of the Companies
Act, 1900.

Table showing the material differences between the British Columbian Acts

and the Imperial Acts mentioned above, tvhich have been followed in

British Columbia.

Additions.

British

Columbia Act.

Corresponding
provision in

Imperial Statutes.

Nature of Addition.

Sec. 9 of Act of

1897.

Sec. 28 of Act of

1897.

Sec. 6 of Act of

1862.

cf. Sees. 69 and 70
of the Domin-
ion Act (1902).

Five members instead of seven may
form a company.

Directors to be liable if dividends

declared when the company is

insolvent or which may render

it insolvent or decrease its capital.
A director may exonerate himself,
if present, by entering a protest
on the minutes forthwith, or, if

absent, within 24 hours after

knowledge ;
the protest in each

case to be published in a news-

paper.
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Additions continued.

British

Columbia Act

Corresponding
provision in

Imperial Statutes.

Sec. 29 of Act of

1897.

Sec. 51 of Act of

1897.

Sees. 56-61 of Act
of 1897 and Sec. 6

of Act of 1900.

Sec. Ill of Act of

1897.

Sec. 122 of Act of

1897, and Sec. 8 of

Act of 1900.

Sees. 123-1 45 of Act
of 1897, Sees. 9

and 10 of Act of

1900, Act of 1905
and Act of 1906.

Companies (Mort-

gage Debenture)
Act, 1897.

cf. Sec. 70 of tin-

Dominion Act

(1902).

cf. Sec. 31 of the

Dominion Act

(1902).

Sec. 9 of Act of

1900.

cf. Sec. 57 of the

Dominion Act

(1902).

Nature of Addition.

No loans to be made to shareholders;
it made the directors making the

loans to be liable to the company
and to third parties. Section not

to apply to a building society, or

to a company incorporated for

lending money.

Shareholders to be individually liable

to creditors in respect of the

portion unpaid on their shares, but

not until after an execution against
. the company has been returned

wholly or partly unsatisfied.

These suctions provide for the regis-
tration of mining companies with
the liability of the members limited

to the amount actually paid-up on
the shares and without personal

liability for the amount uncalled or

unpaid. Such companies to have
the words " non-personal liability"
on all documents issued by the

company.
If any call or assessment on the

shares be unpaid tor 60 days the

shares may be sold.

A copy of every prospectus to be

signed and filed with Registrar.

The borrowing powers of a companv
not to be exercised except with

previous sanction of a special
resolution.

Extra-provincial companies must be

either licensed or registered. To
obtain either licence or registration
the company must tile with the

Registrar a copy of its regulations
and a power of attorney to some

person residing in the Province.

Nothing in the Act to authorise the

registration of any Chinese com-

pany or association.

Companies in the nature of land-

banks may take the title deeds and
securities on which they have ad-

vanced money to the Land Registry
and may issue transferable mort-

gage debentures up to the amount
of the registered securities.
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Additions continued.

British

Columbia Act.



COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA,

NEW SOUTH WALI->.

The Acts of New S..utli Wales relating to companies are, the Companiei
. 1*99 (consolidating previous statutes as to companies), amending Arts

f I'.ioo and 1906, and the Companies (Death Duties) Act, 1901. These, with

the exception of a few section-., follow the provision- of the Imperial Conipanie-
Acts, 1862, 18(57, 1877, 1898, the Joint Stock Companies Arrangement Act,
1870, the Companies (Colonial Registers) Act, 1883, and the Companies
(Memorandum of Association) Act. 1X90.

With the exception- mentioned aliove, the provision- of the Imperial Acts

pa--i-d subsequently to 1x77 have not been followed.

The differences U-tween the New South Wale- Act- and the ImjM-rial Acts
which they follow are set out in tabular form below. Among these differences

the system of " no liability
"
companies ought to be noted a system which has

Ix-eii toiind useful for mining companies in Australia as in Canada.
['or the protection of creditors a "no liability

"
company is Inmnd to n>e the

words " no liability" as the last two words of its name, and no goods may be
ordered on behalf of a company of this class except on paper hearing the

company's name including the words ''no liability."

Attention should also be drawn to the Death Duties Acr of 1901, under
which every company incorporated out>ide Xew South Wales for the purpose of

mining or of carrying on an agricultural industry in Xew South Wales is bound
to have a registered office in the ( 'olony. and every such company is to IK' liable to

the Government of New South Wales for the payment of death duties on the

death of a member of the company wherever such mcm!>er may be domiciled.

The effect of the Act is, however, greatly lessened by a proviso that the duty
-hall not be payable where the value of the shares held }>\ the member at the

time of his death does not exceed .r 1.000.

Table shewing material diftereni-e# between the New South ]\'nles .\<-t* and the

Imperial Act* mentioned above which have been f<>lhceil in New South
\\~nles:

Additions.

New South Wales Act.

Sees. 186-224 of Act of 1899

-
. 272 277 of Act of 1899

Nature of Addition.

These sections deal with no-liability" mining
companies. In order to obtain registration
as a no-liability mining company, ten per
cent, of the contributing capital must be

paid up in cash, but shareholders in these

companies are not liable to pay calls, and

they are not to be entitled to receive a

dividend upon any share uj>on which a call

is due and unpaid.

Provision on the re-construction of an old

company for the voting of the property of

the old company in the new company by
means of the Governor's proclamation made
on the recommendation of the Chief Judge
or Judge in Equity.
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Additions continued .

New South Wales Act. Nature of Addition.

Companies (Death Duties) Act,
1901.

Sees. 7-14 of the Act of 1906

Sees. 15-17 of the Act of 1906

Provision for the charge of duties on the death
of shareholders (wherever domiciled) in

companies incorporated outside New South
Wales for the purpose of carrying on mining
or agricultural industry in that Colony.

Every foreign company to register its name, a

copy of its memorandum and articles, the

name and address of its agent, and the situa-

tion of its principal office in New South
Wales.

A compromise or arrangement between a

company and its creditors may be made,
with the sanction of the Court, if agreed to

by a majority in number representing three-

fourths in value of creditors present at a

meeting to consider it. This provision in

effect extends the provisions of the Imperial
Joint Stock Companies Arrangement Act,

1870, to cases where no liquidation either

compulsory or voluntary exists.

Omission.

Imperial Act. Nature of Omission.

Sec. 168 of Act of 1862 Power to liquidators in voluntary winding-up
with sanction of the Court to prosecute

delinquent directors.

VICTORIA.

The Victorian Companies Acts are nine in number, viz. : the Companies
Act, 1890 (which is a consolidating Act) ;

the Companies Act Amendment
Act, 1892

;
the Companies' Documents Act, 1895

;
the Companies Act

Amendment Act, 1896
;

the Companies Act, 1896
;

the Companies Act
Amendment Act (September), 1897

;
the Companies Act Amendment Act

(December), 1897, and the Companies Acts, 1900 and 1903.

These Acts include practically the whole of the Imperial Companies Acts

of 1862, 1867, 1877, and 1883, the Joint Stock Companies Arrangement Act,

1870, the Directors' Liability Act, 1890, the Companies (Memoraiidum of

Association) Act, 1890, together with certain portions of the Companies Act.

1880, the Preferential Payments in Bankruptcy Act. 1888, the Companies

(Winding-Up) Act, 1890, and the Companies Act, 1900. The provisions of

the following Imperial Acts have not been followed, namely, the Companies'
Seals Act, 1864, the Companies Acts, 1879, 1886, 1893, and 1898, and

Sections 1-6 of the Companies Act, 1880. The provisions corresponding to
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thuoe of tin- I mix-rial Act of 1900 contained in the Victorian Act of 1896 were

taken from the Bill us drafted by the Board of Trade Departmental Committee,
. ami therefore differ in many respects.

The Victorian Act- lay down special regulations for "trustee companies,"

"proprietary companies" and "no liability
"
companies, the last-named class

U-iiiLj extended to trailing companic- a- well as mining companies. Proprietary

companies might IK- trnuctl private cuinpanie* in that the mimlx-r of meml*rs is

restrict*-'!, ami it may IHJ pointed ut that tin- Bill at present before the Imperial
Parliament pro|>uses to adopt some mark f distinction between public and

private coiii]>:inies. Sj)ecial care seems to have been taken by the Victorian

I.egi-lature to safeguard the interest)* of the ignorant investor by forbidding the

n-e of the words "
>a\ inu's,"

"
savings l>ank

"
or "

savings institution
"

as part
of the title of the company. The creditors' interests too are protected by a

provision imposing personal liability on a director who fraudulently creates a.

debt by a company when there is no reasonable expectation of the company
being able to pay. The advertising of the amount of nominal capital without

the prefix of the word " nominal
"

is also forbidden.

A somewhat surprising addition to the Imperial Acts is the provision that

a company not formed lor profit which has obtained a licence to omit the word
"limited

'

from its name on the ground that it is formed for the purpose of

promoting commerce, literature, art, science, religion, charity, or any useful or

U-nevolent object may, with the sanction of a special resolution, establish and
maintain billiard tables, chess, draughts, and other lawful games for the use of

it* members.

An important feature of the Victorian Acts is the requirement that

coin] lanies should file with the Registrar-General a copy of the annual balance

sheet with the certificate of the auditors.

Table shouting material differences between the Victorian Acts and the Imperial
Acts mentioned above, which hare been followed in Victoria :

Additions.

Victorian Act.
Corresponding
provision in

Imperial Statutes.

Nature of Addition.

Sec. 5 of Act of

1890.

Sees. 382-385
Act of 1890.

of

Sec. 2 of Act of

1896.

Sec. 6 of Act of

1862.

Five persons instead of seven may
form a company.

These sections relate to "trustee

companies." A trustee company
is defined as a compan)

7 authorised

by any Act of Parliament to act as

executor, administrator or trustee.

Such companies are bound to keep

separate accounts of each trust, and
the company must not engage in

any other business. Its funds must
be invested in certain securities

only.

"Proprietary companies" are defined

as companies with not more than

25 members (enlarged to 40 by
Act of 1903) which do not receive

deposit- except from their members
or shareholders, and which use the

addition of the word "proprietary"
before the word " limited

"
in the

title.
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Additions continued.

Victorian Act.
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Additions continued .

Victorian Act.
Corresponding
provision in

Imperial Statutes.
Nature of Addition.

Sees. 50 and 51 of

Act of 1896.

Sec. 53 of Act of

1896, and sec. 2

of Act of 1903.

Sees. 14-18 of

Act of 1900.

Sec. 55 of Act of

1896.
Sec. 12 of Act of

1900.

Sec. 57 of Act of

1896.

Sec. 60 of Act of

1896.

Sees. 70-75 of Act
of 1896.

Sec. 117 of Act of

1896.

Sec. 125 of Act of

1896.

Use of the words "savings," "savii

bank," or "
savings institution

"

forbidden, and the right to use the

word "bank" or "banking" limited

to companies with 200,000 sub-

scribed capital of which not less

than 75,000 is paid up.

No mortgage to have any validity
unless registered within .SO day.- of

execution. Mortgage on uncalled

capital must be authorised by
special resolution. Mortgage of
uncalled capital or any charge
which would require registration
as a bill of sale not to DC reni--

tered until after public notice.

Creditor may enter caveat against

registration.

Directors to state in report accom-

panying notice of statutory meeting
that they have not any reason to

question the good faith of the

undertaking or the truth of the

statements in the prospectus, and'

that they believe the capital sub-

scribed to be sufficient.

All extraordinary resolutions to be

filed.

Company not formed for profit may,
with sanction of special resolution,
establish and maintain billiard

tables, chess, draughts, and other

lawful games, for the use of its

members.

Every foreign company to register its

name, a copy of its memorandum,
and articles, the name and address

of its agent, and the situation of its

principal office in Victoria.

If a director fraudulently creates a

debt by a companv when there is no
reasonable expectation of companv
being able to pay, director to be

liable to pay.

\Vhere an allottee of shares takes pro-

ceedings for the removal of his

name from the register on the

ground of misrepresentation, and
before he obtains judgment the
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Additions continued.

Victorian Act.
Corresponding
provision in

Imperial Statutes.

Nature of Addition.

Sec. 126 of Act of

1896.

Sec. 128 of Act of

1896.

Sec. 133 of Act of

1896.

Sees. 135-144
Act of 1896.

of

Sec. 148 of Act of

1896.

Sec. 163 of Act of

1896.

Sec. 8 of Com-

panies (Wind-
in-Up) Act,
1890.

Sees. 10-12, 15,

16, 20-25 of

Companies
(Winding-Up)
Act, 1890.

Preferential Pay-
ments in Bank-

ruptcy Act,
1888.

winding-up of the company com-

mences, he shall be retained as a

contributory of the company.

If winding-up coinmences within four

days of sale by sheriff or under a

warrant of distress proceeds to be

handed over to liquidator.

No director, manager, or promoter tc*

be eligible to be liquidator in a

voluntary winding-up unless sup-

ported by resolution of creditors

at meeting called for that purpose.

A creditor or shareholder may apply
for the public examination of a

promoter or director in any wind-

ing-up, voluntary or compulsory.

Extension to voluntary windings- up of

the provisions in the Imperial Acts

relating to the conduct of windings -

up by the Court.

Wages of labourers and workmen to-

be preferential for four instead of
two months before winding-up.

No person shall form a company to-

take over his own business without

first advertising his intention.

Creditors may oppose the formation

of the company.

Omissions.

Imperial Act.
Corresponding
provision in

Victorian Act.

Nature of Omission.

Sec. 21 of Act of

1862.

Sees. 4-8 of Act of

1867.

Prohibition against companies not

formed for profit holding land

except under licence.

This is part of the English law of

mortmain.

These sections provide for the forma-

tion of limited companies with

unlimited liability on the part of

the directors or managers, thus

4<KMr>
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Omissions continued.

Imperial Act.
Corresponding
provision in

Virtorisin Act.
Nature of Omission.

Sees. 27-33 of Act
of 1867.

Sec. 14 of Act of

liiOO.

making it possible to create limited

partnership* similar to the com-

panies en aimmanditt' existing on

tin- Continent.

I'm visions relating to share warrants

to bearer.

Company to keep copy of every
instrument of mortgage requiring

registration at the office to be open
to inspection of creditors and share-

holders.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

The Acts of South Australia relating to companies are the Companies
Act. INH:.' (\vhich is a consolidating Act), and the Companies Amendment Act,
1893. These Acts adopt practically the following Imperial Acts, the Companies
Acts, 1862, 1S<:7. and 1877, the Joint Stock Companies Arrangement Act,

1870, the Preferential Payments in Bankruptcy Act, 1888, the Companies
(Memorandum of Association) Act, IMMi. and the Directors' Liability Act,
1890

; they also include section o of the Companies Act, 1879, section 7

of the Companics Act, 1880, and sections X and 10, part of section 11. and

sections 23 (1) and (2) and 24 of the Companies (Winding-op) Act, 1890.

'No part of the Act of 1900 has been adopted.

Among the differences between the Imperial Acts and those of South

Australia set out below in tabular form attention should be called to the

provision that under South Australian law no call can be made in a winding-op
for the benefit of vendors' shares in order to place vendors' shares on an

equality with shares which have been paid for in cash. This provision may
work not unfairly in cases where the property which the vendor has sold to

the company is of a speculative character, such for instance, as a mine. Where,
however, the vendor has handed over property not of a speculative character

but intrinsically worth the price paid for it by the company, it would seem to

be somewhat hard that the shares issued to the vendor should be postponed to

the shares for which cash was paid, especially in cases \\heiv the vendor-'

shares have been sold to purchasers.

As early as 1892 South Australian law provided that every prospectus
should be filed, and that an allotment of shares should not be binding unle-s

the minimum subscription named in the prospectus was reached, and in this

way it forestalled similar provisions contained in the Imperial Act of 1900.

South Australia, like the two preceding Colonies, has adopted the system of

"no-liability" companies, and a provision is inserted that directors shall be

personally liable for payment of wages not exceeding four weeks owing by such

companies.

Under the South Australian Act of 1893 every foreign- com]>any must

appoint an attorney resident in the Colony and must have an office in the

Colony where documents can be served on the company.
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Table shewing material differences between the South Australian Acts and

Imperial Acts mentioned above which have been followed in South Australia :-

Additions.

the

South Australian Act.
Corresponding
provision in

Imperial Statutes.

Nature of Addition.

Sec. 3 of Act of 1892 Sec. 51 of Act of

1862.

Sec. 9 of Act of 1892

Sees. 38 & 39 of Act
of 1892.

Sec. 6 of Act of

1862.

Sees. 39 & 40 of

Act of 1862.

Sec. 48 of Act of

1892.

Sec. 70 of Act of

1892.

Sees. 50 & 51 of

Act of 1862.

Sees. 9, 11, 13 &
14 of Act of

1867, and sec.

4 of Act of

1877.

Sec. 155 of Act ot

1892.

Sees. 196-210 ofAct
of 1892, amended

by Act of 1893.

49045

"
Special resolution

"
denned as a

resolution passed by a majority of

three-fourths without confirmation.

This is identical with an extra-

ordinary resolution under the Im-

perial Companies Acts.

Five persons to be able to form a

company instead of seven.

Registered office to be accessible to

the public for not less than four

hours on at least two days in each

week. Secretary to be appointed
and to attend at the registered
office at the times when it is access-

ible to the public.

Two members instead of five to be
able to demand a poll.

In case of sub-division of shares

sanction of the Court necessary in

the same way as on a reduction

of a company's capital. Creditors

apparently have the right to object
to sub-division of shares by a

company.

No call to be made in a winding-up
for the benefit of vendors' shares,
and in order to place vendors' shares

on an equality with shares which
have been paid for in cash.

These sections provide that a foreign

company must appoint an attorney
resident in the Colony empowered
to sue and be sued in any civil or

criminal proceedings and must file

together with the power of attorney
a declaration giving details as to

the incorporation of the company,
and the execution of the power of

attorney : further, that a foreign

company must have an office in

the Colony where documents can

be served, and that three months
notice of intention on the part of

a foreign company to cease business

shall be given in the Government

Gazette, and that for three months
after such publication legal and

Yy 2



Additions cim t i 1 1 tied .

South Australian Art.
Corresponding
provimon in

Imperial Statutes.

Nature of Addition.

Sees. 211-220 and
225 of Act of

1892.

Sec. 224 of Act of

1892.

Sec. 226 of Act of

1892.

othi-r documents iimy be served on
tin- attorney or ar the com^iny's
ofli

These sivtion> deal with '

no-liability

"

companies. Shareholders in these

cmpanie~ are not liable to pav

calls, but they are not to be en-

titled to receive a dividend upon
any share M|M>II which a call is due
and unpaid. Directors are to be

personally liable for payment of

\\aixes not exceeding four weeks

owing by such companies.

1'rospectus to be tiled. This pro-
vision has been adopted by the

Imperial Act of 1900.

Allotment not to be binding unless

minimum subscription stated in the

prospectus is reached. This pro-
y'lMon has been adopted by the

Imperial Act of 1900.

Omissions.

Imperial Act.
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QUEENSLAND.
There are in Queensland eleven Acts relating to companies, namely, the

Companies Act, 1863, the British Companies Act, 1886, the Mining Companies
Act, 1886, the Companies Act Amendment Act, 1889, the Dividend Duty
Act, 1890, the Companies Act, 1891, the Companies (Wmding-Up) Act, 1892,
the Companies Act, 1893, the Reconstructed Companies Act, 1894, the Foreign
Companies Act, 1895, and the Companies Act, 1896.

These Acts embody the majority of the provisions of the Imperial

Companies Acts, 1862, 1867, 1877, 1879, the Companies Seals Act, 1864,
the Joint Stock Companies Arrangement Act, 1870, the Companies (Colonial

Registers) Act, 1883, the Companies (Memorandum of Association) Act, 1890,
the Directors' Liability Act, 1890, together with certain sections of the

Companies Act, 1880, the Preferential Payments in Bankruptcy Act, 1888,
and a small part of the Companies (Winding-up) Act, 1890. The Imperial
Acts not included are the Companies (Winding-up) Act, 18i)3, the Preferential

Payments in Bankruptcy Amendment Act, 1897, the Companies Act, 1898, and
the Companies Act, 1900.

A feature of the Queensland company laws is the distinction drawn
between companies formed in other parts of the British Empire and foreign

companies. British companies in Queensland, when registered under the

British Companies Act, 1886, have the same rights and privileges in the Colony,

including the right to hold land, as Queensland companies. Foreign

companies, on the other hand, cannot acquire the right to hold land in the

Colony. In the event of the winding-up of a British company holding land

in Queensland, the proceeds of the land are applicable in the first instance to

payment and discharge of the debts of the company contracted in Queensland
in priority to other debts.

By the Mining Companies Act, 1886, a system of "
no-liability

"

companies is created for mining companies.

Table shewing material differences between the Queensland Acts and the

Imperial Acts mentioned above which have been followed in Queensland :

Additions.

Queensland Act. Nature of Addition.

Mining Companies Act of

1886.

British Companies Act, 1886

This Act creates a system of no-liability com-

panies for mining purposes. Shareholders in

these companies are not liable to pay calls
;

on the other hand they are not entitled to

receive a dividend upon any share upon
which a call is due and unpaid.

This Act provides for the registration in

(Queensland of companies formed in other

parts of the British Empire. Such com-

panies desiring to be registered must forward
a certificate of incorporation, together with a

certified copy of memorandum and articles

of association to the Registrar and pay the

prescribed fees which, the Act provides, shall

not exceed the fees payable upon the regis-
tration of a joint stock company under the

Laws of Queensland. British companies,
when registered, to have the same rights and

privileges, including the right to hold land,
as Queensland companies. In the event of

the \vinding-up of a registered British com-

pany, any land in Queensland shall, subject

43045 STy 3



Ai/'/itiotm continued.

I

Sec. 2U Hi tlie Act of 1889 ...

:vign Companies Act, 1895

Nature of Addition.

to any valid mortgages subsisting thereon,

be applicable in the first instance in payment
and di-chariTr t tin- debts of the company
contracted within Queensland in priority to

all ether debts.

Legalising past and future issue.- t >hares at a

discount in cases where the issue has been

made Ixnu'i fnle. and the company has been

carrying on business for at least 1 '1 months.

registration n

is

This Act provides for

Queensland of foreign companies, that

to say, companies incorporated according
to the laws of a country other than

part of His Majesty's Dominion-. Such

companies desiring to be registered must
forward a certificate of incorporation and

documents shewing constitution in the same

way as British companies, to the Registrar.
and pay the prescribed fees, which are not to

exceed the fees payable upon the registration
of a Queensland company. Foreign com-

panies, when registered, to have the right to

sue and be sued in the Queensland Courts,
but to have no power to hold land.

<> missions.

Imperial Act.
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TASMANIA.

The Acts of Tasmania relating to companies are the Companies Acts, 1869,
1895, and 1896, the Foreign Companies Act, 1895, the Foreign Companies
Act, No. 2, 1898, the Foreign Companies Amendment Acts, 1901, 1902, and

1905, the Mining Companies Act, 1884, the Mining Companies (Foreign)
Act, and the Mining Companies Amendment Acts, 1895, 1896, and 1900.

The Tasmanian Act of 1869 follows closely the Imperial Act of 1862.
The other Tasmanian Acts adopt some of the provisions of the Imperial Com-

panies Acts, 1867, 1877, and the Companies (Winding-up) Act, 1890.

None of the provisions of the Joint Stock Companies Arrangement Act,

1870, or of the Imperial Acts subsequent to the Companies Act, 1877, have
been adopted in Tasmania with the exception of Sections 7, 8, 10, 14, 15, ij3,

and 24 of the Companies (Winding-lip) Act, 1S90.

Companies formed in other parts of the British Empire have power on

registration in Tasmania to hold land in the Colony ;
other foreign companies

are prohibited from holding land in the Colony. Any land held by a foreign

company in Tasmania is applicable in a winding-up in discharge of debts

contracted in Tasmania in priority to other debts.

Attention must be drawn to the 47th section of the Mining Companies
Act, 1884, under which a company can enlarge its capital by increasing the

amount payable in respect of each share. This can be effected by a simple

majority of shareholders at a meeting convened for that purpose, and thereupon
the liability of the shareholders is no longer limited to the nominal amount of

the original shares (cf. sec. 16 of the same Act).

Table shewing material differences between the Tasmanian Acts and the Imperial
Acts mentioned above which hare been followed in Tasmania :

Additions.

Tasmanian Act.

Foreign Companies Acts, 1895,

1898, 1901, 1902, and 1905,
with Mining Companies
(Foreign) Act of 1884.

Nature of Addition.

49045

These Acts provide that a foreign company may
appoint an attorney resident in the Colony
empowered to sue and be sued in any civil or

criminal proceedings, and must file, together
with the power of attorney, a declaration

giving details as to the incorporation of the

company. Every foreign company must
have an office in the Colony where docu-

ments can be served. Three months' notice

of intention on the part of a foreign com-

pany to cease business must be given in the

Government Gazette, and for three months
after such publication legal and other docu-

ments may be served on the attorney or at

the company's office. No foreign company
can hold freehold land in Tasmania unless

it has been registered in Tasmania and is

established in some part of His Majesty's
dominions. Land and other assets belonging
to a foreign company are applicable in a

winding-up in the first instance in discharge
of debts contracted in Tasmania.

Yy 4
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A ddition* con i in u d .

Tasmania)! Act Nature of Aililition.

Mining Companies Acts

Foreign companies ha\e to jwiy a stamp
dutv of L'.">(i on registration, and Foreign oom-

panics with power to carry on business OOfc*

side T:i>ni:iiii:i as well a- in TaMiiania lisive to

pay a stamp duty uf one penny lor every

pound til' capital to IK; expended in Tasmania.

K\ery foreign company which carries on
business in 'I'asmaiiia as a Trustee and
Executors Company must <lcj<i>ir 5,000. to

be retained until the company shall acquire
"secured assets" in Tasmania of the value

of .t 1.1,000 ;
such secured assets cannot l>e

removed Irom Tasmania and are primarily

charged with the liabilities in Tasmania.
The 13th section of the Mining Companies

(Foreign) Act, 1884, provides that every

foreign mining company .shall publish half-

yearly in the (Jovcrnment ^laxette an account

of its assets and liabilities.

These Acts provide tor the registration of

companies established Cor mining purpos.
The following points may be specially

noticed :

The 47th section of the Mining Companies
Act of 1884 enables a mining company to

increase its capital bv increasing the amount

payable in respect of each share. This result

can 1)3 attained with the sanction of a majority
in number and value of the shareholders at a

meeting convened for that purpose.
Part III. of the Mining Companies Act,

INN I. deals with "
no-liabilitj companies."

Shareholders in these companies are not

liable to pav calls, but are not to be entitled

to receive a dividend upon any share upon
which a call is due and unpaid.

Imperial Act. Nature of provision omitted.

Sec. 21 of the Act of 1862 .

Sees. 4-8 of the Act of 1867

Sees. 27-33 of the Act of 1 867

Prohibition against companies not formed for

profit holding land except under licence.

This is part ot the Knglish law of Mortmain.

These sections provide for the formation ot

limited companies with unlimited liability on

the part of the directors or managers, thus

making it possible to create limited partner-

ships similar to the companies i'n commandiif

existing on the Continent.

Provisions as to share warrants to bearer.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
The Acts of Western Australia relating to companies consist of the

Companies Act, 1893 (which is a consolidating Act), the Companies Act
Amendment Acts, 1896, 1897, and 1898, the Companies Duty Act, 1899,
and the Companies Act Amendment Acts, 1899 and 1902.

These Acts, subject to some exceptions, embody the provisions of the

following Imperial Acts, namely, the Companies Acts, 1862, 1867, and 1877,
the Joint Stock Companies Arrangement Act, 1870, the Companies (Memorandum
of Association) Act, 1890, and the Directors' Liability Act, 1890, together with

Section 5 of the Companies Act, 1879, Section 7 of the Companies Act, 1880, part
of the Preferential Payments in Bankruptcy Act, 1888, Sections 5 (1), 12 (4),
23 (1), (2) and (3), and Section 24 of the Companies (Winding-up) Act, 1890.

As in the Acts of South Australia the Law of Western Australia provides
that no call shall be made in a winding-up for the benefit of vendors' shares,
and in order to place vendors' shares on an equality with shares which have
been paid for in cash.

A provision that every prospectus shall be filed and that an allotment of

shares shall not be binding unless the minimum subscription named in the

prospectus is reached, which is contained in the West Australian Act of 1893,
seems to have been taken from the Act of 1 892 of South Australia.

Every foreign company in Western Australia must appoint an attorney
resident in the Colony, and must have an office in the Colony where documents
can be served on the company.

In Western Australia, as in the other Australian Colonies, the system of
"

no-liability
"
companies has been adopted.

Table shewing material differences between the Western Australian Acts and the

Imperial Acts which have been followed in Western Australia :

Additions.

Western Australian
Act.

Corresponding
provision in

Imperial Statutes.

Nature of Addition.

Sec. 3 of Act of

1893.

Sec. 9 of Act of

1893.

Sec. 39 of Act of

1893.

Sec. 40 of Act of

1893.

Sec. 51 of Act of

1862.
Special resolution defined as a resolu-

tion passed by a majority of three-

fourths without confirmation. This

is identical with an extraordinary
resolution under the Imperial Acts.

Sec. 6 of Act of

1862.

to be

Sec. 42 of

1893.

Act of

Five persons instead of seven

able to form a company.

Situation of registered office to be

approved by Registrar.

Directors to appoint secretary, who is

to attend at company's office during
business hours.

Accounts of stock in trade, receipts arid

expenditure, assets and liabilities

to be kept by directors, and to be

open to the inspection of members

during business hours.
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Additions continued.

Western Australian
Act.

Corresponding
provision in

Imperial Statutf-.

Sec. 72 of Act of

1893.

Sec. lO.i of Act of

1893.

Sec. 158 of Act of

1893.

Sec. 185 of Act of

1893.

Sees. 198-212 of

Act of 1893.

Sees. 213-221
Act of 1893.

of

Sees. 9, 11, 13,
14 of 1867, 4

of is:;.

Nature of Addition.

Sec. 7 7 of Act of

is 62.

Sanction by the Court is by this

section made in-n-;iry for sub-

diviMni of shares in the same way
as for reduction of capital of a

company. Creditors, apparently,
have the right to object to sub-

division.

Power is given l>\ thi- section to the

trustee of a bankrupt to disclaim

>hares in the same way as he can,
miller the Imperial Bankruptcy
Law, disclaim a least-hold.

No call to be made in a winding-up
for the benefit of vendors' shares

and in order to place vendors' shares

on an equality with shares which
have been paid for in cash.

Liquidators not to pay money into

their private banking account.

These sections provide that a foreign

company must appoint
an attorney

resident in the Colony empowered
to sue and be sued in any civil or

criminal proceedings, and must file,

together with the power of attorney,
a declaration giving details as to

the incorporation of the company.
A foreign company must have an

office in the Colony where docu-

ments can be served. Three months'

notice of intention on the part of a

foreign company to cease business

must be given in the Govern-

ment Gazette, and for three mouths
after such publication legal and
other documents may be served

on the attorney or at the company's
office.

These sections deal with no-liability

companies. Shareholders in these

companies are not liable to pas-

calls, but are not to be entitled to

receive a dividend upon any share

upon which a call is due and un-

paid.

N"i) company can be registered as

a no-liability company until it has

been proved that 5 per cent, of the

capital has been paid up and lodged
at a bank.
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Additions continued.

Western Australian
Act.

Corresponding
provision in

Imperial Statutes.

Nature of Addition.

Sec. 225 of Act of

1893.

Sec. 226 of Act of

1893.

Sec 9 of Act of

1900.

Sec. 10 of Act of

1900.

Sec. 3 of Act of

1898.

Sec. 7 of Act of

1898.

Copies of prospectus to be filed in all

cases.

Allotment not to be binding unless

the minimum subscription stated in

the prospectus is reached.

The principles involved in sec-

tions 225 and 2*26 have been adopted
in the Imperial Act of 1 900.

Every foreign company carrying on
business within the Colony to open
and keep Colonial Register.

This section empowers the Colonial

Treasurer in bis discretion to

exempt from ad valorem duty

any instrument whereby assets of a

pre-existing company are trans-

ferred to a new company on a

reconstruction.

Omissions.

Imperial Act.

Corresponding
provision in

Western Australian
Act.

Nature of Omission.

Sees. 7 and 9 of Act
of 1862.

Sec. 21 of Act of

1862.

Sec. 23 of Act of

1867.

Sees. 27-33 of Act
of 1867.

Provisions as to companies limited by

guarantee.

Prohibition against companies not

formed for profit holding land

except under licence. This is part
of the English law of Mortmain.

Provision that associations not for

profit may, under licence, register
without the word " limited

"
at the

end of the name.

Provisions relating to share warrants

to bearer.
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NEW ZEALAND.
The New Zealand Acts relating to companies, are the Companies Act, 1903

(which is u consolidation Act), and the Mininir Companies Act, 1904. Thus
the Companies Acts have been consolidate more recently in New Zealand than
in any other Colony.

The New Zealand Act>. subject t> a few exceptions, embody the provisions
of the following Imperial Act*, namely, (lie Companie.- Ad-. iSCi', 1867,
1877, 1900, the Directors' Liability Act of 18!>n. ihe Comi>anie- >; Memorandum
of AsMK-iation) Act, 1890, and the Preferential Pavmcnt* in Bankruptcy Act,

-v

Section > 1. ~>, !, and 10 of the Companies Act, 1879, and Section 7 of the

Companies Act. 1SSII, have aNo l.een adopted. The Com pan:
- Act, 1864,

ha- been omitted.

The Company Law of New Zealand contains several provisions differing
trom those contained in the Imperial Acts. One of the new provisions is that
a statutory declaration shall be made by the Directors in the case of a company
not issuing a prospectu>. that in their opinion the money subscribed is sufficient

to justify the company in commencing busine>~.

The establishment of a Public Department called the Audit Office should

be noted. The Governor is required, on the application of a majority in

number representing two-thirds in value of the shareholders in any company,
to order the accounts of the company to be audited by this office, the expenses
of the audit to be ]>aid by the company.

' Private companies," so named, are a new feature, the conditions being
that the number of members shall not exceed twenty-five, and that all the

registered share capital shall be subscribed for in the Memorandum of

Association.

Every foreign company must appoint an Attorney resident in the Colony
and must have an office in the Colony where documents can be served on the

company.

All companies in New Zealand are subject to an annual duty of one shilling

|H;r cent, on the nominal capital, the maximum annual charge for any one

company being 200.

.sheirintf material differences between tJic New Zealand Acts and the

Imperial Acts mentioned above which have been followed in New Zealand:

Additions.

{New Zealand Act.
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Additions continued.

New Zealand Act.



it'titioiui continued.

New Zealand Act.
Corresponding
provision in

Imperial St:itiili-.

Nature of Addition.

Stamp Act, 1882...

lii -i:i-trar. Every foreign company
niu>l !ia\f :ni ofHrt- in the Colniiy
wheiv doriiiiH'iits can be served.

Tlm-c riiuiith> not ire of intention

on tin- part of a foreign company
to <rasr l)iisinest< must be given in

the (Jovenmiriit (ia/.ettc. and for

thrct- months after such publication

legal and other documents may be
MT\ed on the attorney or at the

company's office.

Annual licences to be obtained by all

>m panics, whether incorporated in

Nr\v Zealand or elsewhere, carrying
on business in New Zealand, ana
\*. duty JKT M 100 of nominal capital

paid yearly, the maximum annual

charge to be 200.
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SOUTH AFRICA.

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

The law relating to companies in Cape Colony is contained in three Acts,
the Companies Act, 1892, the Company Debenture Act, 189.5, and the

Companies Act Amendment Act, 1906.

The first of these Acts follows closely, and contains nearly all the

g
revisions of, the Imperial Companies Acts of 1862, 1867, and 1877, the Joint

tock Companies Arrangement Act, 1870, the Preferential Payments in Bank-

ruptcy Act, 1888, the Companies (Memorandum of Association) Act, 1890, the

Directors' Liability Act, 1890, and Sections 8, 10, 23 (1) and (2), and 24 of

the Companies (Winding-Up) Act, 1890. The Act of 1906 contains the

provisions of the Companies' Seals Act, 1864. The remaining Act of Cape

Colony, that of 1895, deals only with the creation and registration of debentures.

No part of the Imperial Act 'of 1900 has been adopted in Cape Colony.
*

The most important point of difference in the Companies Acts of Cape

Colony as compared with the corresponding Imperial Acts is the extension to

voluntary liquidations of the provisions of the Companies (Winding-Up) Act,

1890, under which an inquiry is made into the failure of companies ordered to

be wound up compulsorily, and to the conduct of persons connected with such

companies. Under the provisions of the Act of 1892, the liquidator in a

voluntary liquidation in Cape Colony can apply to the Court for an Order that

the promoters or directors be publicly examined in the same way as if the

company were in compulsory liquidation.

Table showing material differences between the Acts of Cape Colony and the

Imperial Acts mentioned above ivhich have been followed in Cape Colony:

Additions.

Cape of Good Hope
Act.
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. dt'litions continued.

(Jape of Good Hope
Act.
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These Laws and Act follow ir. a very small degree the wording of the

Imperial Companies Acts, the only provisions which have been adopted being
Sections 4, 8, 12, 34, 38, 41, 42, 74, 79, 80, 82, 86. 87, 92, 93, 95, 97, 98, 102,
174 (5), 179, and 194 of the Act of 1862, Section 25 of the Act of 1867, and
Section 24 of the Companies (Winding-Up) Act, 1890. It will be noticed

that the greater number of the Sections adopted are concerned with winding
up of companies, and that a very small part of the Imperial Acts relating to

living companies has been followed.

Under these circumstances no tabular comparison between the Laws of

Natal and the Imperial Acts would be useful or even possible.

The Company Law of Natal is in every respect very slight, and some
measure of its slightness may be found in the fact that the principal Law
of 1864 contains only 1 7 sections while the sections of the first of the Imperial

Companies Acts (1862) are 212 in number.

By the Law of 1864, a joint stock company is defined as a partnership in

which the capital is divided into shares transferable "without the express
consent of all the partners," and must consist of more than 10 persons.

(Section 1.)

Any joint stock company may obtain a certificate of registration with

limited liability upon application to the Registrar of Deeds, with whom it is

necessary to file the deed of settlement executed by not less than 10 share-

holders holding shares to the amount in the aggregate of not less than three-

fourths of the nominal capital of the company, and having paid up on account

of the shares not less than 5 per cent. (Section 2.)

No increase can be made in the nominal capital of any company unless a

deed is produced to the Registrar executed by shareholders holding shares to

the amount in the aggregate of at least three-fourths of the proposed increase

of capital unless it is proved that not less than 5 per cent, has been paid up by
the holders. (Section 6.)

Apparently, any company has full ]K>wer to change its objects by sending
to the Registrar of Deeds a copy of a supplementary deed of settlement, but
such supplementary deed would, apparently, have to be executed by every
shareholder. (Section 7.)

An important provision is contained in the first Section of Law Number ] 8

of 1865, which provides that "if an execution be issued against the property" of a company and if there cannot be found sufficient whereon to levy, then
" such execution may be issued against any of the shareholders to the extent of
" the portions of their shares respectively in the capital of the company not
' then paid up.'

1 No such execution, however, is to be permitted to be issued

against any shareholder except upon an Order of the Court.

By the Joint Stock Companies Amendment Law, 1893, it is provided that

in the case of companies thereafter registered, every share shall be deemed to

have been issued and to be held subject to the payment of the whole amount
thereof unless it has otherwise been determined by a contract duly made in-

writing and filed with the Registrar of Deeds at or before the issue of such

share, and every director who issues any document entitling any person to a

fully paid np share when the whole amount of such share has not been paid up
m cash Chilli be liable to a fine not exceeding 1,000 or to imprisonment for

:mv period not exceeding two years, or to both such fine and imprisonment.

As pointed out above, the law relating to companies in Xatal is very slight
in ehsir.ic.ter and contains very few of the provisions which have been thought

ncressary in the Imperial Acts for the protection of shareholders and creditors.

49045 Z z
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TRANSVAAL.

The law relating to companio in the Transvaal is contained in Law
Number 5, 1874, enacted by Volksraad Resolution, dated 31st Octol

1874, amended by Volksraad Resolutions dated 18th November, 1874,
10th May, 1890, and 24th May. ls;n', and further amended by Resolution of

the Executive Council dated 1st December, 1892 (under authority granted by
Volksraad), by Volksraad Resolutions dated 2nd June, 1894, and 30th May,
1894, and by Ordinance No. 30, of 1904.

The part of the Law which is contained in the Resolutions of the
Volksraad appears to be founded on and follows very closely the Laws of Natal,
and is almost equally slight in character. The Ordinance of 1904 only contains

powers to a company to change, with the sanction of the Court, the objects
stated in its Memorandum of Association, provisions relating to the consolida-

tion and reduction of capital, and to special resolutions and notices. These few

provisions follow the wording of the corresponding provisions in the Imperial
Acts.

The only parts of the Imperial Acts which are included in the Transvaal

Laws, as amended by the Ordinance of 1904, are Sections 4, 12, 41, 42, 51-54,
62, 63, 74, 79, 82, 84-86, 87, 92, 93, 95, 96, 98, 99, 101, 102, 107, 109, 111,
153, 159, 160, 163, 164, 170, 174 (5), 183, of the Act of 1862, Sections 9-11,
13-19, 21, 22, and 27 of the Act of 1867, Sections 3 and 4 of the Act of 1877,
the Directors' Liability Act of 1890, the Companies (Memorandum of

Association) Act, 1890, and Section 29 of the Act of 1900.

Thus, as in the case of Natal, no tabular comparison between the Laws of

the Transvaal and the Imperial Acts relating to companies is possible.

It may be useful, however, to note some points in the company laws of the

Transvaal. By the Law of 1874, it is made a condition of registration with
limited liability that the number of members of the company should not be
less than 25, and that at least that number should sign the Articles of

Association and should hold jointly not less than three-fourths of the company's
capital, of which 10 percent, must be paid up (Section 1). For an increase

of capital a deed must be lodged with the Registrar signed by shareholders

holding shares amounting to three-fourths of the
j roposed increase, on each of

which shares at least 10 per cent, has been paid. (Section 6.)

Sections 13, 14, and 15 ol the Law of 1874 contain a provision similar to

that already noted in the Laws of Natal, that if an execution be issued against
the property of a company, and if there cannot be found sufficient whereon to

levy, then such execution may, under an Order of the Court, be levied against
shareholders "

to the extent of the then unpaid portion of their respective
shares in the capital of the company."

The Volksraad Resolution of 10th May, 1890, referred to above, provides :

" That no registration of inland companies shall take place when the articles of
" association have reference to the erection or institution of mints, railways,"
tramways, telegraph lines, &c., and further, that no registration of any inland

"
company shall take place otherwise than subject to this special condition, that

" there shall be no carrying into effect of such of the articles of association as
"
may appear to be opposed to the interests of the country."

The Ordinance of 1904 introduces into the Transvaal Law the machinery
of a special resolution

;
but for the passing of a special resolution no confirma-

tory meeting is necessary as under the Imperial Act, and the majority required
is two-thirds instead of three-fourths. (Section 15 of Ordinance of 1904.)

By Section 19 of the Ordinance of 1904 it is provided that notices j>osted

up for 24 hours in the office of the company are to be deemed to be duly served

on all members resident outside ihe Colony and having no address in the

Colony.
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ORANGE RIVER COLONY.
The company law of the Orange River Colony is contained in chapter 100

of the Statute Law of the Orange Free State, which was codified in 1891, in

Law Number 2, 1892, Law Number 4, 1892, and the Companies Amendment
Ordinance Number 24 of 1 904.

The law of the Orange Free State as to companies appears to have been

founded, like that of the Transvaal, on the law of Natal, which it follows very

closely. The Ordinance of 1904, while amending the old law of the Orange
Free State in some respects on the lines of the Imperial Acts, deals mainly with

the requirements to be made of foreign companies carrying on business within

the Orange River Colony.

The only parts of the Imperial Acts which are included in the Laws of

the Orange River Colony, as amended by the Ordinance of 1904, are the

following Sections of the Imperial Act of 1862, namely, Sections 4, 6, 7, 8, 11,.

12, 13, 41, 42, 79, 80, 84-87, 1)1-107, 109-111, 115, 117-119, 124, 153-156,

158-160, 163-168, 170, and 174 (5).

By the codified Law of 1891, a joint stock company is defined as one in

which the capital is divided into shares transferable without the express consent

of all the shareholders, and the minimum number of shareholders is fixed, as in

the Transvaal, at 25. By the Ordinance of 1904 the number of shareholders

necessary to form a company is reduced from 25 to 7.

As in Natal and in the Transvaal, if any execution be granted against the

property of a company and if no sufficient property is found on which such

execution can be levied, the execution may then be issued against any share-

holders to the extent of the then unpaid portion of their respective shares in

the company. Such execution, however, can only be levied against a

shareholder with the sanction of the Court. (Section 12 of 1891.)

By the 19th Section of the Law of 1891, it is provided that it shall not be

lawful that partners of a firm or persons related to each other in ascending,

descending, or collateral line up to the third degree, whether by blood or

affinity, shall at the same time be appointed and sit and act as directors in one

and the same company established with limited liability, and by the 20th

Section no one may be appointed or act as auditor of a company if one or more
of the directors of the company is his partner or partners, or if one or more of
the directors of the company is or are connected by blood or affinity with such

person, whether in ascending, descending, or collateral line up to and including
the third degree.

Section 19 was repealed by the Ordinance of 1904, but Section 20 is still

part of the law of the Orange River Colony.

Under the Ordinance of 1904 every foreign company must file particulars
of its constitution before commencing business, and must file annually a return

giving particulars of capital, the addiess of its principal office, and the name of

its agent in the Colony on whom documents may be served.

BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA COMPANY.
The law with regard to the British South Africa Company's territory is

contained in Ordinance No. 2 of 1895, which may be described as a condensed
edition of the Imperial Companies Acts in force at the date of the Ordinance.

The Ordinance contains the following sections taken from the Imperial

Acts, namely : Sections 4, 6-8, 11-20, 22-43, 47-67, 69-71, 74-77, 79, 80,

82, 84-89, 91-107, 109-113, 115, 117-119, 124, 126, 129-133, 135-146.

153-156, 158-164, 166-169, 174, of the Companies' Act, 1862, Sections 21, 22,

25, 38, and 39 of the Companies' Act, 1867, the Joint Stock Companies
Arrangement Act, 1870, the Preferential Payments in Bankruptcy Act, 1888,
Sections 8, 10, 23, and 24 of the Companies (Winding-up) Ad, 1890,
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Additt

British South Africa
( 'niii|iany's Onlinance.

provision in

Imperial Statin. >.

Nature of Atltlition.

II ' >f Ordinance
of 1895.

Sec. 62 of Ordinance
of 1895.

iSec. 104 of Ordinance
of 1895.

Sec. 105 of Ordinance
of 1895.

Sees. 152-154 of

Ordinance of 1895.

Sec. 1 65 of Ordinance
-,f 1

.1 Art ,,f

1867.

Sec. 51 of At-i iif

1862.

Sec. s of ( 't.i n-

panies (Wind-
ing-up) Act til'

1 890.

Preferential Pay-

ments in Bank-

ruptcy Act,
1 SSS.

Sec. 168 of Act of

1862.

Pr<i-|>r<-tu- to state nature and tcin.r

iif ctuitnifts.

Kfstilutitni. Limit of

instead of one between tin-

two nu''tiii!j>.

Official Liquidator uutxt make farther

re]xii't
and Court may urdt-r a

puhlif examination on either tin-

preliminary or the further rejhirt.

Additional clause with regard t<>

apprehension of any person failinji

tti atteml examination.

Provisions as to Reports to the Court

and Public Examination to apply
to voluntary liquidations.

\Va<res of MTvants to be paid in full

t't ir jKriod not exceeding six months

jireceding winding-up.

In the provision for the pro>erution
of delinquent directors, &c., the

Ordinance lays down that it is

" the duty of" (instead of that it

is "lawful for") the Liquidators
tf~\ f~kl*j \**t 111! 1+11

is
" lawful

to prosecute.

Omissions.

Imperial Act. N;iturt of Omission.

Sees. 9 and 10 of Act of 1862

Sec. 21 of Act of 1862

Provi>ion> relating to unlimited corapanit-.
and companies limited by guarantee. It is

not possible to incorporate such companies
under the ( >rdi nance.

Prohibition against, companies not formed for

profit, holding land except under licence

This is part of the English law of Mortmain.
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TABLE SHEWING THE MORE IMPORTANT INFORMATION

REQUIRED TO BE FILED AT THE WITHIN-MENTIONED

REGISTRIES OF JOINT STOCK COMPANIES.
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Table thawing the more important information retired to be filed

Place of Registration.
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at the Registries of Joint Stock Companies mentioned below.



INDEX TO THE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OP
COMPANY LAWS.

PACK.
I '.NTS

I .. U- open ta inspection of members 553, 567

ADVKRTISBMBNT

Necessary for taking over promoter
business 559

ALLOTMENT
Restrictions on ... 562,567,569

ANSI AL MEETINGS
To be held at intervals of not less than

]."> months

ARRANGEMENT
Between Company and its creditors

ARTICLES OP ASSOCIATION

Private companies not liable to file

M KNT

Of fully paid shares ......

555

571

rs

Sal.- of

565, 566

... 539,546,548

AUDIT

By public department

AUDITORS

Court may appoint special
Duties of

Relatives of Directors not to be appointed

557

557
557
577

- TRALIA 551

HA LANCE SHEET

1'i-ivate, to be supplied to Auditors ... 557

Publication of, by Foreign Mining
Company 566

Submission of annual, to share-

holders 536,516.557
To be filed with Registrar ... 533, 556, 557

RANK. I:\NKIM;

Use of words restricted 55s

RANKING COMPANIES
Ir-Mie of notes by ... ... ... 562,57-4
Not to make advances to direr ... 557

liANKUUPT

Trustee of, can < I ist-laim shares 568

UKARKK
Sliare warrants to ... 560, 56-.'. 561.566. 56-.i

KILL OF SALE

Charge which would require registration
.1* a 568

HOOKS

To be kept by Company ...

PAGE.

5:-,6. 557

POWERS
on exercise ol 536. 511.511. 5.M

I,
55'.'

COLUMBIA

I'-KITLSH COMPANIi

In Queensland
In Tasmania

BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA COMPANV

BOSINESS

Commencement of

CALLS

Restrictions on 560, 561, 567, 5t8

CANADA :>t;5

Dominion Parliament, jurisdiction of ... 5i!5

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE ->73

CAPITAL

Annual Return of 5:56,538,545,549
Consolidation of 576

Duty on 566,570
Increase of 536, 540, 544, 550, 565, 566. 575, 576

Limit of 545
LOBS of 544,546,570
Mortgages on uncalled ... ... ... 558

Nominal 545,556,557
Publication of false amount of ... 545. .V>ti. 557

Reduction of ... 536, 540, 540. 55:i. 57i)

Restrictions on issue of ... ... 540. 5."ii>

Subdivision of ... ... ... 536, 561. 5il.s

Sullici-ucy of 558. 570. 571

CAVEAT

Against registration of mortgages

CERTIFICATE

Share provisions as to ...

CHINKSB COMPANIES

IJe.L'istration forbidden

COMMENCEMENT OF BUSINESS

Liability of directon

558

552

Restrictions on :,:;;.. ;,:;:. :>n. 5 15,

550, 557, ".70. 571.

COMMENCEMENT OF WINDING-UP

Date of 537,5:','.), 512, 546, 548

COMMISSION

I'mlerwriting 542
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PAGE
COMPANY
Advertisement of, for taking over pro-

moter's business ... ... ... 559
Annual licence to be obtained by ... 572

Appointment of as Liquidators ... ... 537

Banking ... ... ... ... ... 557
British ... 563,565
Chinese ... ... ... ... ... 552
Creditors may oppose formation of ... 559
Definition of ... ... ... ... 575
en commandite ... 543, 553, 559, 564, 566, 574

Enlargement of powers of 565
Extra Provincial 540, 542, 544, 552

Foreign ... 539, 540, 542, 544, 546, 549, 552,
555, 558, 560, 561, 563, 564,

565,567,568,569,570,571
Land ... ... ... ... ... 553
Land banks. 552
Limited by Guarantee 562,569,578
Loan ... ... ... ... ... 544
Mining 538,548,552,565,566
No liability... 538, 542, 552, 554, 556, 557, 560,

562, 563, 565, 567, 568
Not formed for profit 534, 538, 510, 542, 543,

549, 553, 556, 558, 559, 562, 566, 569, 574, 578
Number of persons necessary to form 535, 541,

547, 551, 556, 561, 567, 575, 576, 577
Private 556,570,571
Proprietary 556
Purchase of stock of other companies by 535
Trust 544,549
Trustee 556,566
Unlimited 578

CONSOLIDATION OP CAPITAL 576

CONTRACTS

By Company unable to meet its engage-
ments ... ... ... ... ... 537

Disclosure of, in prospectus 535,539.541,545,578
Filing of, for issue of fully-paid shares 550, 575

CREDITORS

Arrangement between Company and ... 555

May object to sub-division of shares 561, 568

May oppose formation of Company ... 559

Priority of Colonial ... ... 564,565
Right of, to inspect mortgages ... ... 560
Shareholders individually liable to 535, 547,

552, 575, 576, 577

554,555DEATH DUTIES

DEBENTURES
Issue of

Re-issue of ...

541, 544, 549, 552
544

DEBTS

Creation of, by directors

Definition of
556, 558

... 534

DIRECTORS

Fees of 538,571
Gift of stock for use of name as director. . . 545

Ineligible as liquidator 559

Ineligibility of certain persons to be

appointed 577

Liability of ... 535, 536, 540, 543, 544, 545, 546,

548,551,552,556, 558, 560, 562,

564, 566, 574, 575

Limitation of actions against 571

List of 538

Loans to 557

Majority to be British subjects 540

May exonerate themselves by entering

protest 551

PAGE.
DIRECTORS cont.

Payments to ... 535
Power to prosecute 534,555,578
Proportionate representation of share-
holders by ... ... ... 543

Report by ... \\\ 558
Statutory declaration by, in Companies
not issuing a prospectus ... 570571

Unlimited liability of 534, 543, 553, 559, 564,
566, 574

DISCOUNT

Issue of shares at a ... 543, 545, 550, 564

DISTRESS

Proceeds under, to be handed to Liqui-
dator 559

DIVIDEND

Liability of directors for payment of 536, 551
Payment of, by land Companies ... 553

EXECUTION
Issue of, against shareholders ... 575,576, 577
Proceeds of to be handed to Liquidator... 559

EXPERT

Liability of 571

EXTRAORDINARY RESOLUTION
To be filed 558,561,567

EXTRA-PROVINCIAL COMPANIES ... 540,542,544,
552

FEES OP DIRECTORS 538,571

FOREIGN COMPANIES 539, 540, 542, 544, 546, 549,
552, 555, 558, 560, 561, 563, 564, 565,

566,567,568,569,570,571
Deposit by 566

Holding of land by 546, 549, 563, 564, 565

Stamp duties on ... ... ... ... 566
To keep colonial register 569

FORMATION OP BUSINESS INTO COMPANY
Restrictions on ... ... ... ... 559

FRAUDULENT PREFERENCE 540, 543, 547, 549

'GUARANTEE

Companies limited by 562, 569, 57

IMPERIAL STATUTES. See " Statutes."

INCORPORATION

By Letters Patent ... ... ... ... 535
Provisions as to ... ... 575-

Restrictions on ... ... ... 543,575,576

INCREASE OP CAPITAL 536

Restrictions on ... 540, 544, 550, 575, 57&

INDIA 533-

INSPECTOR

Appointment of ... 536.541,544,549,551

JOINT STOCK COMPANY

Definition of 575-

3 A
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Holding of, by Companies not formed for
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566,569,574,578
Restriction* on Companies holding .':>. Ml,

. 563, 564, :.i;:.

I. VXD BANKS
Issue of debentures by .">."> J

LETTERS PATENT

Incorporation by 53.")

Supplementary

LIABILITY

Cnlimited in respect of bank notes 534.

Unlimited, of directors 5:54,543,553

LIABILITY OF

Directors ... 535, 536, 540, 543, 544, 545, 546,

548, 551, 552, 553, 556, 558, 559,

560, 562, 564, 566, 574, 575
Members 535,547,562,574
Past members 547

LICENCE

Annual to be obtained 572
To dispense with word " limited "

i, 543,

549, 553, 562, 569
LIMITATION

Of actions against directors 571

"LIMITED"
In case of companies not for profit 538, 543,

f)4'.t, 553, 562, 569

Requirement for use of omitted... 541, 544

LIQUIDATOR

Appointment of company as ~>'M

Must make further report ."i7S

Not to pay money into private banking
account 568

Persons ineligible to be appointed ... 559
Power for, to prosecute directors 534, 555, 578
Refusal of, to institute proceedings 539, 542,

546, 548
Remuneration of 542
To call meetings annually 571

LOAN COMPAN i KS ;> i 1

I.MANS TO DIRECTORS

LOANS TO SHAREHOLDERS

Liability of directors for ...

557

536, 546, 548, 552

545

571

538

MANITOBA

MEETING

Annual, liquidator to call

Annual, to be held at intervals of not
less than 15 months

MEMBERS

Liability of 535,547,562,574
Liability of past ... ... ... ... 547

M INIMUM SUBSCRIPTION ... f>35, 53l, M.;. Ml,
M:>, 550, 554,557,500,502,

567,568,561, 570_ 575s 676

M i MNG COMPANIES ... 538, 54S, 552, 554, 563,

565, 566

Increase of capital by 565, ">M'>

Publication of Balance Sheet by ... 566

MORTGAGE INVESTMENTS

Annual return as to M>>

PA(JB.
MORTGAGES

Caveat against registration ;,f)s
< 'op\ <,f to be open to inspection ... 560
Filing of information concerning ... 549
On uncalled capital

''ruf 54L'.

Registration of
Which \vonl, | require registration as

Bills o i s;t l.-

NATAL... 574

x K\V I ">!/ 1
' V \V" !('!" K 4 >*' " " -U1* L- .> r* i 1 1 Iv ,.. ... >t| ')|J

NEW SOUTH WALES ;,.M

NEW ZEALAND 570

NO-LIABILITY COMPANY 538,542,548,552,
:..M. :.;,.;. :,:>!, ;)t ;n, ;, t ;i, 563, 566, 567, 568

Restrictions on registration of 568

NOMINAL CAPITAL 556. .v. 7

Duty on 579

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES 547

NOTES
Unlimited liability in respect of Bank ... 534,

562, 574
NOTICES

Service of 576

NOVA SCOTIA 541

NUMBER OF PERSONS
X' ressary to form a company ... 535, 541, 547,

551, 556, 561, 567, 575, 576, 577

OBJECTS OP COMPANY

Change of, without Order of Court

ONTARIO

ORANGE RIVER COLONY

PENALTI i :s

535, 575

... 537

577

545,f>;>7

PERSONS

Number of, to form a Company... 535, 541, 547,

551, 556, 561, 567, 575, 576, 577
PETITION

Shareholder owing calls cannot present... .~>34

POLL

Number of members able to demand ... f>61

POWERS OF COMPANY
Alteration or enlargement of, no appli-

cation to court necessary ... . ">7'>

I'KKFERENCE

Fraudulent 540,543,547,549

1'iiKi -I;HKN< i: STOCK OR SHARES

Issue of 1,548, 550

1'nr.MlUM

Restrictions on issue of shares at a
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PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND ...

PRIORITY

Of Colonial creditors

PRIVATE COMPANIES

PAGE.

550

564, 565

... 556,570,571

PROCEEDINGS

For removal of name from register ... 558
Refusal of liquidator to institute 539, 542, 546,

548
PROFITS

Division of, notwithstanding wasting
capital 570

PROPRIETARY COMPANIES 556

PROSPECTUS

Companies not issuing a 570, 571

Copy to be filed ... 552, 560, 562, 567, 569
Disclosure of contracts in. ..535,539, 541, 545,578
Report as to truth of statements in ... 558

PUBLIC EXAMINATION

Creditor or shareholder may apply for ... 559
In voluntary winding-up... 559, 573, 574, 578

QUEBEC 540

QUEENSLAND 563

RECONSTRUCTION
Provisions for 537, 554, 569

REDUCTION OP CAPITAL 536,546,576

By land companies ... 553

REGISTER

Removal of name from 558

REGISTERED OFFICE

Provisions as to 561,567

REGISTRATION OF MORTGAGES
Caveat against ... 558

REPORT BY DIRECTORS 558

RESOLUTION

Extraordinary, to be filed

Special

RETURN

Annual, as to capital, &c. ... 536,538, 545,549,551
Annual, as to mortgage investments ... 546

RETURNS
Private companies not liable to make
annual returns to Registrar 571

... 558,561,567
561, 567, 576, 578

SALE OF ASSETS en bloc ... 539, 546, 548

"
SAVINGS,"

"
SAVINGS-BANK," " SAVINGS

INSTITUTION "

Use of words forbidden 556,558

SECRETARY

Directors to appoint 567

PAGE.
SERVANTS

Winding-up order to be notice of dis-

charge to 534

SHAREHOLDERS

Individually liable to creditors ...535, 547, 552,

575, 576, 577
Institution of proceedings by a share-

holder for his own exclusive benefit... 539,

542, 546, 548
Issue of execution against 535, 547, 552, 575,

576, 577
Liability of 535,547,562,574
Liability of past 547
List of 536
Loans to, liability of directors for 536, 546, 548,

552
Proportionate representation of, on board 543
Right to inspect mortgages 560

SHARES

Assessment of fully paid ...

Certificate for, provisions as to

Company forbidden to buy its own
Issue of, at a discount
Issue of, at a premium
Issue of, by tender

565, 566
.. 573
.. 534

543, 545, 550. 564
.. 557

573
Issue of fully paid 550,575
Power of trustee of bankrupt to disclaim 568
Subdivision of 536, 561, 568
Transfers of, when calls unpaid 570
Vendors' 560,561,567,568

SHARE WARRANTS TO BEARER

SOUTH AFRICA

SOUTH AUSTRALIA ...

SPECIAL RESOLUTION

STAMP DUTIES

Annual

560, 562, 564,

566, 569

573

560

561, 567, 576, 578

570, 572
566On foreign companies

STATEMENT

Annual, submission of to shareholders 536, 541,
546

STATUTES, IMPERIAL

Companies Act, 1862 533, 536, 537, 538, 539,

540, 541, 542, 543, 545, 546, 547, 548,
549, 551, 553, 554, 555, 556, 559, 560,
561, 562, 563, 565, 566, 567, 568, 569,
570, 571, 573, 574, 575, 576, 577, 578

Companies Seals Act, 1864 ... 547, 555, 563,

570, 573
Companies Act, 1867 533, 535, 538, 539, 540,

541, 543, 546, 547, 549, 550, 551, 553,
554, 555, 559, 560, 561, 562, 563, 564,
565, 566, 567, 568, 569, 570, 573, 574,

575, 576, 577, 578
Joint Stock Companies Arrangement

Act, 1870 ... 533, 547, 554, 555, 560, 563, 565,

567, 573, 577

Companies Act, 1877 533, 541, 547, 551, 554,
555, 560,561. 563, 565, 567, 568, 570,

573, 576

Companies Act, 1879

Companies Act, 1880

(ColonialCompanies
1883

Companies Act, 1886
Preferential Payments in Bankruptcy

Act, 1888 ... 547, 555, 559, 560, 563, 564, 567,

570, 573, 577, 57s

541, 547, 555, 560, 562,

563, 567, 570

541, 547, 555, 560, 563,

567, 570

Registers) Act,
... 547,554,555,563

547, 555



PAGE.

STATUTES, IMPERIAL cent.

Preferential Payments in Jiankruj.;
547. :,ta

Companies (Memorandum of Association)
. ii. .M7. :,:.i. :,:.i.

,567,570,573,576
Companies (Winding-up) Act. 1800 ...

547,551,559,560,568.565.567.
:.7l,575,577,578

Directors' Liability Act, 1890 ...538, .Ml, 547,

555,560,563,567,570,571

Companies (Winding-np) Act, 1893 5-17, 555,
563

IUIH.-S Act, 1898 541, 547, 554, 555, 563
Act. 1900 ... 535, 539, 541, 542,
547, :.

ii', :.: i . 558, :.:.i;, 557, 558, 560,
V,.",. V.'.t. 570, 573, 576

STATUTORY MEKTING

Report for 558

STOCK

Company not to purchase stock of other

companies
see also CAPITAL.

535

SUBDIVISION op CAPITAL ...

Sanction of Court required

... 536

.V.I, 568

565TASMANIA

TRANSFERS

Refusal to register ... ... ... ... 570

Register of 586

TRANSVAAL 576

TRUST COMPANIES .M-1,549

TRUSTEE COMPANIES 556,566

PAGE.

j.'.S

542

578

UNCALLED CAPITAL

Mortgages on

UNDERWRITING COMMISSION Limit. -d

UNLIMITED COMPANIES

VENDORS' SHAUKS 560, 561, .V,:. .

VICTORIA

VOLUNTARY WINDING-CP

Imperial compulsory ]iro\isions extended
to 559,573. ::!..->7s

WAGES

Liability of directors for 536. ."> 10. .M I . :. I *. .V.I
,

560,562
Preferential payment of .V.'.i. .V, 1, 578

WARRANTS
Share, to bearer 560, 562, 564, 566, 569

540,550

567

WATERING OF STOCK

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

WINDING-UP

Priority of Colonial creditors in... 564, .V>,~

Within jurisdiction of Dominion Parlia-

ment ... ... ... ... 535,536

WINDING-UP ORDER

May be made when certain proportion of

capital lost 537, -Ml
To be date of commencement of winding
up 537,539,542,546,548

To be notice of discharge to servants ... 5,i4
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XXXII.

RECIPROCITY IN THE MATTER OF ADMISSION

OF LAND SURVEYORS TO PRACTICE.

Resolution of New Zealand.

VIII. Reciprocity as to Land Surveyors.

" That reciprocity should be established between the

respective Governments and examining authorities

throughout the Empire with regard to the examina-

tion and authorisation of land surveyors, so that any

surveyor who has properly complied with the tests

and conditions prescribed by the Imperial Government
or the Government of any Self-governing Dependency,
and has duly received the requisite authority to en-

able him to act as surveyor, should be enabled to

practise his profession in any other part of the

Empire, subject only to his satisfying the Government
or examining authority of the country in which he
desires to practise of his knowledge of the necessary
local Acts or regulations which may be in force therein

relating to the survey of land therein."

MEMORANDUM by the COUNCIL of the SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION on the Proposal
that Reciprocity between the several parts of the British Empire, in

connection with the Examination and Authorisation of Surveyors, should
be established.

In tAvo important particulars Great Britain stands in a somewhat different

position from the Colonies with regard to the practice of surveying, viz. :

(a) In Great Britain the business of a surveyor covers a much wider field

than is usually the case in the Colonies. The bylaws of the Institution

define the profession of a surveyor as
"
the art of determining the value of

"
all descriptions of landed and house property, and of the various interests

"
therein ;

the practice of managing and developing estates ;
the science

"
of measuring and delineating the physical features of the earth, and of

"
measuring and estimating artificers' work." The following tables, showing

the subjects comprised in the Intermediate and Final Examinations of the

Institutions, are instructive as indicating the wide range of knowledge looked

upon as necessary for the proper equipment of a surveyor in one or other of

the three main sub-divisions of the profession as practised in this country.
c 49045 3 B
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Tai.l,- A.

Is 1 LIIMKin \ I I 1 AAMINATION

For Stu<lfiit aii-l Noii-Stuili-iit ( 'Minliilates desirous of Qualifying for tin-

Professional Associateship.

:>IVI*ION I -Chiefly Lund
Valuation.

Ml. Chiefly Hui
..r Chiefly

'

I.awof Land-
luril and

'('(11:1111.

> \ iiiL' and Levelling.
and Elements of Trigo-

nometry.
_'. Book-keeping.

. -meiit-ut'

bearing on
I he Prac-

tice of

the Land
I Agent.

1. 'AGRICULTURE (Typical).
.1. Construction and Arrange-

ment of Farm II..me-
-teads.

'i. Land Drainage.
7. < eulogy and Composition

of Soils.

N. Agricultural Chemistry
(Parts 1, 2, and 3 of
s\ Halms).

I. Surveying anil Levelling,
and Kleim nis nf Trigo-
H. .in.

_'. Book-keeping.

3. Law "f Landlord and
Teiianl ( Elements of).

4. Mensuration.

."<. Law of Kixliii.

Law of Dihipida-
[ p.

tioii-.

LawofKiisemenls
j

and Riparian
'

Righto.
6. AlM'I.K-ATK'X \N1> USB

(K YALTA I ION TAIII.K-

(Typical).
7. Copyholds (Elements of).

8. Driiinap' and Sanitation

(Lo\vcr 1'ajiur).

1. SHIM -\ ing and Levelling,
and Element- of Trigo-
nollleli \

.

2. BlI.L- OK (VM \NTITIK8

mioal).
_'\. Bills of Quantities (Lower

Pap
3. *C('N-: 1:1 <

l ,\ l vxi. W.PKK-
IM. DltVMIS..- , T\pi-

.'i v. Consiructi\ c and Working
Dra w i n g -

( L.IUI r

Paper).
1. House Drainage and

I'liiinliei-' Work.
5. Mensuration.
ii. Law of Dilapidation!

incuts of).
7. Composition and Propenii

of St<mcs ami

Table B.

FINAL EXAMINATION

For ( 'umliilaU's desirous of Qualifying for the Class of Fellmv.-.

8 trs-DiVISION I. Chiefly Land
Agency.

!.

2.

3.

I.

5.

7.

Forestry, Timber Valuing
and Measuring (Out-
door).

Do. do. (Indoor).
Local Taxation (Nature

and Incideir

Botany of Gra-

Agrienltnral Chcini-try

(Parts 1, 2, I?, -I. and '">

of Syllabus).
AGHII i in i: u. VALCA-

TIOSS (Typical).
Law of Arbitration.

Agricultural Law.
8. t Report.

-! 'i VISION II. -'liiefly

Valuation.

3.

Forestry. TiniU-r Valuing
and Mi-a-niing (Out-
door).

Local Taxation (Nature
and IncidciK

'PRINCIPLES AND PRAC-
TICE OF VALUATION

(Typical).
Law of Arbitration.

Enfranchisement of Copy-
holds (Practice).

Acts for Compulsory Pur-
cha-c of Property.

Law of Vendors and

Purchasers.

Drainage and Sanitation.

SUB- DIVISION III. -Chiefly Building
..r Chiefly Quantities.

1. 'QUANTITIES (Typical).
IA. Quantities (Lower Paper).
2. *C O N S T R f c T I V E AXIl

\VOKKIXI, I)l: AVVINi,-.

(Typical).
2A. Constructive and Working

I) i a w i n <:s (Lower
Paper).

3. Drainage and Sanitation.

I

r

London Building I London
Acts

]

Candi-
I

dates),

f (fr
Pnoik Health 1 Country

A. -i-
j

Candi-
(. d:ii

Law of Arliitration (Ele-
ments of).

Iron and Timber Roofs.

Specifications of Knilding.

1 A Report on a Special Subject appropriate to his Sub-Division will be required of each Candidate in Snl>-

I . II.. ami III.

XOTB. Candidates in Sub-Division III. who inti-nd to (jimlify ns yuaiitity Survrynrs in: QUAN-
TITIBS" (1*) an their ty|iicnl subject, aiul the lower paper in ('..nsiri' \V..rkini; l'i JA).

Candidmtui in 8uti-DiTii(ioii III. who intend t., , nullify n* HuildinK Survi-yurs must take " CONSTRUCTIVB AND
WORKING DBAWIWOS" (2*) as their typical subject ana tin- lower paper In "Quantities" (U).

* No Candidate will be regarded an having passed the examination unions he 1ms obtained pass marks in t lie

typical jnbjcct (indicated above by capital letters) in hi* Suli-|)iviiiin oven although lie )ms olitained pass marks
in bit examination as a whole. (.See Kule 26.)
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SCIENTIFIC AND SPECIAL SUBJECTS.

(Two of the following Subjects must be taken by each Candidate.)

Algebra.

Animal Physiology (Sub-Divi-
sion I. only).

Development of Building
Estates (Sub-Division III.

only).

Enfranchisement of Copyholds
(Sub-Division I. only).

Hydrostatics (Elements of).

London Building Act (Sub-

Principles of Parochial Assess-
ment.

Road Making.
Drainage and Sanitation (Sub-

Division I. only).
Mechanics (Law of Forces).

Division II. only). (Sub-Division III. only).

In the Colonies, on the other hand, the Council are given to understand
that the term surveying is usually limited to mean the science of admeasuring
and delineating the physical features of the earth, and is therefore lacking in

the wider significance attaching to it here.

(b) In Great Britain anyone subject to the general principle, applicable
to all skilled labour, that a man who undertakes to perform certain work also

impliedly undertakes to bring to the exercise of it a reasonable degree of care

and skill may practise as a surveyor.
In the Colonies this is not the case, surveyors usually being required to

pass special examinations and to obtain Government licences permitting them
to practise. In the particular subject of land surveying these examinations
are very much more advanced than the Intermediate Examination of the

Institution, doubtless for the reason that in this country the Ordnance

Survey has been completed and is kept up to date by the Government, with
the result that, outside railway work, little or no advanced surveying falls to

the private practitioner.
The Institution, however, is prepared to grant Special Certificates in

Surveying and Levelling to candidates presenting themselves for a more
advanced examination on the following syllabus, which is understood to

approximate to those adopted in the several Colonies.

SYLLABUS OF SURVEYING AND LEVELLING EXAMINATION.

Surveying. General principles. Surveying with chain alone. Con-
struction of lines. Surveying across obstacles. Traversing with chain
alone. Traversing with angular instruments. Plotting by latitude and

departure. Plane table and telemeter surveying. Staking out centre

lines of railways. Tunnels on curve or straight. Town surveying.
General use and adjustment of surveying instruments. Trigonometrical

surveying. Plotting, copying, enlarging, and reducing maps. Large
scale surveys for special works (such as bridges, stations, &c.). Setting
out side widths. Computing and quantities. Route and expeditionary

surveying. Harbour, coast, river, and general marine surveying.
Latitudes and longitudes. Practical surveying in the field.

Levelling. General principles. Adjustment of instruments. Trial

and check levelling and making of cross-sections. Levelling with

angular instruments. Levelling with barometer, hypsometer, &c.

Grading sections. Contouring and preparation of sections generally.

Computing earthwork quantities. Practical work in the field.

In the opinion of the Council it is undesirable that professional men,
who have already undergone the test of examination, should be required
to reduplicate these examinations if circumstances necessitate their practising
in different parts of the British Empire.

Any arrangement by which this might be avoided would therefore meet
with the approval of the Council who, with regard to the special subject of

Land Surveying which forms the basis of the Colonial examinations, do not

think that any real difficulty need be anticipated in formulating a syllabus
which would be recognised and acceptable in all parts of the Empire. The

principles upon which advanced and geodetic surveying are based are

common to all countries, and the surveyor who has been able to satisfy one
e 49045. 3 C
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set of examiners should logically In- exempted from further KM , t i the hands
::er bodv of examiners, provided that a standard of qualification h;ul

been agreed upon beforehand.

Id. of course, be necessary to insure that each bod}
7

responsible

for rarrvinii out the examination should occupy such an authoritative

position as to eiijoy the confidence of all concerned, while arrangements
should be made fora periodic exchange of views between the examining
bod

\\Yre such a system established, surveyors \\ho had qualified in one

country would merely need to satisfy the authorities of the country in

which they desired to practise that they had acquired a knowledge of

the necessary local Acts and regulations affect int; their profession.
1',, fore the question of a general reciprocity between different parts of

the Empire was broached, the Council of the Institution had recognised
the desirability of such a course, and, since 189:.', have elected as

Colonial I'Yllows candidates from the Colonies without their tmdergoing
the Institution Inanimations, on the strength of their local examinations.

Should the views of the Council as indicated above be supported at

the Conference, they would be prepared, if desired, to give any assistance

in their power to the Secretary of State or to the delegates in arran^in^
details, and to so modify the conditions of their Special Certificate Examina-
tion as to bring it into line with the requirements of the syllabus which

might be adopted.

March 21, 1907.
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XXXIII.

RECIPROCAL ADMISSION OF BARRISTERS TO
PRACTICE,

Resolution of Government of New Zealand :

That provision should be made throughout the Empire for the

reciprocal admission of barristers to practice, and in particular that the
mere fact that in any dependency the two branches of the profession are

amalgamated should not be a bar to the admission of barristers of that

dependency to practice in England or elsewhere.

Letter from the Four Inns of Court :

Treasurer's Office, Inner Temple, E.G.,

SIR, 13 April 1907.

I HAVE the honour to inform you that the Four Inns of Court
have adopted the following Report of the Joint Committee on the

Duties, Interests, and Discipline of the Bar on the subject of your
letter* of the 2nd March 1907 :-

REPORT.

The Committee recommend

(1) That any proposal to give to barristers in any colony or

dependency a right to be called to the English Bar while still

retaining the right to practise as solicitors in such colony or

dependency ought to be opposed.

(2) That provided it is satisfactorily established that the quali-
fications for admission as a barrister in any colony are equivalent
to those in this country, any proposal for facilitating the call to the

English Bar of barristers in any colony or dependency upon terms

analogous to those upon which English solicitors may for the time

being be entitled to be called to the Bar should be favourably
considered.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

H. W. LAWRENCE,
Sub-Treasurer,

Under Secretary of State, per I. H. M.
Colonial Office, S.W.

*
Forwarding for observations the Resolution of New Zealand as to the reciprocal admission

of barristers.
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